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PREFACE
By G. F. Loughlin

The author of this paper gives a thorough description
of a complex of very unusual igneous rocks and associ-
ated hydrothermal deposits. Their unusual character
involves difficulties in interpretation of genesis and
modes of intrusion and deposition, and even in definition.
Perhaps the most puzzling deposit of all is the central
mass of dolomite, which the author aptly terms
"marble," a term that applies mainly to different meta-
morphosed and unimetamorphosed carbonate rocks.
The author, however, suggests a hydrothermal or even
intrusive origin, as this suggestion, based on negative
evidence, meets fewer objections than any other.

As may be expected, some of those who have read the
manuscript of this report critically are skeptical regard-
ing certain of the author's interpretations, but the as-
semblage of rocks is so unusual and the interpretation
involves so much speculation that "doctors may be ex-
pected to disagree" in the light of their different experi-
ences. Such differences of'opinion reflect the healthy

growth of the science of petrology and help to guide
future investigations. The description of this unusual
complex and the author's interpretation of its origin,
therefore, should be most interesting, especially to those
studying the origin of igneous rocks. Obviously, the
author, after such detailed field work, has the advantage
over all others in the drawing of conclusions, and it is
interesting to note that he is inclined to be more con-
servative than some of his critics and places more

emphasis on the field evidence of complex processes
than on the data supplied from relatively simple proc-
esses in the laboratory. Continued progress in the
physical chemistry of igneous intrusive rocks and of
hydrothermal processes will gradually shed new light
on the problems involved, and the text and geologic
map in this report will always afford a sound basis for
confirmation or modification of the author's conclusions
in the light of continuous progress.

V
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ALKALIC ROCKS OF IRON HILL, GUNNISON COUNTY, COLORADO

By ESPER S. LARSEN

ABSTRACT

The Iron Hill stock is in southwestern Colorado, in Gunnison
County, about 20 miles south of the village of Iola. It intrudes
into pre-Cambrian granites and is overlain by late Jurassic sand-
stones. It underlies an area of about 12 square miles. The
oldest rock in the stock is a uniform dolomitic mass, conveniently
called "marble," which forms an isolated hill 1,000 feet high and
over a mile across, as well as several small inclusions in the
igneous rocks of the stock. Small bodies of similar marble are
found as hydrothermal deposits in the surrounding pre-Cambrian
rocks. The main mass of marble is also believed to be a large
hydrothermal deposit formed in the throat of a volcano, though it
may have been intruded as a carbonate magma or it may be an
inclusion of pre-Cambrian marble.

The oldest igneous rock of the stock is a coarse- to giant-
grained melilite rock that has been called "uncompahgrite."
The next intrusion was a pyroxenite, which underlies about 70
percent of the area of the stock. It varies greatly in texture
and in the proportions of the minerals present, ranging from a
nearly pure diopside rock to a biotitite, a perofskite-magnetite
rock, an apatite-perofskite rock, local feldspar, nepheline, and
titanite varieties, and rare dikes of an olivine rock. The varia-
tion is erratic, and a small outcrop may show many varieties.
The contacts of the varieties are commonly sharp, and the fine-
grained varieties commonly cut those of coarse grain, the mica-
rich varieties cut those poor in mica, and those rich in apatite
cut the others, except the perofskite-magnetite rock, which is
commonly last.

The pyroxenite was cut by a coarse nepheline-pyroxene-
garnet rock (ijolite), which varies erratically in the relative pro-
portions of pyroxene and melanite garnet. In places this rock
intimately injects the pyroxenite and the nepheline has soaked
into the pyroxenite.

The next intrusion was a soda syenite. This rock is commonly
banded and in places has a gneissoid structure, developed during
intrusion.. It tends to occur along or near the border of the
stock and some of its contacts with the pre-Cambrian rocks show
evidence of faulting, which probably took place mostly during
the last stages of crystallization of the syenite. A nepheline
syenite followed the syenite and also tends to occur along the
borders of the stock.

The last intrusions of the stock are represented by a series of
subparallel dikes of nepheline gabbro and quartz gabbro, a few
of which contain both rocks.

Hydrothermal solutions were active throughout the history
of the stock. In the uncompahgrite, melanite wasdeposited
in the late stage of the pyrogenic crystallization, and a garnet
poor in iron and titanium continued to form in the early hydro-
thermal stage (after the solutions had begun to move along frac-
tures). Later, idocrase and diopside were formed, first in asso-

ciation with garnet and then alone. At a still later time the
melilite was locally replaced by cebollite and then by juanite.

The most widespread hydrothermal products are aegirite and
a soda amphibole with or without phlogopite and other minerals.
These three are also the chief minerals introduced into the dolo-
mite during its hydrothermal metamorphism by the pyroxenite.
Aegirite and amphibole are also abundant in the hydrothermal
carbonate bodies that cut the pre-Cambrian rocks, and they are
present in numerous seams in all the rocks of the area, including
the pre-Cambrian. A magnesic hastingsite is a common replace-
ment product of the pyroxenes and was found in one carbonate
vein.

Numerous veins of granular dolomite, containing some quartz,
alkalic feldspar, sulfides, fluorite, and some silicates, cut the
rocks of the stock. Veins of dolomite and calcite, apatite,
quartz, alkalic feldspar, and martite cut the marble.

The Iron Hill-stock is much like those of Fen, Norway; Magnet
Cove, Ark.; Jacupiranga, Brazil; and Libby, Mont. The
peculiar rocks of the stock are believed to have been formed by
reaction of a basaltic magma on marble, followed by crystal
differentiation.

Analyses of many rocks and minerals are given. The amphi-
boles between soda tremolite and glaucophane are discussed,
and curves for the variation of the optical properties with com-
position of this group and of the diopside-acmite pyroxenes
are given. The minerals of the area are described in some
detail.

A section on the rare constituents of the rocks and minerals
of the stock concludes the report.

INTRODUCTION

LOCATION AND TOPOGRAPHY

The small stock of alkalic rocks described in this
report lies in southwestern Colorado, on the northern

flank of the San Juan Mountains, south of the Gunni-

son River, about 20 miles south of the village of Iola

and 22 miles approximately S. 15 W. from the town of

Gunnison. It is in the southern part of Gunnison

County, a few miles east of Powderhorn post office.

It is near the middle of the eastern border of Uncom-

pahgre quadrangle, is just east of Powderhorn Valley

of Cebolla Creek. It includes the lower drainage

basins of Beaver and Deldorado Creeks and of some

smaller gulches to the north of these creeks.

It is best reached from Iola, from which there is a

good mountain automobile road. Poor roads, passable

by an automobile, go up both forks of Beaver Creek, up
1
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Deldorado Creek, and up some of the other gulches,
so that an automobile can be taken within a few miles
of any part of the area.

The chief igneous rocks of the stock weather readily
to a friable sand but the marble mass near the center
of the stock and the surrounding granitic rocks are
rather resistant. The marble therefore forms a steep,
rocky hill, Iron Hill, which rises about 1,000 feet above
the valley; the igneous rocks of the stock form a ring
of rather low rolling hills about Iron Hill; and the older
granitic rocks form steep, rocky hills about the stock.
Locally, mesa-forming flows of lava overlie the stock.
Plate 2 is a panorama of the area taken from the slopes
between the forks of Beaver Creek, between gullies H
and I and 100 feet below the knoll of ijolite shown in
plate 1. The rounded hill left of the center is Iron
Hill, made up of marble. The gentle slopes surround-
ing Iron Hill are underlain by the pyroxenite and other
rocks of the Iron Hill stock, and the steeper slopes
surrounding the Iron Hill basin consist of pre-Cambrian
rocks overlain by sandstone of the Morrison formation
on the right. The hill on the extreme left is Rudolph
Hill, those in the background to the left of Iron Hill
are pre-Cambrian hills west of Powderhorn Valley,
and those to the right of Iron Hill are made up of the
pre-Cambrian rocks capped by the Morrison formation,
at the heads of Huntsman Gulch and Deldorado Creek.

FIELD WORK AND ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

The field work on the area was done chiefly in the
summers of 1912 and 1913, as a part of the mapping of
the Uncompahgre quadrangle, under the direction of
Whitman Cross. Brief visits to the area were made in
later years, the last in 1930. J. Fred Hunter assisted
in some of the field work, and E. W. Goranson and
William F. Jenks assisted in some of the laboratory
work. J. W. Greig, of the Geophysical Laboratory,
visited the area with the author in the summer of 1930
and offered many helpful suggestions.

Most of the field work and part of the office work was
done under the auspices of the United States Geo-
logical Survey, and a part of the field work and much
of the office work was done at Harvard University.
In the section on mineralogy William F. Jenks, of
Harvard University, is joint author, and in that on
minor constituents George Steiger, of the Geological
Survey, is joint author.

GEOLOGY OF THE SURROUNDING AREA

In this part of the San Juan Mountains the pre-
Cambrian rocks are chiefly gneisses, schists, and amphi-
bolites intruded by various granitic rocks. They have
been mapped and described by Hunter'. Adjoining
the Iron Hill stock the pre-Cambrian rocks are chiefly

1 Hunter, J. F., Pre-Cambrian rocks of Gunnison River, Colo.: U. S. Geol. Survey
Bull. 777, 1925,

gray biotite granite, porphyritic granite, and granite
porphyry. These old rocks were eroded to a peneplain,
and a thick series of Paleozoic sediments, including con-
siderable limestone, was laid down on the peneplaned
surface and was in turn covered by Triassic sediments.

Peneplanation again took place, and the Paleozoic
rocks were removed from the area near Iron Hill. They
are exposed today within 40 miles to the west, north,
and east of Iron Hill and probably once covered the
Iron Hill area. Late Jurassic sandstones and shales of
terrestrial origin, represented by the Morrison forma-
tion, were laid down on the peneplain and were covered
by a thick series of Cretaceous beds. After renewed
erosion, volcanic flows and tuffs of the Potosi series
were laid down in Miocene time on an irregular surface.
In the immediate vicinity of Iron Hill (pl. 1) the rocks
are chiefly pre-Cambrian, but nearly horizontal Mor-
rison beds cap Huntsman's Mesa, which borders the
Iron Hill basin on the northeast, and remnants of the
Potosi volcanic rocks, mostly rhyolites and quartz
latites, immediately overlie the Iron Hill rocks and form
small mesas within the Iron Hill basin.

AGE OF THE IRON HILL STOCK

The Iron Hill stock clearly intrudes into the latest of
the pre-Cambrian rocks of the area, and it is clearly
overlain by the Miocene volcanic rocks. Sandstone
belonging to the Morrison formation, of Jurassic age,
near the Iron Hill stock contains the minerals peculiar
to the stock. A sample collected from the lower part
of this sandstone from the hill three-quarters of a mile
southwest of Cebolla Hot Springs and less than a mile
from the nearest outcrops of the Iron Hill stock con-
tained about 0.5 percent of minerals with a specific
gravity greater than 2.89, whose composition separation
is as follows:

Biotite-------------------7 Amphibole----------- 22
Gold----------------- Trace Opaque-------------22
Tourmaline...-----------10 Brown garnet----------1
Leucoxene------------ 17 Pink garnet----------. 1
Diopside--------------- 16 Zircon.---------------..... 2

The leucoxene is in part derived from perofskite.
The diopside is rather fresh, pale green and like that of
the Iron Hill rocks. The amphibole is mostly blue
green and was probably derived from the gneisses and
amphibolites of the pre-Cambrian, but a few grains are
of the bluish amphibole like that of the Iron Hill area.
The brown garnet is like the melanite so characteristic
of the Iron Hill rocks. Specimens of sandstone of the
Morrison formation north of the Iron Hill mass also
contain a little of the pyroxene, melanite, amphibole,
and perofskite peculiar to the Iron Hill mass. The
Iron Hill stock is therefore older than the Morrison
(Jurassic) and is later than the latest of the known pre-
Cambrian rocks of the area. No further evidence of the
age of the Iron Hill stock was found.

2
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ALKALIC ROCKS OF IRON HILL, GUNNISON COUNTY, COLO.

GENERAL GEOLOGY OF THE IRON HILL STOCK

The distribution of the rocks of the Iron Hill stock
is shown on the geologic map (pl. 1). The geology is
shown on a scale of 2 inches to the mile, and the base
map is a photographic enlargement of the United States
Geological Survey's Uncompahgre topographic map,
whose original scale is 1:125,000. The topography,
therefore, is considerably generalized, but the enlarged
scale allows space to show detail and relations that
would not otherwise be possible. The geologic map-
ping also is somewhat generalized in many places,
especially in the area south of Beaver Creek, owing to
the very complicated relations, to poor exposures, and
to the enlargement of the base map.

The stock and associated marble occupy a triangular
area about 6 miles long, in a northwesterly direction,
and 4 miles wide. The area of outcrop is about 12
square miles. If, as seems likely, the Cebolla Valley is
mostly underlain by the soft rocks of the stock, the
actual area of the.stock is a few square miles larger.

The contacts of the stock are intrusive, but there is
some faulting along its south border and in the drain,
age area of Deldorado Creek on the northeast border.
In several places, especially on both sides of South
Beaver Creek and in the drainage area of the south
fork of Deldorado Creek, there is a zone 1 foot or more
wide of thoroughly cemented crushed rock along the
contact between the granites and the syenites. The
evidence indicates no large fault, and the crushing was
probably due to adjustments during the last stages of
the intrusion and cooling of the stock. Along the
northern contact the relations between the stock and
the older granites are clearly intrusive, and many
apophyses from the pyroxenite and syenite of the stock
extend into the granites.

The marble of Iron Hill, which is mostly dolomite,
is the oldest rock of the stock. It forms a hill 1,000
feet high and over a mile wide near the center of the
stock and also a few small inclusions in the intru-
sive rocks. Many carbonate veins, very much like
the marble of Iron Hill, cut the intrusive rocks and
are therefore younger.

The first intrusive member of the stock was an
uncompahgrite, a coarse- to giant-grained rock made
up chiefly of melilite, with some pyroxene, biotite,
garnet, perofskite, magnetite, and apatite. It is con-
fined to the southern part of the basin of Beaver
Creek, where it forms several irregular bodies that are
surrounded and cut by later intrusive rocks. It now
underlies an area of nearly half a square mile, and its
original extent was probably much greater.

The intrusion of uncompahgrite was followed by
one of pyroxenite. This pyroxenite underlies about 84
percent of the area occupied by the stock. It is a
variable rock, both in texture and in the proportion of
minerals present. The dominant and average rock is

286730-42--2

made up of about two-thirds pyroxene, considerable
biotite, less magnetite and perofskite, and several per-
cent of apatite. Small local bodies contain much
olivine associated with abundant biotite. Others con-
tain nepheline, orthoclase, or albite. Some bodies,
mostly associated with nepheline or feldspar rock, con-
tain as much as 30 percent of titanite. Primary
calcite is present in small amounts in some places, and
titaniferous garnet, commonly associated with calcite
or nepheline, occurs here and there. In part the
various kinds of rocks have intrusive relations to one
another and fairly sharp contacts. A prospect cut
20 feet long will commonly show a coarse-grained
pyroxene rock cut by fine-grained pyroxene rock,
pyroxenite with varying proportions of biotite, and
some nearly pure biotite rock. Dikelike bodies of
rock made up of magnetite and perofskite with more
or less apatite, biotite, and pyroxene and small dikes
of nearly pure apatite cut the other rocks. The olivine-
bearing rocks are present in small dikes cutting the
other rocks. The feldspar pyroxenites are more
abundant near the contacts with the granites that
surround the stock, but they are not confined to the
borders of the stock, nor are they everywhere present
at the borders. The nepheline-bearing rocks are partly
associated with the intrusions of ijolite, and the nephe-
line may have been in part introduced by the ijolite.

An ijolite intrudes the pyroxenite and uncompahgrite.
It underlies an area of about 0.4 square mile and is
present in irregular bodies, in dikes, and as a network
of small seams in the pyroxenite. For the most part it is
coarse-grained and is made up of about a third each of
nepheline, pyroxene, and titaniferous garnet, with a
little biotite, considerable apatite, primary calcite, and
titanite, and rare orthoclase or albite. The proportions
of the minerals vary greatly, especially that of the gar-
net. The different types are mixed together very er-
ratically and without sharp contacts. Of specimens
collected from a single small outcrop, some will be rich
in garnet and some poor in garnet and rich in pyroxene.

A syenite which occupies an area of only about 0.2
square mile, followed the ijolite. It commonly occurs
at or very near the border of the stock. It forms a
narrow, discontinuous, ringlike border to the stock in
the drainage basin of Beaver Creek, and one fairly large
mass is present on the ridge between Beaver and Del-
dorado Creeks. Smaller dikes are abundant in the
granite about the stock, and a few are present in the
pyroxenite. Much of the syenite is banded or streaked
from granulation during or immediately after intrusion.
Microperthite, rich in albite, makes up more than 90
percent of the rock and, in the main bodies, aegirite
constitutes most of the remainder. In some parts the
dominant dark mineral is a soda amphibole. It is ac-
companied by some aegirite, which is confined to thin
curved streaks that are clearly fractures filled with the
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dark minerals. Where not granulated, the rock is

commonly coarse-grained and tends to be porphyritic.

A nepheline syenite followed the soda syenite. It

hasan areaof about 0.4 square mile, mostly in the drain-

age basin of North Beaver Creek. It lies near the

border of the stock and in part forms a dikelike body

along the border. In general it cuts the pyroxenite,

but in places it cuts the syenite and other rocks. One

large mass is situated in the upper drainage area of

North Beaver Creek, many dikes cut the pyroxenite in

an area south of North Beaver Creek, and others cut

the older rocks of the stock and the surrounding granite.

The rock is med ium-grained and is made up chiefly of

conspicuous tabular feldspar crystals with some inter-

stitial nepheline and some pyroxene. The feldspar is a

perthite rich in albite.
The latest intrusive bodies of the stock consist of

gabbro of two varieties, which appear to be closely

associated. They are present as a few dikes as much

as 100 feet across and over a mile long. The main dikes

consist of nepheline gabbro and are in the drainage area

-of Deldorado Creek, where there are two nearly parallel

dikes close together and some smaller dikes. These

dikes are medium- to coarse-grained dark rocks with

conspicuous tabular crystals of labradorite, much inter-

stitial pyroxene, and smaller amounts of nepheline and

olivine. Finer-grained but very similar dikes of quartz-

bearing gabbro were found near the mouth of Huntsman

Gulch, in Deldorado Gulch, on the banks of Cebolla

Creek northeast of the Hot Springs, and elsewhere.

These rocks have much labradorite, a pinkish titani-

ferous augite, and a little interstitial, intergrown quartz

and orthoclase. They lack nepheline and olivine but.

are otherwise like the nepheline gabbro.

HYDROTHERMAL ACTIVITY

Hydrothermal products are widespread and in

great variety, as they commonly are about stocks of

alkalic rocks. Probably some hydrothermal activity

was associated with each of the intrusions.
The most abundant and characteristic hydrothermal

minerals are aegirite and a sodic amphibole. They and

phlogopite are the chief silicates in the contact-meta-
morphic marble about the stock, and in the carbonate

veins, in fractures in the syenite and other rocks of the

stock, and in the granite about the stock. Apatite is
also a common hydrothermal mineral, which is present

in the marble, in the carbonate veins, in veins with

martite, and elsewhere. Magnesic hastingsite is less

abundant than the soda-tremolite and related amphiboles

and is chiefly an alteration product of pyroxene in the
pyroxenite, the uncompahgrite, and other rocks of the

stock. It is commonly associated with a pale-green

diopside. In places fractures in the pyroxenite are
bordered by thin layers of this amphibole. Rarely

coarse crystals of hastingsite are present in carbonate
veins.

Quartz in small amount is present in some of the

veins in the marble and intrusive rocks. Albite and

orthoclase are common in the veins and replaced marble

and are usually associated with quartz, iron oxide, and

apatite. The nepheline is in part altered to analcime,

natrolite, cancrinite, or sericite.
A widespread alteration that took place during the

transition between the magmatic and the hydrothermal

stages is expressed by the presence of dark titaniferous

garnet in the uncompahgrite, ijolite, and pyroxenite,

and rarely in the other rocks. Grading into this dark

garnet is a nearly colorless garnet that was clearly

formed by moving solutions. In the uncompahgrite

garnet was followed by idocrase and diopside, and then

successively by several fibrous, hydrous alteration

products of melilite. A little fluorite is present in some

of the veins, as are also very sparse sulphides.

SPECIAL FEATURES OF THE STOCK

The coarse-grained melilite rock, uncompahgrite,
the giant cleavage pieces of melilite, and the successive

alteration products of the melilite are unique. The

nepheline-rich ijolite, the large nepheline fragments,

and the alteration products of the nepheline are also

unusual.
The abundance of apatite and the titanium minerals,

perofskite, and titaniferous garnet, indicating a phos-

phorous- and titanium-rich magma are unusual. The

abundance of hydrothermal amphiboles and aegirite and

the unusual character of these amphiboles, the great

mass of marble, and the carbonate veins bring up several

problems. The variation in the pyroxenite with the

apatite-rich varieties, the biotite rock, the magnetite-

perofskite rock, and other features deserve detailed
study.

"MARBLE" OF IRON HILL

DISTRIBUTION

The marble of Iron Hill occupies an area nearly 2 by

1;4 miles in dimensions and forms practically all of Iron

Hill, which rises nearly 1,000 feet above the Cebolla

Valley. It is surrounded by the pyroxenite, except

on the west, where it is bordered by the alluvium of

Cebolla Valley. This great mass of marble is cut by
very few dikes or similar apophyses except near its

borders. Smaller bodies of the marble are numerous

as inclusions in the igneous rocks near the main mass of

Iron Hill, especially in the drainage basins of Beaver

and Deldorado Creeks; very few of these are as much

as half a mile from the main contact. Near the north-

western border of the pyroxenite a small body of mar-

ble only 20 feet or so across is exposed by a prospect pit
on the south slope of Sammons Gulch, just below the

crest and about a tenth of a mile below the forks of the

gulch. This marble is cut by many small dikelike

bodies of the pyroxenite, and the pyroxenite nearby
carries numerous inclusions of the marble (fig. 1).
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Small bodies of carbonate rock, similar to that of
the Iron Hill mass, are present in the pre-Cambrian
rock within a few miles of the Iron Hill stock. Most
of them are north and west of the area shown on plate 1.
Some of those observed are listed below.

1. Several small masses on the ridge south of Milk-
ranch Gulch about half a mile east of bench mark 8025,
which is at the road junctions near the mouth of Milk-
ranch Gulch.

2. Two small bodies on the west side of Cebolla
Creek about 300 and 400 yards below the bridge at the
mouth of Milkranch Gulch.

3. About a mile south of the last named.
4. Just south of Powderhorn.
5. On the ridge between Deldorado and Beaver

Creeks about an eighth of a mile east of the Iron Hill
stock.

6. About a mile southwest of the mouth of Beaver
Creek.

CHARACTER

"Marble."-The greater part of the marble is nearly
white millimeter-grained carbonate mineral, with a
few percent of apatite grains as the only other important
constituent. Of 27 specimens of the marble collected
at random, 21 were made up of dolomite, 5 of calcite,
and 1 of dolomite and calcite together. In general
the calcite marbles are much coarser in texture than
the dolomites. In part the outcrops are nearly white,
but over large areas the weathered surface is more or
less iron-stained, and locally it is a dark yellow brown
and contains much limonite. Streaks and irregular
patches are so rich in limonite that they have encour-
aged prospecting for iron ore; yet the average dolo-
mite contains little iron. Exceptionally the carbonate
is ankerite. Pyrite, which has been largely altered to
iron oxide, is widely distributed in the marble, and
locally it is abundant. No bedding and very little
variation could be found in the great mass of marble at
Iron Hill, except that due to weathering or hydrother-
mal action.

Martite-apatite veins.-On the southwest slope of
Iron Hill the marble is cut by several northeast-south-
west veins, as much as several feet across and nearly
a mile long, which are made up at the surface of mar-
tite, apatite, limonite, and carbonate in varying pro-
portions. They are more or less porous or cavernous,
owing to surface leaching. The martite commonly
forms streaks or nodules a foot or less across but is
partly disseminated in the apatite. The larger bodies
of martite are massive in the center but are bordered
by well-formed octahedrons of martite an inch or more
across. They are clearly hematite pseudomorphs after
magnetite, and they are strongly magnetic. 2

2 Sosman, R. B., and Hostetter, J. C., The ferrous iron content and magnetic
susceptibility of some artificial and natural oxides of iron: Am. Inst. Min. Met.
Eng. Trans., vol. 58, pp. 425-427, 1917.

Siliceous iron-oxide veins.-In addition to the martite-
apatite veins, and grading into them, there are irregular
veinlike to irregular bodies, rarely over a few feet
across, which are porous, rich in limonite and hematite
and contain more or less apatite and quartz. Such
bodies are well shown and have been prospected for
iron near the crest of Iron Hill. Some streaks and
bunches of black manganese oxide are present and
piedmontite is rare. Local bodies are highly silicified
and iron-stained. The silica is partly fine-grained and
cherty and partly in well-formed, doubly terminated
quartz crystals as much as 1 millimeter across. In
places orthoclase and rarely albite are associated with
the quartz.

Origin of the iron ore.-The iron ore prospects in the
limestone are partly in the martite-apatite veins and
partly in bodies of cellular, siliceous iron oxide. The
martite veins are small and contain no bodies of martite-
rich rock much over a foot across. Some of the bodies
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FIGURE 1.-Marble-pyroxenite contact. Prospect pit on south slope of Sammons
Gulch near crest, just west of the lava cap. in, Marble; p, pyroxenite.

of cellular iron oxide are associated with martite, but
others lack martite. The largest ones, which lie near
the crest of Iron Hill, are only a few feet across and are
made up of siliceous cellular limonite with some
martite and hematite.

A part of the iron of the iron prospects was deposited
as iron oxide (magnetite and hematite) by high-
temperature hydrothermal solutions. The magnetite
was later oxidized to hematite. Such iron minerals are
associated with apatite and some quartz and feldspar.
A part of the iron oxide was formed by the oxidation of
pyrite and is associated with less apatite and more
silica; another part may have resulted from the leaching
and oxidation of iron-bearing carbonate.

Silicate rock.-Near the contact with the intrusive
rocks the marble carries locally more or less aegirite,
phlogopite, apatite, and a soda amphibole varying
from soda tremolite to glaucophane. These silicates
are present in the marble in all proportions from a few
scattered tiny crystals to nearly 100 percent. They
occur chiefly very near the igneous contacts, but
phlogopite has been found in small amounts in streaks
in all parts of the marble and is commonly associated
with the veins of iron ore. The silicate rocks do not
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form a continuous zone between the marble and the
intrusive rock, but, as is commonly true in hydro-
thermal contact-metamorphic bodies, marble with few
or no silicates is in direct contact with the pyroxenite
along much of the contact. In part the silicates are
in dikelike streaks as much as several feet across, in
part in less regular bodies or in bunches scattered
through the marble. In places the silicate streaks
have sharp contacts with the marble; elsewhere they
grade into it. Where exposures are good, as along the
road cut up Cebolla Creek north of Beaver Creek, a
complicated succession of streaks of marble and silicate
zones is present. Some are of nearly pure-white
marble, others of iron-stained marble or of carbonate
with varying proportions of calcite and mica and other
silicates; some streaks lack mica but are rich in amphi-
bole or aegirite, some are harder and have quartz and
feldspar, some are coarsely crystalline, others are
finely crystalline. Some of the streaks are several feet
across; others are only an inch or less.

The common variety of this silicate rock is brown
and contains numerous conspicuous flakes of yellow
phlogopite a few millimeters across. Where first seen
in a streak in the marble it was mistaken for a dike of
altered mica lamprophyre. It is readily weathered
and in most places is very friable. Where aegirite is
the chief silicate the rock shows the greenish grains of
aegirite. The carbonate of these silicate rocks is cal-
cite, except in a few specimens that are made up largely
of dolomite or very rarely ankerite.

Phlogopite is the most abundant of the silicates, and
in places it is the only one present. Some bodies are
made up almost entirely of phlogopite. Phlogopite
forms crystals that vary in size, the largest several
centimeters across, and tend to give the rock a por-
phyritic appearance. The phlogopite is commonly
strongly zoned. Aegirite that contains about 25 per-
cent of the diopside-hedenbergite molecule is the chief
silicate in some parts. It is present largely in scattered
or matted needles, which vary in size from those visible
only with the highest power of the microscope to crystals
several decimeters long. It tends to collect into nests
or into aggregates of subparallel crystals. Small layers
of coarsely crystalline aegirite are rare. Amphibole is
nearly as abundant as aegirite and is closely associated
with it, although locally only one of them is present.
The amphibole occurs in needles piercing the calcite,
some of which are very tiny and others a centimeter or
more long. Portions of it are poor in iron (soda
tremolite) and others rather rich in iron (glaucophane).
Many of the crystals are strongly zoned, with the
borders poorer in iron.

Fluorapatite forms grains a millimeter or more across
and makes up from a few percent to 10 percent or more
of the rock. Locally microcline in fairly well formed
crystals or as interstitial aggregates forms more or less
of the rocks. Albite is less abundant than microcline,

and most specimens show no feldspar. Quartz is

commonly present only in the rocks with feldspar.
Anatase in streaks or aggregates of crystals is wide-
spread, and fluorite is present in some of the quartz
veinlets. The minerals are described in the section on
mineralogy (pp. 43-56).

Carbonate bodies in the granitic rocks.-The carbonate
bodies in the granite surrounding the Iron Hill stock
are numerous but small. Most of them are outside the
area included on the map (pl. 1). The body west of
Cebolla Creek and about 200 yards below the mouth
of Milkranch Gulch is a network of branching seams
cementing brecciated granite. Few of the seams are
over a foot across, but they are so numerous as to make
a considerable part of the outcrops for a length of 100
feet and a width somewhat less. The main mass of
the veins is white, granular "marble"(?) identical with
that of Iron Hill. Next to the granite the "marble"
contains much fibrous soda tremolite and aegirite and
is identical with much of the silicate-bearing contact
variety of the marble at Iron Hill. Suites of specimens
from this area could not be distinguished from the
specimens from the Iron Hill mass. For 100 feet or
more about the carbonate veins the closely spaced
fractures in the granite are filled with thin layers of
soda tremolite and aegirite, identical with those minerals
in the limestone. There seems no escape from the
conclusion that these carbonate veins are of hydro-
thermal origin.

The body of carbonate rock on the ridge south of
Milkranch Gulch is poorly exposed but is several feet
across. This rock, like that previously described, is
made up largely of white "marble" but has streaks that
are especially abundant near the contacts with a pre-
Cambrian quartz porphyry and contain carbonate,
amphibole, aegirite, and phlogopite. So far as can be
determined from the poor outcrops, this mass may be
either an inclusion of marble in the quartz porphyry or
a hydrothermal filling. The body of carbonate rock
between Deldorado and Beaver Creeks is much like
that south of Milkranch Gulch.

ORIGIN OF THE MARBLE

AVAILABLE FACTS

As the evidence for the origin of these marble bodies
is not clear or demonstrable, and as the available facts
may be subject to different interpretations by geolo-
gists with different experience, these facts are reviewed
below, before the possible sources of the marble are
considered.

Age relations.-Part of the marble is older and part is
younger than the intrusive rocks. Some of the smaller
bodies are inclusions in the pyroxenite, and some bodies
in the surrounding pre-Cambrian granite are hydro-
thermal fillings in fractures and brecciated zones in the
granite. The great mass of Iron Hill is not commonly
seen in direct contact with the igneous rocks, but where
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such contacts are seen they indicate that the marble is
older than The igneous rocks of the Iron Hill stock.
The small body of marble south of Sammons Gulch is
an inclusion in the pyroxenite. On the other hand, the
carbonate veins are younger than the igneous rocks and
cut them cleanly.

Character of the marble at Iron Hill.-The main body
of the marble is well exposed in a mass more than a
mile wide and for a vertical thickness of about 1,000
feet, yet it lacks any evidence of bedding, shale layers,
or other irregularities. Except where it has been
hydrothermally altered, it is a fairly pure carbonate,

chiefly dolomite, with a little apatite and pyrite as the

chief impurities. Near the borders it is irregular in

character and contains streaks and bunches of phlogo-
pite, aegirite, and a soda amphibole. The silicate
minerals are distributed irregularly in the contact zone

and occur partly in thin streaks or seams. The

aegirite and hornblende tend to be fibrous in habit and

to be aggregated in bunches and streaks, after the

manner of these minerals in hydrothermally meta-

morphosed rocks. Microcline or albite and quartz are
locally abundant. The aegirite and hornblende are

identical with the minerals that are abundant as seams

and along the sheeting fractures and other openings in

the syenites and pre-Cambrian granites. Seams of

pyrite and other sulphides and of apatite and martite

cut the main mass of limestone.
Carbonate in the pre-Cambrian rocks.-The small

bodies of carbonate in the pre-Cambrian rocks are

made up of rock that is identical with the marble at
Iron Hill, both in texture and in mineral composition.

Some of the bodies are hydrothermal fillings of fractures

in the granitic rocks, and the others would seem to be

best attributed to the same origin.
Character of the carbonate veins.-The carbonate veins

are very numerous. Some are a mile long, but few are

more than 20 feet across. Many of the veins have cen-

ters of dolomite or ankerite with some apatite and small

quantities of galena, sphalerite, pyrite, and other sul-

fides. The borders of some of the veins are calcite with

mica, aegirite, and hornblende. Specimens from the

borders of the veins are almost identical with those from

the contact zone of the Iron Hill mass.

The pyroxenite shows little alteration next to the
veins, although a narrow border of aegirite may grow

about the pyroxene grains, and a little hornblende like

that of the veins may be formed at the immediate con-

tact. These reaction zones are measured in fractions of

a millimeter.
Primary calcite in the pyroxenite.-The pyroxenite

near the marble has some primary calcite. This calcite

is neither abundant in amount nor widespread and ap-

pears to be developed chiefly near bodies of included
limestone, but this relation is not beyond question.

Metamorphism of the marble.-The marble has been

so greatly metamorphosed that it is not likely that any

structure, texture, or other relict character of the orig-
inal rock now remains except its chemical composition
and variations in composition, such as would result
from the recrystallization of interbedded shale or
impure limestone.

Origin of the silicates in the marble.-The irregular
distribution of the silicates in the marble, their concen-
tration near the contacts, and their habit and texture
are those characteristic of hydrothermal contact-meta-
morphic bodies such as the tactite bodies about grano-
diorites. The character of the silicates-aegirite, soda
tremolite, and phlogopite-and their fibrous habit and
distribution in the marble are evidence of a hydro-
thermal origin. They are certainly not igneous. More-
over, the peculiar minerals and textures of the rocks are
those characteristic of the hydrothermal deposits of the
area. They are present in the hydrothermal carbonate
deposits, in the granitic rocks surrounding the stock, in
the carbonate veins that cut the rocks of the stock, and
in very numerous seams and veins in both the stock and
the granites surrounding the stock. They also replace
the primary dark minerals in parts of the syenite and
other rocks of the stock. The same peculiar amphi-

bole is the chief hydrothermal mineral in the stock,
which is much like the stock at Libby, Mont., 3 and
aegirite is present in the veins at Libby. The same

amphiboles and aegirite are abundant as hydrothermal

minerals in the rock of the Fen district, Norway, as I
have observed in specimens in the Harvard collections.
It seems certain that the silicates in the marble are of
hydrothermal origin.

Carbonate rock is common in stocks of similar char-
acter. Bodies of carbonate rock much like that at

Iron Hill are found associated with alkalic rocks of this

type in the Fen district, Norway, and elsewhere, but

not in all such provinces. The carbonate rock is a
common if not a characteristic feature of such petro-

graphic provinces and is highly significant.

MODES OF ORIGIN

The following modes of origin for the marble appear

to merit consideration: They may be (1) inclusions
of pre-Cambrian limestone; (2) inclusions of Paleozoic
limestones, settled into the stock; (3) bodies of Paleozoic

or older limestones that have been forced into their
present position by plastic flow; (4) true igneous in-

jections of molten dolomite and calcite; (5) a replace-
ment of an older rock by hydrothermal solutions;

(6) a filling deposited by hydrothermal solutions.
These various modes of origin are discussed below.

1. The marble at Iron Hill may be an inclusion of pre-

Cambrian limestone in the Iron Hill stock. In the

early stages of the work in the area this was believed

to be the most probable origin, chiefly because the

small bodies of similar carbonate rock in the pre-

3 Larsen, E. S., and Pardee, J. T., The stock of alkaline rocks near Libby, Mont.:

Jour. Geology, vol. 37, pp. 109-111, 1929.
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Cambrian granite were thought to be inclusions.
Later more careful study of these small bodies of car-

bonate has shown that some are without doubt vein-

like bodies cutting the pre-Cambrian and that all of

them are probably hydrothermal deposits in the
granitic rocks.

The great size of the dolomite of Iron Hill and the
lack of bedding or shaly layers is difficult to explain

as an inclusion of limestone. Such large, structureless
bodies of marble are known in the Grenville of the
Adirondack region and elsewhere, but marble is ex-

trernely rare in the pre-Cambrian of Colorado,4 and the
few bodies that are known are small and impure. No
marble is known in the pre-Cambrian near Iron Hill,
and none would be expected in the great mass of gneisses,
amphibolites, and granitic rocks. The marble resem-
bles a huge block of unusually pure dolomite, included
in the pyroxenite and irregularly metamorphosed near
the contacts, with the introduction of silicates and
other minerals, and at the same time the development
of calcite by dedolomitization. It seems improbable,
however, that the marble at Iron Hill is an inclusion of
pre-Cambrian limestone, as there is no likely source
for such a mass of limestone.

2. The marble may be a body of Paleozoic limestone

dropped into the Iron Hill stock. This would make the
Iron Hill stock of Paleozoic or early Mesozoic age,
and there is no evidence opposed to such an age.
This interpretation is open to most of the objections
made in the preceding paragraph, except that large
bodies of limestone are known to be present in the
Paleozoic of this area. However, no beds of pure
limestone or dolomite without shaly layers much over
100 feet thick are present in this part of Colorado and
none that could have furnished a block of pure lime-
stone like the Iron Hill mass. That the marble at
Iron Hill is an inclusion of Paleozoic limestone also
seems improbable.

3. The marble may have been forced into its present
position by plastic flow of an older dolomitic limestone
body. This would seem to require that the source of
the limestone should be pre-Cambrian, as the limestone
is enclosed in pre-Cambrian rocks, and it seems very 
improbable that the Paleozoic dolomitic limestones,
which are nowhere known to be greatly metamorphosed,
could have been forced down into the pre-Cambrian.
The source limestone in the pre-Cambrian need not
have been so pure as that required for a dolomitic
limestone inclusion (method 1). The limestone must
have been forced into the pre-Cambrian before the
eruption of the rocks of the Iron Hill stock, and both the
main limestone mass and some of the smaller bodies in
the pre-Cambrian might be explained in this way.
The later carbonate veins might be later injections.
One serious objection to this method is the fact that the

4 Cross, C. W., Marble in Tin Cup Pass: Colorado Sci. Soc. Proc., 1893, pp. 1-10.

borders of the post-stock veins and of the bodies of lime-

stone in the pre-Cambrian granites have the same sili-

cates and other minerals as the main mass of limestone
near the Iron Hill stock. The lack of known limestone
bodies in the pre-Cambrian is another objection.
This source for the marble would therefore seem to be
very improbable.

4. The marble may be an igneous rock. Brgger 5
and Brauns 6 have advocated such an origin for the
similar marble of the Fen district and other areas.
Br6gger believes that in the Fen district a carbonate
magma and a silicate magma, related to ijolite, existed
at the same time, that the pure carbonate rock was
derived from the carbonate magma, and that the mixed
carbonate-silicate rocks were formed either by mixing
of the two magmas or by reaction of one magma, chiefly
the carbonate magma, on solidified rock. These mixed
rocks may be made up of any proportion of carbonate
(calcite or dolomite) and the minerals of the silicate
rocks. They occur chiefly as dikes, and some of the
dikes are relatively uniform from wall to wall, whereas
others are made up of a central part rich in calcite and
border zones that grade into the adjoining silicate
rock. I found no such mixed rocks in the Iron Hill area.

Br6gger's chief arguments for an igneous origin for
the main mass of nearly pure carbonate are its similarity
to the carbonate-silicate dike rocks of the area, the lack
of a body of limestone that could yield the great mass of
carbonate, and the lack of any evidence of replacement.

Bowen 7 has concluded that for the Fen area the
mixed carbonate-silicate rocks are not igneous but were
formed by partial replacement of silicate rocks by
carbonate and that the pure carbonate rocks represent
the complete replacement. Brauns 8 later maintained
an igneous origin.

The difficulty of melting a carbonate rock might also
be raised as an objection, as CaCO3 melts at about
1,340 at 1,000 atmospheres pressure of CO2.9 This is
not an insuperable difficulty, as syenite, granite, pyrox-
enite, and many other rocks can be made fluid only
at very high temperatures, yet we believe they are
igneous rocks rendered fluid through the presence of
mineralizers.

In the Iron Hill area there is nothing about the mar-
ble to suggest an igneous rock, except possibly the rather
large amount of apatite present in large grains in most
of the dolomite. The silicates are confined to streaks
and to the contact zone and are of hydrothermal
contact-metamorphic origin. However, the marble
might have been injected as a relatively pure dolomite,

5 Brogger, W. C., Das Fengebiet in Telemark, Norway; Vidensk. slsk. Oslo Forh..
1920, No. 9, pp. 262-275.

6 Brauns, R., Primrer Calcit in Tiefengesteinen oder Verdrungung der Silikate
durch Calcit?; Centralbi. Mineralogie, 1936, Abt. A, pp. 1-8.

r Bowen, N. L., The Fen area in Telemark, Norway; Am. Jour. Sci., 5th ser., vol.
8, pp. 1-11, 1924.

6 Brauns, R., op. cit.
9 Adams, L. H., and Smythe, F. H., The system calcium oxide-carbon dioxide:

Am. Chem. Soc. Jour. vol. 45, p. 1184, 1923.
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carrying a little apatite, as the first magma of the Iron
Hill stock and have been later metamorphosed by the
pyroxenite. I know of no way to tell such a dolomite
from any other dolomite especially after metamor-
phism. However, until the possibility or probability of
a carbonate magma is better established, it would seem
to be wiser to avoid such an interpretation unless there
is some favorable evidence. The only evidence favor-
ing such an origin is that it would easily explain the
large mass of uniform marble. To me an igneous
origin seems improbable, but to the advocates of
igneous marbles it will seem the most probable mode of
origin.

5. The marble may have replaced an older rock by
hydrothermal solutions. This is the origin advocated
by Bowen 10 for the similar rock of the Fen area.
Bowen's argument is based on a brief study in the field
and a microscopic study of his collections. He found
microscopic evidence that the carbonate had replaced to
a greater or less extent the feldspar, nepheline, and
other minerals of the syenite, ijolite and other rocks of
the area and that the silicates in the mixed carbonate-
silicate rocks were relicts found in all stages of replace-
ment. The purer carbonate rocks were formed by
complete replacement of the igneous rocks.

In the Iron Hill area the marble is older than the
igneous rocks of the stock, with the possible exception
of the uncompahgrite, with which it has nowhere been
seen in contact. Silicates, except in very minor
amounts, are found in the marble, only near the con-
tact with the pyroxenite, and these silicates are not like
the primary minerals of the pyroxenite or of any of the
other rocks of the stock. They are, in respect to min-
eral species and habit, identical with the minerals that
are widespread as hydrothermal minerals, both in the
rocks of the stock and especially in the surrounding
granites and schists. They were no doubt formed by
hydrothermal contact metamorphism of the marble.
The main mass of the marble is a relatively pure dolo-
mite with no remnants of partly replaced rock or other
observable indications that it has replaced an older
rock. No rock is known in the area that might reason-
ably be expected to undergo such large scale and com-
plete replacement.

6. The marble may have been deposited as a filling by
hydrothermal solutions. The fact that the small bodies
of carbonate in the granite are of hydrothermal origin
would favor a similar origin for the large body of Iron
Hill, but it has already been shown that the large body
of marble at Iron Hill is older than the Iron Hill stock.
Such a large body, rounded in outcrop, is not easily
explained as an open-space filling. It might be inter-
preted as a filling in the throat of an old volcano in
which the lava column had sunk to great depths or the
throat had been cleared out by a great explosion.

1
Bowen, N. L., op. cit.

The post-pyroxenite carbonate veins are clearly vein-
like in form. They carry some galena and other sul-
fides, and some, at least, carry fragments of the pyroxe-
nite. Locally they grade into fluorite veins. They
have border zones that contain the silicates (phlogopite,
aegirite, and an amphibole) though the main parts of
the veins are nearly pure dolomite or ankerite. The
pyroxenite wall rock next to the veins is very little al-
tered-less so than would have been suspected along
hydrothermal veins.

The close similarity of the large marble mass of Iron
Hill to the much smaller masses in the pre-Cambrian
that are shown on page 6 to be hydrothermal open-
space fillings and the close similarity to the later car-
bonate veins strongly favor a hydrothermal origin for
the marble at Iron Hill. The great size of the mass is
the chief objection to an origin of this kind. In view
of all the evidence, the inference that the marble in
its original form was deposited by a hydrothermal so-
lution in the open throat of an old volcano, later modi-
fied by the successive intrusions of the members of the
stock, seems more probable than any other, although
it cannot be proved.

UNCOMPAHGRITE

OCCURRENCE

The uncompahgrite, a coarse-grained rock made up
predominantly of melilite, was found only in the Beaver
Creek drainage basin, chiefly'south of the main creek
and between the forks. The largest body lies near the
southern boundary of the Iron Hill intrusive stock and
on both sides of South Beaver Creek. The mass ex-
tends about a mile east and west and nearly half a mile
north and south. It is cut by the ijolite and pyroxenite.
Small remnants lie just south of North Beaver Creek.
Another dikelike strip, two-thirds of a mile long and
nearly 0.1 mile wide, lies a short distance to the north-
west and just southwest of the main forks of Beaver
Creek. A very irregular body connects with this dike-
like strip at its southwest end and occupies a consider-
able area in the drainage basins of gulches B and C
south of Beaver Creek. A small outcrop lies on the
north side of Beaver Creek just above the alluvium.
An extremely irregular mass lies just east of the Cebolla
Valley, south of Beaver Creek, and northeast of gulch
A. In addition to these bodies, many smaller inclusions
lie in the pyroxenite near the larger bodies. The re-
lations are very complex and the exposures are poor,
so that the distribution shown on the geologic map is
much generalized. The total area underlain by the
uncompahgrite is about 0.6 square mile.

FRESH UNCOMPAHGRITE

The fresh uncompahgrite is a light-gray rock with a

vitreous to greasy luster on the fresh fracture, but on
the weathered surface it is nearly white and has a dull
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luster. The rock is in general coarse-grained but
varies in texture, the grains ranging from 1 millimeter to
50 centimeters. Cleavage surfaces of melilite 0.5 meter
across are common. The uncompahgrite is made up
chiefly of the mineral melilite, which has a greasy luster
and imperfect cleavage. In the coarse-grained rocks
the melilite encloses the other minerals poikilitically,
but in the fine-grained varieties it forms anhedral
interlocking grains between the other constituents.
In the average rock melilite makes up about 68 percent,
diopside-hedenbergite about 15 percent, pale-green
phlogopite 2 percent, magnetite 10 percent, perofskite
3 percent, apatite 1 percent, and primary (?) calcite a
small amount. Nepheline and primary garnet are
present in rare specimens. The proportion of the con-
stituents varies considerably, though much less than
in the pyroxenites. In some places the rock is nearly
pure melilite, but in others amost half or even over half
of it is composed of dark minerals.

The pyroxene is in prisms enclosed in the melilite or
embedded in the fine-grained melilite. It is pale green
in thin section and much of it is surrounded by a thin
border of garnet. The phlogopite is very pale green
or brown and is present in plates or irregular grains.
It tends to border the perofskite, apatite, and magnetite.
Next to the perofskite it shows yellow pleochroic halos
but not against the other minerals.

The apatite has optical properties almost identical
with those of melilite, but it can nearly always be
distinguished by its prismatic habit and the common
occurrence of included gas bubbles. In the hand
specimen it can be recognized as white prisms in the
darker granular melilite. In some parts a chemical
test is necessary to distinguish the two. The perof-
skite is in well-formed purplish-brown grains or inter-
grown with magnetite and it shows faint birefringence
and the usual twins. The primary (?) calcite fills in
between the other constituents and commonly is
surrounded by garnet reaction rims.

The uncompahgrite is a unique rock, and the rock
closest to it appears to be the turjaite from Kola Penin-
sula, Russia. According to Kranck " turjaite is a
medium- to coarse-grained rock made up chiefly of
melilite, nepheline, biotite, ore, perofskite, and some
melanite. It therefore differs from uncompahgrite in
having nepheline and biotite and in lacking pyroxene.

ALTERED UNCOMPAHGRITE

As the alterations of the uncom>aligrite have been
described in detail elsewhere, 12 only a brief description
will be given here. The uncompahgrite offers an
unusually good opportunity to trace a~series of reactions
and replacements of melilite and other minerals,

11 Kranck, E. H., On turjaite and the ijoilte stem of Turja, Kola: Fennia 51, pp.
12-37, 1928.

12 Larsen, E. S., and Goranson, E. A., The deuteric and later alterations of the
uncompahgrite of Iron Hill, Colo.: Am. Mineralogist, vol. 17, pp. 343-356, 1932.

ranging from those caused by the residual liquor of the
crystallizing magma before it separated from - the
crystal mesh to those caused by hydrothermal solutions
that gathered into fractures and were probably rela-
tively dilute.

The first replacement formed a very small amount of
light-colored perofskite in narrow rims, associated with
some phlogopite, about the darker-colored magmatic
perofskite and to a less extent about magnetite. This
was followed by a larger-scale replacement of melilite
by dark titaniferous garnet that formed either irregular
grains or, more commonly rims about perofskite, mag-
netite, and pyroxene, and to a less extent about melilite
grains. In a few specimens a thin ragged layer of garnet
completely borders and separates the melilite grains as
well as the other minerals, forming a network of garnet.
A little phlogopite is associated with the garnet; it is in
part later than the garnet, as it forms narrow ragged
fringes about the garnet crystals and in places appears
to have replaced it.

A vein about 10 centimeters wide cutting the uncom-
pahgrite exposed south of Beaver Creek, in the bed of
gully C about 250 yards below its forks, was formed by
moving solutions. The borders of this vein are made
up chiefly of brown garnet with some pale-green phlogo-
pite, pleochroic green chlorite, calcite, and fibrous zeol-
ites. Next to this zone and grading into it is a zone made
up mostly of coarse idocrase in which are embedded
crystals of monticellite. The center is made up of large
grains of cancrinite containing embedded grains of
monticellite 13 and some of the brown garnet.

At the time of the deposition of the garnet and
phlogopite the magma must have been almost com-
pletely crystalline, and the amount of interstitial liquid
could not have exceeded a few percent. The formation
of the garnet may have been partly caused by the
residual interstitial liquid before that liquid had moved
from the interstices between the crystals, but the uneven
distribution of the replacement and particularly the
presence of the veinlike bodies of garnet rock show
that the liquid had moved somewhat and had collected
in fractures and other channelways. It seems probable
that this replacement was transitional between a truly
magmatic reaction and a hydrothermal reaction (due
to moving solutions enriched in water).4

13 Larsen, F. S., and Foshag, w. F., Cancrinite as a high-temperature hydrothermal
mineral from Colorado: Am. Mineralogist, vol. 11, pp. 300-303, 1926.

14 Brown, I. A. (Geology of the south coast of New South Wales, pt. 3, Thc mon-
zonite complex of Mount Dromedary: Linnean Soc. New South Wales Proc., vol. 55,
p. 690, 1930), speaking of the relation between the melanite-bearing series and the
nepheline monzonite, says: "In other places there seems to be a gradual transition
from the one series to the other, as though the garnet were partly of pneumatolytic
origin, or at least had been formed during the final phases of consolidation of the
rock."

Holmes, A., and Harwood, H. F., Petrology of the volcanic fields east and south-
east of Ruwenzori, Uganda: Geol. Soc. London Quart. Jour., vol. 88, p. 397, 1932.

Shands, S. J., The nepheline rocks of Sekukuniland: Geol. Soc. South Africa Trans.,
vol. 24, p. 127, 1921.

Kranck, F. H., On turjaite and the ijolite stem of Turja, Kola; Fennia 51, no. 5,
p. 22, 1928.
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After the deposition of the garnet but in part con-
temporaneous with it, idocrase and colorless diopside

.began to replace melilite. In some large bodies of
uncompahgrite the meliite has been completely re-
placed; in other large bodies the melilite is unaltered
except for scattered thin veinlets of the secondary
minerals. In places the veinlets are so abundant that
only remnants of fresh meliite remain. The alteration
started chiefly from fractures in the rock and worked
out from them. In part it began at the borders of the
melilite grains, or about grains of magnetite or other
minor constituents as centers, and spread out, forming

spherulitic bodies of the secondary minerals. In one
specimen a thin network of diopside separates the
melilite grains, and areas of diopside enclosing several
melilite grains give simultaneous extinction.

The minerals produced by this replacement are
colorless diopside, colorless garnet, and idocrase with
some calcite. Chlorite, muscovite, titanite, and amphi-
bole are in places associated with these minerals and
are probably of late origin. The minerals occur in fine
intergrowths in many of the rocks, in, part resembling
micropegmatitic intergrowths. In part the diopside
is in plumose or arborescent aggregates penetrating the
garnet or idocrase, and in part it formed in widely
radiating aggregates from the grains of magnetite,
perofskite, apatite, diopside, and other minerals or
from the planes of the fracture along which the altering
solutions moved. In general the idocrase and diopside
appear to have been formed together, but in some
specimens the diopside followed the idocrase.

In some of the rock where the replacement was most
nearly complete the replaced rock is a coarse-grained
aggregate of garnet, idocrase, diopside, and some cal-
cite, together with the original minerals of the uncom-
pahgrite, except the meliite, which has disappeared by
replacement. In these aggregates the minerals tend
to be intergrown, much as they are in the lime-silicate
hydrothermal contact-metamorphic replacement de-
posits of limestone.

Later alterations of the melilite formed these products
in the following order: (1) Sheaves of finely fibrous
juanite, (2) undertermined fibrous mineral A, (3)
cebollite, (4) undetermined mineral B.

Brugnatellite was found locally. Hastingsite re-
placed the pyroxene in small amount, and soda tremolite
and aegirite were formed in seams; they were probably
a result of the intrusion of the uncompahgrite by
pyroxenite.

The sequence in the crystallization and later re-
placements in the uncompahgrite are summarized in
table 1.

TABLE 1.-Sequence in the crystallization and paulopost replace-
ments of the uncompahgrite

[Decreasing temperature-*]

Diopside-heden-
bergite

Magnetite-----
Apatite-- ---
Perofskite
M elilite--- ---.----
Green phlogopite--
Carbonate (coarse-

grained)_____
Perofskite (light-

colored)..
Garnet (titanifer-

ous)
Garnet~(light-col-

ored).
Green phlogopite - -

Idocrase.
Diopside (colorless)
Carbonate (medi-

um-grained)
Juanite..
Mineral A
Cebollite
Mineral B
Carbonate (fine-

grained)

Magmatic Magmaticreaction Moving solutions

CHEMISTRY OF THE ALTERATION PRODUCTS

The analyses of the melilite and of some of the al-
teration and replacement products, arranged in the
order in which they were formed, are given in table 2.
The first replacement product, perofskite, involved
chiefly a substitution of silica by titania and took place
on a very small scale. The second product, titanif-
erous garnet, formed partly in the very late magmatic
stage but continued into the very early hydrothermal
stage, when the solutions were collecting and moving
along fractures and other channelways. An analysis
of a similar titaniferous garnet from the ijolite of the
Iron Hill area is shown in column 3. This replacement
of melilite by garnet involved a loss of silica, alumina,
magnesia, lime, and alkalies, a large gain in ferric iron,
and considerable gain in titania. Some of the alumina
and magnesia may have gone into the biotite, which

commonly accompanies the garnet in small amount.

The late light-colored garnet has much less titania and
iron oxide.

The third replacement appears to have followed the
first closely and was clearly caused by moving solutions.
In it, the melilite was replaced by a mixture composed
chiefly of idocrase and diopside, with some carbonate,
garnet, and other minerals. An analysis of uncompah-
grite in which the melilite was completely altered to a

coarse aggregate made up chiefly of idocrase and diop-
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side is shown in table 2, column 4. It should be
compared with analysis (2) which represents fresh
uncompahgrite. The approximate composition of this
alteration product indicates, as does an examination
under the microscope, a mixture made up about half of
idocrase and a quarter of diopside. In this replacement
there was little change in bulk composition-an oxida-
tion of iron, a loss of nearly all the alkalies and a gain of
about 2 percent of water.

In the next large-scale replacement to juanite, shown
in column 5, there was a loss of alumina and alkalies
and a gain in magnesia and water, although the changes
were not great.

In the alteration to cebollite (column 6) there was a
considerable gain in alumina and water, a large loss
in silica and an oxidation of the iron.

TABLE 2.-Analyses of melilite, uncompahgrite,
products

and replacement

1 2 3 4 5 6

SiO2 --------- 44. 13 38.04 34. 30 40.01 42.05 33. 02
A103 - -- - - - - - 10.80 6.34 4. 46 5.41 5. 19 14.02
Fe203 -- - -- - - - - - - - - - - 8. 45 1240 7.1 3.2 3.3

FeO--------- 2.04 5.90 24. 09 1. 08 3.26 .21
MgO _- _--. 4.35 7.81 .52 8.89 9.52 4. 69
CaO --------- 33.81 27.19 31.06 30.99 34.68 35.72
Na20-------- 3.40 2. 16---..... .. 60 1.06 2. 57
1K20---------- Tr. . 12----- - -- 14 Tr.
H.0-..------------- ..22-52 145 None
H20+_ .49 . 48...--.-2. O0 4 6. 26
TiG,---_-- 1.9 5.08 1.00 None_---_-

P 20r- - - - - - --- - - - - -- -  . 24 . . .88_--------...88

S----------.0 ._~. . 06 __. _-~
BaG---.. -.. --. .03 _. .... _. .. . . . _..__-.
SrO__ .--- . 82 . 26 .21---- --

100. 03 99. 74 99. 51 100. 39 100. 44 99. 92
Specific

gravity . 2. 98 3. 29 3. 67 3. 24 3. 015 2. 96

1. Melilite from Iron Hill computed free of impurities, W. T. Schaller, analyst;
BaO and SrO by F. A. Gonyer.

2. Typical fresh, fine-grained uncompahgrite, George Steiger, analyst.
3. Titaniferous garnet fromijolite of Iron Hill. Much like the garnet of the uncom

pahgrite. Approximate analysis by W. T. Schaller.
4. Uncompahgrite in which the melilite has been altered to a coarse aggregate of

idocrase, diopside, etc. U 197, F. A. Gonyer, analyst.
5. Juanite, F. A. Gonyer, analyst.
6. Cebollite. W. T. Schaller, analyst.

The approximate percentages of losses and gains in
the major oxides and the changes in specific gravity
that took place during the successive alterations are
shown in table 3.

TABLE 3.-Approximate chemical changes in the replacement of
melilite

SiO2___ --,
TiO2----------
A1203 ---------

Fe,0 3 -------
FeO -- - - -
MgO
CaO
Na20,O ---
K20.
H20--------
Change in sp?-

cific gravity.

Perofskite

Large loss....
Large gain..-. -
Loss ------ - - - -

Loss..-.----
L-ss-------

Loss.-

--------------

Tita-
niferous
garnet

-10
+5
-6

+22
-4
-3
-3

Diop-
side
and

vesuvi-
anite

(1)

+2
(3)

Juanite

-2

-5

(1)
+4

-3

+0. 03

Cebol-
lite

-10

+3

1 3

-1

-0. 02

1 Oxidation.
2 +Large.
3 Little.

CHEMICAL ANALYSES, NORMS, AND MODES

Two analyses of the fresh uncompahgrite have been
made and are given in table 4, together with analyses
of similar rocks from other localities. Analysis 1
represents the uncompahgrite with giant melilite, and
analysis 2 a finer-textured rock. The uncompahgrite
is a rather uniform rock, and therefore the two analyses
are much alike. As would be expected from the mineral
composition, the rocks are very high in lime-higher
than any other known igneous rocks except the doubt-
ful carbonate rocks and two specimens of rodingite
(diallage-garnet rock) in which the lime lies between that
of the two uncompahgrites. The uncompahgrites are
very low in silica for rocks made up almost entirely of
silicates and also are low in alumina and potash.

The cromaltite (analysis 3, table 4) is nearer in
chemical composition to the uncompahgrite than any
other analyzed rock.' 5 It contains less silica, lime, and
magnesia and more alumina, total iron, alkalies, titania,
and phosphoric acid than the uncompahgrite. Some of
the unusual varieties of the uncompahgrite with more
apatite, perofskite, or titaniferous garnet and magnetite
and a little nepheline would be nearer the cromaltite,
although the lime would still be high.

The olivine gabbro from Madagascar (analysis 4) as
compared with the uncompahgrite is higher in silica

16 Shand, S. J., On borolanite and its associates in Assynt: Edinburgh Geol. Soc.
Trans., vol. 9, p. 395, 1910.
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and alumina and lower in lime, magnesia, alkalies, and
titanium.

The rodingite (analysis 5) is much higher than the
uncompahgrite in alumina and water, lacking in alka-
lies, and somewhat lower in magnesia and silica. It is
a diallage-garnet rock.

The turjaite (analysis 6) is mineralogically much
like the uncompahgrite, but it has nepheline and biotite.
Chemically it has more alumina and alkalies and less
lime than the uncompahgrite.

TABLE 4.-Analyses, norms, and modes of uncompahgrite and
related rocks

Analyses

SiO2. .-,- ..
Al203- .. .---- ..
Fe20-- ----.-.
FeO --- ..------
MgO ---- -
CaO .-. - ..-
Na20... . -- -
K 20 ...- ..... __ ...

H20-.........
H20+------- .
TiO2 - - - - - - - ...
CO2--------
P205. . . . . . .
MnO.. _ ....
ZrO,--------
S-----------
BaO----------
SrO-- - - - -
Cr2,O, ----
NiO-- - - - -
CuO -- - - -

1 2 A 3 4 __

38. 57
5. 79
5.41
3. 33
8. 44

30. 72
2. 34
.42
.34
.62

1. 71
1. 28
.83
. 16
.02
.03
.28
.35

38. 04
6. 34
8. 45
5. 90
7.81

27. 19
2. 16
.12
.22
.48

1. 98
30
.24
.23

.02

26

38. 3
6. 1
6. 9
4. 6
8. 1

29. 0
2.2
.3
.3
.5

1.8
.8
.5
.2

Tr.
Tr.
.3
.3

33. 52
7. 60

10. 69
6. 98
6. 94

22. 82
3.52
1. 37

4.51

2.31

43. 90
11. 26
2.36
8. 78
6.26

24. 90
.98
.24
.10
.66
.59

.14

35. 34
13. 36
6.24
5. 18
6.61

27. 34

None

4. 03
1. 54

None

None
.02
.05

100. 64199. 741--...-_-1100. 261100. 17199. 71

6

34. 72
12. 19

6. 44
4. 82
5. 84

19. 08
5. 11
3. 05
. 17

2. 13
3.31
.81

1. 88
.28

17

100. 00
Norms

1 2 A 3 4 5 6

an-- 4. 03 7. 23- 0. 83 25. 30 36. 42 1. 39
lc.. 1.80 .44__ 6.54 1.31 -------- 13.95
ne_. 10. 79 9.94-- 15. 90 4.54--------- 23.28
dL. 21. 55 39.07-- 25.49 47. 27 12.~90 13.61
oL _ 7. 63 1.57-- 3. 92 4. 14 8. 69 5. 74
cs _ 37.61 23.39-- 20. 12 12.37 25.63 17.53
mt_ 6.03 12.30-- 9.51 3.48 9.05 7.19
hm 1.28-__..__.. - 4. 16---___ __--.-.. 1.44
i 39.26 3.80-- &.51 1.06 2.89 6.23
ap_. 1.64 .67__ 5.38 .34--------- 3.70
cc. 2.90-.-____-_- ...---.....---...- 1.80

IV".2.4". IV.2.(2) IV.2.3.3 "IV.1". III (IV) . "III."9.

4.2 3.3.2 (4).2(3) 2.3.3. 5.5.0. 1".4.

Modes

1 2 A 3 4 5 6

Plagioclase-------------.----------.------ ---- .
Nepheline........-_ _ -_---Tr. -.-- i 16
Melilite---------------- 72 64 68---- 42
Calcite primary (?) 2 1 1 _42
Pyroxene..---_----___- 9 15 13 154 .
Magnetite and ilmenite_ 7 13 10 28 pp,, 7
Perofskite-----------------4 3_____. o 4
Apatite--...-____.---_ 1 1 1 4 0 4
Melanite_______8----------8 2 19 Z 2
Biotite-----------------1 2 2 15 18

Specific gravity: t.
Powder-------------3.257__3.165_._ 3. 09
Hand specimen - 3. 200 3. 29---------------_ ____

1 Aegirite-augite.
'Magnetite and pyrite.

1. Coarse fresh uncompahgrite from south Beaver Creek, near
granite contact (U-718). George Steiger, analyst. The melilite
is in cleavage pieces as much as 40 millimeters across and encloses
poikilitically prisms of pyroxene and apatite and grains of the
magnetite and perofskite as much as 3 millimeters across. The
biotite grows about the magnetite. The calcite appears to be
primary. The mode was determined by heavy liquid separations
on a part of the analyzed powder.

2. Uncompahgrite, millimeter-grained (U-2015) from point
east of Beaver Creek and 25 yards southeast of the mouth of gully
H. A few melilite grains are as large as 5 millimeters across, and
some pyroxene prisms are 10 millimeters long. The rock is fresh
except for a very few veinlets of altered melilite. George Steiger,
analyst.

A. Average composition of uncompahgrite of Iron Hill.
3. Cromaltite, Assynt, Scotland. A. Gemmell, analyst.

Geol. Soc. Edinburg Trans., vol. 9, p. 417, 1910.
4. Olivine gabbro, Sohasahe, Madagascar. A. Lacroix, quoted

from Washington, H. S., U. S. Geol. Survey Prof. Paper 99, p. 711,
1917.

5. Rodingite, Roding River, New Zealand. J. S. Maclaurin,
analyst. Bell, J. M., New Zealand Geol. Survey Bull. 12, p. 32,
1911.

6. Turjaite, Turja, average of three analyses by Eskola and
Kranck. Fennia 51, p. 33, 1928.

PYROXENITE

DISTRIBUTION AND AGE

The pyroxenite underlies an area estimated as a
little over 8 square miles, which is about two-thirds
of the total area occupied by the Iron Hill complex
including the marble, and 80 percent of the area oc-
cupied by the intrusive rocks of the Iron Hill complex.
It makes up nearly all the exposures in the northern
part, somewhat less in the Deldorado Creek drainage
area, and still less near the southern border of the com-
plex. It borders the marble on the north, east, and
south; but on the west alluvium borders the marble,
and if the pyroxenite is present under the alluvium of
Cebolla Creek, it must be narrower than elsewhere.

The pyroxenite intrudes the pre-Cambrian rocks in
the drainage basin of Sammons Gulch, in the northern
part of the area, for here several small dikelets of a
fine-textured pyroxenite carrying some orthoclase cut
the pre-Cambrian. It is believed to be younger than
the marble of Iron Hill, as the contacts there seem to
be intrusive, and the numerous bodies of marble south
of Beaver Creek are inclusions of a marble similar to
that of Iron Hill. A small body of similar marble, on
the crest of the ridge just south of Sammons Gulch
and west of the lava cap, is an inclusion in the pyroxenite
which sends many tiny dikelets across the marble. A
section across the marble-pyroxenite contact that is
exposed in an open cut is shown in figure 1. The
pyroxenite has everywhere metamorphosed the marble
near the contact, and the inclusions south of Beaver
Creek are to a considerable extent replaced by biotite,
aegirite, phlogopite, and other minerals. The pyrox-
enite cuts the uncompahgrite. It is intruded by all

the other rocks of the area.

I --- I I I----- I I
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SHORTER CONTRIBUTIONS TO GENERAL GEOLOGY, 1941

CHARACTER

General features.-One of the most prominent charac-
teristics of the pyroxenite is its variability: Almost
any exposure a few feet long will show in different
parts conspicuous differences in texture and to a less
extent in the proportion of minerals. Less common
bodies carry variable amounts of minerals not found
in the normal rock. The different types are present
in streaks, many of them less than a foot across, and
in bunches mostly less than a few tens of feet across.
Many of the variations show sharp contacts, and the
different kinds of rock appear to intrude one another
in a most complex way. Some of the streaks and many
of the less regular bunches show a gradational zone,
usually narrow, to the normal pyroxenite. Some idea
of the character of the variation can be had from
figures 2, 3, 4, and 5, which are rough sketches of the
exposures in prospect pits, and plate 3, A and B,
which are reproduced from photographs.

There is little evidence that the average rock varies
over large areas, or that the pyroxenite varies on
approaching either the siliceous granitic rocks or the
marble, except in a very narrow zone. The northern
part of the mass appears to be essentially like the
southwestern or the southeastern part except that there
may be a somewhat greater amount of nepheline rock
in the southeastern part. In the southwestern area,
where numerous bodies of limestone are included in
the pyroxenite, primary(?) calcite appears to be com-
mon, and a titaniferous garnet takes the place of the
perofskite.

In the finer-textured varieties of this rock the grains
average less than a millimeter across, and in the coarser
varieties they average 50 millimeters in length. Some
of the rocks are even-grained, but most of the coarser
varieties are not, and crystals of pyroxene 40 milli-
meters long and 10 millimeters across are common. The
pyroxene crystals are commonly arranged nearly par-
allel and across the banding of the rock. In some places
the streaks of coarse and fine grains are sharply sepa-
rated; in others they are gradational.

Common pyroxenite.-By far the greater part of the
pyroxenite is made up of the minerals pyroxene, biotite,
apatite, magnetite, and perofskite; and the most abun-
dant and also the average rock contains about 60 percent
of pyroxene, 15 percent of biotite, 10 percent each of
magnetite and perofskite, and less apatite and ilmenite.
The proportions of these minerals vary greatly-from a
rock made up almost entirely of pyroxene to one made
up almost entirely of biotite or any of the other min-
erals. In general, the magnetite and porofskite tend
to remain in nearly equal proportions, and the apatite,
magnetite, perofskite, and biotite tend to be associated.
In rare exposures the pyroxene has been partly altered
to the green amphibole, magnesic hastingsite. This
alteration began along the borders of the pyroxene

grains, and in local streaks all of the pyroxene has been
altered to a coarse amphibole. Rarely the perofskite
has been altered to a white amorphous-looking material
resembling leucoxene. In places the closely spaced
fractures of the pyroxenite contain thin seams, a milli-
meter or so thick, made up of black magnesic hasting-
site, calcite, and yellow sphene, which are hydrothermal.

An analysis, norm, and mode of a fine-grained pyrox-
enite are given in column 1, table 7 (p. 20-21).

The pyroxenite varies in texture as well as in compo-
sition. An analysis of a specimen selected as typical
coarse pyroxenite is shown in column 2, table 7. This
rock is made up of subparallel prisms of dark-green
pyroxene as much as 50 millimeters long and 10 milli-
meters thick, with a little biotite in plates 5 millimeters
or less across. The pale-brown biotite tends to grow
about the magnetite and perofskite. The calcite is
interstitial and appears to be primary. A large hand
specimen was ground for the analysis, and part of the
powder was used for an estimation of the proportions
of the minerals present by separating with an electro-
magnet and heavy solutions and examining the prod-
ucts under the microscope.

Apatite-rich rock.-The proportion of apatite in the
otherwise normal pyroxenite is locally 30 percent or
more, and local bunches associated with the iron ore are
nearly pure apatite. N arrow veinlets, mostly less than
2 centimeters wide, of granular apatite with about 10
percent each of magnetite and perofskite, in places cut
the pyroxenite across the layering.

Biotite rock.-The proportion of biotite reaches 98
percent in some bodies of the rock, and apatite tends to
concentrate with the biotite rock. Sphene was found
in small amounts in some of the biotite-rich rock. Part
of the biotite rock is fine-grained and friable; part is
coarse-grained. An analysis of a specimen of rather
coarse-grained biotite rock is shown in column 3, table
7, p. 20.

Magnetite-perofskite rock."-Local dikelike or lenslike
bodies of "iron ore," many of them 20 feet across, made
up of nearly pure magnetite and perofskite, are rather
common, scattered through the pyroxenite. These
bodies in general have sharp contacts with the surround-
ing pyroxenite, but in part they grade into it through a
narrow zone. They are commonly associated with
much apatite and with coarsely crystalline biotite, and
the border zones of these bodies may be rich in biotite.
The purest of this "ore" is a coarse-grained intimate
mixture of magnetite and perofskite, with a little
ilmenite, apatite, and biotite. The perofskite is present
in the usual twinned, zoned crystals. The magnetite
molds about the perofskite and in places cuts it. The
ilmenite is in plates or stringers in the magnetite. A
similar magnetite-perofskite rock from Brazil has been

1" Hussak, E., Ueber ein neues Perowskitvorkommen in Verbundung mit Mag-
neteisenstein von Catalo, Staat Goyaz, Brasilien: Neues Jahrb., 1894, no. 2, pp.
297-300.
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described by Troger.'7 Some of the ore has much
apatite, and part of it has abundant biotite. In the
latter variety biotite makes up as much as half the rock
and is in large crystals as much as 10 centimeters across,
oriented in various directions and poikilitically en-
closing the other constituents. The apatite molds
about the magnetite and perofskite.

An analysis and mode of the black iron ore (U-2108)
is shown in column 9, table 7.

An analysis and mode of the ore with large poikilitic
biotites is shown in column 8, table 7.

Olivine rock.-Rocks carrying olivine were found at

only a few places, chiefly in the area with included
fragments of metamorphosed limestone, south of Iron
Hill, but also in other areas. They occur in very small
bodies, and some at least are in dikes a few inches to
a foot or so across, cutting the other types of pyroxenite
and the uncompahgrite. These rocks carry conspicu-
ous biotite, and where olivine is abundant they have a
little less granular appearance than the ordinary
pyroxenite. They carry as much as 50 percent or more
of olivine, partly clear and fresh and partly altered to
serpentine. Its optical properties indicate a variety
with about 10 to 20 percent molecularly of 2FeO.SiO2 .
It is commonly associated with primary interstitial
calcite. Biotite is invariably present, and it commonly
includes the olivine poikilitically. Magnetite and perof-
skite are abundant, and apatite occurs in about the
usual amount. Pyroxene, which is like that of the
pyroxenites, may be absent or present in considerable
amounts; where present, it tends to grow about the
olivine. Irregularly molded between the olivine grains
are small bodies of fine-textured intergrowths of diopside
and garnet or vesuvianite or of fibrous cebollite with
some calcite and colorless mica, exactly like the common
type of metamorphosed uncompahgrite of this area. It
seems probable that this rock had a little interstitial
melilite. It may be a hybrid rock. An analysis of a
typical olivine pyroxenite is shown in column 4, table 7.

A single specimen collected between the forks of
Beaver Creek, just south of North Beaver Creek and
100 yards northeast of gully I, is much like the ordinary
mica pyroxenite but contains 5 percent of olivine.
The rock is composed of grains about 2 millimeters in
diameter and is made up of about 50 percent of pyroxene,
25 percent of pale biotite, 5 percent of olivine, and the
usual magnetite, perofskite, and apatite. The olivine
is commonly included in and closely associated with the
biotite.

A specimen from the south slope of Beaver Creek
west of gully B, at an altitude of about 8,700 feet, is a
dark millimeter-grained iron ore made up of about
half magnetite and perofskite, with the remainder
pyroxene, olivine, apatite, and interstitial fine-grained

pyroxene and colorless garnet.

It Trgger, E., Alkaligesteine aus der Serra do Salitre im westlichen Minas Geraes,
Brasilien: Centralbl. Mineralogie, 1928, Abt. A, p. 202.

Garnet pyroxenite.-A variety of the pyroxenite con-
taining considerable titaniferous garnet and some
primary(?) calcite was found in small amounts, closely
associated with marble inclusions, in the area south of
Beaver Creek and Iron Hill and rarely in other places.
It is believed to be a hybrid rock due to the assimilation
of marble by the pyroxenite, and so far as observed the
calcite has not traveled more than a few feet from the
inclusions. A single hand specimen may show the
normal pyroxenite, the hybrid rock, and marble
fragments.

This rock differs from the normal pyroxenite chiefly
in that it contains titaniferous garnet in place of perof-
skite, and it contains a few percent of interstitial
calcite. One of the rocks contains a little cancrinite
in aggregates. Hornblende is present, though rare in
the normal pyroxenite.

The garnet is in irregular grains, closely associated
with calcite and in places forming a rim like a reaction
rim between the calcite and the pyroxene. Locally it
cuts across the pyroxene grains in tiny veinlets. In
places, it borders and shows remnants of incompletely
replaced perofskite. It is black in the hand specimen
and dark red brown in sections. It has an index of
refraction ranging from 1.94 to 1.98, indicating from 8
to 17 percent of TiO2 . The calcite is mostly in large
interstitial grains, molding between crystals of apatite,
garnet, and pyroxene. In small part, chiefly on the
borders of large grains, it is intergrown with pyroxene
in wormlike forms. In one specimen it is associated
with cancrinite. The minerals are all fresh, and there
is no fine-textured or secondary calcite. The calcite
has almost the identical position in the rock that the
feldspar has in the feldspar types. I can account for
the calcite only in the following ways: (1) As the last
mineral to crystallize from the magma; (2) completely
replacing the last mineral to crystallize from the magma;
(3) filling open spaces in the crystallized rock.

The only mineral that suggests itself as having been
replaced by the calcite is nepheline, and so complete a
replacement of nepheline by coarsely crystalline calcite
without zeolites or sericite, and without alteration of
the other minerals, is very different from anything ob-
served elsewhere in the area and seems highly improbable.
However, the garnet associated with the calcite is much
like that associated with the nepheline-bearing pyroxen-
ite, and the cancrinite in one specimen might have been
derived from nepheline. The idea that the pyroxenite
has abundant cavities, such as those occupied by the
calcite after consolidation, is contrary to experience and
seems highly improbable. There seems to be no reason
to suspect that the calcite and garnet replace an older
mineral. Indeed, had I not started with a decided
prejudice against igneous calcite, it would have been
accepted as obvious that the calcite and garnet were
the last minerals to crystallize from the magma. I see
no reason to doubt the igneous origin of the calcite in
these rocks.
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The close association of the calcite with marble inclu-
sions indicates that the calcite was dissolved from the
marble and that it travelled only a short distance-
measured by inches or at most by feet. This calcite-
garnet variety of the pyroxenite is much like the nephe-
line variety described in the next section, and the two
grade into each other in petrographic character.

Nepheline pyroxenite (melteigite).-A variety of the
pyroxenite carrying more or less nepheline was found over
a considerable area, near the syenite, on both sides of
North Beaver Creek, and in less amount in other
places in the Beaver Creek drainage basin, as well as
along Deldorado Creek and near the contact with the
pre-Cambrian rocks in the extreme northwestern part
of the mass. It probably makes up 1 percent or less
of the pyroxenite body. So far as could be deter-
mined, it grades into the normal pyroxenite. It is
nearly everywhere rather fine-grained and in the hand
specimen resembles the fine-grained pyroxenite but
shows a little interstitial white or pale-pink altered
nepheline and some crystals of pale-yellow sphene.

Commonly, this nepheline-bearing pyroxenite is cut
by veinlets of nearly pure nepheline, and in much of the
North Beaver Creek area nepheline forms a network of
closely spaced veinlets. A thin section across one of
these veinlets shows that the nepheline spreads out from
the veinlets into the pyroxenite.

Nepheline commonly makes up less than 10 percent
of these rocks, though locally it makes up over 50
percent. It is interstitial. In many places it is com-
pletely altered to zeolites and calcite. In some places
the zeolite is analcime, in others cancrinite or fibrous
natrolite or a mixture of several zeolites. In one speci-
men the nepheline has altered to a mass of calcite
carrying coarse plates of muscovite. There is little or
no perofskite in these rocks, but the titanium is present
in the titaniferous garnet and sphene, both of which are
abundant. Calcite that may be primary is present in
some of these rocks. The pyroxene is rather dark
green, in contrast with the very pale brownish pyroxene
of the normal pyroxenite.

A variety of this nepheline rock that looks like a
(lark mica schist, from the parallel arrangement of the
mica, was found a quarter of a mile northwest of there
forks of Beaver Creek, along the road up North Beaver
Creek, at an altitude of 9,100 feet, And at several
places on the north side of Deldorado Creek, north of
the crest of Iron Hill. The rock is millimeter- to
half-millimeter-grained and is made up of about 40
percent of greenish pyroxene, 20 percent of light-green
or light-brown mica, 25 percent of nepheline, partly
altered, and more or less apatite and brown garnet
or sphene.

The nepheline of the pyroxenite on North Beaver
Creek is partly in veinlike streaks as much as a foot
across, and partly distributed irregularly in the py-
roxenite. In this area the nepheline is best explained

as due to injection, impregnation, and reaction on the
normal pyroxenite by the ijolite magma. Some parts
of the nepheline pyroxenite look like a normal igneous
rock.

A specimen of the pyroxenite containing a little
nepheline and sphene, collected between the forks of
Beaver and North Beaver Creeks, 50 feet above the
creek bed and on the east side of the gully west of
gully L, was analyzed. (See column 7, table 7.) It
has grains 2 millimeters in diameter and is made up
chiefly of pale-green pyroxene with darker borders,
considerable sphene, some apatite, and altered nephe-
line. The nepheline is altered to analcime, natrolite,
and calcite. An analysis of a fresh millimeter-grained
ijolite from the south end of the ridge between Beaver
and North Beaver Creeks is shown in column 5, table 7.

Feldspar-nepheline rock (shonkinite).-Associated
with the nepheline pyroxenites, and much less abun-
dant, are rocks containing both nepheline and ortho-
clase, which is probably sodic, and less commonly
albite. In some of these rocks the orthoclase forms
large crystals as much as 50 millimeters across, enclosing
the pyroxene poikilitically. These rocks contain abun-
dant sphene but no garnet or perofskite.

A large hand specimen of this type with large poiki-
litic feldspar was crushed for analysis, and a part of
the powder was used to determine the proportions of
the minerals present by separating with heavy solu-
tions and examining the products with a microscope.
Rosiwal estimates were also made on three large thin
sections. The results in weight percentages are shown
below and are surprisingly consistent considering the
coarse texture of the rock. (See table 7, column 6.)

Total
Section Section Section and

A B c average Powderof sec-
tions

Size _ _ square millimeters_ 360 420 360 1, 140._ _ _.

Altered nepheline------- 22 28 26 20
Pvroxene---------------56 65 59 60 63
Sphcne-------------------6 8 4 6 5
Apatite------------- 10 4 8 7 4
Calcite-------------------------1 1 2/3 1/2

Feldspar-bearing rock.-A variety of the pyroxenite
containing feldspar was found in small bodies in several
places-as dikelike apophyses cutting the pre-Cambrian
along the northwestern border of the mass, in the
upper drainage basin of gully W near the border of
the pyroxenite, in the drainage basin of Deldorado
Creek east of gully E, east of Iron Hill, and in the
drainage basin of Beaver Creek east of gully K.

The body east of gully K is of considerable size and
is associated with the nepheline pyroxenite. It makes
up a small part of the pyroxenite mass. It consists
chiefly of pyroxene with variable amounts of feldspar,
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apatite, and sphene, and a little magnetite. The
feldspar is in some places untwinned potash feldspar,
in others microcline or microperthite, and in still
others albite.

The body of feldspar rock in gully W is only a few
feet across, is variable in texture and composition,
grades into the normal pyroxenite, and is clearly a
segregation. It reminds one of the pegmatitic segre-
gations in granitic rocks. In part, over half of it is
made up of white albite in. crystals as much as several
decimeters across, enclosing the apatite and pyroxene
and filled with tiny needles of pyroxene. In other parts

or no feldspar or nepheline but has considerable sphene,
locally as much as 40 percent. In most specimens no
garnet or perofskite is present in these rocks, but one
specimen contains both sphene and perofskite. The
sphene appears to be a late or a reaction mineral,
as it fills in between the pyroxene crystals, borders
the magnetite, and borders and replaces the perofskite
where perofskite is still present. It is closely asso-
ciated with the calcite and apatite. Interstitial calcite
that is believed to be primary is present in some of
these rocks, Biotite occurs in some of the rocks, and
in some the pyroxene is partly altered to hornblende.

bN
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FIGURE 2.-Section south of Stone Gulch showing variation in pyroxenite. Portal of short tunnel 60 feet above the gulch and 0.6 mile east of the main wagon road
up Cebolla Creek. For explanation see text.

coarse apatite takes the place of the feldspar and makes

up nearly half of the rock. One specimen contains a

little interstitial quartz. Sphene is present in small

amount. The large pyroxene crystals are bright green

only near the feldspar, the cores and grains away from

the feldspar are the usual very pale olive gray.

The feldspar rock of Sammons Gulch, along the north-

western border of the mass, is much like the other

feldspar rocks and is made up of microperthite, py-

roxene, apatite, and sphene. The feldspar is irregu-

larly distributed, in part in veinlike streaks. In

general, the feldspar of these rocks is mostly albite,

with only about 5 percent of anorthite. Microcline

and untwinned potash feldspar are less abundant.

Sphene pyroxenite.-A variety of the pyroxenite, re-

lated to the nepheline- and feldspar-bearing rocks and
closely associated with them in the field, contains little

An analysis and norm of a sphene-nephelite pyroxenite

is shown in column 7, table 7.

VARIATIONS IN THE PYROXENITE

Natural exposures of the pyroxenite are poor, but

they show that it is nowhere uniform over an area even

a few feet across. It varies both in texture and in the

proportion of its mineral constituents. A few prospects

show the details of these variations; figures 2, 3, 4, and

5 are sketches of faces exposed in open cuts. Plate

3, A and B, shows views of other cuts. The sketches

are believed to represent fair samples of the pyroxenite

although the prospectors naturally selected areas richer

than usual in iron ore and they probably paid some

attention to other unusual features. Lists of the

minerals and textures of the rock varieties of the cuts

are shown below and in tables 5 and 6.
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In the cuts the following types are distinguished:

(a) Coarse-grained pyroxenite, which is probably the chief
rock of the northern part of the pyroxenite mass. It is more or
less layered or streaked with the fine pyroxenite parallel to the
contact. Some layers are rich in biotite, and some layers and
lenses consist of the fine pyroxenite. The large pyroxene
crystals tend to be oriented with their long direction normal to the
layers. Found in cuts shown in figures 2, 3, 4, and 5 and plate 3, B.

(a') Coarse pyroxenite with pyroxene prisms oriented across
the walls of the dikelet and with much mica. Found only in the

(i) Nearly pure mica rock. Is sharply separated from the
pyroxenite but has a ragged contact. Found only in the cut
shown in figure 2.

(j) Intricately layered, parallel to the contact. Is mostly
fine pyroxenite (near that of type b) with streaks and layers of
coarse rock near that of type a. Mica is present in nearly all
the coarse-grained rock. Found only in the cut shown in
figure 3.

(1) Over half olivine with interstitial idocrase and diopside,
much perofskite, some opaque ore, and apatite. A small bunch
in the mica rock of cut shown in figure 5.

/ I~,I I
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FIGURE 3.-Section on north side of Stone Gulch showing variation in pyroxenite. Along open cut 100 feet above the bottom of the gulch and 0.6 mile above the road
up Cebolla Creek. For explanation see text.

cut shown in figure 4, where they out all the other rocks, including
the iron ore.

(b) Fine pyroxenite cuts the coarse pyroxenite of type a,
partly in veins with sharp contacts. Found in all the cuts. In
the cut shown in figure 5 it is associated with seams and bunches
of idocrase rock.

(c) A medium-grained rock rich in biotite. Found only in the
cut shown in figure 2 and plate 3, B.

(d) Similar to b but has more mica and is friable. Found in
the cuts shown in figures 2, 3, and 5, it intrudes the pyroxenite of
type b with a sharp contact.

FIGURE 4.-Section south of Deldorado Creek showing variation in pyroxenite.
Prospect half a mile east of fork northeast of Iron Hill. For explanation see text.

(e) Similar to type b but friable and rich in apatite. Found
in cuts shown in figures 2 and 5.

(f) A streak very rich in apatite. Its contacts arcrather
sharp, and it has the appearance of a like or vein. Found
only in the cut shown in figure 2.

(g) Coarse mica rock. Found in cuts shows in figures 2 and 5
and plate 3, A.

(h) Iron ore. Cuts the coarse and fine pyroxenite in dikelike
bodies. Found in cuts shown in figures 2, 3, and 4.

(h') Three seams of irondore separated by thin layers of mica.
Found only in cut shown in figure 4.

(m) Altered uncompahgrite, now idocrase-diopside rock.
Found only in the cut shown in figure 5.

(m') A seam 1 to 2 inches thick of idocrase-diopside rock that
appears to cut all the other rocks. It has a margin of coarse
biotite. Found only in the cut shown in figure 5.

(n) Altered zone rich in vermiculite, calcite, etc. Found only
in the cut shown in figure 5.

(o) A fine-grained rock made up mostly of garnet (melanite)
with considerable biotite, a little calcite, apatite, and pyroxene.
A small bunch in the cut shown in figure 5.

TABLE 5.-Comparison of rocks of figure L
[Percentages of constituents are only approximate]

Grain size Pyrox- itt Mag- Perof- t
Constituents (millimeter) ene Biotit netite site Apatite

a----.-------------19-20 75 18 3 3 1
b---------------- ,2-1 80 3 10 7 Little
c-----------.-----1-2 55 33 2 2 8
d-------------. 1 50 34 2 2 12
e----------------- 1 65 10 3 2 20
f--------------- 0 2 8 15 75
g-------------- 20--1 Little 93 i 1 5
h---------------- 2 2 5 40 51 2
---------------- 10-1 2 97-----------

TABLE 6.-Comparison of rocks of figure 3
[Percentages of constituents are only approximate]

Constituents Grain size Pyrox- Biotite git erof- Apatite

a--------------- 5-40 55 40 ------------- -5
b------------------- 75--..- 8 12 5
d----------------2-32 55 30 3 3 10
h------------------ -- 5 40 45 10

j- - ------2 75 2 12 6 5
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ALKALIC ROCKS OF IRON HILL, GUNNISON COUNTY, COLO.

ORDER OF CRYSTALLIZATION AND INTRUSION
OF THE VARIETIES

In the common types of pyroxenite pyroxene was the
first mineral to crystallize, and its precipitation was
nearly complete before any appreciable amount of the
other constituents had crystallized. The magnetite
and perofskite are molded between the pyroxene crys-
tals and are later. The biotite encloses poikilitically the
magnetite and perofskite, grows out from them, and is
clearly later. The apatite appears to be associated
most closely with the biotite and is in part later than
the main biotite, which is cut by streaks of it.

There is a close similarity between the order of crys-
tallization and the order of intrusion of the different
varieties as shown in the cuts and other exposures. The
earliest intrusive in the cuts is the coarse pyroxenite,
which is mostly pyroxene with some mica and little of
the other constituents. It was followed by the fine-
grained pyroxenite, which has less mica and more of the
ore minerals. This was followed by mica-rich vari-
eties, richer in apatite and associated with thin bodies
of nearly pure apatite. The magnetite-perofskite ore
is later than the fine-grained pyroxenite and is associ-
ated with the apatite-mica rocks, but its relation to them
is not. clear. In the open cut shown in figure 4 small
seams of coarse mica pyroxenite cut the iron ore.

In the cuts figured and in most other places the con-
tacts between the different types are sharp and look
like intrusive contacts, mostly dikelike in form; in some
places gradational contacts were seen.

ORIGIN OF THE VARIETIES

For the successive mineralogic varieties, the explana-
tion seems obvious that after crystallization had pro-
ceeded far enough for open fractures to form, the
residual liquid was collected into these cracks, and that
this process was repeated several times. Whether this
liquid was separated from the nearby mass of rock or at
some depth is uncertain, although the common sharp
"intrusive" contacts seem to indicate some movement
of the magma and not a simple collection of the residual
liquid from the partly crystallized rock into adjoining
cracks. The intimate relations between the different
varieties of the rock may indicate separation of the
liquid at no great distance from the present rock.

The magnetite-perofskito rock cuts the pyroxenite,
the mica pyroxenites, and the mica rock. Some of the
podlike masses that are associated with mica and apa-
tite and grade into the normal pyroxenite resemble the
segregation pegmatites, and they are believed to be
segregations of the last residual liquid of the magma.
The dikelike bodies are mostly only a few inches across.
They are nearly pure magnetite-perofskite-apatite rock,
have sharp contacts, and cut across the other varieties
of the pyroxenites as small dikes. They are true in-
trusive dikes. Osborne 18 states that the titanifer-

18 Osborne, F. F., Certain magmatic titaniferous iron ores and their origin; Econ.
Geology, vol. 23, p. 920, 1928.

286730-42-4

ous magnetites in anorthosite

and gabbro are sharply .

bounded against the host rock,

and that they were intruded .

into host rock after it had E

become solid.
-.- : aIn the nepheline rocks the 1

nepheline was about the last
mineral to crystallize. Some
of the nepheline rocks look
like uniform and normal igne- + -

ous rocks, but most bodies are --
very irregular and are cut by .
innumerable closely spaced -. a.0

veinlets of nearly pure nephe- .o s
line. Some of these veinlets
have rather clean-cut walls,
but many merge into the . -
nepheline pyroxenite. The ... .
pyroxene near the nepheline is . .
green, but away from nephe- . . a.0

line and in the center of larger .-
crystals it is the normal green-
ish gray, showing a reaction .-
zone. The rock has all the 0

appearance of a hybrid, rock
formed by the injection and a

impregnation of the pyroxenite
by a highly fluid nepheline- -o
rich magma. The relations a

might also be explained as E

due to the segregation of a a.

nepheline-rich part of the py-
roxenite and a concentrate
of the residual nepheline liquid .a
in numerous veinlets cutting a

the nepheline-rich rock, but this

explanation does not seem to a.
fit the appearance and field
relations of much of the nephe- c -- ;
line pyroxenite. The distri-
bution of the nepheline py-

roxenite in a few rather large .

areas is such as would be - ::
expected from outside injec-
tion rather than segregation.

The garnet- and calcite-'.
bearing pyroxenite bodies are - a

chiefly very near limestone
inclusions. The garnet and
calcite are interstitial miner-
als and the garnet borders
pyroxene and has replaced
perofskite. They appear to be
due to reaction with limestone inclusions.

Garnet and calcite also appear in some of the
nepheline pyroxenites. Here too they are late minerals.
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In some specimens they are later than the sphene,
which is itself one of the late minerals.

The feldspar has much the same relation to the other
minerals as the nepheline except that feldspar veinlets
are very rare, and the feldspar varieties appear to
grade into the normal pyroxenites or form fairly uni-
form bodies. They are probably segregations in the
pyroxenite. Some- of them resemble the pegmatitic
segregations in some granitic rocks.

The olivine-bearing rocks occur as small dikelike
bodies cutting the normal pyroxenite. The olivine
was the earliest mineral to form, and it is in places
surrounded by pyroxene. These olivine rocks are
probably later intrusives, less closely related to the
pyroxenite than the other varieties.

CHEMICAL ANALYSES, NORMS, AND MODES

Nine analyses of the different varieties of the pyroxe-
nite mass have been made, and their chemical compo-
sition, norms, and modes are shown in table 7. The
corresponding data for similar rocks from Libby,
Mont., and from Brazil are given for comparison.
The Iron Hill rocks show a wide variation in both
mineral and chemical composition. Probably the most
striking chemical characteristics of the rocks are the
high lime and titania and low alumina. The silica is
low to very low; the titania is high to very high; the
total iron is high; the magnesia is high except in the
ores, and in the olivine rock it is very high. The lime

is very high in all the rocks except the olivine rock, in
which it is high. The alkalies are low even in the
nepheline rocks, though potash is rather high in the
biotite rock. The phosphate is rather high but is
variable.

The relation between chemical composition and
mineral composition is clear. The pyroxenites carry
about 40 percent of silica, the nepheline and feldspar
rocks somewhat more, the biotite-rich rocks less, and
the ores very little. The titania is present chiefly in
the perofskite, less in the ilmenite, to a small extent in
the melanite, biotite, and sphene, and slightly in the
pyroxene. The alumina is very low in the pyroxene
and is present mainly in the biotite, feldspar, and
nepheline. The iron is mostly in the magnetite and
ilmenite, and partly in the pyroxene and biotite. The
magnesia is chiefly in the pyroxene and biotite, and in
the olivine only in the rare olivine rock. The lime is
chiefly in the pyroxene, but in the ores it is in the
perofskite and apatite. The soda is chiefly in the feld-
spar and nepheline; the potash chiefly in the biotite and
less in the feldspar and nepheline.

The Iron Hill pyroxenites are much like the pyroxe-
nites from Libby, Mont., but contain a little more
titania and less phosphate. The biotite rocks of
Libby are altered and hence have a low potash content
and much water. The pyroxenites of Iron Hill are
much like the jacupirangite from Brazil (analysis 12)
but are poorer in alumina.

TABLE 7.-Chemical analyses, norms, and modes of rocks from the pyrozenite mass and related rocks
Analyses

Si0 2 - - - - - - - -
TiO 2- --
A1203 -- - -
Fe203-
FeO--
MnO-
MgO-
CaO-
Na20
K20
H20--
H20+-
P 202 -Co2
BaO-
SrO-
503

Cl------------
V203 - - - - - - - - - -
Cr203 -
Zr0 2 - - - - - - - - - - - - -NiO

Less 0 for F and Cl.

40.25
4.76
2.74

10.83
7.38

.16
12.04
20.21

.42
None

.46

.46

.45

.07

.03
Tr.

.02
None

Tr.
.04

None

None

100.32

2

36. 82
9.02
2.90
8.32
6.18
.06

11.68
21.38

.68

.45

.53
None
1.34

.08

.06

.31

.10

99.91
.04

3

22.02
8.79

10.80
8.82
6.44

.15
13.02
13.58

.70
4.75
1.51
2.70
6.35

.48

.17

.02

.07

.04

.03

.01

.02

100.47
.08

4

31.28
6.60
5.18

12. 11
5.44
.06

23. 15
10. 26

.25
1.88

3.22
.03

----..-.--
.04
.02
.24

.04

99.80
.02

5

47.88
.32

8.34
3.27
3.83

.18
9.50

19. 52
3.84
1.70

.42
1.45

.05

6

47. 10
1.70
8.16
6.38
6.62

.36
3.97

17.30
3.15
2.15

1.10
1.49

.05
None

.07

.25

7

43. 50
5.35
3.97
3.42
4.41

.19
8.12

24. 69
1.55

.14

.34

.58
3.11

.66
None

.13

.03

None
None
None

8 9 10 11

- i ______ I _______

8.43
24.74

. 74
19. 16
13.68

.26
5.06

19.98
.35
.59
.35
.65

5.58
None

.05

.12
None

.04
.19

None
.20

None
.01
.05

0.99
35.05
2.80

24.03
14. 26

.24
1.90

19.86

.39

.37

.58

.08

.06

.01

.06

37.47
1.07
2.86

11.77
7.83

.16
10. 12
21.68

.47

.93
.27
.73

4.33
.06
.06
.14

.04
.36

.12

None

41.0

18.0

7.0

21.0
1.0

1.0

11.0

- --- I-- -- - I I I -
100.30 99. 85

.10
100. 19 100.23 100.68

.18 ------- ...
100.47

.15

(

{

{{

1Ia

44. 68
1.62

15.23
5.91
2.78

.11
15. 53
4.82

.45
2.63
1.50
1.94
2.01

.07
.07
.10

.03
.14
.11
.06
.04

.07

99.90
.10

12

38.38
4.32
6.15

11.70
8.14

.16
11.47
18.60

.78

.13

.18

.54
.17

None

100.72

I-i !. I I i i i

13

35. 7
7.4
4. 1
9. 4
6.9

.1
11.0
19. 7

.6
1.9
.4
.9

1.3
.2

.05

.05

} .1

Tr.
Tr.
Tr.
Tr.

100.0

20
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TABLE 7.-Chemical analyses, norms, and modes of rocks from the pyroxenite mass and related rocks-Continued
Norms

1 2 4 5 8 9 10 12

orr-- -....-.... ----- -- -6-... ....- ---- .........-.- ..--- .. ...........- ....---- 5.00 12.79 1.11 --
ab--------- ----------------------------------------------------------- 17.29 13.10

lc------.--------------2.18 ---------------.. .8.72 3.92 ---- ...------ ------------ ----- ..------------ 4.36 .44
ne.1.99 3.12 3.12 1.14 17.32 5.11 0.28 2.27 3.65
kp-..-- . .-------.--------------- 16.12 .----------------------- -... ---......-...............-.------------------- 1. 90 .............

di----.. 65.02 53.14-...--.-..-.. -----. 3.03 59.09 30.32 43.85-..-..------__.... -.-. - 59.49 50.33
wo----.-.. - - - - --..---- --- --- ---- .......-- .-.-.-- .-.----- . .------------- 5.10 15.20 14.96 --..---..-...---..- -..Cs ---.- 2.58.----------------..4.64 11.70 ------------------------------------------- 9.63 ..-.... .. .. 43 4.30
o------.--------------3.22 17.92 39.70 ..-------------- .-------------- . ------- - 7.14 ..-.....---. .35 3.78
ac----- . .-------------- 5.68- - -.- - -- -- -----.-- .- ...--- 2.------ -2.31 _ ..--. - .... -...-
mt..... 9.98------ .- ..----..--. --... -.. -------.-.. - 4.87 9.28 4.87--...-._ .-.--- 22.27 17.17 14.15
i .i 9.12 13.07 13.55 11.55 .61 3.19 6.54 29.49 15.65 1.98 8.21
hm .. 4.00 8.32 8.82 12.11------ .--------.......------......------. 18.40 8.64 1.92

pf.------------------------.3.67 2.86 .-95 -------------. . .--------------2.72 15.64 45.56 -...
ap 1.01--..... -.. --........ 15.12 .._..---_--- --. 3.37 3.70 7.39 13.10 1.34 10.08 .34
MgO- - - - - - - .--- ---- -- - - ------ 2.80 --- - ------ .---.- -----------------------------------------........-. .---------------

"V.2.1.3.2 "V.2.(1)2.1.3.1 "IV.II.3.5.2.2 IV".2.5.1.2.5 IV.1.3."2.1".1 "IV.(5)6.1".4 IV".2.2.(2)3.2 V.II.4.4.3.3(4) V.5.(3)4.3.5 (IV)V.2.1.3.2 "IV.2.(1)2."3.2.

Modes

Orthoclase-.--.-----_-----
A lb ite -..... -------- .. ..- .-- ..--
N epheline--------- .------------
D iopside... -... ----. -.--.. ---. _
B iotite ....--- .- ....-------- .-
Olivine.. .. . ..------------------
M elanite . . -_ ..........._ --_
Apatite-------......-----------
Perofskite..----------------
Magnetite................
Imnt------------Sphene---------------------
Carbonate (primary).-__
Amphibole (secondary)
Altered melilite (?).... ....
Specific gravity:

Hand specimen---------
Powder specimen. -

76

6
17}

2

72
5

Tr.
7

12

Tr.
3

3.616 3.514
. . . . . . .- . .. . . .. .. .. . .

3

{

3. 203
3.386

4

12
15
34

1-- 9..- ...
8

{ 19

3.-12

3.293

5

19

77

4

Tr.

3. 198

1. Fine-grained pyroxenite (U-1199). Prospect on south
bank of Stone Gulch about 0.6 mile above its mouth. Rosiwal
determination on five slides aggregating 1,000 square millimeters
gave rather variable results, averaging as shown in the first
column below. A determination of the minerals on the powder
used in the analyses gave the results shown in the second column.

Sections Powder

Pyroxene------------------------------- 68 76
Magnetite and ilmenite--------------------16 17
Perofskite.------------------------------- 9 6
Apatite--------------------------------- 7 1

The grain size is commonly between 1 and 0.5 millimeter.
The magnetite and perofskite are molded between the pyroxene
grains. The perofskite is partly in separate grains and partly
intergrown with the magnetite. This rock type makes up nearly
half the mass. George Steiger, analyst.

2. Coarse pyroxenite (IH-101). North slope of south fork
of Deldorado Creek 200 yards above main creek. The determin-
nation of the minerals was made on part of the powder used in

the analysis by separation in heavy solution. Some of the
pyroxene prisms are 50 millimeters long and 10 millimeters thick;
the other constituents range from 1 to 5 millimeters across.
Pale-brown biotite tends to grow about magnetite and perofs-
kite; some carbonate appears to be primary and interstitial.
This type makes up nearly half the mass. F. A. Gonyer,
analyst.

3. Biotite rock (biotitite) (U-1975). South of Beaver Creek,
on the ridge between gullies A and B, just below the talus slopes.
The biotite plates are nearly all less than 5 millimeters across.

6

20
-...--..----

8

63

- --.------
4

Tr.

5
Tr.

2.965

7
- I I I I I-- -I

6
79

8

8

6

9

13
34

27.. ... .
1... . 1..

3.973
3.298-.........

9

---..---.--

1
50
41

8

3--.35

10

74

5
-.--.-...-

1
10

10
Little
Little

11

--.......- _-.

98:1
Altered

---. 2.......
2 --- --

... . . . ---
------

3.417 - 2.30

12

Little
Chief

--...... .. . ...

Tr.
-.. M..uch-

l Much

--............

.- - -- - -

13

Tr.
Tr.
Tr.

61
15

Tr.
Tr.

2
7

Tr.
1

Mineral composition determined by separation in heavy solution
on part of the powder used for the chemical analyses. Biotite-
rich rock makes up little of the mass, but some biotite is present
in much of the mass. George Steiger, analyst.

4. Olivine pyroxenite (IH-325). South of Beaver Creek,
north fork of gully A, about half a mile above the road in Cebolla
Valley. Biotite in grains as much as 2 millimeters across, molded
between and enclosing other constituents; olivine and pyroxene
in grains averaging about 1 millimeter; magnetite and perofskite
in somewhat smaller grains, either between the pyroxene and
olivine or embedded in the biotite. Melilite interstitial and
altered to cebollite and idocrase-diopside mixture. Rosiwal
determination on two large thin sections aggregating 1,100
square millimeters. Found in a few small dikes. Analyzed by
F. A. Gonyer.

5. Nepheline pyroxenite (melteigite) (U-1877). Ridge be-
tween North Beaver Creek and gulley N, just above alluvium
at south end of ridge. Proportion of minerals determined on
part of analyzed powder by separation in heavy liquid (column 2)
and on two thin sections totaling 780 square millimeters (col-
umn 1).

1 2

Nepheline-------------------------------21 19
Pyroxene------------------------------- 75Y 77
Apatite---------------------------------- 3 4

The pyroxene prisms are rarely over 1 millimeter long and
average somewhat less; the nepheline is interstitial and as much
as 2 millimeters wide. This rock makes up a small part of the
mass and may be either a variety of the ijolite, a rock transitional

I
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between the pyroxenite and ijolite, or the result of the soaking
of the pyroxenite by the ijolite magma. Analyzed by F. A.
Gonyer.

6. Feldspar-nepheline pyroxenite (shonkinite) (U-2138). Be-
tween Beaver and North Beaver Creeks on the ridge west of
gully L, just north of the cap of lava. A nearly black rock that
at first glance looks to be about millimeter-grained but on close
examination is seen to be made up of glassy feldspar with prom-
inent cleavages about 40 millimeters across in which are included
prisms of dark-green pyroxene a few millimeters long and about
a millimeter thick. Rosiwal determinations on three thin sec-
tions aggregating 1,140 square millimeters gave surprisingly
consistent results and checked with the estimate by heavy
liquids on the analyzed powder within 3 percent on all the
minerals. This rock makes a very small part of the pyroxenite
body. Analyzed by F. A. Gonyer.

7. Sphene-nepheline pyroxenite (melteigite) (U-2133). South
of North Beaver Creek, east side of the small gulley which is
west of gulley L and 50 feet in altitude above North Beaver
Creek. The mode was estimated on a thin section. The rock
has a grain size of about 1 millimeter. Some of the pyroxene
rods are 2 millimeters long. The nepheline, which is altered
to fibrous natrolite, is molded between the pyroxene grains.
Makes very little of the mass. Analyzed by George Steiger.

8. Biotite-magnetite-perofskite rock (U-1192). Prospect pit
in south fork of Sammons Gulch 100 yards west of granite-
pyroxenite contact. Mode determined by heavy liquid and
magnetic separation of part of the analyzed powder. Found as
small dikelike bodies that make up little of the mass. The rock
has biotite in cleavage flakes as much as several centimeters
across, apatite crystals several millimeters long, and crystals of
magnetite and perofskite, embedded in the mica and apatite,
mostly about a millimeter across. Analyzed by George Steiger.

9. Magnetite-perofskite rock (U-2108). Prospect on north
side of Stone Gulch half a mile above road. Mode determined
on three thin sections. Made up of crystals of perofskite aver-
aging about 1 millimeter across embedded in a matrix of mag-
netite with some ilmenite. Found in many small dikelike bodies
and makes up little of the pyroxenite mass. Analyzed by George
Steiger.

10. Pyroxenite from Libby, Mont. Analyzed by George
Steiger.

11. Biotite rock (altered to vermiculite and sold as zonolite).
Large mass in pyroxenite of Libby, Mont. Quoted from an
address by E. N. Alley, of Zonolite Company, Libby, Mont.,
delivered on January 3, 1930 at Butte, Mont. Personal com-
munication from Mr. Alley.

1la. Biotite pyroxenite, Libby, Mont. Kindly furnished by
Dr. A. Holmes. Analysis by Imperial Chemical Institute,
Research Department, Bellingham, County Durham, England.

12. Jacupirangite, Jacupiranga, Brazil. H. S. Washington,
analyst. The rock from Magnet Cove, Ark., is very similar.

13. Average of the Iron Hill pyroxenite as estimated from the
proportions of the types present in the mass.

IJOLITE (MELTEIGITE)

DISTRIBUTION

Mafic rocks made up chiefly of nepheline, pyroxene,
and garnet intrude the uncompahgrite and pyroxenite
in many places. Some of these bodies are clean-cut
dikes, and others are larger and less regular. The
largest underlies an area of about 0.1 square mile and
lies west of South Beaver Creek and just south of the
main forks of Beaver Creek; two others are to the east,

across South Beaver Creek; another lies between North
Beaver Creek and fork N; and several smaller bodies
are mapped just north of Beaver Creek and west of
the main forks. In the drainage basin of Deldorado
Creek one small body is mapped just northwest of the
mouth of fork B, two others across fork B to the east,
and a somewhat larger mass just north of the junction
of forks G and H.

These mapped bodies are made up of rock very dif-
ferent from the pyroxenite, and they have sharp,
intrusive contacts with the pyroxenite. Besides the
mapped bodies there are many smaller bodies of
typical ijolite and some fairly large areas of rock that
resemble the pyroxenite but contain variable amounts
of nepheline, garnet, or titanite, minerals closely as-
sociated with the nepheline. These nepheline-bearing
pyroxenites are commonly cut by so very many tiny
stringers of nepheline rock that almost any slab a foot
across will show several of them.

The following are the chief places in which nepheline-
bearing rocks were found but not separated from the
pyroxenite:

(1) On the ridge northeast of gully A, several small bodies.
(2) At the upper part of the ridge between forks B and C of

Beaver Creek.
(3) Northeast of the forks of gully C.
(4) On the east slope of the hill surrounded by contour line

8,600 just east of fork D.
(5) Both west and east of fork L.
(6) At many places on the ridge between North Beaver Creek

and fork 0, especially north of North Beaver Creek near the
syenite.

(7) At several places on the ridge east of Iron Hill.
(8) On the extreme south fork of Deldorado Creek near the

syenite contact.
(9) At several places south of Sammons Gulch.
(10) In the ridge between fork B of Deldorado Creek and

Huntsman Gulch, and at some other places.

PETROGRAPHY

The ijolite of the mapped bodies is for the most part
a medium- to coarse-grained rock. In places the grains
are as coarse as 100 millimeters, but mostly they are
between 3 and 10 millimeters. Both the texture and
the proportions of the minerals are highly variable.
Nepheline, dark diopside, and black titaniferous garnet
are the chief constituents; biotite is nowhere present
in large amount, though it is the chief or only dark
mineral in some of the nepheline-rich rocks of the
mass between North Beaver Creek and gully 0.
Primary(?) calcite is common but in small amount.
Apatite occurs in considerable amounts, and the ores,
magnetite and perofskite, are minor accessories.
Sphene is not present in most of the rocks but is
abundant in some, especially the rocks with feldspar
and those approaching the pyroxenite in texture and
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composition. Microcline was found in very few of
the rocks. Wollastonite was found as an aggregate
in a single specimen collected just above the road 0.2
mile northwest of the main forks of Beaver Creek.
It is probably due to reaction with a limestone inclusion.

The following table gives some idea of the range over
which the minerals vary and the approximate average
proportions:

TABLE 8.-Approximate range in the mineral composition of the
ijolite in percentages by weight

Pyroxene- --- _
Nepheline and its alteration

products ---_---_-_-----

Garnet-
Apatite---------
Calcite (primary)
Sphene----
Magnetite _--
Perofskite
Microcline - -

Wo1astonite y
Cancrinite (primary) ___- --
Biotite --
Zircon-

1 Rare.2

Extreme
range

0-99

0-90
0-70
1-10
0-15
0-40

0-25

0-2
0-10

2 Absent.

Common
range

10-60

10-70
0-50
2- 3
0-10
0-10

(2)

0- 6

Approximate
average

(1)

(I)
(1)

(3)
(1)

(1)

34

31
27

3

2

2

Very rare.

In accordance with Brdgger's classification," hand
specimens of the rocks included in ijolite on the map
would range from urtite through ijolite and melteigite,
on the one hand, to jacupirangite, to juvite and malig-
nite on the other. The garnet-rich rocks, the sphene-
rich rocks, and the calcite rocks might be placed in
another group if so refined a classification seemed
desirable. As all the rocks are variants of single geo-
logic bodies, it seems better to use the general name
"ijolite," which applies to nearly all of them.

The pyroxene was the first mineral to crystallize,
as it occurs in well-formed crystals embedded in the
other minerals. It ranges from pale grayish to deep
green, and commonly the core is gray like that of the
pyroxenite, and the borders are green. All the vari-
eties belong to the diopside-hedenbergite series, but the
green variety contains a little aegirite. The details of
their compositions are discussed in the section on
mineralogy (pp. 45-48). For the most part the pyroxene
is fresh, but rarely along sheeting planes a thin layer

is altered to magnesic hastingsite. Locally this amphi-
bole has replaced the pyroxene irregularly, and rarely
the coarse amphibole has replaced much of the pyroxene.

The nepheline is molded about and encloses the
pyroxene crystals. In places pieces of pure fresh
nepheline 10 centimeters across can be collected; most
of the nepheline-rich rock is coarse. In considerable
part the nepheline is more or less altered to fibrous
natrolite, analcime, or cancrinite with some calcite.

'9 Brcgger, W. C., Das Fengebiet in Telemark, Norway: Vidensk. selsk. Oslo
Forh., 1920, No. 9, pp. 16-52.

Rarely it is altered to coarse aggregates of muscovite.
In a very few specimens there is around the large
pyroxene grains a zone made up of an intergrowth of
the green pyroxene and nepheline somewhat resembling
graphic intergrowths, and in one specimen these inter-
growths project into the nepheline crystals in rounded
embayments. These intergrowths resemble those of
myrmekite.

The garnet is the dark titaniferous variety char-
acteristic of the area, and it is more abundant in the
ijolite than in any of the other rocks. It occurs in part
in large irregular grains several centimeters across, in
part in rims about the pyroxene, perofskite, magnetite,
apatite, or even nepheline grains, and in part in irregu-
lar veinlets cutting the other minerals. The garnet is
commonly associated with the primary (?) calcite and
rather commonly forms a rim between pyroxene and
calcite. In places it is intergrown with pyrite. As in all
the other rocks of the area, the garnet appears to have
crystallized in the transitional stage between the
magmatic and hydrothermal periods.

Primary (?) calcite is common in the ijolites, usually in
small amounts. It occurs as rather coarse grains, in

part associated with the nepheline. Both are intersti-
tial to the pyroxene and may be present as alternate
grains in the streaks between pyroxene. There is
commonly, but not._ everywhere, a narrow layer of
cancrinite between the two. The calcite is probably
later than the nepheline and earlier than the garnet, as
is shown by the rims of garnet between pyroxene and
calcite and the veinlets of garnet-cutting calcite.

Most of the biotite is pale green. It crystallized
late, as it occurs chiefly in irregular layers on the ore
minerals and is closely associated with the garnet.

Sphene is not common in the typical coarse-grained
ijolite but it is abundant in some of the fine-grained
nepheline pyroxenite. In some of the veinlets of
coarse ijolite, sphene is abundant only near the pyrox-
enite contacts. It is not commonly associated with the
titaniferous garnet, but in a few specimens it is included
in garnet. The feldspar-bearing rooks carry more
sphene than those without feldspar.

Microcline is abundant as coarse crystals poikilitically
enclosing pyroxene in some of the nepheline-bearing
rocks from the area west of gully L of Beaver Creek
and from the ridge north of North Beaver Creek, west of
the syenite mass, but it is an uncommon mineral in the
ijolite.

A fine-grained pyroxenite near the contact with the

quartz porphyry in the south fork of Sammons Gulch
contains a few percent each of plagioclase, nepheline,
and sphene, as does also a specimen from the saddle

between Huntsman Gulch and fork B of Deldorado
Creek.

The order of crystallization is pyroxene, apatite,

nepheline, calcite, biotite, cancrinite, garnet.
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CHEMICAL ANALYSES, NORMS, AND MODES

Four specimens of the fresh ijolite that were con-
sidered typical and one of a biotite variety in which the
nepheline had been altered to analcime have been ana-

lyzed. The analyses, norms, and modes are given in

table 9.

TABLE 9.-Analyses, norms, and modes of ijolite.

Analyses

Si0 2-  ----
TiO2-----_
A1 203------
Fe 2O3 - ----
FeO
MnO--_

gO
CaO--
Na20--
K 20 -
H20 -- -H20----
P205-  -
CO2- ------
ZrO2 - --
S03 - -------
S---------
BaO--
SrO --------
Cr203- - - - - -
V203 - ------
Ci---------

Nio--. --

ab -- .. ___
or-
an - _ _ _ _ _ _

ne _ - - _ _

cs - -. .. -

il------

ne--- -

cc- -- --

in

1

43. 50
5. 35
3. 97
3. 42
4.41

.19
8. 12

24. 69
1. 55
. 14
.34
.58

3. 11
.66

None

03
None

. 13
None

None

2

47. 88
. 32

8. 34
3. 27
3. 83

.18
9. 50

19. 52
3. 84
1. 70

42

1. 45

.05

3

38. 89
2. 45

12. 69
7. 46
2. 96
S16

5.01
18. 65

4. 90
2. 19
.70
.36

1. 78
.66
.02
.25

60
None
None

4

35. 82
4.41

18. 04
9. 92
2. 02

.19
77

17. 18
6. 30
3. 04
.82
.42
.08
.48
.05

03
None
None
None

.05

5

31. 55
4.86
9. 85
5. 27
5. 90

.11
7. 45

15. 22
3. 69
3. 90
1. 82

.92
2. 34
5. 27

1. 52
27
07

.09

6

40. 64
2. 24

10. 58
4. 18
4. 18

.28
6. 47

19. 91
4. 75
1. 86

.14

.27
1. 91
2. 08

10
} .05

11

03
.12

Average

39. 5
2. 9

14. 0
7. 6
2. 8
.2

4. 3
18. 3

5. 2
2.4
.7
.3

1.0
.5

Tr.

.4

Tr.
Tr

N one

100. 19 100. 30 99. 73 99. 62 100. 10 99. 90 100. 1

Norms

1 2

13. 10_----- -
1. 11 5.00
3.34 1. 11

- _- -- ..- 3.92
---- - -- ..17.32

43. 85 59. 09
14. 96 5. 10

4.87 4.87
6.54 .61

- - - -- -- -- -----... -...
7.39 3.36
2.72 ----.. _

.78 ---- _ __
IV".2.2. IV.3."3.1"

(2)3.2

3 I 4

6. 39
10. 03
22. 44
27. 00

1. 86
12. 10

2. 78
4. 71
5. 60
4. 37

III(IV).
8"."2.4.

11. 95
13. 95
28. 97

4. 10
7. 08

13. 76

4. 71
9. 92

3. 26

111.8.2.4.

6

1. 95
8.72

21. 78
36. 72
10. 67

6. 03
4. 26

4. 37

4. 70

"IV.2.1.2.

Modes

1 2 3 4 6 Average

Nepheline--------- 6 19 28 39 27 31
Diopside-----.....79 77 38 8 47 34
Biotite______----------------2 2 6 2
Melanite---------- --------.. --- 25 50 1 27
Magnetite and ii-

menite------------- - Tr. 2--------4% 2
Perofskite--------- Tr. Tr. Tr.----.----..- Tr.
Apatite----------- 7 4 4 5 3
Calcite-----------------------1 1 5 1
Microlite-------------------------------.. -- 1 _..
Sphene-.------------ 8---------- .-------- 4 Tr.
Specific gravity:

Powder-------3. 298------ ------ ------ 3. 10-----
Hand speci-

men--------- ------ 3. 198 3. 221 ------ ---- -----

1. Sphene-nepheline pyroxenite (ijolite) (U-2133). West of
gully 0, 0.2 mile above its junction with North Beaver Creek,
just above alluvium. The mode was estimated on a thin sec-
tion. The rock has a grain size of about 1 millimeter. Some
of the pyroxene rods are 2 millimeters long. The nepheline,
which is altered to fibrous natrolite, is molded between the
pyroxene grains. Analysis by George Steiger.

2. Pyroxene ijolite (U-1877). Ridge between North Beaver
Creek ad gully N, at south point of ridge. Proportions of the
minerals determined on part of the analyzed powder. The
pyroxene prisms are rarely over 1 millimeter long and average
somewhat less; the nepheline is interstitial and rarely over 2
millimeters across. The rock may have been formed by soaking
of the pyroxenite by the melteigite magma. Analyzed by F. A.
Gonyer.

3. Pyroxene-melanite ijolite (U-1132). South of North
Beaver Creek 0.1 mile above mouth of gully I. Grains from 1 to
4 millimeters across. Mode determined on part of powder used
for analysis. Analyzed by George Steiger.

4. Melanite ijolite (U-2011). One-third mile south of forks
of Beaver Creek. Grains of nepheline as much as 12 millimeters
across; those of pyroxene as large as 10 by 3 millimeters, and
garnet 10 millimeters or less across. Mode determined on part
of powder used for analysis. Analyzed by George Steiger.

5. Altered biotite ijolite (iU-1265). Easternmost outcrop on
ridge south of gully 0 (North Beaver Creek). George Steiger,
analyst

6. Melteigite, Melteig, Fengebit, Norway. A. R6dland,
analyst.

CRYSTALLIZATION OF IJOLITE

Bowen 20 has discussed the crystallization of rocks
that have the composition of mixtures of nepheline and

1500

1400,

Di and liq Cg and300

1200 "1 and liq

'00 ' NoaNMe 01 and liq

Mel.Di and liq MelIO0 and liq

Tempeatures of complete consolidaton unknown

Diopside 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 Nephelte
CaMgSiOe Weiht percent NaAtSi4

FIGURE 6.-Pseudobinary diagram of equilibrium in mixtures of nepheline and
diopside.

diopside and has worked out experimentally a pseudo-
binary diagram of equilibrium in mixtures of nepheline
and diopside. This diagram is reproduced in figure 6.
It does not carry the crystallization below about 1,1000
as crystallization at lower temperatures was too sluggish
for the determination of equilibrium.

Many of the Iron Hill ijolites are nearly pure nephe-
line-diopside rocks and they range from nearly pure
diopside to rocks with 90 percent of nepheline. In the
garnet-free rocks they carry only a few percent of other
minerals, chiefly apatite, magnetite, and calcite. The

20 Bowen, N. L., Genetic features of the alnoltic rocks at Isle Cadieux, Quebec:
Am. Jour. Sci., 5th ser., vol. 3, pp. 1-33, 1922; The evolution of the igneous rocks, pp.
260-268, Princeton Univ Press, 1928.
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natural nepheline has not the same composition as the
theoretical nepheline used by Bowen and the natural
diopside has some hedenbergite in solid solution. One
of the analyzed rocks had in the mode 19 percent of
nepheline and 77 percent of augite, and in the norm 17
percent of nepheline, 4 percent of leucite, and 59
percent of diopside. These rocks, therefore, approach
in chemical composition the mixtures of Bowen's
equilibrium diagram about as closely as any group of
rocks approach any of the equilibrium diagrams that
have been worked out in the laboratory.

In the Iron Hill rocks neither olivine nor melilite is
present in any of the ijolites, and nothing was seen to
indicate that they were once formed. The rocks are
coarsely crystalline and probably cooled very slowly
and had time for equilibrium. It is possible that the
iron, the mineralizers, and the other differences between
the natural and the artificial systems materially changed
the equilibrium relations. This seems rather proba-
ble, for we have good reason to believe that the temper-
ature of intrusion and crystallization of the ijolites was
much below 1,1000.

If the ijolites crystallized in the manner indicated
by Bowen's diagram, there must have been reactions

below about 1,100 that resulted in the final solidifica-
tion of the system to diopside and nepheline. In that
event, for rocks rich in diopside the course of crystalli-
zation would have been first diopside alone, and later
olivine and diopside simultaneously; at some tempera-
ture below 1,2000 the olivine was reacted on and meli-
lite precipitated until all the olivine was dissolved;

then meliite and diopside crystallized together; finally
the melilite was reacted on and nepheline precipitated
until all the meliite was gone. For rocks with about

equal amounts of nepheline and diopside, such as the
common variety of the ijolite, the course of crystalli-
zation would be olivine first, then olivine and melilite,
then the dissolving of olivine and melilite and the
deposition of nepheline and diopside.

There is nothing in the rocks to suggest the early

formation of olivine or meliite. The rocks are made up
chiefly of well-formed crystals of diopside and nepheline
grains molded one against the other.

In these coarse-grained rocks all evidence of the early

generation of olivine and meliite might have been de-
stroyed, but that is not likely in the effusive types of
pyroxene-nepheline rocks, the nephelinites. It seems
probable that most of the natural rocks that are made
up in large part of nepheline and diopside crystallized
directly as nepheline and diopside, except for minor
reactions.

SODA SYENITE

The largest body of soda syenite underlies the hills
between Deldorado and Beaver Creeks, near the north-

eastern border of the Iron Hill stock. This body under-

lies an area of about 0.12 square mile. Four smaller

bodies are present along the southern boundary of the
Iron Hill stock-two just east of South Beaver Creek
and two to the west. Another mapped body intrudes
limestone and pyroxenite just east of the road up
Cebolla Creek and half a mile south of Beaver Creek.
A rather large dike cuts the pyroxenite south of North
Beaver Creek between gullies J and K. Several small
dikes are mapped in the drainage area of Sammons
Gulch near the northwestern nose of the Iron Hill stock.
A few small unmapped outcrops of this syenite were
found in the drainage area of Deldorado Creek and
elsewhere within the stock, and several dikelike bodies

cut the older granites that surround the Iron Hill stock
and outside the area included in the Iron Hill map.
Such bodies were found near the top of the mesa at the
head of North Beaver Creek, west of Cebolla Creek op-
posite the mouth of Deldorado Creek, west of Cebolla
Hot Springs, near the mouth of Milkranch Gulch, and
on the ridge south of Milkranch Gulch at an altitude of

about 8,300 feet.
Farther from the Iron Hill stock and outside the area

shown on plate 1, similar syenites are less common.
They were found near the Lot mine, east of Willow

Creek, under the peak with an altitude of 10,200 feet,
a third of a mile northwest of Carpenter Hill, on the

east side of Goose Creek below Dubois, and elsewhere.
The total area underlain by this syenite is about 0.14
square mile.

The contacts of the syenite are mainly intrusive,

but between Beaver and Deldorado Creeks and on both
sides of South Beaver Creek there is a narrow zone of
crushed rock with some calcite, quartz, and-manganese
oxides or iron oxide between the syenite and the granite.
Along the contact of the syenite with the granite south
of Beaver Creek there is some evidence of movement.
In many places near the contact with the granite the
syenite is granulated and banded, indicating some move-
ment. In part the fractures are healed by the primary
minerals of the syenite but in part by hydrothermal
aegirite and soda amphibole. There was probably little
movement along these fractures, and that must have
taken place before the syenite was completely crystal-
lized. The soda syenite intrudes the pyroxenite and
ijolite and is cut by dikes of the nepheline syenite.

The common syenite and the rock that makes up
nearly all of the large body between Beaver and Deldo-
rado Creeks is light gray and streaked or even promi-
nently laminated and gneissoid. It is commonly
fine-textured, especially in the more laminated rocks,
but some of the less well-banded rocks have feldspar
crystals as much as several centimeters across in a
finer matrix. Rare rocks are centimeter-grained or
coarser and without lamination or streaking.

Perthite makes up about 90 percent of most of the
rocks. It is in grains ranging from 0.5 millimeter to 1

centimeter in cross section. In the banded rocks it is in

rather uniformly small grains, but in the streaked rocks
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the grains are variable in size. On the average albite is
somewhat more plentiful than microcline, but the pro-
portion varies greatly. Where the microcline is present
in large amount the albite is in a network of veinlets
cutting across the microcline and in narrow, irregular
rims about the microcline. Where the microcline is
present in smaller amount the albite veinlets and bor-
ders are wider, and the microcline forms rounded islands
embedded in albite. The albite appears to have partly
replaced the microcline.

The dark mineral of this syenite is a dark-green
aegirite-diopside. It makes up the dark streaks and
bands, and in thin sections veinlets of pyroxene grains
cut across the feldspar. In the well-laminated rocks
these veinlets are subparallel, but in many of the rocks
they are oriented in various positions and form a
network. The pyroxene grains are nearly all less than
1 millimeter long. The pyroxene makes up on the
average about 9 percent of the rocks.

Apatite and sphene are widely occurring but not
abundant accessories; zircon is very rare; fluorite is
rather common; and quartz was found in only a single
specimen, which also contained sericite, fluorite, and
carbonate. Sericite and carbonate are common sec-
ondary products in the syenite. Rarely aegirite and
an amphibole related to glaucophane, are the dark
minerals. They are secondary and occur chiefly along
fractures.

The rocks of the small bodies along the south border
of the Iron Hill stock are like well-banded, gneissoid
varieties of the mass just described. The pyroxene
makes the dark streaks; biotite streaks are less com-
mon, and streaks of sericite are present. The dikes
just south of Sammons Gulch and east of the wagon
road are also of this type.

These rocks have been mashed and granulated.
Microcline or perthite crystallized before the granula-
tion, and pyroxene and albite with some mica after
the granulation. This granulation probably took
place during the injection and crystallization of the
syenite, as neither the earlier pyroxenite nor the later
nepheline syenite shows such granulation. A photo-
graph of a block of syenite from South Beaver Creek
near the granite contact that has rather extreme band-
ing is reproduced in plate 3, C.

It is uncertain whether the pyroxene and albite
crystallized directly from the magma or are deuteric,
but a deuteric or very late magmatic origin seems
more probable. Nearly everywhere the pyroxene is
in bands, and in part it is in veinlike streaks that may
cut across feldspar grains. The amount of pyroxene
tends to be very high in the banded syenite. The
albite certainly appears to have replaced the microcline,
and in some specimens only remnants of the microcline
remain. The amount of albite is highly variable, and
where albite is abundant a "sea and island" texture is

common. The small amount of liquid interstitial to
the original microcline crystals could not have fur-

nished the albite (soda) to replace so large an amount
of microcline, and the potash of the original microcline
must have been removed from the rock.

The rock of the mass just east of Cebolla Creek and
south of Beaver Creek is not banded, but it commonly
has the dark minerals concentrated in veinlike streaks,

many of which are curved. Near the limestone con-
tacts the dark minerals are especially abundant and
the streaks well developed. The rocks are made up
mostly of perthite with albite predominating. Calcite
is commonly present in small amount. The chief dark
mineral is an amphibole related to glaucophane, but
there is some phlogopite and locally aegirite. These
minerals are the common hydrothermal minerals of
the area, and they are hydrothermal here.

The body south of Milkranch Gulch is very similar
and is also associated with marble. Some parts of
this body contain quartz. Nearly all the other small
bodies in the granitic rocks surrounding the Iron Hill
stock are of this type, with varying proportions of the
different dark minerals.

A chemical analysis of the typical syenite (U-1206a)
south of gully N and near the northwest base of the
hill surrounded by the 9,000-foot contour was made
by George Steiger and is shown below.

TABLE 10.-Analysis, norm, and mode of soda syenite

Analysis N(

SiO2---------------- 65.08 Q-
Al203- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 16.65 or-
Fe203---------------2.01 ab-
FeO---------------- 1.08 ac_
MgO---------------- .21 di-.
CaO 1.49 wo -
Na20---- ---------- 7.31 mt
K20---------------- 5. 14 il
H20-----------------.30
H2 0+---------------.32 I (I1) .5.1."4
TiO2 . 20 __-- -- -- _-.2

P205- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .04
MnO----------------. 13 Mode (on a se

O 2 - N o n e  millim e t

ZrO2 .03 ------

S--r ------- - 2 Microperthite_
Cr2Oa- -- -__---------- _ _None Pyroxene-- -
V2 03 - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  None Sphene
NiG---------------None Calcite-
BaO----------------- .03 Apatite, etc_
SrO-----------------.03

100. 07
Specific gravity- 2. 656

NEPHELINE SYENITE

orm

-1.86
30.02

-- -- 57.11
-4.16
-3.07

1.63
- . 93

-- .46

action 370 square
ers in area)

93
6

- 4
Tr.

Syenites containing nepheline or its alteration prod-
ucts are present chiefly in the drainage basins of Beaver
and Deldorado Creeks between the pyroxenite or soda
syenite and the older granitic rocks that surround the
Iron Hill stock. The largest body extends from North
Beaver Creek northwestward into the drainage basin
of Deldorado Creek, with a narrow strip extending
between the rocks of the Iron Hill stock and the older
granites for about 2 miles to the west of the main body.
The main body is about 1 mile long and half a mile wide.
On both sides of fork L of Beaver Creek many dikes of
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this syenite, for the most part only a few feet across,

cut the pyroxenite, and fewer cut the bordering granitic
rocks. The mapping of these dikes is much generalized,
as the dikes are far too numerous to show on the scale of

the map. In the northwestern nose of the stock and
in many other places small dikes of this syenite cut the
pyroxenite and other rocks of the Iron Hill complex

and the surrounding older rocks. They are not all
shown on the geologic map (pl. 1), especially those in

the granites. At some distance from Iron Hill, beyond
the boundaries of -the area mapped in this report, such
dikes were found (1) on the east rim of Cebolla Creek
1% miles northeast of Tolvar Peak; (2) on the east rim
of Cebolla Canyon northeast of Carpenter Hill; (3)
on the east slope of Camp Creek N. 520 E. from the
knob at 8,900 feet, at an altitude of 8,700 feet; (4)
south of Spencer; (5) on Willow Creek and elsewhere.
The total area underlain by this nepheline syenite is
about 0.5 square mile.

The nepheline syenite cuts the soda syenite and all
the other rocks of the Iron Hill stock except the
gabbros, and it is cut by dikes of both varieties of
gabbro.

The nepheline syenite is rather uniform in character.
It is a light-gray rock where fresh but flesh-colored to
reddish brown where altered and is characterized by
the tabular shape of its feldspar crystals. In thin
sections and on the cleavage surfaces in hand speci-
mens the feldspars appear to be lath-shaped and about

four times as long as broad. Their length is commonly
about 3 to 5 millimeters, but in some specimens it is

over 10 millimeters and in others less than 2 millimeters.
These feldspars show only a slight tendency to be ar-
ranged parallel to the flow direction.

The rock is made up of about 80 percent feldspar,
with nepheline next in abundance, then aegirite,

magnetite, biotite, sphene, apatite, and zircon, and in

a few specimens a titaniferous garnet. The feldspar
is microperthite, with more albite than microcline.
A few specimens, notably those from the two dikes

that cut the soda syenite north of fork 0 of North
Beaver Creek, contain microcline with little inter-
grown albite. The microcline is clouded and occurs

in streaks and islandlike bodies cut and surrounded by
bays and channels of albite. The outer parts of the

crystals and the interstitial feldspar are mostly albite.

Nepheline or its alteration products makes up from

a few percent to 15 percent of the rocks. It is inter-

stitial to the feldspar. It is mostly altered, and the

chief alteration product is cancrinite. A part of the

cancrinite may be primary, but much of it is secondary.
Analcine is abundant in some parts; natrolite and other

zeolites are not common. In some specimens the

nepheline is altered to sericite much like the nepheline

of Libby, Mont.21

21 Larsen, E. S., and Pardee, J. T., The stock of alkaline rocks near Libby, Mont.:

Jour. Geology, vol. 37, pp..107-108, 1929.

286730-42-5

The dark minerals and accessories are irregularly
distributed, and they rarely make up much more than
6 percent of the rock. Aegirite is the chief of these
and ranges from a trace to 5 percent. Biotite is the
chief dark mineral in some of the rocks, but it is absent
in many. Brown titaniferous garnet (n= 1.93) was
found only in a few small patches. In these patches
it may make up 10 percent or more of the rock. It is
interstitial and associated with nepheline. This garnet
may be due to reaction on an inclusion, but it seems
to be a late magmatic mineral.

Magnetite is nearly as abundant as aegirite and in
some specimens is the chief dark mineral. Sphene is
commonly present but in small amount and is more or
less clouded from alteration. Zircon is less common and
is zoned and altered along some of the zones. One
small outcrop of unusually coarse syenite contains
much nepheline (altered) and numerous brown crystals
of zircon as much as 5 millimeters across. Apatite is
present in small amount. A few of the syenite speci-
mens, notably those with microcline feldspar instead
of perthite, contain a little interstitial calcite that
appears primary.

Some of the small veins of syenite are porphyritic,
with millimeter phenocrysts of tabular feldspar, in
fluidal arrangement, making up nearly half the rock.
The groundmass is much altered, very fine-grained
and is made up of aegirite in ragged crystals of variable
size, with feldspar, altered nepheline, and secondary
calcite.

An anlaysis of the typical gray nepheline syenite
made by George Steiger and the norm and mode are
shown below. The analyzed rock is fresh except that
the nepheline is altered to cancrinite.

TABLE 11.-Analysis, norm, and mode of nepheline syenile
(specimen U-1481)

Analysis

SiO 2- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 56.74
A1 203- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 19.32
Fe20 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 2.37
FeO-------------------1.65
MgO----------------- .27
CaO---------------- 1.98
Na 20O----------------- 8.05

K20.--------- -- 5.88
H2 -. 32

H2O+ -- -1. 12
TiO2  . 4 0
Co 2-  -  - - -  -  1.50
P205 --- . -03
MnO .07
ZrO 2- - .02
803-------------------. 12
F ----------- Doubtful trace.
s---------------------.05
BaO------------- ----. 16
SrO-------------------.12

'100. 17
Specific gravity (hand

specimen)- -- -- -- -- -- 2. 621

Norm

or..
ab _ _

ne - -

di
ac - --

mt .

35.03
34.58
17.32

-3.25
1.39

-2. 78
--- - . 76

I (11).6.1.4

Mode

Perthite
Cancrinite from nephe-

line _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Biotite------------- -
Magnetite.--- ___

Aegirite-
Calcite ----

83

12
1

1i

I
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NEPHELINE GABBRO AND QUARTZ GABBRO

Dikes of rock related to gabbro were found in many
places in the area cutting all the other rocks of the stock.
Some of these dikes are as much as 300 feet across and
over a mile long. They are especially abundant in the
drainage basin of Deldorado Creek but were found in
the upper drainage basin of North Beaver Creek, near
the mouth of Huntsman Gulch, in the drainage basin
of Sammons Gulch, in the banks of Cebolla Creek
northeast of the Hot Spring, and near the mouth of
Powderhorn Creek.

Two types of rock are represented in the dike-one
a nepheline gabbro, the other a gabbro carrying a little
interstitial intergrown quartz and orthoclase. The two
rocks are in similar and nearly parallel dikes. The middle
dike north of Deldorado Creek is composite and contains
both rocks. This composite dike is mostly nepheline
gabbro, but some quartz gabbro was found near its
center. In one place the two rocks were seen in sharp
contact and the nepheline gabbro appeared to have a
chilled border, although the evidence of relative age
was not clear.

The bodies on both sides of Huntsman Gulch near its
mouth appear to be parts of a single dike, but the
northern one is quartz gabbro, and the southern one
is nepheline gabbro.

The two rocks are easily distinguished by one who is
familiar with them, as each maintains its textural
features with surprising persistence. The nepheline
gabbro is characterized by large, conspicuous tabular
feldspar crystals, which are usually several millimeters
across; the quartz gabbro has less conspicuous and
smaller feldspar.

No gradational rocks were found, and the contacts
appear to be sharp. The two gabbros must represent
separate intrusions, but one probably followed the other
closely, as they occupy parallel dikes and, in part,
practically form a. single dike. Their relative age is
uncertain, but both clearly intrude all the other rocks
of the Iron Hill stock.

NEPHELINE GABBRO

The typical nepheline gabbro is a rather dark, coarse-
grained rock that has conspicuous tabular plagioclase
crystals in random to subparallel arrangement. It
looks like a coarse diabase. These feldspar tablets are
commonly 4 to 5 millimeters across and about a third
as thick. In some of the coarser rocks they are over 10
millimeters across. Abundant pyroxene can be seen
between the feldspar tablets, and olivine can com-
monly be seen in the pyroxene grains. Border rocks
are fine-grained to aphanitic and contain a few feldspar
phenocrysts.

The microscope shows that the texture of the rock is
distinctly ophitic or diabasic. The pyroxene fills in

between the plagioclase laths, and in places small grains
of pyroxene are inclosed in the plagioclase. The

plagioclase is labiadorite. Locally it is zoned, and one
specimen showed recurrent zoning with a core of labra-
dorite (Ab4oAn8o) followed by a narrow zone of by-
townite (Ab25 An75 ), then a narrow zone.of labradorite,
another zone of bytownite, and an outer zone of
labradorite. The feldspar is fairly fresh, though a little
sericite is common.

The augite occurs partly in glomeroporphyritic ag-
gregates or subhedral crystals. It is commonly zoned.
In some of these the main part and core is pale pinkish
in thin section, but irregular borders are much darker
pink. In others the cores are pale pinkish brown and
the borders are light green. The pyroxene is somewhat
altered to amphibole. In a few specimens it has been
replaced by a uniformly oriented dark brown, strongly
pleochroic hastingsite. A common alteration is to a
dark-blue, almost opaque amphibole, probably related
to riebeckite, which occurs in aggregates of fine fibers
or as very small needles penetrating the feldspar.
Rarely a strongly pleochroic green hornblende is present.
It shows pleochroic halos about included grains of
apatite.

Olivine in rounded, corroded grains is present in small
amounts. It is mostly included in the pyroxene. A
border of fine-grained magnetite commonly separates
the olivine from the pyroxene. The olivine is more or
less altered to serpentine, iron oxide, and iddingsite.

Nepheline was originally present to the extent of
about 5 percent. It was interstitial to the other con-
stituents and is almost completely altered to analcime,
calcite, or a white, submicroscopic zeolite. Anal-
cime is also present in small cracks in the feldspar.
The minor accessories are magnetite, biotite, and apa-
tite. The biotite is chiefly in reaction rims about the
magnetite.

QUARTZ GABBRO

The quartz gabbro was found in several small,
unmapped masses in the Iron Hill area in addition to
those that are mapped. Near the south boundary of
the stock south of Sammons Gulch there is a small
body, and between Deldorado and Beaver Creeks west
of the mapped dike several small dikes and irregular
bodies were found cutting the syenite. Most of these
are only a few feet across, and some are less than a foot
across. Small outcrops were found in a few other
places. Bodies of this gabbro cut the pre-Cambrian
rocks several miles from Iron Hill. The largest of these
is on the ridge northwest of the mouth of Powderhorn
Gulch.

The quartz gabbros are somewhat finer-textured than
the nepheline gabbros, and their feldspars are not so
prominently tabular. Their texture tends to be
typically gabbroic. The grain size is commonly from
1 to 3 millimeters. They lack nepheline and olivine

and have approximately 10 percent of interstitial inter-
grown quartz and orthoclase. Their pyroxene is
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brownish and is not zoned. It has a small variable
axial angle and is pigeonite.

Usually the quartz gabbros show considerable altera-
tion, which was probably hydrothermal. The plagi-
oclase has commonly been altered to sericite and a little
epidote. Some of the pyroxene has been altered to a
brown hornblende rimmed by a medium-blue horn-
blende. A deep-blue, almost isotropic amphibole,
occurring in fiberlike growths, also appears to have been
derived from pyroxene. It shows a deep-blue pleochro-
ism along the length of the fibers and a medium-blue to
brownish color transverse to the length and has a very
small extinction angle. It is probably riebeckite.
The amphibole is in many places associated with irreg-
ular blebs of magnetite. The deep-blue amphibole is
later than the brown hornblende.

CHEMICAL ANALYSES, NORMS, AND MODES

Analyses, norms, and modes of the typical gabbros
are shown in the following table. Both rocks are
rather uniform in character.

TABLE 12.-Analyses, norms, and modes of nepheline gabbro and
quartz gabbro

Analyses

SiO2----------------,-----------

TiO2
A1 20-
Fe20O--------------------------
FeO-
MnO-
MgO-
CaO--------------------------
Na20-
K20-
H20 -
H20 ------------------------
CO,---------------------------
P205- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
SO3
ZrO,---------------------------
F- -- ------- --- --- - - - -- -

S----------------------------
B aO -- - - - - - - - - - - - - -
SrO-

Specific gravity of hand specimen - -

47. 94
1. 12

22. 56
2. 02
4. 77

. 11
2. 06

12. 08
4. 02

.84

.24
1. 30

.16
.25

.02
.14
.03
.39

.31

100. 36
2. 954

2

52. 20
1. 54

14. 74
1. 47
9. 88
. 21

5. 35
8. 76
2. 65
1. 25

1. 31

.25

.19

.08
.04

99. 92
2. 981

Norms

1 2

Q------------------------------ ---------- 3.84
or---------------------------------- 5.00 7.23
ab---------------------------------22.52 20.96
an---------------------------------40.87 25. 30
ne---------6.25_
di----------------------------- 15.43 13.64
11y-------------------------------------------21.52
ol---------------------------------- 2.27 ---------
Mg---------------------------------3.02 2.09
ii---------------------------------- 2. 13 2.89
ap--------------------------------- .67 .67

)II. 5'.' III.4'5.3
(4) 5. (4).4.

TA BLE 12.-Analyses, norms, and modes of nepheline gabbro and
quartz gabbro-Continued

Modes

1 2

Quartz-4----------------------------- ------ 4
Orthoclase-------------------------10
Plagioclase---------------------------'69 2 41
Nepheline---------------------------- -6--------
Pyroxene---------------------------- 19 39
Olivine- ------------------------------ 1
Magnetite and ilmenite---------------- 2 4
Apatite ------------------------------ 1 Tr.
Biotite---------------------------------- 2
Amphibole-------------------------------

1 Ab38An62. 2 Ab 46Anu.

1. Nepheline gabbro (U-1172). From the middle long dike
between gulches G and H of Deldorado Creek. The mode was
determined on a thin section with an area of 230 square milli-
meters. Some of the plagioclase crystals have areas of cross
section as large as 6 square millimeters. The Rosiwal determina-
tion should therefore be correct within a few percent. The
nepheline is partly altered to zeolites, but the rock is otherwise
fresh. George Steiger, analyst.

2. Quartz gabbro (I-H.301). East bank of Cebolla Creek
25 yards south of road to Cebolla Hot Springs. The mode was
determined on a large thin section with an area of 500 square
millimeters and should be accurate within about 1 percent.
The rock has a grain size of about 1 millimeter and is made up
of stout tablets of labradorite with poorly formed grains of
pyroxene, interstitial micrographic intergrowths of quartz and
orthoclase, and a little biotite and magnetite. The rock is
somewhat altered and has sericite or a clay mineral related to
montmorillonite in the feldspar, some chlorite from the biotite,
and a little green and bluish amphibole from the pyroxene.
F. A. Gonyer, analyst.

OTHER DIKE ROCKS

In the area surrounding the Iron Hill stock, the pre-
Cambrian rocks are cut by several dikes of syenite
different from those of the Iron Hill stock, an associated
shonkinite, and a single dike of olivine gabbro. 22

Their alkalic affinities suggest that they may be
related genetically to the Iron Hill rocks, but they are
high in potash, whereas the Iron Hill rocks are high in
soda. If they are related to the Iron Hill stock, they
determine the age of that stock as late pre-Cambrian,
because the syenite and shonkinite are cut by aplite
and pegmatite dikes, and such dikes are confined to the
pre-Cambrian of this region. Their mineral and
chemical compositions, characterized by abundant
hypersthene and much K20, seem to distinguish them
sharply from the Iron Hill rocks.

AUGITE SYENITE AND SHONKINITE

Augite syenite was found in several small bodies in
the northeastern part of the Uncompahgre quadrangle.
The largest body crosses Wildcat Gulch 11% miles above
its mouth. It is about 1 mile long and 0.3 mile wide in

2 Hunter, J. F., Pre-Cambrian rocks of Gunnison River, Colorado: U. S. Geol.
Survey Bull. 777, pp. 63-75, 1925.
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its southern part and wedges out to the north. Along
its western border is a small body of a peculiar olivine-
rich shonkinite differentiate. A somewhat smaller
body with a similar olivine-rich associate near its
border lies west of Goose Creek, 1% miles south of
Dubois. Near this are several smaller bodies. Smaller
bodies were found 0.6 mile above the mouth of
Wolf Creek, near Spencer, above the Lot mine, and on
the west side of Willow Creek, 212 miles south of
Midway. Where the syenite intrudes the schists it
cuts across their schistosity. It intrudes the granites
of the Powderhorn region but is cut by pegmatite and
aplite.

The augite syenite is a rather uniform rock. The
typical rock is dark gray to black and contains biotite
standing out as large poikilitic crystals. It is seriate

to seriate prophyritic, and the average crystal is about
0.8 millimeter across. Some of the large augite grains
reach 2 millimeters, and some of the poikilitic biotite

plates are 8 or even 20 millimeters across. Microcline
with some perthitically intergrown albite is the chief
mineral. Crystals of albite are present in small
amounts. Augite makes from 20 to 25 percent of the
rock and has been partly altered to actinolite. Hyper-
sthene is present in a few of the rocks, and biotite is
less abundant than augite. Magnetite, apatite, zircon,
quartz, sphene, rutile, and garnet are accessory min-
erals. In some of the border phases, especially in the
lower Wolf Creek body, quartz is more abundant than
in the normal rock. An analysis of the augite syenite
from the middle of the Wildcat Gulch body is given in
column 1 of table 13. The rock is high in potash, but
the related shonkinite has an even higher ratio of K20
to Na20. The syenites of the nearby Iron Hill area are
relatively high in soda. The syenite of the Willow
Creek dike appears to have more soda. It is distinctly
prophyritic and may have contained nepheline. The
augite and biotite are almost completely decomposed,
and the rocks contain a secondary amphibole that
resembles glaucophane.

The syenite body of Wolf Creek is coarser in texture,
contains more hornblende, and shows much differen-
tiation. In the central portion crystals of microcline-
microperthite as much as 6 millimeters across include

poikilitically albite, hornblende, quartz, and accessory
minerals. The hornblende is secondary. Sphene is
unusually abundant, and some of the crystals are 1
millimeter across. The border of the mass is a fine-
grained rock in which the mafic minerals exceed the
feldspar. The perthite includes the other minerals.
Hornblende is the chief dark mineral and augite and
biotite are also present. The border and central types
grade into each other. This border rock is similar to
the most abundant rock of the Wildcat Gulch and
Goose Creek areas, and the coarse central part is like

the quartzose rock along the border of the Wildcat
Gulch miss.

The body near the Lot mine is coarse-textured and
richer in biotite than the other syenites.

The shonkinite was intruded along the borders of
the augite syenite of Wildcat Gulch and Goose Creek.
The body in Wildcat Gulch is about 50 feet wide and
200 feet long; that of Goose Creek is mailer. It
weathers in rounded forms and is characterized by a
rough uneven surface and gives characteristic out-
crops. The shonkinite is a tough, dark, medium- to
coarse-grained rock, containing large glistening brown
micas. The rock has a seriate porphyritic fabric, and
the grains range from 0.5 to 5 millimeters in diameter.
Orthoclase with a small axial angle about equals the
augite in amount. Olivine is less abundant, biotite still
less, and magnetite and apatite are accessory.

An analysis of the shonkinite from Wildcat Gulch
is shown in column 2, table 13.

OLIVINE GABBRO

A (like of olivine gabbro cuts diorite about 12 miles
north of Iron Hill, just east of Willow Creek and above
the mouth of Sugar Creek. It is not over 200 feet
across and about three-quarters of a mile long. Its
outcrop is distinctive, owing to its peculiar rounded
form, its rusty brown color, and its rough pitted
surface. Megascopically the rock resembles the shon-
kinite described above. On the fresh surface it is a
black medium-grained rock in which lustrous flakes
of biotite and plagioclase, poikilitically including the
other minerals, are conspicuous. It is exceedingly heavy
and hard to break or trim. The minerals, named in
approximate order of abundance, are olivine <augite
Elabradorite (Ab45An55) >biotite hypersthene>mag-
netite. Secondary magnetite, serpentine, sericite, and
a little chlorite are common.

TABLE 13.-Analyses and norms of augite syenite and shonkinite

Analyses

SiO2 ---

Fe 2O3 --
FeO_____
MgO.__-_
CaO - _ - -
Na2 O--
K 2 O-.. ---

H20+____

H2O--- -TiO2 -- _
ZrO,__-
Co2-
P205-

Cr20 -
v2 03 - ---
NiO
MnO
BaO
SrO- _ .

Specific gravity_

54. 99
12. 98

3. 13
3. 92
5. 50
5. 67
2. 83
7. 08

.41
.58
.99
.04

None
1. 00

.05
.01

None
.04

.13

.47

.17

2

50. 86
11. 14

2. 93
5. 21

11. 26
6. 97
1. 73
5. 85

.64
.95
.84
.02

None
.79
.02
. 11

None
.04
.13
.31
.22

99. 99100. 02
2. 833 2. 94

or --- _

ab-
an__--
ne _ _

di _ _

mt-
i-

Norms

42. 26
20. 96

1. 39
1. 70

17. 63
5. 98
4.41
1. 98
2. 17

2

35. 03
9. 43
5. 00
2. 84

20. 29
17. 47

4. 41
1. 52
1. 86
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CARBONATE VEINS

CHARACTER

Veinlike bodies of carbonates like that of the main
mass of Iron Hill are numerous in the intrusive rocks of
the Iron Hill stock and to a less extent in the surround-
ing pre-Cambrian rocks. In the drainage basins of
Beaver and Deldorado Creeks these veins are especially
abundant. Good exposures in the bed of a small
gulch between the forks of Deldorado Creek showed a
vein every 10 to 50 feet. The major veins are approxi-
mately parallel as indicated on the map, are a few feet
across, and can be followed for nearly a mile. Many are
smaller and form a network cutting the igneous rocks
in all directions. No attempt was made to map the
veins accurately, and only a very small proportion of the
larger and more conspicuous ones are shown on the map,
which is largely diagrammatic. In some places it is
clear that the veins are later than the pyroxenite and
other intrusives; but in others it was not possible to
distinguish between vein carbonate and inclusions of
marble.

The material of the veins is much like that of the older
marble at Iron Hill. Inpart it is made up dominantly
of dolomite with some apatite. Much limonite and
ocherous opal and chalcedony are present in some of the
veins. In places it is like the calcite-mica-aegirite-horn-
blende rock of the contact-metamorphic marble. The
carbonate of some of the veins in Deldorado Creek and
elsewhere contains a little pyrite, chalcopyrite, sphale-
rite, and galena, and these veins have been prospected
for silver. Many of the veins are banded parallel to
the walls. Commonly the center is nearly pure car-
bonate and the borders contain mica and the associ-
ated silicates. Some of the veins contain more or less
quartz and albite or microcline, and locally they are
made up chiefly of fine-grained quartz and feldspar.
One vein just north of the south fork of Deldorado
Creek and about 100 yards above its junction with the
main fork is made up chiefly of ankerite (w=1.725)
with some sulfides, aegirite, orthoclase, anatase, and
apatite. An 8-inch vein in the pyroxenite on the
northeast slope of gully A carries stout prisms of aegirite
1 inch long arranged normal to the wall and embedded
in calcite.

A different type was found as a 1-foot vein on the
northeast slope of gully A about a quarter of a mile
from the road up Cebolla Creek. Its borders are
made up chiefly of coarse white calcite, with a very few
millimeter grains of black magnesic hastingsite. The
central 4 inches, which is rather sharply separated
from the border, is nearly half hastingsite. Apatite is
present. Small seams of hastingsite were found in
other places. The hastingsite is everywhere in much
larger crystals than the soda tremolite, and in one
place along the road up Cebolla Creek south of Beaver
Creek a 1-inch seam of hastingsite with grains 5 milli-

meters in diameter cuts a rock with much very finely
crystalline soda tremolite.

Veins of coarse calcite with a few centimeter-sized
crystals of green diopside were found south of gully A
and 350 yards east of the road up Cebolla Creek.
Similar veins were found above the road up North
Beaver Creek, just east of the gulch heading east of
Iron Hill, and elsewhere.

In veins of another kind the calcite contains abundant
grains of pyroxene and other minerals from the pyrox-
enite. These pyroxene grains have been more or less
replaced and bordered by aegirite. Such a vein, 18
inches wide, is exposed in a prospect south of Del-
dorado Creek and northeast of the saddle east of Iron
Hill.

Locally, fluorite is present in the veins, and a vein a
few hundred feet south of the cancrinite syenite and
east of the south fork of Deldorado Creek contains
considerable very dark purple fluorite (gunnisonite).
This fluorite is later than the carbonate and has
replaced it.

ORIGIN

The carbonate veins cut the pyroxenite. Their form
and relation to the pyroxenite seem to exclude the
possibility that they are inclusions of older limestone,
although some bodies might be interpreted either as
thin slabs of included limestone or as veins of carbonate.

They could hardly have been squeezed into place by
plastic flow of marble, for if so the pyroxenite should
show evidence of the required pressure; yet its walls are
sharp, and it shows no metamorphism, though it is a
weak rock and very susceptible to metamorphism.

They are probably hydrothermal deposits. The
presence of the galena and other sulfides, of the fluorite,
quartz, orthoclase, and albite, and of the zones of
silicates next to the borders all indicate a hydrothermal
origin. There has been surprisingly little alteration of
the pyroxenite wall rock next to some of the veins, but
others have extensively replaced the pyroxenite.

HYDROTHERMAL PROCESSES

Hydrothermal processes were active in and near the
Iron Hill stock and were almost continuous from the
deposition of the great mass of marble of Iron Hill to
the cooling of the last intrusive of the stock. On the
whole, these hydrothermal changes were somewhat
greater than those that are usually associated with
intrusives of this size. They ranged from the simple
deposition of veins, in fractures or other open spaces,
to large-scale replacement and recrystallization, under
moderate and high temperatures or contact-metamor-
phic conditions. Although the greater part of the
changes were brought about in or very near the stock,
some deposition and replacement occurred several
miles from the stock.

The earliest hydrothermal deposits are the great
mass of marble of Iron Hill, the inclusions of marble in
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the stock near Iron Hill, and probably the smaller
irregular bodies in the older granite far from the Iron
Hill stock. Next, the intrusion of the uncompahgrite
was accompanied by some metamorphism of the marble
and by extensive and successive replacements of the
uncompahgrite itself. The pyroxenite brought about
extensive contact metamorphism in adjacent parts of
the marble. The intrusion of the ijolite was followed
by extensive autometamorphism, during which the
nepheline was converted to zeolites and less commonly
to other minerals. Some replacement accompanied
each of the later intrusions, and it affected mostly the
newly crystallized rock. Numerous veins of dolomite
accompanied by other minerals were formed late in the
development of the stock. Deposition of aegirite and
a sodic amphibole took place again and again. Re-
placement of the pyroxenes by magnesic hastingsite
was less common.

THE HYDROTHERMAL PRODUCTS

The products that were formed by hydrothermal
processes in the various rock formations have been
described in the sections on the formations. In this
section it is proposed to discuss the more general fea-
tures of these products; to compare the products
formed at one time in the history of the stock with
those formed at another time, to compare the products
formed in open veins with those formed by the replace-
ment, and to compare those that replaced one rock or
mineral with those that replaced some other rock or
mineral.

Carbonate type.-Deposits in which carbonates are
the chief minerals make up a greater part of the hydro-
thermal deposits than any other type, even exclusive
of the great mass of marble of Iron Hill. Most of the
carbonate is dolomite, but calcite is rather abundant
and ankerite is locally present.

Two main periods of deposition of carbonate rocks
are apparent, and no doubt there were other times
when more or less carbonate rock was formed. The
great mass of marble of Iron Hill is the oldest rock
recognized in the Iron Hill stock, and the abundant
carbonate veins were formed after the intrusion of the
nepheline syenite.

The marble of Iron Hill was nowhere seen in contact
with older rocks, but the small bodies of marble in the
granite that surrounds Iron Hill have sharp contacts,
and next to the contact there has been only a slight
replacement of the granite by aegirite and sodic
amphibole. The veins cut the older intrusives of the
stock with sharp contacts, and there has been little
alteration of the adjoining rock, although a narrow
border zone of the veins contains aegirite and sodic
amphibole.

Carbonate is widely distributed in the alteration

products of the rocks of the stock, but it occurs in small
or moderate amounts.

The marble of Iron Hill and the carbonate veins are

very much alike: both are relatively pure and coarsely
crystalline, both are made up chiefly of dolomite, both
have apatite as one of the chief impurities, and both
have narrow borders containing aegirite and sodic
amphibole where they are in contact with the older
rock. The earlier marble of Iron Hill has, in addition
to carbonate and apatite, a little pyrite-possibly
introduced by the pyroxenite-and no other important
original minerals. The carbonate of the veins contains
a little pyrite, galena, sphalerite, and locally fluorite,
quartz, and feldspar, all of which may have been
introduced into the original carbonate veins.

A surprising similarity exists between the great mass
of marble of Iron Hill, the small veins and less regular
bodies that are in the granite, and the later carbonate
veins that cut the Iron Hill stock. The deposits
appear to be essentially the same whether they cut
granite, pyroxenite, ijolite or any other rock.

Apatite-magnetite-carbonate veins and iron oxide
veins.-A few veins made up of varying amounts of
apatite, magnetite (now martite), and carbonate with
some quartz, albite, phlogopite, and orthoclase cut the
marble of Iron Hill. Replacement veins or less regular
bodies of hematite with siderite and some secondary
manganese minerals also cut the marble of Iron Hill.
They are both believed to have been deposited by
solutions emanating from the pyroxenite.

Aegirite-amphibole.-A type of hydrothermal deposit
characteristic of the Iron Hill area contains aegirite and
an amphibole related to soda tremolite and glauco-
phane as the peculiar minerals; it also commonly
contains more or less phlogopite and much less com-
monly orthoclase, albite, and quartz. Deposits of this
type were formed throughout the history of the stock,
under a variety of conditions, and in nearly all the
rocks of the area. The following paragraphs give
some of the conditions under which they are found.

1. Along the borders of the old carbonate deposits
and the pre-Cambrian granitic rocks in which they
were formed.

2. Along seams and fracture planes in the pre-
Cambrian granites and schists. In places, even at a
distance of several miles from the Iron Hill stock, all
the angular fragments of the granites are coated with a
thin veneer of aegirite and sodic amphibole, and near
the stock this is especially true. In some places the
minerals of the granite, especially the mafic minerals,
have been more or less replaced. The older rocks have
been replaced locally by these minerals along veinlike
seams and along networks of fractures.

3. Aegirite, sodic amphibole, and phlogopite are the
chief minerals formed in the marble of Iron Hill as a
hydrothermal contact-metamorphic aureole about the
pyroxenite.

4. Along the borders of the later carbonate veins
these minerals have been formed to a slight extent.
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5. The intrusive rocks of the stock have locally been
veined and replaced by these minerals, and the soda
syenite in many places has been sliced into thin sheets,
along which sodic amphibole and some associated
aegirite have been deposited. Locally they have
replaced the pyroxene of the syenite and to a less
extent the other minerals.

Hastingsite and diopside.-In many places, but
nowhere on a large scale and mostly along narrow
seams, the pyroxene of the uncompahgrite, the pyroxe-
nite, and the ijolite are altered to a black amphibole,
magnesic-hastingsite, with some associated granular
light-green diopside. In most places this amphibole
occurs in large crystals, commonly larger than those of
the parent diopside-hedenbergite.

A few small veins of calcite have a central zone rich
in coarsely crystalline magnesic hastingsite. A few
others have scattered grains of pale-green diopside.

Melanite.-A black titaniferous garnet, melanite, is
a common mineral in the stock and has been found in
all the rocks of the stock except the nepheline gabbro
and quartz gabbro. It is most abundant in the ijolite
and is found in very few places in the soda and neph-
eline syenites. It is in part a late pyrogenic mineral,
but it continued to form after the residual mother
liquid left the interstices of the rock and gathered into
veins. It replaced melilite, nepheline, calcite, and other
minerals. Some replacement veins made up mostly of
melanite are 1 foot across, but most are less than 1
inch. In many places the melanite is associated with
phlogopite or calcite. In a single vein cutting uncom-
pahgrite it is associated with idocrase, monticellite, and
coarsely crystalline cancrinite.

Alterations of melilite.-The alteration of the un-
compahgrite is described in the section describing that
rock, and only an outline will be given here. To a
small extent melanite replaced the melilite in un-
compahgrite. Toward the end of the formation of
garnet that mineral become poorer in iron, and idocrase
began to form with the garnet. Diopside with ido-
crase followed closely. This alteration to diopside
and idocrase took place along fractures, and some seams
of these minerals are present in nearly every block of
the rock; in considerable parts of the uncompahgrite
the melilite has been completely replaced.

The remaining melilite was later attacked by solu-
tions that successively formed four or more hydrous
minerals. In all these changes there was little change
in composition other than the addition of water.

Zeolites, cancrinite, and analcime.-In many places
the nepheline was altered to natrolite (hydronepheline)
and rarely to other zeolites. Less commonly it was
altered to cancrinite and locally to analcime.

Other types.-Titania in the form of anatase has been
introduced into the hydrothermal and contact-meta-

morphic aureole in the marble about the pyroxenite.

In places the spheres in some of the pyroxenites that are

especially-rich in that mineral may be hydrothermal
rather than magmatic. The olivine in the olivine
pyroxenite and in the nepheline gabbro has been more
or less altered to serpentine. In some of the syenites
secondary albite has replaced the original microcline,
and an uncertain amount of the albite rims around the
microperthite may have been formed in this way.
The pyroxenes of the nepheline gabbro and quartz
gabbro have been replaced to some extent by alkalic
amphiboles. Locally the feldspar and the nepheline
have been sericitized. Brugnatellite was found locally.

CONCLUSIONS

From the preceding descriptions it is obvious that
the minerals formed were appreciably the same from
the earliest deposits, which preceded the intrusion of
the uncompahgrite, to the latest, which are as late as
the intrusion of the syenites and probably later. They
were the same whether the deposition was associated
with the intrusion of uncompahgrite, pyroxenite,
ijolite, or syenites.

The deposits formed in open spaces are predomi-
nantly carbonate, but nearly all have a narrow border
of the aegirite and sodic amphibole rock, and where
the open space was very small the carbonate may be
lacking. The minerals appear to be nearly inde-
pendent of the wall rock, whether granite, pyroxenite,
or other rock.

In the contact-metamorphic deposits in marble the
minerals are aegirite, amphibole, and phlogopite. The
same mineral assemblage with little phlogopite is
found along the borders of the carbonate veins and
replacing the granite, the syenites, and to a less extent
other rocks.

Replacement of the hastingsite type has occurred
in nearly all the rocks, and hastingsite was found in a
single carbonate vein.

The melanite was found in most of the igneous rocks
of the stock, and everywhere it formed partly as a late
pyrogenetic mineral and continued to form after the
residual solutions had begun to move along fractures.

The conditions that determined whether hastingsite
and diopside or aegirite and sodic amphibole were
formed are not clearly known, and the age relations
of the two were nowhere determined. They show so
little difference in composition, except possibly for
ferric iron content, that temperature would seem to
have been the controlling factor.

CHEMISTRY

The material brought into the veins and replace-
ment deposits was nearly all carbonates of calcium and
magnesium with some iron. Calcium phosphate and
possibly iron sulfide with calcium fluoride were next in
amount. Except for the contact-metamorphic depos-
its most of the oxides going into the silicates of the
deposits could have been and probably were mostly
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furnished by the replaced or adjoining rock. ' However,
a little soda and in some places potash must have been
added, some iron was oxidized, and very small amounts
of lead, zinc, and sulfur were added.

The formation of the contact-metamorphic silicate
rocks from the marble required the addition of ferric
iron, soda, potash, silica, alumina, and titania and the
removal of carbonate, mostly magnesium carbonate.

From a purely chemical consideration the solutions
need not have been very different from those emanat-
ing from granites and granodiorites, yet the minerals
deposited are very different. The chemical differences
are a lack of sufficient alumina to combine with all the
alkalies and an unusually large amount of magnesium
and calcium carbonates in the deposits. Ferric oxide
may have been very high, but not necessarily so.
Low alumina is a characteristic of the magma itself, as,
except in the last dike rocks, no alumina was available
for lime feldspar and in some not enough to combine
with all the soda. There was a further deficiency of
alumina in the residual liquid of the magma, as shown
by the common increase in the acmite molecules in the
bordering parts of the pyroxene crystals and the abun-
dance of aegirite and sodic amphibole in the hydro-
thermal products. High lime and magnesia are also
characteristic of the rocks.

COMPARISON WITH OTHER AREAS

Near Libby, Mont., in the stock of alkalic rocks much
like that of Iron Hill, aegirite is an abundant hydro-
thermal mineral, especially in the syenites, and the
pyroxenite is traversed by many veins along which the
pyroxene has been replaced by a fibrous amphibole
that is identical with the amphibole at Iron Hill. The
few veins at Libby are dominantly quartz, and there are
no carbonate veins such as those at Iron Hill. 23

The Fen district in Norway has many features that are
similar to the Iron Hill area. I have examined a suite
of specimens from the Fen district, and from that
examination and from Br6gger's descriptions 24 I make
the following comparisons. The carbonate rocks of the
Fen district are believed by Brgger to be igneous rocks.
In .a border zone of a dike of "ringite pegmatite in
fenite" the ringite near the contact is chiefly carbonate,
with much aegirite in radial bunches and apatite.
It is very similar to the border zone of the carbonate
veins at Iron Hill. The "fenitized granite" of Brgger
is identical with the granite about the Iron Hill stock
where it has been impregnated with and replaced by
aegirite and sodic amphibole. Brgger 25 attributed
the fenite to impregnation of the granite by solutions

23 Pardee, J. T., and Larsen, E. S., Deposits of vermiculite and other minerals in the
Rainy Creek district near Libby, Mont.: U. S. Geol. Survey Bull. 805, pp. 22-28,
1929. Larsen, E. S., and Pardee, J. T., The stock of alkaline rocks near Libby, Mont.
Jour. Geology, vol.37, pp. 109-112,1929.

24 Bragger, W. C., Das Fengebiet in Telemark, Norwegen: Vidensk. selsk. Oslo
Forh., no. 9, pp. 167-179, 1921.

25 Idem, p. 172.

from the ijolite-melteigite magma. The specimens of
fenite from Norway at my disposal are almost identical
with the soda syenite of Iron Hill, where it has been
somewhat sheeted and the original diopside-heden-
bergite has been replaced by aegirite and soda amphi-
bole and the same minerals have been deposited along
the fracture planes. In the Iron Hill area the syenite
has no close relation to the granite contacts or to
ijolite. It has a sharp intrusive contact with the
granite and is undoubtedly an intrusive syenite. It is
probably much better exposed than is the fenite in the
Fen district.

Kranck 26 has described the introduction of albite,
aegirite, and an amphibole into the granite and other
rocks about the ijolite in the Turja area, Kola, Russia.
In the turjaite "the melanite is the last-formed of the
essential components of the rock and probably does not
belong to its ordinary liquid-magmatic products. Its pe-
riod of formation coincides partly with the pneumatolytic
stage of the rock." 27 Kranck found melanite in veins
and garnet with light-colored borders. All these state-
ments might have been made as truly about the Iron
Hill area. Kranck also found the melilite of the turjaite
altered in much the same way as the melilite of the un-
compahgrite of Iron Hill.

Somewhat similar hydrothermal deposits have been
described elsewhere. They show that the hydrothermal
products of the Iron Hill area are rather typical of
alkalic rocks of this kind.

GENERAL CHARACTER OF THE STOCK

SUCCESSION OF EVENTS

The succession of events described on the preceding
pages is summarized as follows:

All the rocks of the stock are younger than the
surrounding pre-Cambrian rocks. The marble is the
oldest rock of the area, and it is believed to have
been deposited by hydrothermal solutions, prob-
ably in an open space. The uncompahgrite was next
injected and later hydrothermally altered to a con-
siderable extent by solutions emanating from the magma
itself. The pyroxenite intruded the marble, the un-
compahgrite, and the pre-Cambrian rocks, and it was
followed by the ijolite. The soda syenite was next
intruded, chiefly near the borders of the stock. There
was some faulting around the borders of the stock
during the injection and crystallization of the soda
syenite. The nepheline syenite was then injected into
all the older rocks but chiefly along the southeast
border of the stock. Both the nepheline syenite and
the soda syenite form irregular, discontinuous rings
around the stock. The nepheline gabbro and quartz
gabbro were finally introduced in separate injections,
but probably not separated by any great length of time.

26 Kranck, E. H., On turjaite and the ijolite stem of Turja, Kola: Fennia 51, no. 5
1928.

27
l dem, p. 22.
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Throughout the period of these intrusions hydro-
thermal solutions were active. Contact-mnetamorphic
solutions from the pyroxenite replaced parts of the
marble; later solutions from pyroxenite and other rocks
formed numerous carbonate veins and replaced the
minerals of the rocks of the stock and of the surrounding
pre-Cambrian rocks along fractures. The minerals so
formed were uniformly carbonates (dolomite with less
calcite and ankerite), aegirite, soda amphiboles, phogo-
pite, and apatite, with small amounts of magnetite,
orthoclase, albite, quartz, fluorite, sulphides, and other
minerals.

RELATIVE SIZE OF FORMATIONS

The areas occupied by the components of the stock
are tabulated below.

Square Percent Percent of
miles of area intrusives

Marble-------------------------2.0 17 -
Uncompahgrite------------------.4 3 4
Pyroxenite--------------------__ 8.4 71 85
Ijolite------------------------.4 3 4
Soda syenite--------------------.3 2% 3
Nepheline syenite----------------3 2 % 3
Nepheline . gabbro and quartz

gabbro---------------------- . 1 1 1
Total_-_------------------ 11.9 100 100

MINERAL CHARACTER OF THE STOCK

Table 14 (p. 36) gives the estimated average mineral
composition of the components of the stock and of the
stock as a whole. Only the primary minerals are listed.
The quartz gabbro, the nepheline gabbro, the syenite,
and the nepheline syenite are fairly uniform in mineral

composition; the uncompahgrite varies somewhat, the
ijolite varies greatly, and the pyroxenite still more.

If the section along the present surface represents a
fair sample of the stock, the felsie' minerals make up
only about 11 percent of the stock. Of these minerals

quartz is present only in very rare pegmatitic segrega-
tions in the pyroxenite, rarely in the soda syenite, and
as an essential though minor constituent in the quartz
gabbro. Feldspar makes up only 6 percent of the
stock, and albite is in somewhat greater amount than
microcline. Lime feldspar is confined to the nepheline
gabbro and quartz gabbro, which are satellitic to the
main stock. Nepheline is about one-third as abundant
as feldspar, and melilite about half. Calcite is a pri-
mary mineral and is widely distributed, chiefly near
marble bodies, but it is rarely present in more than
minor amounts.

The pyroxenes make up over half the mass, and diop-
side-liedenbergite makes up 99 percent of the primary
pyroxene. Pyroxene rich enough in acmite to be called
aegirite is rare in the igneous rocks and is found only
in the syenites, although it is the chief mineral formed
by the hydrothermal proxesses.

Biotite is erratically distributed in the pyroxenites,

present in the ijolite, the uncompahgrite, and the
nepheline syenite. In all places it was a very late
mineral to crystallize.

Olivine, in spite of the low silica content of most of the
rocks, is found in the main rocks of the stock only in
the very rare dikelets of olivine pyroxenite, in which it
may make up over half the rock. It is also an essential
mineral in the nepheline gabbro.

The titaniferous garnet, melanite, is widely dis-
tributed as a very late pyrogenetic mineral or as a

deuteric mineral. It is often associated with calcite.
It is an abundant though erratically distributed mineral
only in the ijolite.

Perofskite is an abundant accessory in the ijolite,
uncompahgrite, and pyroxenite, and in some "ores' in
the pyroxenite it makes up over half the rock. Titanite
was found in most of the formations, but it is erratically
distributed; it is closely associated with alkalic feldspar,
and less closely with nepheline and calcite. Locally
it makes up half the rock. Magnetite is the chief ore;
it is abundant in all the rocks, and forms with perofskite
local bodies of iron ore. It is intergrown with a little
ilmenite.

Apatite is an abundant accessory, and in some small
bodies of the pyroxenite it makes up two-thirds of the
rock. Zircon is a rare accessory.

The characteristics of the mineral assemblage seem
to be these:

1. Almost entire lack of quartz in the main rocks of the stock.
2. Almost entire lack of lime in the feldspar of the rocks of all

but the last two satellitic intrusions.
3. Slight excess of albite over orthoclase+microcline.
4. Importance of nepheline and melilite among the felsic con-

stituents.
5. Presence of primary calcite in small amounts.
6. Very small amounts of total felsic minerals.
7. Large amount of pyroxene.
8. Complete absence of hypersthene.
9. Complete absence of primary amphiboles.
10. Moderate abundance of biotite, which is mostly low in

iron and was a late mineral to crystallize.
11. Extreme scarcity of olivine in these low silica rocks except

in the satellitic nepheline gabbro.
12. Wide distribution of melanite as a late or deuteric mineral.
13. Abundance of perofskite in the first three intrusives.
14. Erratic distribution of the sphene and its association with

feldspar, nepheline, and calcite.
15. Magnetite containing some ilmenite forming the chief ore

mineral in most of the rock.
16. Fluorapatite an abundant constituent, and small dikes of

nearly pure apatite present.
17. Rarity of zircon.

CHEMISTRY OF THE STOCK

The approximate average chemical composition of
the various intrusive bodies of the stock and the aver-
age composition for the stock are shown in table 14.
For the analyses of the varieties of the pyroxenite,
ijolite, and uncompahgrite, see the descriptions of the

and it forms nearly all of some small patches. It is also
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The chemical characteristics of the stock are as

follows:

1. Extremely low silica in the local masses of ore in the
pyroxenites and in the uncompahgrite and ijolite, and moderate
silica in the other rocks and in the average rock.

2. Very low alumina in the pyroxenite and uncompahgrite,
and moderate to high alumina in the younger rocks. The aver-
age is very low.

3. Somewhat greater amount of ferric than ferrous iron in
nearly all the rocks. Total iron is high in the average rock and
in the pyroxenite.

4. Magnesia rather high in the pyroxenite but not especially
high in most of the other rocks.

5. Lime extremely high in the uncompahgrite, the pyroxenite,
the ijolite, and the average rock and rather high in the nepheline
gabbro.

6. Soda in excess over potash in nearly all the rocks, very low
in the pyroxenite and low in the uncompahgrite, but moderate
to high in the other rocks.

7. Of the minor constituents, titania is very high in all the
rocks and becomes an essential constituent, phosphate and
manganese are rather high, primary CO 2 is present, baria,
strontia, and fluorine are rather high.

TABLE 14.-Average chemical composition and modes of mapped units of the Iron Hill stock, arranged in order of decreasing age
Analyses

Si02 - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
TiO2- - - - - - - - - - - --
A1203 - - - - - - - - - - - - --

Fe203-------------
FeO-------------
MnO
MgO------------
CaO------------
Na2 0O
K 20
H 20
P205 - - - - - - - - - - - -
CO2-------------
BaO
SrO-------------
S---------------
F.
Cl--------------
V203 - - - - - - - - - - - -
Cr2 03 --- -----
ZrO
NiO

Uncompah-
grite

38. 3
1.8
6. 1
6.9
4. 6

.2
8. 1

29. 0
2.2

.3

.8
+. 6

.8

.3

.3
Tr.

Tr.

Pyroxenite

35. 5
7. 4
4. 1
9.4
6.9

+. 1
11. 9
19. 7

.6
1.0
1. 3
1. 3
.2

+. 1
-. 1

.1

. 1
Tr.
Tr.
Tr.
Tr.

Ijolite

39. 5
2. 9

14. 0
7. 6
2.8
.2

4.3
18. 3
5.2
2.4
1.2
1. 2
. 5

Tr.
Tr.
.4

Tr.

Soda syenite

65. 1
.2

16. 6
2.0
1. 1

+. 1
.2

1. 5
7. 3
5. 1
.6

+. 0
None.

+. 0
+. 0

Tr.

None.
None.

Tr.
None.

Nepheline
syenite

56. 7
.4

19. 3
2. 4
1. 6

.1

.3
2. 0
8. 0
5. 9
1. 4

+. 0
1. 5

-. 2
+. 1

.1
Tr.

Tr.

Nepheline Quartz gabbrogabbro

47. 9
1. 1

22. 6
2. 0
4. 8

.1
2. 1

12. 1
4.0
.8

1. 5
-. 3

.2

.4
.3

.1

Tr.

52. 2
1. 5

14. 7
1. 5
9. 9
.2

5.4
8.8
2.6
1. 2
1.3

+. 2

-. 1
+. 0

.1

Modes

[Weight in percent]

Quartz-
Feldspar:

Microcline
Albite-
Labradorite

Nepheline _
Melilite------
Calcite_ -
Cancrinite_
Pyroxene:

Aegirite -
Augite

Olivine____----
Biotite____
Melanite__------
Perofskite - _-- --
Sphene_.. -.-.. -
Magnetite_-_-_-_ -
Ilmenite_.. --
Apatite ---- _- _ --_
Zircon_ -
Fluorite-

Tr.(?)-
68

1

13

2
2

3

1

Tr. -

Tr. Tr. 93
Tr. Tr. I 9

Tr. 31 -
Tr.----------------

1 1 Tr.
Tr. Tr.-

61 34 --
Tr. -

15 2 -
Tr. 27 Tr.

7 -------------- - --
Tr. Tr. Tr

11 2 -- -- __{ 3 Tr.
2 3 Tr.
_ __ Tr. Tr.
_ __ Tr. Tr.

PETROGENESIS

COMPARISON WITH SIMILAR MASSES

Daly 2 and Brogger 29 have reviewed the literature describing alkalic bodies similar to that of Iron Hill, and
only a tabulation of the essential features of some of the most dsely related bodies is given in tables 15
and 16 for comparison.

:9 Daly, R. A., Igneous rocks and the depths of the earth, pp. 501-541., McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1933.
29 Bragger, W. C., Das Fengebiet in Telemark: Vidensk. selsk. Oslo Forh., 1920, no. 9, pp. 20-50, 573-591.

{

Whole stock

37. 6
6. 5
5.8
8. 6
6.3

+. 1
11. 3
18. 6

1. 4
1. 4

1. 2
.2
. 1

-. 1
. 1
.1

Tr.
Tr.
Tr.
Tr.

83

Tr.

1

1

2%
Tr.
Tr.

4

S10

40

39

2

4

1

68
6

21
2

2

1

Tr.

3
3

1/

23
Tr.
Tr.

1
52
Tr.
13

1/2
6

Tr.
10
3
2

Tr.
Tr.

' I
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TABLE 15.-Essential features of Iron Hill stock and of similar intrusive bodies

Size
(sqar Nehein-t ch NepelneQuartz syenite Npe Gabbro andCharacter (square Bordering rocks Carbonate rock Melilite rocks Pyroxenites Nepheline- ich Nepheline Syenites ainegsynite ne h- aband

kilo- rocks syenites and granite gbbro absmeters) gabro

1. Iron Hill-......_Stock-------- 30 Granites.-.------.-Large mass is old- Uncompahgrite. Chief rock (mica). Ijolite---------M o d e r a t e Soda-rich, mod- Very rare-. -L a t e Late dikes.
est rock of stock. amount. erate amount. dikes. Of quartz
Late veins. gabbro.

2. Libby__---_ _____do----....-16 Belt series,schists. In Belt series but None....--....._ _..-do---_.......-None.------- ._----do--------- Moderate Little granite
not near stock. amount.

3. Fen......--_-------do-..... 4 Granite.--.---....-Lage mass (2 -.... do..---------Vibertoitesome..._ Melteigitemain Little---------- Border next
square kilo- intrusive. granite.
meters), veins,
and mixed rocks.

4. Turja__-......Dikes, etc-- ..-------- Granite and----.-.--.-.-.--.---_-_--oTurjaite, has-....-..... ---_-.........----I-----------------..Some. _ - --
quartzite. nepheline ;

small dikes.
5. Sekukuni- Stock...--.... -18 Granite---------- - Isquare kilometer; None_-..-.----.None__.....--..-Ijolite as border Foyaite, main Border.....

land. included sedi- to limestone. mass.
ment.

6. Alno-------_ _ -. do___-_-. -16 Gneiss.....-_-- ..--Small inclusion... Alnoitedikes.... Some small bodies Ijolite----.....-..Main mass.------.--.--do--------- Rare quartz
syenite.

7. Assynt-...... Laccolith. 20 Sediments--....-..Under laccolith.----..-.......____-Little melanite-...-..--__.__ ..._-Lower layer.-....Middlelayer.... Quartz syenite
pyroxenite. top layer.

8. Mount Drom- Laccolith (?)._.--------Q u a r t z i t e s , None exposed.-.-.-.None---------- Little.-...-.-...--.-Ijolite.--------- Much nepheline Much syente, Quartz mon Dikes - Some.
edary. gneisses. shonkinite, monzonite, zonite, aplite.nepheline shonkinite.

monzonite.
9. Magnet Cove Stock-.--....-14 Novaculite, shale, Some inclusions.._._...--....-.___-Little with nephe- Much ijolite. -. Much..-.--.-....Border.......... _.....-....

limestone. line, etc.
10. Ice River.--..-.Laccolith 30 Paleozoic and In sediments.--...----.-...-.-...---..Some--........--- .-----do----------.--.. -do-----------....-.. -._- _. ... ...-----------------Little...

and stock. older sediments,
much limestone.

11. ChibinaTun- Bysmalith... 1,300 Schists, gneisses-..........-.--.--....--.-.--.-Little shonkinite Little urtite-..Chief rock -..... Border__----------.... -__ ._...--- Some..
dra. and metamor-

phic volcanic
rocks.

12. Jacupiranga. Stock...--...30-40 Schist andgranite. "Large ridge near-...--__...........Jacupirangite Some.----------(?)--.--_--.---.-(?).------------(?)..--...---.-...Dikes...
center." main rock.

1. This report.
2. Larsen, E. S., and Pardee, 3. T., The stock of alkali rocks near Libby, Mont.: Jour. Geology, vol. 37,

pp. 97-112, 1929.
3. Brogger, W. C., Das Fengebiet in Telemark, Norwegen: Vidensk. selsk. Oslo Forh., 1920, No. 2.'
4. Kranck, E. H., On turjaite and the ijolite stem of Turja, Kola: Fennia 51, No. 5, 1928.
5. Shand, S. J., The nepheline rocks of Sekukuniland, Geol. Soc. South Africa Trans., vol. 24, pp. 111-119,

1921.
6. Hogbom, A. G., Das Nephelinsyenitgebiet auf der Insel Alno: Geol. Foren. Stockholm Forh., Band

17, pp. 1-102, 1895.
7. Shand, S. J., On borolanite and its associates in Assynt: Edinburgh Geol. Soc. Trans., vol. 9, pp.

376-415 1910.
8. brown, I. J., The geology of the south coast of New South Wales, pt. 3, The monzonite rocks of the

Mount Dromedary district: Linnean Soc. New South Wales Proc., vol. 55, pt. 5, pp. 137-198, 1930.

0

z
F4

9. Williams, J. F., The igneous rocks of Arkansas: Arkansas Geol. Survey Ann. Rept. for 1890, vol. 2, 0
1891. Washington, H. S., The igneous complex of Magnet Cove, Ark.: Geol. Soc. America Bull., vol. 11,
pp. 389-416, 1900; The foyaite-ijolite series of Magnet Cove-a chemical study in differentiation: Jour. Geology,
vol. 9, pp. 607-622, 645-670, 1901. Landes, K. K., A paragenitic classification of the Magnet Cove minerals: ,Z
Am. Mineralogist, vol. 16, pp. 313-326, 1931. 00

10. Allen, J. A., Geology of Field map area, British Columbia and Alberta (Ice River): Canada Geol. 0
Survey Mem. 55, 1914.

11. Ramsay, W., Das Nephelinsyenitgebiet auf der Halbinsel Kola: Fennia 11, No. 2, pp. 74-95, 1894;
Fennia 15, No. 2, 1899. Fersman, A., and others, Geological map of the Khibina tundras: Inst. Sci. of the n
North, U. S. S. R., Trans. No. 39, 1929. 0

12. Derby, 0. A., The magnetite ore districts of Jacupiranga, Ipanema, Sao Paulo, Brazil: Am. Jour. r
Sci., 3d ser., vol. 41, pp. 311-321, 1891. Washington, H. S., Jour. Geology, vol. 9, p. 620. 1901.
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Of the twelve provinces tabulated those most closely
resembling that of Iron Hill are Libby, Mont.; Fen,
Norway; Turja, Kola; Sekukuniland, South Africa;
Alns, Sweden; Mount Dromedary, New South Wales;

Magnet Cove, Ark.; Ice River, B. C.; and Jacupiranga,
Brazil. Assynt, Scotland, and Chibina Tundra, Kola,
are more nearly of the ordinary alkalic provinces and

are less similar to Iron Hill. All are stocklike bodies
or bysmaliths, except Assynt, Mount Dromedary, and
part of the Ice River. Most of them are less than
30 square kilometers in surface area; Jacupiranga is
30 to 40 square kilometers; Mount Dromedary is 65
square kilometers and Chibina is 1,300 square kilo-
meters.

Rocks.-Iron Hill, Fen, Sekukuniland, Alnd, Magnet
Cove, and Jacupiranga-half the bodies listed-have
unusual inclusions or bodies of limestone that must
have come from some distance. In most of these the
source of the limestone is one of the difficult problems

presented. In Assynt and Ice River the stock is in
immediate contact with large bodies of limestone.

The melilite rock (uncompahgrite) has been found
only in the Iron Hill stock. Melilite-nepheline rocks
have been described from Turja and Alno.

Pyroxenite is the chief rock of the Iron Hill, Libby,
and Jacupiranga stocks and is present in smaller
amounts in nearly all the others. The pyroxene of
this rock is mostly augite containing little soda or
aluminum. The pyroxenite is everywhere rich in apa-

tite, and nearly all but that of Libby is rich in titanium,
mostly in the form of perofskite. Biotite occurs in
moderate amount in the pyroxenites, and parts of the
pyroxenites are rich in it; some are nearly pure biotite.

The pyroxenite is in every occurrence highly variable
and patchy. Local bodies of "iron ore" have been
found at Iron Hill, Alnd, Magnet Cove, Ice River, and

Jacupiranga. In most of the bodies the pyroxenite in
places has a little nepheline, or akalic feldspar. It is

mostly of the jacupirangite type.
A nepheline-rich rock, a member of the ijolite-mel-

teigite series, is present in all the bodies but those at
Assynt and Libby; in some of them it is the chief rock-
It commonly carriers a titaniferous garnet near melanite.
Nepheline syenites are present in all the bodies with the
possible exception of those of Turja and Jacupiranga,
and in many it is the chief rock. Syenites are present
in all the bodies except those of Ice River and possibly
Jacupiranga. In nearly all the stocks they tend to
occur near the borders. Quartz-bearing rocks have not

been reported from most of the bodies; they are present
in traces at Iron Hill, Libby, and Alno and in large
amounts at the top of the laccolith of Assynt. Nephe-
line gabbros are present in dikes in some of the stocks,
and quartz gabbro only at Iron Hill.
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ALKALIC ROCKS OF IRON HILL, GU NNISON COUNTY, COLO.

Mineralogy.-The primary minerals are much alike
for all the bodies. Quartz is absent or present only in
traces in all except Assynt. Orthoclase (including
microcline) and albite, mostly intergrown as perthite,
are abundant minerals in all, except possibly Turja and
Jacupiranga. Lime-bearing feldspar is reported from
about half the stocks but only in traces. Nepheline is
one of the chief minerals in all the bodies. Sodalite
and analcime are found in some; melilite, in amounts
as high as a few percent, is found in about half. Can-
crinite or carbonate occur in small amounts as primary
minerals in about half the stocks, and in four they are
both present.

Augite is the chief mineral in the Iron Hill, Libby,
and Jacupiranga stocks, and it is abundant in nearly
all the others. It is low in alumina at Libby and Iron
Hill but is aluminous at Magnet Cove and Jacupiranga.
Biotite is a major accessory or in moderate amount in
all the bodies except that at Assynt. It is present mostly
in the pyroxenite. Olivine is found in traces in most of
the bodies. Orthopyroxene is entirely absent. A titanif-
erous garnet, near melanite, and perofskite occur in
small amounts in nearly all the bodies. Titaniferous
magnetite is present in more than average amount in
all. Sphene is present in nearly all, and in several of
the stocks local bodies of rock carry 10 percent or more
of this mineral. A pyroxene with much acmite molecule
is present in all the bodies, but in most it is subordinate
in amount to the augite. It is found chiefly in the rocks
with feldspar and feldspathoids. Apatite is present in
unusually large amounts in nearly all the bodies except
that of Ice River. Sulfides, pseudoleucite, eudialyte,
microlite, and wollastonite are present in some of the
bodies.

Chemical character.-The chemical character of the
different stocks, which can best be judged from the
rocks and the minerals present, is remarkably consist-
ent. The main constituents are mentioned below in
order:

Silica is low in all. Titania is high, especially in the
proxenites and ijolites. It is not unusually high at
Libby. Alumina is low in the pyroxenites but high
in most of the rocks; however, there is a deficiency in
alumina relative to the alkalies and lime, as shown by
the lack of anorthite in the feldspar and the presence
of acmite in the pyroxene.

Iron is relatively high in the pyroxenites and ijolites.
Magnesia is moderate. Lime is high, especially in the
pyroxenites and ijolites; this accounts for the lack of
orthopyroxene and the small amount of olivine. Soda
is high in most of the rocks, whereas potash is moderate.
Phosphate is high in nearly all. In some of the rocks
zirconia, the rare earths, tantalum, and niobium occur
in unusually large amount.

Succession of intrusions.-The authors describing

the rocks were intruded nearly or quite simultaneously
and that most of the differentiation or reaction took
place after intrusion.

In Chibina the order is (1) hibenite with umptekites,

etc., (2) aegirite-nepheline syenites, (3) nepheline

syenites with pectolite and cancrinite, (4) ijolites and
urtites, (5) lamprophyric dikes, (6) pyroxenites, etc.

For Magnet Cove, Landes 30 states that the central

part, consisting of ijolite and pyroxenite, was intruded

first, and then the outer part, consisting of shonkinite,

leucite porphyry, and foyaite.
At Libby the pyroxenite was the first intrusion,

followed by the nepheline syenite and syenite. The
granite was last.

At Iron Hill the succession of events is especially well
shown. The contacts are sharp, and each intruding
mass broke across the older rocks, which had already
become completely or almost completely solidified.
Possible exceptions have been noted along parts of the
pyroxenite-ijolite contacts, where thin seams of neph-
eline cut pyroxenite that is soaked with nepheline.
Even here the pyroxenite may have been completely
crystalline when the nepheline magma was intruded.
The succession of events was (1) emplacement of the
marble; (2) intrusion of uncompahgrite; (3) intrusion
of pyroxenite as a complex, with fine-grained varieties
commonly after those of coarse grain, biotite-rich
varieties after the biotite-poor varieties, apatite-rich
rocks after the biotite-rich rocks, and iron ore as the
last product of intrusion; (4) intrusion of ijolite; (5)
intrusion of soda syenite; (6) intrusion of nepheline
syenite; (7) intrusion of nepheline gabbro and quartz
gabbro.

ORIGIN OF THE ROCKS

The twelve intrusive bodies briefly characterized in
the preceding pages have so many features in common
that a similar origin seems probable. In this section the
origin of the Iron Hill stock, with which I am personally
familiar, is chiefly considered, but it is believed that the
conclusions reached apply with some modifications, to
most if not all of the other bodies.

Of the six stocks (Libby, Fen, Alnd, Magnet Cove,
Jacupiranga, and Sekukuniland) that most closely re-
semble the Iron Hill stock, all but that of Libby have
marble modes whose origin is difficult to explain. The
very intimate association of marble-with rocks extremely
high in lime in the Iron Hill stock and in most of the
similar stocks suggests assimilation of marble as a fac-
tor in the origin of these peculiar rocks. A simple and
consistent explanation of the origin of all the rocks of
the Iron Hill stock can be reached by postulating an
original basaltic magma modified first by assimilation
of marble and then by crystal differentiation.

most of the bodies listed in table 15 concluded that all
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Tilley and Harwood 31 have shown that pyroxene-
rich rocks, nepheline rocks, and melilite rocks can be

formed by the assimilation of limestone by dolerite.

The reaction zones that they found were measured in

feet or inches, and the contaminated magma remained
practically where formed. Their rocks somewhat resem-

ble but are not identical with the Iron Hill rocks. They
conclude: "Rather is the Scawt Hill contact zone, with

the very limited hybrid zone and dominance within it

of pyroxene-rich dolerite and pyroxenite assemblages,
to be taken as an example of the restricted potentiality
of igneous magma to generate alkali types by assimila-
tion." 32

Uncompahgrite.-The very high content in lime and
low content in silica and alumina, together with the
unusual body of marble in the midst of the Iron Hill
stock, immediately suggest assimilation of limestone as

the origin of the uncompahgrite. However, the ex-
posed body of carbonate rock could not have furnished
the material for the assimilation, as there is no relation
between the composition of the igneous rocks and near-
ness to carbonate rock and no other indication of exten-
sive assimilation in place. The assimilation must have
taken place in depth and the only evidence furnished
by the marble of Iron Hill is that it indicates an ade-
quate source of carbonates. Taking 100 parts of Daly's

average plateau basalt " (column 1, table 17, p. 41),
adding 33% parts of the bases of a limestone (27 parts
CaO, 4% parts MgO, and 2 parts SiO2 ), and calculating
the resulting rock to 100 percent gives a rock of the
composition shown in column 2 of table 17. In column
3 is given the average composition of the uncompahgrite.
The uncompahgrite contains less alumina than that
of the mixed rock, and a greater proportion of its iron
is in the ferric state, but the two are otherwise very
close. By adding a little more lime and crystallizing
out a little anorthite the difference could be largely
eliminated. A moderate change in the composition of
the basalt and of the limestone assimilated would also
give a better check. The table shows that the uncom-
pahgrite could be derived from a basalt by the assimila-
tion of about one-third of its weight of the bases of a
dolomitic limestone.

The heat relations offer no serious difficulty. Some
pyroxene and other minerals may have been precip-
itated as the carbonate was dissolved, thus furnishing
their latent heat. The assimilation took place in
depth and probably' by only a small part of a large
body of magma. We have ample evidence that in
depth a magma may have some superheat, and a small
amount of heat in a large body of magma may furnish
the heat required for a relatively small part of the

1 Tilley, C. E., and Harwood, H. F., The dolerite-chalk contact of Scawt Hill
County Antrim; The production of basic alkali-rocks by the assimilation of limestone
by basaltic magma: Mineralog. Mag. vol. 22, pp. 439-468, 1931.

32 Idem, p. 467.
3 Daly, R. A., Igneous rocks and the depths of the earth, p. 17, McGraw-Hill Book

Co.. 1933.

magma to assimilate the carbonate. Even without
superheat precipitation of a small amount of crystals
in the whole magma might have furnished the required
heat.

Pyroxenite.-If 10 parts of CaO, 2 parts of MgO, and
1 part of SiO2 are added to 100 parts of the average
basalt and 40 parts of plagioclase (Ab39 An6 1) are re-

moved by crystallization, the resulting rock would
have the composition shown in column 4 of table 17.
Column 5 gives the composition of the average pyroxe-
nite of Iron Hill. Comparison of columns 4 and 5
shows that the chief differences are the state of oxida-
tion of the iron and the high percentages of TiO2 and
P2 05 in the pyroxenite. Here again, except for the
TiO2 and P2O5, the pyroxenite could be derived from
the assimilation of a moderate amount of limestone by
a basalt, followed by crystal fractionation that removed
about 40 percent of calcic feldspar. The removal of
the plagioclase would extract alumina from the magma,
and the added CaO would be sufficient to combine with
all the available MgO and FeO and thus prevent the
formation of orthopyroxene or olivine.

The plagioclase would probably crystallize as the
carbonate was dissolved, and the latent heat of crystal-
lization of 40 parts of plagioclase would be more than
sufficient to supply the heat necessary to dissolve 13
parts of carbonate. 4

In the preceding paragraph it was assumed that
plagioclase would be the first mineral to crystallize
from a magma of the composition of a basalt enriched
in lime. This is by no means certain. Bowen 3 has
shown that in the simple system diopside-albite-
anorthite diopside and plagioclase would crystallize
together after the excess of one or the other over a
definite amount had been precipitated. However, the
evidence from the rocks themselves has long been ac-
cepted as showing that in diabase plagioclase crystal-
lized first. The simple artificial system is not suf-
ficiently close to the natural rocks to justify us in ig-
noring the evidence from the rocks themselves.

Petrographers should search for rocks that will give
us the evidence. Typical basalts or diabases chilled at

just the right stage in their crystallization should show
whether or not the residual liquid is enriched in py-
roxene. The rocks selected must be typical basalts
and should not approach andesites in composition, as
andesites clearly crystallize in a different way. 3 6 If in
diabases plagioclase crystallizes before pyroxene, our
conclusions about magmatic differentiation must be
modified. If the plagioclase and pyroxene crystallize
together, Vogt's anchieutectic (or cotectic) must be
accepted.

34 Bowen, N. L., The behavior of inclusions in igneous rocks: Jour. Geology, vol.
30, pp. 514-520, 1922.

35 Bowen, N. L., The crystallization of haplobasaltic, haplodiorite, and related
magmas: Am Jour. Sci., 4th ser., vol. 40, pp. 166-168, 1915.

as Walker, F., The late Paleozoic quartz dolerites and tholeiites of Scotland: Min-
eralog. Mag., vol. 24, pp. 150-156, 1935.
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TABLE 17.-Comparison of Iron Hill rocks with products formed
by adding limestone to a basalt magma and allowing separation of
crystals

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

SiO2- - - - - - - - - 48.8 38. 4 38. 3 39. 8 35. 5 46. 9 47. 9 48. 8
TiO2 - - - - - - - - 2.2 1.8 1.9 2.9 7.4 1.7 1. 1 1.2
A120.------- 14.0 10.5 6.1 3.6 4.1 23.7 22.6 19.3
Fe 203--------3.6 2. 7 6.9 4. 8 9.4.------2.0 1. 9
FeO---------9.8 7.4 4.6 13.16.9-- 4. 8 5. 2
T o ta l - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Fe as FeO_ _-_-_ 13.0 9. 8 10.8 17.4 15.3 7. 0 6. 6 6. 9
MgO--------- 6.7 8.3 8.1 11.6 11.9 2.2 2.1 4.7
CaO--------- 9.4 27.3 29.0 19.7 19.7 12.2 12.1 14.8
Na20--------2.6 2.0 2.2 1. 1 .6 3.8 4.0 3.5
K20--------- .7 . 5 .3 .9 1.0 1. 3 .8 .4
P205 - - - - - - - - - .3 .2 .5 .4 1.3 .5 1.0 .2

1. Average plateau basalt according to Daly.37

2. Average basalt to 100 parts of which have been added 20
parts CaO, 4%3 parts of MgO, and 2 parts of SiO2 .

3. Average uncompahgrite of Iron Hill.
4. Average basalt to 100 parts of which have been added 10

parts of CaO, 2 of MgO, and 1 of SiO2 and then taken away 15
parts of albite and 23 parts of anorthite.

5. Average pyroxenite of Iron Hill.
6. Average basalt to 100 parts of which have been added 7

parts of CaO, and deducted 4 parts of magnetite, 2% parts of
ilmenite and 45 parts of pyroxene like that of the ijolite.

7. Average nepheline gabbro of Iron Hill.
8. Average basalt to 100 parts of which have been added 10

parts CaO, 2 parts of MgO, 1 part of SiO2 and 75 parts of labra-
dorite.

Ijolite.-The ijolites differ chemically from the py-
roxenites in their higher content of A1 203 and alkalies
and lower TiO2 , iron, and MgO; mineralogically they
contain more nepheline and melanite and less pyroxene,
magnetite, biotite, and perofskite. The different
varieties of ijolite vary mineralogically chiefly in their
nepheline and apatite content and in the reciprocal
relations between augite and melanite. Rare varieties
(probably a part of the pyroxenite) contain sphene.
(See table 9, p. 24.) Chemically, the chief variations,
in percentages, are A1 203. 4 to 18; MgO, 0.7 to 9%;
Na20, 1% to 6.3; K20, 0.1 to 3; TiO2 , 0.3 to 5.4; and
P205, 0.1 to 3.1. (See table 9, p. 24.)

The field relations and laboratory study of the Iron
Hill area indicate a close relation between the ijolite
and pyroxenite. The nepheline facies of the pyroxenite
is identical with pyroxene-rich ijolite. This nepheline
pyroxenite is poor in biotite, as is most of the ijolite.
There is every gradation between pyroxenite with no
nepheline and ijolite. A moderate loss of pyroxene
from the nepheline pyroxenite by crystal settling or
some other means would yield the pyroxene ijolite.

The melanite ijolite could not be formed by simple
crystal fractionation. Chemically it is characterized
by high A1 203 , very high Fe203 , and very low MgO.
The rock represented by the single analysis of melanite
jolite has low P205 . Mineralogically it is characterized

by the presence of much melanite, and it contains a

little primary calcite.
The Iron Hill pyroxenite has the correct amount of

CaO to give augite as the only pyroxene, no olivine,
and much perofskite. The field and laboratory study
shows that where the pyroxenite magma reacts with
marble the addition of calcite results in the formation
of melanite at the expense of perofskite, iron ore, and
perhaps pyroxene and is accompanied by oxidation of
iron. Further addition of calcite remains as calcite.
Melilite forms only when calcite is added to a magma
near a basalt in composition, as the pyroxenite does
not contain the soda and alumina that are in the
melilite.

Moreover, melanite is a very late or deuteric and in
part hydrothermal mineral in all the rocks that contain

it. In the ijolite the relative proportions of pyroxene
and melanite vary greatly within very short distances.

Some possible ways. of deriving the melanite ijolite
from the pyroxenite or pyroxene ijolite are indicated
below.

1. By further assimilation of calcite. Some melanite
has been formed in the pyroxenite in this way. How-
ever, without the separation of crystals other than
those to be expected-pyroxene and possibly iron ore
and perofskite-the large decrease in MgO and increase
in A1 203 , total iron, and TiO 2 are not explained in this
way.

2. The movement of material for the melanite by the

gas transfer, as advocated by Fenner, may have played
a part. Considerable amounts of melanite, clearly
deposited from moving solutions, replaced the older
minerals in nearly solid rock. However, the main
melanite ijolite can hardly have been formed from the
pyroxene ijolite in that way, as there is no evidence

that the melanite has replaced pyroxene on a large
scale, and the removal of the pyroxene would be neces-
sary to form the melanite ijolite from the average ijolite.

3. The concentration of the early crystals to separate
from the magma in some places and of the residual liquid
in others. If the crystallization had so proceeded that
most of the pyroxene and some of the nepheline had
separated and left a residual liquid containing nepheline
and much melanite enriched in mineralizers, the later
crystallization of such a liquid would explain the facts.
I have seen no direct evidence of this, but it fits well
with the late to deuteric crystallization of the melanite
and its common deposition by mineralizers. The large
amount of melanite required to be in the residual
magma-over 50 percent of the resulting rock-is more
than one would expect. However, this seems the most
reasonable explanation.

Syenite and nepheline syenite.-The syenite could have
been derived by the separation of the residual liquid
from the feldspar pyroxenite. This feldspar pyroxenite

37 Daly, R. A., Igneous rocks and the depths of the earth, p. 201, McGraw Hill
Book Co., 1933.
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pyroxenite. The last material to crystallize from the
feldspar pyroxenite was alkalic feldspar that had about
the composition of the feldspar of the syenite. Simi-
larly, the nepheline syenite might have been derived
from some of the nepheline-feldspar pyroxenite. The
syenite and nepheline syenite are normal soda-rich
rocks, and they need not have been derived directly
from the pyroxenite.

Nepheline gabbro.-The nepheline gabbro and quartz
gabbro occur in associated dikes and are closely related.
They must be related to the other alkalic rocks of the
Iron Hill area, but they represent a subprovince within
the main petrographic province. They are character-
ized by andesine or labradorite. The nepheline gabbro
has little olivine or hypersthene in the norm and in this
respect it resembles the other rocks of the Iron Hill
stock and suggests the assimilation of calcite.

If the average basalt of Daly were to assimilate 72
percent of CaO with the oxidation of some FeO and
to lose by some method of crystal separation 4 percent
of magnetite, 2 percent of ilmenite and 45 percent of a
pyroxene like that of the ijolite, it would have a com-
position (column 6, table 17) almost identical with that
of the nepheline gabbro (column 7, table 17). If the
diabasic structure of the nepheline gabbro resulted from
simultaneous crystallization of feldspar and pyroxene,
then a magma with a much larger amount of pyroxene
would, on cooling, separate pyroxene until the liquid
phase had about the composition of the nepheline
gabbro.

However, the diabase structure may be due to early
crystallization of plagioclase followed by that of
pyroxene, and this is indicated by the flow structure of
the plagioclase laths. Let us, then, consider again the
postulated origin of the pyroxenite by the separation of
labradorite crystals from a basaltic magma that had
assimilated some marble. If we allow 75 parts of the
labradorite crystals to settle into 100 parts of the
hybrid magma, we get a magma that has a composition
very much like that of the nepheline gabbro, as shown
in column 8, table 17.

An alternative origin for the pyroxenite and nepheline
gabbro involves a reciprocal relation. That is the
nepheline gabbro was the contaminated basaltic magma
from which pyroxene, magnetite, and ilmenite crystals
had settled, and the pyroxenite represents the accumu-
lated crystals. The chief reason for preferring the
explanation first given is that the plagioclase crystals
of the nepheline gabbro were largely formed before the
intrusion of the dikes, as indicated by their subparallel
arrangement, whereas the pyroxene of the pyroxenite
appears to have crystallized in place.

Quartz gabbro.-The quartz gabbro has a composition
near that of the average basalt but grading slightly
toward a diorite. Even the minor constituents,

was probably derived from the primary basalt with
little or no contamination and little differentiation.

Conclusions as to origin.-The conclusions from the
foregoing discussion are summarized as follows: The
very intimate association of marble with the Iron Hill
alkalic rocks and the repetition of this intimate asso-
ciation in about half the similar petrographic provinces
throughout the world, together with the extremely high
content of lime in the Iron Hill stock and in those of
most of the similar provinces, suggest assimilation of
marble as a factor in the origin of these peculiar rocks.
A simple and consistent explanation of the origin of all
the rocks of the Iron Hill area can be reached by
postulating an original basaltic magma, modified by
assimilation of marble followed by crystal differentia-
tion.

The assimilation of a moderate amount of marble by
a basaltic magma would give a rock like the uncom-
pahgrite; assimilation of marble by a basaltic magma,
accompanied by separation of calcic plagioclase until
nearly all the alumina was removed, would give the
pyroxenite; and if these separated labradorite crystals
were concentrated in another part of the contaminated
magma, the nepheline gabbro would result. The
ijolite, syenite, and nepheline syenite are related to the
pyroxenite and could have been formed by separation
of pyroxene and perhaps other constituents from the
pyroxenite magma. The quartz gabbro represents
the original basaltic magma slightly differentiated, as
in ordinary lime-alkalic series.

Some corollaries to these conclusions follow. The
carbonates reacted on by the original basalt to form the
alkalic rocks must have been much richer in CaCO3

than the Iron Hill marble, or else the reaction was
selective and dissolved CaCO3 to form the double
silicates of calcium and magnesium rather than the
silicates of either oxide alone. This is paralleled by
the strong tendency in igneous rocks to form diopside
if lime is available, instead of orthorhombic pyroxene,
and the similar tendency during metamorphism to form
diopside from impure magnesian limestone, leaving
pure calcite as the final carbonate. As the CaO of the
calcite combined with the silica and other oxides of the
magma, the CO2 must have escaped, at least in part.
This is similar to the escape of CO2 during the formation
of lime silicates from impure limestones during meta-
morphism, and the rate of such escape probably deter-
mines the rate of the reactions, both during metamor-
phism and during reaction of magma with carbonate
rocks. Such geologic processes take place in systems
that are more or less leaky.

If the unusual rocks of the Iron Hill area had the
origin that I propose as most probable, the early effects
of the assimilation of carbonate rock by a basaltic
magma were to convert normative hypersthene to diop-

TiO 2 and P205, are about normal for such a rock. It
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for diopside, to oxidize some of the iron, and to convert
most of the normative orthoclase and olivine to biotite.
This last-named reaction is indicated by the facts that
practically all the KO and Al 203 of the rocks is in the
biotite and that olivine is practically absent from the
rocks, in spite of its abundance in the norm of the
biotite-bearing rocks. The formation of biotite no
doubt required abundant mineralizers. From this
liquid the pyroxenite was formed by separating crystals
of labradorite. On further addition of CaO to this
liquid melilite was formed with pyroxene, perofskite,
and some biotite. The meliite of Iron Hill (p. 45) has
about the composition of 100 parts plagioclase (Ab7 An3 ),
50 parts diopside, and 50 parts CaO. A final stage in
the formation of uncompahgrite is the formation of
melanite by oxidation of iron in diopside or some similar
silicate and addition of CaO. In spite of the extremely
low silica content of the magma, olivine did not form.
The unique small bodies of olivine pyroxenite, which
contain melilite and much olivine, may be due to as-
similation of dolomite instead of calcite.

A study of the contacts of the pyroxenite with car-
bonate inclusions shows that the pyroxene magma does
not react readily with CaCO3 except by oxidation of
iron and formation of melanite, but it does dissolve
CaCO3 . Diopside, therefore, appears to be persistent
unless there is feldspar as well as CaO present to com-

bine with it and form melilite.
Whatever assimilation has taken place must have

occurred at depth, before the magmas reached their
present positions. There is at most a zone of only a
few inches next to marble inclusions that shows evidence

of assimilation, and the rocks are the same next to
marble as they are next to granite.

The greatest weakness of the postulated theory for
the origin of the Iron Hill and similar petrographic
provinces is its failure to account for the high TiO2 and
P205. In nearly all the provinces both these constit-
uents are high and in some they are very high.

MINERALOGY

By ESPER S. LARSEN and WILLIAM F. JENKS

The purpose of this section is to record detailed data
on some of the minerals and, more particularly, to

bring out the similarities and differences of the minerals
in the different rocks and different associations.

The number of minerals found is relatively few, but
some minerals are unusually abundant or occur in un-

usually large grains. Melilite, in cleavage pieces 1 foot

across, is probably the most striking mineral. Perof-

skite is abundant in large grains, melanite is abundant,
and good pieces of nepheline can be found. An unusual

series of sodic amphiboles grading from soda tremolite
to glaucophane is widespread. Juanite, cebollite, and
sulfatic cancrinite, as well as soda tremolite, were first

described from their occurrence in this area.

SULFIDES

The chief sulfide of the area is pyrite, which is present
in the marble, in small amount in the veins, and else-
where. There is probably some pyrrhotite. Galena,
chalcopyrite, and sphalerite are subordinate minerals
in the border zones of the marble veins. Some sulfides
have no doubt been oxidized, but they appear not to
be abundant in the area.

FLUORITE

Fluorite is present chiefly in veins associated with
carbonates, and it is not abundant. A deep-purple to
nearly black variety, gunnisonite,1 8 is present in con-
siderable amount in some veins in the upper drainage
of Deldorado Creek. Under the microscope this fluorite
is strongly zoned, with alternate thin zones that are
dark purplish to those that are nearly colorless. It

becomes white on heating.

QUARTZ

Quartz is a rare mineral in the Iron Hill area. It is

present as a very rare constituent in some of the peg-

matitic varieties of feldspar pyroxenite and as an
essential though minor constituent in the quartz gabbro.
It is also present in some of the hydrothermal deposits,
but in these it is relatively subordinate and is usually
associated with feldspar.

SPINEL

Green spinel with a variable index of refraction aver-
aging 1.75, and hence an iron-poor pleonaste, has been
found in the small limestone inclusion that is between
the forks of Sammons Gulch.

OXIDES OF TITANIUM

Anatase is a widespread mineral in tiny crystals in

the contact-metamorphic zone of the marble and as a
secondary mineral in other parts of the area. Good
crystals of blue anatase embedded in limonite (probably
an oxidation of sulfide) are present in a network of
seams that cut a diorite dike above the Lot mine,
about 2 miles north of the Iron Hill stock.39

IRON OXIDES

Magnetite, associated with perofskite and a little
ilmenite, is an abundant primary mineral in the

pyroxenite and to a less extent in the other igneous

rocks. The "iron ore" in these rocks is about half

magnetite.
Hematite is present in some of the "iron ores" of the

limestone. The variety martite, a pseudomorph after

magnetite is abundant as drusy crystals associated with

39 Clarke, F. W., and Perry, N. W., A new mineral from Colorado (gunnisonite);
Am. dhem. Jour., vol. 4, pp. 140-142, 1881.

3. Larsen, E. S., and Hunter, . F., Melilite and other minerals from Gunnison

County, Colo.: Washington Acad. Sci. Jour., vol. 4, p. 479, 1914.
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apatite, calcite, and some silicates in a few veins cutting
the marble north of Beaver Creek.

Limonite and related minerals are widespread but
occur in rather small amount in the marble and else-
where.

CARBONATES

Carbonates form a considerable part of the rocks of
the Iron Hill area. They make up nearly all the
marble of Iron Hill and the smaller inclusions nearby,
most of the hydrothermal bodies in the surrounding
granite, numerous veins in the Iron Hill stock, and
they are present in small amount as primary minerals
in the pyroxenite, ijolite, and other igneous rocks of
the Iron Hill stock, and as hydrothermal and weather-
ing products in all the rocks.

Dolomite, with more or less iron content, is by far
the chief carbonate, as it is the chief mineral of the
marble inclusions of Iron Hill and elsewhere, of the
bodies of marble in the granites, and of the veins of
carbonate.

Calcite is less abundant in the bodies named above,
but it is the carbonate in most of the contact-meta-
morphic lime-silicate zones and in some of the late
hydrothermal products and is the magmatic carbonate
in the igneous rocks. Calcite is present in the marble
veins chiefly where there is hastingsite or other silicates
in the vein.

In some veins and in some parts of the marble of
Iron Hill the dolomite gives place to ankerite.

BRUGNATELLITE

A micaceous mass of nearly colorless brugnatellite, a
hydrous carbonate and hydroxide of magnesium and
ferric iron, was found as an alteration of the melilite in
small amount and in a few places, especially in the
lower part of the gully south of Beaver Creek and half
a mile above the wagon road. It is present in veinlike
streaks, and as it is very soft it may be fairly common
but rarely exposed. It is associated with a little calcite
and hornblende and is probably a late hydrothermal
mineral. Its optical properties are as follows: Optically
negative, 2V very small, w=1.538, e=1.516.

FELDSPAR

Lime-soda feldspar.-Plagioclase carrying consider-
able amounts of lime is rare in the Iron Hill stock and is
confined to the final dike phase of the intrusions.
That of the nepheline gabbro is labradorite (Ab38 An82 );'
that of the quartz gabbro is labradorite (Ab45 An55 ).

Albite, microcline, and orthoclase.-Microcline-micro-
perthite is the chief constituent of the syenite and
nepheline syenite and is rare in the pyroxenite. Micro-
cline, orthoclase, and albite are present in the pyrox-

enite, and albite and orthoclase in the metamorphosed
marble and in the veins.

The albite in all the rocks is surprisingly uniform in
composition. The a index of refraction was measured
on about 20 specimens from the veins, metamorphosed
marble, and various igneous rocks. It ranges from -
1.529 to 1.531-a range which is within the limit of
error of the measurements and indicates an albite with
5 percent of anorthite.

The potash feldspars show more variation. Those
from the metamorphic marble and veins have lower
indices of refraction than those from the igneous rocks
and agree with adularia. Those in the pyroxenites are
chiefly orthoclase of rather uniform properties and are
rich in soda. Many of them are glassy and resemble
sandine. The orthoclase is all optically negative and
has a moderate to large axial angle. The microcline
from the pyroxenites also appears to be relatively rich
in soda; that of the microperthite in the soda syenite
has lower indices of refraction and is probably lower in
soda. Partial optical data for several typical feldspars
are given below.

a 7B Orientation

Orthoclase:
Pyroxenite._ ....- 1. 523 1. 528 1. 531 Z=b, XAa=60.
Hydrotherma. 1. 518 ------ 1. 524 Adularia.

Microcline:
Pyroxenite---_._--1. 527.------1. 533
Soda syenite- 1. 520_____.1. 527

NEPHELINE

Nepheline makes up about a third and locally a
much greater part of the ijolite. It is an essential
mineral of the nepheline syenite and nepheline gabbro
and is present locally in the pyroxenite. In the ijolite
of the hill between the forks of Beaver Creek fresh
nepheline in fragments several inches across can be
collected, and even larger pieces might be had by a
little trenching, as the material near the surface is
broken into fragments by weathering. The indices of
refraction of the nepheline from the analyzed ijolite
(U-2011) are o=1.545, E=1.540, and those from other
specimens of the ijolite w=1.543, e= 1.537.

MELILITE

Melilite makes up about 68 percent of the uncom-
pahgrite. In part it is very coarse-grained, and cleav-
age pieces 1 foot across are common. An analysis of
coarse melilite by W. T. Schaller, corrected for a few
percent of impurities, follows. 40

40 Larsen, E. S., and Hunter, J. F., Melilite and other minerals from Gunnison
County, Colo.; Washington Acad. Sci. Jour., vol. 4, pp. 474-477, 1914.
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Analysis of melilite

44. 13
10. 80
2. 04

.16
4.35

33. 81
3. 40

Tr.

BaO-----------------.03
SrO---------------- .82
H20------------_-...- .49

100. 03
Specific gravity--------2. 98
wNa--------------- 1.6323
eNa---------------..1. 6257

The optical properties of the mineral vary somewhat.
It is mostly optically negative, but the birefringence

varies somewhat and passes through a zero value and
rarely the mineral is optically positive.

PYROXENES

Orthorhombic pyroxenes are entirely lacking in the
Iron Hill stock. The monoclinic pyroxenes are by far
the most abundant minerals in the stock, and they vary
considerably in composition and in mode of origin.
For many of them the optical properties have been
determined. Some of the data are given in table 18.
The pyroxenes in nearly all the analyzed rocks are
included in this table.

TABLE 18.-Optical properties of pyroxenes from Iron Hill, Colo.

Igneous pyroxenes

Specimen No. Rock a- y Birefringence 2V ZAc

U-27--------Uncompahgrite-------------------------- 1. 682 1.689 1.715 0.033 Med -- _____ 44
U-2015 1..... Uncompahgrite, fine- --- -. ---- __-..---- 1. 686 1. 696 1. 717 .031 50 -- _-- 40
U-718 1---Uncompahgrite, coarse_-_-.- - -- - -- - - - - -..------ 1.691 1.701 1.721 .030 Lge---..----40
IH-325 1--Q.Olivine pyroxenite-----------------------1. 685 1. 693 1.711 .026 66------- 41
IH-101 1-- Coarse pyroxenite-....--_--_------_-_.-..- 1. 688 1.697 1.719 .031 65 ----.--- 43
U-11991-- Fine pyroxenite-.---------- -----..---- 1.691 1.698 1.720 .029 52------_-..- 41
U-11921----..Biotite-iron ore of pyroxenite---------------1.697 1.706 1.726 .029 Med.-- ---- 41
IH-210..--...Pyroxenite dike in marble-.--- ----------- 1. 706 1.713 1. 734 .028 61 _..- 47
U-1195.-__ Pyroxenite with feldspar--- ---------- 1.708 1.717 1.737 .029 61------..- 42
U-744------Pyroxenite-..----- -------------------- 1. 708 1.721 1.743 .035 73------- 65

Pyroxenite thinseam -- - - - -- --- --- -- 1. 716 1. 738 1. 758 .042 ------ .. .
U-2138 1 2... Pyroxenite with feldspar and nephcline 1. 720 1. 732 1. 752 . 032 74.-_-_- -.--..---- 62
H-2133 1 Ijolite, sphene.-..--------.-------------1.693 1.703 1.721 .028 Lge..-...--- 42
IH-129 2..-.. Ijolite pyroxene analyzed_-.- - --..- _ _ ---------_1.693 1.701 1.722 .029 63.- -..-..--...-- 45
U-18771..Ijolite, fine pyroxene 1.695 1.702 1.719 .024 Lge-.-- --..---- 40
U-1132 1- Ijolite-..--------------_--_---.- 1.702 1.709 1.729 .027 65 _.- 41
U-2011 1.---....-..do--------------------------------- 1.703 1.711 1.730 .027 Med......- 42
U-903-------Syenite--.--.------.--------------..---- 1.700 1.708 1.724 .024 Med. Ige....- 43%
U-21061- Gneissoidsyenite------------------------ 1.729 1.747 1.767 .038 Lge----..----- 78
U-11432-.....Banded syenite--------------------------1.730 1.748 1.768 .038 90_---._ 76
U-1481 1-- Nepheline syenite---------.---------- 1.734 1. 751 1.772 .038 Lge....------ 87
U-1172'- Nephelinegabbro-.-----..--.--.-------- 1.694 1.702 1.722 .028 64 ----- 41
U-1133..------.do--------------------------------- 1.700 1.705 1.726 .026 Sm.-----..- 40
IH-3011.-- Quartz gabbro..----.------------------.- 1. 691 1.698 1.718 .027 64 to sm.... 42Y
U-931----------do---..---------------------------- 1.698 1.703 1.725 .027 Sm- -..-- 42

Hydrothermal pyroxenes

Diopside idocrase rock (altered melilite) ..-- -_ 1. 667 1. 675 1. 696 0. 029 60---------- 41
U-1928....-_Green pyroxene with hastingsite in altered 1. 672 1. 680 1. 701 . 029 "Med...._-_-_-_-.._-.._-_-_-.....

uncompahgrite.
IH-124....--Calcite vein, uncommon------------------1. 685 1. 696 1. 713 .028 77-----------40
U-2004------....- do.. .--------.--------.---------- 1. 684 1. 695 1.713 .029 76---------- 40
1H-33.-...---Calcite vein with amphibole-------------- 1. 757 1. 792 1. 808 .051 Opt.-66..... -_ 88
U-1913--....Metamorphosed marble with amphibole.. - - 1. 765 1. 79 1. 1 . 045 Opt.-large.-_ 90
U-937....- _ With amphibole in hydrothermally altered 1. 754 1. 77 1. 796 . 042 Opt.-large.- 87

granite.

1 Pyroxene from analyzed rock.

An analysis of pyroxene from the ijolite is given in
column 1 of table 19, one of pyroxene from a feldspar-
nepheline pyroxenite in column 6, one of aegirite from
the syenite in column 7, and composition of five other
pyroxenes calculated from the rock analyses by deduct-
ing the other minerals as determined quantitatively.

2 Pyroxene analyzed.

These calculated analyses should be very near the true
composition, as pyroxene made from 63 to 79 percent
of the rocks and the impurities were mostly magnetite,
ilmenite, perofskite, nepheline, sphene, and feldspar.
An analysis of a pyroxene from Salem Neck, Mass., is
given in column 8 for comparison.

SiO2----------------.

A1203--------------
FeO -- - - - - - - -
MnO -
MgO--------------
CaO-----.-------
Na 20---.---------
K20-.------------..
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TABLE 19.-Composition, optical properties, and other features of pyroxenes from Iron Hill, Colo.

Composition and optical properties

1 2 3 4 5 6 6a 6b 7 8

Si02 - -- - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - 49. 80 53. 0 48. 6 50. 1 51. 6 48. 98 48. 85 46. 5 49. 73 48. 38
TiO2 - - - - - - - - --- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  .70 .2 .6 2.6 .4 .66 .66 -.- _.. .82 1.45
A1203 - ...-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - 1.69 3.6 2.9 3.0 3.0 3.46 3.35 2.9 4.25 4.51
Fe203- - - .- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 3.64 .9 6.6 4. 1 4.3 8.52 8.58 10.1 11.95 3.43
Fe0--------------------------- 5.46 2.5 2.4 5.8 5.0 10.43 10.52 11.1 9.87 17.35
MnO----------------------.---.10 .2 .1--------- 2% . 28 .28 ---------. 38 nd
MgO.----.--------.--.---- 12.75 15.8 14.8 10.4 12.3 5.84 5.88 6.3 3.82 3.18
CaO-------------------------24.34 22.7 23.1 22.1 22.8 18.18 18.32 22.0 13.30 18.07
Na20---.---..---------...- -- 1.00 ' .6 .8 .5 .5 2.78 2.77 .6 5.45 3.30
K20-.---. - -----------.------- Tr.-.....--....---...------- .2 .68 .60-....-..--. .40 .44
BaO-........ ------.--.-------. 00--..--............---------.---. 22 .22.-.---- -. 05
SrO----------------------------.08--------------------------------- -. 04 .04----------None --------

H20-...--------.------------ . 60 .5 . 3 1.0 ----..-..--. 18 .18 1.0 ....---... .35

100.16---------. -___------ _------100.25 100.25_---------100.11 100.46

a--....---.......- ---.. -..-.----. 1. 693 1. 691 1. 688 1. 693 1. 695 1. 720 1. 730 1. 72
___- __-_--- ____-__-- ------- _-_- 1. 701 1. 698 1. 697 1. 703 1. 702 1. 732 1. 748 1. 73

y..--..-..... -- ...-- _- -......... 1. 722 1. 720 1. 719 1. 721 1. 719 1. 752 1. 768 1. 75
2V.. ------------------- --.----- 63 52 t 65 Lge. Lge. 74 90 75-80
ZAc--..------.--..--.-.---. 45 41 43 42 40 62 76 58-63

Specific gravity-....... - --- .-- 3. 35 ......- ...... -- --. .--.- - 3. 501 3. 516 -- ......

Atomic proportions

0----------------------------24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24
Si+Ti...----.....------..- --. 7.5 7.8 7.4 7.9 7.7 7.6 7.7 7.8
Al+Fe'----------------------.-. .7 .7 1.3 1.0 1.0 1.6 2.1 1.2
Fe"+ Mg............--.---..-- 3.5 3.8 3.6 3. 1 3.4 2.7 2.2 3.0
Ca----------------------------- 3.9 3.6 3.7 3.6 3.6 3.1 2.2 3.0
Na+K-----.-----------.-----.3 .2 .2 .1 .1 1.0 1.7 1. 1
Mg---------------------------- 4 10 11 3.2 4 1.0 .65 .3
Fe"
Al.--...... ------------------... .7 .6 .7 1. 1 1. 1 .6 .56 2. 1
Fe'''

Theoretical molecules

CaO.MgO.2SiO 2 ..- - -- -. - - - - .-
CaO.FeO.2SiO 2 - - ..- - ....... - - - - .
Na20.Fe203.4SiO 2 .. - - .. -- .....
Na2O.A1203.4SiO 2- .- - - - - - - - - - . - -
CaO.SiO2- - - - - --.. - - - -- - - - -- - - -
Na2 0.Si0 2-----------------------

A1203----------.---------------
Fe20 .3 -------- -----------. .- --
TiO 2- ---- -------- --------- ..-
H 20 -- .-------.- - ..------- ..-
Silica-.... --- . --- .- .....

68. 9
19. 4

7. 4

4. 4

1. 7
1. 3

.6
-3. 4

82. 7
7. 9
3. 7

3. 6

+1.8

79. 9
8.7
6. 0

. 8

2. 9
4. 5

-3. 5

57. 3
20. 1

2. 3

6. 2

3. 0
3. 3
2. 6

+4.8

66. 5
18. 1

3. 2

2. 6

3. 0
3. 3
.4

+2.6

31. 3
37. 0
25. 4

--...-----.-- -- ....----..----
3.9

------.... ----.....-- -.. -- ...-

3.2
.- ..------.. -. ---.. ---- ... --
--- ---- -..-. - ...-- -- ---

.2
-1. 3

20. 5
35. 3
34. 7

6.8

2. 5

.1
-. 2

17. 3
59. 8
9. 7
5. 7

2. 8

3. 1

1. Pyroxene from ijolite (IH--129). Iron Hill area, Colo.
W. H. Herdsman, analyst.

2. Pyroxene from fine-grained pyroxenite (U-1199). Calcu-
lated from rock analysis. For rock analysis and mode see
column 1, table 7 (p. 20).

3. Pyroxene from coarse-grained pyroxenite (IH-101). Cal-
culated from rock analysis. Rock analysis and mode in column
2, table 7.

4. Pyroxene from sphene-nepheline pyroxenite (U-2133).
Calculated from rock analysis. Rock analysis and mode in
column 7, table 7.

5. Pyroxene from nepheline pyroxenite (melteigite, U-1877).
Calculated from rock analysis. Rock analysis and mode in
column 5, table 7.

6. Pyroxene from feldspar-nepheline pyroxenite (shonkinite,
U-2138). F. A. Gonyer, analyst. Compare the composition
calculated from the rock analysis in column 6b.

6a. Pyroxene of 6 calculated free of %-percent feldspar.
6b. Pyroxene from feldspar-nepheline pyroxenite (shonkinite,

U-2138). Calculated from rock analysis. Rock analysis and
mode in column 6, table 7.

7. Aegirite (U-1143) from banded syenite. Pleochroism
strong: in normal section a=dark grass green, #=grass green,-y=pale greenish yellow. F. A. Gonyer, analyst.

8. Acmitic diopsidic hedenbergite, Salem Neck, Mass. H. S.
Washington, analyst. Washington, H. S., and Merwin, H. E.,
The acmitic pyroxenes: Am. Mineralogist, vol. 12, pp. 249-252,
1927.

A study of the tables shows that the primary py-
roxenes of nearly all the igneous rocks except the ne-
pheline syenites and syenites are augite and show
only a moderate variation in optical properties. The
index of refraction, 0, ranges from 1.682 to 1.714 or
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rarely higher. The indices of refraction of the py-
roxenes in the uncompahgrites appear to be a little
lower and of those in the ijolites and syenites a little
higher to much higher than the average. The py-
roxenes of some of the thin veinlets of pyroxenite have
much higher indices of refraction and are richer in
iron than usual, as is also the pyroxene from some but
not all of the feldspar-bearing pyroxenites. That from
the analyzed feldspar-nepheline pyroxenite (shonki-
nite) has especially high indices of refraction. An
analysis of this pyroxenite (column 6, table 19) shows
that it is rich in iron and has some soda. This py-
roxene has optical properties like those of the acmitic-

diopsidic hedenbergite from Salem Neck, Mass., as
shown in table 19, but chemically it has much more
ferric iron and correspondingly less ferrous iron. The

optical properties of the Salem Neck pyroxene indicate
a much higher Fe2O3 content than is shown in the
analysis, and the Fe2O3 and FeO are believed to be
incorrect in this analysis. The composition of the
pyroxene as calculated from the Rosiwal determination

and the rock analysis gives a satisfactory check with
the actual mineral analyses when allowance is made
for the fact that the altered nepheline was calculated
as nepheline.

The analysis and the mode of the quartz gabbro make
it necessary that the pyroxene in this rock contain much

clinohypersthene and be a pigeonite in composition,
and the small but variable axial angles confirm this
determination.

Some of the pyroxenes of the gneissoid syenite have
high indices of refraction, and some that are clearly hy-
drothermal and are associated with secondary amphi-
bole are aegirite, like the other hydrothermal aegirite.

The pyroxene from the nepheline syenite appears to

have more iron, probably partly in acmite, than those
of the other igneous rocks. It. is not very different
optically from the pyroxene of the nepheline-feldspar
pyroxenite. Its optical properties are those commonly

assigned to aegirite.
The pyroxene formed by the hydrothermal alteration

of the melilite is a white and nearly pure diopside. A
pale-green pyroxene associated with hastingsite and
formed with it by hydrothermal alteration of augite is a

diopside with about 8 percent of hedenbergite.
A very little of the pyroxene of the carbonate veins is

diopside much like that of the igneous rocks but with
considerably larger axial angle. However, by far the
greater part of the pyroxene of the carbonate veins and
of the metamorphosed marble is an aegirite of rather

uniform composition whose index of refraction, a,
ranges on about 20 measured specimens from 1.757 to

1.765, and a single measurement gave 1.78. This same

aegirite is present coating fractures and as a secondary
mineral in the granite, syenite, and other rocks, in the

limestone bodies in the pre-Cambrian rocks surrounding

the stock, and in nearly all the hydrothermal deposits

of the area. It is nearly everywhere associated with
amphibole. The optical properties indicate a mineral
near the aegirite from Brevik, Norway, which has the
composition, in percentages, acmite 81, hedenbergite 7,
jadeite 5, and miscellaneous 7.

The data on the preceding pages lead to the following
conclusions:

1. The strictly igneous pyroxenes are augites with a
little acmite, with the exception of those in the syenite,
nepheline syenite, and feldspathic and other rare
varieties of the pyroxenite, which are aegirite, and that
of the quartz gabbro, which is pigeonite.

2. There is little difference between the common
pyroxenes of the different igneous rocks. All are
augites with low soda and moderate iron content.

3. Rare pyroxenes of some small contact varieties of
the pyroxenite and of some feldspar pyroxenite contain
more acmite than the common pyroxenes.

4. The pyroxene from the hydrothermal alteration
of the melilite is a diopside with little iron.

5. The pyroxene in some limestone veins is much like
the pyroxenes of the igneous rocks but has a larger axial
angle.

6. The typical pyroxene of the hydrothermal contact
metamorphism, that introduced into the surrounding
granitic rocks by the Iron Hill stock, and that of most of
the other hydrothermal products are aegirites of rather

uniform composition.
Comparing the data for the three analyzed pyroxenes

with the curves of Winchell, 41 so far as such a com-
parison can be made on the simplified diagram, gives a
reasonable check for the optical data except that the
extinction angles measured on the Iron Hill pyroxenes
are about 50 high in specimen 2138 and 100 high in
specimen 1132.

A consideration of the pyroxenes between diopside
and acmite in view of the recent structural studies on

the pyroxenes and a comparison of the available
analyses of the series lead to the conclusions that the
chief replacements have been Mg by Fe"' and Ca by
Na. There have been replacements on a smaller scale
of Si by Al, Mg by Fe" and Al, and Ca by K. Most
of these pyroxenes show only a small deficiency in Si.
From experience with mineral groups in general we
know that the replacement of Mg by Fe"' is likely to
change the optical properties much more than an equal
replacement of Si by Al, Mg by Fe" or Al, or Ca by

Na or K. It therefore seems reasonable to expect the

most uniform and consistent variation curve by plotting
the optical properties against Fe203 , and such a plot

is shown in figure 7, in which the most reliable of the
available data for these pyroxenes are plotted. This
plot is not very different from one of acmite against
diopside, as nearly all the pyroxenes contain sufficient
or nearly sufficient Na2O to form acmite from all

41 Winchell, A. N., Elements of optical mineralogy, pt. 2, p. 191, New York, John
Wiley & Sons, 1927.
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the Fe203. A scale for acmite, assuming that all the

Fe 203 forms acmite, is also shown. Most of the curves

are fairly regular except that for ft. Further data

might straighten the curve. The points fit the curves

as well as could be expected, in view of the fact that

only one of the variables in composition is used. The
eurve may be considered to represent about the average
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groups show a considerable variation in their optical
properties. The specimens selected to represent this

variation were chosen for analysis. Each sample was

carefully selected and the amphibole purified by hand
picking, heavy liquids, and an electromagnet. A micro-

scopic examination showed less than 1 percent of impur-

ities in most of the samples; this was chiefly aegirite
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FIGURE 7.-Optical properties of the pyroxenes carrying acmite plotted against content of Fe2Oa (weight percent) and acmite (molecular percent).

of the variation of the optical properties of the pyrox-
enes with Fe203 content, and the other variables will
modify the curve in detail.

AMPHIBOLES

Amphiboles are not present as primary magmatic
minerals in any of the rocks of the Iron Hill stock, but
they are among the most abundant and widespread of
all the hydrothermal minerals in and about the stock.
The field occurrence, the general appearance, and the
microscopic study all showed that these amphiboles
fall into two groups. The members of each of these

with a composition near that of the amphiboles and
would not affect the composition appreciably. In the
few samples analyzed that had appreciable amounts of
impurities, the impurities were carefully estimated with
the microscope and a correction made. The analyses,
atomic proportions calculated according to the unit
cell as determined by X-ray studies,2 and optical
properties are shown in table 20.

42 Warren, B. E., The structure of tremolite, H2Ca2Mg5(SiOa)e: Zeitschr. Kristallo-
graphie, Band 72, pp. 42-57, 1930; The crystal structure and chemical composition of
the monoclinic amphiboles: Idem, Band 72, pp. 493-517, 1930. Berman, Harry, and
Larsen, E. S., Composition of the alkali amphiboles: Am. Mineralogist, vol. 16, pp.
140-144, 1931. Kunitz, W., Die IsomorphieverhSltnisse in der Hornblendegruppe:
Neues Jahrb., Beilage-Band 60, Abt. A, pp. 171-250, 1930.
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TABLE 20.-Analyses and optical properties of amphiboles from Iron Hill, Colo., Libby, Mont., and Trinity County, Calif.
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Analyses

a 1 2 3 4 b 5 6 7 8 9 10

Si ..---..........- _-_-- -.....---- 57.70 56.74 56.00 52.28 54.30 56.48 52.94 52.14 43.30 41.43 40.18 37.57
TiO.2-------.-_...---..-------.. None .28 .26 .57 .04 .30 1.32 .47 1.55 .72 1.79 3.02
A1O_-...-----..-..-..-----_ - 2.00 .71 .30 4.34 2.02 1.22 3.30 4.03 10.69 11.74 14.26 14.81
Fe2Oa----.----------..--...... --- Tr. 4.71 3.91 4.32 7.37 8.38 9.87 6.71 3.94 6.55 4.73 4.96
FeO--------......--.-.........-.5.32 .87 2.44 5.30 2.96 2.67 4.24 6.40 7.00 2.30 5.76 11.78
MnO---------------------------Tr. .07 .55 .26 .52.-----------.15 .33 .35 .20 .22 .16
MgO.-..---.-...-.-....-..-..-... 21.12 21.95 20.37 18.14 17.71 17.40 15.02 15.52 16.02 16.48 14.87 9.83
Ca0.--------------------------5.10 6.15 5.08 6.74 3.30 2.70 3.98 4.49 9.73 13.20 12.88 12.17
BaO-. . ..---------------------------------- None.----------------------.08 ------------ .12 None.---------------------None . .
SrO. . ..------------------------------------. 02.----------------------None.-----------None .03 .-------------------- --.03. .
NasO--....--....-..-..-.... --.-. 7.40 5.15 5.39 5.56 7.80 8.09 7.01 7.31 4.58 3.36 2.22 2.66
K0_...-.-------..-....----.-.-.. None 1.80 3.01 2.18 2.10 1.82 .48 .76 .66 .80 1.86 1.46
CuO-----------------------------------Tr.--------------------------------------------------Tr.
NiO---.-.-----.-....---.--.. --.-----.. .23---....- ..-----------------------------.....- Tr..
Cr20s ...----------------------------------. 06-----.....--------------------------------------------None.-.----......-..

- 0-----..--..-.-...---------------.--....---....--..---.-.-.--------. -...-.-- ...- ......---..--.... -. -None
PlO.------------------------------ ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- Tr
80s...---------------------------------------------------.-.----------
8. ----- .--.-- --- - -- -- --------------CS------------------------------------------ ----------- ----------- ----- ----------- ----------- ----------- -----------Cos-------------------------------------------- -------------.3--------- ---------------.02------Noe----------- ----------- ----------- -----------
H .0------------------------ 3.-.-....1.80 .87 2.40 .15 .61 .87 1.24 1.60 1.80 2.45 .60 1.34
F_........----.--.-.....-....... -None 1. 30 None Not det. 2.14-..-..--.-... --.78 .41 Not det. Not det. .79 Not det.

100.74 100.91 99.71 99.86 100 95 99. 93 100. 45 100.20 99.62 99.35 100.19 99.76
Less Ofor S andF_--.--...--...-_.. -_._54 -..----...-. --.. ----_._90 . 33-.--..-----..--.-.--.. ---.-.. -. 33 .

....-.-- - .. 100.37 . ..---------------------- 100.05-...--........ -100.12------- --- -------------.. . 99.86 .........-.

Atomic ratios (0=24)

Si_-.--.--..-..-.-........-...-..-7.92 8.00 7.951 7.84 7.631 7.601 8.03 8.03 7.531 7.50 6.361 6.011 5.961 5.741
Ti.. . ..--------------------------------- 0318.00 .027.91 .06 18.00 01794 .03 278.00 .068.00 .108.00 .088.00 .208.00 .3618.00
Al---...-.---....-.. ------____ _ .33 .2 .05 .7 1  .33 .20 .54 .66 1.85 2.01 2 . 4 9  2.67
Fe"'--.-.-__ ...-------------__ .005 .49 .411 .471 .78 .901 1.061 .751 .441 .71 .52 .57Mg------------43J 41 .8 39J 371 3.0J 3 :1J 336 35J 358 3.J
Fe"+Mn...--.-....... .. 615.21 .12 5.32 .3515.04 .69 4.87 .41 4.92 .315.113 .5015.11 .835.11- .90 5.17 .31 4.70 .745.19 1.5314.80
Ca-.__-________...----____ _ -75 .75 .93 .93 .76 .76 1.00 .50.50 .40.40 .61 .61 .69 .69 1.53 1.53 2.06 2.06 2.03 2.03 2.00 1.92
Na....----.-...--.....-....-.-. .969 1.361198 ' .1.60 2.802.11 2.24 1 .94' 2.03 1 .30 94 62 1.061.06
K------... -. -------------------.. 1. 9 6....... 32 . ..40 38249 . 32 .56 208 2. : 21 .1.213.1807 :62} . .......7...
H. .. ....------------------------ 1.941.94 .8411422. 242.24 .15 1.501 .54.150 .80 .80 1. 71.53 1 0 l.s56 1.76 1.76 2.38 2.38 .5196?1.36 2.00
F..- . ...----------------- ......- 0 .58 0 ? .9 ..- .....--- .3 .16j .37 7

Theoretical end members

Treniolite-----------------------35 44+ 29 8.------------..-2...........................................--...
(2GaO.5MgO.85iOz.H0)

Actinolite...-.--.-...-..-.-... -2 .3 14 10 8 10 12 1 1 .
(20a0O.5FeO.85i02.H20)

Soda tremolite..-... -. --. -------.. 39 26 45 34 43 38 19 25 9 .......-. ..- ..........
(2NagO.SMgO.88i02.HRO)

Soda actinolite-----------------------------------------------------------.. --..------.------------ .....- .....- 3 8 6 .(...O...............
(2NagO.5FeO.8Si02.H20)

Ferr glaucophanene.-------------------16 24 20 10 30 44 52 34 ..........-.2. ........... .
(N,0 .3MgO.FesO.88iOs.-

H,0)
Hastjgsite-......---------.-------------. - . .--------------2-..---- 24 12 7 18 22 60 65 78 51

(4 aO.NaO.8MgO.3Als03.-
128iOs.2H0)

Ferric hastingsite.--------------------------------------- ------ 7 5-.....--...--.. --.. 2 15 24.--- .
(4CaO.Nas0.8MgO.3FeOs.-

12SiO:.2HaO).
Ferrous hastingsite------..-----------------------------------------.---------------------------------------------- ----------- ----------- 34

(4CaO.Na,0.8FeO.3A1203.-
128iOs.2H,0)

Ferrous-ferric hastingsite--. . . ..-.-----------.-----------.------------------------------ ------------- ----------- 2----------- ---------- 21 6
(4CaO.NasO.8FeO.3Fe2O3.-

128i02 .2H:0)
Ca.SiO:------------------------------------------------------------ ----- 2----- 2.---------- --------- 3 .2
FeO------------------------------------------------.---------------------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- 2
MgO.SO.----------------- 1 -.-.-- 1 -------------------------------------------------------------------------
FeO.0S ......--.-.-..-.....-..-.. -9 1+----------1--- ---.--.- --- - ----..------------- 3 7........ ..--...--..-....-
Na,0.FeO-.4Si .. .. ..---- .-- ... .------- ---- -----------.------------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- 4
Si--------------------------1 -3-----------..... +1.----------. ---..--.------------------------------------- ---
HaO(+F,)- ----------------- ------------ -1 -1 -2 - .-----------. ---------- + -a - H

Optical properties

_....._.._....._.__.__ ...._...... 1.606 1.612 1.606 1.628 1.623 .----------- 1.651 1.650 1.653 1.653 1.665 1.680
a__.......__._.___.__.__...._._... 1.613 1.623 1.616 1.638 1.633 1.63 1.661 1.657 1.663 1.661 1.674 1.693
7-...-- -..... _- ......--------- 1.623 1.627 1.623 1.644 1.641.-----------1.670 1.659 1.670 1.669 1.685 1.702
y-a-_................_ -.. -- -- .017 .015 .017 .016 .018 .----------- .019 .009 .017 .016 .020 .022
2V---.--..-.-...---.-----..---..---------.- Lge. Med.lge 82 87 ......---.. 72 64 64 90 .80 Lge
Disp.......--------------------------------Not perch. Not perch. p>v p>vstg..-----------p>v stg.------------Slight p>v s. p>v sl. p>v sl.
7bIaeAc------------------------------------- 20 24------------------------------- -56% ...------------ 39 28-22
yoAc...............-__.......... 0& 20 24 24 Av. 40& 51 Av. 57 34.8 40 27 26 21M
yredAC------ -------------------------------- 204 24---------------------------------. 57 36.0 40 28 26 21
Pleochroism:

a-....----------------------Colorless Olive Colorless Nearly Nearly_---...-----.-Pale Pale Pale Very pale Pale Pale
green colorless colorless apple yellow yellow green brown yellowish

green brown
--..... --.---.--..._........_Colorless Pale Colorless Pale Smoky.----------- Pale Dark Dark Pale Brownish Brown

yellow greenish blue green olive green green green
brown green

-.................-........- _ Pale Pale pure Colorless Light Blue------------Dark Pale Light Light Blue- Very
yellow green green green violet- green green blue- green dark

green brown green brown
Specific gravity....--...-- ---.-----....-.. 8.051 3.066 3.140 3.129----------- 3.132 3.137 3.160 3.14 3.189 3.27

'Assuming F--OH=150 (or 200).
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a. Soda anthophyllite, Trinity County, Calif. Analysis by
J. D. Laudermilk.

1. (Libby 16948). Fibrous amphibole from Libby, Mont.
Altered pyroxenite a few inches wide on both sides of a vein
made up mostly of quartz but containing, next its wall, vanadif-
erous aegirite, strontianite, celestite, and sulfides. Some calcite
associated with the amphibole. The optical properties of the
amphibole vary a little. The properties given are about the
average. Analysis by F. A. Gonyer.

2. (U-1994). South of lower Beaver Creek, west of gully A,
and N. 860 W. of knob 9800+, which is north of Rudolph Hill,
along fault between pre-Cambrian granite and syenite. Partly
subparallel fibers of pale-green amphibole with some finely
crystalline carbonate and large grains of apatite, partly granular
calcite with prismatic crystals of nearly colorless amphibole.
The material analyzed was taken from the coarse crystals in the
calcite. Analysis by F. A. Gonyer. Zoned; optical properties,
especially the extinction angle, vary somewhat.

3. (U-184e). Southwest bank of Sammons Gulch about 0.2
mile above the road. Veinlets of coarse amphibole in pre-
Cambrian schist. Coarse amphibole and aegirite in calcite.

4. (IH-39). Crest of ridge south of gully A and about 500
feet east of the road. Limestone 50 feet from syenite. Mostly
calcite with some prisms of amphibole and a little apatite,
phlogopite, and aegirite. The amphoble is strongly zoned. There
is little difference in the indices of refraction of the different
zones, but the inner zone has an extinction angle of 550, and
the outer zone has one of 300.

b. Asbestos from Camp Albion, Boulder County, Colo.
Analyzed by E. E. Wahlstrom.

5. (IH-87). North side of south fork of Sammons Gulch, 50
feet from granite. A body of carbonate rock 1 foot across and
a few feet wide in tfie pyroxenite may be a marble inclusion or
a vein. Coarse amphibole prisms and aegirite embedded in
coarsely crystalline calcite. Zoned. The indices of refraction
of the zones do not vary much, but extinction angles range from
48* to 60*; that of the outer zone is greater than that of the
inner zone. Abnormal interference colors due to overlapping
of layers with different extinction angles.

6. (U-1954). West side of ridge west of gully C, halfway to
crest. A seam in pyroxenite near idocrase diopside rock derived
from uncompahgrite. Specimen is mostly granular calcite with
25 percent of green amphibole and some patches of talc (?) that
have replaced olivine or pyroxene. The amphibole has irregular
cores of colorless diopisde and clearly has replaced diopside.
Some apatite and very little biotite.

7. (IH-43). Northeast slope of gully A at an altitude of 8,70
feet, 50 feet below crest. A vein 1 foot wide cutting uncom-
pahgrite (altered to idocrase and diposide). Most of the vein is
granular calcite, but a narrow streak in the center is rich in coarse
crystals of black amphibole. Analysis by W. H. Herdsman;
optical data by E. S. Larsen and Marland Billings.

8. (U-1236). Pit on north side of gully about 1,500 feet south
of Beaver Creek and 50 yards east of Cathedral Road. An
altered uncompahgrite, now made up of idocrase, diopside, brown
to colorless garnet, etc. Some streaks and patches contain
calcite, amphibole, phlogopite, orthoclase, a little aegirite, and
analcime.

9. (U-1993). A small cut below a larger cut east of gully B,
northeast of point where forks are mapped, halfway up the
ridge. From a prospect in pyroxenite with iron ore. Coarse
amphibole replacing pyroxene. Distinctly zoned.

10. (IH-195). Cut in limestone inclusion in pyroxenite south
of Sammons Gulch. Small vein of pyroxenite in limestone.
May be a mixed rock. Contains pyroxene, amphibole replacing
pyroxene, and some calcite and zeolites.

The table confirms the preliminary conclusion that
the amphiboles fall into two groups. The minerals

represented by analyses 1 to 6 are chiefly soda tremolite
and glaucophane. Those of columns 8, 9, and 10 are
magnesia hastingsites, and that of column 7 is a similar
hastingsite with some riebeckite.

Soda-tremolite and glaucophane group.-Members of
the soda tremolite-glaucophane group are the chief am-
phiboles of the area and are the only amphiboles in the
hydrothermally metamorphosed limestone, in the lime-
stone deposits in the pre-Cambrian granitic rocks, in
the sheeting planes and in veins in the granitic rocks
surrounding the Iron Hill stock, and in the hydro-
thermal alteration products of the syenites. They are
the chief amphiboles along the borders of the carbonate
veins. Somewhat similar amphiboles, but richer in
iron, are present as a replacement product of the pyrox-

ene of the nepheline gabbro.
These amphiboles are nearly everywhere closely

associated with aegirite, and they are the only ones so
associated. The two minerals appear to have formed
together, but in spite of this the aegirite is rather
uniform in composition, as indicated by its optical
properties, whereas the amphibole varies greatly.
Phlogopite is nearly everywhere associated with the
amphibole and aegirite in the metamorphosed
limestones.

Amphibole, aegirite, and phlogopite are the chief
silicates in the replacement veins and less regular bodies
that are abundant in the marble near the pyroxenite.
Amphibole and aegirite are abundant near the borders
of the many irregular hydrothermal bodies of carbonate
that occur in the pre-Cambrian rocks about the Iron
Hill stock. Near the stock the closely spaced fractures
in the older rocks carry thin seams of amphibole and
aegirite, and in places these minerals have replaced
the granite to give a rock like the fenite of Brogger.'3
Nearly all the talus fragments of granite are coated
with a thin layer of these minerals. In addition, some
veins several inches across of aegirite and amphibole
cut the schists near the mouth of Sammons Gulch and
elsewhere. Many of the carbonate veins in the py-
roxenite have amphibole and aegirite near their borders.
These minerals have also been introduced into the soda
syenite in many places along fractures which may be
closely but irregularly spaced.

Similar amphiboles with associated aegirite have been
observed by us in the fenite and other hydrothermal
products from the Fen district of Norway. Similar
amphiboles in fibrous or asbestos form are abundant in
hydrothermal replacement veinlets in the pyroxenite
at Libby, Mont., where they have replaced pryoxene
and to a less extent biotite. In the Libby area quartz
veins cutting the pyroxenite contain sulfides, celestite,
strontianite, and vanadiferous aegirite near their

borders, and the adjoining pyroxenite is replaced for
4 Brgger, W. C., op. cit. The fenites from the Fen district in the Harvard col-

lectiobs are in part granites in which more or less amphibole and aegirite have been
hydrothermally introduced, and in part syenite in which some of these minerals
have been introduced.
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several inches by fibrous amphibole. Elsewhere numer-
ous replacement veinlets of this fibrous amphibole cut
the pyroxenite; some of these have been prospected for
asbestos.

The amphibole described by Laudermilk and Wood-
ford 4 (analysis a, table 20) as a soda-rich anthophyllit<
is probably a similar fibrous amphibole.

That from Camp Albion, Boulder County, Colo.,
described by Wahlstrom 46 is also similar. It is in a

Si

Fe" +
Fe'"

Mg+Fe

Mg

Na +K

Fe'"+ A

Ca
Al

Mg+Fe-Al-Fe'"
(atomic)

Analysis No. 5 6 4 3 1 2 a
FIGURE 8.-Soda-tremolite and glaucophane amphiboles. Atomic ratios plotted

against Mg+Fe"-Al-Fe"'.

quartz vein associated with sulphides and aegirite.
These amphiboles range from pale to dark green.

The crystals tend, to be prismatic or even fibrous. For

the most part they are microscopic, and the fibrous

aggregates tend to have a silky luster. They vary

from place to place in chemical composition and optical

properties and are commonly more or less zoned.

The optical properties of many of these amphiboles

have been determined, and six samples covering the

range of optical properties have been analyzed. One

of the analyzed specimens came from Libby, Mont.

The analyses, atomic ratios calculated according to the

unit cell as deduced from X-ray studies, and optical

properties of these minerals are listed in table 20

44 Pardee, J. T., and Larsen, E. S., Deposits of vermiculite and other minerals in
the Rainy Creek district, near Libby, Mont.: U. S. Geol. Survey Bull. 805, pp. 24-27,
1929. Larsen, E. S., and Pardee, J. T., The stock of alkaline rocks near Libby, Mont.:
Jour. Geology, vol. 37, pp. 111-112, 1929.

45 Laudermilk, J. D., and Woodford, A. 0., Soda-rich anthophyllite asbestos from
Trinity County, Calif.: Am. Mineralogist, vol. 15, pp. 259-261, 1930.

46 Wahlstrom, E. E., An unusual occurrence of asbestos: Am. Mineralogist, vel. 19,
pp. 178-180, 1934.

together with those of the "soda anthophyllite" from
Trinity County, Calif. Five of these analyses were
made by F. A. Gonyer with great care, using the
method recommended by Hillebrand for silicates con-
taining fluorine. The analysis of specimen IH-184e
was made without this precaution and is not so reliable.
This specimen probably contains much fluorine, as the
H20 is low.

These amphiboles fit fairly well the general amphibole
formula (Ca,Na)2Nao- 1Mg(Mg,Al) 4(A,Si)2SiO22(0,0H,
F) 2, with K replacing Na in part and Fe", Fe"', Mn,
and Ti replacing more or less Mg and Al. The (Mg,Al)
group show more or less deviation from the formula.
This may be partly due to the fact that much of the
error in the calculation falls in this group. Even
allowing for this, the (Mg,Al) group appears to be high
in the first analysis, and the analysis appears to be
entirely reliable. The high figure for this group may
be due to the replacement of some Na and Ca by Mn and
Fe", as their atomic radii are .98, 1.07, .92, and .83, re-
spectively.

All seven amphiboles contain enough or nearly enough
Si to fit a metasilicate formula. They range from low
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FIGURE 9. Soda-tremolite and glaucophane amphiboles. f, YAc, and specific
gravity plotted against Mg+Fe"-Al-Fe"'.

to moderately low in Al and Fe", moderate in Fe"',
high to rather high in Mg, rather low in Ca, high in total
alkali, and high in K. All but two of them are rather

high in fluorine; those two are lacking in fluorine and
have two units of (OH), as is common in the amphiboles,

whereas those containing fluorine have only about 1%2

(OH, F).
In figure 8 are plotted the various atomic ratios for

the different analyses against those for Mg+Fe"-Al
-Fe"'. The optical properties and specific gravities

are plotted in figure 9.
Projecting these curves a short distance to the right

we get an amphibole with the simple formula
Na2CaMg5SisO22(OH,F) 2, or, to show only 12(OH,F),

.68

1.66

1.64

1.62
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it may be written Na1 Ca1iMg 5 Si8 O22 (OH,F)1 . In
most of the minerals studied considerable K has re-

placed Na and some Fe"' has replaced Mg. The
first formula may be taken as that of soda tremolite;
it would look much like tremolite but would have lower
indices of refraction (0 near 1.600), somewhat lower
birefringence, and probably a larger extinction angle.

Projecting to the left for some distance gives the
formula Na2CayMg3Al 2 Si7 O22(OH,F)2  with some
Fe" and considerable Fe"' and F. This might
be considered as three-fourths glaucophane
(Na 2 Mg3 Al2 Si8O 22(OH,F)2 ) and one-fourth hastingsite

(Ca2NaMg4Al3 Si6O2 2 (OH,F)2 ); or it is a glaucophane
with some deficiency in silica and in which molecularly
Fe":Mg"=1:2 and Fe":Al"'=about 1:1.

Optically, the soda tremolite has a considerably
lower index of refraction than tremolite with the same
amount of iron; it also has lower birefringence and

probably a larger extinction angle, but is otherwise
similar and might easily be mistaken for tremolite.
With increase in glaucophane and perhaps iron the
indices of refraction, the depth of color, the extinction
angle, and the dispersion increase. The extinction
angle appears to be somewhat erratic, but there is a
large increase from about 20 for the members with
low indices of refraction to over 600 for those with high
indices of refraction. Many of these amphiboles are
strongly zoned, and the inner zone usually has lower
indices of refraction, paler color, and smaller extinction
angles than the outer. The glaucophane-rich varieties
show abnormal interference colors, due to strong dis-
persion of the extinction angle. Some prisms show
such colors as the result of overlapping of zones of
different composition in the section.

The glaucophanessof this area are lower in Al and
higher in Mg than most glaucophanes that have been
analyzed. They have some similarity to anophorite.
The extinction angles vary greatly in the different
specimens and in different zones in the same crystal,
although the other optical properties may not vary
greatly. The available data indicate that a relatively
small replacement of Al by Fe"' causes a large change
in extinction angle; this is nearly equivalent to an
increase in a molecule like riebeckite, which has a very
large extinction angle (ZAc=83).

Hastingsite group.-Typical am phi boles belonging to
the silica-poor hastingsite group are represented by
columns 8, 9, and 10, table 20. Such aimphiboles are
much less abundant and widespread than the soda
tremolite and glaucophane amphiboles described in the

preceding section. They are found as hydrothermal
replacement products of the pyroxenes in the pyroxenite,
uncompahgrite, and ijolite and are chiefly in irregular
veinlike bodies, rarely over a few inches wide. They
occur in irregular grains, and the black cleavage
surfaces are large, as much as 1 centimeter or more
across, but the grains commonly contain remnants of

unaltered pyroxene. Locally they are associated with
pale-green secondary diopside, poor in iron. These
amphiboles were formed after the alteration of the
melilite of the uncompahgrite to idocrase and diopside,
as the altered uncompahgrite nearly everywhere con-
tains fresh pyroxene, which has beer replaced by
hastingsite only along fractures that are later than the
idocrase-diopside rock.

The amphibole represented by analysis 7 is a less
typical hastingsite. It was found only in a single vein
less than 1 meter across, composed of coarsely crystal-
line carbonate and amphibole. This amphibole is in
irregular crystal grains as much as several millimeters
across and makes up much of the vein in the central
part but is nearly absent from the borders. The main
part of the vein contains no amphibole.

The amphiboles that have replaced the pyroxene
(columns 8 to 10) are hastingsite in which, molecularly
Al greatly predominates over Fe"', and Mg ranges from
greatly to slightly predominating over Fe"'. They
are very near the formula NaCa2Mg 4A13Si6O22 (OH,F) 2 .
Specimen 9 is greatly deficient in (OH,F). The rela-
tion between optical properties and chemical composi-
tion seems to be that the indices of refraction, depth
of color, and probably the birefringence increase with
the Fe", while the extinction angle decreases slightly.
The axial angle is large for all.

The amphibole represented in column 7 can be con-
sidered to be made up of about three parts of hastings-
ite and one of soda tremolite. It is rather low in both
Fe"' and Fe". Optically it differs from hastingsites
low in iron (columns 8 and 9) in its smaller axial angle
and larger extinction angle.

WOLLASTONITE

Wollastonite has been found only in small amount
and at a single locality, just northwest of the main
forks of Beaver Creek, where it occurs in ijolite that
has been contaminated by marble. It might be con-
sidered a reaction mineral between ijolite and marble.

OLIVINES

Olivine is a rare mineral in the area, although it is
present in considerable amount in the nepheline gabbro

and in the rare olivine varieties of the pyroxenite.
Monticellite was found enclosed in cancrinite and asso-
ciated with idocrase and melanite in a vein replacing the
uncompahgrite in gully C, 250 yards below its forks.47

It was also found in the marble inclusion in the pyrox-
enite between the forks of Sammons Gulch.

The optical properties of characteristic olivines in the
various occurrences are shown in table 21. The olivine
in the pyroxenite has only 10 to 21 percent of fayalite;
that in the nepheline gabbro has about 42 percent.

+ Larsen, E. S., and Foshag, W. F., Cancrinite as a high-temperature hydrother-
mal mineral from Colorado: Am. Mineralogist, vol. 11, p. 301, 1926.
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TABLE 21.-Optical properties of olivine group from Iron Hill, Colo.

Olivine pyroxenite (U-1927) - - - - _ .
Olivine pyroxenite (IH-325)1_ -- _ _ _ _ _ _
Nepheline gabbro (U-1172)_.. -
Cancrinite vein (U-712) _ ..___ -______
Marble inclusion (IH-197a)..----_-

-- 1. 678
_- 1. 654
-- 1. 719
-- 1.653
_ 1.650

1. 70
1. 673
1. 741
1. 669

7

1. 715
1. 693
1. 762
1. 674
1. 671

Optical character

( ) 2V=88 ___
--. .- ----_- ---. ---_
--_ _- _ _- --------. --_ _

Remarks

Fayalite 21 percent.
Fayalite 10 percent.
Fayalite 42 percent.
Monticellite.
Do.

I Rock analyzed.

MICAS

Muscovite.-Muscovite has not been found as a
primary mineral nor is it an abundant or widespread
hydrothermal mineral. In a few places the nepheline
is altered to sericite, which is locally rather coarse.
The feldspar in places contains some sericite.

Biotite and phlogopite.--Iron-magnesia micas are
widespread minerals in the Iron Hill stock, where they

make up about 13 percent of the igneous rocks. They
are among the chief minerals in hydrothermal contract-
metamorphosed limestones and are less common in the
carbonate veins and other hydrothermal products.
They are especially abundant in the pyroxenite, and
small bodies of rock are made up mostly of these micas.

The optical properties of some of the typical micas
from the various rocks are shown in table 22.

TABLE 22.-Optical properties of iron-magnesia micas from Iron ill

Rock

Uncompahgrite - _--
Olivine pyroxenite (IH-325) --

Mica pyroxenite (U-1975)_...
Coarse pyroxenite (IH-101) - -

Ijolite (U-1132)--------_ _ .
Nepheline syenite (U-1481) - -
Quartz gabbro (IH-321) - - -

Metamorphosed marble:

IH-2 Core.-- -- - -
lIntermediate zone -

IH-20-------------
IH -39 _-----_ --_ ----. _

1. 562
1. 562
1. 565
1. 570
1. 582
1. 600

1. 576
1. 576
1. 581
1. 560

The micas of any rock mass, such as the pyroxenite,

are uniform even though the composition of the rock

varies, but they show a progressive increase in iron
from the earliest intrusives to the latest or from the

less siliceous to the more siliceous. If we include

melilite with the mafic minerals, they become richer in

iron with decrease in mafic minerals, but the biotite of

the quartz gabbro is an exception to this rule. As

compared with the pyroxenes, the micas are more

uniform in any one rock mass and they vary more

regularly with the silica content of the rocks.

The micas of hydrothermal origin vary moderately

in indices of refraction. They are in general strongly

zoned, with a core that is pale brown, or less commonly

green, and shows the usual pleochroism of biotite, and

with one or two outer zones that may be darker or

lighter than the core. Some of the outer zones have

pleochroism the reverse of that common in the micas.

The pleochroism of some of the typical zoned micas

from the metamorphosed marble is shown in table 23.

In these zoned micas the indices of refraction are

nearly the same in the different zones, and the axial

angle, which is always very small, may be a little larger

in the outer zones.

1. 600
1. 601
1. 604
1. 608
1. 633

1. 613
1. 613
1. 623
1. 590

1. 600
1. 601
1. 604
1. 609
1. 633
1. 674
1. 68

1. 613
1. 614
1. 623
1. 590

Birefring-
ence

0. 038
.039
.039
.039
.051
.074

.037

.038

. 042

. 030

Name

Green phlogopite
Brown phlogopite
_ _o_ _-do

do
Biotite

do - -

---- do---

Phlogopite
S---do----

.do

FeO+Fe 2Oa

Little
Little
Little

16
38
40

8

r<v

TABLE 23.-Pleochroism of zoned phlogopites from the meta-
morphosed marble

0 andy a

U-1108:
oe1Core_

Middle
Outer

IH-2:
Core
Middle -
Outer

IH-9:
Core
Outer_ _

Pale red brown_
- Deep red brown-

Nearly colorless_

Faint brown --
Nearly colorless-

do_ o

Olive green.
- Reddish brown-

Nearly colorless.
Do.

Deep red brown.

Nearly colorless.
Deep chestnut brown.

Do.

Nearly colorless.
Do.

APATITE

The apatite of the area is all fluorapatite. Twenty

measurements of the indices of refraction on apatite

from the marble, veins, and various igneous rocks gave

values of w ranging from 1.633 to 1.642.

SPHENE

Sphene is not a widespread mineral in the Iron Hill

stock, but in some varieties of the pyroxenite it makes

up as much as 30 percent of the rock. Its optical

properties are normal, as shown by the following table:

53
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TABLE 24.-Optical properties of sphene

Sphene-rich pyroxenite (IH-104) -.- -..
Nepheline-sphene pyroxenite(U-2133,

analyzed) _ -_ --- _ __ _- _
Syenite (U-2106a)_ - - -------.. _ .

1. 915

1. 908

1. 922
1. 917

2. 020

PEROFSKITE

Perofskite is present in the uncompahgrite, in nearly
all varieties of the pyroxenite, and rarely in the ijolite.
In some of the iron ore half or more is perofskite.
Perofskite is estimated to constitute 6 percent of the
Iron Hill stock. It is present in grains intergrown with
magnetite, or as octahedral crystals as much as several
millimeters across. In transmitted light it may appear
nearly opaque without the accessory condenser, owing
to its extremely high index of refraction, but with the
condenser it is translucent in Saccardon umber (Ridg-
way's 17" k) and distinctly pleochroic, with the absorp-
tion X<Z. All the large crystals are birefracting and
show lamellar twins in two sets at about 900 that
resemble albite and pericline twins in plagioclase. The
index of refraction is 2.34 and the birefringence about
0.002. A spectroscopic test by G. A. Harcourt showed
no Ce, Cb, or Ta.

IDOCRASE

Idocrase has been found only as a hydrothermal alter-
ation product of the uncompahgrite and in a veinlet
with cancrinite, monticellite, and melanite cutting the
uncompahgrite. The optical properties of the mineral
from the cancrinite vein and from the altered uncom-
pahgrite are much alike: all are uniaxial negative and
the indices of refraction vary t0.002 from w=1.737,
e=1.733. The indices of refraction are considerably
higher than those previously reported for idocrase,
and the mineral may have titanium or iron. Spectro-
scopic tests on the mineral from Iron Hill by E. K.
Gedney showed some BeO.

MELANITE

The garnet of the area is mostly black in mass and
red brown in thin section. Its index of refraction
ranges from less than 1.85 to 1.98. It is titanium-rich
and a melanite. An approximate analysis of the
melanite from the ijolite has been made by W. T.
Schaller and is given below, together with an analysis
of a similar garnet from a similar rock near Turja,
Russia.48

48 Kranck, E. H., op. cit. (Fennia 51, no. 5), p. 23.

TABLE 25.-Analyses of melanite

SiO2
A12 3  ----
TiO2-
Fe203
FeO_- -
MnO-
CaO-
MgO----
Na 2O- _. - -

K20-
H2 0

Colorado

34. 30
4. 46
5. 08

24. 09

31. 06
52

99. 51
1. 907

Turja

33. 10
3. 36
6. 34

21. 37
1. 10
.28

32. 36
1. 09

None
.22
.20

99. 42
1. 895-1. 900

Much of the melanite of the ijolite has an index of
refraction between 1.97 and 1.98. In a specimen of the
uncomplahgrite the main part of the garnet is dark-
colored and has an index of refraction of 1.95; this
grades to a light-colored border that has an index of
refraction as low as 1.85. Some of the late hydro-
thermal garnet in the uncompahgrite is light-colored,
has a much lower index of refraction, and is near
grossularite.

The melanite is present in variable amounts in most
of the igneous rocks of the area and is in part a late
magmatic and deuteric mineral, but it continued to
crystallize into the hydrothermal stage. It is present
in especially large amount in the ijolite.

CHLORITES, SERPENTINE, AND VERMICULITES

Chlorites are not abundant in the area, but they are
present locally as late hydrothermal minerals in veins
and in the altered part of the silicates. Serpentine
was found chiefly as an alteration product of olivine.

The phlogopite has undergone more or less altera-
tion and in places approaches the vermiculite jefferisite,
but no such large-scale development of vermiculite was
found as is present at Libby, Mont.49 Much of the
mica at Iron Hill is relatively fresh.

CANCRINITE AND SULFATIC CANCRINITE

Cancrinite is a very common mineral in the Iron Hill
area, chiefly as an alteration product of nepheline,
rarely in veinlets, and in small part as a primary (?)
mineral in the igneous rocks. Most of the cancrinite
is of the ordinary variety and in the usual granular
aggregates. A single veinlet cutting uncompahgrite
was made up of coarsely crystalline cancrinite in cleav-
age pieces as much as 10 centimeters across enclosing

49 Pardee, J. T., and Larsen, E. S., Deposits of vermiculite and other minerals in
the Rainy Creek district, near Libby, Mont.: U. S. Geol. Survey Bull. 805, pp. 17-
28, 1928.
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monticellite, melanite, and other minerals. In parts
of the veinlet idocrase occupies the position of the
cancrinite as host for the monticellite. Pale-green
phlogopite, calcite, and melanite, together with chlo-
rite and zeolites, make up the borders of the veinlet.
The monticellite, idocrase and melanite are most closely
associated with the cancrinite. An analysis of this
cancrinite by W. F. Foshag is shown in column 1,
table 26.50

TABLE 26.-Analyses and properties of cancrinite

1 2

Cancrinite SulfaticC~~~ancrinitecarmt

i02-----------------Ti 2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

AS 20 --- - --- - - - - - -- - - --- - --- - -

1 26-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
MnO-
Na2O
K20
CO2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
P20------- ----------------
Cl--------------------------
SO-------------------------
H20O------------------------1
H20+ -----------------------

Specific gravity -
w ---------------- ----

33. 64
.07

29. 82
8. 64

.39
Tr.

15. 41
. 50

6. 79
None

Tr.
.03

4. 61

99. 90

2. 51
1. 524
1. 501

33. 70

29. 40
4. 18
.08

18. 52
1. 45
3. 18

4. 65
. 72

4. 24

100. 12

2. 443
1. 509
1. 500

Sulfatic cancrinite was found only on the hill sur-
rounded by the 8,500-foot contour between gullies A

and B south of Beaver Creek. It is probably derived
from nepheline or melilite. An analysis of it is given

in column 2 of table 26.51

NATROLITE

A fibrous zeolite, answering the descriptions of hydro-
nephelite, is the most common alteration product of
nepheline. In most places the mineral is very finely

fibrous and mixed with other minerals, but some vein-

like bodies on the west slope near the top of the hill
surrounded by the 8,500-foot contour, about 0.6 mile

southeast of the point where the road up Cebolla Creek

crosses Beaver Creek, were made up of more coarsely

crystalline and purer material.
This material is white and consists of coarse fibers

which are rudely parallel or matted and are nearly pure,

though clouded. There is some associated pyrite.

30 Larsen, E. S., and Foshag, W. F., Cancrinite as a high-temperature hydrothermal

mineral from Colorado: Am. Mineralogist, vol. 11, pp. 300-303, 1926.A' Larsen, E. S., and Steiger, George, Sulphatic cancrinite from Colorado: Am.
Jour. SO., 4th ser., vol. 43, pp. 332-334, 1916.

The mineral appears to have a perfect cleavage or
fracture parallel to the length of the fibers. It has a
hardness of 4%. Its optical properties are given in
column 1 of table 27, those of natrolite in column 2, and
those commonly assigned to hydronephelite in column 3.

TABLE 27.-Optical properties of natrolite

1 2 3
--- -- --- - - - - - -- - - - - - - -- - --

a-------------------1.481 0.001- 1.480 1.490
----- - -1.482 -
--- - - 1.492 0.001--- 1.493 1.502

2V----------------Near0-- _ 630 Near 0 *
Optical character_.- (+)- --.. (+) (+)

An analysis of the material, estimated to be at least
99 percent natrolite, was made by S. Parker, of Zurich,
and is given in the first column of table 28.

TABLE 28.- Analysis and ratios of natrolite from Iron Hill, Colo.

Analysis

SiO-------------45.51
A12,3------------27.47
Fe203-------------.36
MnO-------------Tr.
MgO--------------.21
CaO------------ 1.23
Na20------------14.24
K2O-------------2.01
H2O+------------9.12
H2O---------- .05
CO2---------------.00

3--- - -- .22
Cl----_ - .00

100. 42

Theoretical nat-
Molecular ratios (Nar. lsOs.

3SiOs.2HO)

7,547 =257X2.94 - 47. 5
2,688 =257 X 1.07_._ 26. 11

22

52

2,297 =257X 1.06-
213

5,090 =257X1.98_.J

16. 3

9. 5

These data indicate that at least some of the material

called hydronephelite is natrolite and confirm the con-

clusion of Thugutt 52 that hydronephelite is not a

distinct species but is a fibrous variety of natrolite with
some admixture of other minerals. The apparent
uniaxial character is an aggregate effect from the sub-

parallel fibers.
ANALCIME

Analcime is one of the most abundant minerals

formed from the alteration of nepheline and makes

nearly half of some parts of the ijolite. A considerable
body of such rock was found on the ridge between

North Beaver Creek and gully N just above the al-

luvium, and a specimen from this locality was analyzed

(table 9, column 5). The analcime of this rock has an

index of refraction of 1.493, somewhat higher than that

62 Thugutt, St. J., Ein mikrochemischer Beweis der zusammengesetzen Natur des
Hydronephelits nebst Bemerkungen uber die Abstammung der Spreusteine: Neues
Jahrb., Beilage Band I, pp. 25-36, 1910.
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commonly given for analcime. It is so intimately

mixed with calcite and other secondary minerals that
it could not be separated for analysis. The simplest

assumption to account for the high index of refraction

of this analcime is that some of the Na has been replaced

by Ca, but an analcime with a similar high index of

refraction from the Highwood Mountains, Mont., has

been analyzed and contains about 4.48 percent of K20
replacing the Na20.

JUANITE AND CEBOLLITE

After the melilite had been partly replaced by idocrase
and diopside, four more successive waves of alteration
replaced more or less of the remaining melilite.53 The

first of these alterations changed it to the mineral
juanite. The juanite occur in fibrous aggregates with
parallel extinction and positive elongation. It is prob-

ably optically positive; 2V=50*(?). The average of
two closely agreeing analyses by F. A. Gonyer of the
mineral from different localities is given in table 29.

An undetermined fibrous mineral followed the juanite,
and then cebollite " was formed in veinlets. An analysis

of cebollite by W. T. Schaller is given in table 29.

3 Larsen, E. S., and-Goranson, E. A., The deuteric and later alteration of the
uncompahgrite of Iron Hill, Colo.: Am. Mineralogist, vol. 17, pp. 343-356, 1932.

5 Larsen, E. S., and Schaller, W. T., Cebollite, a new mineral: Washington Acad.
Sci. Jour., vol. 4, pp. 480-482, 1914.

TABLE 29.-Analyses of juanite and cebollite

SiiO2
TiO2 -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
A1203- - --- - -A1203 -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

FeO- - - -
MnO-
M gO - - - - - - - - - - - -
CaO --
Na20-
K20-

H20-----------------------
H20+ -------------------

Specific gravity-
a-----------------------

Juanite

42. 30
None
5.41
2. 68

.56
.10

9. 07
34. 84

.95

.09
.04
.18

4. 06

100. 28
3.01
1. 640

1. 647

Cebolite

33. 02

14. 02
3. 43

.21

4. 69
35. 72

2. 57
Tr.

~~---------
None

6. 26

99.92

2.96
1. 592
1. 597
1. 630

MINOR CONSTITUENTS

By ESPER S. LARSEN and GEORGE STEIGER

The chief minor constituents, TiO2, P205, MnO, BaO,
and SrO, have been determined on nearly all the
analyzed rocks from Iron Hill, and ZrO2, NiO, Cr20 3,
V203, Cl, and F on many. Similar determinations
have been made on many of the minerals, and estimates
have been made for the other minerals by using rocks
in which the minerals were the chief constituent. These
data are assembled in table 30.

TABLE 30.-Minor constituents in rocks and minerals of Iron Hill and other areas

Uncompahgrite:
A v erage .... .... .... .... _.... .... .... ....
Coarse (U-718).........________..........
Fine (U -2015) .... .... _ _.... .... . _ _ _
Idocrase-diopside rock (U-2197) - _ _ ..-. .

Pyroxenite:
A verage ... __ __ .. ___ .. ._ __ __. -.. .
Fine (U -1199) -_-_-_ ---_ -_.---------
Coarse (IH-101)______...__.............___
Biotite rock (U-1975)_ ____ ___
Olivine pyroxenite (IH-325)_....... _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .
Shonkinite (U-2138)____ __ ........... .. _._
Biotite-magnetite-perofskite (U-1192)
Magnetite-perofskite ore (U-2108)-

Ijolite:
A verage...._..........__..
Sphene (U-2133)--... - -..-
Pyroxene fine (U-1877)_. _
Pyroxene-melanite (U-1132)_
Melanite (U-2011)----------------_
Analcime (U-1265)...._._..........

Soda syenite (U-1206a). _
Nepheline syenite (U-1481).............
Nepheline gabbro (U-1172)..............
Quartz gabbro (IH-301)..
Minerals:

Orthoclase and albite----_-
Plagioclase:

Nepheline gabbro...............
Quartz gabbro...

Nepheline ..- - . - - -
M elilite .. -.. --..-.--------
Pyroxene:

Augite (IH-129)................
Acmite diopside (U-2138)_
Aegirite--

Olivine -- ----- - --
Melanite.......................

Biotite---- --
Apatite. ..----- --- --- ----------
Sphene..-.. - ---'-
Magnetite
Perofskite -- - - - - - - - - - - - - --

T102 P20s
I - I

1.7
1.71
1.98
1.00

7.4
4.76
9.02
8.79
6.60
1.70

24.74
35.05

2.9
5.35

.32
2.45
4.41
4.86

.20

.40
1.12
1.54

.70

.66

.82

5.0

Low?

High
}High

0.65
.83
.24
.88

1.3
.45

None
6.35
.03

1.49
5.58
.58

1.2
3.11
1.45
1.78
.08

2.34
.04
.03
.25
.25

MnO

0.20
.16
.23
.11

.14

.16

.06

.15

.06

.36

.26

.24

.18

.19

.18

.16

.19

.11

.13

.07

.11

.21

Low

.16

.10

.28

.38
Little

.2

.14
None
Low
.24

BaO

0.05
.05

.13

.03

.08

.48

.04

.05

.05

Tr.
None

None
None

.07

.03

.16

.39

.08

Low

High?
Low
Tr.

.03

.00

.22

.05
None?
None

.92

.37
None
None

SrO

0.37
. 48
.26
. 21

.08

.06

.17

.02
None

.12

.06

Tr.
.13

None
None

.09

.03

.12

.31

.04

Low

High?
Low

Tr.
.82

.08

.07
None

None?
None

.04

.33
Mod.?
None?

ZrO2

0.02
.02

Tr.

.01

.03
None

.02

.05

.03

.02

.02

None

NiO

Tr.

0.02

.05

None
None

None

.02

None
.05

Cr0, v3o

Tr.

0.01

None

None
None

None

None

None

.01

None
None

0.04
.04

.03

.10

.06

.05

.05

None

.04

.01

.04

.06

C1

Tr.

0.04

None

.03

F

0.1

.10

.07

.04

.25

.13

Tr.

14

None
1.26

Source

Steiger.
Do.
Do.
Do.

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

Estimated.

Do.
Do.
Do.

Gonyer.

Do.
Do.
Do.

Estimated.
TiOs Schaller, others

estimated.
Steiger.

Do.
Estimated.

Do.
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TABLE 30.-Minor constituents in rocks and minerals of Iron Hill and other areas-Continued

Other data for comparison:
Average eruptive rocks I _______-___

Average eruptive rocks 2..... .
Mean in eruptive rock 3_ _ .......
Alkali pyroxenites (average).........
Melilitholite (average) 4........
Nepheline syenite (average)-----
Theralite (nepheline gabbro) (average) s-
Essexite (nepheline gabbro) (average)'
Malignite-shonkinite (average)_. Ijolite (average)..____-------------------
Turjaite (average)------_ _ __-___..-.
Biotitee.

A p a tite s---- ...---- ............ - ... -

TiOs P20s

1. 050
2.9
2. 4
. 7

1. 1
2.0
4.6
2.0
1.8

0. 299
1.0
.9
.3
.3
.6

1.3
.8
.9

MnO

0. 200

. 124

. 15

. 15

.2

.2

.2

.2

. 15

.3

BaO

. 05

. 055

. 05

. 10

. 20

. 15

.15

. 25

. 15

. 15
5. 11

to
.001
.03
to

.001

I Hevesy, v. G., and Wurstlin, K., tber die Huflgkeit des Strontiums; Zeitschr.
anorg. u. algem. Chemie, Band 216, pp. 312-314, 1934. Hevesy, v. G., Merkal, A.,
and Wurstlin, K., Die Huflgkeit des Chroms und Mangans: Idem, Band 219, pp.
192-196, 1934. Cr is mostly in ultrabasic rocks. Mn shows no marked preference.
Hevesy, v. G., and Wurstlin, K., Die Hauflgkeit des Zirkonium: Idem, Band 216,
pp. 304-311, 1934. Hevesy, v. G., Alexander, E., and Wurstlin, K., Die Huflgkeit
der Elements der Vanadiumgruppe im Eruptivgesteinen: Idem, Band 194, pp.
316-322, 1930.

2 Noll, W., Geochemie des Strontiums: Chemie der Erde, Band 8, pp. 507-600, 1934.
Sr prefers alkaline rocks; Ba is greater in granitic rocks. von Englehardt, Die Geo-
chemie des Bariums: Idem, Band 10, p. 221, 1936. Found 0.048 percent of BaO for
the average eruptive rock.

A comparison of the Iron Hill rocks with the average
for the rock families to which each belongs as given by

Troger " brings out the following results.
1. TiO2 is about 2 times as high in the pyroxenite as

in the average alkali pyroxenite, it is very low in the
rocks with alkalic feldspar, and is about average for the

other rocks. It is high in the province as a whole.
2. P205 is a little high in the pyroxenite and ijolite,

very low in the rocks with alkalic feldspar, and slightly

low in the other rocks. It is about average or a little

high in the province as a whole.
3. MnO is about average in most of the Iron Hill

rocks but somewhat low in the nepheline gabbro and

nepheline syenite.
4. BaO is about 2% times as high as in the average of

rocks of the corresponding families for the pyroxenite

and nepheline gabbro, 12 times as high for the quartz

gabbro, about normal for the nepheline syenite, and
very low in the uncompahgrite, ijolite, and syenite. It
is very high in the province.

5. SrO is four times as high in the pyroxenite,
nepheline gabbro, and uncompahgrite as in the average

of similar rocks, twice as high in the quartz gabbro,

about equal in the rocks with alkalic feldspar, and very

low in the ijolites. It is very high in the province as

a whole, and S is higher than is common.
BaO

6. ZrO, NiO, and Cr20 3 are in general low.
7. V203 appears to be near the average or low.

8. Cl is low where determined.
9. F is low according to the analyses, but it is

probably near the average as indicated by the abun-

dance of fluorapatite.
In general the outstanding features of the Iron Hill

province appear to be the high TiO2 , BaO, and SrO;

the low ZrO; the tendency for the rocks with much

ea Troger, E. Chemie der Erde, Band 9, pp. 305-307.
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3 Clarke, F. W., and Washington, H. S., U. S. Geol. Survey Prof. Paper 127, p. 16,
1924. SrO and NiO corrected by Troger, E., Der Gehalt an Selteneren Elementen
bei Eruptivgesteinen: Chemie der Erde, Band 9, p. 289, 1935.

Troger, E., op. cit., p. 307.
Troger, E., op. cit., p. 305.

6 von Engelhardt, op. cit., pp. 212. 218.

alkalic feldspar to be unusually low in the minor con-
stituents; and the very low BaO and SrO in the ijolite.

Titanium.-Titanium oxide is very high in the Iron
Hill province as a whole. It is unusually high in the
pyroxenite, averaging 7.4 percent and reaching over

35 percent in some of the perofskite iron ore bodies.
It is high in the ijolite and moderate in the uncom-
pahgrite and other rocks. As compared with its

content in similar rocks from other areas, it is over

seven times as high as in the average diallagite of

Daly, which has only 0.97 percent TiO2 ; 23 times as

high as in the average alkalic pyroxenite of Tr6ger,

nearly twice as high as in the similar jacupirangites
from Jacupiranga, Brazil, and Magnet Cove, Ark.

(4.32 and 4.53 percent, respectively), and seven times

as high as in the similar pyroxenite from Libby, Mont.

In the ijolite, the TiO2 varies greatly but the ex-

tremes in the sphene and pyroxene ijolites represent

varieties that occur in small amount. In the common

varieties and in the average rock the TiO2 is 1.4 times

as high as in the average ijolite and about the same

as in the melteigite of the Fen district, Norway.

In the soda syenites the TiO2 is only one-fifth that

in the average of soda syenites, and in the nepheline

syenite only six-tenths that of the average nepheline

syenite. In the nepheline gabbro it is lower than in

the average theralite, and in the quartz gabbro it is

somewhat higher than in the average gabbro-diorite.

In general, TiO2 is very high in the pyroxene rock,

near the average for the plagioclase, melilite, and

nepheline rocks, and very low for the alkali-feldspar

rocks.

The titanium is largely present in minerals in which

titanium is an essential constituent and the amount

of titanium in a rock is dependent chiefly on the pro-

portion of such constituent. TiO2 is low in the pyrox-

enes of the area, with the possible exception of those

1 1 1 1 1 1 1
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in the quartz gabbro and nepheline gabbro. In the
uncompahgrite and pyroxenite the titanium is chiefly
in perofskite, with a little in ilmenite, melanite, biotite,
pyroxene, and some other minerals. In the ijolite,

much of the titanium is in melanite, some in ilmenite
and the mafic minerals, and little in sphene. In the
syenite and nepheline syenite the Tio2 is mostly in the
ilmenite, sphene and pyroxene. In the nepheline
gabbro and quartz gabbro it is in ilmenite and the
pyroxenes.

During all stages of the crystallization of the magmas
titanium separated into the crystalline phases, but it
remained in considerable amount in the last residual
liquid and was precipitated in the melanite and con-

tinued to be precipitated in the early hydrothermal
stage. Sphene was also precipitated in the early
hydrothermal stage. In the later hydrothermal stage
considerable TiO 2 was fixed in the amphiboles and as
anatase.

Phosphorus.-Phosphorus is high in amount and rather
erratically distributed in both the pyroxenite and the
ijolite. In the average pyroxenite from Iron Hill it is
1.3 times as high as in the average alkalic pyroxenite, and
much higher than in the similar rocks from Jacupiranga
or Hot Springs or than in the average diallagite, but it
is only a third as high as in the pyroxenite from Libby,
Mont. In the ijolite at Iron Hill the P205 is I% times as
high as in the average of the ijolite family and somewhat

less than in the inelteigite from the Fen district. The
P 2 05 in the uncompahgrite, quartz gabbro, and nephe-
line gabbro is slightly lower than in the average of
similar rocks. In the akali feldspar rocks (syenite and
nepheline syenite) the P205 is only one-tenth that of the
average of such rocks.

The P205 is in the apatite. In the pyroxenite the
apatite tends to be associated with the biotite and iron
ore and especially with the perofskite. These and the
veinlets of nearly pure apatite are late varieties of the
pyroxenite.

Apatite is also one of the chief hydrothermal minerals
and is present in the marble at Iron Hill, the contact-

metamorphic products, and the veins. Some veins are
made up chiefly of martite, apatite, and carbonate.

Manganese.-Manganese dioxide amounted to 0.21
percent in the quartz gabbro analyzed and 0.20 percent
in the average uncompahgrite. It is rather uniform in
the ijolite, regardless of the prevailing dark mineral, and
averages 0.18 percent. It is more variable in the differ-
ent varieties of pyroxenite and averages 0.14 percent.
It is high in the iron ores and in the feldspar-nepheline
rock. The soda syenite contained 0.13 percent, the
nepheline gabbro 0.11 percent, and the nepheline sye-
nite 0.07 percent. The average content of the Iron Hill
stock is somewhat higher than that of the average ig-
neous rock, but in any of the rock types manganese is
near that for the average of the rock family, except in
the nepheline syenite, where it is much lower.

The manganese appears to be widely distributed in
the minerals of the stock. It is about as abundant in
the melilite as in the uncompahgrite. It is especially
high in the iron ores and hence in the magnetite and
perofskite. The pyroxenes appear to contain even less
manganese than the rocks in which they are the domi-
nant mineral. The melanite does not appear to con-
tain any more manganese than the pyroxenes. To
account for the high manganese in the ijolites it seems
probable that there is appreciable MnO in the nephe-
line; otherwise the iron ores must be very high in MnO.
Phlogopite contains about the same amount of MnO as
the pyroxene. In the pyroxenes the MnO increases
with the acmite (Fe) molecule.

In the melilite Mn must have replaced Ca, but there
has been no such replacement in the apatite, which in
many other localities contains Mn. In the biotite it
must have replaced iron. In the other minerals it
may have replaced either Fe or Ca. In the pyroxenes
it appears to be highest in the aegirite. In general the
Mn content shows no simple relation to the content of
Fe", Fe', or Ca or any other major constituent
(table 31)."

"6 This is not very different from Vernadsky's statement that basic rocks have 1
part MnO to 100 Fe and acidic rocks 1 MnO to 30 Fe. Vernadsky, W. J. (German
translation of E. Korde), Geochemie, p. 62, Leipzig, Akad. Verlag, 1930.
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TABLE 31.-Ratio8 in Iron lill rocks and minerals

[ BaO BaO SrO SrO MnO
CaO+BaO X 100 (column 1)' CaO+BaO+K20 X 100 (column 2)' CaO+SrO X 100 (column 3)> CaO+SrO+KsO X 100 (column 4)' FeO+MnO

__________BaO
X 100 (column 5)' FeO+FesO+t MnO X 100 (column 6), and SRo (column 7)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Uncompahgrite:
Coarse (U-718).----------.-------..------ 0.2 0.2 1.5 1.5 5.0 1.9 0. 1
Fine (U-2015)----------------------.--.--------------------1.0 .9 4 1.6 --- .----.
Idocrase rock-.........-.--------------.----..---......------.7 .7 9 1.3 .

Pyroxenite:
Fine (U-1199)..-..-...--..-........-.--..-... --.... .1 . 1----.. ------------------ . ......._ . 2. 9 ..--.-.
Coarse (IH-101)...--------------------------..-.............._ .4 .4 .3 .3 1 .4 1.3
Biotite rock (U-1975)......----.....---- 3.4 2. 7 1. 2 . 9 2.3 1. 0 2. 8
Olivine (IH-325).---.......--...--..-.-..-.. .4 .4 .2 .2 1 .3 2
Shonkinite (U-2138)..--......-...-... --..-- . 3 . 3 0 0 5 2. 7 >5
Biotite ore (U-1192)_..----_....-......... . 2 .2% . 6 .6 2 .8 .4
Magnetite-perofskite (U-2108)...........-..-.-.... --.------------. 3 . 3 1. 8 . 6 -......

Ijolite:
Sphene(U-2133)...........-.-.-----..-0 0 .5 .5 4 2.4 0
Pyroxene (U-1877)-.----------------------------------------------------------- -4. 5 2. 5 .-----

Pyroxene-melanite (U-1132)-..-..---._-..---.. 0 0 0 0 5 1. 5 1(?)
Melanite (U-2011)--....-....---.-........... 0 0 0 0 9 1. 6 1(?)

Soda syenite (U-1206)..-....--......--...____2 . 4 2 . 4 12 4 1
Nepheline syenite (U-1481)_.....--..----.----- 8 2 5 1. 2 4 2 1. 3
Nepheline gabbro (U-1172)-....-....--.-.-....... 3. 1 3 2. 5 2. 5 2 1. 4 1. 3
Quartz gabbro (IH-301)-...-........ ---...--.. 9 .8 .4 .4 2 1.8 2
Minerals:

Melilite--...--.--......-.. ---.--....---- . 1 .1 2.4 2.4 8 8 .04
Pyroxene:

Augite (IH-129)-.-.-.-- ....--.......... -0 0 .3 .3 1.9 1.1 0
Acmite diopside (U-2138).__ ....-...... -1. 2 1. 1 . 2 . 2 2. 7 1. 4 5. 5
Aegirite (U-1143)-....-...-.. --..-....-.. . 4 . 4 0 0 3. 7 1. 7 >5

Biotite (U-1975)..... ---__ . --_------- 80 14 3t Y3t 3+ 1%t 23
Apatite (U-1975)-----.. ---------- . -------- . 7 . 7 . 6 . 6 (?) (?) 1. 1
Magnetite .3.31
Perofskitej-------------------------------------------------1.6 

.6

The ratio FeO+Fe?+MnOX 100 ranges from 0.3 to

2.7 in most of the rocks and minerals but is 8.0 for the

melilite. It is low in most of the pyroxenite; moderate

in the nepheline gabbro, quartz gabbro, uncompahgrite,
ijolite, and nepheline syenite; and high in the soda

syenite, shonkinite, and some of the altered rocks.

Among the minerals, it is low in the magnetite-perof-
skite mixture, moderate in the biotite, moderate in the
pyroxenes but increasing with the acmite molecule, and

very high in the melilite.
Barium and strontium.--BaO and SrO are very high

in the nepheline gabbro and SrO is high in the uncompah-
grite; they are much lower in the pyroxenite except in

the biotite-rich types. They are moderate in the
nepheline syenite, lower in the quartz gabbro, still
lower in the soda syenite and practically absent from

the normal ijolites though they are present in the rare

sphene variety and in the altered analcime rock.

Comparing the Iron Hill rocks with the average rock

of the families to which they belong," we find that BaO
is 23 times as high in the pyroxenite and nepheline

gabbro and 132 times as high in the quartz gabbro as

in the average for their families. It is a little lower in

the nepheline syenite, one-third as high in the soda

syenite, and less than one-tenth as high in the ijolite.

*I Triger, E., op. cit. (Chemie der Erde, Band 9), pp. 305-307.

SrO is even more extreme, as it is four times as high in
the pyroxenite, nepheline gabbro, and uncompahgrite,
twice as high in the quartz gabbro, about equal in the
syenite and nepheline syenite, and less than one-tenth
as high in the ijolite.

The amounts of BaO and SrO in the chief minerals of
the area have been determined in some specimens and

estimated from the rock analyses in others and are
listed in table 30. The pyroxenes are moderate to low
in SrO and low in BaO. The melilite is very high in
SrO and low in BaO. The biotite is very high in BaO
and low in SrO. The olivine, nepheline, melanite,
magnetite, perofskite, and alkali feldspar appear to be
low in both oxides. The plagioclase is uncertain, as
both oxides are high in the nepheline gabbro and rather
low in the quartz gabbro. The apatite is high in both
BaO and SrO. The SrO content of the Iron Hill
minerals falls within the range found by Noll u but is

much higher in the apatite than in most igneous apatites
and lower than in some hydrothermal apatites.

In the Iron Hill area the Sr appears to be chiefly in
minerals rich in Ca and low in Fe and Mg. It is low

in the potash minerals.
The Ba is high only in the biotite, apatite, and pos-

sibly in the plagioclase of the nepheline gabbro. In the
biotite it has probably replaced K; in the apatite and
plagioclase it has replaced Ca.

U Noll, W., op. cit. (Chemie der Erde, Band 8), p. 547.
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In the Iron Hill area no barium or strontium minerals

were found in the hydrothermal products. Ba and Sr
are about the same in amount in the hydrothermal

amphiboles as in the igneous pyroxenes. At Libby,
Mont., in a similar petrographic province, celestite and
strontianite are present in the high-temperature veins

associated with amphibole, vandiferous aegirite, chal-
copyrite, and quartz.

In table 31 are shown for the rocks and minerals of
Iron Hill the ratios of BaO and SrO to CaO+BaO
(or SrO) and to CaO+'K2 0+BaO (or SrO), of MnO

to FeO+MnO and to FeO+Fe 2O3+MnO and of BaO
to SrO. In interpreting these ratios it must be borne
in mind that they are not very accurate nor always
reliable, as a small error in the determination of these
minor oxides may make a large error in the ratios, and
this is especially true where the amount of the oxide
is small.

None of the groups of ratios are very uniform.
Those using K20 as well as CaO in the denominator
give slightly greater uniformity for BaO and SrO than
when CaO alone is in the denominator, indicating that
these oxides have replaced both CaO and K20.

The ratio BaO X 100 is near 0 for the
CaO+K 20+BaO

ijolites, low in most of the pyroxenites, uncompahgrite,
and soda syenite, moderate in the quartz gabbro, and
high in the biotite-apatite rock, the nepheline syenite,
and the nepheline gabbro. Much the same can be said

. SrO .
for the ratio CG 0 -SOX 100, except that it is

low in the quartz gabbro, only moderate in the nepheline
syenite and biotite-apatite rock, and high in the
uncompahgrite.

The ratio + 100is very low for

melilite and augite. For the pyroxenes this ratio
increases rapidly as the pyroxene approaches aegirite.
The ratio for the biotite is extremely high, and that for

apatite moderate. The ratio Ca 2 rXOO is

very high in the meliite, high in the biotite and apatite,
and low in the pyroxenes and ore.

Noll found that SrO goes with CaO and with K20.
SrO

He found that the ratio C Sr X 100 is great in
CaO SrO

potash feldspar (5 to 50), less in plagioclase (0.05 to 0.5),
still less in augite (0.02 to 0.3) and biotite (0.05 to 0.5),
and commonly very low in apatite (0.02 to 0.9). He

concluded: "Das Verhaltnis Sr : Ca nimmt zu von den
magmatischen Erstkristallisationen nach den Rest-
kristallisationen hin, etwa in der Reihe Apatit<Augit,

Hornblend, Biotit<Plagioklas<Kalifeldspat, Leucit."59

In the Iron Hill minerals the ratio for biotite is much

above the range given by Noll, and the pyroxenes and

" Noll, W., op. cit., p. 592.

apatite are in his higher range. For the Iron Hill area
the order would seem to be perofskite, magnetite,
pyroxene<apatite<biotite and melilite.

It is worth noticing that in the mica-apatite rock
(SrO and BaO determination on the apatite and biotite,
table 30) the SrO went chiefly to the apatite and the
BaO more to the biotite.

.BaG
The ratio SrO is between 1 and 2 for most of the

rocks, but for the uncompahgrite, the biotite ore, and
the sphene ijolite it is very low, and for the biotite-
apatite rock it is very high. For the average rock of

the Iron Hill stock it is about 1.4. In the average igne-
ous rock, according to Clarke and Washington,6 0 this
ratio is about 2, and according to Trdger 1 it is 1.7.
For the minerals this ratio is highly variable. It is

very low in the melilite and augite but high in the
aegirite and extreme in the biotite.

Zirconium, nickel, chromium, and vanadium.-Zir-
conium has been determined in only a few of the rocks,
and in these it appears to be rather low. This is con-
firmed by the rare occurrence of zircon or other zir-

conium minerals.

Chromium is practically lacking in all the rocks, in
spite of their common ultramafic character. Among

the minerals it is found in the biotite (0.01 percent)
but is lacking in the melanite, sphene, magnetite, and
perofskite. Vanadium is present in moderate and

rather uniform amounts in the pyroxene, melanite,
phlogopite, and magnetite-perofskite. It is much lower
in the Iron Hill rocks than in the similar rocks from
Libby, Mont.

Chlorine and fluorine.-Chlorine and fluorine are
probably about average for such rocks. Fluorine is

mostly in the abundant fluorapatite; it is absent from
the analyzed biotite.

Fluorine is high in the hydrothermal amphiboles
that are abundant in the area and must be present in
the hydrothermal micas and apatite. Some fluorite
veins are present. Chlorine occurs in small amount in
the biotite.

Bearing on petrogenesis.-The content of TiO2,
P2 05 , BaO, and SrO in the pyroxenite at Iron Hill is
much higher than would be expected if this rock ori-
ginated as postulated in this paper. This is true for
the similar rock from Magnet Cove, and it is true for
TiO2 in the rock from Jacupiranga and for P205 in the
rock from Libby. However, the erratic distribution
of these oxides and their marked tendency to con-
centrate into local parts, commonly with intrusive
relations to the impoverished parts, shows that these
constituents were highly concentrated in some of the
differentiates of the magma, and they may have been
concentrated in the outcropping rocks. On the other

6 Clarke, F. W., and Washington, H. S., op. cit. U. S. Geol. Survey Prof. Paper
127), p. 16.01 Triger, E. op. cit. (Chemie der Erde, Band 9), p. 307.
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hand, the original magma may have been unusually
rich in these constituents.

It is noteworthy that only in the first three intrusives
are the TiO2 and P205 constituents unusually high.
Indeed, in the later rocks they tend to be lower than in
the average rock of similar composition.

Spectroscopic tests.-Spectroscopic tests were made
by George Steiger on nearly all the rocks analyzed
and on some of the separated minerals as follows:

Uncompahgrite:
Fine.._-------------------------------U-2015
Coarse--------------------------------U-718

Pyroxenite:
Fine-------------------------------U-1199
Coarse--------------------------------IH-101
Biotite rock-------------------------.. . _IH-1975
Olivine...-----------------------------IH-325
Shonkinite.-.--------------------------IH-2138
Biotite-magnetite-perofskite rock-.. --- ---.. U-11P2
Magnetite-perofskite rock------.---.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.J-22('8

Ijolite:
Pyroxene ....... -- _ ------ .. __
Pyroxene-melanite._..- __________ _ _ _
Melanite------------____---..-- ----
Sphene------------------- ____-------_

Syenite..- ..-------------------------------
Nepheline syenite_..-_____--______________..
Nepheline gabbro _________________.._
Quartz gabbro .. _..---- ..----- --------.----

U-1877
U-1132
U-2011
U-2133
U-2106
U-1481
U-1172
IH-301

U-1671, U-2197. Uncompahgrite altered to idocrase-diopside
rock.

U-2107. Ijolite, south fork of North Beaver Creek just east of
gulley I. Nepheline and pyroxene separated from U-2107.

IH-129, IH-130, IH-132, U-2033. Ijolites of various types.
U-1975. Apatite from biotite-apatite rock (of pyroxenite).
U-1975. Biotite from biotite-apatite rock.
U-2033. Garnet from ijolite. Between forks of Beaver Creek,

just above alluvium, and near center of body south of mouth of
gully H.

The tests were made by placing the powdered ma-
terial directly in the graphite electrode without previous
chemical separation or concentration, they should de-
tect quantities down to one or two hundredths of 1 per
cent, but will not show quantities in the thousandths of
1 percent. Each sample was tested for Ag, As, B, Be,
Bi, Cd, Ge, Sb, Sn, Zn, and Pb.

Beryllium was found in all the uncompahgrites tested,
including the altered upcompahgrite (idocrase-diopside
rock), in one (U-2107) out of eight ijolites, in the pyrox-
ene from that ijolite, and a doutbful test from the nep-
heline of that rock. The tests on all the specimens
were negative for all the other metals listed.

Mr. E. K. Gedney informs us that a sample of the un-
compahgrite altered to idocrase and diopside from the
Iron Hill area tested by him carried 0.28 percent of
BeO and 0.6 percent of gallium and indium.
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OLIGOCENE FORAMINIFERA NEAR MILLRY, ALABAMA

By JOSEPH A. CUSHMAN and WINNIE MCGLAMERY

ABSTRACT

This paper records an Oligocene foraminiferal fauna from the
Chickasawhay marl at a locality near Millry, Ala. Approxi-
mately 42 genera are present, including 71 species and varieties.
Ten species are identified only as to genus. The fauna is similar
to that found at Choctaw Bluff, Ala.

INTRODUCTION

Collections, especially for Foraminifera, were made
in the spring of 1937 from a limestone exposure 1.4
miles north of Millry, Washington County, Ala.
These collections have been studied, and the results
are presented here with illustrations of many of the
species found.

The locality is in a road cut of State Highway No. 29,
in sec. 17, T. 8 N., R. 3 W., where the following sequence
is displayed:

Section 1.4 miles north of Millry, Ala.

Pliocene:
Red sandy clay_.. -_ - --- .. __ _.. _ _ -- _.._

Oligocene (Chickasawhay marl):
1. Greenish-gray, sandy, fossiliferous clay -
2. Hard cream-colored sandy limestone--_--_--_-
3. Greenish-gray fossiliferous clay with lime

nodules --- . -- _---- ...... __
4. Hard cream-colored very fossiliferous sandy

limestone containing Bryozoa, Lepidocyclina
sp., and fragments of Pecten sp..---_.--_-

5. Greenish-gray fossiliferous sandy clay with
Bryozoa, Lepidocyclina sp., and barnacle
plates------------.. ------------------

6. Hard cream-colored limestone in road ditch,
with scattered glauconite and Lepidocyclina
cf. L . undosa __- __- __- __- . _-- ..--- __--- -

Ft.
10

in.

6

3

6-8

2

1

In 1926 the exposure was referred by Cooke 1 with

doubt to the Byram marl. Howe and Alexander 2 in

1934 placed it in the lower Chickasawhay member of

the Catahoula sandstone. In a later paper (1935),

Cooke 3 refers this limestone to the Chickasawhay marl

member of the Byram. The Chickasawhay marl is

now classified as an independent formation.
The only well-preserved large fossils in our collection

I Cooke, C. W., Geology of Alabama; The Cenozoic formations: Alabama Geol.
Survey Spec. Rept. 14, p. 287, 1926.

2 Howe, H. V., and Alexander, C. E., Guidebook of the eleventh annual field trip
of the Shreveport Geological Society into southeast Mississippi, p. 17, 1934.

3 Cooke, C. W., Notes on the vicksburg group: Am. Assoc. Petroleum Geologists
Bull., vol. 19, p. 1169, 1935.

from the locality are specimens of Ostrea icksburgensis
Conrad, taken from a railroad cut of the Tennessee &
Northern Railway, which parallels the highway. The
limestone is extremely fossiliferous, especially in the
lower portion, but the state of preservation is too poor
for identification of most of the macrofossils.

The foraminiferal fauna contains numerous species
already recorded from the Choctaw Bluff locality
previously described by us.4 A number of new species
from the present locality have been described else-
where 5 so that they might be available to workers
pending the publication of this paper.

Several species are not well enough preserved to give
full specific characters. These are referred to under

their generic names and figured for future reference,
as more work in this area may result in the finding of
complete and more abundant specimens.

Most of the species are identical with or closely
related to those known from the Oligocene Byram marl,

and it is probable that these beds are of Oligocene age.
As is usual, the softer clays yield a much richer fauna
than the limestone, probably owing to the mechanical
difficulties of breaking down and washing the harder
material of the limestone.

SYSTEMATIC DESCRIPTIONS

Family TEXTULARIIDAE

Genus TEXTULARIA Defrance, 1824

Textularia tumidula Cushman

Textularia tumidulum Cushman, U. S. Geol. Survey Prof. Paper
129-F, p. 125, 1922.

Cushman, U. S. Geol. Survey Prof. Paper 133, p. 15, 1923.
Ellisor, Am. Assoc. Petroleum Geologists Bull., vol. 17, pl. 1,

fig. 3, 1933.

Fragmentary specimens in the material from beds 2
and 4 are sufficiently complete to make their identifica-
tion definite and to place them in this characteristic

Oligocene species. It has previously been recorded
from the Vicksburg of Mississippi and Texas.

4 Cushman, J. A., and McGlamery, Winnie, Oligocene Foraminifera from Choctaw
Bluff, Ala.: U. S. Geol. Survey Prof. Paper 189-D, 1938.

6 Cushman, J. A., and McGlamery, Winnie, New Species of Foraminifera from the
lower Oligocene of Alabama: Cushman Lab. Foram. Research Contr., vol. 15, pp.
45-49, pl. 9, figs. 1-8, 1939.
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Textularia mississippiensis Cushman var. alabamensis Cushman

Textularia mississippiensis Cushman var. alabamensis Cushman,
U. S. Geol. Survey Prof. Paper 133, p. 17, pl. 1, fig. 4,
1923.

Howe, Jour. Paleontology, vol. 2, p. 175, 1928.
Ellisor, Am. Assoc. Petroleum Geologists Bull., vol. 17, pl. 1,

fig. 6,1933.
Cushman, U. S. Geol. Survey Prof. Paper 181, p. 7, pl. 1,

figs. 5, 6, 1935.
Palmer and Bermudez, Soc. cubana historia nat. Mem.,

vol. 10, p. 241, 1936.

Very rare and rather poor specimens from bed 3
seem to belong to this variety, which is known from the

Oligocene of Mississippi, Alabama, and Cuba and from
the upper Eocene of Georgia, Alabama, South Carolina,
Mississippi, and Texas.

Family VALVULINIDAE

Genus CLAVULINA D'Orbigny, 1826

Clavulina cf. C. tricarinata D'Orbigny

In our previous paper on the Oligocene Foraminifera
from Choctaw Bluff (U. S. Geol. Survey Prof. Paper
189-D, p. 104, pl. 24, fig. 3, 1938) a number of specimens
were recorded and figured from the Oligocene. Very
similar specimens, although less well preserved, occur in
our present material, thus confirming the existence of
this genus in the Oligocene of the Gulf Coastal Plain.
The fragments occur in beds 2, 4, and 6, showing that
they were persistent during the deposition although
represented by a single fragmentary specimen in each
bed.

Family MILIOLIDAE

Genus QUINQUELOCULINA D'Orbigny, 1826

Quinqueloculina tessellata Cushman

Plate 4, figure 1

Quinqueloculina tessellata Cushman, U. S. Geol. Survey Prof.
Paper 129-F, p. 142, pl. 33, fig. 8; pl. 34, fig. 1, 1922.

Cushman, U. S. Geol. Survey Prof. Paper 133, p. 54, 1923.

This species is known from the Oligocene Byram marl
and Glendon limestone of Mississippi. Specimens are
rare in bed 2 but are characteristic, as the figure will
show.

Quinqueloculina sp.

Plate 4, figure 2

A few specimens similar to the one figured have evi-
dences of longitudinal costae, but not enough are
available to make it possible to give a definite specific
determination or to be sure that these are really adult
specimens.

A few poorly preserved specimens may be smooth
forms, but they have not been included nor figured,
though they indicate that other species are present.

Genus MASSILINA Schumberger, 1893

Massilina decorata Cushman

Plate 4, figure 3

Massilina decorata Cushman, U. S. Geol. Survey Prof. Paper 129,
p. 143, pl. 34, fig. 7, 1922; Prof. Paper 133, p. 55, 1923.

Howe and Wallace, Louisiana Dept. Cons. Geol. Bull. 2,
p. 20, pl. 2, fig. 6, 1932.

This species is very rare in this material, occurring
only in bed 5. The species is known from the lower
formations of the Oligocene of Alabama and Mississippi
and also from the uppermost Eocene of Mississippi.

Genus SPIROLOCULINA D'Orbigny, 1826

Spiroloculina byramensis Cushman

Spiroloculina byramensis Cushman, U. S. Geol. Survey Prof.
Paper 129-E, p. 101, pl. 25, figs. 4a, b, 1922.

A single broken specimen from bed 5 is the only
representative of this species in our material but is very
typical in its surface characters, with an ornamentation
consisting of fine hexagonal depressed areas with raised
edges. The species is apparently recorded only from
the Byram marl of Mississippi.

Genus PYRGO Defrance, 1824

Pyrgo oligocenica Cushman

Plate 4, figure 4

Pyrgo oligocenica Cushman, Cushman Lab. Foram. Research
Contr., vol. 11, p. 26, p1. 4, figs. 5a, b, 1935.

A few specimens of this species were found in bed 5,
one of which is figured. The only other record seems
to be from the type locality in the Byram marl near
Waltersville, Miss. Our specimens are slightly worn
and do not show the costae as heavily developed as in
the type specimen, with which they have been com-
pared, but they are evidently identical with it.

Family OPHTHALMIDIIDAE

Genus VERTEBRALINA D'Orbigny, 1826

Vertebralina advena Cushman

Plate 4, figure 5

Vertebralina advena Cushman, U. S. Geol. Survey Prof. Paper
129-E, p. 102, pl. 25, figs. 5, 6, 1922; Prof. Paper 133,
p. 51, 1923.

Howe, Jour. Paleontology, vol. 2, p. 175, 1928.
Cushman and Hanzawa, Cushman Lab. Foram. Research

Contr., vol. 13, p. 44, 1937.

This species is represented in our material by the
single specimen figured from bed 5. Other records are
from the Oligocene of the Coastal Plain of Mississippi,
all from the Byram marl, except that of Howe from
the Red Bluff Clay.
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Family LAGENIDAE

Genus MARGINULINA D'Orbigny, 1826

Marginulina sp.

Plate 4, figures 6, 7

Three specimens only of a species, which is here

figured, were found, but these are not enough to make
it possible to apply a definite name. More should be

available before it is described in full. They are from
bed 5 of our section.

Genus DENTALINA D'Orbigny, 1826

Dentalina pseudoinvolvens Cushman and McGlamery

Plate 4, figures 8, 9

Dentalina pseudoinvolvens Cushman and McGlamery, Cushman
Lab. Foram. Research Contr., vol. 15, p. 45, pl. 9, figs.
1, 2, 1939.

Test elongate, slender, slightly arcuate, very gently
tapering, with the greatest diameter at the last-formed
chamber, initial end with a short spine; chambers few,

about six in the adult, inflated, somewhat pyriform,
proloculum fusiform, later chambers increasing very
gradually in size as added, more inflated on one side;
sutures distinct, depressed, strongly limbate; wall

ornamented with distinct, low, longitudinal costae,

sometimes tending to become slightly spiral; aperture
radiate, at the end of a slightly prolonged, tapering
neck. Length, as much as 1.25 millimeters; diameter,
0.15 to 0.18 millimeter.

The types are from bed 5, but the species also occurs

in bed 3.
This species differs from the Cretaceous species D.

involves Cushman in the more separated and inflated
chambers, deeper and more limbate sutures, and less

prominent costae. It is very similar to a form figured
from the Miocene of Florida as Dentalina sp. (Florida
Geol. Survey Bull. 9, pl. 9, figs. 3, 4, 1932).

Dentalina cf. D. communis D'Orbigny

Plate 4, figure 10

A very few specimens from bed 5, one of which is

figured, have a smooth surface. The chambers are
somewhat irregular but in general increase rather uni-
formly in size as added. The aperture is at the outer
angle of the last-formed chamber and is radiate.

Dentalina sp.

Plate 4, figures 11, 12

A few specimens of a peculiar form from bed 5 may
belong to Dentalina, although the apertural characters
are missing, as all the specimens are broken at the end.
The wall is smooth and the chambers are irregular in

size.

Genus NODOSARIA Lamarck, 1812

Nodosaria cf. N. catesbyi D'Orbigny

Plate 4, figures 13-19

In our paper on the Choctaw Bluff section, specimens
very similar to those figured here were referred to
D'Orbigny's species.6 The present material occurs in
beds 3, 4, 5, and 6. The specimens show a considerable
amount of variation and may be distinct from the
Recent West Indian species. Two-chambered and
three-chambered specimens are the rule, in which
character they are like the Recent species, but our
material includes four-chambered and even five-chan-
bered specimens. It is possible that this may be a
distinctive species of our Oligocene.

A few specimens seem to have a slightly flattened and
irregular early part suggestive of Vaginulina. The
later chambers in the two forms are very similar in

shape, size, and ornamentation.

Nodosaria vertebralis (Batsch) ?

Plate 4, figure 20

The single specimen figured is from bed 3 of our
section. It has more chambers, a thicker wall, and

much stronger costa than the preceding species.
More specimens are needed to make it possible to

determine the species with certainty.

Genus VAGINULINA D'Orbigny, 1826

Vaginulina sp.

Plate 4, figure 21

The single specimen here figured is from bed 3. It
is a much flattened form with a strong keel on the
dorsal border and with the ventral border truncate,
suggesting some of the species referred to Planularia.

Genus LAGENA Walker and Jacob, 1798

Lagena cf. L. lineata Williamson

Plate 4, figure 22

A very few specimens from beds 5 and 6 are rounded,
usually with a slight spine at the base and with the
surface covered by slightly irregular longitudinal costae.

As is generally true of L. lineata, the shape is somewhat
irregular, especially at the basal end, which may be
asymmetrical.

Lagena striata (D'Orbigny) var. substriata Williamson

Plate 4, figure 23

A very few specimens with fine costae seem to belong
under this variety. They are from beds 1 and 5. The
body of the test is slightly pyriform, and there is a very
definite, somewhat elongate neck, slightly tapering to
the apertural end.

6 Cushman, J. A., and McGlamery, Winnie, Oligocene Foraminfera from Choctaw
Bluff, Ala.: U. S. Geol. Survey Prof. Paper 189-D, p. 105, pl. 24, fig. 10. 1938.
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Lagena cf. L. striato-punctata Parker and Jones

Plate 4, figure 24

The single specimen figured is from bed 3 and is the
only one of the kind so far noted in our material. It
resembles L. striato-punctata in the peculiar ornamenta-
tion of the surface, which consists of longitudinal costae
characterized by punctae or tubular structures at
regular intervals that give an unique appearance to the
costae. In our specimen the short cylindrical neck has
spiral costae.

Lagena sulcata (Walker and Jacob)

Plate 4, figure 25

A very few specimens from bed 5 are similar to that
figured here, in which the test is broadly pyriform,
broadest below the middle, thence gradually tapering
to the acute apertural end. The surface has a com-
paratively few well-developed acute costae running
from base to apex. At the apertural end in our speci-
mens there is a slight enlargement just below the
aperture.

Family POLYMORPHINIDAE

Genus GUTTULINA D'Orbigny, 1839

Guttulina cf. G. lehneri Cushman and Ozawa

Plate 4, figures 26, 27

Rare specimens may be questionably referred to G.
lehneri, which has already been recorded from the
Oligocene of Choctaw Bluff. 7 They occur in beds 1, 3,
5, and 6 and show considerable variation.

Guttulina cf. G. problema D'Orbigny

Plate 4, figures 28-31

This species has also been recorded from the Oligocene
of Choctaw Bluff. Some of the specimens seem to tend
toward G. lehneri, but the two can usually be easily
distinguished. They occur with G. lehneri in beds 1,
3, and 5.

Genus GLOBULINA D'Orbigny, 1826

Globulina gibba D'Orbigny

Plate 4, figure 32

This widely distributed and variable species occurs
in considerable numbers in all six beds of the section.
It was found also at Choctaw Bluff.

Globulina inaequalis Reuss

Plate 4, figure 33

Globulina inaequalis Reuss, K. Akad. Wiss. Wien Denkschr., vol. 1,
p. 377, pl. 48, fig. 9, 1850.

Cushman and Ozawa, U. S. Nat. Mus. Proc., vol. 77, art 6,
p. 73, p1. 18, figs. 2-4, 1930.

Cushman, U. S. Geol. Survey Prof. Paper 181, p. 26, pl. 9,
fig. 22, 1935.

Bermudez, Soc. cubana historia nat. Mem., vol. 12, p. 11,
1938.

7 Cushman, J. A., and McGlamery, Winnie, op. cit. (Prof. Paper 189-D), p. 105,
p1. 24, fig. 14, 1938.

The typical form of this species apparently ranges
from the upper Eocene to the Miocene of the Gulf
Coastal Plain. It occurs in bed 6.

Globulina inaequalis Reuss var. caribaea D'Orbigny

Plate 4, figures 34-36

Globulina caribaea D'Orbigny, in De la Sagra, Historia fisica,
politica y natural de la isla de Cuba, Foraminiferes, p.
135, pl. 2, figs. 7, 8, 1839.

Globulina inaequalis Reuss var. caribaea Cushman and Ozawa,
U. S. Nat. Mus. Proc. vol. 77, art. 6, p. 75, pl. 18, figs. 5,
6, 1930.

Cole, Florida Geol. Survey Bull. 6, p. 30, pl. 7, fig. 12, 1931.
Cole and Ponton, Florida Geol. Survey Bull. 9, p. 66, pl. 10,

fig. 2, 1932.

Specimens from beds 1, 3, and 4 are very similar
indeed to Recent specimens of this variety. It has
previously been recorded as a fossil from the Pleisto-
cene, Pliocene, and Miocene of the Gulf Coastal Plain,
although specimens from the earlier Tertiary of Europe
have been referred to it. Living specimens are often
found attached to other objects, and one of our speci-
mens is attached in a similar way to a shell fragment.

Globulina alabamensis Cushman and McGlamery

Plate 5, figures 1-4

Polymorphina spinosa Cushman (not D'Orbigny), U. S. Geol.
Survey Prof. Paper 129-F, pl. 31, fig. 5, 1922.

Globulina alabamensis Cushman and McGlamery, Cushman Lab.
Foram. Research Contr., vol. 15, p. 46, pl. 9, figs. 3a, b,
1939.

Test slightly longer than broad, both ends broadly
rounded, periphery broadly rounded, thickness slightly
less than the breadth; chambers few, only slightly
inflated, increasing rapidly in size as added, last-
formed chamber making up at least half the surface in
the adult; sutures distinct, sigmoid in the adult, little
if at all depressed, very slightly limbate; wall ornament-
ed with numerous short spines, rather evenly scattered
over the whole surface; aperture terminal, radiate.
Length, 0.60 to 1.25 millimeters; breadth, 0.40 to
1.00 millimeter; thickness, 0.35 to 0.85 millimeter.

The holotype is from bed 3, but the species occurs
also in bed 5.

This species differs from Globulina gibba D'Orbigny
var. tuberculata D'Orbigny in the much more distinctive
spines and more elongate test, which is also slightly
compressed.

Genus POLYMORPHINA D'Orbigny, 1826

Polymorphina frondea (Cushman)

Plate 5, figures 5-7

Bolivina frondea Cushman, U. S. Geol. Survey Prof. Paper 129,
p. 126, pl. 29, fig. 3, 1922; Prof. Paper 133, p. 20, 1923.

Polymorphina frondea Cushman, Cushman Lab. Foram. Re-
search Contr., vol. 5, p. 41, 1929.

Cushman and Ozawa, U. S. Nat. Mus. Proc., vol. 77, art.
6, p. 118, pl. 30, figs. 11a, b, 1930.

Bermudez, Soc. cubana historia nat. Mem., vol. 12, p. 20,
1938.
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This species occurs in some numbers in beds 3 and 5.
The transverse outline is squarely truncate and often
slightly keeled. In some specimens very fine longitu-
dinal costae are weakly developed. No specimens were
found that could be referred to the closely allied P.
advena Cushman, which was found at Choctaw Bluff.

Family NONIONIDAE

Genus NONION Montfort, 1808

Nonion advenum (Cushman)

Plate 5, figure 8

Nonionina advena Cushman, U. S. Geol. Survey Prof. Paper 129,
p. 139, pl. 32, fig. 8, 1922; Prof. Paper 133, p. 50, 1923.

Cushman and Applin, Am. Assoc. Petroleum Geologists
Bull., vol. 10, p. 181, pl. 10, figs. 16, 17, 1926.

Nonion advena Howe, Jour. Paleontology, vol. 2, p. 175 (list),
1928.

Cole and Gillespie, Bull. Am. Paleontology, vol. 15, no. 57b,
p. 132, pl. 2, fig. 15, 1930.

Cushman, U. S. Geol. Survey Prof. Paper 181, p. 30, pl. 11,
figs. 1-4, 1935; Prof. Paper 191, p. 9, p1. 20, figs. 3, 4, 1939.

Cushman and McGlamery, U. S. Geol. Survey Prof. Paper
189-D, p. 106, pl. 24, figs. 22, 23, 1938.

Typical specimens occur in beds 2, 3, and 6 of this
section. It is a widely distributed species in the Oligo-
cene of the Gulf Coastal Plain and occurs at many
localities in the upper Eocene of the same area.

Nonion decoratum Cushman and McGlamery

Plate 5, figure 9

Nonion advenum Cushman and McGlamery (part) (not Cush-
man), U. S. Geol. Survey Prof. Paper 189-D, p. 106, pl.
24, fig. 23 (not 24), 1938.

Nonion decoratum Cushman and McGlamery, Cushman Lab.
Foram. Research Contr. vol. 15, p. 46, p1. 9, figs. 4 a, b,
1939.

Test planispiral, involute, periphery rounded, lobu-
late, umbilical area somewhat depressed but with a
central boss; chambers very distinct, 8 to 10 in the
adult whorl, slightly inflated, increasing rather evenly
in size as added; sutures very distinct, deeply excavated,
limbate, very slightly curved in the earlier stages,
nearly straight and radial in the last-formed portion;
wall mostly smooth, finely perforate, the inner portion
of the sutures toward the umbilical region, and the
central boss ornamented with fine granular projections;
aperture, low, elongate, at the base of the last-formed
chamber. Length, 0.40 to 0.45 millimeter; breadth, 0.30
to 0.40 millimeter; thickness, 0.20 millimeter.

The holotype is from bed 5 of the section.
This species differs from N. advenum Cushman in the

more lobulate and more rounded periphery, less deeply
excavated sutures, and fewer chambers.

The holotype has two supplementary chambers near
the periphery between the last two chambers of the
main coil, but this is entirely an accidental feature.

Genus NONIONELLA Cushman, 1926

Nonionella oligocenica Cushman and McGlamery

Plate 5, figures 10-12

Nonionella danvillensis Cushman and McGlamery (not Howe and
Wallace), U. S.Geol. Survey Prof. Paper 189-D, p. 106,
pl. 25, fig. 1, 1938.

Nonionella oligocenica Cushman and McGlamery, Cushman Lab.
Foram. Research Contr., vol. 15, p. 47, pl. 9, figs. 5a-c,
1939.

Test slightly longer than broad, slightly evolute,
periphery broadly rounded, slightly lobulate in the last
portion, ventral side slightly umbilicate, dorsal side
slightly umbonate; chambers distinct, about ten in
the adult whorl, somewhat inflated, more so in the last-
formed portion of the adult whorl, increasing gradually
and rather evenly in size as added; sutures distinct,
earlier ones strongly limbate, curved, not depressed,
later ones very slightly curved, depressed; wall smooth
and polished, very finely perforate; aperture a low
opening at the base of the last-formed chamber, just
ventral to the periphery, sometimes with a slight, over-
hanging lip. Length, 0.40-0.50 millimeter; breadth,
0.35-0.40 millimeter; thickness, 0.20 millimeter.

This species is common in our section and occurs in
beds 1, 4, 5, and 6. The holotype is from bed 1.

This species differs from Nonionella danillensis
Howe and Wallace in the less prominent umbo on the
dorsal side, lack of the elongate projection on the
ventral side, and thinner test.

Genus ELPHIDIUM Montfort, 1808

Elphidium sp.

A very few poorly preserved specimens evidently
belong to this genus but do not warrant specific
determination.

Family HETEROHELICIDAE

Genus NODOGENERINA Cushman, 1927

Nodogenerina? sp.

Plate 5, figure 13

A single specimen from bed 4 is difficult to place.
It is uniserial, distinctly and coarsely perforate, with a
terminal aperture. There is no true phialine lip,
although there is a very slight thickening about the
elongated aperture. The early chambers are rounded
in section, but later ones become progressively more
compressed.

Family BULIMINIDAE

Genus BULIMINELLA Cushman, 1911

Buliminella cf. B. elegantissima (D'Orbigny) var.

Plate 5, figure 14

Numerous specimens of a form like that figured show
the coils extending down and covering the initial end.
Such specimens occur in beds 1, 3, 5, and 6. They are
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evidently related to the more definitely spiral form that
is more like the Recent species and that occurs at
Choctaw Bluff. This variety may be found to be
characteristic of this part of the Oligocene.

Genus ROBERTINA D'Orbigny, 1846

Robertina angusta (Cushman)

Plate 5, figure 15

Buliminella subteres (H. B. Brady) var. angusta Cushman,
U. S. Geol. Survey Prof. Paper 129-F, p. 127, p1. 29,
figs. 8, 9, 1922; Prof. Paper 133, p. 24, 1923.

Howe, Jour. Paleontology, vol. 2, p. 174, 1928.
Cushman, Cushman Lab. Foram. Research Contr., vol. 5,

p. 42, pl. 7, fig. 5, 1929.
Robertina angusta Cushman and Parker, Cushnan Lab. Foram..

Research Contr., vol. 12, p. 96, pl. 16, figs. 11a, b, 1936

This species is characteristic of the Oligocene of
Mississippi. It is rare in our material, occurring
only in bed 5.

Genus ENTOSOLENIA Ehrenberg, 1848

Entosolenia crumenata Cushman

Plate 5, figures 16--18

Entosolenia crumenata Cushman, Cushman Lab. Foram. Research
Contr., vol. 11, p. 31, pl. 4, figs. 9a, b, 1935.

Cushman and McGlamery, U. S. Geol. Survey Prof. Paper
189-D, p. 109, pl. 26, fig. 11, 1938.

This is evidently a characteristic species of the Oligo-
cene. The type locality is Waltersville (Vicksburg),
Miss., and it is a fairly common species at Choctaw
Bluff. It occurs in some numbers in beds 3 and 5.

Entosolenia laevigata (Reuss)

Plate 5, figures 19-21

This species has already been recorded from Choctaw
Bluff as "Entosolenia? sp." 8 Specimens occur in our
material in beds 1, 3, and 5. There is some variation
in the series, but the characters as shown in our figure
are closely held.

Genus VIRGULINA D'Orbigny, 1826

Virgulina vicksburgensis Cushman

Plate 5, figure 22

Virgulina sp.? Cushman, U. S. Geol. Survey Prof. Paper 129>
p. 92, pl. 16, figs. 2, 3, 1922.

Virgulina vicksburgensis Cushman, Cushman Lab. Forasts.
Research Special Pub. 6, p. 48, pl. 7, figs. 6a, b, 1936;
Special Pub. 9, p. 12, pl. 2, figs. 7, 8, 1937.

Cushman and McGlamery, U. S. Geol. Survey Prof. Paper
189-D, p. 107, pl. 25, fig. 9.

This common species of the Vicksburg occurs in our
material from beds 1, 3, 4, and 5. It is known from
all the marine formations of the Vicksburg and is re-
corded from Mississippi and Alabama. It also was
found in our Choctaw Bluff material.

8 Cushman, J. A., and McGlamery, Winnie, op. cit. (Prof. Paper 189-1)), p. 109,
p1. 26, fig. 12, 1938,

Virgulina alabamensis Cushman and McGlamery

Plate 5, figure 23

Virgulina alabamensis Cushman and McGlamery, Cushman
Lab. Foram. Research Contr., vol. 15, p. 48, pl. 9, figs.
7 a, b, 1939.

Test elongate, somewhat compressed, about three
times as long as broad, sides for the most part nearly
parallel or decreasing in breadth toward the apertural
end, which is somewhat truncate, initial end triserial,
bluntly pointed, periphery rounded; chambers numer-
ous, very distinct, about three pairs of biserial ones in
the adult, slightly inflated; sutures distinct, curved,
slightly depressed; wall thin and nearly transparent,
very finely perforate, smooth and polished; aperture
rather large, comma-shaped, oblique, with a slight lip.
Length, 0.45 to 0.50 millimeter; breadth, 0.12 to 0.15
millimeter; thickness, 0.10 millimeter.

The holotype is from bed 5 of the section. It occurs
also in bed 6.

This species differs from Virgulina bramlettei Galloway
and Morrey in the shorter chambers, less coarsely per-
forate wall, and larger aperture. The form from
Choctaw Bluff,9 and also that from the Meson (Oligo-
cene) of Mexico, 10 referred to V. bramlettei are prob-
ably V. alabamensis.

Genus BOLIVINA D'Orbigny, 1839

Bolivina tortuosa H. B. Brady

Bolivina tortuosa H. B. Brady, Micr. Soc. Quart. Jour., vol. 21,
p. 57, 1881; Challenger Rept., Zoology, vol. 9, p. 420, pl.
52, figs 31, 32 (not 33, 34), 1884.

Cushman, Cushman Lab. Foram. Research Special Pub. 9,
p. 133, pl. 17, figs. 11-19.

Cushman and McGlamery, U. S. Geol. Survey Prof. Paper
189-D, p. 107, pl. 25, figs. 13, 21, 1938.

Specimens of this species were found in material
from beds 1, 2, and 4. They are very similar to those
from Choctaw Bluff and seem definitely to place this
species as a characteristic form of the Oligocene of
Alabama. The specimens vary considerably, both in
general shape and amount of twisting.

Bolivina paula Cushman and Cahill

Bolivina paula Cushman and Cahill Ms., cited in Cushman and
Ponton, Florida Geol. Survey Bull. 9, p. 84, pl. 12, figs.
6a, b, 1932.

Cushman and Cahill, U. S. Geol. Survey Prof. Paper 175,
p. 26, pl. 8, figs. 14a, b, 1933.

Cushman, Cushman Lab. Foram. Research Special Pub. 9,
p. 91, pl. 11, fig. 9, 1937.

Cushman and McGlamery, U. S. Geol. Survey Prof. Paper
189-D, p. 107, pl. 25, figs. 14, 18, 19, 1938.

A number of specimens that are narrow, with nearly
straight and parallel sides, very low early chambers
and smooth wall seem to belong to this species, already
recorded from Choctaw Bluff. They may possibly be

9 Cushman, J. A., and McGlamery, Winnie, op. cit., p 107, pl. 25, fig. 10.
1s Cushman, J. A., Cushman Lab. Foram. Research Special Pub. 9, p1. 3, fig. 8, 1937.
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a variant of B. inississippiensis Cushman. They occur
in all six beds.

Bolivina mornhinvegi Cushman

Bolivina mornhinvegi Cushman, Cushman Lab. Foram. Research
Contr., vol. 11, p. 32, pl. 5, figs. la, b, 1935; Special Pub.
9, p. 70, pl. 8, fig. 21, 1937.

Cushman and McGlamery, U. S. Geol. Survey Prof. Paper
189-D, p. 108, pl. 25, fig. 17, 1938.

The type locality for this species is near Waltersville

(Vicksburg), Miss. It has been recorded from Choc-
taw Bluff and is found in our present material from
beds 1, 3, 5, and 6. It is evidently a characteristic
species for the Oligocene of this region.

Bolivina quadricosta Cushman and McGlamery

Bolivina quadricosta Cushman and McGlamery Ms., cited in
Cushman, Cushman Lab. Foram. Research Special Pub.
9, p. 71, p. 8, fig. 23, 1937.

Cushman and McGlamery, U. S. Geol. Survey Prof. Paper
189-D, p. 108, pl. 25, fig. 20, 1938.

This species was described from the Oligocene of

Choctaw Bluff. It has been found in all six of the beds
of the present section and seems to be a characteristic
species of this part of the Oligocene in Alabama.

Bolivina choctawensis Cushman and McGlamery

Bolivina choctawensis Cushman and McGlamery Ms., cited in

Cushman, Cushman Lab. Foram. Research Special Pub.
9, p. 72, pl. 8, fig. 24, 1937.

Cushman and McGlamery, U. S. Geol. Survey Prof. Paper
189-D, p. 108, pl. 26, fig. 4, 1938.

This is another species originally described from the

Oligocene of Choctaw Bluff that has proved to be fairly
common in the present material, occurring less com-
monly than B.quadricosta but represented in all the beds.

Bolivina mississippiensis Cushman

Plate 5, figures 24, 25

Bolivina mississippiensis Cushman, U. S. Geol. Survey Prof.
Paper 129-E, p. 92, p1. 15, fig. 5, 1922.

Howe, Jour. Paleontology, vol. 2, p. 174, 1928.
Cushman, Cushman Lab. Foram. Research Special Pub. 9,

p. 69, pl. 8, fig. 16, 1937.

This is a variable species but is confined, so far as
known, to the Oligocene. The previous records are all
from Mississippi. It is found in our material from beds

1, 3, 4, 5, and 6, in some samples in considerable
numbers.

Bolivina byramensis Cushman

Plate 5, figure 26

Bolivina caelata Cushman (part), U. S. Geol. Survey Prof. Paper
133, p. 19 (not pl. 2, fig. 2), 1933.

Howe, Jour. Paleontology, vol. 2, p. 174, 1928.
Cushman, Cushman Lab. Foram. Research Contr., vol. 5,

p. 93, pl. 13, fig. 28, 1929.
Cole and Ponton, Florida Geol. Survey Bull. 5, p. 39, p1. 9,

fig. 6, 1930.
Nuttall, Jour. Paleontology, vol. 6, p. 20, pl. 5, fig. 3, 1932.
Ellisor, Am. Assoc. Petroleum Geologists Bull, vol. 17, pl. 3,

fig. 6, 1933.
286733-41-2

Bolivina caelata Cushman var. byramensis Cushman, U. S. Geol.
Survey Prof. Paper 133, p. 19, pl. 1, fig. 9, 1923.

Bolivina byramensis Cushman, Cushman Lab. Foram. Research
Special Pub. 9, p. 69, pl. 8, figs. 18-20, 1937.

This is a highly ornamented and characteristic Oli-
gocene species. It has a wide distribution about the

Gulf of Mexico and the Caribbean. In our material
it is rare, but typical specimens occur in beds 2, 3, and 5.

Bolivina cf. B. mexicana Cushman

Plate 5, figure 27

A specimen referred questionably to this Oligocene
species was recorded and figured from Choctaw Bluff."
A single specimen of the same character was found in
our material from bed 1.

Bolivina cf. B. gracilis Cushman and Applin

Specimens similar to those from Choctaw Bluff doubt-
fully referred to this species 12 occur rarely in our ma-
terial, especially from bed 4. Most of the specimens
are incomplete and are not entirely like the upper
Eocene species. Further specimens are desirable be-

fore its exact identity can be satisfactorily determined.

Genus LOXOSTOMA Ehrenberg, 1854

Loxostoma vicksburgense (Howe)

Plate 5, figure 28

Pleurostomella vicksburgensis Howe, Jour. Paleontology, vol. 4,

p. 331, pl. 27, fig. 5, 1930.
Loxostoma vicksburgense Cushman, Cushman Lab. Foram.

Research Special Pub. 9, p. 179, pl. 21, fig. 5, 1937.
Cushman and McGlamery, U. S. Geol. Survey Prof. Paper

189-D, p. 108, pl. 26, figs. 6-8, 1938.

This very well characterized species was originally

described from the typical Byram marl at Byram,
Miss. It occurs in the Chickasawhay marl at Choctaw
Bluff in considerable numbers. In the present material

it is found in typical form in beds 1, 3, and 5. The adult
character of having the last-formed chamber very thin
on one side and caving in is a peculiar feature unlike
that of any other species. From the present records it
seems to be a characteristic Oligocene species of this
region.

Loxostoma sp.

Plate 6, figures 1, 2

An elongate species from bed 5 evidently belongs to
Loxostoma. Only the specimens here figured were ob-
tained, and it is impossible to identify them specifically.

Loxostoma dalli (Cushman)

Bifarina dalli Cushman, Cushman Lab. Foram. Research Contr.,
vol. 2, p. 31, pl. 4, figs. 5a, b, 1926.

Loxostomum dalli Cushman, U. S. Geol. Survey Prof. Paper 181,
p. 38, pl. 15, fig. 3, 1934; Cushman Lab. Foram. Re-
search Special Pub. 9, p. 175, pl. 20, figs. 25-27, 1937.

1 Cushman, J. A., and McGlamery, Winnie, op. cit. (Prof. Paper 189-D), p. 108,
pl. 26, fig. 5.

12 Cushman, J. A.. and McGlarnery, Winnie, idem, p. 108, pl. 26, figs. 1, 2.
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A single specimen from bed 4 is apparently identical
with this species, known hitherto only from the upper
Eocene of Alabama. This individual may perhaps be a
reworked specimen, but it is recorded here for future
reference.

Genus REUSSELLA Galloway, 1933

Reussella spinulosa (Reuss) var. glabrata (Cushman)

Plate 6, figure 3

Verneuilina spinulosa Reuss var. glabrata Cushman, U. S.
Geol. Survey Prof. Paper 129, p. 92, 1922; Prof. Paper
133, p. 21, 1923.

keussia spinulosa (Reuss) var. glabrata Howe, Jour. Paleontology,

vol. 2, p. 175, 1928.

Cole and Ponton, Florida Geol. Survey Bull. 5 p. 39, 1930.

A single specimen, here figured, from bed 6 seems to
belong to this variety. It is known from most of the
formations of the Vicksburg group, and its distribution
includes 'Mississippi, Alabama, and Florida.

Genus ANGULOGERINA Cushman, 1927

Angulogerina byramensis (Cushman)

Plate 6, figures 4-10

(Uvigerina byramensis Cushman, U. S. Geol. Survey Prof. Paper
129, pp. 95, 133, pl. 18, fig. 5, 1922; Prof. Paper 133, p. 34,
pl. 4, figs. 10, 11, 1923.

.Angulogerina byramensis Ellisor, Am. Assoc. Petroleum Geolo-
gists Bull., vol. 17, p1. 3, fig. 16, 1933.

Cushman and McGlamery, U. S. Geol. Survey Prof. Paper
189-D, p. 109, pl. 26, figs. 9, 10, 1938.

This is a very common species, occurring in all six
be(ls. It is a characteristic Oligocene species and is
subject to very considerable variation. Our figures
show some of the variations in shape and ornamentation.

Angulogerina vicksburgensis Cushman

Plate 6, figure 11

Angulogerina vicksburgensis Cushman, Cushman Lab. Foram.
Research Contr., vol. 11, p. 33, pl. 5, figs. 3, 4, 1935.

Palmer and Bermudez, Soc. cuhana historia nat. Mem.,
vol. 10, p. 293, 1936.

Bermudez, idem, vol. 11, p. 339, 1937.

This rather unique species, described from the
Oligocene of Mississippi, occurs in beds 1, 5, and 6 of
our section. It has also been recorded from the
Oligocene and Eocene of Cuba.

Angulogerina hispidula Cushman and McGlamery

Plate 6, figure 12

A nuilogerina hispuiula Cushmnan and McGlanery, Cushman
Lab. Foram. Research Contr., vol. 15, p. 47, pl. 9, figs.
6a, h, 1939.

Test elongate, about twice as long as broad, tapering,
greatest width formed by the last whorl, early part

triangular in section, angles in later part broadly
rounded; clambers distinct, later ones strongly inflated,

increasing rapidly in size as added; sutures distinct,
later ones strongly depressed; wall finely hispid, es-
pecially in the earlier part; aperture terminal, elongate,
with a distinct collarlike lip. Length, 0.35 millimeter;
diameter, 0.20 millimeter.

The holotype is from bed 1. A single specimen from
bed 6 seems also to belong to this species.

Family ELLIPSOIDINIDAE

Genus ELLIPSONODOSARIA A. Silvestri, 1900

Ellipsonodosaria? sp.

Plate 6, figures 13, 14

A very few elongate, chambered specimens similar to
that figured were found in beds 5 and 6. Some of these
are more elongate and more regular than others, but no
complete ones have been found that would allow specific
determination.

Family ROTALIIDAE

Genus DISCORBIS Lamarck, 1804

Discorbis byramensis Cushman

Plate 6, figure 15

Discorbis byramensis Cushman, U. S. Geol. Survey Prof. Paper
129, p. 96, pl. 19, figs. 6-8, 1922; Prof. Paper 133, p. 37,
1923.

This is a very well characterized species known only
from the Oligocene Byram marl of Mississippi. It is of
interest therefore to record a typical specimen from
bed 3 of our section. This, with other species, should
serve to correlate very closely these Alabama beds with
the Mississippi section.

Discorbis subaraucana Cushman

Plate 6, figures 17, 18

Discorbis subaraucana Cushman, Carnegie Inst. Washington
Pub. 311, p. 41, pl. 7, figs. 1, 2, 1922; U. S. Geol. Survey
Prof. Paper 181, p. 43, p1. 18, figs. la-c, 1935.

Cushman and McGlamery, U. S. Geol. Survey Prof. Paper
189, p. 109, pl. 26, fig. 13, 1938.

This is a long-ranging species, recorded from upper

Eocene to Recent. It is abundant in our material and
is represented in all six beds of the section. There is
comparatively little variation in the series.

Discorbis subpatelliformis Cushman and McGlamery

Plate 6, figure 16

Discorbis patellifornmis Cushman (not H. B. Brady), U. S. Geol.
Survey Prof. Paper 133, p. 38, pl. 6, figs. 2-4, 1923.

Discorbis subpatelliformis Cushman and McGlamery, Cishmaiin
Lab. Foraim. Research Contr., vol. 15, p. 48, pl. 9, figs.
8 a--c, 1939.

Test piano-convex, dorsal side moderately but evenly
convex, ventral side flattened or slightly concave, periph-
ery slightly rounded without a keel; chambers distinct,
five or six in the adult whorl, of uniform shape, very
gradually and regularly increasing in size as added, not
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inflated; sutures distinct, not depressed, those of the
dorsal side strongly oblique, slightly curved, sigmoid
on the ventral side; wall on the dorsal side smooth,
finely perforate, on the ventral side with numerous,
distinct, fine beads, more strongly developed in the
ventral region but not arranged in any definite pattern;
aperture a low opening on the ventral border of the
last-formed chamber. Diameter, 0.30 - to 0.35 milli-
meter; height, 0.10 millimeter.

The holotype is from bed 6 of the section.
This species differs from Discorbis patelliformis H. B.

Brady in the very flattened spire, sharp periphery, less
definitely beaded ventral side with the beads mostly
confined to the umbilical region and not arranged in
radial lines.

Genus LAMARCKINA Berthelin, 1881

Lamarckina glabrata (Cushman)

Pulvinulina glabrata Cushman, U. S. Geol. Survey Prof. Paper
129, pp. 99, 138, pl. 22, figs. 6, 7, 1922; Prof. Paper 133,
p. 45, pl. 6, figs. 11, 12, 1923.

Lamarckina glabrata Cushman, Cushman Lab. Foram. Research
Contr., vol. 2, p. 11, pl. 1, figs. 6 a-c, 1926.

Howe, Jour. Paleontology, vol. 2, p. 175, 1928.
Cushman and McGlamery, U. S. Geol. Survey Prof. Paper

189, p. 109, pl. 26, fig. 17.

Specimens of this characteristic Oligocene species are
very rare in our material. The only occurrence is in
bed 2, and specimens are not well-preserved though
identifiable.

Genus VALVULINERIA Cushman, 1926

Valvulineria paucilocula Cushman

Plate 6, figure 19

Valvulineria paucilocula Cushman, Cushman Lab. Foram. Re-
search Contr., vol. 11, p. 37, pl. 5, figs. 7 a-c, 1935.

Test rounded, somewhat compressed, periphery
broadly rounded, dorsal side slightly convex, ventral
side slightly concave in the center; chambers distinct,
five in the adult whorl, of rather uniform shape, in-
creasing regularly in size as added, the last-formed
chamber making up on the ventral side nearly one-half
the surface; sutures distinct, slightly depressed, gently
curved; wall thin, coarsely and distinctly perforate
except in a clear area above the aperture on the ventral
side; aperture an elongate, arched opening on the ven-
tral side, with a flattened, somewhat angular projecting
lip above it. Length 0.35 to 0.40 millimeter; breadth,
0.30 millimeter; thickness, 0.20 millimeter.

The types of this species are from the Oligocene
Byram marl, 8 feet above ledge at water's edge, under
suspension bridge on Pearl River, Byram, Miss. It is
fairly common in our material from beds 1, 4, 5, andl 6
of the section. As it has not previously been recorded
since the first reference, the complete description is

repeated here. It should be a good species for corre-
lation of the Oligocene.

Valvulineria sculpturata Cushman
Plate 6, figure 21

Valvulineria sculpturata Cushinan, Cushman Lab. Foram.
Research Contr., vol. 11, p. 37, pl. 5, figs. 10a-c, 1935.

Test trochoid, somewhat longer than broad, dorsally
flattened or somewhat concave, ventrally convex
except for a slight depression in the umbilical region,

periphery lobulate, rounded in edge view; chambers
distinct in the adult whorl, four or five in number,
increasing somewhat in length as added, on the ventral
side strongly convex, on the dorsal side with the outer
half convex, the inner half strongly excavated; sutures
distinct, depressed, strongly curved dorsally, less so
ventrally; wall very coarsely perforate; aperture on the
ventral side, nearly umbilical, with a rather thick pro-
jecting lip above the aperture itself. Length, 0.30
millimeter; breadth, 0.20 millimeter; thickness, 0.15 to
0.18 millimeter.

The types are from the Byram marl, 30 feet above a
limestone ledge, bottom of hill on road ascending from
Waltersville (Vicksburg), Miss., to National Cemetery.

It is interesting to find this distinctive species in our
material from Alabama. It is from bed 5. No other
record of it has been made since the original description,
which is repeated above.

Genus GYROIDINA D'Orbigny, 1826

Gyroidina sp.
Plate 6, figure 20

A very few specimens of a small species in our
material resemble forms of Gyroidina soldanii D'Orbigny
but do not have as many chambers as the variety
octocanerata Cushman and G. D. Hanna. These speci-
mens occur in beds 4, 5, and 6 and seem to represent
young stages.

Genus EPONIDES Montfort, 1808

Eponides byramensis (Cushman)

Plate 6, figure 22

Pulvinulina byramensis Cushman, U. S. Geol. Survey Prof.
Paper 129, pp. 99, 138, pl. 22, figs. 4, 5, 1922; Prof.
Paper 133, p. 44, 1923.

Eponides byramensis Howe, Jour. Paleontology, vol. 2, p. 174,
1928.

Cole, Bull. Am. Paleontology, vol. 15, p. 4, 1929.
Cole and Ponton, Florida Geol. Survey Bull. 5, p. 41, pl. 8,

figs. 5, 6, 1930.
Cole and Gillespie, Bull. Am. Paleontology, vol. 15, p. 12,

pl. 2, figs. 1, 2, 1930.
Nuttall, Jour. Paleontology, vol. 16, p. 26, 1932.

Pijpers, Geology and paleontology of Bonaire, p. 70, 1933.
Hedberg, Jour. Paleontology, vol. 11, p. 679. pl. 92, figs. 2a,

b, 1937.
Burinudez, Soc. cubana liistoria nat. Mery., vol. 12, p. 6,

1938.

This common Oligocene species, known from all the
formations of the Vicksburg of Mississippi, is found in
our present material from beds 3, 4, 5, and 6. The
early stages may be confused with E. albainensis

Cushman and McGlamery, but the later development
of the two species is distinctive.
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Eponides alabamensis Cushman and McGlamery

Plate 7, figure 1

Eponides alabamensis Cushman and McGlamery, U. S. Geol.
Survey Prof. Paper 189, p. 110,1pl. 27, fig. 2, 1938.

This species was described from the Chickasawhay-
marl at Choctaw Bluff, Ala. It occurs in considerable
numbers in our material from beds 1, 3, 4, and 5.

Eponides choctawensis Cushman and McGlamery

Eponides choctawensis Cushman and McGlamery, U. S. Geol.
Survey Prof. Paper 189, p. 110,p1. 27, fig. 1, 1938.

A single specimen from bed 3 in our material seems
identical with this species, described from the Chick-
asawhay marl at Choctaw Bluff, Ala.

Genus ROTALIA Lamarck, 1804

Rotalia byramensis Cushman

lotalia byramensis Cushman, U. S. Geol. Survey Prof. Paper 129,
pp. 99, 128, p. 23, fig. 1, 1922; Prof. Paper 133, p. 46, 1923.

Cushman and McGlamery, U. S. Geol. Survey Prof. Paper
189, p. 110, pl. 27, fig. 3, 1938.

This is a characteristic species of the American

Oligocene. It is fairly common in our section, occurring
in beds 2, 4, and 6. The species was also found at
Choctaw Bluff, Ala.

Rotalia alabamensis Cushman and McGlamery

Rotalia alabamensis Cushman and McGlainery, IT. S. Geol.
Survey Prof. Paper 189, p. 110,1pl. 27, fig. 5, 1938.

This species was described from the Oligocene at
Choctaw Bluff, Ala. In the present material there are
two typical specimens from bed 5.

Genus SIPHONINA Reuss, 1850

Siphonina advena Cushman

Plate 7, figures 2, 3

Siphonina advena Cushman, U. S. Geol. Survey Prof. Paper 129,
pp. 98, 137, P1 . 22, figs. 1, 2, 1922; Prof. Paper 133, p. 42,
1923; U. S. Nat. Mus. Proc., vol. 72, p. 7,1pl. 1, figs. 7a-c,
1927.

Howe, Jour. Paleontology, vol. 2, p. 175, 1928.
Cole, Bull. Am. Paleontology, vol. 15, p. 4, 1929.
Cole and Gillespie, Bull. Am. Paleontology, vol. 15, p. 12,

pl. 4, figs. 5, 6, 1930.
Cole and Ponton, Florida Geol. Survey Bull. 5, p. 43, pl. 11,

figs. 7, 8, 1930.
Ellisor, Am. Assoc. Petroleum Geologists Bull., vol. 17, pl. 3,

fig. 22, 1933.
Bermudez, Soc. cubana liistoria nat. Mcm., vol. 12, p. 22,

1938.

This species is recorded from all marine formations
of the Oligocene Vicksburg group of the Gulf Coastal
Plain, occurring in Mississippi, Alabama, Florida, and
Texas. It is recorded from the Oligocene Meson
formation of Mexico and has lately been recorded by
Bermudez from the upper Eocene of Cuba. It is found
in considerable numbers in our material and is repre-
sented in all six beds. It seems strange that it should
not have appeared in our material from Choctaw Bluff,
but was apparently absent there.

Genus CANCRIS Montfort, 1808

Cancris sagra (D'Orbigny) var. pauciloculata Cushman and
McGlamery

Pulvinulina saga Cushman (not D'Orbigny), U. S. Geol. Survey
Prof. Paper 133, p. 45, pl. 6, figs. 9, 10, 1933.

Cancris sagra (D'Orbigny) var. pauciloculata Cushman and
McGlainery, U. S. Geol. Survey Prof. Paper 189, p. 110,
pl. 27, fig. 6, 1938.

This variety, described from Choctaw Bluff, is repre-
sented by a single specimen from bed 5. The only
other record for it is from the Glendon limestone at
Vicksburg, Miss.

Family AMPHISTEGINIDAE

Genus ASTERIGERINA D'Orbigny, 1839

Asterigerina bracteata Cushman

A sterigerina bracleata Cushman, Cushman Lab. Foram. Research
Contr., vol. 5, p. 48, pl. 8, figs. 6a-c, 1939.

Cushman and McGlamery, U. S. Geol. Survey Prof. Paper
189, p. 111, pl. 28, fig. 3, 1938.

This species is recorded from the Oligocene Byrain
marl at Byram, Mississippi, and from the Chickasawhay
marl at Choctaw Bluff. It is abundant near Millry in
beds 1, 2, 3, 5, and 6.

Asterigerina choctawensis Cushman and McGlamery

Plate 7, figure 4

Asterigerina choctawensis Cushman and McGlamery, U. S. Geol.
Survey Prof. Paper 189, p. 111, pl. 28, fig. 2, 1938.

This species, recently described from the Oligocene
of Choctaw Bluff, is represented in our present material
by a single specimen from bed 4.

Asterigerina alabamensis Cushman and McGlamery

Plate 7, figure 5

A sterigerina alabamensis Cushman and McGlamery, U. S. Geol.
Survey Prof. Paper 189, p. 111, pl. 28, fig. 5, 1938.

This species is represented by a single specimen from
bed 4. It was originally described from the Chicka-
sawhay marl at Choctaw Bluff.

Genus AMPHISTEGINA D'Orbigny, 1826

Amphistegina sp.

Numerous specimens evidently belonging to this
genus were found in all six of the beds in our section.
The adult forms are, however, invariably eroded and
usually broken, and do not preserve details for specific
identification.

Family CASSIDULINIDAE

Genus CASSIDULINA D'Orbigny, 1826

Cassidulina cf. C. crassa D'Orbigny

Plate 7, figure 6

Small specimens with a rounded periphery, such as
here figured, may be referred somewhat questionably
to this species. They are from beds 1, 5, and 6.
Similar specimens were found in the Chickasawhay
marl at Choctaw Bluff.
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Cassidulina cf. C. laevigata D'Orbigny

Plate 7, figure 7

A single specimen with an acute periphery andt
smooth surface, here figured, is from bed 3 and may be
questionably referred to D'Orbigny's species.

Family ANOMALINIDAE

Genus ANOMALINA D'Orbigny, 1826

Anomalina bilateralis Cushman

Anotalina bilateralis Cushman, U. S. Geol. Survey Prof. Paper
129, pp. 97, 137, pl. 21, figs. 1, 2, 1922; Prof. Paper 133,
p. 42, 1923.

Howe, Jour. Paleontology, vol. 2, p. 174, 1928.
Cole and Ponton, Florida Geol. Survey Bull. 5, p. 46, pl. 10,

figs. 8, 9, 1930.
Ellisor, Am. Assoc. Petroleum Geologists Bull., vol. 17,1)1. 4,

fig. 9, 1933.
Cushman, U. S. Geol. Survey Prof. Paper 181, p. 50, pl. 21,

figs. 4, 5, 1935.
Bermudez, Soc. cubana historia nat. Mem., vol. 11, p. 339,

1937.

This species is recorded from the Oligocene of the
Gulf Coastal Plain and also from the upper Eocene of
Mississippi, Alabama, and Georgia. Bermudez has
recorded it from the upper Eocene of Cuba. In our
material it is found rather rarely in beds 1, 3, and 6 and
more commonly in bed 5.

Genus CIBICIDES Montfort, 1808

Cibicides americanus (Cushman)

Plate 7, figures 8-10

Truncatulina americana Cushman, U. S. Geol. Survey Bull. 676,
p. 63, pl. 20, figs. 2, 3; pl. 21, fig. 1, 1918.

Cibicides americanus Cole and Gillespie, Bull. Am. Paleontology,
vol. 15, no. 57b, p. 14, pl. 4, fig. 4, 1930.

Cushman, Florida Geol. Survey Bull. 4, p. 61, pl. 12, figs.
5a-c, 1930.

Cole and Ponton, Florida Geol. Survey Bull. 5, p. 48, pl. 7,
figs. 5, 6, 1930.

Cushman and Parker. Cushman Lab. Foram. Research
Con tr., vol. 7, p. 15,1)1. 3, figs. la-c, 1931.

Cushman and Cahill, U. S. Geol. Survey Prof. Paper 175,
p. 34, pl. 13, figs. 2a-c, 1933.

Cushman and Laiming, Jour. Paleontology, vol. 5, p. 119,
pl. 14, figs. 6a-c, 1931.

Nuttall, Jour. Paleontology, vol. 6, p. 32, p1. 7, figs. 10, 11,
1932.

Hedberg, Jour. Paleontology, vol. 11, p. 682, 1937.

This species is widely distributed in the American
Miocene and Oligocene. It is recorded from the Gulf
Coastal Plain, from the Miocene of California, and
from the Oligocene of Mexico and Venezuela. In our
material it is common and is represented in all six beds.

Cibicides cf. C. lobatulus (Walker and Jacob)

Plate 7, figures 11-13

Specimens of this variable species occur in all six

beds of our section and show the usual range of varia-

tion.
28673:-42---3

Cibicides mississippiensis (Cushman)

Plate 7, figure 14

Anomalina mississippiensis Cushman, U. S. Geol. Survey Prof.
Paper 129, pp. 98, 137, pl. 21, figs. 6-8, 1922; Prof. Paper
133, p. 42, 1923.

Howe, Jour. Paleontology, vol. 2, p. 174, 1928.
Cole and Ponton, Florida Geol. Survey Bull. 5, p. 46, pl. 9,

figs. 2, 3, 1930.
Cibicides mississippiensis Ellisor, Am. Assoc. Petroleum Geolo-

gists Bull., vol. 17,1)1. 5, figs. 6, 7, 1933.
Cushman, U. S. Geol. Survey Prof. Paper 181, p. 54, pl. 22,

figs. 3a-c, 1935.

Specimens of this species are not as common in our
material as are those of the two preceding species but
they are found in beds 1, 4, and 5. Typical specimens
occur in the Oligocene, but those of the upper Eocene
are not so typical.

Family PLANORBULINIDAE

Genus PLANORBULINA D'Orbigny, 1826

Planorbulina larvata Parker and Jones

Plate 7, figures 15, 16

Planorbulina vulgaris D'Orbigny var. larvata Parker and Jones,
Annals and Mag. Nat. Hist., 3d ser., vol. 5, p. 294, 1860.

Planorbulina larvata Parker and Jones, Philos. Trans., vol. 155,
p. 379, pl. 19, figs. 3a, b, 1865.

11. B. Brady, Challenger Rept., Zoology, vol. 9, p. 658, pl.
92, figs. 5, 6, 1884.

Heron-Allen and Earland, Zool. Soc. London Trans., vol.
20, p. 706, 1915.

Cushman, U. S. Nat. Mus. Bull. 71, pt. 5, p. 27, pl. 8, fig. 2,
fig. 30 (in text), 1915; U. S. Geol. Survey Prof. Paper
133, p. 39, pl. 6, figs. 7, 8, 1923.

Hadley, Bull. Am. Paleontology, vol. 20, p. 30, pl. 5, fig. 9,
1934.

Numerous specimens seem to belong to this typically
Indo-Pacific species. They occur in beds 1, 3, 4, 5,
and 6. Two specimens are figured. It has already
been recorded from the upper formations of the Oligo-
cene of Mississippi and the Marianna limestone of
Alabama. Hadley records it from the Oligocene of
Cuba.

Family ORBITOIDIDAE

Genus LEPIDOCYCLINA Gumbel, 1868

Specimens of orbitoid Foraminifera were submitted
to Dr. T. Wayland Vaughan, who has given us the

following notes in regard to them:

Ped 2.
Lepidocyclina sp., species not identifiable.

Bed 6.
Lepidocyclina (Eulepidina) cf. L. undosa Cushman var.

More discoid than L. undosa, not so selliform.
Geological horizon: Oligocene, middle or upper-not

lower Oligocene.

I have ground three specimens from bed 6 to the equatorial
plane and have exposed the embryonic and equatorial chambers
in each. Two of the specimens ground on one side are not at all
saddle-shaped, as are most specimens of Lepidocyclina undosa, but
in the same lot there are other specimens that are selliform.
Although the flat specimens are not typical L. undosa, I should
hesitate to apply another name to them.-T. TV. V.
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FIGURE 1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6, 7.
8, 9.

10.
11, 12.
13-19.

20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

26, 27.
28-31.

32.
33.

34-36.

PLATE 4

Quinqueloculina tessellate Cushman, X 50-
Quinqueloculina sp., X 50 - -_ _ _ _ _ _
Massilina decorate Cushman, x 55
Pyrgo oligocenica Cushman, X 55 -------------------------------------------------
Vertebralina advena Cushman, X 100--------------------------------------
Mlarginulinasp., X 50 _ _ _ _ -_ _ _
Dentalina pseudoinvolvens Cushman and McGlamery, X 55. 8, Holotype; 9, paratype-
Dentalina cf. D. communis D'Orbigny, X 50 ------------------------------------------
Dentalina sp., X 30--_-----------_--- --- - --------------------------
Nodosariacf. N. catesbyi D'Orbigny, X 65--
Nodosariavertebralis (Batsch)?, X 55---------------------------------------------------
Vaginulina sp., X 70_ __ __ __-----
Lagena cf. L. lineata Williamson, X 145-------------------------------------------------
Lagena striata (D'Orbigny) var. substriata Williamson, X 55---------------------------------
Lagena cf. L. striato-punctata Parker and Jones, X 115 ----------------------------------
Lagena sulcata (Walker and Jacob), X 100- ------------------------------------------
Guttulina cf. G. lehneri Cushman and Ozawa, X 50 ------------------------------------
Guttulina cf.G. problema D'Orbigny, X 40____ -----
Globulina gibba D'Orbigny, X 75---------------- - -
Globulina inaequalis Reuss, X 50__ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Globulina inaequalis Reuss var. caribaea D'Orbigny. 34, 35, X 35; 36, X 80-
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PLATE 5
Page

FIGURES 1-4. Globulina alabamensis Cushman and McGlamery. 1, Holotype, a, front view; b, apertural view, X 50.
2-4, Paratypes, X 30------------------------- ------------------------------------------- 68

5-7. Polymorphina frondea (Cushman), X 40. 5a, 6a, Front views; 5b, 6b, apertural views-68
8. Nonion advenum (Cushman), X 75. a, Side view; b, peripheral view---------------------------------69
9. Nonion decoratum Cushman and McGiamery, X 75. a, Side view; b, peripheral view--------------------69

10-12. Nonionella oligocenica Cushman and McGlamery, X 75. 10, 11, Paratypes. 12, Holotype, a, b, opposite
sides; c, peripheral view ------------------------------------------------------------------ 69

13. Nodogenerina? sp., X 160_---------------------------------------------------------69
14. Buliminella cf. B. elegantissima (D'Orbigny) var., X 160. a, Front view; b, rear view 69
15. Robertina angusta (Cushman), X 115_-------- - -- - - -- - - - 70

16-18. Entosolenia crumenata Cushman, X 65------------------------------------------70

19-21. Entosolenia laevigata (Reuss), X 130-----------------------------------------------------------70
22. Virgulina vicksburgensis Cushman, X 65 ------------------------------------------------------- 70
23. Virgulina alabamensis Cushman and McGlamery, X 100. a, Front view; b, apertural view 70

24, 25. Bolivina mississippiensis Cushman, X 65---------------------------------------------------- 71
26. Bolivina byramensis Cushman>, X 70---------------------------------------------------------------71
27. Bolivina cf. B. mexicana Cushman, X 65 --------------------------------------------------- 71
28. Loxostoma vicksburgense (Howe), X 75. a, Front view; b, apertural view---------------------------------71
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Page

FIGURES 1, 2. Loxostoma sp., X 75--------------------------------------------------------------------_--_------- 71
3. Reussella spinulosa (Reuss) var. glabrata (Cushman), X 160------------------------- - - - - 72

4-10. Angulogerina byramensis (Cushman), X 75__ -. _-- ----------------- -72
11. Anqulogerina i'icksburgensis Cushman, X 115-72
12. Angulogerina hispidula Cushman and McGlamery,)X 105. a, Front view; b, apertural view------------ 72

13, 14. Ellipsonodosaria? sp. 13, X 25; 14, X 35-72
15. Discorbis byramensis Cushman, X 100. a, Dorsal view; b, ventral view 72
16. Discorbis subpatelliformis Cushman and McGlamery, X 105. a, Dorsal view; ), ventral view; c, peripheral

view---------72
17, 18. Discorbis subauracana Cushman, X 55. 17a, 18a, Dorsal views; 17b, 18b, ventral views; 17c, 18c, periph-

eral views ----------------------------------------------------------------- -------- -- 72
19. Valvulineria paucilocula Cushman, X 100. a, Dorsal view; b, ventral view; c, peripheral view 73
20. Gyroidina sp., X 75. a, Dorsal view; b, ventral view; c, peripheral view_-_-73
21. Valvulineria sculpturata Cushman, X 100. a, Dorsal view; b, ventral view; c, peripheral view 73
22. Eponides byramensis (Cushman), X 50. a, Dorsal view; h, ventral view; c, peripheral view -73
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FIGURE 1. Eponides alabamensis Cushman and McGlamery, X 50. a, Dorsal view; b, ventral view; c, peripheral view 74
2, 3. Siphonina advena Cushman, X 50. 2, Dorsal view. 3a, ventral view; 3b, peripheral view --------- - - -_-_-_- 74

4. Asterigerina choctawensis Cushman and McGlamery, X 50. 4a, Dorsal view; 4b, ventral view - ---- - - 74
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FOREWORD

By CHARLES B. READ

Among the projects of David White still unfinished
at the time of his death in 1935 was a very large work

on the fossil plants that occur in the Pottsville forma-

tion, as he interpreted it, of the Appalachian region.

He had begun preparation of a manuscript that, as
he left it, included preliminary notes on many of the

species and a large number of illustrations, both photo-

graphs and beautifully executed drawings. Most of

the work on this manuscript was done prior to 1912,
when White assumed administrative duties that kept

him otherwise occupied for a long period. Though
in his latest years he returned to descriptive paleo-

botany, he did not find time to resume work on this

project.

A detailed examination of the manuscript was made

to determine whether it had reached a sufficiently ad-
vanced stage of preparation to permit publication.

It was found that treatment only of the species of

Mariopteris, Eremopteris, Diplothmema, and Anei-
mites had reached such a stage. The species of

Sphenopteris were not fully treated, nor were the large
and important genera Neuropteris and Alethopteris.

The work on the Lepidodendrons, the Calamites, and
the Cordaites was found, after the passage of almost 30

years, to need virtually complete revision.

White's study of the plants of the Appalachian
Pottsville clearly represents much time and thought on
his part. It was, moreover, intended to meet a real
want, one that still exists, and it is greatly to be

regretted that he was unable to complete the task.
Were American Carboniferous floras at all well-known,
the need for such fundamental work as this would not
be so great. Published knowledge of these floras is,

however, still rather scant. It is true that numerous

papers have appeared that bear on paleobotanical prob-

lems, but they are, for the most part, stratigraphic

rather than taxonomic, and the meaning of the numer-

ous species listed in these various papers is left to

speculation.
The present paper is largely an atlas. The descrip-

tions are short and, in the main, little more than

diagnoses. Some generic names used in the original

draft have been changed to accord with opinions indi-

cated by White in another unpublished manuscript of

relatively recent date. The descriptions and the entire

concept of each species as expressed by the illustrations
are, however, those of White.

As regards specific nomenclature, a number of new
names are introduced in this work. Some forms are
assigned to species named originally in Europe. These
forms are figured and described, and their ranges in
this country are given. By far the greater number of
species, however, are considered to be distinctively
American. It may be true that the Carboniferous
floras of this continent are largely a duplication of
those so well known in Europe. Old work implied
this, and some very recent investigations have tended to
confirm it; nevertheless, until American materials have
been compared with European type specimens, the best
course to follow appears to be that which White has
adopted. Though many American species are related
to species of Europe, much evidence supports the
opinion that, owing perhaps to the great distance
separating the two regions, the species are distinct.
Whatever may be the reason, the fact remains that
there do appear to be more differences between the
floras of the two continents than some writers have
supposed. It seems best, therefore, to regard the
species in the two regions as mainly different, though
a few very well known species are considered identical.
If at some later time investigators can show that
some or all of the American species are identical with
European species previously described, it will be early
enough then to place them in synonymy. Evidence of
this identity must be obtained by comparing authentic
specimens, preferably types. Far more important at
the present time than such intercontinental correlations
are the continued description of American species and
the consideration not of correlations between the
continents but of correlations within this continent.
Actually, many of the details of stratigraphic correla-
tion in the coal measures of America, even within the
Appalachian trough, still remain unsolved.

Though this paper is taxonomic, it is a contribution
to the ground work for close stratigraphic work in
the Pennsylvanian. It must be remembered that the
paleobotanists who have worked in the upper

Paleozoic of this country in the past have based con-
clusions chiefly on their knowledge of unpublished
material. Adequately figured species are absolutely
essential to any modern stratigraphic work based on
fossils. The figures here are, the writer feels, ample
in most cases. At any rate, this is a step in the
direction of order in the chaos of the eastern upper
Carboniferous.
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LOWER PENNSYLVANIAN SPECIES OF MARIOPTERIS, EREMOPTERIS,
DIPLOTHMEMA, AND ANEIMITES FROM THE APPALACHIAN
REGION

By DAVID WHITE

ABSTRACT

This report describes 13 species and varieties of Mariopteris,
10 of Eremopteris, 21 of Diplothnetna, and 9 of Aneimites from
rocks of Pennsylvanian age in the Appalachian region.

DESCRIPTIONS OF THE FOSSIL PLANTS

Genus MARIOPTERIS Zeiller

1878. Mariopteris Zeiller, Explication carte g6ol. France, vol.
4 (atlas), (text, 1879), p. 68.

1880. Pseudopecopteris Lesquereux (not Grand'Eury) (part),
Pennsylvania 2d Geol. Survey Rept. P, vol. 1, p. 190.
(Type Alethopteris mazoniana Lesquereux.)

As indicated in the synonymy, this genus includes a
portion of the group placed by Lesquereux under
Pseudopecopteris, a name preoccupied by Grand'Eury
in 1877.

As founded by Zeiller, the genus Mariopteris is dis-
tinguished by naked petioles which bifurcate, the two
divisions being again more or less unequally bifurcated
near their bases before emitting pinnae or pinnules.
The frond is, therefore, quadripartite, each of the two
primary divisions being symmetrical. The four divi-
sions, though balanced, the one side of the frond with
the other, may be pinnate, bipinnate, or tripinnate, the
outer portion with reference to the bifurcation being
generally smaller than the other. The pinnules are
pecopteroid, sometimes attached by their whole width,
sometimes constricted at the base, but always decurrent
and sometimes confluent. The nervation is sphenop-

teroid. Pseudopecopteris mazoniana Lesquereux, al-

though the mode of division of its frond is unknown,

appears, by the aspect of its pinna and pinnules, par-

ticularly the heteromorphous basal pinnule, to be

definitely referable to Zeiller's genus, its closest affilia-
tion being with the M. muricata-nervosa group.

The differentiation of the species of Mariopteris is
in many cases difficult on account of the variation in

the size and form of the pinnules in different portions

of the quadripartite frond and in the youngest as

compared with the oldest fronds of the plant. The

systematic classification of the species is rendered more

difficult in some cases by intergradation of species. If,
however, the material in the hands of the paleontologist

is arranged with referent e to localities, and especially
as to horizons or stages, it will generally be found
that the di flerenit forms are con ined to and may even
be characteristic of those stages. Further, in some
cases, these forms will then be seen to constitute dis-
tinct species which are confined to certain horizons
or areas. Such is frequently found to be the case,

particularly when the material lln(ler examination is
confined to a single basin with its presumed unity of
environmental conditions. A large representation
from a given locality and horizon is thus often found
consistently to represent a single species without inter-
mingling of other forms. On the other hand, the
rank of the distinction recognized may be only varie-
tal or subspecific. In this way forms now treated col-
lectively by many authors may differentiate themselves
into valid species or subspecies, with great value to the
stratigrapher and without any impairment of the
evolutionary aspects. With due consideration of both
regional (basinal) and stratigraphic variations, these
species or subspecies are all the clearer under such
treatment, and they lose no weight or interest if there
is found to be slight overlapping of species, as is fre-
quently the case in this and other genera, living as well
as fossil.

The species first figured and that generally taken
as typical of the genus was that illustrated in 1804 and
1820 by Schlotheim as Fiiictes muricata.1 In fact, as
now treated by some authors, Mario pteris muricata
ranges from beds of Vanuxian and earliest Pottsville
age to the middle Stephanian, and this procedure robs
the group of phylogenetic clarity while depriving the
stratigrapher of important aid. It thus becomes a col-
lective species comparable in its present status to
Asterocalamites radiatus or Lepidodendron veltheimi-
anum. The paleobotanist who holds this collective
view of Schlotheim's muricata should, to be consistent,
include under that name several American species dif-
ferentiated by Lesquereux or myself, although each
presents characters of form of pinna or pinnules and

of nervation not yet described or figured from Europe.

1Schlotheim, E. F., Flora der vorwelt, pp. 54, 55, 1. 12, figs. 21, 23,

1804 ; idem, Die Petrefactenkunde, pp. 409, 410, 1820.
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The departure of these forms from the typical muri-
cata is not greater than other forms erroneously, as I

regard the case, grouped therewith. Accordingly, an
effort has been made to maintain the specific or varietal

differentiation, according to the rank of the distinc-
tions, of those forms which differ from European
species as originally described by their authors and
which are characteristic of different horizons or re-
gions. No two of them may on any good grounds be
regarded as variations in different parts of the frond
or in different fronds of the same plant or species.

Mariopteris pottsvillea David White

Plate 8; plate 9, figures 1-5; plate 10, figures 1-5

1900. Mariopteris pottsvillca, David White, U. S. Geol. Survey
20th Ann. Rept., pt. 2, pp. 874-876, pl. 190, figs. 3-6.

Fronds polypinnate, robust, not very dense; penulti-
mate pinnae alternate, distant, lanceolate or linear-
lanceolate, slightly contracted at the base; rachis
flexuose, lineate coarsely and irregularly; ultimate
pinnae alternate or subopposite, open at a right angle
or slightly oblique, distant, lanceolate, or linear-
lanceolate.

Pinnules alternate or subalternate, distant, oblique,
broadly ovate or ovate-pyriform, asymmetrical, obtuse
or obtusely rounded, ventrally arched, distinctly con-
stricted at the broad base which is marked by an in-
ferior rounded sinus, the uppermost pinules becom-
ing confluent, more oblique, and rounded, blending into
the rather long terminal which has its margin rolled,
making it appear acute; lamina thin; nervation strong.
distinct, primary nerve originating low at an acute
angle, arching outward, not rigid, forking repeatedly
pinnately at a moderately wide angle; nervils distant,
forking one to three times and arching in passing to
the margin.

Mariopteris pottsvillea var. dilatata David White, n. var.

Plate 11, figures 2-6

1888. Pseudopecopteris (Sphenopteris) macilenta (Lindley and
Hutton) Lesquereux, U. S. Nat. Mus. Proc., vol. 11,
p. 85.

1888. Pseudopccopteris (Sphenopteris) w uricata (Brongniart)
Lesquereux, U. S. Nat. Mus. Proc., vol. 11, p. 85.

1888. Pseudopecopteris (Sphenopteris) schillingsii (Andrii)
Lesquereux, U. S. Nat. Mus. Proc., vol. 11, p. 85.

Fronds large, lax, with flexuose, lineate rachis; ulti-
mate pinnae rather close, somewhat lax in habit; pin-
nules very large, close, usually imbricating, lax, often
nearly flat, usually somewhat inflated, ovate to round-
ovate, rounded at the apex, rather broadly attached, the
terminals being often short, obtuse, sublobate, and
connate with the two preceding pinnules; lamina
slightly leathery, usually (lull and smooth on the upper
surface, and often but slightly convex ventrally at the
border. Nervation rarely depressed and usually in-

distinct on the ventral surface, the nerves arching, not
very close and but slightly in relief dorsally.

Mariopteris pottsvillea var. ovalis David White, n. var.

Plate 11, figures 1, 7, 8; plate 12, figure 3

Rachis sparsely and indistinctly corrugated trans-
versely; pinnae large, somewhat lax. Pinnules rela-
tively rather large, close, oblique, broadly attached,
decurrent and long-ovate or oval-ovate when large,
though short and broad when small, the apices being
more or less narrowed and obtusely rounded; lamina
somewhat leathery, slightly inflated at the margins
and often slightly revolute near the apices, so as some-
times to give the pinnules a pointed aspect. Primary
nerve strongly decurrent, arching and depressed
ventrally, rather thin, forking at a moderately wide
angle at the border.

Mariopteris paddocki David White, n. sp.

Plate 14, figures 1-6

Frond quadripinnate, the primary divisions large, a
little lax, with a slightly flexuous, paucicostate, ob-
scurely lineate rachis; secondary pinnae alternate, open
at a right angle below, oblique above, close, overlapping
or sometimes distant, often curved, lanceolate, or linea-
lanceolate, tapering to a slender, acute apex with rather
slender, finely striate, ventrally canaliculate, dorsally
rounded, slightly flexuous, and narrowly alate rachis;

penultimate pinnae alternate, open at a right angle or
somewhat oblique, usually a little distant, sometimes
touching, 1.2 centimeters to 4.5 centimeters long, 4
millimeters to 20 millimeters wide, very narrowly tri-
angular, becoming narrowly oblong-triangular, or
somewhat linear and straight or slightly flexuous, the
lower pinnae, especially, in the lower portion of the
frond being provided with small, alternate, open, nar-
rowly triangular, slightly obtuse pinnae of the fourth
order, 10 millimeters to 12 millimeters long, and 5
millimeters to 8 millimeters wide; proximal penulti-
mate pinnae at the bases of the secondary pinnae very
hetermorphous.

Pinnules numerous, small, distant, oblique, the upper

ones cuneate, obovate, erect, nearly recurrent and

poorly attached, the lower ones broader, becoming
ovate and bifid or trifid lobate, or quinquilobate, and
elongate with small, cuneate unequal, short, generally

broad, and not deeply parted, oblique or nearly erect

lobes, and constricted to a narrow subpedicellate,

cuneate, attachment with a narrow decurrent wing, the

distal margins of all the pinnules being obtusely
rounded or even truncate-rounded, the plane of trunca-

tion being parallel to the rachis; lowest pinnule

heteromorphous; lamina a little thick, inflated,

especially near the margins, and ventrally depressed
along the mid-rib and principal nerves.
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Nervation generally distinct, a little coarse, and
ventrally depressed; primary nerve and secondary
nerve originating at a slightly open angle, the nerves
forking once or twice while curving slightly in
passing, a little distant, to the margin.

Mariopteris paddocki var. colliciaris David White, n. var.

Plate 12, figures 1, 2; plate 13, figures 1-9

Primary (?) pinnae somewhat unequal bilaterally,

tripinnate, or quadripinnatifid in the lower portion,
lanceolate, with heteromorphous secondary pinnae at
the base and tapering upward to a slender, acute or
acuminate apex; the rachis being not very broad,
strongly depressed, ventrally shallowly canaliculate,
lineate or irregularly and sparsely ribbed, dorsally
rounded, lineate and narrowly alate; secondary pinnae

subopposite to alternate, open at a wide angle, a little
distant above, contiguous or slightly overlapping be-
low, lanceolate to linear-lanceolate, 8 millimeters to 20
centimeters or more in length, 4 millimeters to 5 centi-
meters in width, straight or slightly flexuose, often a
little lax near the tip, the lateral borders nearly parallel
below, and converging slowly above the acute apex, the
lowest pair being unequally bifurcate, dilated, andl
heteromorphous; rachides of the penultimate and ulti-
mate pinnae slender, sometimes slightly flexuose, de-
pressed, shallowly canaliculate above, rounded beneath,
very minutely punctate and distinctly alate by the

decurrent lamina; ultimate or tertiary pinnae alter-
nate or subalternate, open, usually a little distant, some-
times very distant, ovate when small, becoming nar-
rowly lanceolate, 6 millimeters to 25 millimeters long,
3 millimeters to 9 millimeters wide, obtusely pointed
or obtuse, the lowest pair somewhat heteromorphously

dilated, the proximal being often unequally bifurcated
just above the base.

Pinnules rather small, alternate, subalternate, or sub-
opposite, more or less oblique, usually distant, some-
times close, short, broadly obovate, cuneate or ovate
and cuneately contracted, very broadly subpedicellate,
attached by their whole width with nearly parallel
lateral margins when small and usually as broadly

obliquely rounded at the apex, or round-truncate
parallel to the rachis, being unequally sub-bilobate, or

eventually cut by very shallow decurrent sinuses into
two or ultimately into three usually very oblique, un-
equal, broad, truncate-rounded subcuneate, short, de-
current lobes, the external being much shorter and often
narrower than the median, the lowest inferior pinnule,
especially at the base of the penultimate pinna, dilate
in heteromorphy; uppermost two or three pinnules
oblique and shorter, becoming confluent with the nar-
row, sinuate-marginal, ill-defined apical pinnule of the
pinna; lamina thick, finely rugose-striate as if pubes-
cent or minutely villous, slightly concave along the

rachis of the smaller pinnae, and along the base of the

primary nerve in the pinules, broadly decurrent along
the rachis of the ultimate and small penultimate pin-
nae, ventrally convex, especially near the border, along
which it is sharply depressed to form a very distinct,
regular and smooth depressed canal about 0.2
millimeter in width.

Nervation generally obscure, especially on the ventral
surface ; primary nerve originating at an open angle
very low on the rachis, and forking at a very open
angle, the lateral nerves curving outward near the base
of the pinnule or in the lowest lobe, and forking once
or twice to furnish four to seven thin or vanishing,

rather distant nervils in each of the broader lobes.

Mariopteris lobata David White, n. sp.

Plate 14, figure 7; plate 15, figures 1, 2

Primary pinnae very large, acute, with traces of
transverse corrugation in the rachis; ultimate pinnae
somewhat lax in aspect, open nearly at a right angle
or oblique, close, sometimes a little distant, sometimes
overlapping, lanceolate, slightly acute, or narrowly
obtuse, with flexuose, ventrally round-sulcate, narrowly
alate rachis. Pinnules near the apex of the pinna
broadly ovate, simple, oblique, broadly attached, de-

current and but slightly constricted on the primal side
of the base; the uppermost pinnules ovate, cuneate, and
confluent; larger pinnules especially near the base of
the pinna becoming round-trilobate, elongated, and
pinnatifid in about five or six lobes, the lowest lobe be-

ing round-rhomboidal, the next ovate, the upper ones
connate, with the shallowly sublobate terminal which
is ovate and relatively very much larger than the lower
lobes; lowest proximal pinnules on the basal hetero-

morphous pinnae developed as pinnae; lamina not very

thick, ventrally inflated, particularly in the apical lobes
and near the borders, slightly convex ventrally between
the nervils, and faintly granulose-striate under the
lens. Nervation distinct, ventrally depressed a little,
originating low, forking at a wide angle and arching

strongly upward at each subdivision, the nervils curv-
ing gently outward, nearly parallel, and distant.

Mariopteris eremopteroides David White

Plate 16, figures 1, 2; plate 17, figures 1-9

1900. Mariopteris cremopteroides David White, U. S. Geol.
Survey 20th Ann. Rept., pt. 2, pp. 776, 872, pl. 189,
figs. 1-3.

Frond tripinnate, quadripinnate in part, very large,
rather dense, with large, lineate rachis sometimes at-
taining a diameter of 25 millimeters; primary pinnae
large, oblique or open, close, parallel, usually touching
or nearly touching, sometimes overlapping nearly one-

third their width, linear, or linear-lanceolate, tapering
to an acute apex, with rather slender, ventrally con-

cave, dorsally terete, very finely lineate, slightly flexu-
cse-geniculate rachis; secondary pinnae alternate, open
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nearly if not quite at a right angle to the rachis, close,
usually touching, or slightly overlapping at their
bases, but sometimes, especially in the upper part of the
secondary pinna, a little distant, lanceolate or linear-
lanceolate, acute, hardly contracted at the base, some-
times slightly flexuose-subgeniculate, the lower inferior

pinna somewhat polymorphous; tertiary pinnae alter-
nate, or subopposite, usually oblique but often nearly
at a right angle to the rachis, close, generally touching
or slightly overlapping, the smaller and basal ones
a little distant from the secondary rachis, triangular-
ovate, strongly inequilateral, sometimes broadly del-
toid, compact, and but little constricted at the bases,
those higher in the secondary pinnae being broadly
lanceolate, somewhat acute, generally slightly subfal-
cate, the apices usually inclined upward, the rachis
round-sulcate ventrally, terete dorsally, minutely lin-
eate, and bordered by a narrow wing decurring from
the limb of the pinnules.

Pinnules alternate, very oblique or nearly erect in
the younger pinnae, or near the apex of the larger

pinnae, close, generally ovate-triangular, narrowly
ovate to ovate or rhomboidal, very rarely obovate,
obtuse or obtusely rounded, the upper ones connate for
a little distance, the terminal ovate or ovate-triangular,
obtuse, obscurely sublobate, the lower ones attached by
very broad, oblique, recurrent bases, only the lowest
lobed pinnules becoming pinnatifid, being narrowly
constricted at the bases; all the pinnules showing at
an early stage a marked tendency to division into two
to five obtusely rounded, oblique lobes, which appear-
ing at first as one or two rounded teeth a little above
the middle are gradually cut one-half way to the
rachis, sometimes, especially in the somewhat hetero-
morphous basal pinnules, appearing slightly obovate
as the pinnule becomes pinnatifid in its development.
into a pinna, though generally the ovate or ovate-
rhomboidal form, with confluent or hardly constricted
bases, is preserved to an advanced stage; lamina of
the pinnules a little thick, slightly depressed over the
primary nerve in the pinnatifid pinnules, faintly
rugose, especially on the dorsal minutely striated sur-
face, sometimes rolled backward at the margins so as
to make the pinnules or lobes appear more acute and
narrower than they really are.

Nervation coarse, distant, distinct, and very slightly
depressed on the ventral surface, very clear and in
relief on the dorsal side of the pinnule; primary nerve
originating at a narrow angle nearly opposite the

proximal basal sinus of the pinnule, forking at an open
angle near its point of origin and curving strongly
outward in the base of the pinnule, forking pinnately
and a little widely to supply a secondary nerve for
each lobe, the secondary nerves forking one to three,

usually two, times at a moderate angle in passing,
rather distant, in a gentle slight curve to the distal

border.

Mariopteris inflata David White, n. sp.

Plate 18, figure 4; plate 19, figures 1-4

Penultimate pinnae open or oblique, usually close,
linear-lanceolate, with deeply depressed, ventrally
round-sulcate, striate, and rather strong rachis; ulti-
mate pinnae close or a little distant, open at, or nearly
at, a right angle, rather small, oblong to lanceolate,
with dorsally round, narrowly alate rachis. Pinnules
small, close, oblique; smaller pinnules and basal lobes
broadly ovate-rhomboidal, somewhat truncate-rounded,
parallel to the rachis, broadly cuneately attached, the
lowest lobes broadly reniform-rhomboidal, the higher
decurrent, with very oblique distal sinuses, usually
round-sinused on the proximal side, and distally more
or less apiculate, or rounded at the very obliquely di-
rected distal apex; larger pinnules becoming obliquely
and very narrowly ovate-deltoid, more or less apiculate
or narrowly rounded at the apex, briefly subpedicel-
lately attached by the very broadly cuneate asym-
metrical base, the attachment being narrowed in those

pinnules attaining the pinnatifid stage; terminal pin-
nules or lobes broadly ovate, unsymmetrical and
cuneate with the highest lateral pinnules; lamina thick,
leathery, slightly inflated near the border, particularly
toward the apices, and sometimes backward rolled,
especially in the terminal lobes, decurrent along the
rachis, minutely rugo-striate, and sparsely provided
in the neighborhood of the median nerve with short
bristle-like hairs. Nervation mostly obscure on the
later, thick lamina, primary nerve decurrent, slightly
flexuose, not deeply depressed ventrally, diminishing
in passing upward and persistent to near the apex only
in the largest pinnules; lateral nerves rather slender,
originating at a moderate angle and forking two or
three times at a rather wide angle, each distal division
arching rather strongly from the bifurcation, the
nervils being distant and oblique.

Mariopteris inflata var. sewaneensis David White, n. var.

Plate 14, figure 8; plate 18, figures 1-3

Pinnules often larger than in the normal type and
generally more distant, oblique, and lax, the lateral
pinnules less constricted and less distinctly cordate,
and sessile at the base, the terminals proportionately
shorter and more asymmetrical, the lobes being often
distant and slightly irregular in form, more distant
and more oblique on approaching the border, and the
lamina often distinctly sparsely hirsute near the
median nerve, and sometimes slightly depressed
ventrally over the nervils.
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Mariopteris cheilanthoides David White, n. sp.

Plate 19, figures 5, 6

1888. Sphenopteris polyphylla? (Lindley and Hutton) Les-
quereux, U. S. Nat. Mus. Proc., vol. 11, p. 85.

1888. Pseudopecopteris latifolia (Brongniart) Lesquereux, U. S.
Nat. Mus. Proc., vol. 11, p. 85.

1888. Sphenopteris (Diplothrnema) dicksonioides (G6ppert)
Schultze. Lesquereux, U. S. Nat. Mus. Proc., vol. 11.
p. 84.

1888. Pscudopecopteris trifoliata (Brongniart) Lesquereux, U.
S. Nat. Mus. Proc., vol. 11, p. 84.

Frond very open; penultimate pinnae lanceolate to
long-lanceolate, narrow, acute, and very distant along
a ventrally sulcate, lineate, somewhat flexuose rachis:
ultimate pinnae small, alternate, very distant, open
nearly at a right angle, oblong-ovate, tapering in the
upper part, more or less obtuse.

Pinnules small, a little distant, ovate to asym-
metrically ovate-deltoid, obtusely rounded or sometimes
very obliquely apiculate, broadly and somewhat
cuneately attached along the lower portion of the base,
the border being sometimes slightly sinuate, decurrent
along the ventrally round, sulcate rachis; lamina rather
thick, somewhat inflated especially near the borders,
nervation generally distinct and depressed, the nerves
forking at a very wide angle and extremely distant

in proportion to the size of the pinnule.

Mariopteris phillipsi David White, n. sp.

Plate 20, figures 1-3; plate 22, figure 1

Frond large, quadripinnate or polypinnate, spread-
ing, though not very dense; rachis strong, slightly
rigid, very finely lineate, marked in the larger portions
by small, short, rather distant, not very distinct, trans-
verse, incision-like indentations, ventrally strongly
canaliculate, dorsally round and bordered by a narrow
wing zone in the penultimate and ultimate pinnae;
secondary pinnae alternate, open, the lower ones at a
right angle, lanceolate, acute; penultimate pinnae
alternate, at a right angle to the rachis below, slightly
oblique above, close or touching, occasionally overlap-
ping a little, often somewhat curved, lanceolate or
linear-lanceolate, tapering to an acute apex, very
slightly contracted at the base; ultimate pinnae alter-
nate, open, the lower ones at a right angle to the rachis
or even reflexed, the upper ones not very oblique,
usually distant one-half the width of the pinna, rarely
touching, sometimes curving slightly upward,
lanceolate or linear-lanceolate, acute.

Pinnules alternate, open or at an angle of about 450
with the rachis, rather distant, seldom touching, quite
small and irregular in outline, ovate or triangular,
obtusely acute, obtuse or rounded, the terminal ones
ovate-triangular, obtuse, the lowest round-ovate or

round-obovate, sometimes truncate rounded, becoming

uneven and passing into the pinnatifid form with one

or two lobes, usually at the base of the pinnule, the
lowest inferior pinnule being markedly hetero-
morphous; lamina not very thick, rather strongly
arched ventrally, minutely rugose, somewhat creased
over the primary nerve in the lower half of the
average pinnule.

Nervation rather fine, plainly visible on the ventral
surface of the lamina, quite distinct on the dorsal sur-
face ; primary nerve rather strong near the base, clearly
flexuose-geniculate in accordance with the position, at
rather wide angles of divergence, of the secondary
nerves, which, very few in number, usually fork once
or twice at a very wide angle, both nervils arching
outward above the point of union, in passing, very
distant and obliquely to the margin.

Mariopteris tennesseeana David White

Plate 20, figure 4; plate 21, figures 3, 4; plate 22, figure 2

1900. Mariopteris tennessecana David White, U. S. Geol. Sur-
vey 20th Ann. Rept., pt. 2, p. 878.

Frond large, quadripinnate, somewhat lax; rachis
faintly subgeniculate, rather narrow, marked by a few
irregular ribs and by irregular short transverse cor-
rugations; penultimate pinnae alternate, open at a
right angle, rather distant, seldom touching or over-
lapping, lanceolate or linear-lanceolate, acute, very
slightly contracted at the base, not rigid, ultimate pin-
nae alternate or subalternate, open, at or nearly at a
right angle near the base of the pinnae, and only slight-
ly oblique above, lanceolate or linear lanceolate.

Pinnules alternate, close, ovate or ovate-triangular,
. strongly inclined upward, obtuse or rounded at the

apex, slightly arched near the margins, the fully de-
veloped ones cut nearly to the decurrent base, those in
the middle and upper portions of the pinnae more
broadly confluent and blending as lobes of the round,
denticulate, apical portion of the pinnae.

Nervation usually indistinct; primary nerves of mod-
erate strength, originating extremely low at the base
of the pinnule, passing nearly parallel to the rachis,
then curving outward and giving off the not very
strong nerves which fork once or twice in passing
nearly straight to the margin.

Mariopteris pygmaea David White

Plate 21, figures 1, 2; plate 22, figure 3

1900. Mariopteris pygrnaea David White, U. S. Geol. Survey
20th Ann. Rept., pt. 2, pp. 780, 876, pl. 192, figs. 2-6.

Frond small, compact; rachis relatively strong,
lineate, deeply depressed, ventrally canaliculate; penul-
timate pinnae alternate, nearly at a right angle to the
rachis, close, touching or overlapping, lanceolate, or
linear-lanceolate, acute or acuminate; ultimate pinnae
alternate, very compact, very open, usually touching or

slightly overlapping, lanceolate or oblong-lanceolate,
acute or sometimes obtusely acute, somewhat rigid.
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Pinnules very small, 1.25 millimeters to 8 millimeters

long, 1 millimeter to 6 millimeters wide, alternate,
usually contiguous or slightly overlapping, crowded,
very highly inflated, generally ovate, the lowest reni-

form-ovate, slightly distally apiculate, dilated near the

base, conspicuously constricted at the inferior side of

the rather broad attachment, those of the middle por-
tions dilated-ovate or ovate-triangular, apiculate or

obtuse, the terminal usually short and obtuse or apicu-

late or, at the end of the penultimate pinnae, slightly

sinuate-margined, acute or mucronate; lamina thick,
very much inflated or arched and smooth ventrally, the
margins curving strongly backward, decurring in a

narrow wing along the rachis.
Nervation rather coarse, the nervils concealed on the

ventral surface, but somewhat distinct on the strongly

concave, dorsal surface of the pinnules; primary nerve

strong, originating at a narrow angle and sharply
marked in the largest pinnules by a vanishing furrow

on the ventral surface of the lamina; nervils originat-

ing at a rather narrow angle, those in the lower part
of the pinnule arching near the primary nerve and
passing straight or curved, relatively close together,
the lower ones forking once or rarely twice, the upper
nervils often simple.

Genus EREMOPTERIS Schimper
1869. Eremopteris Schimper, W. P., Trait- de palsontologie

v6gstale, vol. 1, p. 416.

Eremopteris neffii David White, n. sp.

Plate 23, figures 1-5

Penultimate pinnae linear, acute, with rather nar-
row, rigid, lineate rachis; ultimate pinnae alternate,
open at an angle of about 45 or more, close, about 12
millimeters or more distant, sometimes touching, or
slightly overlapping in the lower portion of the frond,
slender, linear-lanceolate, tapering gradually upward,
narrow at the base, and narrowly obtuse at the apex;
pinnules or lobes alternate, very oblique, nearly erect,

relatively small, linear, slightly cuneate or extremely
narrowly cuneate-spatulate, obtuse, distant, becoming

shorter, narrower, and coalescent in approaching the
sublobate or narrowly and very sparingly dentate,
broad, large, somewhat elongated termina; lamina
ventrally convex, rather thick, decurrent, and rugose-
striate between and parallel to the nerves; nervation
rather fine, sometimes observed on the ventral surface,
but distinct and in relief on the dorsal surface; nerves
derived from a slender, recurrent primary nerve, fork-
ing two or three times at a narrow angle while passing,
regular, nearly parallel, and about 0.4 millimeter

distant towards the apex of the lobe.

Eremopteris strigosa David White, n. sp.

Plate 23, figures 6, 7

Penultimate pinnae alternate, oblique, close, lanceo-
late or linear-lanceolate, acute, with depressed, ven-

trally sulcate, dorsally strongly rounded, slightly
flexuose rachis; ultimate pinnae alternate, subpedicel-
late, oblique, oblong-lanceolate, rather narrow, some-
times ovate, acute; pinnules deeply and decurrently
laminate; pinnules or laciniae very distant, separate to
near the axis, oblique, decurrent, linear or oblong-
cuneate, slightly spatulate, obtuse or round-obtuse, the
lowest shallowly bifid or trifid, and slightly outward-
curved, the largest lobes and pinnules sometimes brief-
ly and unequally bidentate; lamina ventrally convex,
rugose-striate, decurring along the axis in a narrow
wing; nervation rather obscure on the ventral surface;
primary nerve decurrent, flexuose, the lateral nerves

forking at a rather wide angle, one or two nervils
entering each lobe or tooth.

Eremopteris crenulata Lesquereux

Plate 23, figures 8-10

1879. Eremopteris crenulata Lesquereux, Pennsylvania 2d Geol.
Survey Rept. P., text, vol. 1, pp. 292, 293, 1880; atlas, pl.
53, figs. 1, 2.

Secondary, robust pinnae alternate and open nearly
at a right angle along a relatively broadly bordered,
dorsally round, ventrally canalicuate, slightly flexuose,
rachis; pinnules very large, close or distant, a little
broadly attached, the lower palmately cut in two or

three very broad divisions which are sometimes again
cut once or twice in narrow cuneate or cuneate-obovate,
more or less divaricate divisions, the upper pinnules
being less deeply cut, more elongated, oblique, and
closely lobate and sublobate, the teeth of the very nar-

row terminal lobes of the lowest pinnules of the lower

pinnae, or at the apex of the pinna, being sometimes

produced as broad claws which may be more or less

distinctly recurved at the apices; lobes unequally den-

ticulate, even crenulate or crenulo-denticulate when

very broad, the teeth being fewer and generally longer

in the higher pinnules, those of the terminal being

often prolonged to form the claws; lamina rather thin,

hardly convex ventrally, distinctly recurrent along the

rachis, and becoming a border to the nerve in the claw;

nervation moderately coarse, distinct, slightly in dorsal

relief, very distant, the primary decurrent bundle fork-

ing low at a wide angle and again two or three times

before passing far in the lobes, in which a nervil is

provided for each denticle or claw.
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Eremopteris lincolniana David White

Plate 24, figures 1-8

1900. Eremopteris lincolniana David White, U. S. Geol. Survey
20th Ann. Rept., pt. 2, p. 869, p1. 1132, figs. 1, la.

Fronds tripinnate with broad sinuous axis consist-
ing of a central densely fibrous interior bordered by
broad expansions of more delicate, probably cortical
tissue; primary pinnae distant, very open, slightly lax,
penultimate pinnae alternate, open, the lowermost at
nearly a right angle or slightly reflexed, the upper
somewhat oblique, usually rather distant, slightly rigid,
though often curved, lanceolate to linear-lanceolate,

the rachis being slightly flexuose, round-canaliculate
ventrally, ahd distinctly margined; ultimate pinnae or
compound pinnules alternate, very open below, rather
oblique above, usually hardly touching, generally tri-
angular, the lowest very broadly triangular, approach-
ing a palmate form, the uppermost often rather nar-
row, very deeply dissected into compound lobes or
subdivided pinnules, slightly decurrent from the nar-
row attachment ; subdivisions or compound lobes sep-
arated almost to the rachis, hardly touching, effecting
a slightly trifoliate arrangement, ventrally convex,
usually rather broadly cuneate, or obovate-cuneate,
laterally more or less distinctly convex, obtuse, or
obliquely denticulo-truncate at the apex, or cut, often
obscurely, in two or three unequal, short, obtuse teeth,
the apical lobes becoming, especially near the apices of
the lower pinnae, greatly elongated or produced as long,
rigid, narrow, subspinose, and often hooked claws;
lamina not very thick, dull, convex ventrally between
the nerves, and strongly so at the margins, and faintly
striate under a strong lens; nervation distinct, very
distant, smooth depressed in the lower portions of the
pinnules; primary nerve rather coarse, distinctly de-
rived somewhat obliquely from the depressed axis of
the rachis, forking at a very open angle in the base of
each lobe or division, the subdivisions curving upward
and passing with slight geniculation, while diminish-
ing; nervils of each compound lobe or division forking
pinnately at a wide angle, usually in the lower part
of the division, to supply a nerve for each ultimate
lobe or tooth.

Eremopteris lincolniana var. antiqua David White, n. var.

Plate 25, figures 8-10

Ultimately pinnae short, compact, the short. obtuse,
or round-obtuse lobes closer and less deeply pointed
than in the normal form, the claws, on the terminal
lobes very much less elongated; lamina dense, indis-
tinctly striate, and but faintly, when at all, depressed
on the nerves; nervation coarse though often obscured
by the thick lamina.

Eremopteris subelegans David White, n. sp.

Plate 24, figures 9-11

Ultimate pinnae alternate, oblique, close, narrowly
triangular to lanceolate-triangular, and linear-lanceo-
late, acute; pinnules oblique, alternate, broadly at-
tached, elongated , narrow, close, cut according to
position in the pinnae into several erect, oblong, rather
broad, laterally slightly convex, obtuse, or obtusely bi-
dentate or tridentate lobes; rachis shallowly sulcate on
the ventral surface, round dorsally and finely striate,
like the nearly flat lamina of the pinnules and narrow
decurring border; lobes erect, oblong-cuneate to linear-
cuneate, in general not deeply dissected, the uppermost
entire or slightly bidentate or tridentate, and obtuse,
the lower separate almost to the base and shallowly
notched near the apex in two or three rounded, short,
unequal teeth, which are more deeply separated in the
lower pinnules; lamina rugose, clothed with small,
rather rigid, acuminate scales, or marked by minute

punctations when the scales are fallen in the process
of maceration; nervation coarse, somewhat rigid and
distant, though sometimes partly masked by the thick,
densely lineate or scaley epidermis; primary nerve
slightly flexuose, forking pinnately at a not very wide
angle below the base of each division of the pinnule,
the branches dividing to furnish one or two nerves,
one of which enters each tooth or ultimate lobe.

Eremopteris gracilis David White, n. sp.

Plate 25, figures 6, 7; plate 26, figures 1-10

Pinnae linear, slender, usually at an angle of 450
or less, with the narrow, often slightly flexuose, very
narrowly alate rachis; pinnules more or less ovate,
narrowing distinctly cuneately to the base, more or
less distinctly and unequally trilobate, the outer lobes
oblique, obtusely subdentate, smaller, and shorter, the

terminal lobe somewhat capitate, more or less obscurely
sublobate, the lower proximal lobe often considerably
smaller and somewhat recurvate; lamina not thick,
somewhat inflated ventrally, faintly striate; nervation
distinct, forking at a rather wide angle, the nervils
passing nearly parallel into the lobes.

Eremopteris dissecta Lesquereux

Plate 25, figures 1-3

1879. Eremopteris dissecta Lesquereux, Pennsylvania 2d Geol.
Survey Rept. P, text, vol. 1, pp. 292, 293, 1880; atlas,

1. 53, fig. 4.

Pinnae dense, overlapping, obliquely placed on a
slender, deeply round-canaliculate, very narrowly bor-
dered rachis; ultimate pinnae large, oblique, parallel,
deeply dissected, generally very obliquely trilobate in
narrowly cuneate or very narrowly spatulate divisions,
the better developed lobes being unequally bidentate
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or tridentate at the apex, or, in the most advanced or
laciniate stage, becoming sublobate, in which case the
lobules are denticulate; lamina somewhat rugose, con-
vex at the borders, slightly inflated between the nerves;
nervation coarse, distinct, slightly depressed ventrally,

and forking two to four times, widely in the lower part
of the pinnule and narrowly in the bases of the lobes,
the nervils passing nearly parallel to supply a strand
to each denticle.

Eremopteris artemisiaefolia (Sternberg) Schimper

Plate 25, figures 4, 5

1826. Sphenopteris artemisiaefolia Sternberg, Essai flore monde
primaeval, vol. 1, fasc. 4, p. 15, pl. 56, fig. 1; vol. 2,
fase. 5, 6, p1. 58, (1883).

1828. Sphenopteris artemisiaefolia Brongniart, Prodrome d'une
histoire des veg6taux fossiles, p. 50.

1829. Sphenopleris artemisiaefolia Brongniart, Histoire des
vgtaux fossiles, vol. 1, p. 176, pl. 46; pl. 47, figs. 1, 2.

1869. Eremopteris artemisiaefolia Schimper, Trait( de paleon-
tologie vngdtale, vol. 1, p. 416, pl. 30, fig. 5.

Primary pinnae open below the bifurcation of the
main rachis in the lower part of the frond, oblique
above, alternate to subopposite or nearly opposite,
lanceolate to linear-lanceolate, slightly contracted and
cuneate at the base, often curved slightly outward,
acute, and decurrent on the very broad, strong, finely

lineate, ventrally shallowly furrowed, and thickly alate
rachis; ultimate pinna and pinnules alternate to op-
posite, distant, oblique, outward-curved, very deeply.

distantly and very obliquely dissected, bilobately or
trilobately, into narrow, rather long, slightly outward-
curved, often convex, simple or shallowly bidentate or
tridentate, very decurrent lobes; lamina rather thick,
and very minutely striato-rugose- nervation usually
distinct, very slender, originating very low in the

decurrent base of the pinnule, and gradually curving
outward while forking two or three times at a very
narrow angle, to furnish two or three nearly parallel,
erect nervils in each lobe.

Eremopteris trappensis David White, n. sp.

Plate 27, figures 1-9

Penultimate pinnae very lax, flexuose, lanceolate or
linear-lanceolate, with very slender, flexuose or slightly
flexuose-geniculate, ventrally round-caniculate, dor-
sally rounded, narrowly, but distinctly alate rachis;
ultimate pinnae open or oblique, alternate, rather dis-
tant, more or less distinctly ovate, very broadly cuneate
or even palmate at the base, deeply pinnately dissected
into cuneately laciniate pinnules or lobes; lobes or pin-
nules a little distant, slightly outward curved or di-
vergent, broadly cuneate, usually, but not always,
slightly convex laterally, more or less deeply bilobate or

trilobate, the lower ones of the upper part of the

p1ilmal'y pinna being very broad, broadly and obliquely

round-truncate at the somewhat irregularly and ob-
tusely dentate or denticulo-crenulate apex; upper pin-
nules more narrowly lobed, the lobes narrower, obtusely

and unequally bidentate or tridentate, the lower pin-
nules of the pinnae in the lower part of the primary
pinnae being often narrowly lobed and palmately

divaricate, the teeth being deeply cut and slender at
the apex of the pinna; lamina not very thick, slightly

convex ventrally, minutely striate in a direction
parallel to the nerves; nervation coarse, distinct,

slightly depressed ventrally, in relief on the dorsal
surface; primary nerve decurrent, forking at a wide
angle and flexuose in the base of the pinnule, the
lateral nerves for each division of the pinnule, forking

at a wide angle two or three times, the nervils being
distant and nearly parallel, and two ultimate divisions
entering each of the narrow teeth or crenulations.

Genus DIPLOTHMEMA Stur 2

To Diplothmema are referred fernlike species from
the Pennsylvanian that are characterized by petiolate,
bipartite fronds naked below the point of division, each

division (primary) being provided with enlarged,
basally dilated or even somewhat heterophyllous, lower

external subdivisions (secondary pinnae) which may
be reflexed and enlarged so as to suggest a second bi-
partition; and by broadly cuneate or rounded-lobate,
or rounded pinnules and lobes which may be entire,

dentate, or even slightly laciniate, the nervation being
arched. It includes the nonquadripartite group of
species with more or less rounded or pecopteroid pin-
nules originally placed by Stur in the genus Diploth-
nerna, with the exception of those plants given special

and more definite generic classification on the bases of
their discovered fructifications.

Diplothnema as first proposed by Stur was formed
to include not only fronds in which the naked rachis is
divided into two major, bilaterally symmetrical and
more or less nearly equal divisions, but also fronds in
which each of these divisions is again forked without

intervening ultimate pinnae into two very widely di-
varicate divisions with apparently equally strong

rachides, the inner division of each half of the frond
being larger and more elongate than the outer divisions.

Without naming a type species, Stur built up the genus
-about (1) a group of bipartite, more or less nearly

dissected and laciniately-lobed sphenopteroid forms
including Diplothmem schutze'i Stur, Sphenopteris
dissectum Goeppert, S. elegans Brongniart, S. fzurca-
tum Brongniart, S. patentissima (Ettingshausen), S.
spinosus Goppert, and S. hidrethi Lesquereux. This
consistent, compact, and well-defined unit is typical
of the genus according to modern rules of botanical
nomenclature, and, in case of division of the genus,

2 Stur, D., I)ie Culm-Flora-Beitrilge zur Kenntniss der Flora der
vorwelt, Band 1, Teil 2: K.-k. geol. Reichsanstalt Abh., Band 8, Nr. 2,
p. 130 (236), 1877.
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the generic name should be retained for one of its
species. From this narrow-lobed sphenopteroid group
Stur widened the genus to include among others (2)1
the broad-lobed pecopteroid and more or less rounded-
pinnuled sphenopteroids with somewhat distinctly
quadripartite fronds including Sphenopteris obtusiloba
Brongniart, S. irregularis Sternberg, S. schillingsii An-
dra, S. nummularoides Gutenberg, Pecopteris pluck-

enetii (Schlotheim) Brongniart, and (3) a group of
distinctly quadripartite fronds including Sphenopteris
acuta Brongniart, S. muricata (Schlotheim), and Pe-
copteris nervosa Brongniart. It embraced a large por-
tion of the very early established genus Sphenopteris,
together with species of other early form genera, and
was regarded by Stur as an absolutely natural genus,
although from the modern point of view it is obviously
too comprehensive.

In 1879 the group of species (3d as enumerated
above) with quadripartite fronds and triangular or
broadly rounded or pecopteroid pinnules, including

Diplothmema latifolia, D. acuta, D. muricata, and D.
nervosa, was removed from Stur's genus by Zeiller 3
to compose a new genus Mariopters.

In 1886 Zeiller segregated another rounded-pinnuled
species in which the two primary divisions of the frond
are hardly or only very indistinctly bilobate as a dis-
tinct genus, for which he retained Stur's name
Diplothnzema.4 The mode of division of the frond is
shown in plate 18, figure 3, of the Valenciennes flora.
At the same time he figured as Diplothemema zeilleri
Stur a species which, as shown on plate 16 of his
Valenciennes flora, has both a laciniate spenopteroid
pinnule and the mode of division of the frond nearly

typical of the sphenopteroid or typical division of the
genus as established by Stur. As Diplothmena has
subsequently been employed the name is restricted in
application to the species with broad, generally rounded
or oblong, deltoid pinnules and in which the two di-
visions of each primary bipartite symmetrical division
are generally so unequal and so unsymmetrical that the
external basal divisions may be regarded as more or
less divaricately placed or even reflexed and especially
developed basal pinnae of the primary division.

Still later, in 1893, species that are typical of Stur's
original genus and that constitute the nucleus about
which he organized Diplothmema and .for which that
name should have been retained by Zeiller were removed
by Potoni,5 who applied to this group of species
the new name Palmatopteris, P. furcata being stressed

a Zeiller, Ren6, Vgtaux fossiles du terrain nouiller : Explication
carte go1. France, vol. 4, p. 68, 1879.

4 Zeiller, Rend, Flore fossile du bassin houiller de Valenciennes :
Etudes gites mindraux France, atlas, 1886, p. 18, figs. 3-6 ; texte,
p. 159, 1888.

6 Potonie, H., Ueber einige Carbonfarne, Thell 3: K. preuss. geol.
Landesanstalt u. Bergakademie Jahrb., Band 12, p. 1, 1893.

as representative of the new genus. It is, however,

to be borne in mind that even as late in 1893 little
regard was given by most European paleobotanists to
the matter of type species of genera and their reten-
tion where possible under the original generic
designation.

Very recently Paul Corsin a while monographing the
Mariopteris of the Carboniferous of the Sarre and
Lorraine reached the conclusion that no fundamental
difference in the architecture of the frond separates
Mariopteris from Diplothmema as the latter was re-
stricted by Zeiller. He points out that one intergrades
with the other; that very often the fronds are quadri-
partite in both genera; and that more frequently one
finds primary pinna in Mariopteris in which the outer
division may be considered as lateral pinnae springing
on the outside from the base of each internal and more
highly developed pinna (which he views as having
the rank of a secondary pinna), the external divisions
having the status only of tertiary pinnae. According
to these views, based on an ample series of specimens,
the primary pinnae of Mariopteris should be consid-
ered as bipartite-a conclusion with which, genetically
speaking, I agree. Accordingly, Corsin places the
round-pinnuled or pecopteroid-pinnuled species with
less distinctly quadripartite fronds, included by Zeiller
under the name Diplothmema as restricted by him, in
the second of his four groups of species under
Mariopteris. The first of the four groups includes,
among other species, Mariopteris muricata (Schlo-
theim) and M1. nervosa (Brongniart). The second
contains 21. latifolia Zeiller, M. plumosa (Kidston),
and M. sphenopteroides Zeiller, while M. acuta
(Brongniart) Zeiller is numbered among the species
of the fourth group.

The transfer to Mariopteris of the species included

by Zeiller under Diplothmema appears to leave no
species conforming to Stur's original definition of
Diplot/umema under that name, a procedure contrary
to the rules of botanical taxonomic nomenclature.

Meanwhile the genus Pseudopecopteris was proposed
by Lesquereux 7 in 1879 to include mainly species
placed by Zeiller in Mariopteris and the restricted
Diplothmema, the type species being Alethopteris
mazoniana, a species of Mariopteris close to the
muricata-nervosa group. Under Pseudopecopteris were
also included P. obtusiloba, P. trifoliolata, and P.
irregularis, which originally were included by Stur in
Diplothmema.

Corsin, Paul, Marioptrides : Bassin houiller de la Sarre et de la
Lorraine, I. Flore fossile, 3d fase., Etudes gites inindraux France, pp.
116-118, 1932.

7 Lesquereux. Leo, Description of the coal flora of the Carboniferous
formation in Pennsylvania and throughout the United States : Penn-
sylvania 2d Geol. Survey Rept. P, vol. 3, atlas, 1879 ; text, -vol. 1, p. 190,
1880.
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In this work the tendency at first was to retain

Lesquereux's generic term, restricting it, however, to
cover the distinctly round-pinnuled group including
obtusiloba, trifoliolata, irregularis, squamosa (or
neuropteroides), and several others of the more or less

distinctly round-pinnuled species placed by Lesquereux
under Eremopteris, but whose fronds are probably
bipartite with naked rachises below the subdivisions.

In the latter case, Diplothmema cheathami, with
broadly cuneate and sublobate, more or less dentate
pinnules, was regarded as near the border line of
the genus. However, the retention of the genus

Pseudopecopteris Lesquereux is, as has elsewhere been

pointed out, precluded according to the rules of
botanical nomenclature, since the same name was used

in 1877 by Grand'Eury, who without special discussion
or generic diagnosis applied the name to Pecopteris

defrancei Brongniart, P. oblique Brongniart, and
Neuropteris bohemica Ettingshausen. It is to be re-
gretted that the name Pseudopecopteris is not tenable.

Under the circumstances, in order to avoid intro-
ducing a new generic name for the round-pinnuled
or pecopteroid-pinnuled group in which the frond is
bipartite but not distinctly quadripartite, effort for a
time was made to make use of the term Cheilanthites 8
proposed by Gdppert in 1836 for a group of sphenop-
terids. Though it is not necessary that the significance
of the generic name conform to the present classifica-
tion of the genus (e. g. Calamites, Cannophyllites,
etc.), the revival of Gdppert's name for this group of
species is not permissible, since this group cannot be
construed as including the type of the original genus
Cheilanthites or as having been so regarded by Gp-
pert. Yet, so to apply Gppert's name would doubt-
less cause less confusion than to replace Palmatopteris
by Diplothmena and Diplothmema of Zeiller by
Pseudopecopteris or Mariopteris.

Between several procedures which may be followed
without strict conformity to any modern nomenclatural
code, it would seem that least confusion (with moder-
ate clarity and some degree of justice to the authors)
may be assured by retaining the name Diplothmema to
include not only the round-pinnuled species placed
therein by Zeiller, but also other round-pinnuled
species with bipartitely divided, but not distinctly
quadripartite fronds, not clearly referable to the genus
Mariopteris as originally founded. There is no valid
generic distinction between Sphenopteris obtusiloba,
Erenwpteris cheathami, Pseudopecopteris anceps, P.
nummularia (as interpreted by Gutbier and Andri),
and Diplothmema dernoncourti Zeiller. On the other
hand, the species of this group appear to be generically

8 White, David, The fossil flora of West Virginia: XWest Virginia Geol.
Survey Repts., vol. 5a, pt. 2, p. 394, 1913.

distinct from Mariopteris by their character-ensembles.
Both are "form" genera. The retention of Stur's

original name for this group seems desirable as well
as requisite, provided the species which Stur treated
as typical of his genus continue under the name
Palmatopteris.

The forms included under Diplothmema, Mariop-
teris, and Palmatopteris were similar in their major
architectural features and habit of growth. They
were apparently, in general, climbers or lianas with
relatively slender, flexuous, aerial trunks or axes, such
as are shown in Stur's Diplothmema schutzei,9 the
Appalachian species Sphenopteris hildretldi Lesque-
reux, referred by Stur to Diplothmema, in Zeiller's
figures 10 of Mariopteris and in Zeiller's Diplothmnema
jacquoti. These stems as here interpreted bear
bifurcating fronds which in Mariopteris are not only
merely symmetrical bilaterally, but are more or less
distinctly quadripartite. The examination of Zeiller's
figures of D. jacquoti lends support to Corsin's interpre-
tation of the frond as bilateral, with the two divisions
each having a more or less specialized and often some-
what reflexed outer basal pinna. The later features
appear to be essentially characteristic of the restricted
Diplothmema, while the more equally subdivided and
broadly divaricate or quadripartite form is character-
istic of the Mariopteris and Diplothmema. Intergrada-
tion in form of frond between Mariopteris and Diploth-

mema, as noted by Corsin, appears logical and natural if
the mode of division be viewed as actually sympodial.

Diplothmema microphylla (Lesquereux) David White

Plate 30, figures 3, 5-7

1879. Eremopteris microphylla Lesquereux, Pennsylvania 2d
Geol. Survey Rept. P, atlas, pl. 52, figs. 6, 7; text (1880),
p. 296.

Fronds large, quadripinnate with large lineate
rachis, with very distinct and irregular, short trans-
verse frets; primary pinnae robust, open, usually a
little dense, with thick, often curved rachis; secondary
pinnae alternate, very open, rather close, usually over-
lapping somewhat, ovate-lanceolate to lanceolate, acute,
often curved somewhat, with moderately strong,
fretted, striate, and ventrally sulcate rachis; tertiary
pinnae alternate, open, often nearly at a right angle,
close, usually overlapping somewhat, ovate-lanceolate
or very narrowly triangular-lanceolate, very slightly
contracted at the base, acute or slightly obtuse, the
rachis sulcate ventrally, dorsally rounded, striate,
fretted, and narrowly alate; ultimate pinnae small,
usually open at or nearly at a right angle in the middle
and lower part of the penultimate pinnae, generally

S01). cit., p. 121, pl. 13, fig. 4.
10 Op. cit., plate 18, figs. 3-5; ps. 16, 21, 22, 23.
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touching or nearly touching, sometimes a little distant,
ovate to oblong-ovate, the smallest round-triangular,
the longer ones acute, somewhat lax or flexuous, touch-
ing or a little distant, with slender and very narrowly
sulcate, faintly subgeniculate, narrowly bordered
rachis; pinnules alternate, coriaceous, densely striate
parallel to the nervation, slightly convex ventrally,
often somewhat distant, rarely touching when small,
the highest cuneate and oblique, obovate-cuneate,
obovate and broadly decurrent, outward curved, when
large, and ovate to ovate-deltoid and ovate-rhomboidal,
all but the lowest oblique, the uppermost entire, or
faintly crenulate, the middle and lower ones broadly
and divaricately trilobate to quinquilobate, the largest
lobes sometimes slightly sub-bilobate and rounded,
truncate and broadly crenulate decurrent, the terminal
pinnules or lobes very oblique, distinctly cuneate, and
relatively broad; nervation moderately strong, gener-
ally obscured by the dense and intermediate striation;
primary nerve originating very low at a narrow angle,
giving off a secondary nerve for each lobe, the second-
ary nerve forking one to three times at a quite narrow
angle, the nervils usually curving slightly outward,
especially in the bases of the lobes.

Diplothmema subdecipiens David White, n. sp.

Plate 11, figures 9-11

Main rachis (axis?) not very broad, slightly flexuous,
rather distantly, coarsely, and regularly lineate; pri-
mary (?) pinnae alternate, open at nearly a right
angle, 3 millimeters to 5 millimeters distant on the
same side, usually touching or slightly overlapping,
more or less flexuous, linear-lanceolate to linear, nar-
rowed to an acute apex, and slightly constricted at the
base, the rachis being slender, ventrally canaliculate,
narrowly alate, and dorsally round-terete and striate;
ultimate pinnae ovate to oblong-ovate, alternate, gen-
erally close, open nearly at a right angle, somewhat
curvi-lax elongated in habit, and more or less obtuse,
with a distinct laminar border decurrent from the pin-

nules. Pinnules a little distant, short, ovate below,
cuneate above, broadly attached, strongly decurrent,
the middle and upper ones distinctly outward-curved,
the proximal lateral border usually concave, the distal
lateral convex, the apices obliquely truncate-rounded or
bisublobate or trisublobate in cuneate outward-curved,
obliquely truncate entire subdivisions, the terminal
being usually longer; lamina rather thin, very minutely
granular, flat or slightly arched at the border, and de-
current along the rachis. Nervation distinct and in
dorsal relief though not very coarse; primary nerve
very oblique, of low origin, forking at a wide angle,
the subdivisions forking two or three, or sometimes
four times at a moderate angle, the nervils being more

or less strongly outward-curved and counting 25 to 30

per centimeter at the border.

Diplothmema glennii David White, n. sp.

Plate 27, figures 10-17

Primary rachis slender, ventrally sulcate, dorsally
round-terete, striate, narrowly alate, sometimes slightly
flexuose; secondary pinnae alternate, open, often at
nearly a right angle, close, usually nearly touching,
a little lax, lanceolate, becoming linear-lanceolate,
tapering'gradually in the upper half and terminating
a little abruptly in an obtuse apex; pinnules large,
oblique, alternate, close, at first broadly cuneate or
obovate-cuneate and slightly outward-curved, coalescent
at the apex, becoming ovate and very unequally sub-
trilobate, and very broadly cuneately attached to the
rachis, and finally becoming deeply dissected in three
cuneate or obovate-cuneate, close, oblique lobes which
are obliquely round-truncate, or obtusely rounded, the
lateral borders nearly straight, the terminal crenulate
or slightly and irregular denticulate; lamina thin,
often transparent, flat or arched very little at the bor-
der; nervation not very coarse, quite distinct; primary
nerve originating very low on the rachis, oblique, near-
ly erect, forking once in the extreme base of the pin-
nule, and again higher to give off several nerves at
a very wide angle on the distal side, the subordinate
nerves forking usually once or twice at a moderate angle
to furnish rather distant and straight nervils, one of
which reaches each denticle.

Diplothmema cheathami (Lesquereux) David White

Plate 28, figures 1-3, 5-10

1884. Erenmoptris cheathani Lesquereux, Pennsylvania 2d
Geol. Survey Rept. P, vol. 3, pl. 770, pl. 104, figs. 2-4.

Fronds apparently not very large, rather dense,
tripinnate or quadripinnate, branching freely at a wide
angle, a little lax; rachis of moderate strength, rigid
or slightly flexuose, ventrally broadly and roundly but
not very deeply canaliculate, rounded dorsally, min-
utely rugose-striate, bordered in the smaller pinnae by
an extremely narrow decurrent wing; secondary (?)
pinnae alternate, lanceolate, acute, close, often nearly
at a right angle to the rachis; penultimate pinnae
alternate, close, touching or slightly overlapping, very
open, generally nearly at a right angle to the rachis,
ovate-triangular when small, becoming ovate-lanceolate,
or lanceolate when large, nearly acute at the apex;
ultimate pinnae alternate, ovate-triangular, narrowly
deltoid or oblong-triangular, very widely open, fre-
quently at a right angle to the rachis, close, usually
slightly overlapping near their bases, short, generally
one and one-half to three times as long as broad, ob-

tuse, terminating in connivent, cuneate, generally
denticulate or erose pinnules; pinnules relatively large,
brevipedicellate, alternate, open below, oblique above,

close, the lower lobate ones frequently overlapping,

consisting either of broadly cuneate, obliquely truncate,
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or round-truncate, distally denticulate simple pinnules,
with a strong, not very wide, oblique basal attach-

ment and a very narrow decurrent wing, or of two or

three to five, usually three, narrowly and deeply dis-
sected, broadly cuneate, close, unequally long lobes, the
latter, like the simple pinnules, having the lateral mar-

gins usually slightly convex, though often nearly
straight and not unfrequently, especially near the apex
of the pinna and in the middle lobe, slightly concave,
the upper, obliquely truncate, or rounded-truncate
border being cut in the well-developed piniiules by
irregular sinuses into three to seven short, broad, ob-
tuse, uneven, clawlike, erect teeth, usually nearly 0.75
millimeters in length, sometimes 1.5 millimeters long,
generally curved backward and buried in the matrix;
lamina rather thick, slightly convex ventrally near the
margins, finely, but often distinctly rugose-striate

parallel to the nerves; nervation generally somewhat
obscured by the rugose-striate epidermis, though
rather strong, and sometimes, especially on the dorsal.
surface of the pinnules, quite distinct; primary nerve
originating at a very narrow angle, curving and fork-
ing two to five times, mostly in the lower part of the

pinnule, the lowest divisions being at a rather wide
angle, each of the nearly straight, coarse and rather
distant nervils passing into one of the distal teeth of
the pinnule.

Diplothmema cheathami var. antiqua David White, n. var.

Plate 28, figures 4, 12

Pinnae and pinnules very small, the pinnules being
often considerably distant; lobes of the general pro-

portion of the normal type, though exhibiting a greater
tendency to sublobation, those of the higher pinnae
being distinctly acutely dentate, the teeth being often
developed as short, unequal laciniae, much narrower
than those of the normal species; nervation largely
obscured by the striation of the lamina, which is
narrowly decurrent along the ventrally round-
canaliculate rachis.

Diplothmema cheathami var. minor David White, n. var.

Plate 28, figures 11, 13

Pinnules, in general, somewhat smaller than those
of the normal form of the species and often rather
narrower lobed, the lobes being generally farther re-
moved by the elongation of the axis; terminal lobe
usually less dissected; teeth small and very short.

Diplothmema spectabilis David White, n. sp.

Plate 29, figures 1-3, 5, 6

Fronds very large, tripinnate or quadripinnate, with
very thick, flexuose-geniculate, coarsely lineate axis;

primary pinnae alternate, open or oblique, very long,
linear-lanceolate or linear, tapering gradually in the
upper part to an acute apex ; rachis lineate, rigid or

gently curved, ventrally concave, dorsally rounded,
narrowly alate, and marked in the impressions by short,
not very distant, irregularly disposed, transverse, nar-
row, low ridges or corrugations like frets; penultimate

pinnae alternate, open at a right angle or nearly so,
close, sometimes nearly touching, lanceolate to linear,
sometimes slightly contracted at the base, and tapering
towards the slender, often narrow apex, the rachis
being ventrally canaliculate, dorsally terete, alate,
finely lineate and sparsely and usually obscurely trans-
versely corrugated in the larger portions where com-

pressed; pinnules alternate to subopposite, rather small.
usually more or less distant, open, sometimes nearly at
a right angle to the rachis, short-ovate or long-ovate, or
ovate deltoid, deeply cut into three to five open, di-
vergent and rather distant, broadly cuneate, slightly
outward-curved, broadly attached lobes which gener-
ally become bilobate or trisublobate, each of the divi-
sions in the lower lobes of the larger pinnules being
marked by two short, rounded, unequal sublobules or
teeth; lamina minutely rugose, faintly striate under
the lens, slightly depressed in the lower portion on the

primary nerve, and sometimes intramarginally de-
pressed just within the apices of the teeth; nervation
not very strong, dorsally slightly in relief; primary
nerve very low and oblique, forking two or three times
at a rather wide angle in the lower part of the pinnule,
the consequent nerves forking two or three times at
a narrow angle in each lobe, which usually contains
four or sometimes but two nervils to each lobule or
tooth.

Diplothmema pudica David White, n. sp.

Plate 29, figure 4

Ultimate pinnae small, alternate, close or touching,
very open, ovate to oblong-lanceolate, with ventrally

canaliculate, narrowly alate, often slightly flexuose
rachis; pinnules more or less oblique, very small, close
or distant, narrowly cuneate above, becoming bilobate
or trilobate and broadly obovate or rhomboidal at the
base of the pinnule, the lobes being not deeply dis-
sected, slightly divergent, nearly equally wide, rounded
at the apices, and but little contracted downward;
lamina thick, somewhat convex ventrally and densely
finely striate; nervation generally concealed by the
dense striation; primary nerve strongly decurrent,
forking at a moderate angle, the subdivisions forking
again two or three times at a very narrow angle, the
nervils being slender, nearly straight and close.

Diplothmema halberstadti David White, n. sp.

Plate 30, figures 1, 2

Ultimate pinnae open nearly at a right angle to the
lineate, obscurely fretted rachis; pinnules close, touch-
ing or a little distant, open at a right angle and basally
coustricte(l ovate-deltoid below, oblique, broadly
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cuneate and very broadly attached near the apex of
the pinna, more or less distinctly and unequally trilo-
bate, becoming quinquilobate, the lower proximal lobe
somewhat recurved, the terminal large, and broad, be-
coming sublobate or sublaciniate; pinnules and lobes
more or less distinctly incised along the distal borders
in rather coarse, broad, rounded teeth which in the api-
cal lobe of the largest pinnules often become parted to
form very short, oblique, and slightly divergent, broad
lobules or very brief lacinia; lamina a little thick,
slightly rugose, somewhat convex ventrally between the
nervils; nervation distinct, rather coarse, distant, in
relief on the dorsal surface, the primary nerve strongly
decurrent, the secondary nerves forking two or three.
times at a wide angle in each lobe.

Diplothmema obtusiloba (Brongniart) Stur

Plate 30, figure 4; plate 35, figures 7, 9
1829. Sphenopteris obtusiloba Brongniart, Histoire des vg6taux

fossiles, p. 204, p1. 53,, fig. 2.
1877. Diplothmema obtusiloba Stur, Die Cum-Flora, K.-k. geol.

Reichsanstalt Abh., Band 8, Heft 2, p. 230.

Fronds very large, quadripinnate, sometimes, at
least, dichotomous at the base, with very large lineate,
rather coarsely fretted rachis; primary pinnae oppo-
site-curved, equal or nearly so, to pinnately disposed
and alternate, very open, close, overlapping somewhat,
apparently ovate-lanceolate, and tapering gradually
from near the base to the rather acute apex; secondary
pinnae alternate, open usually at a right angle, close,
generally overlapping somewhat, ovate- to oblong-
lanceolate, tapering a little from a little above the base,
and more or less distinctly acute, with ventrally sul-
cate, finely lineate and distinctly fretted rachis; terti-
ary pinnae and ultimate (quaternary) pinnae in the
lower portion of the frond alternate, open at nearly
a right angle, close or touching, ovate to oblong-
lanceolate, acute or somewhat obtuse, with narrowly
alate, sometimes slightly flexuose, dorsally rounded
rachis. Pinnules alternate, open at a right angle be-
low, oblique above, generally close, sometimes nearly
touching, sometimes a little distant, the upper ones on
the pinnae broadly cuneate, distally rounded, broadly
detached and decurrent, the two or three terminal ones
somewhat coherent, and divergent, those lower in the
pinnae becoming ovate, rounded, and reniform, rather
narrowly constricted at the base and more or less equally
trilobate, the lowermost becoming quinquilobate with
deep and gradually widening sinuses; lobes short,
open, widening rapidly above the rather broad base,
cuneate, rounded at the apex or, in the upper ones,
somewhat round-truncate, or in the lower ones be-
coming ovate, terminal lobes very broadly cuneate and
distally rounded; lamina thick, densely rugose-striate,
ventrally convex at the border which is often distinctly
smooth-guttered. Nervation indistinct, generally nearly

totally obscured by the striation of the lamina;
407089-43-2

primary nerve very decurrent, forking three or four
times at a narrow angle while curving gradually toward
the border.

Diplothmema reniformis David White, n. sp.

Plate 31, figures 1, 2, 4, 5

Secondary pinnae alternate, open, linear-lanceolate,
tapering from near the base to the slender, acute, apex,
the radius finely lineate, and ventrally broadly sulcate
and sparsely fretted; ultimate pinnae alternate, a little
oblique, generally a little distant, oblong, usually ob-
tuse; pinnules small, open at the base, slightly oblique
above, close, often touching or overlapping a little, very
broad, the uppermost rounded above with an extremely
broadly cuneate, short stalk, those lower being very
broadly cordate or reniform with a very broad sub-
pedicellate attachment, the larger being reniform to
cordate while becoming trilobate with crowded,
broadly-round lobes, the proximal basal one first de-
veloped and small with reference to the whole pinnule;
lamina very thick, densely rugose and usually dis-
tinctly though finely striate, depressed basally along
the primary nerve, and strongly convex ventrally be-
tween primary nerve and border which is narrowly
guttered; nervation nearly always masked by the dense
rugosity of the lamina; primary nerve strong at the
base, strongly decurrent in the upper pinnules, and
rapidly dissolved, the nervils a little coarse, arching
gently to the lateral borders, nearly straight distally
and moderately close.

Diplothmema adrichi David White, n. sp.

Plate 31, figures 3, 7; plate 34, figure 3

Primary pinnae large, dense, with robust, lineate,
transversely fretted, slightly flexuose rachis plainly
reduced by each of the pinnate divisions; secondary

pinnae alternate, very open, oblong, or lanceolate, ob-
tuse, close, generally overlapping; ultimate pinnae
alternate, nearly at a right angle to the dorsally half-
round, ventrally sulcate, lineate and distinctly ,fretted,
strong rachis, ovate to oblong-ovate, becoming
elongated, obtuse, or slightly acute, dense and close.
usually slightly overlapping.

Pinnules small, alternate, close, usually affecting a
more or less distinctly trifoliate form, generally touch-
ing and often slightly overlapping, open nearly to a
right angle near the base of the pinna, constricted to a
rather narrow sessile, usually somewhat decurrent
base which descends as a very narrow rachial border,
the lower ones ovate, broadly ovate, deltoid, obtuse,
cut into three to seven obovate or cuneate, unevenly
truncate or obliquely emarginate lobes, the higher pin-
nules obovate or ovate, more or less distinctly tri-
lobate, those toward the apex becoming narrowly
obovate, curving outward, or cuneate, crenulate-
emarginate, or the terminal ones narrow, cuneate,
emarginate-sublobate and confluent; lobes of the low-
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est pinnules obliquely truncate-rounded at the apex,
faintly round-sublobate, or very obscurely sublobate;
lamina slightly convex ventrally, thick and densely
but finely striate so as frequently to obscure the

nervation.
Nervation generally obscure; primary nerve originat-

ing very obliquely from the ventrally sulcate rachis,
and forking at a very narrow angle at the very base of,
or low in the pinnule to supply a secondary nerve for
each lobe or subdivision of the pinnule, each second-
ary nerve forking two or three times at a very acute
angle, the nervils passing straight or but slightly
curved to the margin.

Diplothmema adrichi var. anthracitica David White, n. var.

Plate 33, figures 6, 9; plate 34, figure 2

Pinnules smaller, more compactly arranged, often
imbricated, more broadly attached, more distinctly de-
current and less dissected than in the normal form.

Diplothmema minor David White, n. sp.

Plate 31, figure 6

Frond (?), penultimate pinnae small, lanceolate or
linear-lanceolate, tapering to an acute apex; ultimate
pinnae alternate, open nearly at a right angle below,
slightly oblique -above, close, nearly touching, oblong
to lanceolate, slightly obtuse; rachis proportionately
very strong, ventrally broadly and shallowly canalicu-
late, minutely striate and distinctly alate; pinnules
very small, 1.5 millimeters to 4.5 millimeters in length,
1 millimeter to 2.5 millimeters in width, alternate,
hardly touching, round, round-ovate, rarely slightly
cordate or even reniform below, becoming ovate and
bilobate or trilobate, always very broadly attached,
with narrow decurrent sinus, the lowest pair on each
pinna unequally bilobate or heteromorphous, those
near the apex being oblique, very short, attached by
nearly their whole width, the terminal being broadly
rounded, asymmetrical, scarcely cuneate, and confluent
with the preceding pinnule; lamina dense thick, flat or
nearly so, decurring along the pinna in a wing whose
border is parallel to the rachis; nervation very obscure ;
primary nerve decurrent, rather strong, soon vanishing
in the thick lamina; nervils thick, few, but obscured in

the opaque limb and not yet fully observed.

Diplothmema trifoliolata (Artis) Stur

Plate 32, figures 1-3

1825. Filicites trifoliolata Artis, Antediluvian phytology, pl. 11.
1828. Sphenopteris trifoliolata (Artis) Brongniart, Prodrome

d'une histoire des v'gdtaux fossiles, p. 59 (50).
1829. Sphenopteris trifoliolata Brongniart, Histoire des vg-

taux fossiles, vol. 1, p. 202, pl. 53, fig. 3.
1850. Sphenopteris trifoliolata Mantell, G. A., Pictorial atlas

of fossil remains, p. 27, p1. 5, fig. 2, p1. 29.

1833. Cheilanthites trifoliolatus (Artus) Goeppert, Die fossilen
Farnkriiuter, pp. 245, 246.

1880. Pseudopecopteris trifoliolata (Artis) Lesquereux, Penn-
sylvania 2d Geol. Survey Rept. P, vol. 1, p. 217.

1885. Diplothmerna trifoliolata (Artis) Stur, K.-k. geol. Reich-
sanstalt Abh., vol. 11, No. 1, p. 346, pl. 19, figs. 1-4.

1896. Sphenopteris trifoliolata (Artis) Brongniart var. laxa,
Potoni6, Preuss. geol. Landesanstalt Abh., n. f. No. 21,
p. 23, text fig. 12.

1897. Sphenopters trifoliolata (Artus) Brongniart var. laxa
Potonid, Lehrbuch Pflanzenpalaeontologie, p. 137, fig.
130.

Fronds large, quadripinnate, once-dichtomous near

the base, the petiole and rachises lineate, and fretted
in the larger divisions; primary pinnae opposite or
alternate, open at or nearly at a right angle, generally
large; secondary pinnae alternate, very open, close,
usually touching, generally lanceolate, acute and often
slightly narrowed at the base, with rather deeply ven-
trally sulcate and very narrowly alate rachis; tertiary
pinnae alternate, usually open at nearly a right angle,
close or sometimes rather distant, ovate to ovate-lance-
olate, tapering from a little way above the base, slight-
ly obtuse or subacute with rather narrow, sulcate, and
sometimes slightly flexuous rachis; quaternary pinnae
developing in the lower part of the frond by the
elongation of the pinnae. Pinnules generally small,
alternate, very open at the base of the pinnae, more
oblique above, close or often distant, the extreme up-
permost ovate or ovate-cuneate, the others ovate or
ovate-rounded, and more or less abruptly constricted
at the base which is broadly brevi-pedicellate, the low-
est often broadly reniform, the largest pinnules deeply
three-lobed to five-lobed, the lobes ovate or obovate,
strongly contorted downward, becoming pedicellate, the
median lobe being generally considerably larger and
often obtusely and unequally deltoid, as frequently is
also the terminal pinnule of the pinna; lamina a little
thick, slightly granular-rugose, generally convex ven-
trally, and sometimes slightly backward rolled, es-
pecially in the terminal pinnules and lobes.

Nervation rarely distinct, especially on the ventral
surface, not coarse; primary nerve strongly decurrent,
forking at a wide angle, the secondary nerves forking
two or three times while arching outward, the nervils
being rather distant.

Diplothmema trifoliolata (Artis) Stur var. kanawensis David

White, n. var.

Plate 33, figures 1-5

Fronds very large, quadripinnate or polypinnate,
sometimes dichotomous at the base, with broad, finely
lineate rachis, which in the smaller divisions is broadly
canaliculate ventrally, and rounded and striate dor-
sally, often slightly flexuous and narrowly alate in
the peripheral portions; primary pinnae very open,
tripinnate or quadripinnate in the lower portions; sec-
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ondary pinnae alternate, open nearly at a right angle,
usually overlapping somewhat, linear-lanceolate, taper-
ing gradually from a point a little way above the base
to a slender point; ultimate pinnae alternate, very

open, usually nearly at a right angle below, oblique
above, close, usually touching or overlapping some-

what, blunt, slightly triangular-oblong, tapering from

the base to the usually slightly obtuse apex, which is
very rarely extended as a curved spine; pinnules rela-

tively large, very open, alternate, close or touching to
distant, brevi-pedicellate, extremely broadly ovate or
obovate on becoming distinct near the apex of the
pinna, and rapidly becoming reniform or very broadly

rhomboidal, and more or less deeply cut with decur-
rent sinuses into two or three, or rarely more, broad,
divergent, round lobes which are subieniform and

even pedicellate as well as slightly sublobate at the
base of the pinna or in development as pinnae; terminal

pinnules usually larger or capitate, strongly asym-
metrical, sublobate, and cuneate at the base; borders
of the pinnule generally backward curved and in some

cases at least slightly and irregularly erose-denticulate;
lamina a little thick, very strongly convex, especially
near the borders, and in the narrow wing along the
rachis, often convex between the nerves, slightly
lustrous and smooth except when viewed under a
strong lens when it is found to be very faintly and
somewhat irregularly striate.

Nervation coarse, distant, very distinct, sometimes

depressed, sometimes in relief, from a single strong
and narrowly decurrent primary nerve, and forking
at a wide angle about three times in passing, arched
near the base, to the border and usually counting 7 to
12 nervils in each larger lobe or unlobate pinnule.

Diplothmema composita David White, n. sp.

Plate 32, figures 4-7

Frond not large, very lax, probably tripinnate, the

mode of basal division unknown; secondary pinnae
alternate, open nearly at a right angle, distant, slender,
linear or linear-lanceolate, acute, with a very slender,

lax, finely lineate, very narrowly bordered rachis
which is flexuous or more or less geniculate; ultimate
pinnae lax, alternate, open usually at nearly a right

angle, sometimes reflexed, distant, oblong or oblong
ovate, 1.5 centimeters to 6 centimeters or more in
length, 8 millimeters to 40 millimeters in width, obtuse,
often irregular, with a very narrow decurring border
along the lax, usually somewhat flexuose, slender,

ventrally narrowly sulcate rachis; pinnules very large,
ovate or round-ovate, rounded above, sometimes faintly
apiculate, more or less obscurely and very broadly
cuneately contracted at the broad decurrent base, or
becoming sinuate-margined, sublobate and cut in two

to five very broad, rounded, more or less cuneate,
usually distant, broadly and strongly decurrent lobes,
the terminal very broad and obliquely rounded; lamina
not very thick, slightly inflated at the border, de-
current along the rachis in a very narrow border,
depressed along the nerves, where it is finely rugose-
striate, by very fine, short, appressed rows of scaly

epidermal cells parallel to the nervation; nervation
distinct; primary nerve originating very low in the
decurrent base of the pinnule, not very strong, forking
several times at a moderate angle near the base, the
subordinate nerves curving outward somewhat while
forking once or twice and passing with slight curva-
ture or nearly straight and parallel through the last
two-thirds of the distance to the margin, where they
are about 0.5 millimeter distant from one another.

Diplothmema morrowensis David White, n. sp.

Plate 34, figure 1; plate 35, figure 1

1860. Sphenoptcris dilatata Lesquereux (not Lindley and
Hutton), Lesquereux, Arkansas 2d Geol. Survey Rept.,
p. 310, pls. 2, 3, 3a.

1880. Pseudopecopteris decipiens Lesquereux, Pennsylvania 2d
Geol. Survey Rept. P, vol. 1, p. 214 (part), pl. 52, figs. 9,
9a (not figs. 10, 10a).

1880. Pseudopecopteris macilenta (Lindley and Hutton) Les-
quereux, Pennsylvania 2d. Geol. Survey Rept. P, vol. 1,

p. 219 (part).
1884. Pseudopecopteris macilenta (Lindley and Hutton) Les-

quereux, Pennsylvania 2d Geol. Survey Rept. P, vol. 3,
p. 754, pl. 98, fig. 2.

1889. Pseudopecopteris macilenta Lesley, Pennsylvania 2d Geol.
Survey Rept. P, vol. 2, p. 799, text fig.

1917. Pseudopecopteris cf. macilenta Lesquereux, Jackson, In-
diana Acad. Sci. Proc., p. 416, pl. 2, figs. 1, 3, 4.

1917. Pseudopeoopteris cf. dimorpha Lesquereux, Jackson, op.
cit., p. 416, pl. 2, fig. 5?.

Frond tripinnate or quadripinnate, large ; secondary
pinnae alternate, oblique, close, lanceolate or linear-
lanceolate, acute, with distinctly lineate rachis; penul-
timate pinnae compact, close, alternate, very open, or
oblique, lanceolate, linear-oblong, or ovate-triangular,
acute or rather obtuse with ventrally canaliculate dor-

sally round-carinate, alate, finely lineate rachis; ultimate

pinnae at nearly a right angle to the rigid rachis below,
slightly oblique above, usually close, sometimes touch-
ing, oblong-linear, or lanceolate, often curving some-

what, or ovate-deltoid and obtuse when small; pinnules
close, generally touching or slightly overlapping, alter-
nate, compact, rather thick, decurrent, with broad bases,
never very large, ovate, obovate or broadly ovate-

triangular, those in the middle and upper portions
of the pinna-affecting a more or less distinctly trifolio-
late form, the cuneate obovate or obovate lobes being
sinuate margined or somewhat obscurely sublobate or
crenulate-sublobate in two or three divisions, the pin-
nules at the apex of the pinna becoming cuneate-obo-
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vate, obliquely semitruncate, strongly decurrent, co-
herent, and obscurely sublobate; lowest inferior pinnule
slightly polymorphous; lamina slightly convex near
the border; rugose and dotted with small, narrowly
triangular, acute scales; nervation rather coarse, often
obscured in the rather fleshy lamina on the ventral
side, the median nerve of the larger compound pin-
nules or young pinnae being slightly canaliculate ven-
trally, and sometimes a little flexuous; nerves derived
from a single, very obliquely decurring strand low in
the decurrent base of the pinnule, forking very low to
supply a principal nervil for each subdivision or lobe
of the pinnule, each principal nervil forking at a mod-
erate angle from two to four times, while arching
gently, and usually becoming fainter in passing
obliquely to the margin where the nervils count about
three to the millimeter.

Diplothmema erectiloba David White, n. sp.

Plate 33, figures 7, 8

Secondary (?) rachis strong and densely lineate;
subordinate pinnae alternate, very open, oblong to
linear-lanceolate, sometimes acute with carinate, ven-
trally sulcate rachis, bordered by the decurrent lamina
and sometimes slightly flexuous; pinnules not very
large, rather distant, open, broadly-ovate to narrow-
ovate or rhomboidally constricted, or sometimes ob-
scurely and rather broadly subpedicellate, cuneate to
rectangular below, broadly capitate at the apex; sim-
ply cuneate or faintly sublobate at the apex of the
pinnae and becoming bilobate or trilobate in the lower
portions of the pinnae, the lateral lobes being not deep-
ly parted, erect, the distal border of the lobe being
obliquely and slightly rounded-truncate in a direction
parallel to the axis of the pinnule; terminal lobe cune-
ate and capitate, extended considerably beyond the
lateral lobes and sometimes twice the length of the
latter, becoming broadened and more or less distinctly
unequally and roundly bisublobate or trisublobate at
the apex, which has the aspect of transverse truncation;
lamina thick, densely striate, slightly depressed over
the primary nerve in the lower part of the pinnule,
slightly convex ventrally near the border and decurring
in a narrow, striate border along the rachis; nervation
rather fine and almost entirely concealed by the dense
striation, the nervils passing not very close and nearly
straight to the rounded apices of the lobes or sublobes,
each of the narrower lobes of lobules usually containing
six or eight nervils.

Diplothmema mendenhalli David White, n. sp.

Plate 35, figures 8, 10

Fronds apparently small, rather delicate, with
very open pinnae; rachis slender, slightly flexuose,
ventrally round-canaliculate, narrowly alate, with dis-

tinctly chambered (?) pith; penultimate pinnae rather
lax, alternate, open at a right angle below, more oblique
above, close, lanceolate or oblong-lanceolate, slightly
acute, with slender axis; ultimate -pinnae close or a
little distant, alternate, ovate to oblong, usually very
open, obtuse, pedicellate, with narrowly alate, ventrally
sulcate, finely striate, often flexuose rachis; pinnules
small, alternate, close or distant, open below, oblique
above, distinctly pedicellate, the lower ones dissected
almost to the axis in three generally narrow, divergent,
cuneate, usually very slightly concave-margined, often
slightly bifid, obtusely and irregularly dentate, trun-
cate laciniae or lobes ordinarily about 3 millimeters to
3.5 millimeters in length, and averaging about 2 milli-
meters in width, the higher pinnules being cuneately
slightly bifid, or trifid, the less distinct and more
oblique divisions being similarly irregular and unequal-
ly denticulate, the uppermost pinnules being very
narrowly cuneate, oblique or nearly erect, about 3 milli-
meters in length, less than 2 millimeters in width at
the apex, which is obtusely bidentate or tridentate;
lamina not thick, very faintly striate-rugose, slightly
depressed along the primary nerve at the base of the
pinnule, and decurring in a narrow wing along the
rachis; nervation rather thin, not very distinct; pri-
mary nerve decurrent, forking at a moderate angle in
the base of the pinnule to provide a secondary nerve
for each lobe of the pinnule, the secondary nerves
dividing to furnish a very thin nervil to each of the
short, obtuse, or obtusely pointed teeth.

Diplothmema pygmaeoides, David White, n. sp.

Plate 35, figures 2-6

Radius rather strong, rigid and distinctly fretted by
short, narrow, irregularly disposed, low, transverse
prominences; tertiary (?) pinnae open nearly at a right
angle, small, narrow, alternate, close or a little distant,
tapering to the obtuse apices; pinnules very small,
alternate, touching or usually overlapping a little,
oblique, broadly ovate-round, becoming open, ovate,
asymmetrical, rounded at the apex, unequally trilobate,
and abruptly constricted at the base, the basal pinnules
being often short and reniform; terminal pinnule
larger than the slightly cuneate pinnules next below,
broadly and asymmetrically ovate, round at the apex,
and sublobate; lobes very short, more or less oblique,
very broad at the truncate round apices; lamina very
thick, finely rugose-striate both ventrally and dorsally,
ventrally convex, especially near the border which is
narrowly guttered; nervation generally marked by the
striation; primary nerve very obliquely decurrent,
ventrally depressed, arching outward and forking at
a rather narrow angle, the nerves forking once or
twice at a narrow angle while gently curving toward
the margin where they are fine and rather close.
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Genus ANEIMITES Dawson
1860. Ancimites Dawson, J. W., Canadian Naturalist, vol. 5,

1860, p. 461.

1904. Wardia White, David, Smithsonian Misc. Coll., vol. 47,
pt. 3, pp. 322-331.

Aneimites (Wardia) tenuifolius (Goppert) David White,
n. comb.

Plate 36, figures 1-7, 9, 10; Plate 38, figures 10, 14

1846. Cyclopteris tenuifolia Goppert, Die Gattungen der fos-
silen Pflanzen, Lief. 5, 6, p. 95, pls. 4, 5 (double plate),
figs. 11, 12.

1875. Adiantides tenuifolius (Gnppert) Stur, Beitrige zur
Kenntniss der Flora der Vorwell, Band 1, pp. 65, 66,
pl. 16, figs. 2, 3.

Fronds rather delicate, quadripinnatifid or quadri-
pinnate (?), with slender, slightly flexuose, ventrally

sulcate, rugose-striate divisions of the rachis; ultimate
pinnae oblong or linear, slightly obtuse, close, alter-
nate, very open, scarcely decurrent; pinnules alternate,

a little distant, more or less open, subpetiolate, obovate,
obovate-cuneate, sometimes cuneate and asymmetrically
rounded above, the larger near the apex of the penulti-
mate pinnae, being 5 to 10 millimeters in length, 2 to 7

millimeters in width, or still broader and cut to, or
nearly to, the base into two or three cuneate, apically

rounded lobes, the pinnules on the lower lateral pinnae
becoming narrower, sometimes larger, often divided
and more distinctly cuneate; lamina not thin, very
faintly rugose-striate between the nerves; nervation
distinct and strong, slightly depressed ventrally, in
relief on the dorsal surface; nerves somewhat
flabellate from the primary bundle in the subpetiolate
base, straight or nearly so, rather close, and forking
two or three times at a moderate angle in passing
to the distal margin; fertile pinnae becoming alternate
with greatly reduced and distant pinnules, the pedicels
very slender, lax, ramose, costate and but little
dilated at the apices; seeds (Wardia tenuifolia) rhom-
boidal, faintly striate, about 5 millimeters long, and
equally broad below the middle, broadly alate near
the base, the wing being narrow, very well-defined
above the middle and continuous to the apex.

Aneimites (Wardia) tenuifolius var. difoliolatus David White,
n. var.

Plate 36, figures 8, 11; plate 38, figures 8, 12

Rachis strong, slightly flexuose, dorsally rounded,
narrowly alate, rugose, obscurely punctate; pinnules
not very large, often somewhat distant, asymmetrically
obovate, cuneately narrowed to the subpedicellate base,
becoming divided into two or three, usually two,
strongly unequal lobes, the proximal shorter, narrowly
cuneate, very obliquely truncate, often somewhat re-

curved; the distal rounder, broader, longer, more or less

distinctly rhomboidal or obliquely round-truncate, be-
coming unequally sublobate in passing into the
trifoliolate and pinnatifid stages; lamina a little thick,
obscurely rugose-striate between the nerves, sometimes
slightly arched at the border, and decurring to form
a very narrow, rhomboidal border in the ultimate
pinnae; nervation distinct, rather coarse, dorsally in
strong relief, nearly straight, forking two to three
times at a moderate angle.

Aneimites (Wardia) virginianus David White, n. sp.

Plate 39, figures 1-12, 17-29

Rachis slender, coarsely striate, broadly geniculate
in the lower part of the frond, slightly flexuose above,
narrowly caniculate ventrally, and striate, with distant,
obscure punctations; pinnules alternate to subopposite,
coriaceous, not very distant, oblique, cuneate, usually
narrowly cuneate, narrowly attached, 7 to 30 milli-
meters in length, 2 to 13 millimeters in width, the
lateral margins straight or slightly concave, the apices
round-truncate, or obtusely rounded, the lateral pin-
nules sometimes deeply divided into three lobes of
equal or nearly equal breadth, the middle lobe being
longest; terminal pinnule often broadly cuneate and
more or less oblique as well as somewhat narrowly
truncate; lamina thick, densely rugose-striate, probably
by rows of scaly epidermal cells between and parallel
to the nervation which is generally largely obscured
thereby; nervation moderately strong, not very dis-

tinct, with but very faint development of a primary
nerve, the fabellate nerve being straight, close, fork-
ing three to five times at a narrow angle and passing

upward parallel to and seldom terminating in the
lateral borders of the pinnule; fruit deciduous, oval,

faintly rhomboidal, lineate from the base upward and
finely rugose-striate intermediate and parallel to the
lineation; 5 millimeters in length, 3.5 millimeters in
width, narrowly rounded at the base and apex, pedicel-

late, and consisting of an oval or slightly obovate
flattened nucleus about 4 millimeters long and 2.5 milli-
meters broad, surrounded by a fibrous envelope which
in the flattened specimens forms a narrow border,
densest near the base, slightly dilated a little below
the middle, and much narrower toward the apex.

Aneimites (Wardia) fertilis David White

Plate 37, figures 1-5, 7-11; plate 39, figures 13-16

1904. Aneimites (Wardia) fertilis David White, Smithsonian
Misc. Coll., vol. 47, pt. 3, pp. 322-331, pis. 47, 48.

Fronds quadripinnatifid, or quadripinnate (?)
spreading, a little delicate, but hardly lax, and rather
dense, the divisions of the rachis being slender, some-
what rigid except at the apices, very finely striate,
sparsely and obscurely punctate, rounded dorsally,

shallowly canaliculate ventrally, the ultimate rachis
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being slightly flexuose and bordered by a very narrow
wing of the decurrent lamina; penultimate pinnae al-
ternate or subalternate, open at or nearly at a right
angle, close, usually touching or overlapping somewhat,
linear or linear-lanceolate, acute or acuminate, and
provided with larger pinnatifid and fasciculately
lobed pinnules above the ultimate pinnae, the upper-
most being sublobate or simple and narrowly cuneate;
ultimate pinnae alternate, subalternate, or subopposite,
close, more or less open, usually rigid, overlapping a
portion of their width, ovate to lanceolate or linear-
lanceolate obtuse or acute when sterile, attenuated and
curviramose above when fertile; pinnules alternate to
subopposite, of greatly varying size, 3 to 18 millimeters
in length, the lobes or divisions being 1 to 3.5 milli-
meters in width, narrowly cuneate, occasionally nar-
rowly spatulate, the lateral margins slightly convex
above, often slightly concave near the narrow or slightly
subpedicellate base, the upper pinnules of the sterile
pinnae being very narrow and simple, becoming bifid,
and bifoliately or trifoliately dissected to or nearly to
the base in three to five palmate or somewhat fascicu-
lately radiating lobes or fully developed pinnules on an
elongating axis, the apices being rounded, truncate-
rounded, more or less oblique, sometimes emarginate,
the distal basal pinnule or lobe being usually noticeably
broader than the other lobes or pinnules in the fascicle
while the proximal basal pinnule is often reduced in
size, and more narrowly lobed; laminae very thin, decur-
ring in an extremely narrow wing along the rachis, and
minutely rugose-striate when viewed under a strong
lens; nervation very thin, but usually distinct and very
slightly in dorsal relief; primary nerve strongly de-
current, forking once or twice at a wide angle in the
base of the pinnule, the nervil forking once or twice
at narrower or moderate angles in passing upward,
threadlike, often appearing double, nearly parallel
and not very close to the apex of the pinnule in which
they often appear to slightly converge.

Fertile portions of the frond peripheral, laxly
ramose at the apex and somewhat reduced as to lamina,
the pinnules in the upper portion of the pinnae be-
coming very small and distant the lobes sometimes
slightly thickened; fructification (Wardia) small, oval,
thin, deciduous, borne sometimes singly, but mostly in

sparsely paniculate arrangement at the dilated apices
of thick, sparsely lineate, distantly, elongately, and
faintly punctate, ramose pedicels which correspond to
the greatly elongated and thickened lobes of the reduced
pinnules, the somewhat irregularly curved and often
bifurcated pedicels constituting the uppermost divisions
of the rachis; seeds oval, rhombic, bilaterally symmetri-
cal, the longitudinal axis averaging 4.5 millimeters, the
transverse being 2.5 millimeters, rounded at the angles,

at the point of attachment, from which ascends on
either side a narrow, striate, rather thick wing formed
by a lateral dilation of the outer fibrous envelope,
about 0.3 millimeter wide at the base, gradually attain-
ing a maximum width of 0.75 millimeter a little below
the lateral angle, and narrowing rapidly but regularly
to the point of disappearance near or at the apex of the
fruit; outer surface of the seed rugose by fine longi-
tudinal, irregular lines, or striae, which either con-
verge near the apex or blend with the margin of the
compressed specimens, which also rarely have the ap-

pearance of being traversed by numerous, very ob-
scure, irregular ribs, forking and converging parallel
to the striation, which is longitudinally continuous,
often passing from the lateral wing to the surface of
the inner nutlet; nutlet less distinctly rhomboidal, the
lateral angle being less pronounced; polleniferous
organs not definitely correlated.

Aneimites pottsvillensis David White

Plate 37, figures 6, 15-18

1900. Aneimites pottsvillensis White, U. S. Geol. Survey 20th
Ann. Rept., pt. 2, p. 868, p1. 190, figs. 1, 2.

Fronds lax, bipinnate or tripinnate (?) ; pinnae
slender, slightly flexuose or subgeniculate, loose,
slightly irregular, with very slender, sulcate, lineate,
narrowly bordered rachis; pinnules somewhat cori-
aceous, alternate, distant, open near the base, oblique
above, coriaceous, polymorphous, usually asym-
metrically ovate or rhomboidal-ovate, rarely obovate,
obtuse, 7 to 18 millimeters long, 3 to 11 millimeters
wide, the lower ones neuropteroid in outline, the
terminal pinnules cuneate-obovate, generally broad and
truncate-rounded, the lowermost sometimes dissected to
the base to form young pinnae of three pinnules, of
which the middle one is similar to the ordinary ter-
minal ones, the lateral being rhomboidal, all the pin -
nules being constricted to a very narrow point of
attachment, with straight, distal margins, and finely
striate lamina between the nerves; nervation a little
coarse, radiating flabellately from a single basal
fascicle, and forking three to five times while passing
straight to the border, and counting about 25 to the
centimeter along the distal margin.

Aneimites pottsvillensis var. intermedius David White, n. var.

Plate 37, figures 12-14, 19

Robust, with relatively thick, distinctly bordered,
slightly flexuose, lineate, secondary (?) rachis; pin-
nule large, less rhomboidal, slightly convex near the
border, the terminal lobes more elongated and broad ;
lamina thicker, rugose-striated between the nerves;
nervation distinct, coarser in relief dorsally, some-
times obscured by the striation ventrally, a little more

slightly flatly obtuse at the apex and a little concave
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Aneimites polymorphus David White, n. sp.

Plate 38, figures 7, 11, 16-18

Frond very lax; secondary pinnae open nearly at a
right angle to the axis, often reflexed, distant, with
slender, flexuose, ventrally narrowly canaliculate and
minutely striate rachis; pinnules large, polymorphous,
alternate, distant, more or less oblique, 7 to 25 milli-
meters long, 6 to 13 millimeters wide, ordinarily
triangular-obovate or rhomboidal and narrowed below
when full-grown, obovate or ovate, oblique and broadly
attached when small, sometimes becoming sublobate,
bilobate, or trilobate, and more cuneate-obovate and
pedicellate and even elongated in neuropteroid forms,
the distal and lateral margins somewhat sinuate, the
lamina rather coriaceous, rugose-striate, and slightly
arched near the margin; nervation rather coarse, dis-
tinct, slightly depressed ventrally, dorsally somewhat
in relief, more or less flabellate from the point of at-
tachment, with a slight development of a midrib in
the largest pinnules, the nerves passing nearly straight,
or with but slight curvature while forking three or four
times to the margin where they average about two to
the millimeter.

Aneimites (Wardia) cardiopteroides David White, n. sp.

Plate 38, figures 1-4, 19

Ultimate pinnae a little lax, with ventrally sulcate,
very narrowly bordered, finely striate rachises; pin-
nules cyclopteroid, close, usually overlapping a little,
open, ovate or ovate-deltoid, broadly rounded at the
apex, squarrose to cordate at the base and narrowly
subpedicellate, becoming very broadly trilobate, the
distal borders of the lateral lobes being nearly at right
angles to the rachis, the smallest pinnules just below
the apex being obliquely reniform, and extremely
broad cuneate at the broad and decurrent base; lamina
very thick, inflated near the borders, minutely rugose,
coarsely striate parallel to the nerves; nervation often
obscured by the striation, rather coarse, oblique, with
a slight development of a median nerve in the large
pinnules, the nerves forking two and sometimes three
times while curving, strongly in the lower part of the
pinnule, to the border which is often met nearly at a
right angle.

Seed ovate-oval, 5 millimeters long, 3.5 millimeters
broad a little above the base, rounded at the apex,
proportionately very broad at the base, very finely
striate, faintly and distantly lineate, the wing narrow,
broadest (nearly 0.6 millimeter) near the base, and
narrowing gradually upward to near the apex, which
it surrounds.

Aneimites (Wardia) pseudopecopteroides David White, n. sp.

Plate 38, figures 5, 6, 9, 13, 15

Fronds quadripinnatifid or possibly quadripinnate,
large, rather dense; rachis of the larger segments broad,
irregularly low-ribbed and obscurely lineate, ventrally
round, canaliculate along the middle of the larger di-
visions and through the greater part of the width in
the ultimate divisions which are striate; secondary
pinnae close, alternate, and open, often to nearly a

right angle, the ultimate pinnae alternate, close, more

or less open, oblong or linear-lanceolate, slightly

obtuse, the lower pinnules becoming trifoliately pin-
natifid; pinnules alternate, not very distant, oblique

or ovate-deltoid to ovate-triangular, very broadly

cuneate at their bases, obtuse, inequilateral, often

slightly apiculate, rather broadly attached, 5 to 12

millimeters long, 2 to 8 millimeters wide, the upper ones

cuneate, becoming ovate and concave along the distal

oblique margins, the lower ones more or less distinctly

bilobate, trilobate, or sublobate, the lateral very oblique
and very obtuse lobes being less than or but little more

than one-half the length of the central, elongated ovate

portion of the pinnule, the lobe on the proximal side

being shorter and broader than that on the distal side;

lamina a little thick, often ventrally arched and

minutely striate between the nervils; nervation usually

distinct, though sometimes partially obscured on the

ventral surface by the thick substance of the pinnule,

strong and in relief dorsally, partially flabellate, par-

tially derived from a more or less distinctly developed

decurrent median nerve in the lower portion of the pin-
nules; nerves a little coarse, forking two or three times

at a narrow angle, the nervils in the lateral portion of

the pinnule gently arching, those in the central portion
straight or nearly so, and rather close.
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PLATE 8
Page

Mariopteris pottsvillea David White-----------------------------------------.------------------------------86

A specimen that bears pinnules perhaps slightly larger than those typical of the species, but typical
in form and in laxity of the frond make-up. Roof of the Castle Rock coal, Lookout formation, near Cole
City, Dade County, Ga. U. S. Nat. Mus. 13657.
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PLATE 9

Page
FIGURES 1-5. Mariopteris pottsvillea David White-...-..___ ... ------____..__ ____________...._______-__ .______.___ 86

1-4, Lookout formation, Cole City, Dade County, Ga.; 5, Precise horizon unknown, probably from
Black Creek coal group, Warrior Creek, Ala.

1. A pinna bearing the somewhat broad, thin type of pinnule characteristic of parts of the frond. U. S. Nat. Mus. 13717.
2. Single pinnule of the specimen shown in figure 1, enlarged to show venation.
3. The more compact, smaller pinnuled type. U. S. Nat. Mus. 13658.
4. Upper part of a frond showing the generally large pinnules. Compare this with the specimen in figure 3 from a lower

point on the frond. U. S. Nat. Mus. 13752.
5. Part of a rachis showing dichotomy. U. S. Nat. Mus. 2206.
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FIGURES 1-5. Mariopteris pottsvillea David White. . .. .. ..-------------------------------------------------------------86

Lookout formation, Dade County, Ga.; 1, 5, from Cole City.
1. A small secondary pinna showing pinnule form. U. S. Nat. Mus. 13656.
2. Pinnule form in the larger pinnae. U. S. Nat. Mus. 13712.
3. Part of the rachis with attached pinnae, showing the variation in form between the distal and proximal types of pinnules

on the frond. U. S. Nat. Mus. 13711.
4. Sketch of a pinna shown in plate 10, figure 3. U. S. Nat. Mus. 13711.
5. Sketch of a pinna shown in plate 9, figure 4.
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FIGURES 1, 7, 8. Mariopteris pottsvillea var. ovalis David White, n. var-------------------------------------------------86

An apparently minor variation of M. pottsvillea in w hich the pinnules are somewhat more lax and com-
pact and in which the large pinnules are more distinctly oval than in the typical form. Supposed to be
from shale immediately below No. 3 coal (Pocahontas formation), three-quarters of a mile south of Squire-
jim, Tazewell quadrangle, Va. Cotype, U. S. Nat. Mus. 40074.

FIGURES 2-6. Mariopteris pottsvillea var. dilatata David White, n. var--------------------------------------..------.-. 86

A variety characterized by the large size of some of the pinnules, by the tendency to develop large size
before becoming lobate, and by fewer rolled margins. Walden formation, along Black Creek, south end of
Lookout Mountain, 1 mile northeast of Gadsden, Ala. Cotypes, U. S. Nat. Mus. 2669, 2668.

FIGURES 9-11. Diplothrneina subdecipiens David White, n. sp-----------------------------------------------------------95
Sketches showing character of the pinnae and details of venation. Kanawha formation, roof of a 30-

inch coal bed on the Lawson-Acme road, about 320 feet above Lawson, Kanawha Falls quadrangle, W. Va.
Cotypes, U. S. Nat. Mus. 40077a, b.
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FIGURES 1-2. Mariopteris paddocki var. colliciaris David White, n. var _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ---------------------------------- . - 87

Slab and pinnule showing general aspect of this variety, which appears to be somewhat intermediate
in form between M. paddocki, s. s., and the M. pottsvillea section of the genus. Lower railroad cut, below
second sandstone below Raleigh sandstone (360 feet below Raleigh sandstone), Nut tall, W. Va. Cotypes,
U. S. Nat. Mus. 40076a, b.

FIGURE 3. Mariopteris pottsvillea var. ovalis David White, n. var..-....--........---.-..-.....-. . ------- 86

Slab with fragments of large pinnae referable to this form. Supposed to be from shale immediately
below No. 3 coal, three-quarters of a mile south of Squirejini, Tazwell quadrangle, Va. Cotype, U. S.
Nat. Mims. 40075.
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FIGURES 1-9. lariopieris paddocki var. colliciaris David White, n. var -_ _ - - __----- - -__ 87

Specimens showing general features of the variety. Except for the common heteromorphy of the basal
pinnules, this form is similar to species here described under the genus Diploth mema. Lower railroad
cut, below second sandstone below Raleigh sandstone (360 feet below Raleigh sanidstone), Nuttall, W. Va.
Cotypes, U. S. Nat. Mus. 40076a-e.
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FIGURES 1-6. Mariopteris paddocki David White, n. sp._---------------------------------------------------------------86

Specimens showing the narrow, distant tertiary pinnae and the small size of the elongated pinnules.
which are obliquely and cuneately stalked, distant, at first cuneate and truncately rounded, then elongated
ovately with a tendency towards shallow, lateral lobation or unequal trilobation. Lower tunnel, about
140 feet below "Pocahontas" coal, perhaps the horizon of No. 2 or No. I coal, below tunnel above Blue-
stone Junction, Norfolk & Western Railroad, near Pocahontas, W. Va. Holotype, figure 3, U. S. Nat.
Mus. 40080. Paratypes, U. S. Nat. Mus. 40080a-d.

FIGURE 7. Mariopteris lobata David White, n. sp_----------.-------------------------------------____------____------_ 87
Detail of plinnules. Precise horizon unknown, probably from Black Creek coal group, Warrior Creek,

Ala. Cotype, U. S. Nat. Mus. 13748.

FIGURE 8. Mariopteris inflata var. sewaneensis David White, ni. var---_.------.-----------------------.------------------- 88
Detail of pinnules. Sewanee coal, lower mine, Rockwood, Tenn. Holotype, U. S. Nat. Mus. 40078.
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FIGURES 1, 2. Mariopteris lobata David White, ii. sp._

PLATE 15
Page

-- _ .---- _------.--- -- 87

Slabs showing general aspect of pinnae. This species is similar to M. pottsvillea but differs in the greater
degree of subdivision or lobation. Precise horizon unknown, probably from Black Creek coal group,
Warrior Creek, Ala. Cotypes, U. S. Nat. Mus. 13748, 13746.
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Mariopieris eremopieroides David White. _ . _ .. . _ .. _.--------------------------------------------------.. 87

Specimens illustrating the close pintatioln, the closeness, obliquity, and confluence of the obtuse
pinnules, and the sublobation of the pinnules. Rock dump, Lykens coals Nos. 4 and 5, Pottsville for-
mation, Brookside, Southern Anthracite coal field, Pa. U. S. Nat. Mips. 40081a, b.

FIGURES 1, 2.
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FIGURES 1-9. Mariopteris eremopteroides David White_______.----------. --....__..__. ------ --....__.. .__.___. ___ .. 87

Specimens showing details of leaf form. Rock dump, Lykens coals Nos. 4 and 5, Pottsville forma-
tion, Brookside, Southern Anthracite coal field, Pa. U. S. Nat. Mus. 40081c-i.
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FIGURES 1-3. AMariopteris inflata var. sewaneenis David White, n. var _ ________ _. .---- - - - -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 88

Specimens showing the characters by which this variety is distinguished from M. inflata, s. s., the less
cordate and constricted pinnule bases, their more distant arrangement, and the oblique and distant vena-
tion. 1, Sewanee coal, Lower Mine, Rockwood, Tenn.; holotype, U. S. Nat. Mus. 40078. 2-3, Sewanee
coal, Tracy City, Tenn.; U. S. Nat. Mus. 13661.

FIGURE 4. Mariopteris inflata David White, n. sp ------------------------------------------------------------------- 88

Specimen showing the features that distinguish this form, the lax, distinctly rhomboidal pinnules
with subpedicellate bases. Sewell coal; Thurmond Coal Co.'s mine, Thurmond, W. Va. Paratvpe,
U. S. Nat. Mus. 40079a.
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Mariopteris inflata David White, n. sp---------------------------------------------.--------.-----88

Pinnae and pinnules showing the sinuate margins, flexuose midrib, and hirsute lamina. Sewell
coal, Thurmond Coal Co.'s mine, Thurmond, W. Va. 1, 2, Holotype, U. S. Nat. Mus. 40079. 3, 4,
Paratypes, U. S. Nat. Mus. 40079a, b.

Mariopteris cheilanthoides David White, n. sp- -- ----___- ----------..-- .----.---.. 89

Specimen and sketch showing inflation, peculiar lobation, and slight crenulation of lamina as well
as the very distant, wide-forking nerves. Walden formation, along Black Creek, south end of Lookout
Mountain, l mile northeast of Gadsden, Ala. Holotype, U. S. Nat. Mus. 2661.
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FIGURES 1-3. Mariopteris phillipsi David White, n. sp------------_------------------------------------------------__89

Specimens showing form of the pinnae and pinnules. Horizon of Lykens coal No. 3, Pottsville for-
mation, Southern Anthracite coal field, 6 feet south of milepost 127, Pottsville Gap, Pa. Cotypes, U. S.
Nat. Mus. 40084a-c.

FIGURE 4. Mariopteris tennesseeana David White----____-_-__- - - ---__-___.-_-------_-_ 89

Slab showing the pinnule variation. Quininimont shale, in tunnel at Crow, Raleigh County, W. Va.
U. S. Nat. Mus. 40085a.
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FIGURES 1, 2. Mariopteris pygmaea David White.------------------------------------------------------------- 89

Specimens showing the very small size of this form. Where found, this species is usually abundant and
litters the bedding planes. East side of old drift above trolley track, mine in black shale, Pottsville Gap,
Pa. U. S. Nat. Mus. 40082a, b.

FIGURES 3, 4. Mariopteris tennesseeana David White..-_---_------------------------------------------------------------89

Slabs showing the lax pinnae and the large pinnules. 3, Precise horizon unknown; probably from Black
Creek coal group, Warrior, Ala. 4, Coal mine on right side of road near top of mountain (Sewell coal?),
Cotton Hill, Kanawha Falls quadrangle, W. Va. U. S. Nat. Mus. 13597, 40083.
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FICunEI 1. Marioptcris phillipsi David White, It. sp-- --- -- - -------.- 89

Several pinnlae. Horizon of Lykens No. 3 coal; 3 or 6 feet south of milepost 127, Pottsville Gap, Pa.
Cotype, U. S. Nat. Mus. 40084d.

'GULE 2. Mariopteris tennesseeana David White----_-- - -- -- 89

A large slab showing numerous pinnae and fragments of the broad rachis. Quinnimon't shale, tunnel at
Crow, Raleigh County, W. Va. U. S. Nat. Mus. 400Sb.

FIeuEi: 3. 1lariopteris pygmaea David White_-- --- _--89

Specimen showing the small size of the leaf. From Lykens coal No. 2, or from other veins, New Lin-
coln colliery, 3 miles west of Tremont, Pa. U. S. Nat. Mus. 40086.
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FIGURES 1-5. Eremopteris neffli David White, n. sp------------------------------------------------------------90

1-3, lower part of Kanawha formation, roadside at mouth of Rock Fork of Bell Creek, Nicholas quad-
rangle, W. Va. 4, 5, Canfield cannel coal, Loveland, 2 miles south of Canfield Station, Mahoning County,
Ohio.

1. A large pinnatifid pinnule. Cotype, U. S. Nat. Mus. 40143a.
2. A fragment of a lateral pinna showing terminals and pinnules next below. Cotype, U. S. Nat. Mus., 40143b.
3. The apical part of a primary pinna showing the dense arrangement of pinnae and pinnules. Cotype, U. S. Nat. Mus.

40143c.
4. A fragment showing two pinnules with very oblique lobes. Cotype, U. S. Nat. Mus. 40144.
5. Detail of venation of specimen shown in figure 4.

FIGURES 6-7. Eremopteris sirigosa David White, n. sp.._-_----------------------------------------------------------90

6. Several fragmentary pinnae. Fire Creek seam, Rush Run, W. Va. Holotype, U. S. Nat. Mus., 40145.
7. Detail of venation of specimen shown in figure 6.

FIGURES 8-10. Eremopteris crenulata Lesquereux-....----------------------------------------------------------------90

8, 9. Fragmentary pinnae showing the flat subdivisions of the lobes, the prolongation of some of the teeth, and the winged
rachis. Helena mines, Montevallo coal group, Cahaba coal field, Alabama. Type specimens, loaned by
the Geological Survey of Alabama.

10. A lax form with distant pinnae and pinnules. Brookville coal, Brookville quadrangle, Brookville, Ala. U. S. Nat.
Mus. 40146.
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FiGURES 1-8. Eremnopteris lincolniana David White----------------------------------------------------------------__ _91

A suite of specimens showing the denticulate pinnule lobes, the prolonged spinose terminals, the stalked
bases, and the depressed, distant nerves. There is some variation in the clawed terminals, and clawless
types occur on the fronds with clawed types, as in figures 6 and 7. 1, Mine in Peerless vein, half a mile
below Cedar Grove, Kanawha Falls quadrangle, W. Va. 2, Gas coal, St. Clair mine below Eagle, Kanawha
Falls quadrangle, W. Va. 3, Lower Banner or intermediate coal, mixed, Weiss Coal Co.'s mine, Dorchester,
Estellville quadrangle, Va. 4, 6, Kanawha formation, 4-foot seam above forks of Drews Creek, 4 miles
above mouth of creek, Raleigh quadrangle, W. Va. 5, Kanawha formation, three-quarters of a mile above
Gauley Bridge, on road up Gauley River, W. Va. 7, 8, Old mine on coal about 30 feet above railroad, Hand-
ley, Kanawha Falls quadrangle, W. Va. U. S. Nat. Mus. 40135-37, 40138a, b, 40139, 40140.

FIGURES 9-11. Eremopteris subelegans David White, n. sp____-_______ - -__.-_---_-_ ---_-_-_-_-- 91

Typical specimens. 9, Bloyd shale, Privette coal banks, Washington County, Ark.; holotype, U. S.
Nat. Mus. 40142. 10, 11, Pottsville formation, 22 paces below milepost 127, Pottsville Gap, Pa.; U. S.
Nat. Mims. 40141.
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PLATE 25

FIGURES 1-3. Eremopteris dissecta Lesquereux-__-_________ _____________________-__-___________________.-- __

1\'Iontevallo coal group, Helena mines, Cahaba coal field, Birmingham quadrangle, Ala. Type speci-
men, loaned by the Geological Survey of Alabama.

FIGURES 4, 5. Eremopteris artemisiaefolia (Sternberg) Schimper__ _ _______ __ ______ ___________

FIGURES 6, 7.

FIGURES 8-10.

Fragments showing lobation, alate rachis, decurrent pinnule lobes, and very slender nerves. Lacoe
collection; Mercer group, Blossburg, Pa. U. S. Nat. Minus. 40132.

Eremopteris gracilis David White, n. sp____-_-_______________------__---------------- _________._

A typical pinna and the apical part of a frond. Cedar Grove vein, E. B. Coal & Coke Co.'s mine, East
Bank, Kanawha Falls quadrangle, W. Va. Cotypes, U. S. Nat. Mus. 40133a, b.

Erernopteris lincolniana var. antiqua David White, n. var_____.._______.._._

Fragmentary pinnae. Compare with the clawless forms of the typical E. lincolniana. From mines on
the Little Warrior seam (Mary Lee?), a quarter of a mile east of Littleton Station, Birmingham quadrangle,
Ala. Cotypes, U. S. Nat. Mus. 40134a, b.
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FIGURES 1-10. Erernopterisgracilis David White, n. sp________._____-___-_-_-_---______ ________-____________________ 91

Typical pinnae and pinnule details. 1-7, North Jellico mine, near Gray's Station, 7 miles southeast
of Corbin, Ky.; cotypes, U. S. Nat. Mus. 40129a-e. 8, North Jellico, east of Corbin, Ky.; U. S. Nat. Mus.
40130. 9, 10, Norton formation, Upper Banner coal, Smith's mine, Coeburn, Bristol quadrangle, Va.;
U. S. Nat. Mus. 40131a, b.
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FIGURES 1-9. Eremopteris trappensis David White, n. sp.. _. _ . _.------------------------------------------------- -- 92
Typical specimens: 1, Shows palmate form of lower pinnules; 2, 3, a phase with very broad lobes; 4, 9,

forms with more marked dissection and clawlike terminals. Shale probably within 50 feet of the top of the
Hampton conglomerate; Oceana road, 1 mile west of Trap Hill, W. Va. Cotypes, U. S. Nat. Mus. 40127a-h.

FIGURES 10-17. Diplothmema glennii David White, n. sp-.... ._------------------------------------------------------95

Forms showing large, compact, broad pinnules and, in figures 11, 12, and 13, 14, erose pinnule margins.
Small coal in the upper Kanawha formation, a quarter of a mile east of Ferguson, Wayne County, W. Va.
Cotypes, U. S. Nat. Mus. 40128a-f.
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FIGURES 1-3, 5-10. Diplothmema cheathami (Lesquereux) David White, n. comb.---------------------------------------95

Specimens showing the frond form, details of pinnae, and pinnule venation. Note in figure 1, the striate
rachis, the dichotomy, and the frequent development of very large basal pinnae on the lower side of the
next lower order of pinnae; also the variation throughout the specimen from entire to erose margins. 1,10,
American seam, New Pratt mine, 2 miles north of Blossburg, Birmingham quadrangle, Ala.; U. S. Nat.
Mus. 40106a, b. 3, Lacoe collection; Sewanee coal, Dayton, Tenn.; U. S. Nat. Mus. 15043. 2, 5-9, Lacoe
collection; Sewanee coal, Tracy city, Tenn.; figures 2, 5, 8, 9, cotypes, U. S. Nat. Mus. 15026, 40104, 15027;
figures 6, 7, U. S. Nat. Mus. 15039.

FIGURES 11, 13. Diplothmema cheathami (Lesquereux) var. minor David White, n. var----------------------------------- 96

Fragmentary specimens upon which this form is based. Upper New River formation, splash dam in
branch of Laurel Fork, 3 miles east of Jumbo, Buckhannon quadrangle, W. Va. Cotypes, U. S. Nat. Mus.
40111a, b.

FIGURES 4, 12. Diplothmema cheathami (Lesquereux) var. antiqua David White, n. var- --- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _-_. 96

Early form of D. cheathami distinguished by its smaller size and marked pinnule dissection. Coal in
Welch formation, Dry Fork road, 2 miles above mouth of Bradshaw Creek, Tazewell quadrangle, W. Va.
Cotypes, U. S. Nat. Mus. 40105a, b.
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FIGURES 1-3, 5, 6. Diplothmema spectabilis David White, n. sp____--------------------------------------------------- 96

Several large specimens illustrating general form. Middle vein, between Upper and Lower Banner,
Norton formation; Dorchester, Estellville quadrangle, Va. Cotypes, U. S. Nat. Mus. 40087a-e.

FIGURE 4. Diplothmema pudica David White, n. sp--_______________________________---______-___________________ 96

A small specimen illustrating the pinnule form. Horsepen group of coals, Lee formation; Horsepen,
Va. Holotype, U. S. Nat. Mus. 40088.
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FIGURES 1, 2. Diplothmema halberstadti David White, p. sp------------------------------------------------------96

About 550 feet below Twin coal, Upper Lykens division, Pottsville Gap in Sharp Mountain, Potts-
ville, Pa.

1. Small pinnae. Cotype, U. S. Nat. Mus. 40107a.
2. A fragment with lobate pinnules. Cotype, U. S. Nat. Mus. 40107b.

FIGURES 3, 5-7. Diplothmema microphylla (Lesquereux) David White-_ _---_ _ _----____..-- ----____-____-____. 94

3. A lax specimen with distant pinnules. Brookwood group, probably next to highest coal group under conglomerates,
Asylum (University) mine near Tuscaloosa, Ala. U. S. Nat. Mus. 40108a.

5. Fragments of tertiary pinnae. Lykens coal No. 2 or other veins, New Lincoln Colliery, 3 miles west of Tremont, Pa.
U. S. Nat. Mus. 40109.

6. A very compact form. Brookwood group, probably next to highest coal group under conglomerates, Asylum (Uni-
versity) mine near Tuscaloosa, Ala. U. S. Nat. Mus. 40108b.

7. One of Lesquereux's original types from Alabama. Montevallo coal group, Helena mines, Cahaba coal field, Monte-
vallo, Ala. U. S. Nat. Mus. 40110.

FIGURE 4. Diplothmema obtusiloba (Brongniart) Stur. __..-----------------------------------------------------------97

A typical fragment apparently referable to Brongniart's species. This form is regarded as the geno-
type of Diplothmema, as the genus is here interpreted. Block coal, Scott shale, Red Ash mine, 1 mile
north of Careyville, Tenn. U. S. Nat. Mus. 40102a.
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Page
FIGURES 1, 2, 4, 5. Diplothmema reniformis David White, n. sp-_ ___ _ _.------------------------------------------------------97

Specimens showing the small, compact, crowded pinnules, and the generally erect, rigid pinnae.
Mingo formation, Bennetts Fork Coal Co.'s mine, on Bennetts Fork, 4% miles southwest of Middlesboro,
Ky. Cotypes, U. S. Nat. Mus. 40094a-c.

FIGURES 3, 7. Diplothmema aldrichi David White, n. sp__-------__.-_ _____-_-__-___ -_-__.__-_____._ _ 97

Fragments of fronds showing the lineate rachis with small subepidermal transverse bars, and the
highly dissected pinnules. Lacoe collection; Black Creek seam, Jefferson, Birmingham quadrangle, Ala.
Cotypes, U. S. Nat. Mus. 15031, 15044.

FIGURE 6. Diplothmema minor David White, n. sp ----------------------------------------------------------------- 98

A fragment showing the small, compact pinnae. Mercer group, cut just southeast of Bingham,
McKean County, Pa. Holotype, U. S. Nat. Mus. 40095.
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FIGURES 1-3. Diplothmema trifoliolata (Artis) Stur.___------------------------------------------.---.--------_- 98

Apparently typical examples of this species. 1, Kanawha formation; 3 miles up Twentymile Creek
from store at lower ford near mouth. 2, Peerless mine, Peerless, W. Va. 3, Cedar Grove vein; E. B.
Coal and Coke Co.'s mine, Eastbank, W. Va. All in Kanawha Falls quadrangle, W. Va. U. S. Nat.
Mus. 40096, 40097, 40098.

FIGURES 4-7. Diplothmema composite n. sp__------------------------------------------------------------------ 99

The lax types with large pinnules that characterize this form. Very low in the Pocahontas formation,
milepost "P. 2," north of station, Bluestone Junction, W. Va. Cotypes, U. S. Nat. Mus. 40099a-d.
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FIGUREs 1-5. Diplothmema trifoliolata (Artis) var. kanawensis David White, n. var.-----------------------------------98

This form is characterized by the great breadth and large size of the pinnules and lobes. 1, 3, 5,
Kanawha formation, Wyoming mine, near Upper Creek, Kanawha County, W. Va.; figures 1 and 3,
paratypes, U. S. Nat. Mus. 13624, 13622; figure 5, holotype, U. S. Nat. Mus. 13618. 2, Kanawha forma-
tion, old mine on coal about 30 feet above railroad, Handley, Kanawha Falls quadrangle, W. Va.; U. S.
Nat. Mus. 40089. 4, Kanawha formation, Peerless mine, Peerless, Kanawha Falls quadrangle, W. Va.;
U. S. Nat. Mus. 40090.

FIGURES 6, 9. Diplothmema aldrichi var. anthracitica David White, n. var___-------------------------------------------98
Sketch of venation in a typical pinnule, and a fragment showing the rather broadly attached, rounded

pinnules. About 465 feet below Twin coal, 29 paces south of milepost 127, Pottsville Gap, Pa. Cotypes,
U. S. Nat. Mus. 40091a, b.

FIGURES 7, 8. Diplothmema erectiloba David White, n. sp_____-------------------------------------------------------100

Sketches showing general aspect and pinnule form. Welch formation, Horsepen schoolhouse, Tazewell
quadrangle, W. Va. Holotype, U. S. Nat. Mus. 40092.
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FIGURE 1. Diplothmema morrowensis David White, n. sp_-------------------------------------------------------99

A large segment of a secondary pinna showing pinnule variation. Bloyd shale, Morrow formation,
Washington County, Ark. Holotype, U. S. Nat. Mus. 15012.

FIGURE 2. Diplothmema aldrichi var. anthracitica David White, n. var --- _---------------------------------------------98

Specimens showing form of pinnae. About 465 feet below Twin Coal, 29 paces south of milepost
127, Pottsville Gap, Pa. Cotype, U. S. Nat. Mus. 40091a.

FIGURE 3. Diplothmema aldrichi David White, n. sp-___-----------------------------------------------------------97

Fragments from the upper part of a frond showing the large but slightly lobate pinnules. Precise
horizon unknown, probably from Black Creek coal group, Warrior, Ala. Paratype, U. S. Nat. Mus. 40093.
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FIGURE 1. Diplothmema morrouen.is David White, n. sp.

FIGURES 2-0.

Frond showing a part of the rachis and fragments of tNo large pinnae. Sewell formation, about 200
feet above Hampton sandstone, left fork of Stover Fork of Clear Fork (precise location not known),
Raleigh County, W. Va. U. S. Nat. Mils. 40100.

Diplothrnerna pygmaeozdes David White, n. sp-

Specimens showing the small, compact ,pinnae and pinnules. Sewell formation, Peters Creek Pike
between Asted and Homewood, just above church above Winston, W. Va. Cotypes, U. S. Nat. Mus.
40101a-d.

FIGURES 7, 9. Diplothmema obtusiloba (Brongniart) Stur_ -

FIGURES 8, 10.

Medial fragments of large pininae. Block coal, Scott shale, Red Ash mine, 1 mile north of Careyville,
Tenn. U. S. Nat. Mus. 40102b. c.

Diplothema imendenhalli David White, ii. sp -------

Specimens showing the highly dissected Eremopteris-like aspect of the pinnules. Middle seam above
schoolhouse, Horsepen group of coals, Lee formation, Horsepen, Va. Cotypes, U. S. Nat. Mus. 40103a, b.
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FIGURES 1-7, 9, 10. Anenmites (11ardia) tenuifolius (G6ppert) David White, ni. comb_-_-_---------__---_------101

1. Fragment of rachis suggesting dichotomy. Thick bed of dark shale, Quinnimont shale, Raleigh-Private pike south
of Piney Creek crossing. U. S. Nat. Mus. 40112.

2, 9, 10. Sterile segments of the frond. Shales beneath heavy sandstone about 300 feet below the Nuttall seam, Quinn-
nimont shale, Nuttallburg, W. Va. U. S. Nat. Mus. 40113c, d.

3-7. Fertile segments of the frond and seeds. Shales beneath heavy sandstone about 300 feet below the Nuttall seam,
Quinnimoiit shale, Nuttallburg, W. Va. U. S. Nat. Mus. 40113a, h.

FIGURES 8, 11. Aneimites (J1ardia) tenuifolius (G6ppert) var. difoliolatus David White, n. v: r . _ - _ . 101

Sketches showing the aspect of this variety with its smaller pinnules and mncre marked difoliate or
trifoliate lobation. Durham coal, Durham mines, Rimggold quadrangle, Ga Cotvpe, U. S. Nat. Mus.
40114a.
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FIGURES 1-5, i--11. Aneimites (Vardia) fertilis David White-_---_-_--- -_-_-------_-_---_---_---_-_---_-----101

Specimens showing the attached seeds (I'ardia) referable to this form, together with the associated
sterile leaf segments. Below second sandstone beneath Raleigh sandstone (360 feet below Raleigh sand-
stone), lower railroad cut, Nuttall, W. Va. Cotypes U. S. Nat. Mus. 40115a-f.

FIGURES 6, 15-18. Aneimites pctlsvillensis David White, n. sp- - -_-_-_ _102

Pinnae and pinnules showing form and venation. 6, 15, 16, Rock dump, old Lincoln Colliery, about 4
miles west of Tremont, Pa.; U. S. Nat. Mus. 40116a, b, 40117. 17, 18, Group of thin coals high in the series,
Clark formation, north side of Clark's Gal), Great Flat Top Mountain, W. Va.; cotypes, U. S. Nat. Mus.
40118a, b.

FIGUREs 12-14, 19. Aneimites pottsvillensis var. intermedius David White, m. var ______ -_ -_ -.__ __. 102

Specimens showing the nature of this variety, which is more robust than the typical A. pcttsvillensis.
Durham coal, Durham mines, Ringgold quadrangle, Ga. Cotypes, U. S. Nat. Mus. 40119a-c.
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FIGURES 1-4, 19. Aneimiles (Vardia) cardiopteroides David White, n. sp---------------------------------------------._103

Sketches showing the rounded Cardiopteris-like form of the pinnules and the associated seeds. Fifteen
feet below cliff sandstone; near University mines, Suwanee, Tenn. Cotypes, U. S. Nat. Mus. 40120a-c.

FIGURES 5; 6, 9, 13, 15. Aneimites (Wardia) pseudopecopteroides David White, n. sp_------------------------------------103

Specimens showing the rather mariopterid or diplothmemoid appearance of the pinnules. Fire Creek
seam, Rush Run, W. Va. Cotypes, U. S. Nat. \1us. 40121a, b.

FIGURES 7, 11, 16-18. Aneimites polymorphus David White, n. sp._---------------- __-____-_-_-_-------------_103

Specimens showing the variation in pinnules. Fire Creek seam, Rush Run, W. Va. Cotypes, U. S.
Nat. Mus. 40122a-d.

FIGURES 8, 12. Aneimites (Wardia) tenuifolins var. difoliolatus David White, n. var- _-_-_-_-_-_-_ _- 101

Specimens showing dissected and frequently bilobed or trilobed pinnules. Durham coal, Durham
mines, Ringgold quadrangle, Ga. Cotypes, U. S. Nat. Mus. 40114b, c.

FIGURES 10, 14. Aneirnites (Wardia) tenuifolius (Goppert) David White, n. comb-_--------------------- - _ _ _ _ _ .101

The typical form given for comparison with var. difoliolatus. Near supposed Pocahontas coal horizon,
500 feet above base of lower Piney Creek conglomerate, road to Quinnimont mine, Quinnimont, W. Va.
U. S. Nat. Mus. 40123.
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FIcUREs 1-12, 17-29. Anewimtes (lrardia) virginians David White, n. sp___-_______________-_------- - - - - . - - _ 101

Seeds, cupules, and sterile segments of the fronds showing pinnule form. 1. 17-22, 28, Pocahontas
formation, shales between the sandstones south of block signal south of station, Norfolk & Western Railroad,
Bluestone Junction, 3 miles southeast of Pocahontas, W. Va.; cotypes, U. S. Nat. Mus. 2-12, 23-27, 29,
New River formation, just below the falls of Mill Creek, Buckhannon quadrangle, W. Va.; U. S. Nat. Mus.

FIGURES 13-16. Aneimnites (l ardia) fertilis David White--- - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ..- 101

Fragments of the fronds showing pinnule form. Below second sandstone beneath Raleigh sandstone
(360 feet below Raleigh sandstone), lower railroad cut. Nuttall, W. Va. Cotypes, U. S. Nat. Mus. 40124a. b.
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THE BASIN AND RANGE PROVINCE IN UTAH, NEVADA, AND CALIFORNIA

By THOMAS B. NOLAN

ABSTRACT

In this report an attempt has been made to summarize and
in places to interpret the published information that was avail-
able through 1938 on the geology of those parts of Nevada,
California, and Utah that are included in the geologic province
known as the Basin and Range province. This region includes
most of the Great Basin, from which no water flows to the sea,
as well as part of the drainage basin of the lower Colorado
River. It is characterized by numerous parallel, linear moun-
tain ranges that are separated from one another by wide valleys
or topographic basins.

All the major divisions of geologic time are represented by
the rocks exposed in this region. The oldest are of pre-Cambrian
age and crop out chiefly along the eastern and southern borders.
They have been carefully studied at only a few localities, and
the correlation and extent of the subdivision so far recognized
is uncertain. There appear to be at least three series of pre-
Cambrian rocks which are probably separated from one another
by profound unconformities. Large masses of intrusive igneous
rocks have been recognized only in the oldest series.

During the Paleozoic era the region was a part of the
Cordilleran geosyncline, and sediments were deposited during
all of the major and most of the minor subdivisions of the era.
There are thick and widespread accumulations of Cambrian
and Ordovician strata, the maximum aggregate thickness pos-
sibly exceeding 23,000 feet. The eastern and western boundaries
of the province were approximately those of the area of rapid
subsidence within the geosyncline, though the axes of maximum
subsidence oscillated back and forth during the two periods.
The Silurian and Devonian seas, on the other hand, extended
beyond the province and, possibly as a consequence, are repre-
sented by much thinner sections-of the order of 6,000 feet.
At the end of the Devonian period the geosyncline was split by
the emergence of a geanticline in western Nevada, and Mis-
sissippian and Pennsylvanian sedimentary rocks are known
only in the central and eastern part of the province. They
locally attain considerable thicknesses, however, as the com-
bined thickness of the two series in western Utah approaches
24,000 feet. The geanticline appears to have been eroded by
Permian time, as Permian strata have been recognized in most
parts of the province except the southern, where another gean-
ticline, which persisted into the Mesozoic era, began to rise
coincidentally with the disappearance of the older one. Igneous
activity was at a minimum throughout the Paleozoic era. Some
volcanism appears to have occurred locally in the Carboniferous
period, but the lavas and sills cannot yet be accurately dated
and may be somewhat younger.

I This account of Great Basin geology was prepared as a contribution
to "Geology of North America," to be published by Gebr der Borntraeger
under the editorship of Robert Balk. The inability of the Germian
publishers to issue the second and third volumes of this work has ledl
to the publication of this paper by the Geological Survey. Unfor-
tunately, there has been neither time nor opportunity to bring up to
date the original account, which was transmitted in December 1938.

The second geanticline, which began to form in Permian
time, was greatly extended during the Mesozoic era and even-
tually caused the disappearance of the geosynclinal seas that
had persisted throughout most of Paleozoic time. Its axis lay
east of the earlier geanticlimle, and its gradual emergence re-
sulted in the development of two depositional troughs within
the province. The western trough was filled with more than
30,000 feet of sediments and interbedded volcanic deposits, which
range in age from basal Lower Triassic through the Lower
Jurassic. Deposition in this trough was terminated by a period
of intense orogeny near the end of Lower Jurassic time. The
deposits of the eastern trough are found only along the eastern
border of the province; they consist largely of nonmarine sedi-
mentary beds ranging in age from Triassic to Upper Cretaceous.
Marine Lower Triassic, possible Middle Triassic, and Upper
Jurassic sedimentary rocks have been found in a few places,
and some pyroclastic rocks occur in Lower Triassic and Upper
Cretaceous beds. The eastern seaway appears to have been
closed to the south, for lagoonal deposits, such as salines, char-
acterize the southern and southeastern extensions of the marine
formations. In addition to the surficial volcanic rocks, there
are numerous extensive bodies of coarse-grained intrusive rocks.
Some of these are clearly extensions of the late Jurassic or
early Cretaceous intrusions of California, but some of those in
Utah are best dated as early Tertiary. Most of the intrusive
masses cannot be accurately dated, but practically all of them
were emplaced after the intense local orogeny that affected
individual areas at various times from the Lower Jurassic well
into the Tertiary.

Cenozoic rocks underlie more than half of the province. Most
of them, however, are either igneous rocks or nonmarine sedi-
mentary rocks that are sparsely or not at all fossiliferous. As
a result, definite age assignments for many of the rock units
cannot be made, and correlations between the relatively few
well-studied sequences are hazardous. The few marine sedi-
mentary rocks are restricted to the southwestern border of the
province. The province appears to have been a highland under-
going erosion throughout Eocene and Oligocene time. Con-
tinental and, in southern California, marine sedimentary de-
posits of Eocene age have been recognized only along the borders
of the province, though volcanic rocks of this age may be repre-
sented throughout the area. Oligocene sedimentary rocks have
been recognized in only one area, but here they appear to have
been formed in a basin not unlike those existing at present.
Several bodies of granular intrusive rocks in the eastern part
of the province have been referred to either the Eocene or the
Oligocene. By far the greater number of the known fossiliferous
sedimentary rocks are assigned to the Miocene and Pliocene
and are almost exclusively of continental origin, being composed
of fanglomerates, silts, and saline beds that are in many
respects like the beds now being deposited in the intermontane
valleys. Volcanic debris commonly forms a large proportion
of the sedimentary sequence and thick accumulations of lava
flows and pyroclastic rocks and local intrusive masses are gen-
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erally associated and interbedded with them. The widespread

Quaternary sedimentary deposits in the province consist chiefly
of lake beds and fanglomerates, but locally glacial deposits and
river gravel and silt are well developed. Basalt flows and in
places rhyolite flows are also found at several localities.

The Basin and Range province has been orogenically active
throughout a large part of its history. The pre-Cambrian struc-
tural history is little known at present, though it appears that
there were in pre-Cambrian time at least three epochs of
deformation.

Beginning with Cambrian time the record is much more
complete. The geosynclinal sea which in the early part of the
Paleozoic era covered most of the province and in which many
thousands of feet of sediments were deposited was divided in
late Devonian time by a rising arch or geanticline in western
Nevada. Locally there was moderate deformation during the
uplift, but by Permian time elevation had ceased and most of
the positive area had been covered by marine sediments. Co-
incidentally with the degradation of this geanticline during the
Permian epoch similar uplift began in eastern Nevada, and a
land mass between two seas persisted there until early Jurassic
time, when, instead of subsiding as the earlier one did, it
became the site of intense diastrophism, marked particularly
by large overthrust faults. To judge from the relatively meager
evidence available, recurrent epochs of similar deformation
continued into early Tertiary time, affecting an area that con-
siderably exceeded that of the Basin and Range province. No
regular pattern in space or time can yet be discerned for these
epochs; in one area there may be evidence of only one episode
of deformation, but in another area nearby there may have been
several. The Mesozoic and early Tertiary folding and over-
thrusting were succeeded closely by the initiation of the block
faulting that has been the chief cause, directly or indirectly,
of the present relief of the province. The faulting appears to
have started at least by early Oligocene time and to have
continued up to the present day. For several reasons the block
faulting is regarded as an end stage of the more intense
deformation that preceded it.

The Paleozoic and later structural history of the province
leads to the suggestion that these events have been integral parts
of a single orogenic cycle, during which the initial geosynclinal
downwarping was successively followed by one or more broad
geanticlinal uplifts, the last of which culminated in an epoch
of folding and overthrusting, and a final stage of block faulting.

The province contains many mining districts, from which large

quantities of the nonferrous metals and of nonmetallic materials
have been obtained.

INTRODUCTION

The Basin and Range province in Utah, Nevada,
and California includes as its major subdivision the
semiarid to arid region that has long been known as
the Great Basin; it also includes, in southeastern Cali-
fornia, parts of the locally poorly defined subdivision
called by Fenneman (61) la the Sonoran Desert and the
Salton Trough. The boundaries of this region are in
large part those established by Fenneman (62), but some
departures have been made along the northern and .
southern boundaries, both of which are much less well
defined than the western boundary, formed by the east-
ern front of the Sierra Nevada, and the eastern bound-
ary, made up by western borders of the Wasatch Range

1a Numbers in parentheses refer to the bibliography at the end of this
report.

and the Colorado Plateau. On the north a purely arbi-

trary line has been selected, which runs from Susan-

Ville, Calif., to McDermitt, Nev., and thence eastward

along the northern boundaries of Nevada and Utah to

the Wasatch Range. The southeastern boundary of the

Colorado River is equally arbitrary, but the use of

the San Andreas fault as the boundary on the south-

west is perhaps as defensible as the irregular boundary

heretofore used. The region thus bounded is shown on
figure 10; throughout this text it is called, for the sake

of brevity, the "Great Basin" or, simply, the "province."

These boundaries differ from the hydrographic limits
set by Fremont (71) in the original definition of the

Great Basin as the region from which no water flowed
to the sea. A boundary drawn solely on the basis of
drainage, however, would exclude a considerable area
drained by the Colorado River that is geologically and
topographically closely related to the undrained regions
and would include part of southern Oregon that is geo-
logically similar to the adjoining Columbia River
Plateau.

According to Fenneman (61, pp. 342-343), the dis-
tinctive features of the Basin and Range province are
"isolated, nearly parallel mountain ranges (commonly
fault blocks) and intervening plains made in the main
by subaerial deposits of waste from the mountains.
These deposits, although locally absent, are often very
deep and are generally unconsolidated. The consoli-
dated older strata and lavas which make the mountains
are locally horizontal. In general they are deformed
and at places very much so." Although some may ob-

ject to the implications of origin included in this state-
ment, there can be little dissent to the distinctiveness, as
compared with adjoining provinces, of the numerous
individual mountain ranges which have been graph-
ically characterized by Dutton as an "army of cater-
pillars crawling toward Mexico" and which are in gen-
eral sharply separated from the intervening valleys.

Any summary of the geology of this great region is
necessarily a statement of progress in the accumulation
of knowledge and is based on rather inadequate data
rather than on a selection of comprehensive observa-
tions and confident conclusions. The sources of infor-
mation for a large proportion of the area are the hasty
reconnaissance surveys made many years ago, and some
large areas are still unexplored. Most of our present
conceptions of Great Basin geology are therefore based
on a few detailed studies of widely separated areas
combined with the uncertain interpretation of older
reconnaissance reports, and it is not surprising that
the conclusions reached by different workers show con-
siderable variance.

The present text emphasizes the more recent work in
the region, but this more detailed work has, on the
whole, far higher standards of accuracy. The recent
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publications cited, however, commonly include refer-
ences to the older work.

HISTORY OF EXPLORATION 2

The fact that there was a large area in the western
part of the present United States from which no water
flowed into the sea was first determined by Frmont in
1844, and the name "Great Basin" was given to it.
Parts of this region had been entered as early as 1776
by Escalante, and it was crossed in 1826 by Jedediah
Smith, and in 1833-34 by Bonneville and Walker.
After the territory was acquired by the United States
there were numerous explorations by United States
Army engineers to determine the available railroad
routes to the Pacific coast. The most thorough of these
explorations were those made across the northern and
central part of the Basin by Stansbury (1849), Beck-
with (1854), Steptoe (1855), and Simpson (1858-9)
and those made across the southern part by Whipple
(1853) and Williamson (1854). These explorations
yielded considerable geographic information but only
meager data concerning the geologic features. The

study of the geologic features practically began with
the survey of the 40th parallel under the leadership
of Clarence King from 1867 to 1873, the surveys of
the Rocky Mountain region under J. W. Powell and
the surveys west of the 100th meridian by the geologists
under Lieutenant Wheeler (G. K. Gilbert, A. R. Mar-
vine, and E. E. Howell) from 1869 to 1874. After
these surveys were completed the principal geologic
work in the Great Basin before about 1900 included
detailed studies of two mining districts-Comstock by
G. F. Becker (1882) and Eureka by Arnold Hague
and J. S. Curtis (1880)-and the studies of the two
great Pleistocene lakes of the basin-Lake Lahontan
by I. C. Russell (1885) and Lake Bonneville by G. K.
Gilbert (1890).

The explorations by J. E. Spurr in 1899 yielded a
reconnaissance geologic map of Nevada south of the
40th parallel and, beginning with the discovery of
Tonopah in 1900, numerous mining districts were
studied, notably Tonopah (1903), Silver Peak (1899-
1900), Goldfield (1905), Bingham (1900-1902) and
Tintic (1896, 1916). Other than studies of local min-
ing districts, however, the only large areal studies be-
fore 1919 were those of S. H. Ball (1905) and Adolph
Knopf (1912). During the period 1900 to 1919 the
geologic staff of the University of California made
numerous local studies bearing on problems of Ter-
tiary stratigraphy, structure, and physiography. Be-
ginning in 1919, several extensive areal surveys have
been undertaken in the province and numerous smaller
areas around mining camps have been studied in
detail.
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STRATIGRAPHIC AND IGNEOUS HISTORY

All major divisions of geologic time are represented
in the Great Basin. The pre-Cambrian rocks have
been but little studied as yet, but several unconformable
series of metamorphic, igneous, and sedimentary rocks
have been distinguished. The Paleozoic and early
Mesozoic strata record the vicissitudes of a complex
and persistent geosyncline, in which many thousands
of feet of sediments were deposited. This sea was
finally expelled from the province in mid-Mesozoic
time, and the later Mesozoic and Cenozoic rocks coin-
prise widely distributed local accumulations of non-
marine sedimentary beds and igneous intrusive and
extrusive rocks.

The inadequate treatment of the igneous rocks in
these pages is the result, in large part, of the absence
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of accurate information regarding their age, and the
consequent difficulty in describing the volcanism as a
feature of the geologic history of the province. Little
can be added from the province to Lindgren's descrip-
tion and interpretation of the Cordilleran volcanism
(141).

The assignment of the boundaries of the individual
systems and series of the Paleozoic and Mesozoic and
their major subdivisions is largely that presented in
the charts accompanying Guidebook 29 of the Sixteenth
International Geological Congress (200).

PRE-CAMBRIAN ROCKS

In the Great Basin pre-Cambrian rocks crop out
chiefly along the eastern and southern borders, where
the cover of Paleozoic or Mesozoic sediments was rela-
tively thin. These older rocks have been carefully
studied at only a few localities, and the correlation and
extent of the subdivisions so far recognized are uncer-
tain. There appear to be at least three series of pre-
Cambrian rocks, which are probably separated from
one another by profound unconformities. Large
masses of intrusive igneous rocks have been recognized
only in the oldest series.

The best known pre-Cambrian exposures along the
eastern border of the province are in the Wasatch Range
of Utah. Blackwelder (21) suggested that three series
of pre-Cambrian rocks occur in this range-an oldest
gneissic series, a series of metaquartzite and schist of
intermediate age, and a young series of quartzite and
slate. The relations of the intermediate series to the
others, however, have not been satisfactorily determined.

The old gneissic series, which includes biotite and
other schists, has been commonly assigned to earliest
pre-Cambrian time. The earlier geologists included
with these metamorphic rocks certain masses of granitic
rocks that are now known to be much younger (24, pp.
87-88). This series is possibly the most widely dis-
tributed of the three; it is locally directly overlain by
the Cambrian. Little is now known of the intermediate
series (21, 41) beyond the fact that its varied lithology
and degree of metamorphism are notably different from
those of the other two series. Blackwelder has tenta-
tively correlated it with rocks of similar appearance in
Wyoming and the Black Hills region whose age has been
determined as early pre-Cambrian.

The youngest series comprises 10,000 or 11,000 feet
of quartzites and slates in Cottonwood Canyon, Utah,
though 45 miles away, near Santaquin, only 500 to 1,000
feet of similar beds intervene between the Cambrian and
the older gneisses (56). Blackwelder (14, p. 525) re-
gards the series as of continental origin and was the first
to describe the unconformity between it and the over-
lying Cambrian quartzite that had previously been
regarded as a part of the series. A tillite with an over-
lying varved slate occurs locally between the main mass

of the series and the Cambrian and has been found both
in the Wasatch Range and the region to the west (112,
32, 19). It was originally considered a part of the
quartzite-slate series, but recent investigations have
shown it to be underlain by an unconformity, and
Calkins (36) now assigns it questionably to the lower
Cambrian. The series has generally been correlated
with the Belt series to the north and the Grand Canyon
series to the south, and all three with the rocks of Al-
gonkian type in the Lake Superior region. Hinds
(111), however, regards the series as older than the
Belt rocks and places it, together with some similar
rocks in Colorado and Arizona, in a new time division
that he calls the Uncompahgran.

Other pre-Cambrian rocks have been reported from

parts of Utah west of the Wasatch Range (32), but
little is known about their correlation. The most south-
westerly exposure in the Beaverdam Mountains con-
tinues southward into the Virgin Mountain pre-Cam-
brian area of Nevada described by Longwell (145).
Here, as at most of the other occurrences in southern
Nevada and in southern California near the Colorado
River, the pre-Cambrian rocks consist of gneisses and
schists that are considered to be earliest pre-Cambrian.
In the Boulder Dam region, however, Longwell (148,

pp. 1406-1409) has found two areas of sedimentary
rocks that are possibly of late pre-Cambrian age.

Still farther south the pre-Cambrian rocks have been
subdivided at two localities. In the Ivanpah quad-
rangle, Nev., Hewett (105) distinguishes an older
gneissic series, which is overlain unconformably by a
younger sedimentary series 4,000 feet thick. Hazzard
and Dosch (96), however, recognize three units in the
eastern part of San Bernardino County, Calif. Here
the oldest, called by them the Essex series, consists of
7,000 feet or more of various types of gneiss and schist,
with some quartzite and marble, and is regarded as
largely of sedimentary origin. It is intruded by their
Fenner and Kilbeck gneisses, of which the Kilbeck is
in places relatively little metamorphosed.

Much of the Mojave Desert region of California and
the country south of it is underlain by metamorphic
rocks, part of which may be of pre-Cambrian age (28,
89, 192, 241), although some of these much-altered rocks
have yielded Paleozoic fossils. Hulin (116) has made
one of the few detailed studies of the older rocks in this
region and has distinguished a probably older Johannes-
burg gneiss, including 2,500 feet, more or less, of meta-
morphosed sedimentary rocks, and a younger Rand
schist, 1,500 to 2,000 feet thick, which was originally
a series of interbedded sedimentary and volcanic rocks
with some intrusives. The age relations between the
two units are not certain, but the gneiss shows a con-
siderably higher degree of metamorphism. Noble
(180) has also found a gneiss and a schist series near
the San Andreas rift along the southwestern border of
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the Mojave Desert. The schist series is known as the

Pelona schist, and its identity with the Rand schist

is commonly accepted. A thickness of about 7,500 feet

has been found by Simpson (213, pp. 378-381). Some-
what different older pre-Cambrian rocks have been

found by Miller (172) to the southeast.
North of the Mojave Desert there are considerable

exposures of the pre-Cambrian in the Death Valley
region and in the northern Inyo Mountains or White

Mountains. Noble (183), in a preliminary statement,

has divided the Death Valley rocks into an Archean

systeni of partly igneous and partly sedimentary origin

and a dominantly sedimentary Algonkian system, which

is 7,000 feet thick. Both groups show resemblances to

the rocks of similar age assignment in the Grand Can-
yon region. Murphy (177) has mapped four pre-
Cambrian formations in the Panamint Range, imme-

diately west of Death Valley, but their correlation with

the Death Valley rocks is as yet uncertain.
The section in the Inyo Mountains, Calif., was first

studied by Kirk (130, pp. 23-25), who distinguished
three formations-a lower one composed of consider-

ably metamorphosed sandstone and dolomite; the Reed
dolomite, 2,000 feet thick; and the Deep Spring for-

mation, from a thin edge to 1,600 feet thick, composed
of sandstone, limestone, and some shale. Unconformi-

ties were believed to be present above and below the

Deep Spring formation. Maxson (162) has recently
published an abstract of the results obtained during a
resurvey of this area. In addition to the Reed and

Deep Spring formations, to which thicknesses of 2,900
and 2,100 feet were assigned, he described, beneath the

Reed, the Wyman formation, 3,700 feet of schist and
phyllite, and the still older Roberts formation, 2,500
feet of contorted schist and dolomite. Unconformities
were believed to occur between all the formations.

Anderson (2) reports a quite different pre-Reed dolo-
mite sequence a short distance north of the area studied

by Kirk and Maxson. He found three unconformable
groups composed dominantly of originally clastic rocks,
in contrast to the schists and dolomites of the southern
area. The lower group includes two thick flows of

amygdaloidal basalt. The notable differences in the two
nearby areas illustrate the difficulties met in attempts to

correlate the pre-Cambrian rocks in the province. An
additional complication in this particular area lies in
the possibility, suggested by Hazzard (95), that the

Reed dolomite and Deep Spring formation may prove
to be the equivalents of his Lower Cambrian Noonday
dolomite and of the Johnnie formation of the Death

Valley region.
The maps and text of the 40th Parallel Survey indi-

cate the existence of several pre-Cambrian outcrops in
the northern Great Basin, the largest one in the Ruby

Range of central Nevada (88, pp. 532-537). The Ruby

(109, pp. 55-58), to be a granite intrusive into the

Paleozoic, and it. seems fairly certain that other sup-

posed pre-Cambrian outcrops are also later intrusives.

Turner (244) has reported Archean gneiss and schist

at Silver Peak, Nev., but Spurr (226) considers it

probable that the rocks thus designated are crumpled

Paleozoic sedimentary strata that have been complexly

injected by intrusive granitic rocks. The correlation

of Turner's Algonkian sedimentary system is likewise

somewhat uncertain, as the 7,500-foot sequence of dolo-

mite, quartzite, and schist is described as being essenti-

ally conformable with the overlying Cambrian and may

therefore be basal Lower Cambrian.

PALEOZOIC ROCKS

During the Paleozoic era the Great Basin region

was a part of the Cordilleran geosyncline, and sedi-

mentary beds deposited during all of the major and

most of the minor subdivisions of the era are widely

distributed in the province. The stratigraphic sections

shown in plates 40 and 41 indicate that the geosynclinal

seas had a trend somewhat east of north. They are

known to have extended far north of the province, but

their occurrence to the southwest has been a matter

of some debate. The known outcrops of Paleozoic sedi-
mentary rocks in the Mojave and Colorado Deserts of

southeastern California are so few that the suggestion

has been made that the geosyncline never extended over

this region but either terminated abruptly along the
northern border of the Mojave Desert or was in some

way deflected around it. The trends in thickness shown

in the northern part, together with the lithology of the

strata in the regions immediately north of the Mojave

Desert, however, seem to indicate that the geosyncline

must have extended southward along its projected axis.

The absence of recognizable sedimentary deposits in

this southern region may then be the result either of

intense deformation or of erosion following differential

movement and possible uplift along the Garlock fault

(p. 186), which forms the northern boundary of this
southern region.

Within the larger region where Paleozoic rocks are

abundantly exposed there are thick and widespread

accumulations of Cambrian and Ordovician strata, the
maximum aggregate thickness possibly exceeding 23,000

feet. The eastern and western boundaries of the prov-

ince were approximately those of the area of rapid

subsidence within the geosyncline, though the axes of

maximum subsidence oscillated back and forth during

the two periods. The Silurian and Devonian seas, on
the other hand, extended beyond the boundaries of the

Great Basin and, possibly as a consequence, are repre-
sented by much thinner sections-on the order of 6,000

feet. At the end of Devonian time the geosyncline was

split by the emergence of a geanticline in western

i Nevada, and Mississippian and Pennsylvanian sedi-
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mentary rocks are known only in the central and eastern
parts of the province. They locally attain considerable
thicknesses, however, as the two series in western Utah
aggregate nearly 24,000 feet. The geanticline appears
to have been eroded by Permian time, as Permian strata
have been found in most parts of the province except
the southern, where another geanticline, which per-
sisted into the Mesozoic era, began to rise coincidentally
with the disappearance of the older one.

Although the combined maximum thickness of the
Paleozoic sedimentary strata exceeds 50,000 feet, this
figure has not been attained at any one locality. At
the few localities where the entire Paleozoic sequence
has been carefully studied the individual sections are
all somewhat less than 30,000 feet. The fact that there
is a fairly close correspondence in total thickness at
these several widely separated localities, in spite of
notable differences in the thickness of the component
systems, may indicate the amount of subsidence that
was possible in the simple Cordilleran geosyncline, but
the data are too scanty to warrant more positive
statements.

Igneous activity was at a minimum throughout the
Paleozoic era. Some volcanism appears to have oc-
curred locally in the Carboniferous period, but the
lavas and sills cannot yet be accurately dated and may
be somewhat younger.

The descriptions of the sedimentary rocks of the
several systems and series in the following pages have
been based largely on rather recent and fairly detailed
studies of small areas. Considerable additional in-
formation is available in the reports of the pioneer
surveys (88, 125, 78) and in the reconnaissance reports

of Hague (87), Spurr (225), Ball (11), Hill (108, 109),
and Butler (32). For the most part, however, it is
difficult to evaluate the stratigraphic information in
these reports for purposes of detailed correlation, and
more recent detailed work in areas covered by these
reconnaissance surveys has commonly shown numerous
inaccuracies in their stratigraphic and paleontologic
interpretations.

CAMBRIAN SYSTEM

Cambrian sedimentary rocks are found in many places
in the Great Basin and probably were originally de-

posited over the whole province. The beds commonly
rest with marked unconformity on Various kinds of

pre-Cambrian rocks, but locally, as in the central
Wasatch Mountains, Utah (24, p. 84), there has been
debate about the position of the break; and similar un-

certainty exists concerning the basal Cambrian contact
in the Inyo Mountain and Death Valley regions.

The Cambrian sedimentary rocks within the province

thicken abruptly westward. The southeastern border
of the region here described corresponds more or less
closely with the eastern edge of the area of rapid sub-

silence within the geosyncline. Thus, in the Virgin

Mountains of southeastern Nevada less than 1,000 feet
of Cambrian sedimentary strata are present, but they
thicken to over 18,000 feet about 50 miles to the west.
The western edge of this deep trough has never been
-ecognized but appears to have been somewhere in the

neighborhood of the present Sierra Nevada, to judge
from the thickness of fine-grained elastic deposits found
in the westernmost Lower Cambrian exposures. Its
position may have varied, however, as the maximum
thicknesses of Middle and Upper Cambrian sedimentary
beds are some distance east of those of the Lower
Cambrian.

LOWER CAMBRIAN

Thick Lower Cambrian sections are exposed in the
vicinity of Death Valley and in the Inyo Mountains-
Silver Peak region. The Death Valley section has re-
cently been carefully studied by Hewett (105), Noble
(183), and Hazzard (95) and may be considered, for
the present at least, a standard for this part of the
province. The basal formation, the Noonday dolomite
(f Hazzard, is about 1,500 feet thick and rests with
marked unconformity on pre-Cambrian sedimentary
beds. Above it are the Johnnie formation, 2,550 to
4,500 feet of slates and quartzites (186); the Stirling
quartzite, 2,600 to 3,700 feet thick; and the Wood Can-
yon formation (3,000 feet), composed of sandstone,
shale, and some limestone. The maximum thickness
at any one locality appears to be in the neighborhood
of 10,000 feet.

The Lower Cambrian section of the Inyo Mountains
may have a maximum thickness of over 13,000 feet,
but its limits are as yet uncertain. Kirk (130) and
Maxson (162) consider the Campito sandstone the low-
est Cambrian formation. It is 2,000 to 3,200 feet thick
and similar in lithology to the Stirling quartzite of the
Death Valley region. Above it is the fossiliferous
Silver Peak group, about 7,000 feet thick,3 consisting
of shale, sandstone, and limestone. These beds were
studied by Walcott both here and at Silver Peak many
years ago (246, pp. 185-189), and the Inyo Mountains
section at Waucoba Springs is the source of the series
name Waucoban now commonly used for the Lower

Cambrian sedimentary rocks. Hazzard (95) has re-
cently suggested that the two formations beneath the
Campito-the Deep Spring formation (2,000 feet
thick) and the Reed dolomite (2,000-2,900 feet thick)-
are correlative with the lithologically similar Johnnie
formation and Noonday dolomite of the Death Valley
section. Should this suggestion be validated by future
work and the present assignment of the Johnnie and

Noonday to the Cambrian be confirmed, the Inyo sec-

tion would be without question the thickest Lower

Cambrian unit in the province.

3 Turner estimates a thickness of 10,000 feet at Silver Peak, Nev.
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The only other localities where a complete Lower
Cambrian sequence is known lie along the eastern edge
of the province, near the border of the geosyncline,
where the sedimentary beds of this age are commonly
only a few hundred feet thick. The most southerly
of these is in the eastern Mojave Desert near Cadiz,
Calif. Here Clark (39) and Hazzard (92) found 400
to 500 feet of quartzite overlain by less than 200 feet of
shale and limestone containing Lower Cambrian fossils.
The beds rest unconformably on the pre-Cambrian
and are overlain by fossiliferous Middle Cambrian.
A section of similar thickness and lithology to the
northeast, in the Goodsprings district of Nevada (104),
is now also considered to be Lower Cambrian (98).
although a nearly identical section in the Virgin Moun-
tains, Nev. (145), is apparently a continuation of the
Middle Cambrian Grand Canyon section (179). Still
farther northeast in the central and southern Wasatch
Mountains, Utah (112, 36, 56), a basal quartzite (Tintic

(luartzite) 800 to 900 feet thick is assigned to the Lower
Cambrian and the lower portion of the overlying Ophir
shale, 200 to 400 feet thick, has yielded Lower Cambrian
fossils and the upper portion Middle Cambrian fossils.
The successively younger age of the progressively more
eastern basal plastic sedimentary beds has commonly
been interpreted, in accordance with Walcott's conclu-
sion (248, p. 180), as the result of an eastward overlap
of the Cambrian sea, the initial deposits at each locality,
though of different ages, being composed of the
reworked regolith of the invaded area.

The incomplete sections of Lower Cambrian sedimen-
tary beds in western Utah and central and eastern
Nevada consist of a thick quartzite and an overlying
shale. The quartzite is commonly called the Prospect
Mountain quartzite in Nevada and the Tintic quartzite
in Utah. The exposed thicknesses range from a few
hundred feet to over 6,000 feet (142); in western Utah,
where nearly 5,000 feet is found, there are several
thick shale members in the lower portion (187). The
shale likewise has had different names in the two States,
Pioche shale being used in Nevada and Ophir forma-
tion in Utah. It commonly has interbedded limestones
that have been the hosts for valuable ore bodies. West-
gate (254) assigned 1,100 feet. of shale, limestone, and
sandstone to the Pioche shale at the type locality and
considered it all to be Lower Cambrian. Both Burling
(30) and Deiss (48), however, regard the fauna of the
upper few hundred feet as basal Middle Cambrian. A
similar inclusion of Lower and Middle Cambrian faunas
in the Ophir formation is reported from Ophir (82),
Tintic (142), and the central Wasatch Range (36),
Utah. At all these localities the total thickness of the
formation is about 400 feet. Walcott (246) reported
only 125 feet of Pioche shale in the House Range, Utah,
but Deiss (48) has recently found Lower Cambrian

Walcott had tentatively assigned to the Middle Cam-
brian Langston limestone.

The tillite and varved slates found beneath the Tintic
quartzite in the vicinity of Salt Lake City, Utah, orig-
inally assigned to the pre-Cambrian (112), have in re-
cent years been questionably placed in the Lower Cam-
brian (19, 36). This assignment is in accord with

Walcott's belief that a glacial epoch occurred near the
end of Lower Cambrian time (248, pp. 184 and 200-201);
lie suggested that the barren sandstones and quartzites

of the Tintic and Prospect Mountain quartzites may
have been deposited during such an epoch.

Although there has been a recent revival of interest
in the western Cambrian faunas, the Lower Cambrian
has not yet been given as much attention as the younger

parts of the system. Walcott distinguished four zones
(247, p. 250) based on trilobite genera; and Resser (204)
has recently listed seven or eight, though these are
based on sections in the eastern United States. Mason,
Longwell, and Hazzard (157), however, found only one
trilobite fauna in the Lower Cambrian in the southern
Great Basin, though Hazzard (94) has called attention
to the rather slight stratigraphic range of the fossil
organism known as Girvanella within the region.

MIDDLE CAMBRIAN

Over most of the Great Basin Middle Cambrian sedi-
mentary beds appear to be exactly conformable with
the Lower Cambrian-indeed, in many places the
boundary between the two lies within a succession of
lithologically similar rocks and is determinable only
on fossil evidence. At a few places, however, there are
suggestions of slight disturbances at the beginning of
the epoch. These conform with Walcott's belief that
disturbances are required to account for the sharp
change in the fauna, although he considered that the
bordering lands showed low relief throughout the
remainder of the epoch (248, pp. 180, 189-190).

During this epoch the zone of maximum sedimenta-
tion in the geosyncline appears to have been shifted
about 100 miles east of its position in the Lower Cam-
brian. The thickest section so far described is in the
Death Valley region, where Hazzard (95) has described
three formations-the Cadiz, Bonanza King, and Corn-
field Springs-with an aggregate thickness of 5,180 feet.
These three units may be recognized for a considerable
distance to the east and southeast and are considered
by Hazzard and Mason (99) to be equivalent to the
greater part of the Goodsprings dolomite of Nevada
(101). They maintain a total thickness of 2,500 to
8,000 feet even in the regions where the Lower Cambrian
is less than 1,000 feet thick (98, 92). Westward there
is apparently a somewhat more abrupt thinning, for only
900 feet of Middle Cambrian beds, largely sandstone,
were recognized in the Inyo Mountains by Kirk (130).
At Silver Peak, Nev., Turner (244) found no Middle
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Cambrian whatever, and the Upper Cambrian appar-

ently rests unconformably on the Lower Cambrian.
These two localities along the zone of maximum sedi-
mentation in Lower Cambrian time provide the chief
evidence for a minor disturbance at the beginning of
the Middle Cambrian.

North-northeast of Death Valley there are thick
Middle Cambrian sections at Pioche, Nev. (about 4,000
feet), Gold Hill, Utah (4,475 feet), and northeastern
Utah (probably about 4,000 feet). At Gold Hill a
quartzite is the lowest unit in the series (187), but both
at Pioche (254, 48) and in northeastern Utah (246,
205) the bottom has been either in dispute or uncertain.

Middle Cambrian sections of nearly comparable thick-
ness are also reported from Eureka, Nev. (87, 249)

and the House Range, Utah (246, 48), where they are
slightly more than 3,000 feet thick. At all these locali-
ties except Eureka four to six formations, composed
chiefly of limestone or dolomite, have been distinguished
in the Middle Cambrian series, but none of these can
be correlated with another.

Westward from this portion of the zone of thick
sections several thousand feet of unfossiliferous Cam-
brian sedimentary rocks, chiefly metamorphosed sand-
stones and shales, have been found at Tybo, Nev. (66),
and Manhattan, Nev. (63). Some of these may even-
tually be referred to the Middle Cambrian, but, to judge
from the evidence at Silver Peak and in the Inyo Moun-

tains, it seems more likely that the bulk of them are
either Lower or Upper Cambrian.

Several Middle Cambrian sections in central Utah,
east of the thick sequences in the western part of the'

State, have been described. That at Tintic (142) is
about 1,900 feet thick, the one at Ophir (82) about 1,100
feet, and those in the central (36) and southern (56)

Wasatch Mountains about 400 feet. At the two locali-
ties in the Wasatch Range the Ophir shale is the only
formation present, but at Tintic and Ophir there are,
in addition, several formations composed almost en-
tirely of limestone and dolomite.

The Middle Cambrian faunas have been extensively

studied in recent. years, but the results of these investi-
gations have been only incompletely published. Resser

(204), Mason, Longwell, and Hazzard (157), Deiss (49),
and Howell and Mason (115) have recognized from
three to nine faunal zones in the series, most of which
are found in various parts of the Great Basin.

UPPER CAMBRIAN

Wherever both Middle and Upper Cambrian sedi-
mentary beds have been recognized in the Great Basin

they appear to be perfectly conformable. The uncon-
formable relations between the Upper and Lower Cam-
brian at Silver Peak, Nev. (244), may, however, reflect
a disturbance in early Upper Cambrian time, though

more probable. The Upper Cambrian differs from the
two lower divisions of the Cambrian both in its smaller
average thickness and in the apparent absence of any
well-defined belt of maximum thickness. These features
may be the result either of the post-Cambrian erosion
represented by the unconformity that has been recog-
nized in several places at the base of the Ordovician or
of the exceedingly low relief of the border lands during
the Upper Cambrian epoch, which permitted great
extensions of the sea (248, pp. 193-194).

Only two sections more than 3,000 feet thick have
been described. The thicker of these is in the House
Range, Utah (246, pp. 173-185; 200, pl. 1; 48), where
about 4,000 feet is now assigned to the Upper Cambrian.
Three formations at Eureka, Nev., are also believed to
be of this age and aggregate 3,150 feet (87), but the
thicknesses assigned and possibly the lower limit of
the group may be revised with future work.

Most of the remaining Upper .Cambrian sections in
the province range between 1,000 and 3,000 feet in thick-
ness, but there appears to be little system in the varia-
tions from place to place. Thus in northeastern Utah
(205, 200, 48) there are about 1,400 feet of beds; in the
Oquirrh Range, Utah (82), about 1,000 feet; at Gold
Hill, Utah (187), 1,600 to 2,200 feet; at Pioche, Nev.
(254), 1,900 feet; at Tybo, Nev. (66), possibly as much
as 3,000 feet; in the Inyo Mountains, Calif. (130), about
1,000 feet; and in the Death Valley region (95), 1,700
feet. An Upper Cambrian section of uncertain thick-
ness occurs at Silver Peak, Nev. (243), and beds of this

age may be present at Manhattan, Nev. (63), and in the
San Francisco district, Utah (31). At almost all these

localities, except the western ones, limestone or dolo-
mite forms the bulk of the section.

Erosion after Upper Cambrian time appears to have
been pronounced along the eastern border of the prov-
ince, for at both Tintic (142) and in the Cottonwood
district., Utah (36), from 400 to 600 feet of Upper
Cambrian limestones and dolomites are locally entirely
missing. Possibly a similar explanation may account-

for the current uncertainty regarding the age of por-
tions of the Goodsprings dolomite in southern Nevada.

As originally defined (104), this formation included
beds ranging in age from Upper Cambrian to Devonian

(?). Recent work (99) seems to indicate that south
of the type area no Upper Cambrian is present in beds
correlated with the formation. As Upper Cambrian
fossils were found at Goodsprings, it may be that the

beds of this age have in places been removed by pre-

Ordovician or pre-Devonian erosion.
Resser (204) and Howell and Lochman (114) have

recently distinguished 15 or 20 faunal zones in the

Upper Cambrian of the United States. Many of these
are present in the Great Basin region; Mason, Longwell,

and Hazzard (157) have distinguished four in the

an early Middle Cambrian date now seems somewhat
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ORi)OVICIAN SYSTEM

Ordovician sedimentary rocks are not as widely dis-
tributed in the Great Basin as those of Cambrian age.
They are absent in many of the more easterly localities;
where present, they are commonly considerably thinner
than the Cambrian beds found with them. Although
Lower, Middle, and Upper Ordovician rocks are all
found in many places, the two younger series are rep-
resented by relatively thin sections of fairly constant
thickness. The Lower Ordovician, however, shows a
notable increase in thickness westward, its belt of max-
imum thickness apparently coinciding with that of the
Lower Cambrian. The greatest thickness of Ordovi-

cian rocks so far recorded from the province is 5,050
feet in the Inyo Mountains, Calif. (130).

The nature of the contact between Ordovician and
Cambrian strata is somewhat uncertain. Fossils are
not abundant in the beds, and in many places the exact
location of the boundary is difficult to determine. Wal-
cott (248) and others have considered that the two
systems are generally conformable, but erosional un-
conformity has been reported at three localities-north-
eastern Utah, Gold Hill, Utah, and the Tintic district,
Utah. At two of these, however, the discordance now
appears to be at a different horizon than the faunal
change. Thus in northeastern Utah, Deiss (48) has
recently found Ordovician fossils in the St. Charles
formation beneath the supposed unconformity, and at
Gold Hill (187, p. 15) Scae vogyra sp., considered by
Bridge (26) to be a typical Upper Cambrian fossil,
occurs in beds assigned to the Lower Ordovician. Until
more extensive collecting has been done in this part
of the Great Basin Paleozoic section, and a general
agreement reached by paleontologists as to the proper
location of faunas that have been referred by some
authors to the Ozarkian and Canadian systems as de-
fined by Ulrich, it is probably futile to speculate about
the magnitude and extent of the probable uncomformity
at the base of the Ordovician.

LOWER ORDOVICIAN

There are two facies of Lower Ordovician sedimentary
rocks in the province-an eastern facies composed
chiefly of limestone and dolomite and a western facies
characterized by shales. The eastern sequence is fre-
quently referred to as the Pogonip limestone, named
from a ridge in the White Pine district, Nevada (88),
though local names or subdivisions have been used at
several localities. At the type locality the Pogonip is
reported to be 5,200 feet thick (87, p. 191), but this
figure needs checking, as only 2,700 feet is present in
the nearby Eureka district. Sections at Tybo (66) and
Ely (219), Nev., and in the Death Valley region (95),
with thicknesses of 3,000, 1,400+, and 1,040 feet, respec-
tively, have also been' assigned to the Pogonip. At

Pioclie, Nev., Westgate (254) has divided the Lower
Ordovician carbonate rocks into two formations with a
minimum thickness of 1,120 feet. In the Tintic district,
Utah, Loughlin (142) recognized three units, aggregat-
ing more than 2,000 feet; the uppermost formation,
however, contains Upper Ordovician fossils near the
top. Sedimentary rocks of this age are also present
in the San Francisco district, Utah (31), though their
total thickness is unknown; at Gold Hill, Utah (187),
where the thickness reaches 1,000 feet; and in north-
eastern Utah (205, 48), where a lower limestone and
an upper quartzite total 2,300 feet. The Ordovician
rocks reported by Hintze (112) from the Cottonwood
district, Utah, are now considered to be Cambrian (36).
Some Lower Ordovician beds are also probably present
at Goodsprings, Nev. (104), in the.Goodsprings dolo-
mite, but beds of this age are apparently absent from
the formation in nearby areas (98). The thickest Po-
gonip section, except for the one in the White Pine
district, appears to be in the Inyo Mountains, Calif.
where Kirk (130) distinguishes four unnamed forma-
tions with a total thickness of more than 5,000 feet.

The western facies of the Lower Ordovician has been
studied at relatively few places. It was first recognized
in the Silver Peak region, Nevada, where Turner (243,
pp. 265-266) found the Palmetto formation of grapto-
lite-bearing slates and argillites. The lavas that he be-
lieved to be interbedded are now regarded as metamor-
phosed sedimentary rocks (67). To the north, at Man-
hattan, Nev., Ferguson (63) found a similar sequence

probably more than 5,000 feet thick. Argillites, slates,
and limy shales that are possibly correlative are known
from the Toyabe Range, south of Austin (108, pp. 115-
116), and the Troy or Irwin Canyon district (109, p.
139), both in Nevada. At the Troyabe locality about
7,000 feet of beds are reported to occur, but this thick-
ness may be excessive (128).

The eastern and western facies have each yielded two
rather distinct, faunas, one of early and one of late
Lower.Ordovician age. In the eastern facies the older
fauna is compared with the Beekmantown of the east
ern United States and the younger one with the Chazy.
The two graptolite faunas of the western facies are
connonly correlated with the Deepkill and the Nor-
nianskill of the East. The older graptolite zone has
also been found in the eastern facies in northeastern
Utah (40). With additional study other and more pre-
cise faunal zones may be distinguished over the prov-
ince, for Kirlk (127) has recognized at several places in
Nevada one of the three zones that are known in the
El Paso limestone, of Beekmantown age, in Texas.
Possibly another faunal horizon in the Lower Ordo-
vician may be represented by the higher Ozarkian beds
of Walcott (250, p. 224), though most of these are
now regarded as Upper Cambrian.
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MIDDLE ORDOVICIAN

The Middle Ordovician sedimentary rocks in the

Great Basin have a smaller areal extent and are no-
tably thinner than the Lower Ordovician sequence. In
part, these two features may be the result of erosion
before Upper Ordovician time, but it seems probable

that the chief cause of the difference between the two

series was the smaller size and shorter duration of
the Middle Ordovician seaway.

Beds of this age appear to be largely restricted to

eastern and central Nevada but are also represented

locally in southern California and western Utah. The

thickness is commonly 500 feet or less. Over most of

this area the Middle Ordovician is represented by the

Eureka quartzite (87); Kirk (126) considers that west

of 1170 these siliceous beds pass into the graptolite
shales of the upper part of the Palmetto formation at

Silver Peak and the Toquima formation at Manhattan,
both in Nevada.

In most places the Eureka appears to be conformable

upon the underlying Gogonip limestone or its correl-

ative, and locally the contact is apparently gradational.

At Ely, Nev., however, according to Spencer (219), the
quartzite rests on different members of the Pogonip,
suggesting unconformable relations, and a similar re-

lation apparently exists in the Roberts Creek Range,
as reported by Kirk (126, pp. 31-32).

Kirk's recent review of the Eureka quartzite (126)
summarizes the known distribution and relations of

the formation. Fossils have been found within it at
only one locality (in central Nevada) and are of lower
Middle Ordovician age (Black River of the eastern

United States). These occurred in the basal member
of the formation, and the upper part may be somewhat
younger.

The thickness of the Eureka quartzite as reported by

Kirk is commonly only a few hundred feet. In the
San Francisco district, Utah, and the region north and
northeast of Death Valley, Calif., however, sections

of quartzites from 1,000 to 2,500 feet thick have been

correlated with the Eureka, but these assignments are
rather doubtful. At the Utah locality the quartzite,
as described by Butler (31), differs lithologically from
the Eureka at other places in the province, and there are
some grounds for considering it an overthrust plate of

Lower Cambrian quartzite. The thick sections near

Death Valley are also possibly erroneously correlated
with the Eureka. The original correlation was made
by Ball (11) on the basis of a rapid reconnaissance;
recent more detailed work in the Spring Mountains,

Nev. (149), and in the region southeast and east of
Death Valley (95) have shown that the true Eureka
quartzite is not more than 300 feet thick.

The relation between the Eureka quartzite and the

zite of northeastern Utah (205) has never been deter-

mined. There is, however, a possibility that both these
Ordovician quartzites are part of a single regressive
sandstone deposit of variable age.

UPPER ORDOVICIAN

As deposits of Upper Ordovician age are found at
Utah localities (Gold Hill and Tintic districts) where
those of Middle Ordovician age are absent, the later
seaway appears to have been shifted somewhat to the
east of the earlier. Similarly, Upper Ordovician rocks
have not been recognized in many of the more westerly
Middle Ordovician localities. Commonly the two se-
ries are separated by al erosional unconformity: at
Gold Hill, Utah (187), at least 1,000 feet of beds older
than Upper Ordovician have been locally eroded.

The Upper Ordovician strata are dominantly dolo-
mites, and in places they have not been distinguished
from the similar dolomites of the Silurian above or the
Lower Ordovician beneath. They have been sepa-
rately mapped as the Fish Haven dolomite in north-
eastern Utah (205) and at Gold Hill and as the Ely

Springs dolomite at Pioche, Nev. (254), and in the
Death Valley region (95). At these localities the
thickness ranges from 250 to 800 feet, and the thickest
section is in Death Valley. Parts of the Lone Moun-
tain limestone of the Eureka district, Nevada (87),
and the Bluebell dolomite of the Tintic district, Utah
(142), contain typical Upper Ordovician faunas; and
other localities where similar fossils occur are cited by
Kirk (126).

The position in the Upper Ordovician assigned to
these beds, which contain a rather uniform coral and
brachiopod fauna, has been shifted from time to time.
Originally regarded as representing the Trenton of
the Eastern States, they were later considered to be
equivalent to the Richmond of the Cincinnati region;
now, however, they are thought to be, in part at least,
correlative with the Maysville of the Cincinnati region
(128).

SILURIAN SYSTEM

Silurian dolomites have a moderately wide distribu-
tion in the Great Basin. Their eastern limit is ap-

proximately that of the underlying Upper Ordovician
dolomite-from northeastern Utah through Gold Hill
to Pioche, Nev. Westward they probably extend be-
yond the limits of the Upper Ordovician and in several

places directly overlie Middle Ordovician or older beds.
The western limit of the seaway is uncertain, as the
Silurian sedimentary rocks in the western part of the

province have been removed by erosion that followed
up-arching in this region ,in Devonian and later Paleo-
zoic time. As beds of this age have been recognized

in the Taylorsville region, California, west of the
province (51), the Silurian sea extended at least that

far westward, marking a considerable expansion of the
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geosyncline beyond its limits during the Cambrian and

Ordovician.
At several localities these beds rest unconformably

on the Ordovician strata, though there is commonly no
recognizable discordance in strike or dip. The absence
of basal Silurian rocks and the occurrence of beds at
different horizons in the Ordovician beneath the con-
tact indicate a fairly long interval of erosion preceding
the deposition of the Silurian formations.

In the northeastern part of the province rocks of
Silurian age have been mapped as the Laketown dolo-
mite. They have a total thickness of about 1,000 feet
both in northeastern Utah (205) and at Gold Hill (187).
In Nevada they constitute the upper and probably
greater part of the Lone Mountain limestone of the
Eureka district (87), though as mapped-at Tybo (66)
the Lone Mountain is wholly Silurian. Kirk (126)
has recorded many occurrences of Silurian dolomites
in Nevada, and they have also been found at Pioche,
Nev. (254), and in the Death Valley region, California
(95). The Death Valley locality is one of the few at
which accurate measurements of total thickness have
been made; here only 335 feet of beds are present, much
less than in the Utah occurrences.

Silurian rocks may be present at other localities in
the thick series of post-Cambrian and pre-Carboniferous
dolomites that occur in the Great Basin. At Ely, Nev.,
for example, it is very probable that both Silurian
and Upper Ordovician beds will eventually be recog-
nized in the lower part of the thick and poorly fossilif-
erous unit mapped as Nevada limestone (219). At
Goodsprings, Nev., also, a questionable Silurian fossil
is reported from the Goodsprings dolomite (104), and
fossils of undoubted Silurian age have been found in
the region immediately to the north (144, p. 556). The
Morehouse quartzite of the San Francisco district,
Utah, assigned in part to the Silurian, however, is
probably of Cambrian age (p. 151), like the supposed
Middle Ordovician quartzite of the same region.

A fairly extensive coral and brachiopod fauna has
been obtained from the Silurian dolomites of the Great
Basin province. It is correlated with the Niagaran or

middle portion of the Silurian sequence of the eastern
IUnited States. Strata representing the lower and upper

parts of the system appear to be absent.

DEVONIAN SYSTEM

Devonian sedimentary rocks appear at one time to
have covered all of the province, and they record the
beginning of a notable change in the nature of the
Cordilleran Paleozoic geosyncline. Throughout earlier
Paleozoic time the eastern and western borders of this
seaway had been approximately those of the province,
and, though its axis shifted from time to time, the de-
pression in which the earlier sediments were deposited

Devonian period, however, an arch or geanticline began
to rise in west-central Nevada, approximately along the
line of maximum sedimentation in the Cambrian and
Ordovician (185). This arch divided the old simple
geosyncline into two new seaways, one lying west of the

province, the other occupying its eastern portion and
extending still farther eastward.

The distribution of Devonian sedimentary rocks re-
flects these changes in two ways-by the almost com-

plete removal of the earlier Devonian deposits along
the axis of the arch, and by the eastward shift of the
zone of maximum sedimentation, the thickest sections
being in eastern Nevada in the vicinity of Eureka and
Ely, where Devonian beds 4,000 to 5,000 feet thick are

present. Limestones and dolomites comprise the great-
er part of the section, but shales and sandstones are
commonly abundant in the Upper Devonian, presum-
ably the product of erosion from the rising land to
the west.

An unconformity at the base of the Devonian has

been reported at only four localities-in the Cotton-
wood district (36), Oquirrh Range (82), and Gold Hill
district (187), Utah, and the Death Valley region (95),
California. At all four the unconformity is marked
by transgression of the underlying beds; it is most
apparent in the Cottonwood district, where more than
600 feet of the underlying Cambrian sedimentary beds
are locally absent, and the beds on the two sides of the
contact diverge 50 in dip. It is not improbable that
more detailed work will show that similar unconform-
ities are present in other parts of the province, as both

the uppermost Silurian and the basal Devonian appear
to be generally absent.

LOWER DEVONIAN

It has generally been considered that no Lower De-
vonian sediments were deposited in the Great Basin
(200, pl. 4). Recently, however, C. W. Merriam (165)
has questionably correlated the basal part of the wide..
spread Nevada limestone with the Oriskany of the
eastern United States. Confirmation of this assign-
ment and possible extensions of the correlation must
await the completion of his faunal studies of the Great
Basin Devonian.

MIDDLE DEVONIAN

Middle Devonian dolomites and limestones occur
over most of the Great Basin. The thicker sections,
which range from 1,000 to more than 3,000 feet, occur
in western Utah and eastern Nevada and in the reports
on Eureka (87) and Ely (219), Nev., are referred to
the Nevada limestone, which also contains Upper De-
vonian faunas near the top and, as noted above, prob-
able Lower Devonian faunas at the base. Recent work-
ers have commonly assigned local formation names to

had been relatively simple. Toward the end of the
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they have been subdivided into two or three units.
Thus at Gold Hill, Utah (187), three Middle Devonian
formations have an aggregate thickness of 2,650 feet;
in the San Francisco district, Utah (31), there is 1,500
feet ; and at Pioche, Nev. (254), 3,000 feet or more.

Thinner sections are found along the eastern border
of the province. The beds of the northeastern part
are assigned to the Jefferson dolomite, which has a
thickness of 1.200 feet in northeastern Utah (205), 185
feet in the Oquirrh Range (82), and 150 feet in the
Cottonwood district (36). To the south the thick-
nesses are somewhat uncertain. At least 300 feet of
Middle Devonian beds are present in the Muddy Moun-
tain region, Nevada (145), and about 800 feet of beds
of possibly equivalent age are found in the Goodsprings
and Sultan formations of the Goodsprings district,
Nevada (104). Hazzard (95) has measured 890 feet
in the Death Valley region.

In the western part of the Great Basin Middle
Devonian strata have been found at two localities,
indicating that the uplift in this region did not begin
until Upper Devonian time. In the Inyo Mountains,
Calif., 1,400 feet of limestone, shale, and sandstone have
been described by Kirk (130), though he now believes
(128) that these beds may be Silurian. Muller and
Ferguson (174) report several hundred feet of lime-
stone from the San Antonio Range of west-central
Nevada. Within short distances of that locality, how-
ever, Devonian sedimentary rocks are absent, and
Permian beds rest directly on Ordovician beds. Con-
firmation of the belief that the Middle Devonian seaway
continued across this region is also furnished by the
almost identical faunas present in the Great Basin
sections and in northwestern California (227).

Detailed paleontologic study of the Middle Devonian
faunas has begun only in recent years, but preliminary
results indicate that a rather complete sequence is
present. Merriam (165) has distinguished four Middle
Devonian faunal zones, ranging in age from the lower

part of the series (Onondaga of the eastern United
States) to highest Middle Devonian (Stringocephalu8
burtoni zone). Stumn (236, 237) has found two coral
faunas; the lower one is correlated with the Calceola
limestone of the Rhine Valley, and the upper one with
the Hamilton group of New York.

UPPER DEVONIAN

Upper Devonian rocks are. less widely distributed
and in general are much thinner than the Middle
Devonian beds, with which they are commonly asso-
ciated. This difference is thought to be in large part
the result of the rising geanticline in the western part
of the province, but it may also reflect in part the un-
conformity that is generally present at the base of the
Carboniferous.

The thickest sections of Upper Devonian sedimentary
rocks so far studied in the province are in the Eureka

401025-42-2

district, Nevada. Here Merriam (165) has measured
2,325 feet of beds which were formerly assigned to the
Nevada limestone (87) but which he suggests should
have a separate designation. The thick section of
Nevada limestone at Ely, Nev. (219), mostly Middle
Devonian, very probably also includes similar Upper
Devonian beds.

The more easterly sections are much thinner. At
Pioche, Nev. (254), there is 500 feet of limestone; in
the San Francisco district, Utah (31) 50 feet of shale;
and in northeastern Utah (205), 200 feet of beds as-
signed to the widespread Three Forks limestone. The
section at Tintic, Utah (142), is unusual in that the
150 feet or less of the Upper (?) Devonian Pinyon
Peak limestone directly overlies dolomites assigned to
the Ordovician, though it is recognized that the upper
few hundred feet of these dolomites, which are un-
fossiliferous, may be of Middle Devonian age. At all
other localities in the province Upper Devonian sedi-
mentation appears to have followed that of the Middle
Devonian without interruption and in the same seaway,
which was, however, considerably less extensive.

Merriam (165, 166) has distinguished three faunal
zones in the Upper Devonian of east-central Nevada, the
youngest one correlated with the Chemung formation
of the eastern United States. The Upper Devonian
corals from this region have been studied by Stumm
(238).

MISSISSIPPIAN SERIES 4

The Mississippian sedimentary rocks of the Great
Basin show clearly that the geanticline which was de-
veloped in western Nevada during late Devonian time
continued throughout the Mississippian epoch also.
The maximum extent of the land mass appears to have
been attained in early Mississippian time, as beds of
this age have not been reported in the province north-
west of a line extending from Gold Hill, in western
Utah, to the Death Valley region, in California. The
later Mississippian sea extended considerably farther
westward into Nevada, roughly as far as a line through
Eureka, Nev., to the Inyo Mountains, Calif. Whether
it was joined with the sea of the same age in central
and northern California by a passage to the north or
to the south is not yet known.

An unconformity beneath the Mississippian is re-
ported from most of the Great Basin localities, but
there is commonly little evidence of much disturbance
other than the absence of uppermost Devonian or basal

Mississippian beds. The Tintic district, Utah, is the

4 The Geological Survey classifies Mississippian, Pennsylvanian, and
Permian rocks as subdivisions ("series") of the Carboniferous system.
In the Great Basin, however, the sedimentary rocks assigned to each of
these three series are comparable in thickness and distribution to those
of the older Paleozoic systems ; they have therefore been given coordinate
rank In the headings, though the use of the term "series" rather than
"system" indicates their subordinate position in the accepted classifica-
tion of the Geological Survey.
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only region so far studied in which there are notable
erosional irregularities along the contact (142).

The Mississippian geosyncline appears to have dif-
fered from the older Paleozoic seas in that portions of
it, especially during later Mississippian time, seem to
have been subject to extreme subsidence. Thus at Gold
Hill (187) and in the Oquirrh Range (82), in west-
central Utah, more than 6,000 feet of sediments were
deposited, whereas the comparable sections at nearby
localities are very much thinner. Although a part of
these marked variations may have been caused by ero-
sion at the end of the epoch, the available evidence tends
to indicate that they are due chiefly to notable differ-
ences in the thickness of the sediments originally
deposited.

LOWER MISSISSIPIAN

As used by geologists working in the Great Basin.
the term "lower Mississippian" designates beds equiva-
lent to the Madison limestone of the northern Rocky
Mountains, which in turn is the correlative of the
Kinderhook and Osage groups in the eastern United
States (200, p1. 5). The sedimentary rocks of this age
are restricted to the eastern portion of the province and
consist almost entirely of limestone. Commonly the
thickness of individual sections is less than 1,000 feet.
Similar beds extend eastward from the Great Basin
for considerable distances.

The more northerly sections can be traced with rela-
tively short gaps to the type locality of the Madison
limestone and have been mapped under that name.
In northeastern Utah the unit ranges from 600 to 1,600
feet in thickness (205), but in the Cottonwood district
(36) and the Oquirrh Range (82) the thicknesses are
560 and 460 feet, respectively. A similar thickness is
probably present in the southern part of the Wasatch
Range (56), to judge from the published descriptions
of the combined Madison and upper Mississippian sec-
tion. Gold Hill, in western Utah (187), is probably
close to the western boundary of deposition, for there
Madison limestone is present in one thrust plate but
lacking in another.

Farther south and southwest local names have been
used for the lower Mississippian strata, and there ap-

pears to be a tendency toward minor, though rather
abrupt variations in thickness. Possibly, however, this
feature is due rather to paleontologic difficulties in sep-
arating the lower and upper Mississippian on the evi-
dence supplied by the scanty fossil collections that have
been obtained in this region. Thus in the Tintic dis-
trict, Utah (142), the lower Mississippian may exceed
700 feet in thickness, and a comparable figure is reported
from Pioche, Nev. (254). At both lccalities two or
three local formations have been distinguished, and
the boundary between the lower and upper Mississip-
pian is not definitely located. Farther south Longwell

(145) found 600 feet of lower Mississippian limestone
(Rogers Spring limestone) in the Muddy Mountains,
Nev., a thickness closely comparable to that of the
Redwall limestone of the Grand Canyon region, to the
east (179). In the Spring Mountains of southern
Nevada and the adjoining Death Valley region of Cali-
fornia, however, the thicknesses are much more variable.
In the northern part the Monte Cristo limestone, which
as defined by Hewett (104) appears to be largely of
lower Mississippian age, is 925 feet thick (85) and in
the southern part it is possibly as much as 1,000 feet
thick. In the Death Valley region, however, Hazzard
(95) has recognized 987 feet of beds which he question-
ably correlates with the Monte Cristo limestone and,
in addition, 1,180 feet of lower Mississippian beds that
lie unconformably beneath. This thickness of .more
than 2,100 feet is by far the largest thus far recorded
for the lower Mississippian.

UPPER MISSISSIPPIAN

The sedimentary beds assigned to the upper Missis-
sippian in the Great Basin are equivalent to the Brazer
limestone of the northern Rocky Mountains and are
correlative with the Meramec and Chester rocks of the
central Mississippi Valley (200, pl. 5). Although rocks
of this age are widespread over the eastern and central
parts of the province, the seaway in which they were
laid down appears to have been subject to local extreme
subsidence and uplift, as there are marked differences in
thickness of nearby sections. In the eastern part the
strata are composed chiefly of limestone with some
sandstone; in the western part they are made up largely
of black shales, which overlap the old land mass that
existed in this part of the province in early Mississip-

pian time. At most places the lower and upper Mis-
sissippian appear to be perfectly comfortable, but to
the south there is an unconformity between the two
groups. The break may prove to be more extensive
than is thought at present, moreover, as Gilluly (82)
has described a blck phosphatic shale at the base of
the upper Mississippian in the Oquirrh Range, Utah.

The upper Mississippian sections so far described
may be divided into several groups, in each of which
there has been a tendency to use common formation
names because of similarities in thickness or lithology.
The name Brazer limestone has been extended into
northeastern Utah, where Richardson (205) has meas-
ured thicknesses of 800 to 1,400 feet. Although Eard-
ley (56) has extended this name into the southern part
of the Wasatch Range, the upper Mississippian rocks
of most of central and west-central Utah may be more
conveniently referred to the section in the Oquirrh
Range (82), where four formations of this age are
recognized. The oldest of these, the Deseret limestone,
is 650 feet thick at the type locality, but only 200 feet
is present in the Cottonwood district (36). It is prob-
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ably equivalent to the 1,000-foot Pine Canyon limestone
of the Tintic district (142), the lower portion of which
was originally thought to be lower Mississippian. The
overlying Humbug formation, first described from Tin-
tic (142), is 650 to 750 feet thick at Cottonwood (36)
and in the Oquirrh Range (82). It is composed of
pink, brown, and purplish marine calcareous sandstones
and shales and is probably the unit which Blackwelder
(14, pp. 528-529) and Hintze (112) regarded as possibly
nonmarine. The Deseret and Humbug together are
possibly the equivalent of the 1,500-foot Woodman for-
mation of west-central Utah (187). Next above the

Humbug formation is the Great Blue limestone (82) or

Ochre Mountain limestone (187), 3,600 to 4,500 feet
thick, with a thin bladk shale member in the lower
half. The uppermost Mississippian beds are found in

the lower portion of the Manning Canyon formation,
composed of 500 to 1,100 feet of black shale and sand-

stone. The basal part contains highest Mississippian
(Chester) fossils, and the top part basal Pennsylvanian

(Pottsville) fossils, and, although there may be an un-

conformity between the beds at these two horizons, it

has not yet been identified. In the Cottonwood dis-
trict (36), however, less than 25 miles east of the
Oquirrh Range, the 4,000 feet of beds that make up the

Great Blue and Manning Canyon formations are
absent.

Correlation of the southwestern sections with the

column in the Oquirrh Range is not yet possible. The
Topache limestone of the San Francisco district, Utah

(31), is 1,500 feet thick and apparently includes all the
Mississippian beds present in the region, but the details

of its lithology and faunal content are not well known.

The section at Pioche, Nev. (254), also has puzzling

features. The upper part of the Peers Spring forma-

tion and the Scotty Wash quartzite, with a total thick-

ness of about 1,000 feet, are perhaps the equivalents of

the Deseret and Humbug formations, but the proper

correlation of the overlying rocks mapped as the Bailey

Spring limestone is in doubt, as in some places the basal

beds contain upper Mississippian fossils and in others

Pennsylvanian fossils. Girty's suggestion (254, p. 23)

that there may be two limestone units, each underlain

by quartzite, is possibly strengthened by the occurrence

at Gold Hill, Utah (187), of lithologically similar
quartzite-limestone sequences in both the Mississippian
and Pennsylvanian.

A quite different upper Mississippian facies is found

along the western edge of the seaway and is commonly

referred to as the White Pine shale. Black shales with

subordinate sandstone and limestone compose the unit,

which has a thickness of 2,500 feet in the Eureka dis-

trict, Nevada (87), and 1,400 feet in the Inyo Moun-

tains, Calif. (130). Although originally considered to

be of Devonian age, the White Pine has been assigned

to the upper Mississippian. Probable upper Missis-

sipian fossils also occur in the basal portion of the over-
lying Diamond Peak quartzite. The section at Ely,
Nev. (219, 194), may be interpreted as a connecting link
between the White Pine type of lithology and that in the
Oquirrh Range in that it consists of two black-shale
units (the Pilot and Chainman shales) separated by the
Joana limestone; the aggregate thickness of the three
is about 1,000 feet.

Over much of southern Nevada and the adjoining

parts of southern California upper Mississippian beds
appear to be missing. Longwell (145) found 900 feet
of limestone of this age in the Muddy Mountains of
Nevada, and the basal 700 feet of the Bird Spring
formation of the northern Spring Mountains is also
reported to be upper Mississippian by Longwell and
Dunbar (150). This unit thins southward, however,

and in the southern part of the range beds in the Bird
Spring formation that are assigned to the Pennsyl-

vanian rest upon the lower Mississippian Monte Cristo
limestone (104). Similar conditions prevail in the

Death Valley region (95) and in the Grand Canyon,
Ariz. (179). A large part of the extreme southern part
of the province thus appears to have been elevat ed above
sea level during upper Mississippian time.

There are other localities in the province where Mis-
sissippian rocks are probably present, but the fossil

and lithologic evidence is too poor to permit definite
correlation. Thus the thick Furnace limestone of

Woodford and Harriss (260) in the San Bernardino
Mountains along the southwest edge of the Mojave
Desert, Calif., contains a few poorly preserved fossils
that have been tentatively considered to be character-
istic of the Mississippian. Another scanty fauna simi-
larly assigned is found in a limestone unit associated

with a thick series of altered elastic sedimentary rocks
near Mountain City, in northern Nevada.

PENNSYLVANIAN SERIES

Pennsylvanian sedimentary rocks in the Great Basin

have a similar distribution to those of Mississippian

age, but are somewhat more widespread and generally
of greater thickness. They also show even more abrupt

changes in thickness within relatively short distances

than the upper Mississippian sections, and this varia-
bility, together with the higher proportion of elastic

material in the beds and the presence of local uncon-
formities, indicates considerable instability in the geo-

syncline during Pennsylvanian time. These features
appear to be especially characteristic of the sedimentary

sections near the eastern and southeastern borders of
the province and suggest the presence in these regions
of particularly active zones.

Over much of the province the Pennsylvanian beds

rest with apparent conformity on the Mississippian,

and in localities where both highest Mississippian

(Chester) and basal Pennsylvanian (Pottsville) faunas
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have been recognized there is no pronounced strati-

graphic break between them. In the Oquirrh Range

(82) and the Gold Hill district (187), Utah, for ex-
ample, the boundary between the two series has been

placed within the Manning Canyon formation. Along
the eastern and southeastern borders of the province,
however, a marked unconformity is present at the base

of the series. Though local studies suggest conformity
in places (13), the stratigraphic evidence available in-

dicates that unconformable relations persist throughout

the Wasatch Range, Utah, and may extend southwest-
ward as far as the Muddy Mountains, Nev. (145).

The Pennsylvanian limestones and sandstones in the

Oquirrh Range, Utah (82), attain a thickness of about
18,000 feet, the thickest section of Pennsylvanian rocks
known in the United States; and at several other lo-

calities more than 8,000 feet of beds are present. Little
progress has yet been made in the determination of the
faunal zones of these sections, aside from the recogni-
tion, in the basal portion of many of the more western
sequences, of a zone correlative with the Pottsville of
the east, and a satisfactory subdivision of the thick
sections has been impossible.

The Pennsylvanian sections along the eastern border
of the province show considerable lateral variation.

In northeastern Utah the series is represented by 300
to 600 feet of the Wells formation, which rests uncon-
formably on the underlying upper Mississipian (205).
The Cottonwood section (36) consists of the Morgan
(?) formation, 200 feet thick, at the base, overlain. by

the Weber quartzite, about 1,000 feet thick. The Weber
is in turn overlain by the Park City formation, the
lower part of which is Pennsylvanian and the upper
part Permian. Between these two areas, in the north-
ern Wasatch Mountains, the basal Park City strata
rest on the Weber quartzite with slight angular dis-
cordance, with the result that the Weber is absent from
the more northern localities (24, p. 65). The Morgan
formation changes northward from dominant lime-
stone into red beds and also apparently disappears, for
locally at least the Park City formation rests uncon-
formably on Mississippian beds (14). South of the

Cottonwood district, in the southern Wasatch Moun-
tains, an even more striking change occurs. The 1,500
feet of beds at Cottonwood are here represented by
about 10,000 feet of interbedded sandstone and lime-
stone, which Eardley (56) has mapped as the "inter-
calated series."

The section in the southern part of the Wasatch Range
appears to be identical in lithology with the 18,000-

foot sequence in the Oquirrh Range, Utah, described by
Gilluly (82) as the Oquirrh formation, though it is
somewhat thinner. In the Oquirrh region the upper
part of the underlying Manning Canyon shale is also
of Pennsylvanian age and contains a fauna of Pottsville

at Gold Hill (187), where, however, the total thickness
is about 8,000 feet, and the tipper part of the Oquirrh
formation appears to be of Permian age. The Gold
Hill section, moreover, is somewhat more varied in
lithology than that in the Oquirrh Range.

West of Gold Hill, in Nevada, fairly thick Penn-
sylvanian sections are known at several localities, but

the lateral changes in lithology appear to be too great
to permit confident correlation from place to place.
The section at Ely (219) bears some resemblances to
the sections farther east and has been subdivided into
two formations, the Ely limestone of Spencer and the
Rib Hill formation of Pennybaker, with a total thick-
ness of about 6,400 feet (194). It overlies a black shale
which has been assigned to the Mississippian but which
may, like. the similar Manning Canyon formation,
include Mississippian and Pennsylvanian strata.

The section at Eureka (87), west of Ely, has little
lithologic resemblance to those farther east. The
Weber conglomerate at the top, 2,000 feet thick, is
underlain by 3,800 feet of Hague's Lower Coal Measures
limestone; and it is possible that the upper part of the
underlying Diamond Peak quartzite, 3,000 feet thick,
is also of Pennsylvanian age. In the course of recon-
naissance surveys (11, 108), the formation names used
for the Eureka section have been extended to other
localities in Nevada where thicknesses of several thou-
sand feet of Pennsylvanian rocks have been found, but
the correlations thus implied are probably not trust-
worthy.

The Pennsylvanian rocks of the Inyo Mountains,

Calif. (130), with a total thickness of 7.750 feet, have
also been in part described in terms of the Eureka
section. Here there is basal limestone, 1,000 feet thick,
unconformably overlain by 3,000 feet of quartzite and
minor limestone, which have been assigned to the Dia-
mond Peak quartzite, although that formation at Eu-
reka is, at least in part, of Mississippian age. Above

the quartzite is about 3,000 feet of limestone and shale,
in which local unconformities and possibly some non-
marine beds occur; and at the top 250 feet of Reward
conglomerate, a fresh-water deposit that may be of
glacial origin.

Toward the southeastern part of the province the
Pennsylvanian rocks are generally considerably thin-
ner. The top of the section is not exposed at Pioche,
Nev. (254), where part of the 2,275 feet of limestone
mapped as the Bailey Spring limestone is of Pennsyl-
vanian age. In the San Francisco district, Utah (31),
a total thickness of 1,400 feet of quartzite and limestone
is assigned to the series, but the upper portion may in-
clude some Permian beds. The Callville limestone of
the Muddy Mountains, Nev. (145), part of the Bird
Spring formation of the Spring Mountains, Nev. (104,
85) and all of the Bird Spring in the Death Valley

age. A similar sequence is present in western Utah
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These formations consist of limestone, dolomite, and
some shale and range in thickness from about 2,000 feet
on the east and south to 5,250 feet on the northwest.
The Bird Spring formation was originally considered
to include only Pennsylvanian sediments, but Longwell
and Dunbar (150) have recently found that the thickest

section contains also at the base an upper Mississippian
member and at the top two members which they assign
to the Permian. The Pennsylvanian portion as thus
redefined is about 1,700 feet thick.

PERMIAN SERIES

The Permian epoch in the Great Basin was marked
by notable changes in the geosynclinal seas that had

covered most of the province in earlier Paleozoic time.
The geanticline in western Nevada that had been in
existence since late Devonian time was finally worn
down and covered with sediments during the epoch,
but coincidentally with its disappearance a new land
mass began to rise in southern California and southern

Nevada, approximately in the region which had been
so unstable in Mississippian and Pennsylvanian time.

As a result of this new geanticline two Permian sea-
ways were formed. The western one was in western

Nevada on the site of the older geanticline and extended
over a considerable part of California; the eastern one
in large part covered what is now the Plateau province,
east of the Great Basin, but its western edge overlapped

the eastern border of the area. During the Permian
epoch the north end of the geanticline between the two

seas probably reached east-central Nevada, and a con-
necting seaway may have existed over a broad area in
northeastern N vada and northwestern Utah, although
the faunas and lithology of the sediments deposited in
the two seas are so different that there may have been
a narrow barrier between them. Possibly, however,
the differences are due to the conformation of the east-
ern sea, which appears to have been closed to the south
and thus more subject to changes in salinity and in
sources of the sediments.

The relations between the Permian sedimentary beds
and the underlying older strata are not uniform over

the province. In the western Nevada localities there
is commonly good evidence of a marked unconformity,
notably in the Hawthorne and Tonopah region, where
Permian sandstones rest on Ordovician slates with
angular unconformity (68). An unconformity is also
present, though not pronounced, in the northeastern
part of the province. Elsewhere, however, the Permian
and Pennsylvanian are described as being conformable,
and in some places the contact between the two series
can be located only by paleontologic evidence.

Although the Permian sediments deposited in the
northern California portion of the western sea have a

total thickness of more than 1,000 feet, the sedimentary

are commonly only a few hundred feet thick. The

Owenyo limestone of the Inyo Mountains, Calif. (130),
for example, is only 125 feet thick and a fossiliferous
sandstone at Candelaria, Nev. (174), is also rather
thin. There are a few thin exposures of sandstone of
probable Permian age at Manhattan, Nev. (63). North
of these localities there appear to be volcanic rocks in
the Permian sequence, but their thickness and extent
are as yet unknown. Thus Ferguson (67) has found
a thick series of greenstones of probable Permian age
in the Toyabe Range, Nev., and Wheeler (255) has
recently found Permian fossils in the dominantly vol-
canic Koipato formation of the Humboldt Range, Nev.,
a unit hitherto considered to be of Triassic age. In the

Eureka district of central Nevada (87), however, the
Permian is represented by 500 feet of limestone, re-
ferred to by Hague as Upper Coal Measures limestone.
Hill (109) has reported other occurrences of a similar
unit in central and east-central Nevada.

The western sea appears- to have extended contin-
uously across northern Utah, for the Spiriferina pulchra
fauna characteristic of it is also present in the upper
part of the Oquirrh formation and in the Gerster for-

mation (total thickness, more than 600 feet) of the Gold
Hill district, Utah (187) ; in the Phosphoria formation
(400 feet) of northeastern Utah (205); and in the upper

or Permian portion of the Park City formation of the
central Wasatch Range, Utah (36). At the two last-
named localities unconformities have been recognized
at the base of the series, and Boutwell (24, pp. 39, 65)
has found locally both angular discordances and basal

conglomerates.
The sedimentary beds laid down in the eastern sea-

way (7) in the Great Basin have been definitely recog-
nized only in the region from the Muddy Mountains
to the southern Spring Mountains, in southeastern Ne-
vada. Two units have been generally recognized-the

Supai formation, composed of red and gray shale and
sandstone and local gypsum, and the overlying Kaibab
limestone, with some interbedded gypsum. The Supai,
generally regarded as nonmarine because of its plant re-
mains and fossil footprints in the region to the east,
ranges in thickness from 1,000 feet in the southern part
of the Spring Mountains (104) through 1.275 feet in
the northern part of the range (85) to more than 1,400
feet in the Muddy Mountains (145). The Kaibab con-
tains a large marine fauna and in most places has a
thickness of 400 to 700 feet but locally (85) was entirely
removed by erosion before Lower Triassic time. Long-
well and Dunbar (150) have recently transferred from
the Pennsylvanian to the Permian of this region a third
group of beds; they report that the upper 2,800 feet
of the Bird Spring formation, which underlies the
Supai, contains a fusulinid fauna comparable to that
found in the Leonard and Wolfcamp formations of the

sections reported from the Great Basin part of the sea
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ilar Permian beds are present in the limestones that
underlie the Supai in other parts of this region.

The northern extension of this sea is at present un-
known. No Permian strata were recognized in the San
Francisco (31) or Iron Springs (138) districts in Utah
(the Carboniferous Homestake limestone of the Iron

Springs locality is now considered to- be Jurassic) or
the Pioche district (254) in Nevada. The Arcturus
limestone of the Ely region, Nevada (219), however,
contains a Permian fauna characterized by lamelli-
branchs similar to those of the Kaibab limestone.
Should further work prove that the Arcturus and Kai-
bab limestones were deposited in the same sea, as these
fossils suggest, it would mean that the eastern and west-
ern Permian seaways were very probably connected in
this region, as the Spiriferina pulchra fauna has been
found at a locality about 25 miles west of Ely (225, p.
56) as well as at Gold Hill, Utah, 80 miles northeast.

MESOZOIC ROCKS

During the Mesozoic era the seaways that had existed
iii the Great Basin for the greater part of Paleozoic time
finally disappeared. Before their disappearance, how
ever, two depositional troughs were developed, which
were separated by a wide belt of higher land; this belt
later formed the Cordilleran Intermontane geanticline

of Schuchert (211, p. 187). The axis of this elevated
area lay east of the somewhat similar uplift that had
been formed in Nevada during later Paleozoic time,
and the older axis in west-central Nevada was over-
lapped by the great thickness of rocks deposited in the
western Mesozoic trough.

The western trough was filled with more than 30,000
feet of sediments and interbedded volcanic deposits,
which have yielded a rather complete series of faunas
ranging from basal Lower Triassic through Lower
Jurassic in age. The sequence has been studied in re-
cent years by Muller and Ferguson (174, 175). Depo-
sition in the trough was accompanied by extensive vol-
canism in Middle Triassic and early Jurassic time and
was terminated by a period of intense orogeny that
occurred near the end of the Lower Jurassic.

The deposits of the eastern trough are found only
locally along the eastern border of the province; the
major deposition in this trough was farther to the east.
Within the Great Basin these deposits consist largely
of nonmarine sedimentary beds ranging in age from
Triassic to Upper Cretaceous; marine Lower Triassic,
possible Middle Triassic, and Upper Jurassic beds are
found in a few places. This eastern seaway appears to
have been closed to the south, for lagoonal deposits, such
as salines, occur in the southern and southeastern ex-
tensions of the marine formations. Volcanic rocks are
absent throughout most of the section, but some pyro-
clastic rocks occur in Lower Triassic and Upper Cre-

taceous beds. Volcanic rocks of unknown but probable

Mesozoic age have, however, been reported from several
localities in the geanticlinal area west of the eastern
trough (97; 254, p. 26).

In addition to the surficial volcanic rocks interbedded

with the sedimentary deposits, there are numerous ex-

tensive bodies of coarse-grained intrusive rocks that

are commonly assigned to the Mesozoic. These are

generally granodiorites or quartz monzonites, although
in composition they range from quartz diorite to granite.

Over most of the province the stocks or small batho-
liths composed of these rocks cannot be accurately dated.

In western Nevada and in the Mojave Desert of Cali-
fornia the intrusives are clearly extensions of the late

Jurassic or early Cretaceous Sierra Nevada batholith
and are therefore of that age. In Utah, however, sim-
ilar bodies can, with a fair degree of assurance, be
assigned to the late Eocene or early Oligocene. Lind-
gren (141, p. 260), in a review of the volcanism in the
western United States, has suggested that the intru-
sions gradually moved eastward, thus implying that
the as yet undated intrusive bodies of central and east-
ern Nevada were emplaced in the Cretaceous period.
Ferguson, on the other hand, believes that the different
types of ore deposits associated with granitic rocks in

eastern and western Nevada indicate two epochs of
intrusion, one contemporaneous with the Sierra Nevada

batholith, the other Laramide (65, p. 118) in age, and
that a fairly sharp line may be drawn between regions
invaded by intrusives of the two ages. Until it be-
comes possible to date the intrusives it is difficult to
choose between these two hypotheses. We can be cer-
tain, however, that, intrusion on a large scale occurred
in the later part of the Mesozoic era and that almost
without exception it took place after the intense local
orogeny that affected individual areas at various times
from the Lower Jurassic well into the Tertiary.

TRIASSIC SYSTEM

The Permian-Triassic contact has been studied at
several places within and adjacent to Ihe Great Basin.
It. is commonly marked by a well-defined erosional
unconformity (143; 84, pp. 64-65), but in the eastern
localities the stratigraphic break is not profound and
the angular discordance is either small or not recog-
nizable. In the western trough a small angular un-
conformity is present (130, pp. 45-46; 175), but it does-
not appear to signify either long erosion or notable
orogeny. In ger~eral, Permian and Lower Triassic
sedimentary rocks have essentially the same geographic
distribution and are found not only in the two troughs
but also in the intervening area across northeastern
Nevada and northwestern Utah. Middle and Upper
Triassic formations, on the other hand, are restricted to

the troughs, and the two sections di GIjr notably in thick-
ness and character, the western sequence being thicker
and containing numerous aggregates of volcanic rocks
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interbedded with the marine strata and the thinner
eastern sequence being made up largely of nonmarine
sedimentary beds without volcanic members.

LOWER TRIASSIC

Lower Triassic beds are the most widely distributed
of the Mesozoic sedimentary rocks, but at most localities
only the middle part of the group, the Meekoceras zone,
is represented. In the western trough the most south-
erly occurrence is in the Inyo Mountains, Calif. (130),
where there is 1,500 feet of Lower and Middle Triassic
calcareous strata. The thickest known section is in the
vicinity of Candelaria, in west-central Nevada; here
Muller and Ferguson (175) have found over 3,000 feet
of sandstone, limestone, and minor tuffaoeous beds
(Candelaria formation) that have yielded the two low-
est faunal zones of the Triassic. The contact with
he Middle Triassic is not exposed here. The Koipato

formation or group of the Humboldt Range, Nev., com-
posed largely of volcanic rocks and originally regarded
as Lower Triassic, was considered by Knopf (131)
as probably Middle Triassic. It is, however, overlain
disconformably by beds containing a basal Middle Tri-
assic fauna (175) and, near its base, contains a Permian
fauna (255). The Koipato of the Humboldt Range
is therefore earlier than Middle Triassic and is, in part
at least, of Permian age. The upper part may be Lower
Triassic.

Lower Triassic sedimentary beds that were deposited
in the eastern trough are found at several localities along
the eastern edge of the Great Basin. The most south-
erly exposures appear to be in the Providence Range
of southeastern California, where there is about 1,000
feet of limestone, sandstone, and shale (93). Similar
beds, which are assigned to the Moenkopi formation,
occur in the Goodsprings district (104), and the Muddy
Mountains (145) of southern Nevada and in south-
western Utah (31, 201), and their thickness increases
to about 2,000 feet or more at the Utah localities.
Some tuffaoeous rock appears to be present -in the
upper part of the formation at Goodsprings, and gyp-
siferous and nonmarine beds are found in the thicker
sections. Eastward, in the Plateau province, the zone
of the marine beds of the Moenkopi is largely occupied
by continental sedimentary beds, and the seaway must
have been fairly narrow, for immediately west of the
known marine sequence in southern Nevada and south-
ern California there appears to have been a mountainous
area which limited the seaway in that direction (86).
This high area appears to have been the predecessor
of the Jurassic Sonoran geanticline of Crickmay (42).

Northward along the eastern trough the Moenkopi
is probably represented by the Woodside shale and at
least the basal part of the Thaynes limestone, which
occur in the Wasatch Range east and southeast of Salt

of 200 to 1,000 feet of red shales and sandstones, is
poorly fossiliferous but is considered to represent the
basal Lower Triassic. The overlying Thaynes, 500 to
1,200 feet thick, contains abundant marine limestones,
which have yielded an extensive fauna. Matthews
(159) has divided the Thaynes, which he considers a

group, into a lower Pinecrest formation, which he places
in the Lower Triassic, and an upper Emigration forma-
tion, which he places in the Middle Triassic, though
others have thought all of the Thaynes to be of Lower
Triassic age.

Limestones containing the Meekoceras fauna have
been found in the Ruby Range, in east-central Nevada
(217, pp. 9-10), and at Gold Hill, Utah (187, p. 42).
and indicate that during this part of Lower Triassic
time the sea extended across northern Nevada and Utah,
joining the eastern and western troughs.

The Lower Triassic marine sedimentary beds of the
Great Basin have yielded extensive cephalopod faunas,
which have permitted world-wide correlations. All the
five faunal zones recognized by Smith (217) have been
identified in the region, one or more of the three sub-
zones of the middle or Meekoceras zone being found at
almost all the localities so far studied. The two lower
zones have so far been reported only from the Candelaria
formation of west-central Nevada (174), and the two
upper zones from the Pinecrest or lower part of the
Thaynes formation of the Wasatch Range, Utah (158).

MIDDLE TRIASSIC

The contact between the Lower and Middle Triassic

is not exposed in west-central Nevada, and was not
located accurately in the Inyo Mountains of California.
There appears to be no break in the eastern trough,
regardless of whether the boundary is placed between
the two members of the Thaynes formation or above
the upper member. Marine sedimentary beds repre-
senting the lower part of the Middle Triassic are present
at several places in the western trough, and commonly
a very considerable thickness of volcanic rocks is asso-
ciated with them. Sedimentary rocks of this age may
occur in the Wasatch Range near Salt Lake City, Utah,
but the beds are either unfossiliferous or contain fossils
whose significance is debatable. Elsewhere in the Great
Basin part of the eastern trough Middle Triassic rocks
are probably lacking. No Middle Triassic sedimentary
beds have been found in the region between the two
troughs, a lack which suggests that the development of
the positive area-the Sonoran geanticline of Crickmay
(42)-was well advanced by this time.

The Inyo Mountains section of Middle Triassic (130,
pp. 47-48; 215, pp. 5-6) consists of at least several hun-
dred feet. of limestone and calcareous shale in addition
to interbedded volcanic material. Several thousand
feet of andesitic tuffs and breccias overlie the fossilif-

Lake City, Utah (159, 56). The Woodside, consisting
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Triassic but which, in the light of more recent work

in Nevada, may more probably be Middle Triassic also.

A thick section of Middle Triassic rocks occurs in

west-central Nevada. Muller and Ferguson (174, 175)

have described two formations of this age-one, 12,000

to 15,000 feet thick, consisting almost exclusively of

volcanic rocks and water-laid tuffs; and another, 800

feet thick, consisting of slate and limestone, which is

probably equivalent to part of the volcanic rocks.

These formations have yielded a rather scanty lower
Middle Triassic fauna, correlated with the early Mus-

chelkalk of Europe. Similar volcanic rocks with an

aggregate thickness of at least 8,000 feet are present

at Yerington, Nev. (129), and are tentatively considered

by Muller and Ferguson to be probable equivalents of

their section.
Middle Triassic fossils have been found at several

other localities in western Nevada (215, pp. 8-11), but

the stratigraphy of the beds that contain them is not

well known. Collections have been made at many places

in the. Humboldt Range (West Humboldt Range of

earlier reports) from the beds assigiwd to the Star
Peak format ion (215, p 8). This unit is several thou-

sand feet thick and includes a considerable amount of

volcanic rock. Both Middle and Upper Triassic hori-

zons are represented, but the contact between them has

not been recognized. The Middle Triassic faunas, how-
ever, represent. only the lower half of the series. Knopf

(131) assigned the underlying Koipato to the Middle
Triassic, but, as noted above, this assignment appears
to be incorrect. The Star Peak formation, in addition

to its invertebrate fauna, contains a considerable num-
ber of Middle Triassic marine vertebrates.

The only sedimentary rocks in the eastern trough

that may be of Middle 'Triassic age are found in the

Wasatch Range near Salt Lake City, Utah. Matthews
(159) has thus assigned his Emigration formation (the

upper member of the Thaynes formation), but this in-

terpretation has not been generally accepted. The over-

lying Ankareh formation, composed largely of red

shares and sandstones, has yielded few fossils, and its
lower part may be of Middle Triassic age.

In addition to the great thickness of volcanic flows

and pyroclastic rocks found in the western trough,
Muller and Ferguson (175) report some contempo-

raneous basic intrusives.

UPPER TRIASSIC

There appears to have been near the end of Middle
Triassic time a brief episode of minor crustal disturb-

ance that affected the southern parts of both the eastern
and western troughs, as well-marked unconformities

are found beneath the Upper Triassic sedimentary beds

in both regions. A similar break may be present in
the northern part of the western trough, but it has not

western Nevada. The dominantly continental higher

Triassic sedimentary rocks in the northern part of the

eastern trough cannot be dated accurately enough to

determine whether or not a break also occurs in this

region.
The western trough contains a very thick section of

fossiliferous strata that probably represent almost all

of Upper Triassic time. A few interbedded lava flows

provide the only evidence of contemporaneous volcan-

ism. The deposits in the eastern trough are consid-

erably thinner and are also almost exclusively non-

marine. They too are essentially free from admixed

volcanic material. The recent work by Muller and

Ferguson (174, 175) on the Upper Triassic section in

west-central Nevada seems to provide clear evidence

of the continued existence of the positive area or gean-

ticline between the two troughs. The lithology of their
Luning formation is indicative of strandline conditions

throughout the deposition of several thousands of feet
of sediments; the nearest exposures of Upper Triassic

beds deposited in the eastern trough are more than 200
miles away.

Muller and Ferguson have subdivided the approxi-
mately 10,000 feet of Upper Triassic strata in west-

central Nevada into two formations. The lower, the

Luring formation, includes all but 420 feet of the total
thickness but represents only the Karnic stage of the

Upper Triassic of Europe. The formation shows
marked lateral variations in lithology and includes
a zone of coral reefs whose fauna (also of Karnic age)

is essentially identical with that of similar reefs in both

the Noric stage and in the Middle Triassic (173). The
overlying Gabbs formation of shales and limestones
appears to represent most of Noric and Rhaetic time.

The absence of extensive volcanic rocks in either the
Luning or the Gabbs raises some doubt as to the age
of the andesitic rocks in the Inyo Mountains, Calif.,

tentatively classed as Upper Triassic by Kirk (130).
Fossiliferous beds of this age, however, have been found

in Eldorado Canyon (74), the Humboldt Range (151,
216), and the Eugene Mountains (123), all three
localities in Nevada in the western trough.

In the southern part of the eastern trough the wide-

spread but thin Shinarump conglomerate unconform-
ably overlies the Lower Triassic Moenkopi formation.
It is not accurately dated but grades upward into 1,000

to 3,000 feet of nonmarine varicolored shales, sand-

stones, conglomerates, and salines of the Chinle forma
tion, whose age has been established by vertebrate fossils

as Upper Triassic. Both the Shinarump and, the

Chinle extend eastward into the Plateau province,
where they are extensivelyrexposed. Their occurrences

in the Spring Mountains (104) and Muddy Mountains

(145) of Nevada and in southwestern Utah (201) con-
stitute the westernmost known limits. Longwell (145)

considers that the Shinarump was deposited by slope
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wash and temporary streams in a wide interior region
that had moderate relief and an arid or semiarid cli-
mate; and that the Chinle consists of fan or delta de-
posits derived from a region to the south or southeast..
Baker, Dane, and Reeside (6, pp. 49-50), however,
regard the Chinle as definitely nondeltaic and believe
that the sediments came from the west or southwest and
were deposited on a "well-graded but rather arid plain
across which streams meandered and on which there
were perhaps scattered lakes."

Farther north the Wasatch Mountains near Salt Lake

City, Utah, expose 1,100 to 1,400 feet of reddish shales
and arkosic sandstone, which are assigned to the

Ankareh formation (56,159). These beds conformably
overlie the Thaynes formation but are not accurately
dated; they are commonly considered to be of Upper
Triassic age.

JURASSIC SYSTEM

The contact between Triassic and Jurassic sedimen-
tary beds appears to be conformable in both the eastern
and the western depositional troughs, and, locally at
least, there is a gradational contact that implies con-
tinuous sedimentation. This conclusion is considerably
at variance with older beliefs (42, p. 18) that a marked
unconformity exists between the two systems every-
n here in North America. The portion of the western
trough within the Great Basin was destroyed by orogeny

late in Lower Jurassic time, after 6,000 feet or more of
sediments, in part marine, and interbedded volcanic

deposits had been laid down. The eastern trough, how-
ever, probably continued in existence throughout the

Jurassic period, but extensive marine deposits were
laid down only during the Upper Jurassic.

The surficial volcanic rocks in the Lower Jurassic
of the western trough were probably succeeded in late
Jurassic time by plutonic intrusives, but none of the

numerous stocks that. are now found in the region
formerly covered by that trough have been accurately
dated.

LOWER JURASSIC

A thick section of Lower Jurassic rocks was deposited
in the western trough in west-central Nevada and has
recently been studied by Muller and Ferguson (174,
175). They have recognized two formations, an older
Sunrise formation, 1,200 feet thick, which is overlain
by the Dunlap formation, more than 5,000 feet thick.
The Sunrise overlies the Upper Triassic with a grada-
tional contact and consists of marine limestone and
shale ; its invertebrate fossil fauna spans the larger part
of Lower Jurassic time. The overlying Dunlap is lo-
cally conformable with the Sunrise, but in many places
the two formations are separated by a notable uncon-
formity, developed as a result of the intense orogeny
which began at a time equivalent to the Pliensbachian

stage of the Lias. The Dunlap is composed largely of

coarse elastic and interbedded volcanic rocks and is
thought by Muller and Ferguson (175) to have been
deposited both in basins formed by folding and as
fans in front of advancing thrust plates. It is sparsely

fossiliferous but is considered to be upper though not
uppermost Lower Jurassic.

Lower Jurassic marine sedimentary beds of the west-
ern trough have also been reported from the Inyo Moun-
tains, Calif. (42, p. 23), the Humboldt Range, Nev.
(151), and Eldorado Canyon, Nev. (74), but little is
known regarding their stratigraphy. Muller and Fer-

guson (175) have called attention to the probable con-
formity between the Upper Triassic and Lower Jurassic
in the Humboldt Range, correcting the erroneous belief
in an unconformity at this horizon, which was based
on an indefinite statement by Louderback (151).

The exact age assignments of the nonmarine sedimen-
tary rocks in the eastern trough are still uncertain. A

thick eolian sandstone has been described as occurring
in southwestern Utah (201) and in the Muddy Moun-
tains (145) and Spring Mountains (104) of southern
Nevada. In the Spring Mountains it is known as the
Aztec sandstone. It is 2,000 feet or more thick and
strikingly cross-bedded. Trhe unit has commonly been
correlated with all three members of the Glen Canyon
group of the Plateau province and questionably as-
signed to the Jurassic. In a recent review of the Juras-
sic formations of the Plateau province, however, Baker.
Dane, and Reeside (6) suggest that the Aztec and re-
lated sandstones of the southeastern part of the Great
Basin are correlative with the Navajo sandstone, which
is the upper member of the Glen Canyon group and
which they regard as possibly of Middle Jurassic age.
The two lower members of the Glen Canyon group, be-
lieved to be of Lower Jurassic or possibly Upper Trias-
sic age, apparently do not extend into the Great Basin.

A similar statement can be made for the Nugget sand-
stone of the central Wasatch Mountains, Utah (159),
earlier thought to be possibly Lower Jurassic but now
(6) correlated with the Navajo and tentatively assigned

Ito the Middle Jurassic.
It would thus appear that the Lower Jurassic is not

represented in the Great Basin part of the eastern
trough. This conclusion cannot be unequivocally ac-

cepted, however, for two reasons. The gradational con-
tact locally found between the Chinle and the base of
the Glen Canyon group suggests continuous deposition
from Tria. sic into Jurassic time, and the possibility
remains thuit some of the higher Chinle strata in the un-
fossiliferous sections of southern Nevada may be equiva-
lent to basal Glen Canyon strata farther east. Further-
more, the basal beds of the Navajo, locally at least, over-

lie with gradational contact the middle member of the
Glen Canyon group, implying that the Navajo itself is
not a synchronous unit. The notably thick Nevada
sections may thus be in part Lower Jurassic.
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MIDDLE JURASSIC

No sedimentary rocks younger than Lower Jurassic
have been found in the Great Basin part of the western
trough, and it seems certain that a continuation of the
folding and thrusting, whose earlier phases controlled

the deposition of the Lower Jurassic Dunlap formation,
caused the final retreat of the western marine seas from

the Great Basin.
The probable Middle Jurassic age of the correlative

Aztec, Nugget, and Navajo sandstones of the eastern

trough is mentioned above. This conclusion is based
largely on a single marine fossil reported by Matthews
(159) from the Wasatch Mountains, Utah, and the age
assignment is questionable (6). The notable westward
thickening of these beds indicates that their source lay
in the rising Sonoran geanticline, immediately to the
west. The greater part of the Navajo and Aztec sand-
stones shows giant cross-bedding, and eolian origin is
almost universally accepted. Near the borders of the
known area in which these formations were deposited,
however, water-laid sandstones are reported (6), and
the marine fossil from the Wasatch Mountains suggests
that to the north there may have been sporadic marine
invasions of the trough, though no Middle Jurassic
marine deposits have been reported elsewhere nearer
than Alberta, Canada.

UPPER JURASSIC

An Upper Jurassic marine invasion of the eastern
trough locally extended into the Great Basin in central
and southwestern Utah, but the few known Upper
Jurassic localities in these regions have not been ex-
haustively studied. In the Plateau province, to the
east, however, the dominantly marine San Rafael group
and the nonmarine Morrison formation appear to
represent a large proportion of Upper Jurassic time
(6). The basal formation of the San Rafael group,
the Carmel formation, rests upon the underlying Nav-
ajo sandstone with a sharply defined contact, but
Baker, Dane, and Reeside (6, p. 7) consider that there
is little evidence of a pronounced break. Presumably
similar relations hold for the known sections in the
Basin and Range province.

Reeside and Bassler (201) found in southwestern
Utah 460 feet of marine limestone, with some sand-
stone, shale, and gypsum, that yielded fossils of Carmel
age (6, table 1). This unit is overlain by 140 feet
of variegated shale with some limestone, which they
questionably assigned to the Cretaceous (201) but which
is now regarded as correlative with the upper part of
the San Rafael group (6, p. 33). Wells (253) has re-
cently found the Carmel at Bull Valley, Utah, and sug-
gests that it may be identical with the Homestake

limestone at Iron Springs, Utah, which was originally
considered Carboniferous by Leith and Harder (138,

p. 37) oi the basis of some fragmentary fossils. To
judge from the isopach maps of the four formations of
the San Rafael group, prepared by Baker, Dane, and
Reeside (6, figs. 11, 12, and 13), Upper Jurassic sedi-
ments wk re probably deposited over a considerable
part of western Utah, and future more detailed field
work will perhaps disclose them at additional localities.

A considerable thickness of Upper Jurassic beds is

present in the southern and central Wasatch Mountains.
At the southern locality there is several thousand feet
of closely folded shales with some limestone, gypsum,
and salt, whose detailed stratigraphy is as yet uncertain
(56). Carmel fossils have been recognized, but it
seems probable that correlatives of higher members
of the San Rafael group are also present. In the central
part of the Wasatch Range, the entire group is prob-
ably represented by the Twin Creek formation as defined
by Matthews (159), which consists of about 2,000 feet
of limestone, locally more or less shaly and sandy. The
Twin Creek is overlain by 1,000 feet of nonmarine
sediments correlated with the Morrison formation.

The Carmel fossils indicate a correlation with the
Callovian of Europe (basal Upper Jurassic), and the
upper part of Matthews' Twin Creek appears to be
correlative with the Argovian. The age of the non-
marine Morrison has been the subject of much debate.
Baker, Dane, and Reeside (6, pp. 58-63), who have
recently summarized the extensive literature, regard
it as falling between the Argovian and the basal

Cretaceous.
No Upper Jurassic sedimentary rocks have been rec-

ognized in the Great Basin part of the western trough,
and it seems fairly certain that none were ever deposited.

Many of the granodiorite and quartz monzonite in-
trusive bodies in western Nevada and southern Cali-
fornia are clearly extensions of the Sierra Nevada
intrusive mass and are presumably therefore of the
same age. The late Jurassic or early Cretaceous age
of the Sierra Nevada batholith is still debated, but it
is perhaps significant that the recent work in that
region has shown that the batholith is composed of
several individual intrusive masses that are petrograph-
ically distinct. Crickmay, indeed, has suggested (42,
p. 63) that the intrusions occurred at more than one
time during the Jurassic period, in contrast with the
older view that the epoch of intrusion was relatively
short.

The absence of any Mesozoic sedimentary rocks
younger than Lower Jurassic in western and central
Nevada prevents any direct contributions from that
region to help in answering the question of the age of
the numerous stocks that are so widely distributed.
Some of them are doubtless of late Jurassic age, but if
Lindgren's correlation for the Cordilleran region of
intrusion with orogenic stress (141, p. 281) is accepted,
it is possible that emplacement of the stocks occurred
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at different times from the late Lower Jurassic into the
Tertiary period.

Hulin (116, pp. 33-42) and Simpson (213, pp. 385-
389) have described the granitic rocks in and bordering

the western part of the Mojave Desert, which they cor-
relate with the Sierra Nevada intrusions; Knopf (130,

pp. 60-72) has described those in the Inyo Mountains,

Calif., and the adjacent Sierra; and Gianella (74, pp.
41-43) has described the quartz monzonite at Virginia

City, Nev., also believed to be a part of the Sierra
Nevada batholith.

CRETACEOUS SYSTEM

The greater part of the Great Basin appears to have
been undergoing erosion throughout Cretaceous time.

The only sedimentary rocks of this age known to occur

in the province are found along the eastern border in
southern Nevada and southwestern and central Utah,
where Upper Cretaceous strata, chiefly nonmarine, are
locally present. These beds grade eastward into ma-
rine sedimentary rocks deposited in the old eastern

trough, which still farther east contained a fairly com-
plete succession of the Upper Cretaceous beds. This
trough received very little material during Lower Cre-

taceous time throughout the plateau country of eastern

Utah. Stocks of quartz monzonite or related granitic
rocks were probably emplaced during the Cretaceous

period at different places in the province, but the exact
dates and extent of the intrusions are not known.

The only fossiliferous Cretaceous sedimentary beds
so far found in this province occur in the Muddy Moun-
tain region of southern Nevada. Here characteristic

Upper Cretaceous ferns of the genus Ternpskya have
recently been found in the basal beds of the Overton

fanglomerate (107, p. 121; 198, p. 127), which had pre-
viously been assigned to the Tertiary (Miocene?). The

Overton consists of as much as 3,500 feet of conglom-

eratic sandstone and conglomerate and is overlain with
apparent gradation by the Horse Spring formation,

1,000 to 2,700 feet thick and made up of nonmarine

sedimentarybeds including limestone, dolomite, mag-
nesite, clay, and sand (145). Although the fossil evi-
dence applies only to the basal beds of the Overton, I

think it probable that both the Overton and the Horse
Spring are of Upper Cretaceous age. (See p. 167.)

In the Pine Valley Mountains of southwestern Utah,
Reeside and Bassler (201) found 1,000 feet or more of
buff sandstone with some shale, which they questionably
assigned to the Cretaceous. A short distance to the
west the equivalent rocks are about 3,300 feet thick and
include some conglomerates (52). The few fossils that

were obtained from these beds indicate a Cretaceous age.

These beds are probably correlative with the Pinto sand-
stone at Iron Springs (138) and similar beds at Bull

Valley (253), Utah. At these localities the beds are

unfossiliferous but may be traced into the coal-bearing

Upper Cretaceous section of the Plateau region, to the
east.

Matthews (159) has also described Upper Cretaceous
sedimentary rocks in the central Wasatch Mountains,
and as a result of the recent investigations by Spieker
(220, 221), it is possible that much of the conglomerate
previously correlated with the Eocene Wasatch forma-
tion may prove instead to be Upper Cretaceous.

Many of the intrusive granitic rocks in central or
eastern Nevada have been assigned to the Cretaceous,
but there is little direct evidence as to their age.

CENOZOIC ROCKS

Cenozoic rocks underlie more than half of the Great
Basin. Most of them, however, are either igneous rocks
or nonmarine sedimentary beds that are sparsely or not
at all fossiliferous, and, as a result, definite age assign-
ments for many of the rock units cannot be made, and
correlations between the relatively few thoroughly
studied sequences are hazardous. The few marine
sedimentary beds are restricted to the southwestern
border of the province.

At some localities deposition of sediments has ap-

parently been more or less continuous from Tertiary
into Quaternary time, though no paleontqlogic evidence

for this belief is available. Over much of the region,
however, there has been a tendency to classify as Ter-

tiary rocks that either are dominantly of volcanic origin
or are generally tilted and faulted, and as Quaternary

sequences composed dominantly of sedimentary beds
that are only locally deformed.

TERTIARY SYSTEM

Although all four of the commonly recognized series
of the Tertiary are represented in the region, the Great
Basin appears to have been a highland undergoing ero-
sion throughout most of Eocene and Oligocene time.

Continental and, in southwestern California, marine
sedimentary deposits of Eocene age have been recognized

only along the borders of the province, though volcanic
rocks of this age may possibly be represented through-
out the area. Oligocene sedimentary rocks have been
found in only one area, but here they appear to have
been formed in a basin not unlike those existing at
present. Volcanism doubtless continued throughout the

Oligocene epoch also. Several bodies of granular in-
trusive rocks in the eastern part of the province have
been referred to either the Eocene or the Oligocene.

By far the greater number of the known fossiliferous
sedimentary'rocks, however, are assigned to the Miocene
and Pliocene and are almost exclusively of continental
origin, being composed of fanglomerates, silts, and

salines that are in many respects like the beds now
being deposited in the intermontane valleys. Volcanic
debris commonly forms a large proportion of the sedi-

mentary deposits, and thick accumulations of lava flows
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and pyroclastic rocks and local intrusive masses are

generally associated and interbedded with them. Later

'tertiary marine sedimentary beds have been recognized

only in southern 'California.

EOCENE

Sedimentary rocks that have been assigned to the
Eocene have been found only in Utah, where they are
moderately abundant close to the eastern border of the

Great Basin, and at two or three localities in Cali-

fornia and Nevada adjacent to the western border.
Except for the most southerly of the western occur-
rences, all these rocks are of continental origin. Ap-

parently all of the central part and most of the western
part of the Great Basin was being actively eroded

throughout Eocene time and possessed adequate ex-

terior drainage, by which the products of erosion were
removed from the province.

Most of the Utah exposures consist of conglomerates

and fresh-water limestones, some of which are algal
(55). The limestone commonly overlies a thick con-
glomerate, but other conglomerates may be interbedded
with it. Sedimentary rocks of this type have been
noted at several localities in the central part of the

State in and near the Wasatch Mountains by Loughlin
(32) and Eardley (56), and also at one locality in the
western part of the State (187). Locally invertebrate
fossils have been found in the limestones, but they are
not known to be diagnostic, and the beds have been
correlated on lithologic grounds with the Wasatch group

of the east flank of the Wasatch Mountains. According
to Simpson (214), the Wasatch lies at the base of the
Eocene immediately above his Paleocene series. Spieker
(220, 221), however, has recently found in the Plateau

province, immediately east of the Great Basin, evidence
that much of the supposed Wasatch is probably of

Upper Cretaceous age. When completed his investiga-
tions may notably modify many of the previous correla-
tions of supposed Wasatch sedimentary beds.

Somewhat similar rocks in southwestern Utah have
been described by Leith and Harder (138) as the Claron
limestone and assigned to the Eocene, though they are
not fossiliferous. Unlike the Wasatch sedimentary
beds to the north, which rest with marked unconformity
on older rocks, strata at Bull Valley, Utah, that are
believed to be the continuation of the Claron limestone
overlie Cretaceous sandstones with apparent conformity
(253). Hague (88) described some calcareous and
sandy shales with interbedded thin seams of coal in the

Ombe Mountains, northwestern Utah, and correlated
.them with the middle Eocene Green River formation
of Wyoming. A more probable correlation, however,
is with the oil shales near Elko, Nev., now considered

to be Miocene (259, footnote p. 91).
The most northerly locality in the western Great

Basin from which sedimentary rocks referred to the

Eocene have been reported is in the vicinity of the

Comstock Lode, in Nevada. Here Gianella (74) has
found a fluviatile conglomerate at the base of a series
of rhyolite flows that he believes to be traceable into
the Sierra Nevada, to the west, and to be correlative
with deposits of auriferous gravel that are in part con-
temporaneous with the lone formation, of middle or
upper Eocene age.

Eocene plants have been reported by Fairbanks (60)
from coal-bearing sedimentary rocks at the base of the
lower Pliocene Ricardo section,in the northwestern part
of the Mojave Desert, but the locality is no longer

accessible (171), and the age assignment is questionable.
The only known marine sedimentary rocks of Eocene

age in the Great Basin are found farther south, on the
western border of the Mojave Desert, along the San
Andreas rift (50, 213). Arkosic sandstones and shales
with an aggregate thickness of about 7,500 feet appear

to have been deposited close to the eastern border of
the existing sea and contain a fauna indicating Martinez
age (basal Eocene or Paleocene of some classifications).

Spurr (223) and Ball (11) arbitrarily assigned to
the Eocene many of the older volcanic rocks of the
central Great Basin, but this assignment was not based
on any direct paleontologic evidence. At many places,
however, thick volcanic sections are known to underlie
middle Tertiary sedimentary beds unconformably (196,
68), and it may be that the oldest lavas are of Eocene
age. Both Gianella (74), in western Nevada, and Wells
(253), in southwestern Utah, have found volcanic rocks
associated with probable Eocene sedimentary rocks, but
these two localities are the only ones where Eocene
volcanism can be postulated with any degree of certainty.

At several localities in western Utah the granitic or
quartz moinzonitic intrusive bodies have been considered

to be of Eocene age. Gilluly (81, pp. 1117-1118) has
reviewed the evidence concerning the age of the intru-

sives and suggests that they may have been emplaced
at two different times-one during the late Cretaceous

or early Eocene and the other during the late Eocene
or post-Eocene. Moreover, there appear to have been
at least two periods of late Eocene or post-Eocene vol-

canism, as shown by the relations of the stocks to sur-
ficial flows at Tintic and Gold Hill, Utah. At Tintic
(142) the monzonite stock is younger than the associated
lavas, whereas at Gold Hill (187) the quartz monzo-
nite stock is unconformably overlain by volcanic rocks.
Both intrusions are believed to be of post-Wasatch age.
Ball (11) has also assigned some intrusive monzonite
porphyry in southern Nevada to the Eocene.

OLIGOCENE

Only one group of sedimentary rocks of Oligocene

age is known in the province-the Titus Canyon for-
mation in the vicinity of Death Valley, Calif., recently
described by Stock and Bode (235). The beds com-
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prise a maximum of 7,000 feet of terrestrial conglom
erates, mudstones, algal limestones, and sandstones with
some interbedded tuff and yield a mammalian fauna
(233, 233a) of lower Oligocene age. The formation was
apparently deposited along the flanks of a range formed
by block faulting under topographic conditions such as
exist in the region at the present time.

The apparent absence of other Oligocene deposits sug-
gests that during this epoch of the Tertiary the present
Great Basin may have been high land and at least as
well drained as (luring the Eocene. An alternate ex-
planation, however, may be indicated by the origin of
the Titus Canyon formation of Stock and Bode-either
that similar basin deposits of the Oligocene may be con-
cealed locally beneath the extensive Miocene accumula-
tions, or that some of the unfossiliferous beds now
assigned to the Miocene may in fact be older.

The occurrence of interbedded tuff in the Titus Can-
yon formation proves that there was volcanic activity
during Oligocene time, and it is not improbable that

some of the old Tertiary volcanic rocks and intrusives
now commonly assigned to the Eocene mny be somewhat
younger.

MIOCENE

Beds of Miocene age appear to be the most widely
distributed of the Tertiary sedimentary rocks in the

California and Nevada portions of the Great Basin
Most of the beds are nonmarine fanglomerates, silts,
and salines that were deposited in basins brought into
existence by block faulting (68), but marine accumu-
lations have been found in the Salton Sea region of
southern California and also at two localities near the
western edge of the Mojave Desert. Miocene sedimen-
tary rocks have not been definitely recognized in the
eastern or Utah portion of the basin, but it is uncertain
whether this is the result of nondeposition-possibly
because block faulting had not yet been initiated in this
region-or whether they are concealed beneath younger
deposits. Thick accumulations of surficial volcanic

rocks and local small intrusive bodies are commonly
associated with the sedimentary beds.

The best-known marine Miocene locality is in the

Carrizo Mountain district of western Imperial County,
Calif., but a similar fauna has been found at several
other places in the Salton Sea trough, as far north as
San Gorgonio Pass, at the north end of the depression.

Woodring's recent account of the deposits (261), which
make up the Imperial formation, also summarizes the
earlier literature. The fauna is remarkable in that its
affinities are with Caribbean forms, and it shows only
slight relationships with known Pacific Miocene faunas.
The age of the Imperial fauna has been a matter of
some debate. Woodring at first (261) considered it to
be late lower Miocene (Vaqueros of Coast Range sec-

late middle Miocene of the Coast Ranges. Bramkamp
(25) has also tentatively assigned to this fauna a middle
Miocene age (approximately Temblor). Other scanty
marine or brackish-water faunas have been found in
sedimentary beds exposed along the Colorado River
Valley in both California and Arizona (257). The beds
may be of approximately the same age as the Imperial
formation, but the faunal evidence is far from being
satisfactory.

Marine Miocene beds have also been found along the
San Andreas rift on the southwestern edge of the Mo-
jave Desert (182). These beds contain a normal Pa-
cific fauna and are of Vaqueros (lower Miocene) age.
A third occurrence is on the south slope of the Teha-
cliapi Range, at the extreme western edge of the Mojave
Desert (171, footnote, p. 445). The fossiliferous strata
here, however, are of upper Miocene aspect (Santa
Margarita of Coast Range section), according to

Woodrin (263).
At present the nomenclature, correlation, and -age of

the widespread nonmarine Miocene sedimentary beds
are far from settled. The old conception of King (125)
that these beds were deposited in a single widespread
Pahute Lake has long been disproved, but there is still
a strong tendency to regard the beds as contemporane-
ous, in spite of the increasing evidence from vertebrate

paleontology that there are age differences and from
structural geology that the sediments were deposited
in local basins.

Geologic study of the beds has been especially concen-
trated in five general areas-the Mojave Desert region,
to the south, southwestern Nevada, west-central Nevada,
northwestern Nevada, and southeastern Nevada.

The Mojave Desert rocks are often called the Rosa-
mond series, a name originally applied to an unfossilif-
erous Tertiary section near Rosamond station (100).
Merriam (171), however, has suggested that this name
be abandoned, as two different vertebrate faunas have
been found in similar beds in other parts of the Mojave
Desert. The strata containing the older fauna were
named by him the Barstow formation; the younger
beds, which he refers to the Pliocene, were called the
Ricardo formation. The name Rosamond has per-
sisted, however, and has been used by Hulin (117) and
Simpson (213) for beds apparently equivalent to
Merriam's Barstow.

The Barstow, or Rosamond in its restricted sense, was
deposited in basins formed by faulting or warping (116)
and consists of as much as 5,000 feet of interbedded
volcanic and sedimentary rocks. The sedimentary beds
comprise fanglomerates, arkosic sandstones, silts, and
chemical precipitates such as gypsum, boron minerals,
strontianite, and magnesite (8,107) and in places contain
an extensive vertebrate fauna (171).

In addition to the exposures of the Barstow forma-

tion in the lower parts of the Mojave Desert west of
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Barstow (181), similar nonmarine sedimentary and in-

tercalated volcanic rocks, which are correlated with the

Barstow, are widely distributed in the surrounding

regions. Woodford and Harriss (260) report Rosa-

mond sedimentary beds from the San Bernardino

Mountains, to the south, and Woodring (261) suggests

that the Palm Spring formation in the Salton Sea re-

gion, still farther south, together with Vaughan's

Coachella fanglomerate (245), may also be correlatives.

To the west Noble (182) has recognized two upper Mio-

cene nonmarine sedimentary sequences separated by an
angular unconformity along the San Andreas rift at

Cajon Pass. The older one he correlates with the Bar-

stow, and the younger one is succeeded without notable

st ratigraphic break by probable Pliocene strata. Al-

though unconformities have been recognized within

the Barstow or restricted Rosamond (116), the un-

conformity at Cajon Pass may represent a part of the

time interval between the Barstow and Ricardo. This

interval, the extent and nature of which in the Mojave

Desert proper appears to be unknown, may be repre-

sented southwest of the San Andreas rift by the Mint

Canyon formation (161), though Noble (180) has found
near Palmdale sedimentary beds with a Mint Canyon

fauna that he believes to be the equivalent of the Bar-

stow strata at Cajon Pass. Stirton (229), on the other

hand, interprets the Mint Canyon fauna as being much

closer to the Ricardo than to the Barstow.

Northwest of the Mojave Desert, in the southern
Sierra Nevada, there are 4,000 to 5,000 feet of inter-

bedded sedimentary and volcanic rocks of Miocene

age. Buwalda (35) has described two faunas from

this sequence. The older one, which he has called the

Phillips Ranch fauna, is assigned tentatively to the

early middle Miocene, and the younger one, or Cache

Peak fauna, is placed approximately either at the

horizon of the Barstow or somewhat lower.

The Death Valley region, where two unfossiliferous
sedimentary series are known, is about halfway between

the Mojave Desert and the well-studied area in south-

western Nevada, and Noble (183) believes the beds to

be, in part at least, of Miocene age.

Over a considerable area in southwestern Nevada the

name Esmeralda formation (242) has been applied to
a thick series of interbedded volcanic rocks and non-
marine fanglomerates, sandstones, silts, and marls. Sa-

lines, however, are either absent or much less abundant

than in the Mojave Desert beds, but diatomites and lig-
nites are found locally. Like the beds to the south, the
sediments here were laid down in closed basins not un-

like those now found in the region (34, 68). The no-

menclature of these..beds has had a history curiously

similar to. that of :the Mojave Desert rocks. The orig-
inal name Esmeralda4 has been applied widely, but it

now .sems5probablethat two faunal stages are present

(228). The older beds contain the Stewart Spring or

lower Cedar Mountain fauna of Teilhard de Chardin

and Stirton (240) ; the younger beds contain the Fish

Lake Valley or upper Cedar Mountain fauna. The

name Esmeralda, as commonly used, probably applies

to beds that. contain the younger of the two faunas

and is often used in that sense, but it has also been used

as a group name for both units. The nature of the

contact between the beds containing the two faunas is

apparently unknown; the unfossiliferous Tonopah for-

mation in the mining district of that name (188), which

may represent the lower beds, is overlain with angular

unconformity by the basal member of a section that has

been correlated with the Esmeralda, but as this also

cannot be closely dated, the significance of the uncon-

formity remains uncertain. There are also two uncon-

formable series at Tybo, Nev., 70 miles to the northeast,

where Ferguson (66) found the Esmeralda (?) forma-

tion lying unconformably above the Gilmore Gulch for-

mation, which is tentatively correlated with the

Tonopah.

Sedimentary rocks correlated with the Esmeralda in

its broad sense have also been found as far to the north-

west as Yerington, Nev. (129). The Yerington locality

is more than halfway between the type area of the Es-

meralda and the region in west-central Nevada where

the Truckee formation has been studied.
The Truckee, as originally defined, was considered a

lacustrine deposit, formed in an extensive lake that cov-

ered western Nevada and much of eastern Oregon, and

its age was based almost entirely on vertebrate remains

found in the John Day Basin in Oregon. Later work.

however, has shown that only a small proportion of the

formation is made up of true lake beds and that volcanic-

and fluviatile rocks are much more abundant. More-

over, the concept of a single large lake has been dis-

proved, and it now seems probable that the Truckee

strata were deposited in numerous separate basins

(153). In most respects the lithology of the formation

is similar to that of the Esmeralda, with which it has
been directly correlated by both Buwalda (34) and

Louderback (153). Saline deposits, however, are ap-
parently lacking, but pyroclastic deposits and diato-

mites, are fairly abundant. Vertebrate fossils are rare..

but invertebrate fossils of rather doubtful significance
and plant remains are fairly common. Despite the
somewhat unsatisfactory dating these fossils provide,

the formation probably includes beds ranging in age
from Miocene to Pliocene, and locally at least these beds
may be separated by an unconformity. Thus recent
work in the vicinity of Virginia City, Nev. (74, 120),
has disclosed an upper Miocene flora in the Sutro tuff
member of the Alta andesite of Gianella and a probable
lower Pliocene flora in sedimentary strata interbedded
with his Kate Peak andesite, which overlies the Alta

andesite with marked unconformity. The sedimentary-
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rocks in the Kate Peak, moreover, are believed to be
traceable into typical Truckee strata.

A flora related to that of the middle or upper Miocene
Mascall formation of Oregon has been found in the
Truckee west of Reno, Nev. (38).

Sedimentary rocks that are possibly correlative with
the Truckee have been found farther east in Nevada at
several places. They have been carefully studied only
in a small area near Elko, where oil shales are prominent
constituents (259), but vertebrate fossils of middle or
upper Miocene age have also been collected about 40
miles northeast of Elko (168) in beds previously as-
signed to the Pliocene. Chaney (38, p. 35) reports a
flora possibly related to the Mascall Miocene from the
sedimentary beds near Elko.

As noted on page 164, the supposed Eocene beds in the

Ombe Mountains of western Utah (88) are also prob-
ably of Miocene age. Except for them, the Miocene,
so far as known, is absent from the eastern or Utah part
of the Great Basin.

The fourth area of well-studied Miocene sedimentary
rocks is in northwestern Nevada, where Merriam (167)
and his associates have named and described the lithology
and vertebrate fauna of the Virgin Valley beds. Fan-
glomerates and salines are rare or absent, but pyro-
clastic rocks, silts, sands, diatomites, ignites, and car-
bonaceous shales are abundant. There appear to be
local unconformities within the formation. The verte-
brate remains indicate a middle Miocene age. Fossil-
iferous Pliocene sedimentary rocks have also been found
in the region, but their stratigraphic relations to the
Virgin Valley beds of Merriam are not yet known.

The Virgin Valley beds are probably equivalent to
the upper Cedarville sedimentary beds of Russell (210).
The flora of the Cedarville has recently been studied
by La Motte (132) and considered to be equivalent to
that of the Oregon Mascall formation, and vertebrates
from the Mascall have been considered to be closely
related to those from the Virgin Valley formation. La
Motte,'however, considers the flora to be of upper Mio-
cene age; although most of the vertebrate paleontolo-
gists are-in agreement that the closely related Mascall
and Virgin Valley mammals should be assigned to the
middle Miocene.

The southeastern Nevada sedimentary beds, though
rather well known, are uncertainly dated at the
present time. The most complete section has been
studied in the Muddy Mountain region, where Longwell
(145) found a total of more than 8,000 feet of fan-
glomerate, silts, sands, and salines, which he assigned
to the Miocene and Pliocene. The two lower forma-
tions, the Overton fanglomerate and Horse Spring
formation, were considered to be Miocene on the basis
of their similarity to the Barstow and Esmeralda forma-
tions, though no fossils were found in them, and a third
formation, the Muddy Creek, was assigned to the Plio-

scene. Recently, however, Rubey and Callaghan (107,
p. 121) have found characteristic Upper Cretaceous

plants in the basal beds of the Overton fanglomerate,
and it seems that the Overton and possibly the conform-
ably overlying Horse Spring are Upper Cretaceous.
This belief is perhaps strengthened by Stock's sugges-
tion (231, p. 257), based on scanty vertebrate remains,
that the Muddy Creek is Miocene. Longwell's recent
studies (148) of basin deposits in the Boulder Dam
region, which he considers to be correlatives of the
Muddy Creek formation, suggest that the Muddy Creek
includes Pliocene beds, and so it is possible that here,
as well as at other localities in the Great Basin, the
later Tertiary sedimentary deposits comprise both
Miocene and Pliocene strata.

Although paleontologists are in fair agreement as
to the correlation and relative age of the Miocene non-
marine sedimentary beds from which adequate fossil
collections have been made, there is some uncertainty
as to their absolute dating. The table below summarizes
most of the age assignments that have been proposed.

Age assignments for the Great Basin Miocene faunas

Merriam (171) Simpson (214)
Teihard de char-

din and Stirton
(240)

Bode (22)

Lower Ricardo.
Pliocene. cMintCanyon.

_____ _______ Mint Canyon. Pk Esmeralda. ______

---------- Mint canyon.

Upper Barstow. Barstow and low-
Miocene. er Cedar Moun- Barstow.

tain.

VignValley, .a Barstow.
CedrMu- Mascall and

tain. Cache Peak.

.a Mascall.
Phillips Ranch. .

fiddle Mascall and-------------------Stewart Spring. Mascall.
Miocene. VirginValVirgin Valley. Phillips

ley. Phillips Ranch. Ranch.

Lower
Miocene.

Bode (22, p. 85) has also correlated the Great Basin
vertebrate fossil-bearing beds with the marine sequence
of the California Coast Ranges. His chart suggests
that the marine deposits are in general assigned some-
what older ages than have been postulated by many
vertebrate paleontologists for the equivalent nonmarine
beds.

Surficial volcanic rocks are interbedded in all the
Miocene nonmarine sequences and in many places form
the greater part of the section. In addition, some
thick accumulations of volcanic rocks have been as-
signed to the Miocene, although intercalated sedimen-
tary beds are lacking. Both flows and pyroclastic rocks
have been found. As a general rule, it appears that
tuffs or volcanic breccias are more abundant in regions
where sedimentary members are well developed, and
flows dominate where sedimentary beds are rare. The
composition of the Miocene volcanic rocks does :not
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seem susceptible of any generalization, as rocks rang-
ing from rhyolites to basalts have been described. Al-
bite andesites or keratophyres of probable Miocene age
have been recognized in several mining districts in Ne-
vada and were earlier regarded as true eruption prod-
ucts. More recent work at both Tonopah (188) and
Tuscarora (189) suggests, however, that the albite is
the result of hydrothermal alteration.

Numerous (likes and small intrusive bodies are pres-
ent in the regions where flows and pyroclastic rocks of
Miocene age have been found. Coarsely crystalline
granular intrusives, however, have been found only at

the Comstock lode, in west-central Nevada, where Gia-
nella (74) has proved his Davidson diorite to be of
Miocene age.

PLIOCENE

Pliocene sedimentary and volcanic rocks may be
nearly as abundant and widely distributed in the Basin
and Range province as those of Miocene age, but they
have not been as thoroughly studied. Pliocene marine
sedimentary beds, however, are not known to occur with-
in the Great Basin or along its borders, although they
are present at no great distance west of the Mojave
Desert. The ostracode-bearing beds in Owens Valley,

Calif., for which Ulrich (130, p. 51) suggested a possible
marine environment, now appear to be of fresh-water
lacustrine origin (212, pp. 78-79). The nonmarine sed-
imentary rocks appear to be essentially identical with
those of the Miocene and to have been deposited in local
basins, in part at least of block-fault origin. The sedi-
mentary rocks are commoiily interbedded with volcanic
rocks, and in many places there are thick accumulations,
of probable Pliocene age, of flows and pyroclastic rocks
with little or no associated sedimentary material.

The lower Pliocene sedimentary rocks associated with
the Miocene beds have been noted in the preceding sec-
tion. They include the Ricardo formation of the Mo-
jave Desert (9, 117),5 the beds containing the upper

Cedar Mountain fauna of the Esmeralda formation of
southwestern Nevada (34, 228) and the strata inter-

bedded with the Kate Peak andesite of Gianella (74),
which are believed to be traceable into the Truckee
formation of west-central Nevada.

A Pliocene fauna is also found in the Panaca forma-
tion of the Pioche region, Nevada (231, 254). It is
questionably referred to the lower Pliocene by Simpson
(214) and to the middle Pliocene by Stirton (230).
Some distance south of Pioche, in the Boulder Dam
region, Longwell (148) has found extensive basin de-
posits that include coarse fanglomerates, landslide
debris, sandstones, siltstones, clays, salines, and numer-
ous flows of basalt and andesite. The uppermost mem-
ber is the widespread Hualpai limestone, which was

laid down when the basins were nearly filled. Longwell
places the whole assemblage in the Muddy Creek for-
mation, which lie assigns to the Pliocene, but, as noted
above, there appear to be some grounds for believing
that the lower part of this formation may belong in
the upper Miocene.

Fossiliferous middle Pliocene sedimentary beds be-
longing to the Thousand Creek formation of Merriam
(167) are fairly widespread in northern Nevada. They
are composed largely of sand and tuff but also include
some gravel. Apparently equivalent beds are known
as far south as west-central Nevada (258) and may also
be represented by the Alturas formation of Dorf (53),
in northeastern California, although the fauna in that
region appears to be too scanty to permit close corre-
lation (132).

The only other fossiliferous Pliocene sedimnentary
rocks in this province occur in the Coso Mountains of
California. The beds in this range were described by
Reid (202) and are apparently the source of a recently
discovered upper Pliocene fauna that Schultz (212) re-
gards as transitional between Pliocene and Pleistocene,
though Stirton (230) classifies it as rather low in the
upper Pliocene.

Unfossilifierous sedimentary rocks assigned to the
Phiocene are widely distributed throughout the prov-
ince; they are composed of fanglomerates and other
elastic deposits, together with lake beds that are similar
in lithology to the mammal-bearing formations. Noble
(180, 182) has described two fornmtions along the San
Andreas rift, one which apparently is underlain with-
(ut stratigraphic break by upper Miocene fanglomerates
and another which lie tentatively correlates with the

Saugus formation of the Coast Ranges (late Pliocene
(?) and early Pleistocene). Questionable Pliocene
sedimentary beds are also present in western Utah in
the Ombe Range (88) and the Deep Creek Range (187),
and at many places in Nevada in association with
volcanic rocks.

In some localities it seems probable that the sedi-
mentary deposits that have accumulated in the inter-
montane valleys may date back into Pliocene time.
Block faulting along some of the present ranges in the
Great Basin appears to have begun in the Pliocene,
and it seems reasonable to assume that deposition of
fanglomerates and playa deposits has progressed more
or less continuously since the faulting was initiated.
Knopf (130) regards the sedimentary beds that flank
the Inyo Mountains, Calif., and those along the east
front of the Sierra Nevada as representing parts of
both Pliocene and Quaternary time; in the nearby Coso
Mountains Schultz (212) has found transitional Plio-
cene-Pleistocene fossils in arkosic sedimentary beds that
were sleposited after the range had been uplifted by
faulting.1 Similarly, Knopf has suggested that dis-

6 Stock (232, p. 52) considers that the Ricardo possibly belongs in the
upper Miocene.
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ton (129), Nev., may represent detritus brought down
after some earlier block faulting but prior to the most
recent movement. Buwalda (34) has also suggested
that the older valleys may contain a continuous series
of sedimentary rocks that date well back into the.
Tertiary. .

Merriam (169, 171), Simpson (214), and Stirton
(230) have discussed the sequence and correlation of the
Pliocene vertebrate faunas. There is fairly general
agrement as to the sequence of the faunas, but some
difference of opinion as to their assignment within the
Pliocene, as shown in the table below.

Age assignhmncflts of Pliocene and Miocene vertebrate faunas

Upper
Pliocene.

Middle
Pliocene.

Lower

Pliocene.

Upper
ti iocene.

Merriam (171)

Thousand Creek.

Ricardo.

Cedar 'M ountain.

Simpson (214)

Thousand Creek.

Panaca (?).
Upper Cedar Moun-

tain and Fish Lake
Valley.

Ricardo.

Mint Canyon.

Stirton (230)

Coso Mountains.

Thousand Creek.
Panaca.

Ricardo.
Mint Canyon.
Esmeralda.

Surficial volcanic rocks appear to have been found
interbedded with all the Pliocene sedimentary rocks so
far described, and in several localities where older Plio-
cene sedimentary beds are probably present they are

unconformably overlain by a series of flows that are
considered to be of later Pliocene age. There appears
to be no characteristic chemical composition for either
of these groups of volcanic rocks, as a wide range of
lavas has been reported. In western Utah, however,
the lavas consistently contain a rather high proportion
of K2 0, latites being widely distributed in the region
(32, 82). The abundance of potash in these Utah vol-
canic rocks appears to be characteristic not only of those
considered to be of Pliocene age but of the older
Tertiary lavas as well.

No Pliocene granular intrusive rocks are known to
have been recognized in the Basin and Range province.

SUMMARY OF TERTIARY SEDIMENTATION AND VOLCANISM

The Tertiary sedimentary record, even though it is far
from adequately studied, provides a basis for some
tentative suggestions as to the Tertiary geography and
climate of the Great Basin. During the Eocene epoch
the province appears to have been a well-drained high-
land, to judge from the apparent absence of Eocene
sedimentary beds throughout most of the province and
their relative abundance both to the east and to the
west. The climate must have been humid, as a fairly
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heavy rainfall would have been required to maintain
streams capable of transporting the debris and to per-
mit the existence of the fresh-water lakes whose sedi-
mentary deposits are now found along the eastern border
of the province. The western part drained to the
Eocene seas that existed in California-to the north
over the present site of the Sierra Nevada and to the
southwest directly into the sea that bordered the
province in that region.

Similar conditions possibly extended into the Oligo-
cene epoch, as sediments of this age appear to be lacking
over most of the Great Basin. However, drainage to
the sea was destroyed at least locally by the formation
of interior basins in which nonmarine sediments ac-
cumulated. This change was accompanied by a change
in climate (234), as the earlier forest environment was
replaced by open plains or meadows.

The disintegration of the drainage by block faulting,
with the consequent formation of interior basins, was
greatly intensified in Miocene time, and the nature of
the widespread sedimentary deposits of this age shows
that the climate was fairly arid. Climatic conditions
over the whole province were not uniform. however,
as the abundant salines in the southern basins are repre-
sented to the north by diatomites, lignites, and oil shales.
Some debris was possibly carried from the Great Basin
through the Miocene stream channels found in the pres-
ent Sierra Nevada, but on the whole there appears to
have been relatively'little material removed by exterior
drainage, in spite of the proximity of the sea along the
southwest border of the province.

The initial rise of the Sierra Nevada at the end of the
Miocene epoch (160) appears to have completed the
isolation of the Great Basin, and all the known Pliocene
deposits in the province are of continental origin and
were laid down in interior basins-locally, indeed, al-
most filling the fault valleys (148). A moderately arid
climate is also suggested by the sedimentary beds and
their contained fauna, although, so far as the sedimen-
tary record goes, the climate does not appear to have
been any drier or any more uniform than that of the
Miocene. This conclusion is in conflict with the evi-
dence adduced by some paleontologists from the fauna
and flora contained in the sedimentary rocks. Chaney
(38), particularly, has advanced the hypothesis that the
climate of the Great Basin has become progressively
more arid from Oligocene time to the present day and
has based his age determinations of the fossil floras
upon this hypothesis. Ransome (196, p. 107), however,
long ago called attention to the probability that the
climate throughout the Tertiary period "swung back
and forth between moderate humidity and pronounced
aridity."

The Tertiary volcanism is difficult to outline accu-
rately, because at relatively few places can the igneous
rocks be dated with confidence. Lavas and pyroclastic
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rocks unquestionably were erupted from Eocene through
Pliocene time, but the relative abundance of eruptions
at differentt times is unknown. Present exposures of
coarse-grained intrusive bodies of supposed Tertiary
age are commonly assigned to the Eocene or Oligocene,
but, the late Miocene diorite found at Virginia City,
Nev., suggests that the concentration at the earlier Ter-
tiary horizons is due in large part to the longer time
interval during which erosion could have operated to
expose the deeper intrusives.

Attempts to determine a general succession of the
types of lava erupted during the Tertiary culminated
in the elaborate sequence postulated by Spurr (223).
The futility of such schemes was shown by Ransome
(196, pp. 105-106), and more recent work has only
served to confirm his statements. Thus Westgate's de-
tailed sections of the volcanic sequences near Pioche,
Nev. (254, pp. 29-31), show rapid alternations of flows
and pyroclastic rocks that range from rihyolite to basalt.

QUATERNARY SYSTEM

The widespread Quaternary sedimentary deposits in
the Great Basin consist chiefly of lake beds and fan-
glomerates, but locally glacial deposits and river gravel
and silt are well developed. Basalt and in places rhyo-
lite flows have also been found at several localities. A
distinction between Pleistocene and Recent deposits
is rarely made, although in general Recent geologic proc-
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FIGURE 11.--Map of the Pleisto cene lakes in the Great Basin region.
After Meinzer (164).
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esses have largely resulted in the dissection of the
Pleistocene deposits with concomitant transportation of
the eroded material toward the local playas.

The numerous Pleistocene lakes (fig. 11) at their
maximum stages covered a large proportion of the prov-
ince. The two largest lakes, Bonneville and Lahontan,
were studied many years ago by Gilbert (79) and Rus-
sell (208), whose classic reports are still the chief
sources of our knowledge of the Pleistocene history and
climate of the region. Two periods of high water, sep-
arated by an interval during which the lakes dried up,
were recognized; and two comparable series of lacus-
trine sedimentary deposits were described. From their
observed relations to the local glacial deposits, the
epochs of high water were correlated with the waning
stages of the two periods of mountain glaciation that
were then known.

Some dispute has arisen over the correlation of the
lake beds with the five glacial stages found in the Mis-
sissippi Valley. Only a scant fauna has been found
il the sedimentary beds, but both Merriam (170) and
Hay (91) regard the vertebrate fossils as indicative
of a very early stage in the Pleistocene, and Hay corre-
lates the earlier of the two periods of lake expansion
with the oldest or Nebraskan glacial stage. Jones
(122), on the other hand, on the basis of his studies of
the quantities of tufa deposited by Lake Lahontan, con-
siders that the entire lake history must be compressed
within the last 3,000 years and regards the fossil evi-
dence as indicative merely that the extinct forms found
in this region persisted well into very recent time. Most
geologists, however, agree with Gilbert that the last
period of lake expansion should be correlated with the
youngest or Wisconsin glacial stage; and this belief ap-
pears to be strengthened by Antevs' discovery (3) of
sediments indicative of three or possibly four stages
of lake expansion in the Lahontan Basin, which by
analogy appears to imply three or four glacial stages.
A similar conclusion may be drawn from the results
of drilling for potash-bearing brines in the Great Salt
Lake desert in the Bonneville Basin (184).

The numerous smaller Quaternary lakes have been
described by Meinzer (164). Some of these have been
rather carefully studied in the course of explorations
for potash (73, 107) ; and the lake near Manix, in south-
ern California, has yielded a moderately extensive
fauna (33, 59).

The alluvial accumulations in the interinontane val-
leys commonly consist largely of the coarse elastic de-

posits termed "fanglomerates" by Lawson (135), as they
make up the great fans or alluvial cones that extend'
valleyward from the bordering mountains. In the val-
leys that were not occupied by Pleistocene lakes this ma-

c The placing of Hays' "Aftonian" fauna low in the Pleistocene has

been questioned. A recent discussion with bibliography is given by
Schultz (212. pp. 95-96).
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terial grades outward from the mountains into the fine-
grained silts and clays that floor the playas or sinks of
the valleys. Several valleys appear to be nearly free

from these accumulations and are floored by Tertiary
sedimentary or volcanic rocks, but such occurrences are
believed to be the result either of capture by adjoining
valleys with a lower base level or of exhumation by
through drainage channels. Their study has to a con-
siderable extent lagged behind that of the older rocks,
but Spencer (219) has presented a correlation between
the alluvial deposits near Ely, Nev., and the stages
recognized by Gilbert in Lake Bonneville, and Knopf's
study of the cones in Owens Valley, Calif. (130), has
provided a basis for the unraveling of the more recent
geologic history of that region. Fossils are sparse in
the alluvial deposits, but some have been found in placer
gravel laid down by streams that were probably con-

temporaneous with the Pleistocene lakes (63), in cave
deposits in southwestern Nevada (90, 133), and in the
alluvial accumulations at Carson, Nev. (91, pp. 149-

152), where a moderately large late Pliocene or early
Pleistocene fauna is present.

Glacial deposits are relatively slight in this province.
Mountain glaciers were fairly extensive in the higher

portions of the Wasatch Range, and their moraines lo-
cally extend down to the mountain front. Two and

possibly three glacial stages have been recognized (79,

4, 190). Glaciation in the Sierra Nevada was consid-

erably more extensive, and Matthes (160) has recog-
nized three stages at Yosemite, on the western slope.

Knopf (130) described only two stages along the eastern
front of the range, but more recently Blackwelder (18)
has recognized four stages.

Within the Great Basin itself glaciation was limited
to a few of the highest ranges. The known mountain
glaciers were small, and their deposits rather insignifi-
cant. Antevs (3, pp. 67-68) and Blackwelder (18, pp.
910-912; 20) have listed most of the localities where the
results of glaciation have been recognized.

Rivers that are confined to the Great Basin, such

as the Humboldt and Mojave, have been engaged chiefly
in the dissection of older deposits; the gravel and silt
deposited by them are confined largely to their present

flood plains. A considerable series of Quaternary de-
posits laid down by the Colorado River, however, has
been preserved within the province and has been re-

cently described by Longwell (148). The Colorado
delta also extends into the province in the Imperial

Valley, and its recent history has been exhaustively
studied by Sykes (239).

Basalt cones and small associated flows of Quaternary

age form a striking feature of the landscape at several
localities in the province. Knopf (130) has mapped

those in the Owens Valley, Calif., and Ball (11) those

in the vicinity of Death Valley. There are, in addition,

of the Mojave Desert (92). Gilbert (79) found several
craters and cones in Utah that were clearly younger
than Lake Bonneville, and he considered it probable
that the volcanic epoch had not yet ended.

STRUCTURAL HISTORY

PRINCIPAL FEATURES

Although the Great Basin region has been character-
ized (29, p. 346) as a "fracture belt of low mobility," the
evidence now available indicates that on the contrary
the province has been orogenically active throughout a
large part of its history. Indeed, the Paleozoic and
later history that can be deciphered suggests an inter-

pretation of mountain building that is at variance with
the commonly accepted belief that major diastrophic
revolutions are relatively brief events marking the end
of one geologic era and the beginning of the next.

The pre-Cambrian structural history is little known

at present, as the scattered regions in which the pre-

Cambrian rocks are exposed have been inadequately
studied for purposes of correlation. It would appear,
however, that the Great Basin region was active oro-

genically during at least three epochs in pre-Cambrian
time.

The record beginning with Cambrian time is much
more complete. The geosynclinal sea, which in the
early part of the Paleozoic era covered most of the prov-

ince and in which many thousands of feet of sediments
were deposited, was divided in late Devonian time by

a rising arch or geanticline in western Nevada. Locally
there was moderate deformation during the uplift, but

by Permian time elevation had ceased and most of the
positive area had been covered by marine sediments.

Coincidentally with the degradation of this geanticline
(luring the Permian epoch a similar uplift began in
eastern Nevada and a land mass between two seas per-

sisted there until early Jurassic time. Although an
unconformity is recognized between Permian and Tri-
assic sedimentary beds in both the eastern and western
parts of the province, it appears to be relatively slight
except on the borders of the geanticline; over most of
the province the angular discordance between the
Permian and Triassic is very small, and the sedimentary
beds of the two units have essentially the same geo-
graphic distribution.

This younger geanticlinal area, instead of subsiding.
like the earlier one, became the site of intense diastro-
phism in early Jurassic time. To judge from the rela-
tively meager evidence, similar deformation continued
recurrently into the early part of the Tertiary period,

affecting an area that considerably exceeded that of the

Great Basin. No regular pattern in space or time can
yet be discerned for these epochs of deformation within

the province; in one area there may be evidence of
only one episode, but in another nearby area, there may

some easily accessible occurrences in the eastern part
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appear to be good grounds for inferring that during
successively younger epochs, deformation affected re-
gions farther and farther east. There is no evidence
of a similar westward migration unless it may be pro-
vided by the early Jurassic orogeny in western Nevada
and the late Jurassic folding in the Sierra Nevada.
These epochs of deformation can be approximately
dated at only a few localities in the province, but at
none of these places, strangely enough, has it been shown

that deformation took place either during late Jurassic
time or during the transition from Cretaceous to Eocene

time.
The Mesozoic and early Tertiary folding and thrust-

ing were succeeded closely by the initiation of the block
faulting that is the cause, directly or indirectly, of the

present relief of the province. The faulting appears to
have begun at least by early Oligocene time and to have

continued up to the present day. For several reasons,
especially because of the apparent contemporaneity of
block faulting with some late Tertiary overthrusting on
each side of a major tear fault, the block faulting is
here regarded as an end stage of the more intense de-
formation that preceded it.

This concept of an orogenic cycle in which a pro-
tracted epoch of spasmodic folding and thrusting was

preceded by gentle upwarping and followed by block
faulting is in many respects similar to one posthumously

proposed by Woodworth (264) for the Appalachian
Mountains. The Great Basin region, however, appears
to provide a considerably more complete and in some
respects a more readily authenticated picture than is
available in the older mountain system.

PRE-CAMBRIAN OROGENY

Uncertainties regarding the pre-Cambrian structural
history of the province are even greater than those con-
cerning the correlation of the pre-Cambrian formations.
The probable existence of three series of formations
showing differing metamorphism both in the Wasatch
Range and in the Death Valley region suggests that
there were two epochs of major diastrophism during

pre-Cambrian time, in addition to the orogeny that re-
sulted in the unconformity at the base of the Cambrian.
We have, however, little information regarding the na-
ture or extent of these disturbances beyond Blackweld-
er's suggestion (21) that the folding trended north-
eastward.

The youngest of the three epochs of orogeny has
some features worthy of brief comment. Perhaps the
most striking is the absence of any pre-Cambrian
granitic intrusive masses that are, clearly younger than
the sedimentary rocks involved in this deformation.
Secondly, in the Inyo Mountains and possibly in the
Death Valley region as well several unconformities have
been recognized that separate the later pre-Cambrian

tively little metamorphism. Finally, several observers
regard at least part of these sedimentary beds as of
terrestrial origin. These three features together seem
to warrant the suggestion that in the part of the Great
Basin where these rocks are now exposed this youngest

pre-Cambrian orogeny was subsidiary and marginal to
a more intense deformation in an area as yet unknown.
The orogeny may thus have been similar to the younger

revolution described below in having a central belt of
more intense deformation and intrusion in which spas-
modic activity continued over a considerable length of
time.

PALEOZOIC AND EARLY MESOZOIC DISTURBANCES

During Paleozoic and early Mesozoic time the Great
Basin was dominantly a region of sedimentation. In
large part the structural disturbances during this time
must be inferred from evidence provided by the lithol-
ogy and distribution of the sedimentary deposits-data
that are summarized on preceding pages. The chief
events thus determined include two broad upwarps that
formed geanticlines whose axes appear to be parallel
to the axes of the great geosynclines in which they were
developed. The deformation of the strata involved in
the upwarps is negligible compared with the folds and
faults that were formed in later Mesozoic and Tertiary
time, and these movements may be classed as epeiro-
genic, but they are regarded as genetically related to
and the harbingers of the revolutionary events that
followed them.

The earlier geanticline (185) was formed in western
Nevada and appears to have come into existence in late
Devonian time. Although the involved area appears
to have continued to rise until Permian time, the aggre-
gate uplift was not great. Marked angular unconform-
ities reflecting more intense movement have thus far
been reported only from the Hawthorne and Tonopah
quadrangles, in west-central Nevada (70), where Per-
mian sandstones rest with angular discordance on the
Ordovician. There appears to be no evidence that the
uplift within the Great Basin was accompanied by other
than minor volcanic activity, although the final disap-

pearance of the geanticline may have been roughly con-
temporaneous with the extrusion of the Permian vol-
canic rocks that are known in its axial region. West
of the province, however, deposition of marine sedi-
ments in northern California during both Mississippian
and Pennsylvanian time appears to have been accom-
panied by abundant volcanic activity (51). This asym-

metric localization of volcanism with respect to the
uplift was repeated during the later upwarp.

The second geanticline first emerged as a persistent
land mass in the Permian epoch, coincidentally with the
disappearance of the older one, whose axis had been
about 100 miles to the west. It continued in existence

formations, all of which appear to have undergone rela-
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zoic time and was then greatly enlarged to form Schu-
chert's Cordilleran Intermontane geanticline (211, p.
187). The initial uplift in the Permian epoch appears
to have been largely restricted to southern Nevada and
southeastern California, approximately on the site of
a region of instability in Pennsylvanian and later Mis-
sissippian time. Such stratigraphic evidence as is avail-
able suggests that the upwarping progressively extended
northward, until in late Triassic time the land mass
reached the northern boundary of the province.

Like the earlier geanticline, the uplift appears to have
been on the whole relatively gentle, but epochs of more
vigorous movement appear to have been somewhat more
frequent, culminating finally in the profound folding
and faulting of the later Mesozoic beds. Thus, in both

eastern and western seaways the Permian-Triassic con-
tact in areas close to the geanticline is marked by a
fairly pronounced erosional unconformity; furthermore,

the Upper Triassic sedimentary series, especially in
western Nevada, rests with angular discordance on the
older Triassic strata. The clastic and nonmarine sedi-

mentary beds that were deposited so abundantly in the

eastern seaway probably have a similar import.
This uplift also resembled the older one in that ex-

tensive contemporaneous surface volcanism was con-

centrated in the trough or sea that was formed west
of the geanticline. The fact that the two uplifts had

this feature in common is probably significant, but its
interpretation is at present uncertain. A. possible ex-

planation might be that the active force causing the

upwarping lay to the west.

LATER MESOZOIC AND EARLY TERTIARY OROGENY

A long period of intense diastrophism that even-
tually affected all of the Great Basin province began in
middle Mesozoic time and continued into the early part
of the Tertiary period. The folds and thrust faults

that were formed during this time of crustal. unrest
transformed the province from a region that had been
in large part a basin of sedimentation since later pre-

Cambrian time into a highland area that was hence-
forth to be essentially free from marine invasions. It
was thus revolutionary in results, although the defor-

mation appears to have been simply an intensification

of the broad uplift that began in the southeastern part
of the Great Basin in Permian time.

NATURE OF THE DEFORMATION

Our knowledge of the number and relative impor-

tance of the different structural features developed dur-

ing the later Mesozoic and early Tertiary diastrophism

is sketchy, being based in large part upon a few de-

tailed studies of rather widely separated areas. So far

as this information goes, it appears to indicate, first,

that major folds and thrust faults of moderate to large

displacement were formed over most of the province,-

second, that normal faults were formed only locally,
although the tendency of much younger faults to follow
old structural lines makes this belief somewhat un-
certain; and third, that there were developed several
extensive belts having nearly east-west trends, at right
angles to the strike of the folding and thrusting in the
rest of the province. These east-west trends,. in part
at least, have been developed as a result of dominantly
horizontal movement along major transverse faults.
Along most of the thrust faults so far described the
upper plate has clearly moved eastward relative to the
lower plate, and this fact, combined with the apparent
westward increase in the intensity of folding, suggests
that the active force causing the deformation came from
the west.

FOLDS AND THRUSTS

Folding of the pre-Tertiary rocks throughout the

Great Basin was recognized in the earliest geologic sur-
veys of the province; indeed, it was so pronminent that
King (124) at first attributed to folding the form and
location of the individual mountain ranges, comparing

them with the folded Appalachians. Thrust faults, on
the other hand, were not recognized until 1900, but since
that time a large number have been described.

In spite of the wide extent of the folding, relatively
few individual folds can be traced for any great dis-

tance, partly at least because major faults formed dur-
ing a period of later block faulting commonly transect

the trend of the folds. As the down-faulted portion
of a fold is commonly concealed beneath younger de-

posits, only relatively short segments of the faulted folds
are now exposed. Other ranges that apparently have

monoclinal structure have been interpreted as the strike-
faulted limbs of synclines or anticlines, and in several

places this interpretation has been confirmed by the dis-
covery of the fold axis where the fault has died out or
where the strike of the fold diverges from that of the
fault.

Two anticlines and two synclines in the Oquirrh

Range, in central Utah (82), have been traced for as
much as 15 miles before being terminated by faults along

the range front, and if some of the monoclines, such as
that found in the House Range, in western Utah, are
faulted folds, even greater dimensions may be inferred.
In many of the ranges, however, the continuity of the

strata is interrupted either by large thrusts or normal

faults or by intrusive masses, so that the province shows
no such regular sequence of persistent folds as is found
in the Appalachians, the middle Rocky Mountains, or
even in the Coast Ranges.

King (125, p. 734) many years ago called attention
to the westward increase in the intensity of folding,
and more recent work, although disclosing local close

folding in the east, seems on the whole to indicate that

the generalization is valid. Thus the Paleozoic strata
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in western Utah and eastern Nevada commonly exhibit

low to moderate dips, and overturned strata are excep-
tional, though reported at several localities, such as.

Goodsprings, Nev. (104), Gold Hill, Utah (187), the
Oquirrh Range, Utah (82), and the southern part of

the Wasatch Range, Utah (58). In contrast, Ferguson

(63, 66, 70) has described the occurrence of widespread

close folding, essentially isoclinal in places, at several

localities in west-central Nevada, and this condition

appears to be rather general throughout the western

part of the State.
Although Spurr (225, p. 177) recognized a thrust

fault in the southern Great Basin in 1900, Blackwelder's
studies in the northern Wasatch Mountains, near Ogden.

Utah, which were published in 1910 (14), were the first

to establish thrust faulting as a major structural feature
in the province. Most of the thrusts found in the next

few years were either in the central or southern part
of the Wasatch Range or close to the eastern border of
the province and led to the rather commonly accepted
belief that such faults were characteristic of and limited
to a rather narrow zone that trends north-northeast and
joins the zone that includes the Bannock and other
thrusts in southeastern Idaho and western Wyoming.
In recent years, however, thrust faults have been found
at several localities that are considerably west of the
eastern margin of the basin, and the validity of the
earlier generalization now seems somewhat questionable.
The distribution of the thrusts so far discovered is
shown in figure 12, but this is far from being a final
record. Whether or not there are differences in char-
acter between the eastern and western thrusts, compar-
able to the distinction that apparently holds for the
folds in the two regions, is at present uncertain. Fergu-

son (67) believes that at least the great majority of the
thrusts mapped by him and Muller in west-central Ne-
vada have smaller displacements and that their rela-
tions are more erratic than those of the persistent low-
angle or nearly horizontal thrusts that appear to be
characteristic of the eastern part of the province. Such
a difference in the type of thrusts might be expected in
view of the supposed differences in the folds.

The thrusts in the northern and central parts of the
Wasatch Range dip eastward, and in the earlier de-
scriptions (14, 155, 112) the thrust plate was considered
to have moved toward the west. Calkins (36), how-
ever, found that the drag folds indicated an eastward

thrust, a conclusion later reached by Blackwelder (15)
for the northern Wasatch and in harmony with Eard-
ley's observations in the southern Wasatch (58, pp. 381--
385), where an anticline overturned toward the east

passes into a thrust. The thrust found by Loughlin
(32, pp. 424-425, 438-439) in the Sheeprock Mountains,
Utah, also appears to have been deformed and locally
shows an easterly dip. Should the contact of the Cam-
hrian limestone and the overlying quartzite in the Frisco

district, Utah, prove to be a thrust (see p. 151), still

another eastward-dipping thrust would be recorded.

The best-known series of major thrusts is in southern

Nevada, near the eastern border of the province. It

has been described by Longwell (144, 145) and Hewett

(101) and comprises a belt of eight or more thrusts with

variable but commonly low westerly dips. Some of the

thrusts are regarded as having definitely moved over

an old erosion surface (144, p. 570; 85). The absence

of basement rocks in the overriding block, together with
the observed changes in dip, suggests that the thrusts

pass downward into a nearly horizontal sole (186, 147).
Hewett (104, pp. 53-54) regards the thrusts in the Good-
springs area of Nevada as being successively younger

westward and cites evidence indicative of an erosion
interval between two of them. In this region the belt

of thrust faults has been traced about 100 miles along

the strike.

Of the more westerly thrusts, those at Pioche, Nev.
(254, pp. 42-43), although extensive, are not well ex-

posed. They have apparently been warped by later
folding or faulting and in one place appear to be

younger than some lavas of supposed early Tertiary
age. The thrusts at Gold Hill, Utah, on the other hand,

are exposed in a relatively small area, but seem to pro-

vide a record of prolonged orogeny, in which folding or

thrust faulting occurred at several times, separated by
epochs of normal faulting and erosion (187). The

thrusts at Eureka, Nev., may be of minor extent but
have not been adequately studied. That in the Sonoma

Range, Nev., according to Muller and Barksdale (176),
dips eastward.

In west-central Nevada Ferguson and Muller (69, 70)

have recently found an extensive series of thrusts asso-

ciated with the folded Mesozoic sedimentary rocks.
This region is unique among those so far described, not
only because it is possible to date the thrusting rather
accurately, but because of the complexity and relation-
ships of the fault pattern. The thrusts appear to be
intimately related to marginal troughs of the late Tri-
assic seaway, and the forces that caused the thrusting
appear to have continued over a time long enough to
deform some of the earlier thrusts considerably. Thrust
faults had earlier been recognized in the lower Paleozoic

sedimentary rocks at Manhattan, Nev. (63), a short
distance to the east.

NORMAL FAULTS

Although all the areas that have been carefully studied
exhibit moderate to large numbers of normal faults,
it is commonly difficult to determine how many of
these are genetically related to the later Mesozoic and
early Tertiary epoch of diastrophism, as many of them

are obviously either much younger block faults (see

pp. 178-184) or are clearly the result of igneous intrusion
or extrusion. In a few places, however, there is rather
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good evidence that normal faulting occurred on a fairly
large scale during the period of folding and thrust

faulting.
The best example of this relation is at Gold Hill, Utah

(187), where several stages of normal faulting can be
recognized. Each stage was preceded and followed by
folding or thrusting, as is shown either by the termina-
tion of the normal faults against the younger thrusts
or against transverse faults associated with the thrusts,
or, in the numerous examples of recurrent movement
along the normal faults, by notable differences in the
displacement along the normal faults above and below
the thrust planes. The pre-thrust normal faults at
Pioche, Nev. (254, pp. 43-44), are possibly additional
examples.

TRANSVERSE STRUCTURAL FEATURES

Faults which trend normal to the strike of the folds
and thrusts and along which the movement has been
largely horizontal occur in many places throughout the

province. They are believed to be the product of the
same orogenic forces that caused the folds and thrusts.
Several varieties of these faults, which have been vari-
ously termed "flaws," "tear faults," "cross faults," and
"transverse faults," may be distinguished. There is
also some evidence suggesting the existence of nearly

province-wide east-west belts along which the structural
trends are notably at variance with those throughout
the rest of the Great Basin. Their trend and the fact
that there has been relatively recent horizontal move-
ment of considerable extent along at least one of them
suggest that the origin of these belts is similar to that
of the simple flaws.

Although these transverse faults have been definitely
identified in only a few places, published geologic maps
suggest that they are fairly widespread. Where such
faults have been recognized, they appear, in part at
least, to be rather intimately related to thrusts. Thus
several of the smaller transverse faults in the Tintic
(142) and Gold Hill (187) districts of Utah and in
west-central Nevada (70) may be traced into minor
thrusts. The steep dips with strikes normal to the
structural trend of these transverse faults change rather
abruptly to the low dips and concordant strikes of the
thrusts. Locally, as at Goodsprings, Nev. (104), and at
Gold Hill, Utah, fairly large thrusts are terminated
laterally by contemporaneous transverse faults of this
sort. One of the best examples of such a relation,
involving a thrust of considerable displacement, is found
in the southern part of the Goodsprings district, where
one of the major thrust plates, the Sultan, is bounded
on the south by the Tam O'Shanter transverse fault.

Another variety of transverse fault is illustrated by
the Ironsides fault in the Goodsprings district. It
is marked by notable horizontal shifts in the rocks above
the Keystone thrust and also offsets the outcrop of the
thrust itself for about half a mile. It cannot, however,

be traced into the block below the thrust. Hewett (104,
p. 49) considers that the Ironsides fault was developed
during the epoch of thrusting. Ferguson and Muller

(70) have mapped similar faults in west-central Nevada,
but in some of these neither the upper nor lower plate
is greatly affected, and the faults are best interpreted
as steeply dipping portions of the thrust that strike
nearly at right angles to the remainder of the thrust
outcrops.

The Arrowhead fault, in the Muddy Mountains, Nev
(145, pp. 110-111), and an unnamed transverse fault in
the Spring Mountains, to the southwest (144, pp. 572-
573), are both major cross faults that differ from those
so far described in that they cannot be correlated with
a single thrust. Both are interpreted by Longwell as

being major "flaws," along which horizontal movement
during the epoch of thrusting permitted the develop-
ment of notably different types of folds and thrusts on
the two sides of the faults. He suggests that a still
more pronounced transverse fault of this type may
extend for many miles beneath the alluvium of Las
Vegas Valley.

There are, of course, numerous transverse faults
along which horizontal movement can be proved but
which cannot be directly connected with thrust faults.
It is believed, however, that for many of them this
failure is the result of the vagaries of exposure.

Scattered observations suggest.the possible existence
of three or four transverse structural features of still
greater magnitude. Their nature, extent, and relations
to the provincial structure are at present uncertain, as
there has been relatively little detailed mapping along
any of them.

The most southerly of these east-west belts is thought
to lie along the northern border of the Mojave Desert
region of southern California. The Garlock fault in
this region is known to have been the site of profound
horizontal movement in relatively recent time (see p.
186), but Noble (180, p. 425) has suggested that it was

probably also active in pre-Tertiary time. A strong
argument in favor of Noble's view is provided by the
differences in the exposures of Paleozoic and early
Mesozoic rocks on each side of the fault. To the north
there is a thick section of these rocks, considerably folded
and faulted but not greatly metamorphosed; south of
the fault, however, the pre-Tertiary sedimentary rocks
are highly metamorphosed. Recognizable fossils have
been found at only a few places, and the bulk of the
schists and gneisses of sedimentary origin have been
classed on rather inadequate grounds as pre-Cambrian.
Regardless. however, of the age assignment of these
metamorphic rocks, it seems clear that the regions on
the two sides of the Garlock fault have had considerably
different structural histories, and the difference is too
great to be attributed to the relatively recent movement
along the fault.
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A second belt is suggested by the recent work of
Ferguson and Muller (70) in west-central Nevada.
They found a pronounced offset in the outcrops of
sedimentary beds deposited along the eastern border of
the early Mesozoic seaway north and south of a zone
in which east-west structural trends were dominant.
A possible third belt lies along the line of the Western
Pacific Railroad in western Utah. This belt roughly

coincides with the westerly projection of the Uinta axis
and is marked by a zone of east-west strikes. A few
observations near Wendover, Utah, close to the Nevada
boundary, suggest that major transverse faults may also
occur in this belt. The most northerly belt lies along
the northern boundary of the province and extends
from northwestern Utah into northern Nevada. Butler
(32) called attention to the east-west strikes in the Raft

River Mountains in Utah, and a similar trend in the
pre-Tertiary sedimentary beds appears to extend as
far west as Mountain City, Nev. The small amount of

field work that has been done along this zone, however.

has not yet disclosed evidence of faulting with profound
horizontal movement.

DURATION AND AGE OF OROGENY

There is little direct evidence on the age of the major

folds and thrusts over much of the Great Basin. In

most places it is possible to determine only that they
are later than the late Paleozoic or early Mesozoic and

earlier than the middle or late Tertiary. A large pro-

portion of the interested geologists have assumed that
these structural features were formed during a single

short orogenic epoch, which was either contemporaneous
with the late Jurassic deformation of California or with
the Laramide of the Rocky Mountains. Relatively re-
cent geologic work in the province now seems to indi-

cate that these assumptions have doubtful validity and
that orogenic activity has probably persisted in one place
or another over a considerable length of time, starting

as early as the middle of the Lower Jurassic and con-
tinuing into the Eocene. Five areas have supplied the
evidence for this belief.

In one of these areas, west-central Nevada, Ferguson

and Muller (69, 70) have found that the major folding
and thrusting began in early Jurassic time and reached

a maxinium at about the end of the early Jurassic.

There must also have been some still earlier though less

intense deformation, as there is a marked unconformity
between lavas and tuffs assigned to the Middle Triassic
and sedimentary rocks assigned to the Upper Triassic.

In the second area, the Spring and Muddy Mountains

farther south in Nevada, deep erosion and transverse

faulting that intervened between epochs of thrust fault-

ing have been recognized by Hewett (104, p. 53) and

Glock (85) ; furthermore, the occurrence of a thick fan-

glomerate of Upper Cretaceous age (107) suggests

In the third locality, Gold Hill in western Utah, long-

continued orogeny has been inferred and was marked

by four or five epochs of folding or major thrusting

separated by a like number of intervals of normal fault-

ing and erosion. One of the more recent of these thrust
epochs involved beds of probable Eocene age (187).
The notably different trends of the Wasatch and Uinta
folds also imply recurrent orogeny, although where they
intersect in the Cottonwood district, Utah (36), it is
not possible to assign definite times to the two epochs

because of the absence of any post-Jurassic sedimen-
tary rocks; the Uinta deformation, however, is regarded
as the younger. Finally, Spieker and Schoff (222) have
recently been able to date rather accurately two epochs

of orogeny in central Utah a short distance east of the
Great Basin, the older one post-Jurassic and earlier
than Upper Cretaceous and the younger one in the early

part of the Upper Cretaceous.

SIGNIFICANCE OF OROGENY

Even with the meager evidence at present available
regarding the age of the folds and thrusts of the Great
Basin, it no longer seems possible to regard the orogeny
that produced them as simply an extension of either the

late Jurassic deformation of California or the Cre-
taceous-Eocene (Laramnide) deformation of the Rocky

Mountains. On the contrary, these two better-known
events now appear to have been episodes in a long epoch
of crustal activity that spasmodically affected the Great
Basin throughout later Mesozoic and early Tertiary

time.

It is possibly significant that the region for which this
recurrent orogeny is suggested includes and borders
upon the geanticlinal belt that persisted in the Great
Basin from Permian to early Jurassic time (pp. 172-

173), especially when it is considered that the beginning
of marked orogeny coincided with the disappearance of
the western of the two seaways that flanked the geanti-

cline. This coincidence in place and time suggests the
hypothesis that there may be a close relation between
the geanticline and the orogeny; indeed, it appears pos-

sible to consider that the individual spasms of thrusting
or folding may represent only local climaxes near the
end of a long epoch of increasingly intense deformation

that started much earlier as a broad, relatively gentle
upwarping. This conception, should it be borne out by

future work, should prevent such debates as have oc-
curred in the past as to the exact position and extent

of the Laramide and Sierra Nevada orogenies. These
terms, together with some new ones, would simply desig-
nate subdivisions of a major Cordilleran revolution that

began in the Paleozoic era and may, as noted on a suc-
ceeding page, be still in progress. The hypothesis also
implies that the granitic intrusive masses, whose em-

placement everywhere appears to have marked the end
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of major diastrophism, are of many different ages
rather than essentially contemporaneous over wide areas.

LATER TERTIARY AND QUATERNARY OROGENY

The dominant process in the structural history of the

Great Basin in middle and late Tertiary time was the

block faulting that produced the characteristic basin

and range topography of the province. The origin and
age of the block faulting and at times even its existence

have been the subjects of a very considerable body of
controversial literature. Although there is still a lack

of agreement on many features of the faulting, most
geologists now working in the region seem to agree that
at least the greater number of the Basin Ranges are
bounded on either one or both sides by a fault or fault
zone, that the faults are normal rather than reverse, and
that the faulting has occurred from late Oligocene to
the present time, although some of the scarps may be
fault-line scarps rather than primary scarps.

The folds and overthrusts formed during this time
appear to be largely restricted to a relatively narrow
east-west belt in southern California and southern Ne-
vada. These structural features appear to have been
formed at a somewhat later time than at least some of
the block faults in the same region.

BLOCK FAULTING

HISTORICAL REVIEW

The origin of the individual mountain ranges in the

Great Basin became a matter of speculation with the
early geologic surveys in the sixties and seventies of
the last century. The first theory published was that
of King (124), who considered the ranges to be a series
of eroded folds, similar to those of the better-known
Appalachians. Shortly thereafter Gilbert (77, p. 50;
78, p. 41) presented the thesis that the mountain blocks
were bordered on one or both sides by profound faults
along which elevation had taken place by vertical move-
ments. This initial statement of the block-faulting hy-

pothesis was quickly accepted and corroborated by
Powell (195) ; and King (125, pp. 742-743) also soon
agreed to the occurrence of extensive faulting, though
he emphasized his belief that the faulting had been'
superposed on an earlier intense folding. Dutton (54,

pp. 47-48) accepted the idea of an earlier period of
folding and a later one of faulting, but added the con-
cept that the relief due to the folding had been nearly
obliterated by erosion before the faulting occurred.
Russell (207) and Le Conte (137) also accepted the
hypothesis and contributed to the speculations on the
origin of the faulting.

The first notable dissent was expressed by Spurr (224)
in 1901, as a result of an extended reconnaissance
through the central and southern parts of the region.
He reported that faults along the range fronts were

tiary beds in the valleys abutted against the older rocks

in the mountains; and that the numerous faults within

the mountain blocks were not reflected in the topog-
raphy. Spurr concluded, therefore, that the present
arrangement of mountains and valleys was due almost

entirely to erosion.
This challenge brought forth replies from proponents

of the faulting hypothesis in the succeeding few years.
Davis (44, 45) presented a deductive statement of the
physiographic features that should characterize a youth-
ful fault block and found that they were present in
several ranges which he examined in western Utah
and northern Nevada. Louderback (151) made a de-
tailed section of a region in western Nevada, where a
basalt flow erupted on a peneplaned surface was faulted
and tilted in accordance with the block-faulting hy-

pothesis. Waring (251, 252) and Russell (209) re-
corded the beautifully simple fault blocks of volcanic
rocks of southern Oregon, and Reid (203), on the basis
of a study of the region near Lake Tahoe, in western
Nevada, reached the extreme conclusion that almost
every linear element of the topography was controlled
by relatively recent faulting.

Baker (10) in 1913 appears to have been the first
to suggest that the limiting faults of some of the
ranges were reverse and therefore produced by com-

pression; earlier writers had implied that they were
all normal faults. Baker's observations were made in
southern California and southern Nevada, where there
was clear evidence that the fault planes were vertical
or even dipped into the ranges and that the sedimentary
rocks on the valley sides of the faults were closely folded
and locally overturned. Keyes 7 also raised objections
to the hypothesis outlined by Gilbert; he believed that
the valleys had largely been excavated by wind erosion.
although he conceded that the deflation was accomn-

plished largely by the removal of soft material that had
filled depressions, which might have been formed as a
result of faulting.

Louderback, in response to the stimulus provided by
Keyes' papers, reviewed the evidence of faulting present
in the Sierra Nevada and adjacent ranges in western
Nevada (152) and concluded that these ranges owed
their present relief to relatively recent faulting. In
later papers (153, 154) he proposed a late Pliocene or

post-Pliocene age for the beginning of faulting and
described various features of the fault scarps and of the
fault blocks themselves.

Ferguson (63, 64) meanwhile found that over a large
area in west-central Nevada block faulting was initiated
before late Miocene time and recognized at least four
stages of faulting, only the last two of which are re-
flected in the present topography. This was the first
definite statement that the block faults were not all

Keyes' papers on Basin Range geology are too numerous to cite or
review here . many of them are cited by Loudorbaek 152).

exceedingly rare; that in some places unfaulted Ter- r
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essentially contemporaneous. Davis (47) at about the
same time implied that differences in the dates of fault-
ing were the primary factor in the notably different
physiographic stages shown by various ranges. In
the same paper Davis accepted McGee's suggestion
(163) that the fault planes were curved surfaces that
flattened downward, and he postulated the idea that
the slope (30-40) of the facets of the frontal scarps
was approximately that of the deeper portions of fault

planes that were nearly vertical where they intersected
the pre-fault surface.

Since 1928 there have been several reports on detailed
work in various parts of the Great Basin which have
shed considerable light on different features of the
block faulting. -A posthumous paper by Gilbert (80)

presented evidence, chiefly physiographic, indicative of
normal faulting along the Wasatch and House Ranges

of Utah and in the Klamath Lake region of Oregon.
Russell (210) and Fuller and Waters (72) described
the faulting in the Tertiary volcanic region of southern
Oregon and northeastern California, both papers show-
ing clearly that there was no basis for the conclusion
reached by Smith (218) that the faults in this region
were reverse. Gilluly (81), on the basis of work in
central Utah, found that the dips of the faults were
steeper than had been assumed by Davis and Gilbert
and that they were formed at different times, not only
throughout the Great Basin but in individual ranges.
He considered that the faults were formed between
Oligocene and late Pliocene time and that isostasy was
inadequate to account for the observed displacements.
Longwell (148) found that the early Pliocene (?) block
faults in the Boulder Dam region probably flattened
downward.

Dissent from the Gilbert hypothesis has, however,
continued. Both Willis (256) and Lawson (136) have
suggested that the east front of the Sierra, commonly
considered the most westerly of the block faults, is
rather the site of a steep thrust fault, but neither author
has attempted to extend this explanation to the many
other ranges in the Great Basin. Bucher (29) classifies
the Great Basin region as one of his "fracture belts of
low mobility" and believes that the fault pattern was
developed as a result of regional tension, which preceded
the uplift of individual ranges during a period of com-

pression. Blackwelder (17) revived the Spurr con-
cept that the intermontane valleys have been formed
by erosion, but with the important modifications (16)
that such eroded valleys were cut in weak rocks and
that some of the boundaries between the valleys and
the adjacent ranges, which are made up of more resis-
tant rocks, may be old faults; Blackwelder terms such
exhumed scarps "fault-line scarps."

The preceding review, though necessarily incomplete,
reveals the three main explanations that have been

advanced to account for the present topographic relief
in the Great Basin. These are:

1. The ranges and valleys are limited by normal
faults that are due to tensional forces.

2. They are limited by reverse faults, or by superficial
normal faults caused by regional compression.

3. The valleys have been formed by erosion.
In addition some of the observers have postulated

a combination of these explanations, Bucher favoring
1 and 2; Blackwelder, 1 and 3; Keyes, in part at least,
2 and 3. In the following pages the available data
regarding the block faulting are summarized.

EVIDENCE INDICATIVE OF FAULTING

Four types of evidence have been advanced to prove
that the individual ranges in the Great Basin are bor-
dered by block faults-physiographic evidence, strati-
graphic evidence, exposure of a fault plane, and pres-
ence of recent fault scarps along the range fronts. As
the boundary between mountain and valley blocks is.
commonly concealed by the gravel accumulating in
one or more closed basins, the second and third types
of evidence are rarely found; for most places physio-
graphic evidence has been called upon to determine
the existence of a fault block.

Gilbert's original statement of the block-fault hv-

pothesis was based almost entirely on physiographic
evidence. In particular he emphasized that if the front
of a mountain range is linear and straight and cuts
indiscriminately across the rock structure, it must be
limited by a fault. Many other physiographic features
of the ranges have since been cited as evidence of
faults, chiefly by Davis (44, 45) and Louderback (151).
These include the abrupt rise of the ranges from waste-
filled valleys; steep, narrow V-shaped ravines, which
open abruptly onto the gravel fans of the valleys and
flatten in grade in the central part of the range; tri-
angular facets alined along the mountain front on inter-
stream areas; absence of branches of the major valleys
cutting through the ranges; mature topography or a
thin capping of volcanic rocks on summits or back
slopes of ranges; landslides along the range fronts;
hanging valleys on range fronts (119) ; lowest point
in adjoining valley close to scarp along the range front
(130).

Blackwelder (16) has reviewed these and other pro-

posed criteria and has pointed out that several of them
are equally applicable to exhumed or "fault-line"
scarps. He regards the following features as positive
evidence of true fault scarps: (1) Lack of correlation
between rock resistance and surface form; (2) rift fea-
tures; (3) alluvial deposits on the downthrown block
thickest near the fault line; (4) lake or sink close to the
scarp base; (5) alluvial fans abnormally small; (6)
frequent severe earthquakes; (7) displacement of an
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older topographic surface; (8) dislocation of Recent or
late Pleistocene formations; (9) basal scarplets; (10)
warped terraces in the canyons; and (11) the fault plane
identified as forming part of the scarp face. Some of
these features are of relatively little value because of
their infrequent occurrence (No. 10, for example) or
because of the absence of adequate information (No. 3) ;
and others, such as item 6, are of questionable depend-
ability. Other observers would probably regard addi-
tional features as equally valid evidence.

Except for a few of the more carefully studied ranges
in the Great Basin, one or more of the criteria above
listed have been relied upon by many as indicating a
fault-block origin for the Basin Ranges. When crit-
ically used (as in 45), there is little doubt that physio-
graphic evidence alone is adequate and diagnostic. In
many places, however, the use of evidence of this type
has resulted in a failure to distinguish between fault
scarps and fault-line scarps; and there has even been
a tendency to consider that any elevated block with a
more or less linear trend is necessarily a fault block.

Stratigraphic evidence of faulting along the borders
of ranges has been recognized at relatively few places
because valley fill commonly conceals the downthrown
block. Locally, however, the downthrown blocks are
exposed, either near the ends of en echelon border faults
or by local stripping of the valley fill as a result of the
capture of one basin by another or of cutting by such
through drainage channels as the Colorado River.
Eardley (57) suggests that hard-rock exposures in the
valley block may also represent as yet unburied summits
on a prefaulting submature topography. Strati-
graphic proof of faulting has been found in the Hum-
boldt Lake and adjoining ranges, Nevada (151) the
Lake Tahoe region, California-Nevada (203) ; the
Oquirrh Range, Utah (81) ; the Warner Range, Calif.
(210) ; the Wasatch Range, Utah (58) ; the Deep Creek
Range, Utah (187); the Boulder Dam region, Nevada
(148) ; and the Comstock Lode, Nev. (74). In other

places faulting along the range front has been inferred
from the presence of parallel step faults within the
range (72).

In a few places Spurr (224) and Westgate (254) have
found no evidence of faulting at the contact between
the rocks that form the ridges and the Tertiary sedi-
mentary beds that underlie the valleys. Ferguson and
Cathcart (68), however, have interpreted similar oc-
currences in central Nevada as the result of sedimen-
tation in the downthrown block, which overlapped the
outcrop of the fault.

Several observers have described exposures of the
faults bordering the ranges. These have commonly
been made accessible by artificial excavations, but in a
few places they have been revealed by erosion. The
Wasatch fault has been located by Pack (191) and
Eardley (58), several faults along the west edge of the

Oquirrh Range have been located by Gilluly (81),
several Pliocene faults in southern Nevada have been

located by Longwell (148), and additional faults in

central Nevada have been located by Ferguson (67).
In the region studied by Longwell a considerable vertical

extent of the fault was revealed, and here at least the

dip of the fault steepened upward; at the other localities
fairly steel) valleyward dips prevailed, ranging from
50 to 72 .

The close correlation between small scarps formed by
recent faulting-called "piedmont" scarps by Gilbert

(80) or "fan" scarps by Longwell (146)-and the scarps
bordering the Basin Ranges was first pointed out by
Russell (207), in 1884, and since that time these recent
scarps have been commonly considered to indicate the

presence of persistent faults. Many of them have been
recognized throughout the Great Basin-those in the La-
hontan and Bonneville Basins by Russell (208) and Gil-
bert (79, 80), those along the Sierra Nevada by Hobbs
(113), Lawson (134), and Knopf (130) ; those in central
Nevada by Jones (121), Page (193), Gianella and Calla-
ghan (75. 76), those in southern Nevada by Longwell
(146), and those in southern Oregon and northeastern
California by I. C. Russell (207) and R. J. Russell
(210). In some places these scarps have clearly been
developed along older border faults and extend along
the contact between the hard rocks of the range and the
gravel of the valley. Commonly, however, they are
found in the gravel some distance from the range
front, and tend to be more irregular than the front in

plan. Although most of the recent scarps lie at or
close to range fronts, some are also found in the inter-
vening valleys (75, 76) and within the mountain ranges
(37). Many of them are accompanied by hot springs
(207) or are coincident with volcanic cones (130), and
some observers therefore consider that hot springs and
volcanic cones are also suggestive evidence of block
faulting.

The several types of evidence presented by many
geologists for such widely separated regions in the
Great Basin appear to warrant the statement that most
if not all of the major ranges in the province are
bounded by faults on either one or both sides.

NATURE OF THE BLOCK FAULTS

Several interpretations of the character of the move-
ment along the Basin Range faults have been offered.
Some observers have considered that reverse faults
are dominant, but the general opinion has favored
normal faults. Adherents to the idea of normal faults
differ among themselves as to the active block: some
favor absolute elevation of the ranges; others postulate
depression of the intermontane valleys; and still others
believe that both blocks have been active. In part
these differences of opinion appear to reflect differences
in character of the faults, but they also arise from the
scarcity of detailed studies along the strikes of indi-
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visual faults. Several discussions of the process are
based largely on the assumption that a single fault
found in a section normal to the range is persistent
throughout the length of the range front.

The three areas illustrated in figure 13 have been
mapped in detail and have yielded considerable definite
information regarding the nature of the faults and the
movement along them. Although this information
largely confirms previous beliefs regarding the faults,
in some respects it is quite different.

Some of the conclusions resulting from these detailed
studies may be summarized as follows: The range
front is bordered by a fault zone in which individual
faults may be relatively short, and both en echelon re-
lations and step or distributive faults are commonly
found within this zone. Although marked changes in
strike may be present along individual faults, it would
appear that many of the major offsets and irregularities
along a range front are the result of such en echelon
faulting. Movement along individual faults is normal,.
and the faults dip at moderate to steep angles (500 to
800) toward the valley or relatively depressed side.
The movement has not been one of simple elevation or
depression, however, as both walls of the block have
been active, as is shown by the tilting they have under-
gone. There is a suggestion that the amount or degree
of tilting has reached a maximum close to the fault.
Some of the faults clearly have been localized by pre-
existent structural features, especially older faults; and
recurrent movements along the faults appear to be
fairly common. Not all the faults are of the same age,
and even in a single range the maximum movement
along an individual fault may have been much earlier
or later than that on a neighboring fault.

It is of course questionable whether these conclusions
may be applied widely. The three districts illustrated
in figure 13 are representative of much of the Utah por-
tion of the Great Basin, but observations by Geological
Survey parties in several parts of Nevada indicate that
many of these conclusions are valid in that region also.
On the other hand, there is a region in southern Cali-
fornia and southern Nevada (10) where they do not
apply. This exceptional area, however, appears to have
been subjected to deformation unlike that affecting the
rest of the province. (See p. 186.)

The observed dips of the faults are uniformly greater
than the dips of the facets along the range fronts.
Davis (47) and Gilbert (80) interpreted these slopes
as being the same as the dips of the fault planes and
therefore considered that there had been relatively
little erosion of the scarps. However, a considerable
prism of rock must have been eroded to account for the
difference in dips that is now known to exist. Pack
(191) has noted this discordance along the Wasatch
Range and has suggested that the observed relations
indicate that movement along the fault plane was in-

termittent and continued over a long time and that in

general erosion of the scarp facets to their slopes of
15 to 350 was concomitant with the successive uplifts.

Superficially, the dips of the faults toward the valleys
and the local stratigraphic evidence that the valley
blocks have moved down with respect to the mountain
blocks imply that the faulting was tensional; however,
the tilting of both the valley and the mountain blocks
and the clear evidence in places that the mountain block
has moved upward make this interpretation somewhat
less attractive. If the fault blocks that make up the
ridges and valleys of the province are considered inde-
pendently of the surrounding regions as a group of

prisms free to move in an inert medium, it may be
assumed that fracturing and concomitant tilting may
have occurred solely as a result of tensional forces. As
the fault blocks are an integral part of the earth's
crust, however, tilting such as that whose effects have
been observed in the region appears impossible of ac-
complishment unless accompanied by either plastic flow
or widespread shearing at relatively slight depths. It
it difficult, therefore, to believe that either fracturing or
tilting could have developed as a result of simple tension.
Similarly, elevation of the mountain block cannot have
been accomplished by regional tensional forces.

The assumed elongation in the crust as a result of the
block faulting is likewise not necessarily indicative of
tension. The data available are not adequate to prove
that elongation in the crust has occurred in the region.
The suggestion of Davis (47) that the fault planes are
curved and flatten in depth, if borne out by future work,
would indicate that the tilting could have been caused
by rotation of the blocks on such curved planes, and it
is possible that the shortening due to tilting may be of
greater magnitude than the extension resulting from
normal faulting (206a, p. 768). Simple experiments
made with scissors and cards, for example, indicate that
shortening of the crust may be a result of normal fault-
ing if the radius of curvature of the fault plane is less
than the width of the tilted block.

The present state of our knowledge, however, appears
only to warrant the statement that simple tensional
forces alone are not adequate to explain the block faults
observed in the Great Basin province, although it is pos-
sible that the faults may reflect surficial tension, de-
pendent upon and caused by a deeper adrd dominant
tangential pressure. Further discussion of this prob-
lem may be found on pages 184-186.

AGE OF THE BLOCK FAULTING

The period during which the block faulting occurred
is difficult to establish with certainty because of the
scarcity of well-dated Tertiary and Quaternary forma-
tions in the province. The problem is further com-
plicated by the failure of many authors to distinguish
between the initiation of block faulting as a structural
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type and the activity along individual faults that have
strongly affected the present topography. An additional
source of confusion is the belief held by some that most,
if not all, of the present scarps along range fronts are
not true fault scarps but are fault-line scarps.

It seems clear, however, that the faulting cannot be
assigned to a single relatively short period. Aside
from the known intermittent character of the movement
along many of the faults, Davis (45) long ago recog-
nized different stages in physiographic development
shown by adjacent ranges. Later he discussed this sub-
ject again (47) and implied that the major cause of the
differences lay in the different dates of the faulting. Al-
though in places there may be some question as to the
reliability of physiographic criteria as an indication of
the time of faulting, owing to the possibility that step
or distributive faulting may have prevented the develop-
ment of linear scarps (118; 130, pp. 78-79) or to the

probability that rocks of greatly different resistance to
erosion will produce different topographic forms, several
observers agree that the present topography of the
ranges shows conclusively that the block faulting has
not been contemporaneous throughout the province (for
example, 81, pp. 1119-1120; 68, p. 378).

Ferguson (64) and Ferguson and Cathcart (68), in
addition to presenting physiographic evidence that the
block faulting occurred at different times, found that
similar faults, though without present topographic ex-
pression, both preceded and followed the deposition of
sediments belonging to the Esmeralda formation (late
Miocene and early Pliocene). The conclusion that these
earlier faults were of the same character as the later
block faults is based on the fact that the Esmeralda,
adjacent to the pre-Esmeralda faults, is composed of
material similar to that now being deposited in the fans
along range-front scarps, and further, that at least some
of the topographically expressed faults have followed
the lines of these early faults (67). Westgate (254, p.
44) has also found evidence for block faulting of pre-
Pliocene (?) age in southeastern Nevada, and Longwell
(148, pp. 1456-1470) has described block faulting in the
Boulder Dam region that preceded, accompanied, and
followed the deposition of his Muddy Creek formation,
of questionable Pliocene age. Gianella (74, pp. 85 -
87), similarly, has distinguished two major epochs of
movement at the Comstock Lode. Finally, Stock and
Bode (235, p. 578) consider that their Titus Canyon
formation of the Death Valley region, which is of lower
Oligocene age, accumulated under topographic condi-
tions similar to those existing at present in the Great
Basin and imply that block faulting may well have been
active at that time.
. At several other localities, notably in the Oquirrh

Range, Utah (81, pp. 1116-1118), faults that now have
topographic expression are known to have been active

at an earlier time, inasmuch as they are premineral, but

for at least some of these it is uncertain whether this
earlier movement was part of the province-wide block
faulting or was related to local igneous phenomena. The
evidence provided by the Tertiary sedimentary rocks,
however, appears to be conclusive that the block-fault-
ing movements started early in the Tertiary period,
probably in late Eocene or early Oligocene time, and
were widespread through the later Miocene and early
Pliocene.

Louderback (153) has placed the period of topo-

graphically expressed faulting as late Pliocene or post-
Pliocene and considers that the greater part of the move-
ment was completed before late Pleistocene time. The
wide range in physiographic development of the ranges
makes it improbable that the bulk of the faulting
throughout the province occurred at any one time, and
Pack (191, pp. 406-409) believes that movement along
the Wasatch fault zone has proceeded intermittently up
to the present time. Gilluly (82) also considers that
faulting along the Oquirrh Range has continued to
recent times.

The validity of this conclusion as to relatively recent
faulting has been questioned by Blackwelder (17),
largely because of the fact that middle or late Tertiary

sedimentary beds are exposed in many of the inter-
montane valleys, and little material that can be at-
tributed to erosion following late Pliocene or Pleis-
tocene faulting can be found. He considers that the
present ranges are the result of erosion of the soft and
nonresistant Tertiary beds. Longwell (148) has pro-
vided clear evidence that exhumation of old fault scarps
has taken place along the Colorado River, and the
process may have gone on in other parts of the province
as a.result of the capture of one basin by another. The
determination of its extent must await more detailed
topographic and geologic studies in the valleys; but the
major displacements of basalt and other lavas known to
be younger than the late Tertiary sedimentary rocks,
together with the numerous recent scarps, prove that a
fair proportion of the range-front scarps are not the re-
sult of exhumation. Blackwelder (16) has suggested
either through-flowing drainage to the sea, or whole-
sale reduction of fluviatile gravel to dust and its subse-
quent removal by winds, as alternative methods by
which the vast amounts of debris resulting from wide-
spread exhumation could be removed. Neither sugges-
tion can at present be proved, though the apparent ab-
sence of Pliocene sedimentary material over much of the
province (106) and the existence of considerable areas
of subdued or postmature topography near the crests of
many ranges (67) have been proposed as indicative of
exterior drainage during Pliocene time.

The best conclusion that may be reached from present
information therefore is that block faulting as a process

probably began in early Oligocene time and has been
more or less continuous ever since. Topographically
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expressed faults, however, probably date back only to
late Pliocene or early Pleistocene time, though there

may have been still earlier movement along such faults.

There are two possible qualifications to the conclusion

of intermittently continuous faulting. One of these re-

sults from the apparent widespread distribution of up-
per Miocene sedimentary beds, many of which were de-

posited in closed basins, for this suggests that block

faulting with concomitant formation of such basins was

especially widespread before and during late Miocene
time. Increasing knowledge of the meager faunas pres-

ent in these sedimentary beds and new finds in beds

hitherto regarded as unfossiliferous seem, however, to
weaken this suggestion. The second qualification is the
apparent greater age of the faulting in the southern

portion of the province, chiefly southeastern California
and southwestern Arizona. Gilluly (83, p. 327) is one
of the few who have mentioned this feature in print, but
most workers in the province have recognized the not-
ably more advanced physiographic stage of development

shown by the southern mountains. Rock plains or pedi-
ments surrounding the ranges are widely distributed in
this region, and their origin has been the subject of a

considerable literature (summarized in 83).

ORIGIN OF THE BLOCK FAULTING

The ultimate cause of the block faulting in the Great
Basin has been the subject of speculation for many years
by numerous American geologists. Doubtless it will
continue to be debated until the far distant time when
detailed geologic mapping of the whole province has
been completed.

Most of the theories advanced have been affected
by the beliefs of their authors as to the nature of the
faulting-whether it is normal or reverse. They fall
into three general groups-(1) theories postulating
simple tensional stress, (2) those postulating simple
compressive stress, and (3) those requiring a combina-
tion of tensional and compressive forces, which either
acted at different times or comprised the simultaneous
action of a deep-seated regional compressive force and
superficial local tension.

Leconte's name is commonly associated with the ten-
sional theory (137), although his theory is based on the

possibility of a sort of isostatic adjustment (either up
or down) along more or less parallel fissures that de-
veloped as a result of an arching of the earth's crust.
The arching he conceives to have been caused by "in-
tumescence of the subcrustal liquid." Ransome (197)
and Butler (32) adopted modified versions of Leconte's
theory; they believed it was unnecessary to postulate
a preliminary arching, but considered that the block
faulting resulted from a deep foundering of the earth's
crust, during which the region was depressed with ref-
erence to the adjoining provinces. Somewhat similar

resulted from expansion in the roof of a magma basin
underlying the Great Basin; a concomitant effect would
be compression in the bordering regions of the Coast
Ranges and the Rocky Mountains.

There are relatively few advocates of a strictly com-

pressional origin for the block faults throughout the
province; tangential compression, presumably of the
same nature as that which caused the earlier folding,
is considered by Baker (10) to have been the activating
stress. Other geologists, however, have postulated
thrust faults bordering individual ranges and possibly
would extend this interpretation over the whole prov-

ince. The east front of the Sierra Nevada, for example,
has been interpreted as a thrust by several geologists,
most recently by Lawson (136). A modification of the
compression theories is that presented by Gianella and

Callaghan (76) as a result of their study of some recent
rifts showing horizontal movement. They suggest that
"the underlying causes of movement in at least the
western part of the Great Basin may be related to those
in California and * * * horizontal movements
must be considered in future studies of Basin Range
structure."

The oldest of the theories in which both tensional
and compressive forces are assumed is that of Gilbert
(78, p. 62), in which the block faulting is considered a
surficial, more or less tensional expression of deep
folding. This theory has still many adherents. Gil-
luly (82, p. 88), for example, considers it favorably, as
a result of his determination that purely isostatic ad-
justments are not adequate to account for the observed
relative elevation of individual ranges. Other explana-

tions on this order have been proposed by Russell, Davis,
and Bucher. Russell's theory (207, p. 453) is similar
in some respects to those of Willis, Butler, and Ran-
some; it stipulates that "if the elevation of the Cordil-
lera system as a whole is the result of tangential strain,
may we not consider the force as acting on the borders
of the Great Basin, while the interior region subsided
and was fractured pari passu as the rim was ele-
vated." Davis' suggestion (46, pp. 93-94), which was
probably not very seriously considered even by himself,
correlated the block faults directly with major over-
thrusts-each fault having been formed as a result of
tension back of the thrust in the boundary region be-
tween the moving block and the part of the crust not
involved in the thrusting. Bucher (29, p. 346) has
given the most recent explanation of the origin of the
faulting. He believes that two independent processes
are involved-an earlier fracturing resulting from re-
gional tension and a later uplift of the present ridges
by "orogenic stresses" along the older tensional
fractures.

Correlation of the block faulting, which in many
places at least was clearly of the normal type, with at

least mild compressive forces is suggested by several
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features brought out by this review of the Basin and
Range province. One of the most persuasive is the
areal restriction of the block faults to the region of
folded rocks. This is most evident along the eastern
border of the province in Utah, where the eastern limit
of block faulting rather closely coincides with the west-
ern limit of the Plateau region. A similar correlation
exists along the eastern border of the province in
Arizona and New Mexico, and similar faults have been

reported by Mansfield (156, p. 170) and Rubey (206)
from the folded region in southeastern Idaho and west-
ern Wyoming, northeast of the region here considered.
Along most of the western border the essentially un-
deformed Sierra Nevada batholith forms a somewhat
different but nevertheless rigid and massive boundary,
the dominantly northward-trending block faults of the
Basin and Range province dying out southward as they
penetrate into the northwestward-trending batholith.

The intrusive mass thus limits the faulted region,
though it does not determine the location or trend
of individual faults. South of the Sierra Nevada the

San Andreas rift appears to act as a comparable surface
of discontinuity.

Also significant is the apparent necessity for some
sort of plastic deformation to account for the fact that
both mountain and valley blocks have been active dur-

ing the faulting (p.182). Uplift of the mountain block,
together with plastic flow at depth, accords ill with a
purely tensional origin for the faulting.

More tangible evidence of the connection between
block faulting and compressive forces appears to be
provided by the regions on both sides of the Ga-lock
fault (p. 186). North of this transverse fault typical
Basin and Range topography, presumably the result
of block faulting, is magnificently displayed, but south
of the fault the subdued topography shows clearly that
there has been essentially no recent fracturing of this
kind. The block south of the Garlock fault has, how-
ever, been moved eastward in relatively recent time
both along the fault itself and along the thrust into
which the fault probably changes, and the implication

seems strong that the ultimate force causing the hori-
zontal shift may well have been the same as that causing
the block faulting.

Finally, there appears to be a suggestive connection
in time between the block faulting and the preceding
folding and thrusting. Thus, block faulting is believed

to have been in progress in early Oligocene time (p. 183),
and thrusting seems to have continued well into

the Eocene epoch (p. 177), a relation that may be inter-
preted as sequential and implying continuity in action
of the same causative forces.

If it is granted that these features indicate a causal
connection between the block faulting and compressive
forces, Gilbert's theory that the faults are surficial

tensional features resulting from deep-seated folding

401025-42-4

appears best to fit the known or supposed relations.
Moreover, it provides a basis for a rational explanation
of the block faulting as an integral part of the diastro-

phism that started as a broad upwarping in late Paleo-
zoic and early Mesozoic time and reached its climax
in the major thrusts, folds, and transverse faults of
later Mesozoic and early Tertiary time. The block
faults thus represent the final and declining stages of
this revolution.

At present it is not at all clear why the deep-seated
folding postulated by Gilbert should be reflected sur.-
ficially by faults and not, as in the Plateau province to
the east, by broad warpings and asymmetric folds or
monoclines (5). It may well be, however, that the dif-
ference is directly or indirectly the result of the prior
deformation undergone by the rocks of the Basin and
Range province-directly, by reason of the greater frac-
turing in the deformed rocks and the heterogeneity of
adjacent rock masses, consequent upon extensive fault-
ing, which made them incompetent to withstand surficial
tension; or indirectly, because of the restriction of large
masses of igneous rocks to such deformed areas.

A connection between the block faulting and igneous
activity has long been considered, especially because of
the possibility that large-scale extrusion of volcanic
material would be accompanied by the extensive sub-
sidence of individual blocks along faults. This simple
explanation is probably not tenable, however, not only
because volcanic rocks are absent over considerable areas
that now show faulted blocks, but also because of the
local evidence of uplift of individual blocks and the

province-wide correlation, noted above, of faulting and
compressive forces. If we may accept the numerous
and extensive exposures of igneous rocks in this province
and the steep geothermal gradient that has been found
in all the deeper mining districts of the province as
evidences of the presence of a layer containing numer-
ous magma reservoirs a relatively short distance below
the present surface, mild compression of such a mobile
zone into a series of gentle folds must have resulted in

extensive fracturing and relative displacement of the

fragments of the brittle and thin surface layer. Sur-

face volcanism would thus be a result and not a cause

of the fracturing.
It is difficult to choose between the alternate hy-

potheses of a heterogeneous fractured crust or a mobile
magmatic subcrustal layer as the controlling factor in
the block faulting. It so happens that both east and
west of the province, as well as throughout the Mojave

Desert region within the province, where block faulting
is relatively minor, there was scant Tertiary volcanic

activity and little reason for believing that the exposed
surficial igneous rocks originated within the faulted
areas. There is also ample evidence of an extensive
platform of relatively homogeneous rigid rocks at or

near the surface. Possibly these two factors are them-
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selves manifestations of a single major influence, but
such speculation is far.beyond the scope of this paper.

FOLDING AND THRUSTING

Folding and thrusting of late Tertiary or Quaternary
age appears to have been confined chiefly to southeastern

California but may possibly have extended into south-

ern Nevada. Baker (8) was one of the first to recog-
nize folds in the later Tertiary sedimentary beds in

this region. He also found that the beds were cut by
steep reverse faults along the bases of the mountain

areas; and his theory that the Basin Ranges were
formed as a result of reverse faulting (10) is founded
largely on this discovery.

Subsequent exploration in the Mojave Desert region
of southern California and its bordering areas has dis-
closed many localities where disturbance of late Ter-
tiary or Quaternary formations by folding and reverse
faulting has occurred. It appears to be significant,
however, that these phenomena are in most places rather
closely associated, either in location or in trend, with
two major fracture zones that bound the Mojave Desert
on the north and the southwest. These zones are the

Garlock fault and the San Andreas rift. This localiza-
tion of the compressional features, together with the
much greater maturity in topographic expression of the
ranges in this area than of those in the larger region
to the north, seriously weakens Baker's theory of origin
for the province as a whole.

GARLOCK FAULT

The Garlock fault was first recognized and named
by Hess (101) north of Randsburg, in northeastern
Kern County, Calif. He described the prominent scarp
with its local evidence of very recent movement and
stated that the fault could be traced for many miles to
both the east and west. Hulin (116) studied the fault
in the same region as Hess, and his description empha-

sizes its rift character-nearly vertical dip, branching
habit, and a very large horizontal component in its dis-
placement, which he suggests may be 5 miles, with the
south side moving east. Hulin also considered that
activity along the fault had been in progress for a long
time, possibly dating back to the Jurassic. A nearly
horizontal thrust along which Mesozoic granitic rock
has overriden the later Tertiary rocks is truncated at
an acute angle by the rift.

Noble (180) traced the Garlock fault from its junc-
tion with the San Andreas rift near the west corner
of the Mojave Desert for a distance of 200 miles to the
AVawatz Mountains, south of Death Valley. Through-
out this distance its rift character is maintained, and
the fault has many features in common with the better-
known San Andreas rift. Noble considered that the
fracture dates. back to pre-Tertiary time, and he was

the first to call attention to the significance of the fault
as a boundary between the youthful and linear mountain

ranges in the region to the north and the irregular,
shapeless ranges to the south, which exhibit a "stage
of erosion nearer the hypothetical end of the arid cycle."

Not much is known about the west end of the fault.

It has not been recognized west of the San Andreas rift,
against which it apparently terminates. Simpson
(213) has mapped the Garlock fault less than 20 miles

east of the junction, where it follows the east base of

the Tehachapi Range. In this region the alluvium has
been folded into a dome 5 miles long and has been
steeply tilted near the fault, with dips of as much as

870. Well logs suggest a vertical component of 4,000
feet in the movement of the fault.

The Garlock fault may be traced to the east along
the north side of the Avawatz Mountains, Calif. It
turns to the south along the east face of the mountains,
and recent work has shown that here it has the relations
of a reverse fault, with metamorphic rocks of probable

pre-Cambrian age faulted against Tertiary beds (106).
In the Ivanpah quadrangle, a few miles farther east,
Hewett (103) has found remnants of a large horizontal
thrust extending over an area of 30 square miles, along
which pre-Cambrian and lower Paleozoic rocks have
everriden late Tertiary (Miocene?) sedimentary beds.
The eastward movement of the upper plate of the thrust

is estimated as at least 10 miles and may be as much as
20 or 25 miles. The relations of this thrust to the
southward-trending portion of the Garlock fault are
not definitely known, but it seems probable that both
must be the product of the same orogenic forces and may
very well be two parts of a single fracture system.

The Garlock fault thus appears to be a major fault,

probably of considerable antiquity, extending eastward
from the San Andreas rift for some 200 miles; the late
Tertiary movement along it is dominantly horizontal,

with the south side moving eastward for a distance of
several miles, possibly as much as 25 miles.

SAN ANDREAS RIFT

Only a small part of the known length of the San
Andreas rift (best known for its part in the San Fran-
cisco earthquake of 1906) impinges upon the Basin and
Range province, although the rift coincides with the
southwestern border of the province from the Teha-
chapi Mountains, at the south end of the Sierra Ne-
vada, southward nearly to the Mexican border (27).
Noble (180, 182) has studied a section of this portion
of the rift and has described it as a "fault mosaic of
sliverlike blocks whose longer axes trend parallel with
the strike of the main fault," and he considers that it
has possibly been active from late Mesozoic up to Re-
cent time. The earliest datable movement in the region
near San Bernardino, Calif., is believed to be of late
Pliocene or Pleistocene age.

The rift is regarded as a northwestward-trending,
nearly vertical shear zone, along which the movement
has been predominantly horizontal. In southern Cali-
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fornia the offset of topographic features indicates that
the recent movement has resulted in a relative shift
of the northeast side to the southeast, and some features
of the stratigraphy suggests a similar movement
amounting to 24 miles. The evidence as to the direc-
tion of the major movement is not wholly satisfactory,
however, and both Noble (182) and Simpson (213)
consider that the net displacement may include a north-
west shift of the northeast side.

Both steep reverse faults and low-angle thrusts are
found along the rift zone in the San Gabriel and San
Bernardino Mountains and have been described by
Noble, Simpson, Woodford and Harriss (260) and by
Hill (110). The low-angle thrusts, in particular, com-
monly have more easterly strikes than the rift itself,
but they curve into the rift and are closely related to
it in their areal distribution. They appear to be some-
what older than the latest horizontal movement along
the rift, but, as they involve late Tertiary sedimentary
beds, they appear to be of at least approximately the
same age as the more recent periods of activity.

There are no detailed geologic maps of the region
where the San Andreas and Garlock faults meet, but
a recent geologic map of southern California (199)
shows that the Garlock fault apparently ends at its
junction with the San Andreas rift, for no comparable
fracture has been recognized in the block on the south-
west side of the San Andreas, which is in large part
underlain by Cretaceous, Tertiary, and Quaternary
sedimentary rocks. The later Tertiary and Quaternary
movement along the Garlock fault therefore appears to
have been confined to the Great Basin province, although
the termination of the fault at the San Andreas rift
suggests strongly that it must at an earlier time have
extended farther west. There is, however, no indica-
tion of any old east-west structure on the southwest
side of the San Andreas rift, northwest of the junction
point-the direction in which the westerly extension of
the Garlock should have been shifted, to judge front
Noble's observations of the recent topographic offsets.
Southeast of the junction, though, there is a pronounced
easterly trend in the transverse ranges and in the Ven-
tura Basin of sedimentation. This feature, in connec-
tion with Simpson's observations in the San Gabriel
Range (213), may be indicative of an older episode of
movement along the San Andreas rift in a direction
opposite to that of the recent shifts.

OTHER AREAS

Late Tertiary folds or thrusts have been recognized
at a few other localities more or less remote from either
the Garlock fault or the San Andreas rift. The best
known are in the Mojave Desert region and are grouped
in -a belt parallel to and about 20 miles south of the
Garlock fault. At Calico, 10 miles northeast of Bar-

and locally overturned Tertiary sedimentary beds on
the under side of an east-west fault that appears to dip
beneath the hills to the north. North of Barstow sim-
ilar Tertiary sedimentary beds of late Miocene age are
warped into a syncline that trends east-west. Schaller
(107) found a similar synclinal warp in the borate-
bearing strata north of Kramer, 30 miles west of Bar-
stow, and steep dips in other saliniferous strata are
known at Bissell, still farther west, and at Afton, nearly
40 miles east of Calico. The alinement of these locali-
ties suggests relationship in origin-possibly a control
by an old east-west shear zone. Pack (192), however,
considered that the folding in the region was on a
small scale and discontinuous and believed that it was
only a minor structural feature.

Minor folds and reverse faults that are possibly of
late Tertiary age have also been recognized at two lo-
calities in southern Nevada (186, 148), northeast of the
east end of the Garlock fault, but their correlation with
the California structural features is uncertain.

MINERAL RESOURCES

The Great Basin region contains a large number of

mineral deposits, concerning which there is a literature
much too extensive to be adequately mentioned here,
especially as the Cordilleran ore deposits have so re-
cent lv been reviewed elsewhere (1). Summaries, with
complete bibliographies, are already available for Utah
(32, 24) and Nevada (139, 65, 178) and to a lesser extent
for southeastern California (107).

By far the most productive deposits are those of the
nonferrous metals, which in the last 75 years have
yielded gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc valued in
all at more than $3,500,000,000. There are several hun-
dred mining districts containing ores of these metals
scattered over the whole province, but by far the greater

part of the vast output has come from a small number
of districts. The Bingham or West Mountain district,
in Utah, with a total production of more than
$1,000,000,000, is the largest of these (23, 24). It con-
ains, in addition to its famous disseminated or "por-

phyry" copper deposits, large bodies of silver-lead-zinc
ore that have replaced limestone beds. Another large,
low-grade copper deposit occurs in the Robinson or
Ely district, in east-central Nevada (219, 194), which
has produced about $325,000,000, chiefly in copper.

All the large lead-zinc or silver-lead-zinc deposits are
eleplacement bodies in limestone and, like the large

copper deposits, appear to be genetically related to
small intrusive masses that approach quartz monzon-

ite in composition. The best-known districts that have

produced these ores and the respective values of their
production are the Tintic district, Utah, more than

$350,000,000 (142, 24) ; Eureka, Nev. (87, 43), about
$150,000,000; Pioche, Nev. (254), and the San Fran-

s cisco district, Utah (31), each about $40,000,000;
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Cottonwood, Utah (36), about $35,000,000; Good-
springs, Nev. (104), about $25,000,000; and Cerro
Gordo, Calif. (130), about $15,000,000.

The gold and silver produced in the province has

been derived in large part from epithermal "bonanza"'
deposits in Tertiary volcanic rocks, which are generally
considered to be younger than the granular igneous
rocks associated with the base-metal deposits. The

Comstock district at Virginia City, Nev. (12, 120), with

a production of about $400,000,000; Tonopah, Nev.
(188), with $150,000,000; and Goldfield, Nev. (196),
with nearly $90,000,000, are the three most famous of
these bonanza camps.

Of the minor nonferrous metals, arsenic occurs in
considerable amounts at Manhattan, Nev. (63), and at

Gold Hill, Utah (187), and there are several small
quicksilver deposits. Small quantities of antimony have
been mined in the Panamint Range, Calif.

Many iron-ore deposits are known in the province
(107), but, with the exception of those at Iron Springs,
Utah (138), they have not been productive as sources
of metallic iron. Most of them are composed of mag-
netite and hematite and are localized at contacts of
limestone and igneous rock, but brown iron ore has
been mined for smelter flux at Tintic, Utah, and Battle
Mountain and Pioche, Nev. The numerous tungsten
deposits (102), on the other hand, have been sporad-
ically active, and those at Atolia, Calif. (116) and Mill
City, Nev. (123), especially have yielded considerable
amounts of ore. Among the other ferro-alloy metals
(107), only manganese is present in quantities that
appear to warrant hope of much future production.
It has been mined mainly at Pioche.

The most serious deficiencies in the mineral resources
of the province lie in the mineral fuels. Oil shales
(259) and impure coals have been found in some of the
Tertiary sedimentary rocks, but so far they have been
unable to compete economically with the petroleum
of southern California or the coal of eastern Utah.

Other nonmetallic products, however, are present in
large quantities (107). They include especially such
salines as kernite and other borate deposits, gypsum,
and the various salts, including those of potassium,
which occur in both the Tertiary sedimentary beds and
in the many existent playas of the province. The Ter-
tiary beds also contain accumulations of clay, diatomite,
and volcanic ash, and the older rocks have provided
large quantities of limestone and dolomite, cement rock,
and silica. Especially noteworthy are the deposits of
dumortierite that are mined at Rochester, Nev. (131),
for use in the manufacture of spark plugs.
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SOME STANDARD THERMAL DEHYDRATION CURVES OF MINERALS

By P. G. NUTTING

ABSTRACT

The curve representing the change in weight of a mineral as its
temperature is raised is a well-recognized characteristic. Many
individual curves have been obtained, but no sets of standard
curves for reference have been published. From about 250 such
curves obtained by the writer in the past 10 years, 73 of the more
significant, arranged in 9 groups, are here presented.

Weights were obtained on a 1- or 2-gram sample, crushed to
150 mesh (0.1 millimeter), in a platinum crucible suspended in a
vertical electric furnace from one arm of a balance mounted over
the furnace. After reaching constant weight at one temperature,
the temperature was advanced about 500 C. Tfie curves refer
to average room humidity, about 0.6 saturation-that is, to a
vapor pressure of about 15 millimeters.

Some classification according to material has been attempted,
but this is incidental to the grouping of curves according to their
form. The groups of curves are as follows: (1) Curves lacking
in decided shoulders and referring to such substances as silica
gel, powdered quartz, volcanic ash, diatoms, and montmorillo-
nite residue (fig. 14). (2) Hydrous oxides, such as opal, allo-
phane, hydrated alumina, and sepiolite, and three zeolites (fig.
15). (3) Hydrous oxides and related silicates, including gibbs-
ite, diaspore, limonite, and geothite (fig. 16). (4) The kaolin
group of minerals-anauxite, kaolinite, and dickite (fig. 17).
(5) Normal pure unweathered montmorillonite, the same mate-
rial leached and oxidized by weathering, bentonites high in
alkali, and fuller's earth (fig. 18). (6) The montmorillonite
group, with halloysite, illite, and saponite (fig. 19). (7) Chlo-
rites and related silicates, including serpentine, picrolite, clino-
chlore, penninite, paligorskite, vermiculite, and glauconite (fig.
20). (8) The micas and other minerals characterized by curves
with rounded high-temperature shoulders, such as pyrophyllite,
talc, tremolite, and beryl (fig. 21). (9) Five carbonates and
hydrous carbonates (fig. 22).

Significant features of all these curves are discussed in the text,
and the numerical data read from the curves are tabulated.

INTRODUCTION

The determination of water in minerals at two differ-
ent temperatures is routine in chemical analysis. For
many substances the loss in weight on heating to 1100
C. is the free water, and the loss between 1100 C. and
ignition temperatures (800-1000* C.) is the essential
or crystalline water. Some minerals contain water
in at least three different forms, and these forms can
be distinguished and evaluated only when weights are
determined at a whole series of temperatures so that a
complete curve representing loss of water may be
drawn through them. The clay minerals, zeolites,
and hydrous oxides are conspicuous examples. With
a series of such curves at hand for reference, the proper
temperatures for water determination may often be

chosen. The weight-temperature curve of an unknown
mineral sometimes serves to identify it when chemical
and petrographic analyses cannot. The curve for a
mixture of minerals may help to identify its con-
stituents. With 250 such curves accumulated by the
writer during the past dozen years, it seems desirable
to select and publish the more significant ones to serve
as the nucleus of a more comprehensive collection later
to be available for reference. Many similar observa-
tions have been published, but no classified collection
has been attempted.

In the lower range of temperature, weight curves
vary with the humidity, an effect which vanishes above
about 1600 C. Determining weight-temperature
curves (at constant humidity) and weight-humidity
curves (at constant temperature) below 1600 C.
requires special and much more complicated apparatus
than that used in this work. The curves here presented
are for an average room humidity of about 60 percent,
obtained by heating the specimen in a small open plati-
num crucible in an -electric furnace. Temperatures
are read with a platinum, platinum-rhodium thermo-
couple projecting into the furnace. There may be
some uncertainty in the details of curves that have
abrupt breaks downward. To obtain such details
with a greater degree of accuracy would require tem-
perature control and measurement to within 2, but
ordinarily the furnace temperature is sufficiently
constant.

To obtain a complete dehydration curve requires
weighings at 10 to 20 points not more than 500 apart.
Instead of removing the crucible and specimen from
the furnace, cooling in a desiccator, and weighing, it
seemed advisable to suspend the crucible permanently
in the furnace and to make weighings about twice a day
on a balance mounted over the furnace. The specimen
is not disturbed during the whole run. The correction
for air density is roughly 4 milligrams per gram for
800 C. A period of about 2 weeks is required to

complete the average curve, but the actual working
time required is only 5 minutes twice a day to keep two
furnaces in operation. Very uniform temperatures
throughout the furnace are obtained by using a well-
fitted covering, with only a small hole for the suspension
wire. Fairly constant furnace temperatures -are ob-
tained on the regular power line by using lamp rheo.
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stats as ballast, the lamps being replaced by tubes
containing iron wire in hydrogen, such as are now in
commercial use for radio work. The large tempera-
ture coefficient of resistance of these tubes so reduces
the effects of line voltage fluctuations that the furnace
temperatures seldom vary as much as 20 C.

The sample is ground just fine enough to pass a 150-
mesh (0.1-mm.) sieve. Coarser grains are slow in

reaching constant weight, and much finer material fails
to give a true curve on account of the increased propor-
tion of broken bonds. Samples fresh from the ground
are selected and dried just sufficiently to permit grind-
ing. Prolonged room drying, storage in a saturated
atmosphere, dispersion in water, etc., profoundly affect
some clay and soil curves below 300 C.; dispersion in
water or very fine grinding removes the high-tempera-
ture shoulder from some clay curves. The effects of
electrodialysis and of treatment with water, acids, and
alkalies is a field of research in itself.

Most clays and soils and many minerals, or at least
their dehydration products, change little in weight in
the range 700 -900 C. This constant weight is
therefore taken as a base weight rather than the weight
at 1100 C. or at room temperature, where the weights of
most clays vary widely with both humidity and tem-
perature. Above 9000 C. sintering is common and
reactions may occur. In these curves interest centers
on the shoulder usually identified with the loss of hy-
droxyl and of lattice structure and on the sloping portion
leading up to it, where the slope is usually related to the
loss of water that was firmly adsorbed as ions.

Oxidation of iron from the ferrous to ferric condition
(usually at 200*-300 C.) involves a small negative

correction. Organic matter is oxidized at a low tem-

perature. The decomposition of carbonates must of

course be allowed for, if they are present. So far as

known, most of the specimens studied were free from

carbonates, but weight-temperature curves for a few

known carbonate minerals are included in the last
group (fig. 22) for comparison and reference. No

extensive study of the thermal decomposition of carbon-
ates has been attempted, as this field has been largely

covered by other investigators.

THERMAL DEHYDRATION DETERMINATIONS

A number of representative weight-temperature
determinations are reproduced in the accompanying
diagrams (figs. 14-22). These are discussed in the
text, and the numerical data read from the curves are
given in tables. Some classification according to
material has been attempted, but this is incidental to
the grouping of curves according to their form.

Shoulders on a thermal decomposition curve are caused
by rapid variation (with temperature) of the energy of
association of some volatile constituents with the resid-
ual material. Conversely, the absence of such shoulders
means either no variation in energy or variation
changing only slowly. No mineral has been found
whose thermal dehydration curve shows constant energy
of association from 20 to 800 C., but many such
curves are found to consist of only three straight lines
when log (water) is plotted against the reciprocal of
the absolute temperature. The slope of the curve thus
plotted gives the energy of association in calories per
mole divided by the constant R=1.9864.
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MATERIALS SHOWING SLIGHT CURVATURE VARIATION
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FIGURE 14.-Curves of slight curvature variation.

Q, Powdered quartz (X10).
, Curve of constant energy.

S, Amorphous silica.
A, Volcanic ash.
M, Nearly amorphous material having the composition of montmorillonite (half scale).
R, Isotropic silica residue remaining after extraction of bases from a pure bentonite.
D, Diatoms.
L, Synthetic magnesium silicate "Magnesol" (half scale).

Curve Q: The smoothest curves found are those given
by finely powdered anhydrous crystalline minerals
(quartz, feldspars). Here there is an average adsorp-
tion of H and OH on broken surfaces or chemical bonds
of a wide variety. Curve Q, exaggerated 10 times, is
for quartz ground to pass a 300-mesh sieve (0.05 mm.
opening) such that the specific surface is about 560 sq.
cm. per gram. Water decreases from 0.5 percent at
800 C. to 0.07 percent at 6000 C. Energy of association
increases steadily, being 38 calories per gram of water
at 750, 115 calories at 3000, and 730 calories at 6500 C.
After having been heated to 8000 C. the adsorbing power
of powdered quartz is lost. The adsorption of air,
carbon dioxide, etc., is probably negligible compared
with that of water. This curie is thought to show the
effect of deadsorption of ions from broken bonds.
Curves for other anhydrous crystals are similar.

Curve E: The variation of weight with temperature
when the energy of association is 100 calories per gram
(1,800 cal./mole) through the whole range of tempera-
ture from 300 to 8000 C. is indicated by curve E. It is
computed from the equation

d log W q
d(1/)= or log (W/D) = C/T

where C=q/R and log D is an arbitrary integration
constant here chosen so that W= 1 at 6000 C. By
comparing the slope of another curve with that of the
E curve at the same temperature, the energy of associa-
tion (heat of vaporization) may be estimated.

Curve S: Dried silica hydrogel Si (OH)0 , obtained by
evaporation from repeated solution of silica gel in
distilled water (two liters will dissolve nearly a gram at
900 in 24 hours). The dehydration curve is a straight
line between 1700 and 480 C. At about 3000 C. the
water energy is nearly the same as that of water ad-
sorbed on quartz powder, about 100 cal./gram. In the
range 50*-100 C., water is more firmly held on the gel
than on the quartz, as though a hydrate were attempting
to form; in the higher range, 200 -700 C., the curves
run nearly parallel. Commercial silica gel and gel
freshly precipitated from sodium silicate give curves
that are similar but wavy, probably owing to impurities.

Curve A: A typical volcanic ash from west Texas.
The amorphous glasses that are the chief constituent of
volcanic ash might be expected to give smooth, feature-
less curves, but few do. Even pyrex glass gives a curve
having a decided shoulder. The ash curve shown is the
smoothest of many obtained. There is a pronounced
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hydrate shoulder at low temperatures, which has dis-
appeared at 160* C. Comparatively low-energy water
is driven off at higher temperatures. Most ashes and
tuffs show traces of the montmorillonite shoulder at
500* C., owing to its incipient formation on shard
surfaces.

Curve M: In strong acids montmorillonite gives up
strong bases but essentially no silica; in pure water it
gives up silica but only a small proportion of bases.
However, in acid solutions of about 0.2 percent concen-
tration bases and silica are removed in the original pro-
portion and may be recovered by evaporation and
washed free from soluble salts. No crystalline form is
evident in the residue under a microscope. M is the
dehydration curve of such a preparation, plotted to
half the original scale. Slight shoulders at 4900 and
6700 C. correspond with those of montmorillonite and
saponite.

Curve R: The extraction of the bases from mont-
morillonite with 20 percent acid leaves an isotropic
residue usually over 99 percent silica. It is of interest
to compare this residue with silica gel. R is for the

silica residue obtained from a very pure bentonite by
twice extracting it for 24 hours with 20 percent hydro-
chloric acid. The residue contains but 0.15 percent
A1 203. Its dehydration curve is similar to that for pure
silica hydrogel (fig. 14, S), but the residual shoulder at
4000 C. is still prominent.

Curve D: Diatoms from Ontario, eastern Oregon.
This curve is for a very pure white diatomite containing
no visible clay material and consisting of only two
species of Melosira. The sample used was freed from
finer fragments and coarser lumps by washing, settling,
decanting, and filtering. A1203 amounted to 2.3 per-
cent, grain density 1.688. The dehydration curve is
very similar to that for pure silica hydrogel (fig. 14, 8),
being straight in the central part and parallel through-
out but slightly higher. The high energy of low-tem-
perature water is suggestive of a hydrate.

Curve L: A commercial synthetic magnesium silicate
called "Magnesol," extensively used as a bleaching
agent for certain kinds of oil. It has a remarkably long
straight central portion and no shoulders. It is plotted
to half the original scale.

Weight ratios for materials showing slight variations at different temperatures

Tempera- Q E S A M R D L

50 1. 00544 1. 0540 1. 0560 1. 0408 1. 2020 1. 0832 1. 0825 1. 1690
100 1. 00468 1. 0402 1. 0415 1. 0375 1. 1666 1. 0458 1. 0475 1. 1332
150 1. 00402 1. 0316 1. 0341 1. 0290 1. 1356 1. 0388 1. 0406 1. 1150
200 1. 00345 1. 0251 1. 0297 1. 0161 1. 1100 1. 0333 1. 0356 1. 1024
300 1. 00251 1. 0174 1. 0215 1. 0077 1. 0730 1. 0283 1. 0272 1. 0816

400 1. 00180 1. 0139 1. 0135 1. 0039 1. 0484 1. 0242 -1. 0192 1. 0620
500 1. 00120 1. 0117 1. 0058 1. 0020 1. 0260 1. 0122 1. 0110 1. 0420
600 1. 00072 1. 0000 1. 0021 1. 0009 1. 0160 1. 0076 1. 0050 1. 0220
700 1. 00032 . 9982 1. 0006 1. 0003 1. 0080 1. 0045 1. 0021 1. 0116
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HYDROUS OXIDES AND ZEOLITES
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FIGURE 15.-Curves for hydrous oxides and zeolites.

Ai and Al, Allophanes (half scale).
Ii and Hs, Aluminum hydroxide (half scale).
0, Mexican opal.
S, Sepiolite.
T, Ptilolite.
C, Chabazite (half scale).
P, Phillipsite.

Curves A 1 and A2: Allophanes from Kentucky (A 2

from Morehead). Both curves half scale. Both sam-

ples are brownish transparent glasses, so dry that frag-

ments rattle. The curve A 1 is devoid of shoulders and

probably represents finer-grained material than A2,which

carries twice as much water and has a shoulder corre-

sponding to saponite. A sample from Liege, Belgium, has

the high water of A2 but only a slight shoulder at 5500 C.

Despite its high affinity for water, allophane shows no

tendency to form hydrates, nor is it at all hygroscopic.
An isotropic transparent mineral from Iowa, apparently
allophane, was found by thermal analysis to be halloy-
site, composed of crystals too small to diffract light and
lacking definite orientation.

Curves H1 and H2: Aluminum hydroxide. Both
curves half scale. Alumina precipitated in the ordi-
nary way from a dilute solution gives a. curve with a
shoulder near 3500 C., like H1. By using strong solu-
tions it is possible to secure an amorphous hydrate,
represented by H2, containing 40 percent water, room-
dry, and showing no trace of a shoulder. Curve H2

was run on such a sample 3 months old, which
showed no tendency to revert to gibbsite (fig. 16, G).

Curve 0: Mexican opal. From United States National
Museum collection. The sample was an old cut stone,
highly transparent but with a brownish tint. A120 3

was 0.3 percent. It has a low-temperature shoulder
like that of the zeolites (fig. 15, T, C, P) and Texas
volcanic ash (fig. 14, A), rather than that of silica gel
(fig. 14, S), but with twice as much water. A stable
hydrate under room conditions, the hydrate was
destroyed at 1600 C.

Curve S: Sepiolite, from Asia Minor. From United
States National Museum collection. A fine-grained
gray claylike material, probably a mixture of hydrous
minerals. Sepiolite curves show no definite group
characteristics. Individual curves differ considerably
from each other and shade off into those of the sapon-
ites. Indications are that a pure mineral would give a
curve with no shoulders. The two slight shoulders
indicate traces of bauxite and saponite.

Curve T: Ptilolite, from Marysvale, Utah. A very
pure crystalline sample supplied by W. T. Schaller.
Freed from calcite by acid. The curve shows the low-
temperature shoulder of the zeolites, analcime, opal
and some ashes, but no trace of a montmorillonite,
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SOME STANDARD THERMAL DEHYDRATION CURVES OF MINERALS

kaolinite, or saponite shoulder, and is a straight line
between 370* and 6000 C. Energy of water associ-
ation is high at both high and low temperatures.

Curve C: Chabazite, from Oregon. From United
States National Museum collection. A pure crystal-
line material. This is a typical zeolite curve, with low-
temperature shoulder, similar to that for ptilolite but
higher at low temperatures. Plotted half scale.

Curve P: Phillipsite, from Victoria, Australia. Sup-
plied by United States National Museum. The sample

consists of tiny crystals picked from the inner surface
of rock cavities. Characterized by low-temperature
shoulders at 200 and 1400 C., a straight-line portion
between 1500 and 3500 C., and a pronounced shoulder
at 6300 C. corresponding to a 11120 hydrate. The 200
C. shoulder is close to 81120 (1.201). A dozen Atlantic
and Pacific bottom samples kindly supplied by W.
H. Bradley and T. W. Vaughan were tested, but none
showed the characteristics of a phillipsite.

Weight ratios for hydrous oxides and zeolites

tur (eC.) "A As H1 H2  0 S T C P

50 1. 365 1. 575 1. 277 1. 530 1. 0871 1. 1790 1. 1686 1. 265 1. 1972
100 1. 268 1. 430 1. 236 1. 422 1. 0813 1. 1535 1. 1200 1. 226 1. 1797
150 1. 203 1. 354 1. 217 1. 321 1. 0615 1. 1424 1. 0795 1. 163 1. 1160
200 1. 168 1. 303 1. 199 1. 244 1. 0393 1. 1332 1. 0582 1. 114 1. 0965
300 1. 103 1. 233 1. 163 1. 150 1. 0130 1. 1030 1. 0374 1. 062 1. 0596

400 1.0610 1. 167 1. 095 1. 086 1. 0058 1. 0700 1. 0272 1. 0341 1. 0315
500 1. 0242 1. 131 1. 028 1. 047 1. 0039 1. 0507 1. 0183 1. 0164 1. 0240
600 1. 0150 1. 025 1. 015 1. 023 1. 0027 1. 0370 1. 0100 1. 0056 1. 0220
700 1. 0052 1. 003 1. 005 1. 008 1. 0011 1. 0166 1. 0038 1. 0000 1. 0010

468806-42--2
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FIGURE 16.-Curves for hydrous oxides and related silicates.

A, and A2, Analcime.
0, Gibbsite (scale, one-third).
D, Diaspore.

Curves A1 and A2 : Analcime. Al represents pure

coarsely crystalline material from Wyoming, supplied
by W. H. Bradley. It gives a smooth S-shaped curve.
Structural water is in the form of a low-temperature
hydrate, as with the zeolites. A 2 represents micro-
scopically crystalline material from Arizona, found by
C. S. Ross to be altered volcanic ash with a trace of
montmorillonite. This curve is roughly parallel to A1
but has a shoulder at 6000 C. where about half the
water has 'escaped, as though a hemi-hydrate were
present. Other minerals show a similar difference be-
tween coarse-grained and very fine-grained forms.

Curve G: Synthetic gibbsite, AI(OH)3, precipitated
by the writer from aluminate solution with CO2 .
Scale, one-third. Coarse crystals, very pure. Ex-
tremely sharp shoulders at 1H20 and 3H20, possibly
also at 2H20. Thermostatic control is required to get
details between 1450 and 2400 C. Curves of the
higher-grade Arkansas bauxites indicate that they are
composed chiefly of gibbsite.

Curve D: Natural diaspore, A12 03 .H20, from Rolla,
Mo., selected by C. S. Ross. The part below 4300 C.
is a straight line, slightly inclined. The shoulder is
sharp and checks well with the second gibbsite shoulder
at 480*-490 C.

Curve L, limonite, and curve T, goethite: Limonite,
from Avery, N. C.; Fe 2O3 , 83.4 percent; SiO2, 1.4 per-

L, Limonite.
T, Goethite.
B, Brucite.

1, Inesite.
R, Rectorite (X2).
F, Dufrenite.

cent; A1203, 0.6 percent. Goethite, Fe 20 3.H20, altered
product from marcasite going over to hematite. Both
specimens thought to be of high purity. Each curve

consists chiefly of straight lines with two sharply
defined shoulders. The limonite contains more water
below 1800 C. but much less than goethite in the range
2000 to 3000 C. Neither shows any evidence of ferrous
iron and neither shows the theoretical amount of
hydroxyl at room temperature. Thermal analysis
should be a useful research tool in differentiating these
minerals.

Curve B: Brucite, from Nevada. White, crystal-
line, contains traces of R20 3, CaO, and CO2. This
curve, also, consists chiefly of two straight lines with
a sharp intersection just under 300 C. Below 2500
C. it is horizontal and slightly higher than the theo-
retical curve, owing to the presence of a little magnesite.

Curve I: Inesite, 3CaO.11 MnO.15SiO 2.10H20, from
Quinault, Wash. Supplied by W. T. Schaller. The
curve consists of two rounded shoulders, one at about
2800 C., the other at a low temperature as in the zeo-
lites. Usually classed as a zeolite.

Curve R: Rectorite, from Hot Springs, Ark. Very
pure Al20 3.2Si02.H20 by analysis. Consists of small
soft, translucent flakes having high luster. Ordinates
are magnified X2. The shoulder between 3000 and
4000 C. is similar to those of beidellite and halloysite
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SOME STANDARD THERMAL DEHYDRATION CURVES OF MINERALS

but the intermediate part of the curve, 160--320 C.,
is horizontal instead of inclined.

Curve F: Dufrenite, from Cherokee County, Ala.

A hydrous iron phosphate, 2Fe2O3.P205.3H20. It shows
a definite hydrate, stable at 300* C., and resembles
the curve for brucite.

Weight ratios for hydrous oxides and related silicates

Temp ture A 1  G D L T B I R F

50 1. 089 1. 545 1. 167 1. 134 1. 122 1. 465 1. 0765 1. 1010 1. 1035
100 1.086 1. 529-_-_---1.128-__-----___ _--_---- 1.0552 1.0736 1.1035
150' 1.083 1.525---__---_- 1.120 1.115---__---- 1.0413 1.0684 1.1035
200 1. 077 1. 345 1. 165 1. 096 1. 112 1. 460 1. 0354 1. 0674 1. 1035
250 1.069 1. 150-----___--- 1.040 1. 100 1. 458 1.0317 1.0684 1. 1035

300 1. 055 1. 105------------1. 014 1. 050 1. 430 1. 0275 1. 0684 1. 1010
350 1. 031 1. 090 1. 163 1. 008 1. 015 1. 080 1. 0080 1. 0660 1. 0712
400 1. 014 1. 084 1. 162-------- 1. 010 1. 030 1. 0042 1. 0544 1. 0408
450 1. 006 1. 079 1. 160 1. 004 - - -- _ 1. 0038 1. 0250 1. 0245
500 1.003 1.027 1.015 1.0020--------- i.o10 1.0030 1.0064 1.0142
600 1.001 1.003 1.005-------- 1.004 --------- 1.0019 1.0002 1.0033
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FIGURE 17.-Curves for the kaolin group.

A, A, and A2, Anauxite.
K, and K2, Kaolinite.
D, and Ds, Dickite.

The minerals of the kaolin group-anauxite (?),
kaolinite, dickite, and nacrite-have been classified
and critically discussed by Ross and Kerr.' On the
evidence of their thermal analysis curves alone, the
anauxites form a group quite distinct from the kaolin-
ites. The nacrite curves differ widely from each other
and cross those of both dickite and kaolinite. The
data on the kaolin groups used in this report, except
those for the kaolinites from Bishop, Calif. (K2),
Stillwater, Mont., and Gordon, Ga., and for the dickite
from PennlSylvania (D1), are taken from 1927 determina-
tions by J. G. Fairchild.

Curves A, A1, and A2: Ankuxite group. A, refers to
a sample from the Mokelumne River, Calif. It has a
considerable range (0.1 to 3 mm.) of grain sizes and
shows no indication of a shoulder near the half-weight
ratio (1.08). The intermediate curve, A, fully drawn,
is for a sample from the Newman pit near lone, Calif.,
with grain sizes from 1.5 mm. down. Curve A2 is for
a fine-grained (0.002 to 0.02 mm.) sample from
Franklin, N. C. These anauxite curves have a decided
slope, whereas the kaolinite curves drop vertically.
They break at a temperature 500 C. lower than the
kaolinite curves. In the lower range of temperature
(100-35o0 C.), all anauxite curves available exhibit
a definite slope and are lower than they should be

I Ross, C. S., and Kerr, P. F., The kaolin minerals: U. S. Geol. Survey Prof.
Paper 165, pp. 151-180, 1931.

theoretically (2H20=1.1628), whereas the kaolinite
curves are full height and horizontal in this region.

Curves K1 and K2: Typical kaolinites. K1 is from
lone, Calif., K2 from Bishop, Calif. The curves show
horizontal tops close to the theoretical 1.162, and the
parts between 4850 and 540* C. (chiefly 500 -510* C.)
are vertical. The finer-grained materials (colloids?)
show a small shoulder halfway down. On thermal
evidence alone, the Mexican dickite, D2, might be a
pure kaolinite. Curves for other samples from Pontiac,
S. C., Jerome, Ariz., Stillwater Range, Mont., and
Gordon, Ga., all fall within the range shown by K1
and K2.

Curves D1 and D2: Dickite. D, refers to material
from Pennsylvania. The large lustrous platy crystals
(0.3 mm.) are very pure and without a visible trace of
foreign substances. The curve is horizontal as far a's
5800 C. The vertical part is at 600* C. The low-
temperature part indicates a 1.1482 weight ratio
corresponding to 1.83 H20 instead of 2H20. The toe
of the curve is horizontal at 8000 C., indicating that the
base weight is correct. D2 refers to a clay from
Cusihuiriachic, Mexico (crystals 0.03 mm.). The
curve is horizontal (1.162) as far as 480* C., then drops
straight down at 5400.

Nacrite was available only in small samples from
Brand, Saxony, and from Pikes Peak, Colo. The
thermal curves of these differ widely. Each shows
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SOME STANDARD THERMAL DEHYDRATION CURVES OF MINERALS

two shoulders: the material from Brand at 4500 and A Russian sample, said to be nacrite, has the thermal
6200 C.; that from Pikes Peak at 5500 and 6500 C. curve of anauxite.

Weight ratios for the kaolin group

Anauxite Kaolinite Dickite Nacrite

Te nature Ai A A K K, Pontiac, Jerome, Stillwater, D Brand, Pikes Peak,
N. C. Ariz. Mont. Saxony Colo.

100 1.140 1.150 1.163 1.164 1.163 1.169 1.165 1.161 1. 149 1. 173 1.149
200 1. 137 1. 146 1. 163 1. 164 1. 163 1. 168 1.165 1.160 1. 149 1. 173 1.149
300 1.134 1. 144 1. 162 1. 164 1. 163 1. 167 1. 165 1. 159 1. 149 1. 167 1. 149
400 1. 127 1. 136 1. 153 1. 160 1. 160 1.062 1. 161 1. 158 1. 149 1. 167 1. 147
450 1.078 1.096 1.105 1. 155 1. 157 1.056 1. 159 1. 157 1. 149 1. 163 1.146

475 1.033 1.050 1.083 1. 152 1. 154 1.051 1. 156 1. 156 1. 148 1. 157 1. 145

500 1. 012 1. 020 1. 046 1. 147 1. 149 1. 041 1. 087 ' 1.15 1147 1. 134 1. 144

525 1. 008 1. 012 1. 029 1. 018 1. 085 1. 020 { 6 } 1. 052 1. 143 1. 096 1. 143
J11.013

550 1. 005 1. 008 1. 019 1. 013 1. 021 1. 016 1. 023 1. 031 1. 135 1. 075 1.168
575 1.003 1.005 1.014 1.009 1.014 1.014 1.019 1.021 1.119 1.062 1.075

600 1.001 1.003 1.011 1.007 1.012 1.012 1.015 1.015 1.0X'0 1.050 1.066
650 1. 000 1. 000 1. 007 1. 004 1. 009 1. 009 1. 009 1. 006 1. 012 1. 016 1. 0528
700 1.000 1.000 1.002 1.001 1.006 1.006 1.004 1.002 1.003 1.009 1.007
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S, Pure bentonitic montmorillonite.
TV, Bentonitic montmorillonite, slightly weathered.
C, High-potash bentonite from Suifu, China.
B, High-potash bentonite from High Bridge, Ky.
Y, High-sodium bentonite from Upton, Wyo.

The curves shown in figure 18 represent investiga-

tions of pure or nearly pure montmorillonite as deter-

mined by petrographic and X-ray analysis. Water and
alkalies and alumina-silica ratios vary considerably.

The various members of the montmorillonite group are

considered in another section, represented on figure 19.

Thermal curves indicate several classes of mont-
morillonites: (1) Pure normal fresh bentonite, collected

well below the zone of weathering, and modifications
resulting from weathering and storage in dry and in

saturated atmospheres; (2) bentonites high in alkalies,
whose curves have a less inclined central part than
those of group (1); and (3) very waxy hygroscopic
bentonites, much higher in water thap normal, as though
in colloidal condition.' All these curves are character-
ized by (a) a very steep initial part from room tempera-
ture to about 1600 C., (b) a uniform slope in the middle
range, 200*-450* C., and (c) a final steep drop in the
region 500 -600 C. The beidellites (fig. 19, B, R, G)
drop at lower temperatures '(400*-500 C.) and the
saponites (fig. 19, T) at higher temperatures (630 -680*
C.).

The montmorillonite clays are used industrially for

bleaching oils and fats, for bonding molding sands, for
stiffening drilling muds, and in many other ways. Five
types and several subtypes are clearly recognized.

U, High-sodium bentonite from Upton, Utah.
T, Bentonite from Whitewright, Tex.
0, Fuller's earth from Olmstead, Ill.
F, Fuller's earth from Florida.

These types are (1) sodium-saturated swelling ben-

tonites of the Wyoming class, useful for their gelling
and detergent properties but useless for decolorizing,
(2) pure normal bentonites capable of high activation
as bleaching agents but inactive until acid treated,
(3) clays that are active untreated (like the fuller's
earths) and also capable of high activation, (4) clays
such as the Porters Creek, which are active untreated
and indifferent to acid treatment, and (5) the normal
fuller's earths from Georgia and Florida, which are
considerably deactivated by acid treatment. Only
the high-sodium clays are in class 1, whereas the high-
potash bentonites are in class 3. The property of
bonding molding sands is dependent upon hygroscopic-
ity, andl selected deposits of clay of all five classes are
used for the purpose. All classes except (1) are used for
bleaching oil.

Curve S: Normal pure bentonitic montmorillonite.
This standard curve is identical with that for mont-
morillonite from the Vicksburg (of Oligocene age) at
Polkville, Miss. It is very near those for clays from
Mainburg, Bavaria; T atatila, Mexico ;Rosedale, Alberta;
Chito, Ariz. ; Mojave and Otay, Calif.; Bogalusa, La.; and
many others. Aside from the three general characteristics
mentioned above, the curve for a pure normal bentonite
may be quicky identified by the value 1.05 (1H20) at
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4000 C. and by its slope in a straight line from 1.061
at 2000 to 1.048 at 5200 C. When plotted as log
(water) versus 1/T, this curve breaks up into three
straight lines, the slopes of which-d log W/d (1/T)-in-
dicate energies of association of 173 calories per gram
from 30 to 1500 C., 37.6 from 1500 to 500 C., and
1,068 from 5000 to 6500 C., with a fairly sharp transition
(less than 50 C.). The loss in weight at high tem-
peratures is due to loss of hydrogen and hydroxyl in
the crystal lattice; that at intermediate temperatures
represents the escape of water adsorbed on or between
lattice planes; and that at low temperatures represents
the escape of water that is present as simple moisture,
although its energy of association is four times that of
the adsorbed water.

Curve W (dashed): Bentonitic montmorillonite,
slightly weathered. This curve represents bentonite
taken from a place so near the surface that atmospheric
agencies have weakened its lattice structure. Benton-
ite stored for a few months at room temperature, either
in a dry or in a water-saturated atmosphere, shows a
similar alteration of curve S toward W. Anhydrous
impurities (quartz, feldspar), of course, lower the whole
curve, in proportion to their quantity, to the position
of curve B or lower. Many montmorillonite curves
show the results of impurities and weathering.

Curves C, B, Y, and U: Bentonite. C, from Suifu,
China; high potash (5.16 percent); known as "soap
clay." B, from High Bridge, Ky.; of Ordovician age;
high potash (5.72 percent); contains feldspar. Y, from
Upton, Wyo., sodium saturated. U, from Upton,
Utah; Na 2O, 2.75 percent; low slope, high breaking
temperature. These curves are all of decreased slope
compared with that for normal bentonite, indicating
that the interlattice adsorbed water is much less firmly
held when considerable alkali is present. If sodium
causes an effect different from potassium, these curves
do not show it. These curves are normal in their high-
temperature shoulders.

Curve 1: Bentonite from the Austin chalk (of
Upper Cretaceous age), near Whitewright, Tex. Con-
tains many biotite grains; very waxy; hygroscopic like
a dried colloid. Although normal in appearance,
texture, fracture, etc., it suggests a bentonite abnormal-
ly high in water. Similar elevated curves are common
for the beidellites and for other clays whose curves
break around 4500 C., but they are rare in the mont-
morillonites. Although high in water retention, this
clay also holds its water firmly, as shown by the 600 C.
break.

Curves 0 and F: Fuller's earth. 0 is from Porters
Creek clay (of Paleocene age), Olmstead, Ill.; nearly
normal montmorillonite (curve is lower and breaks at
5000 instead of 580 C., indicating that material is
slightly weathered and impure). Porters Creek clay
from Pinson Hill, Tenn., gives curves like 0. F is
from the Hawthorn (of middle Miocene age) of Florida;
slight humps at 1900 and 3100 C. are not shown in
figure 18. Although curve F shows no shoulders, most
curves of this type show near 2000 and 300 C. minor
shoulders that probably indicate hydrates that become
unstable at those temperatures. Clay from Attapul-
gus, Ga., gives curves with humps at 1500 and 310 C.,
similar to F. Some samples from the same pit as 0,
Olmstead, Ill., gave curves like F, having no high-
temperature shoulder but one or two shoulders at lower
temperatures. The fuller's earths, whether from the
Porters Creek clay of Tennessee and Illinois or from the
Hawthorn of Georgia and Florida, all exhibit two widely
different types of thermal curves, even in samples from
the same or neighboring pits. One type, 0, evidently
represents nearly normal montmorillonite; the other
type, F, shows no lattice shoulder and resembles the
featureless curves of an amorphous hydrogel. The
thermal evidence is that either two different minerals,
montmorillonite and "attapulgite" (?) are present or
that the same substance occurs in two widely different
forms, one a hydrogel.

Weight ratios for montmorillonites

Tempera s C B Y T U 0 F

100 1. 0860 1. 0483 1. 0552 1. 0492 1. 1090 1. 0635 1. 0555 1. 1290
200 1. 0610 1. 0449 1. 0408 1. 0449 1. 0815 1. 0585 1. 0470 1. 0870
300 1. 0555 1. 0437 1. 0380 1. 0424 1. 0784 1. 0551 1. 0408 1. 0555
400 1. 0500 1. 0426 1. 0356 1. 0398 1. 0753 1. 0518 1. 0348 1. 0316

500 1. 0444 1. 0411 1. 0326 1. 0372 1. 0715 1. 0484 1. 0234 1. 0154
550 1. 0395 1. 0340 1. 0243 1. 0320 1. 0650 1. 0462 1. 0108 1. 0118
600 1. 0225 1. 0122 1. 0122 1. 0130 1. 0400 1. 0316 1. 0058 1. 0092
700 1. 0014 1. 0015 1. 0020 1. 0013 1. 0030 1. 0020 1. 0020 1. 0045
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FIGURE 19.-Curves for the montmorillonite group.

M, Standard curve for normal montmorillonite (see also fig. 18, S).
B, Beiddllite.
G, Thin bed of dried gel (beldellite ?).
R, "Racewinite."
N, Nontronite.
H, Halloysite.
I, Illite.
T, Saponite.

In figure 19 are assembled typical dehydration curves
for the various members of the montmorillonite group
including beidellite, nontronite, and saponite, and the
related halloysite and illite, as well as montmorillonite
itself. The type material from Montmorillon, France,
does not give the curve for normal bentonitic clay but
a curve that has two shoulders, at about 4800 and 6400
C., one or both of which appear to represent minerals
other than that generally accepted as montmorillonite.
Pyrophyllite, Al 2 03.4SiO2.H 20 (fig. 21, P), has a con-
stant weight of 1.05 up to 5000 C., then follows the
normal montmorillonite shoulder and toe very closely.

Curves B, R, and G: Beidellite. B, a very pure clay
mineral replacing calcareous shells and excluding all
calcium, from Pontotoc, Miss. R, "racewinite," from
a seam in a Utah copper deposit, described by Win-
chell; 2 very close to beidellite in composition but
optically positive. G, Sample from thin bed of dried
colloidal material apparently intermediate between
beidellite and montmorillonite; from West Chester, Pa.
At 4000 C. water is slightly higher than normal in B,
and considerably higher in R. These three curves are

I winchell, A. N., Racewinite, a peculiar mineral from ore deposits in Utah: Econ.
Geology, vol. 13, pp. 611-613, 1918.

typical of many beidellites and well show the range of

variation found in a dozen clays of this class studied

by the writer.
Curve N: Nontronite, from Santa Rita, N. Mex.

This curve is typical of three nontronites studied.

Samples from Sandy Ridge, N. C.; Spokane, Wash.;
Warthen, Ga.; and others give nearly identical curves.

These curves differ little from those for weathered

beidellites. Water appears low chiefly on account of
the heavier iron constituent.

Curve H: Halloysite, from Liege, Belgium. Curves
of samples from Adams County, Ohio; Rome, Ga.; and
Anamosa, Iowa, are almost identical with the type
material plotted in H. All halloysite curves are charac-
terized by their height (1.145 at 4000 C.), by their
straight line slope between 2500 and 4500 C., and by
their dip in the range between 50 and 2500 C. The
steep drop occurs between 4500 and 5000 C. There
has been some discussion of a change in halloysite near
500 C., but according to these curves such a change
should be sought at 2500 C. Several glauconite curves
(fig. 20, G) also show a similar dip followed by a straight
line but at 1.05 instead of 1.15 in weight ratio.

Curve I: Illite. The curve is plotted from data
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obtained by R. E. Grim 3 in 1937 on selected material
and is given here to show its resemblance to that of
nontronite. It differs widely from the thermal curves
for such minerals as sericite and muscovite.

Curve T: Saponite, from Hector, Calif. This white
swelling clay is normal saponite except for small

3 Grim, R. E., personal communication.

amounts of Na and Li. The dried hydrogel gave a
curve having shoulders at 5000, 6000, and 9600 C. and
was still losing weight at 1000* C., the limit of the
apparatus. The curve is tentative and is the smoothed
mean of five curves, which differ considerably in detail
and are uncertain as to base weight. Three minor
shoulders are omitted.

Weight ratios for the montmorillonite group

Tenperature M B G B N H I T

50 1. 182 1. 148 1. 145 1. 182 1. 186 1. 188 1. 083 1. 113
100 1. 086 1. 120 1. 134 1. 139 1. 080 1. 174 1. 069 1. 085
150 1. 065 1. 107 1. 126 1. 123 1. 059 1. 169 1. 065 1. 077
200 1. 061 1. 100 1. 119 1. 117 1. 053 1. 166 1. 062 1. 074
300 1. 055 1. 093 1. 105 1. 109 1. 048 1. 157 1. 056 1. 070
350 1. 033 1. 089 1. 097 1. 104 1. 046 1. 151 1. 050 1. 069

400 1. 050 1. 084 1. 090 1. 096 1. 039 1. 145 1. 034 1. 067
450 1. 047 1. 067 1. 083 1. 072 1. 017 1. 138 1. 019 1. 065
500 1. 044 1. 036 1. 064 1. 029 1. 009 1. 029 1. 010 1. 061
550 1. 039 1. 020 1. 034 1. 017 1. 006 1. 017 1. 005 1. 055
600 1.020 1.011 1.018 1.011 1.003 1.011 1.002 1.045
700 1. 001 1. 003 1. 004 1. 003 1. 000 1.003 1.000 1. 011
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CHLORITES AND RELATED SILICATES

TEMPERATURE
600 700 800

FIGUREE 20.-Curves for chlorites and related silicates.

S, Serpentine.
P, Picrolite.
C, Chlorite.
L, Clinochlore.

N, Penninite.
K, Paligorskite.
V , Vermiculite.
0, Glauconite.

This group comprises mainly chlorites and related
hydrous magnesium alumino-silicates. They have not
been studied sufficiently to permit many general con-
clusions to be drawn, but the nature of the dehydration
curves to be expected in further work is indicated.

Curve S: Fibrous serpentine, supplied by W. T.
Schaller. Very pure, Fe2O3 but 0.3 percent. The
curve of this sample shows the characteristic rather
sharp shoulder and steep drop between 6000 and 6500 C.
No points were obtained within that range but the
alinement of the branches suggests a shoulder half
way down. Granular serpentines containing nickel
and 5 to 7 percent of FeO show a lower curve having a
greater slope below 5000 C. and a more rounded shoulder
but a break at the same temperature.

Curves L, N, C, and P are similar to that for ser-
pentine (S), but all except picrolite have a second
shoulder at a higher temperature. C, chlorite, from
Danville, Va.; base, weight at 9300, 1.006 at 830 C.
L, Clinochlore, from Chester County, Pa.; approxi-
mately 5MgO.A1 203 .3SiO2.4H20. N, Penninite, from
Paradise Range, Nev.; content of (Na, K)20 less than
0.1 percent; base weight at 8700 C. P, Picrolite, from
Baltimore County, Md.; dark-green fibrous serpentine.

Curve K: Paligorskite (" Mountain leather"), from
Montana. A gray fibrous, extremely tough specimen.
The curve has three shoulders, at 1700, 3400, and 6200

C., with intervening straight-line parts.
Curve V: Vermiculite, from North Carolina. The

base weight (anhydrous) is uncertain and has been
arbitrarily chosen as 1.050 at 340--405* C. All free
moisture has been driven off below 3400 C. The char-
acteristic swelling occurs above 4000 C. Curves for
vermiculites from other localities are similar in general
character but differ in detail.

Curve G: Glauconite, from Lyons Wharf, Md.
Light-green, opaque "greensand." Of the four glaucon-
ites studied-from Huntington, Oreg., Bonne Terre,
Mo., Sewell, N. J., and Lyons Wharf, Md.-the Bonne
Terre sample contained the most water, 1.051 at 4000 C.
On account of admixed quartz grains, the sample from
Lyons Wharf contained the least water, but it shows
most clearly the characteristic shape of the curve,
which is concave from 500 to 3200 C. and a straight
line approaching the shoulder at 4700 C. A correction
of only 1.016 in base weight would bring the highest
and lowest curves together at 4000 C.
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Weight ratios for chlorites and related silicates

Tempera- S L N C P K V- G
ture (C.)

50 1. 196 1. 168 1. 151 1. 142 1. 133 1. 141 1. 107 1. 068
100 1. 188 1. 165 1. 150 1. 139 1. 130 1. 121 1. 074 1. 053
150 1. 184 1. 164 1. 149 1. 138 1. 128 1. 114 1. 062 1. 048
200 1. 181 1. 163 1. 148 1. 137 1. 127 1. 085 1. 058 1. 045
300 1. 178 1. 161 1. 146 1. 136 1. 125 1. 077 1. 052 1. 042
400 1. 175 1. 159 1. 145 1. 134 1. 122 1. 054 1. 050 1. 033

500 1. 172 1. 158 1. 140 1. 132 1. 120 1. 025 1. 039 1. 015
550 1. 170 1. 152 1. 066 1. 080 1. 119 1. 020 1. 033 1. 009
600 1. 161 1. 074 - 1. 033 1. 069 1. 060 1. 015 1. 027 1. 005
650 1. 080 1. 064 1. 030 1. 059 1. 012 1. 006 1. 022 1. 002
700 1. 015 1. 058 1. 027 1. 047 1. 003 1. 001 1. 020 1. 000
800 1. 000 1. 043 1. 013 1. 017 1. 000 1. 000 1. 010 1. 000
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FIGURE 21.-Curves for micas.
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P, Pyrophyllite.
L, Lepidolite.
N, Taeniolite.
T, Talc.

Figure 21 shows dehydration curves of miscellaneous
minerals, chiefly micas, in which there is a small but

characteristic weight decrease, usually at a high tem-

perature. Several specimens of sericite and of pyro-
phyllite but only single specimens of other minerals
were investigated. These minerals hold no water as

such under room conditions but all weight losses appear

to be caused by the driving out of H and OH from the

crystal lattice; hence base weights are chosen at lower

temperatures as representative of the mineral. All
weights are corrected for air density.

Curve P: Pyrophyllite, A1 20a.4SiO 2.H20, transparent
radial crystals of a rosette that contained no more than

traces of impurities. Swells like vermiculite on heating
above 500 C. The material mined at Hemp, N. C.,
contains some potash, probably in sericite. Pyrophyl-
lite mined near Staley, N. C., is partly in rosette form
and very pure. Base weight between 3000 and 4000 C.
The shoulder and toe of this curve are closely similar
to those for pure montmorillonite, as would be expected
in two minerals having the same internal lattice struc-
ture.

Curve L: Lepidolite, from Manitoba. The 3 per-
cent water in this sample is lost very gradually, the
structure breaking down only at 6900 C. As none of
the curve is horizontal, the base weight was taken at
the usual 1100 C.

Curve N: Taeniolite, from Magnet Cove, Ark.
Collected by H. D. Miser. Pure KLiMg2Si4O10 F2, as
determined by R. E. Stevens, in 0.5 mm. crystals.
Base weight between 1000 and 4250 C. The weight is
constant up to 4200 C.; between 4200 and 4900 C.,
0.80 percent of water is driven off, and the anhydrous

R, Tremolite asbestos.
S, Sericite.
M, Biotite (X3).
B, Beryl.

mineral-is stable up to 8100 C., above which the fluorine
is gradually driven off. At the last observed point
(11100 C.), the fluorine was not completely removed.
An ignition loss for water should not be determined
above 8000 C., and preferably not above 6000 C.

Curve T: Talc. Transparent, colorless. R203 , 0.36
percent; Fe and Ca absent. The curve shows no weight
loss as far as 7300 C., and then a rather steep drop
which becomes complete at 9300 C.

Curve R: Tremolite asbestos, from near Baltimore,
Md. This sample contained 0.3 percent water at 1000
C. This was lost at a uniform rate up to 3500 C. The
weight remained constant in the range 3500 to 7800 C.,
then fell off in a rounded shoulder. The last observa-
tion was at 9900 C.

Curve S: Sericite, from near Prince Rupert, British
Columbia. Lustrous massive material. Its loss of
weight, beginning at about 5000 C. amounted to 3.7
percent. Of the other two samples tested, that from
Franklin, N. C., lost 3.0 percent, and that from near
Baltimore 4.2 percent, with the break occurring between
5000 and 5500 C.

Curve Al: Biotite, from near Philadelphia, Pa. The
ordinates have been increased three times to show better
the three shoulders at about 2000, 5000, and 9000 C.,
with weight losses of 0.2, 0.5, and 0.2 percent, indicating
different associations of hydroxyl and/or fluorine in the
structure.

Curve B: Beryl, from Warren Depot, Me. Weight
constant up to 6300 C., followed by a rounded shoulder
extending above 8000 C. Constant weight is ap-
proached very slowly even at 9500 C.

Phlogopite showed no change in weight up to 10250*C.
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Weight ratios for micas

Tempera- P L N T R S Al Btune (" C.)

100 1. 0014 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0030 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000
.200 1. 0014 .9989 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0018 1. 0000 .9998 1. 0000

300 1. 0000 .9978 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0007 1. 0000 .9945 1. 0000
400 1. 0000 .9969 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 .9935 1. 0000
500 .9980 .9955 .9921 1. 0000 1. 0000 1. 0000 .9908 1. 0000

600 .9850 .9912 .9921 1. 0000 1. 0000 .9980 .9846 1. 0000
700 .9595 .9739 .9921 1. 0000 1. 0000 .9880 .9805 .9983
800 .9496 .9705 .9921 .9925 .9997 .9675 .9805 .9885
900 .9486 .9705 .9800 .9572 .9936 .9630 .9800 .9787

1000 .9486 .9705 .9460 .9552 .9788 .9630 .9750 .9765
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FIGURE 22.-Curves for carbonates.

C, Calcite. H, Hydromagnesite.
D, Dolomite. N, Nesquehonite.
M, Magnesite.

The curves of figure 22 illustrate the behavior of
certain carbonates and hydrocarbonates on heating.
The thermal decomposition of the carbonates is an
extremely slow and steady process, particularly at
temperatures just above the first break; however, the
attainment of a definite weight with CO2 only partly
removed is beyond question. Diffusion of CO2 out
of the crystal fragments limits the rate of approach
to this constant weight. With crystals ground to 150
mesh (0.1 mm.), the rate for calcite is about 1 mg. in
24 Hours per gram of samples.

Curve C: Calcite, a perfect crystal; CaO, 56.88

percent. Ground to 0.1 mm. fragments. The main
break is between 6150 and 6200 C. with a tailing off of
less than 300 C. The point at 6180 C. required 44
days to reach constant weight; at 6420, 31 days.
Coarsely crystalline marble gave an identical curve.
The aragonite form of CaCO3 has not yet been investi-
gated by the writer.

Curve D: Dolomite, from Cockeysville, Md. Ex-
traetel with 2 percent HCl by R. C. Wells. A double
break at 5050 and 5530 C. is indicated by all samples.

The details of the transition between these two drops
remains to be worked out. Another crystalline sample
selected by C. S. Ross broke at 5150 and 5650. An-

other from Joplin, Mo., gave a curve like a mixture of
calcite and magnesite.

Curve Al: Magnesite, from Cote St. Paul, Quebec.
Optically pure crystal; traces of calcium and iron, no
silica. The first break is at about 4200 C. Between
4500 and 6000 C. the curve is uncertain, as the three
runs made did not agree.

Curve H: Hydromagnesite, 3MgCO3.Mg(OH) 2.
3H20. Large natural crystals from Luna, N. Mex.,
supplied by Eugene Callaghan. The curve shows two
shoulders at 2200 and 3550 C., apparently correspond-
ing to H20 and CO2 alone, but gas tests by R. C. Wells
indicate that the gases are evolved as a. mixture through
the intermediate range. The runs agree very .well.
Two runs took 9 months.

Curve N: Nesquehonite, MgCO3 .311 20; pure, crys-
talline. Synthetic, prepared by R. C. Wells. Shows
shoulders at 900 and 3750 C.

Weight ratios for carbonates

Tempera- c 7M A-1iHN
toire (0 C.)

50 1. 000 1. 000 1. 000 1. 000 1. 000
100 1. 000 1. 000 1. 000 1. 000 . 825
150 1. 000 1. 000 1. 000 1. 000 . 736
200 1. 000 1. 000 1. 000 . 998 . 691
250 1. 000 1. 000 1. 000 .900 . 661

300 1. 000 1. 000 1. 000 . 837 . 643
400 1. 000 1. 000 . 975 . 467 . 330
500 1.000 .956 .540 .445 .310
600 .995 .528 .508 .435 .300
700 .552 .528 .508 .433 .300
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THE ACTION OF SOME AQUEOUS SOLUTIONS ON CLAYS OF THE
MONTMORILLONITE GROUP

By P. G. NUTTING

ABSTRACT

This experimental investigation of the solubility of several
types of montmorillonite clay covers the range of acid and alkali
concentration from 0 to 4 percent, using two liters of solvent and
excess clay. Each solubility-concentration curve changes slope
in its central portion (0.2 to 0.6 percent), the variation being
characteristic of the type of montmorillonite. Silica dissolved
exceeds the saturation limit (about 0.4 gram per liter) over a
range of concentration probably due to partial recombination as
silicate micellae. Dissolved sesquioxides are partly water in-
soluble silicates and partly soluble salts. The results are dis-
cussed and their interpretation suggested.

INTRODUCTION

Silicates of the montmorillonite-beidellite group are
much more easily attacked by dilute acids than those
of the kaolin, mica, talc, or pyrophyllite groups. They
have been chosen for study for this reason and because
they are the more active constituents of many soils and
are readily available in nearly pure form in the ben-
tonites. The study of their chemical behavior promises
to throw light on the different processes of weathering
and the formation of plant food in soils as well as on
mineral replacement and alteration.

The bases of the montmorillonite clays are removable
by digestion in hot 20 percent (6 normal) hydrochloric
acid for a few hours, leaving behind isotropic silica.
In pure water these clays dissolve to the extent of at
least 36 parts per million even after repeated digestion
of the same sample, the portion in solution being richer
in silica than the original clay. 1 In dilute acids 2 of the
proper concentration (0.1 to 0.4 percent), bases and
silica go into solution in the same proportion as in the
original clay. In dilute alkalies 3 maximum silica is
removed at about one-tenth (0.02 percent) that con-
centration of alkali. Clays such as the well-known
swelling bentonite of Wyoming, which are sodium-
saturated to nearly base-exchange capacity, dissolve
rather freely in water.

In the present investigation the solubilities of a
variety of montmorillonites were determined in dilute
acid solutions of a wide range of concentration in order

1 Nutting, P. G., Solution and dispersion of minerals in water: Washington Acad.
Sci. Jour., vol.. 22, p. 261-267, 1932.

2 Nutting, P. G., a study of bleach clay solubility: Franklin Inst. Jour., vol. 224,
pp. 339-362, 1937.

3 Idem, pp. 359.

to determine possible equilibrium relations between the
four components-silica, bases, water, and acid-with
clay in excess. Silica and bases were determined in the
solids recovered from the filtrate by evaporation. The
state of bases and silica in solution was further investi-
gated by electrodialysis. The next step in this research
is the synthesis of clays by combining bases and silica
(both in solution) with water and free acid in varying
proportions.

The experimental procedure was to put 30 grams of
ground clay in a 2-liter flask, fill with distilled water,
add acid or alkali to the desired concentration, then
digest for 48 hours at 900 C. on an electric stove. The
usual series of concentrations was 0.02, 0.04, 0.1, 0.2
to 4 percent with interpolations in the critical regions
between 0.2 and 1 percent and others between 0.0 and
0.02. Repeated runs showed satisfactory duplication.
Higher precision would require thermostatic control of
digestion and filtration temperatures.

Each filtrate was evaporated down to 150 milliliters,
placed in a weighed pyrex beaker, then brought to dryness
at 1600 C. and weighed. The water-soluble salts were
next removed with hot distilled water, the residue
brought to 1600 and again weighed. A final digestion in
hot strong acid separated silica and bases. Water-
soluble and water-insoluble bases were separately de-
termined. Special tests indicated that little or no
R2 03 was insolubilized by drying, probably because free
acid is always present.

A set of preliminary tests on 22 related clays, each in
2 liters of 0.2 precent hydrochloric acid, gave without
exception a light-brown water-insoluble residuum. A
typical residue analyzed by R. E. Stevens, of the
Geological Survey, had the composition of montmoril-
lonite. A thermal analysis gave a weight-temperature
curve similar to that of montmorillonite but lacking the
shoulder at 5000 C. indicative of lattice water. These
residues were, of course, isotropic and remained so for
months. Such substances as bentonites, fuller's earths,
glauconites, decomposed granites, and garden soil all
gave 1 to 2 grams of residue. Pyrophyllite, bauxites, and
tuffs gave only about half a gram. Other experiments
showed the effect of added chlorides (aluminum, iron,
magnesium, calcium) to be slight, but added silica solution
gave an enhanced yield of bases.
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The gist of the problem is then to find relations be-
tween (1) the ions in solution, (2) the hydrosols carrying
ionic atmospheres, and (3) the bases contained in the
alumino-siicate clay structure. In the present series of
experiments the clay was always in excess, but with clay
limited to one or two grams per liter the picture is quite
different.' With clay limited and an excess of solvent
solution, a fraction of the clay is always left undissolved.
This is a further indication that the equilibrium
established is a reversible one.

SOLUBILITY OF SILICA

At each temperature, opaline silica has a perfectly
definite solubility or dispersibility in water. The state
of the hydrosol in solution or dispersion is not definitely
known, but the micellae must be very small, because
even a saturated solution or dispersion is readily filter-
able and dialyzible. The silica itself is not ionized, but
the particles appear to carry adsorbed hydrogen and
hydroxyl charges in equal proportion, as shown by elec-
trodialysis. The hydrosol particles appear to vary
little in size or character in any one solution up to ten
times supersaturation.

A silica solution may be made highly supersaturated
by evaporation in pyrex or metal vessels if all solid
particles are removed from it by filtration. At 10- to
20-fold saturation the solution becomes cloudy, and at
40- to 60-fold saturation the hydrosol turns to a gel.
Silica hydrosol, like a gelatin solution or a clay suspen-
sion, will lose water in a saturated atmosphere until its
water content is about 44 percent (Si20 .2.51120). In an
atmosphere free from water vapor it will dry at room
temperature until its water content is about 12 percent.
At 1000 C. its weight is about 1.10 times base weight
at 9500 C., at 5000 about 1.05 times, and at 800 about
1.02 times, the slope of the weight-temperature curve
being fairly uniform from 1200 to 940 C. Silica gel
holds more water at 700* C. than even such well-
formed silicate structures as those of talc and pyrophyl-
lite. At lower temperatures, therefore, silica gel is an
indefinite mixture of hydrates or silicic acids.

The solubility of opaline silica in water has been care-
fully determined by Lenher and Merrill b at 250 and
900 C. and by Hitchen 6 at 13 higher temperatures up
to 3360 C., using a specially designed autoclave. Their
values agree well with each other and with many less
precise determinations of my own and form a smooth
curve from which are taken the values given in table
1 and plotted in figure 23. The uncertainty in these
values of solubility is probably less than 2 percent. If
greater precision is required, attention should perhaps

4Idem, p. 359.
5Lenher, v., and Merrill, H. B., The solubility of silica: Am. Chem. Soc. Jour.,

vol. 39, p. 2630, 1917.
6 Hitchen, C. S., A method for the experimental determination of hydrothermal

solutions, with notes on its application to the solubility of silica: Inst. Min, Met.
Bull., vol. 364, pp. 1-26, 1935.

first be given to the temperature range 500 to 1500 C.
and to avoiding supersaturation.

TABLE 1.-Solubility of opaline silica in water

Trtu Silica variation Silica variation
emOC) ~re(parts per per degree Temperature s erper degree

million) centigrade million) centigrade

0----------_. 106 3. 10 200---------915 5. 8
25 ----------- 185 3.20 250------- 1250 7.5
50 --------- 270 3.34 300_-------- 1700 10.5
100 -------- 445 3.80 350------- 2400 19.0
150------- 650 4.5

Of chief interest here are the factors which influence
solubility. Dilute acids (0 to 0.5 percent) dissolve
precisely the same amount of silica as pure water, strong
acids (6 to 20 percent) dissolve less. The removal of
hydrogen and hydroxyl ions from the silica micellae
causes them to flocculate and precipitate Strong solu-
tions of acids and of many salts, as well as electro-
dialysis, have this effect on hydrosols, an effect similar
to plasmolysis in biology. A silica solution supersatu-
rated as much as ten times (2 grams per liter) may be
kept at room temperature for years in good bottles or
pyrex glass without any precipitation of silica if no
particles of solid silica are present. With solid silica
present, the concentration will drop to saturation in a
few days; with certain clays present, it will drop in a
few hours.

The solubility of silica gel in acids of different con-
centrations at 900 C. was determined by Lenher and
Merrill. 7 Their values for hydrochloric acid are given
in table 2 and figure 24.

TABLE 2.-Solubility of silica in hydrochloric acid solutions

Strenh of acid Silica dissolve eod Silica dissolvedperengt) acd (grams pp ererent)aid (grams per
liter) liter)

0.0-------------- 0. 418 7.6---------------0.230
1.2-------------- .408 9.3-------------- . 190
3.0------------------.374 10.0----------------. 182
3.8--------------- .354 13.6-------------- .112

5.3-------------- .302 15.88-------------- .088
6.3-------------- . 268 18.6.-------------- .058

Solubility zero is indicated for about 24 percent acid.
The plotted curve is slightly S-shaped rather than
linear. Plotting log solubility against log acid con-
centration gives a curve of steadily increasing slope,
hence the effect of the acid increases continuously as
regards energy of solution. Evidently the silica being
dissolved is less and less hydrated as the acid concen-
tration is increased, the hydrochloric acid and silica
micellae competing for the water. The effect here
noted doubtless has a bearing on the commercial acti-
vation of bentonites where 20 percent acid is used.

7 Lenher, v., and Merrill, H. B., op. cit., p. 2636.
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FIGURE 23.-Solubility of opaline silica in water at different temperatures (after Hitchen).
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Very different in their effect on the solubility of silica

are the hydrates and salts of such bases (sodium,

potassium, magnesium) as combine with silicic acid

to form silicates. Each base has its own specific

behavior and its effect varies also with concentration,

with acidity, with temperature, and with age. Even

electrodialysis fails to disclose all the details of the

effect of an added salt. Sodium chloride promotes the

transport of silica as cations, aluminum chloride as

anions, yet a solution of sodium silicate gives equal

transport of silica as anions and cations. A silica gel

containing a little sodium silicate cannot be freed from

sodium by washing in water; the sodium must first be

converted to another salt.

Factors affecting the solution or dispersion of silica

in water may then be thus roughly classified:

1. Adsorbable ions, nonsilicate forming. Effect nil

in low concentrations, solubility depressing at high.

2. Cations capable of forming soluble silicates.

These assist more silica into solution.

3. Cations forming insoluble silicates. These do

not affect the limiting saturation.

Substances loosely called "mineralizers" by geol-

ogists may fall in any of these three classes but perhaps

more commonly in the third. Hitchen 8 defines them

as substances which inhibit the formation of structure-

less aggregates and thus promote crystallization.

SOLUBILITY OF MONTMORILLONITE CLAYS IN ACID
SOLUTIONS

The six clays selected for study represent different

types commonly met with, ranging from the alkaline

swelling variety to the Japanese acid clay. The

Polkville clay is the purest montmorillonite bentonite

now known. The Quincy clay is a selected fuller's

earth of high purity, but it differs slightly from ordinary
montmorillonite in its optical properties and in its

weight-temperature curve. Soil was included in order

to compare the behavior of its soluble constituents,

thought to be chiefly montmorillonite, with those of

pure bentonites. Filtrol, an acid-activated Arizona

bentonite, showed the effect of the preliminary removal

of about half its bases. All filtrates became hydrogel

when their concentration reached about 1 gram per

20 milliliters. Total and water-insoluble residues

were weighed after heating to 1600, R203 and silica

after ignition. The data, given in grams per liter of

solution, are summarized in tables 3 to 8.

8 Hitchen, C. S., A method for the experimental investigation of hydrothermal
solutions, with notes on its application to the solubility of silica, author's reply to
discussion: Inst. Min. Met. Bull. 375, p. 27, 1935.

TABLE 3.-Total residue

Percent acid__----.---.------.----- 0.0 0.02 0.04 0.10 0.2 0.4 1.0 2.0 4.0

Wyoming clay:
Hydrochloric acid--------------------_0. 405 0. 433 1.031 1. 675 1. 900 3. 21 3. 58 5. 61 8. 30
Sulphuric acid---------_-_-_-----_- . 405 . 521 . 545 . 680 . 872 1. 25 2. 35 6. 95
Oxalic acid__-------------------_ .405 .522 1. 120 1. 448 1. 987 4.63 6. 53-_

Japanese clay, hydrochloric acid----------- . 073 . 294 . 478 . 684 . 771 1. 30 2. 54 2. 82

Polkville clay, hydrochloric acid--..------..-----(. 042 } .344 . 520 . 777 1. 264 2. 15 4. 28 8. 83 -

Quincy clay, hydrochloric acid--------------. 080 . 568 . 960 1. 483 1. 903 1. 98 3. 16 5. 25 11. 20
Soil, hydrochloric acid--------------------. 117 . 342 . 453 . 829 1. 263 2. 25 2. 90 5.36
Filtrol, hydrochloric acid------------------. 717-----..-.-. 842 1. 237 1. 408 2. 25 7. 67 10. 53-- -

TABLE 4.-Water-soluble part of residue

Percent acid___..----.. ---_. . __ ...... _-0.0 0.02 0.04 0. 10 0.20 0.4 1.0 2.0 4.0

Wyoming clay, hydrochloric acid----- _ _ _ _ -0. 312 0. 347 0. 716 1. 063 1. 055 1. 58 2. 02 3. 90 6. 19
Japanese clay, hydrochloric acid-----------_. -_.None . 198 . 293 . 231 . 303 . 491 . 651 . 692
Polkville clay, hydrochloric acid-----.-.---.{ .01 } . 240 . 369 . 552 . 740 1. 176 3. 42 8. 05
Quincy clay, hydrochloric acid-------------- . 023 . 287 . 574 . 886 . 966 . 934 2. 11 4. 27 10. 64
Soil, hydrochloric acid--------------------. 074 .212 . 298 . 498 . 782 1. 720 1. 83 4. 22
Filtrol, hydrochloric acid----------------- . 313 --- - .304 . 411 . 464 .725 6. 12 8. 90 -.
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TABLE 5.-Water-insoluble residue (silicates, etc.)

Percent acid _._..-- ..---.-..-----.. 0.0 0. 02 0. 04 0. 1 0. 2 0. 3 0. 4 0. 6 1. 0 2. 0 4. 0

Wyoming clay:
Hydrochloric acid--------------0. 093 0. 086 0. 315 0. 612 0. 845 1. 289 1. 64 1. 71 1. 57 1. 70 2. 11
Sulphuric acid-----------------.093 .080 . 158 .226 .251 .573 .869 .950 .971 .917 1.30
Oxalic acid-___-...-___....- . 093 . 264 . 620 . 621 . 933 1. 120 1. 156 1. 149 1. 11

Japanese clay, hydrochloric acid-----... 073 . 096 . 185 . 454 . 468 . 799 . 806 . 797 1. 89 2. 13

Polkville, clay, hydrochloric acid.-...-- { ' } . 104 . 152 . 325 . 524 . 810 . 971 1. 025 . 860 . 775

Quincy clay, hydrochloric caid--------. 057 . 281 . 386 . 597 . 937 1. 035 1. 050 1. 062 1. 049 . 987 . 566
Soil, hydrochloric acid---------------.043 . 130 . 156 .331 . 481 .545 . 532 . 689 1. 062 1. 141
Filtrol, hydrochloric acid.-----------. _ _ _ _ . 404 . 486 . 538 . 826 . 944 1. 430 1. 524 1. 545 1. 55 1. 63

TABLE 6.-Silica dissolved

Percent acid-_...-_-__ ..-..---.- 0.0 0.02 0.04 0. 1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.6 1.0 2.0 4.0

Wyoming clay:
Hydrochloric acid---------------0. 064 0. 049 0. 198 0. 378 0. 461 0. 808. 0. 885 0. 744 0. 662 0. 877 0. 957
Sulphuric acid-----------------.. .064 .070 . 138 .204 . 232 . 406 .747 .958 . 971 . 917
Oxalic acid-_______.__.650.Jh-- - _ _ --. 064 . 188 . 446 . 551 . 933 1. 100 1. 156 1. 110 . 896

Japanese clay, hydrochloric acid-_----.--_. 053 . 082 . 136 . 239 . 275 . 332 . 459 . 522 . 558 . 634
Polkville clay, hydrochloric acid.-....0{ 41 } . 084 . 140 . 244 . 361 . 558 . 664 . 695 . 668 . 618

Quincy clay, hydrochloric acid.-------- . 050 . 169 . 300 . 434 . 557 . 573 . 580 . 579 . 559 . 354 . 206
Soil, hydrochloric acid--------------- .018 .038 .066 . 149 .232 . 268 . 290 . 421 . 563 . 504
Filtrol, hydrochloric acid....-........--_-_ . 353 . 358 .328 . 430 . 464 . 556 . 594 . 574 . 549 . 491

TABLE 7. -R 203 from water-soluble salts (chlorides, etc.)

Percent acid-.----------------------0.0 0.02 0.04 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.6 1.0 2.0 4.0

Wyoming clay:
Hydrochloric acid--------------None None None 0. 022 0. 082 0. 126 0. 150 0. 219 0. 333 0. 730 1. 891
Oxalic acid_________-_ -----_ -None None 0. 010 . 205 . 695 .658 . 598 . 652 .781 ---..

Japanese clay, hydrochloric acid.------ None 0. 031 . 064 . 039 . 034 . 075 . 106 . 115 . 117 . 300
Polkville clay, hydrochloric acid.-------None None . 012 . 015 . 034 . 144 . 161 . 148 . 109 2. 292
Quincy clay, hydrochloric acid.-------- None . 027 . 042 . 158 . 183 . 179 . 172 . 173 . 546 1. 300 3. 540
Soil, hydrochloric acid---------------.None .051 . 071 . 146 . 269 . 480 . 637 . 995 1. 123 1. 158
Filtrol, hydrochloric acid-..-..--..-..--....-0. 010 . 041 None None . 021 . 024 . 026 . 120 1. 598 2. 650

TABLE 8. -R 203 from water-insoluble salts silicatess, etc.)

Percent acid___.....-- .............. 0.0 0. 02 0. 04 0. 1 0. 2 0. 3 0. 4 0. 0 1. 0 2. 0 4.0

Wyoming clay:
Hydrochloric acid-------------- None None None 0. 042 0. 146 0. 290 0. 362 0. 432 0. 391 0. 469 0. 779
Oxalic acid-----_-_-..-._.__..--None 0. 031 0. 142 . 071 None None None .051 .212 _

Japanese clay, hydrochloric acid.------ 0. 002 . 015 . 019 . 116 . 094 . 135 . 185 *. 370 . 730 . 622
Polkville clay, hydrochloric acid------ None None None . 027 . 092 . 174 . 209 . 216 . 174 . 065
Quincy clay, hydrochloric acid-------- None . 068 . 034 . 084 . 239 . 302 . 313 . 298 . 339 . 406 . 266
Soil, hydrochloric acid.--------------- None . 025 . 034 . 101 . 149 . 125 . 113 . 145 . 287 . 333
Filtrol, hydrochloric acid___.......---- None None . 032 . 099 . 192 . 350 . 442 . 481 . 517 . 649 -.-.-.

DISCUSSION OF DATA insoluble residue, (2) the ratio of silica to SiO2 +R203

In these clays the silica ranges from 70 to 76 percent in the residue (clay formed?), and (3) the ratio of silica

on a water-free basis. For comparison there have to total R2 03 in the original solution (clay dissolved?).
been computed (1) the silica fraction in the water- These are given in tables 9 to 11.
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TABLE 9.-Silica fraction of the water-insoluble material

Percent acid-----------------------0 0.02 0.04 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.6 1.0 2.0 4.0

Wyoming clay:
Hydrochloric acid.--------------- 0. 688 0. 563 0. 629 0. 618 0. 546 0. 627 0. 540 0. 435 0. 422 0. 522 0. 454
Oxalic acid____________-----_ .688 .764 . 719 . 887 1. 000 1.000 1. 000 . 966 .807

Japanese clay, hydrochloric acid_------ . 727 . 848 . 735 . 526 . 588 . 416 . 569 . 655 . 295 . 298
Polkville clay, hydrochloric acid------ . 933 .808 . 921 . 751 .679 . 689 . 684 . 678 . 777 . 797
Quincy clay, hydrochloric acid--------. 872 . 603- . 777 . 727 . 594 . 554 . 442 . 546 . 533 . 359 . 417
Soil, hydrochloric acid---------------. 429 . 292 . 423 . 450 . 482 . 492 . 545 .611 . 530 . 442
Filtrol, hydrochloric acid--.. --_ _ _ . _ _ --__ --. 874 . 736 . 610 . 521 . 492 . 389 . 390 . 372 . 354 . 301 . ..

T ABLE 10.--Ratio of silica to SiO2 + water-insoluble R2 03

Percent acid----------------------- 0 0.02 0.04 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.6 1.0 2.0 4.0

Wyoming clay:
Hydrochloric acid--------------1.000 1.000 1.000 0.900 0.759 0.736 0.710 0.633 0.629 0.652 0.551
Oxalic acid_-..-_________._....1.000 .858 . 759 .886 1.000 1. 000 1.000 . 956 . 809- -

Japanese clay, hydrochloric acid- . 996 . 845 . 877 . 673 . 745 . 711 . 486 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .433 . 489
Polkville clay, hydrochloric acid------1. 000 1. 000 1. 000 . 900 . 797 . 762 . 761 . 763 . 793 . 905
Quincy clay, hydrochloric acid--------1. 000 . 713 . 898 . 838 . 700 . 655 . 649 . 660 . 622 . 466 . 470
Soil, hydrochloric acid--------------- 1.000 .603 .660 . 596 . 609 .682 . 720 .744 .662 .602
Filtrol, hydrochloric acid_-- - _ _ _- _ _ _ __1. 000 1. 000 . 911 . 813 . 707 . 614 . 573 . 544 . 515 . 431

TABLE 11.-Ratio of silica to SiO 2 +total R203

Percent acid_----------------------- 0 0.02 0.04 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.6 1.0 2.0 4.0

Wyoming clay:
Hydrochloric acid---- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1. 000 1. 000 1. 000 0. 855 0. 669 0. 660 0. 634 0. 533 0. 478 0. 422 0. 264
Oxalic acid--------------------1.000 .858 . 746 .666 .573 .626 .659 . 612 . 474

Japanese clay, hydrochloric acid------ . 964 . 639 . 621 . 607 . 682 . 613 . 612 .'518 . 397 . 407
Polkville clay, hydrochloric acid_------ 1.000 1. 000 . 921 . 853 . 741 . 637 . 642 . 656 . 702 . 208
Quincy clay, hydrochloric acid-------- 1. 000 . 641 . 798 . 642 . 569 . 544 . 545 . 551 . 387 . 172 . 058
Soil, hydrochloric acid-------------- 1.000 .333 .386 .376 .357 .303 . 279 .270 .285 .253
Filtrol, hydrochloric acid..-_ _. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . 972 . 897 . 911 . 813 . 685 . 598 . 559 . 489 . 206 . 130

I

Water and very dilute acids tend to dissolve excess
silica, but the residues from the stronger acid solutions
(1 to 4 percent) are deficient in silica. Soil departs
from this rule, organic matter apparently lowering the
solubility of silica at the lower acid concentrations.
Each series of residues bears no simple relation to the
acid present (nor is this the case with alkaline solutions)
and they must be represented graphically to show sig-
nificant details.

The solubility of silica (shown in fig. 25) is slightly
lower for 0.02 percent acid (0.0486 gram per liter) than
for pure water (0.0641), the silica of sodium silicate
being insolubilized by the acid. This bentonite con-
tains about 2.5 percent Na 2O. From 0.02 to about 0.2
percent acid the solubility increases steadily, jumps to
a maximum (0.8859 gram per liter) at 0.4 percent, drops
to a minimum (0.662) at 1 percent, then rises again to
0.957 at 4 percent. The release of sesquioxides begins
at about 0.05 percent acid. Water-soluble R203 (as
RCl,) increases regularly. The graph of water-insolu-
ble R203 is similar to that for silica, but with points of

inflexion displaced toward higher concentration.
The silica released by oxalic acid (see fig. 26) is

considerably greater in quantity than that released by
hydrochloric acid; but the graphs show similar trends.
The sesquioxides however behave very differently.
The water-soluble salts (oxalates) show a pronounced
maximum (at 0.2 percent) and minimum (at 0.4 percent
acid). The recombined R203, after rising to 0.142
gram per liter at 0.04 percent, drops to zero at 0.2 to
0.4 percent, then rises steeply. This loss of power to
recombine through a range of acid concentrations was
not found with any other acid or clay.

The silica removed from the Japanese acid clay
(see fig. 27) increases from the start (in pure water
0.0529 gram per liter, in 0.02 percent acid 0.0816 gram
per liter) but at a varying rate. A critical acid con-
centration between 0.2 and 0.3 percent is indicated for
even this clay. The curves for both soluble and insolu-
ble R203 are irregular. The excess of insoluble (silicate)
R 203 over silica (0.730 to 0,558 gram) at about 1 percent
acid is noteworthy.
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ACTION OF SOME AQUEOUS SOLUTIONS ON CLAYS OF THE MONTMORILLONITE GROUP

The solubility curves (fig. 28) for the Polkville
bentonite, a very pure montmorillonite, are simple and
may be regarded as standard for this type of material.
No secondary effects due to minor impurities are
apparent. The silica dissolved in pure water is very
low, 0.0236 gram per liter for first run and only 0.0102
for a second run on the same material. With 0.02
percent acid it is 0.0816 gram per liter, and it rises
steadily to normal (0.42 gram per liter at 900) at about

0.23 percent, then rises steeply to a high broad maxi-
mum of about 0.7 gram per liter. Recombined R2 03

rises to a similar broad maximum at about the same con-
centration of acid, but is zero at concentrations below
about 0.04 percent acid, and is small or zero above
about 3 percent acid. Silica in the recombined material
is in the same proportion as in montmorillonite over the
range 0.25 to 0.7 percent acid, and is higher than normal
above and below this range. Above 2 percent acid the
silica hydrosol is unable to withhold much R20 against
solution in acid, although at 0.5 percent its retarding
effect is a maximum. Of the dissolved material, a

part (chiefly RCl,) is water-soluble after drying at
1600 C. Taking the ratio of this to the maximum pos-
sible aluminum chloride computed from the acid present
gives a curve dropping from 0.983 at 0.02 percent acid
to a minimum 0.241 at 0.4 percent acid, then rising
again at higher concentrations, thus checking closely
with the silica and silicate R203 curves. Of 1.5 grams
of this clay digested in 2 liters of 0.3 percent hydro-
chloric acid, 22.5 percent remained undissolved after
48 hours, the residue closely resembling the original
clay.

The shift of equilibrium produced by a large reduction
in concentration was investigated on this Polkville
bentonite. About 4 grams was digested in 100 milli-
liters of 20 percent hydrochloric acid until all bases were
in solution, leaving pure white silica. Then solution

and silica were dumped into two liters of water at 900
and left for 5 days to come to a new equilibrium. The
question was whether the silica would take up bases or
the bases in solution take up silica to form montmorillon-
ite in equilibrium with such a solution. On filtering
and analyzing, no bases were found with the solid silica
(less than 0.1 percent left by hydrofluoric acid). In
the evaporated filtrate were found the normal amounts
of water-soluble and insoluble residue, that is, water-
insoluble R20, 0.1789 gram per liter, and SiO2 0.1481
gram per liter, equivalent to 45.3 percent. An electro-
dialysis of 600 milliliters of the final solution gave for
silica as cations 55.7 percent, as anions 44.3 percent,
while the R20 as cations was 75.0 percent, as anions
25.0 percent. In another test, dissolved bases (slightly
acid), dissolved silica, and water were combined in
proportion to synthesize a clay, then a few grams of

pure dry silica was added. In this case the bases nearly

all went to the solid silica, some were left in solution

after sufficient acid had been set free to keep them in

solution. With neither pure acid nor solid silica present
some of the trivalent bases hydrolyze and precipitate,
releasing acid.

The Quincy clay used in the tests was selected natural
rock from the Hawthorn formation of Miocene age, in
northwest Florida, the purest and highest grade of
fuller's earth known. A thin section shows it to be all
or nearly all crystalline material, of which large ag-
gregates have little orientation. Its thermal dehydra-
tion curve differs widely from those of known pure
montmorillonite, such as the Polkville clay, and there is
some doubt as to the nature of the dominant mineral.
Chemical analyses and the solubility curves (fig. 29)
tell little on this point. Of 1.5 grams of this clay
digested 48 hours in 2,000 milliliters of 0.3 percent
hydrochloric acid 16.2 percent remained undissolved.

The silica dissolved from this clay varies like that
dissolved from the pure bentonite (Polkville clay),
but the maximum is broader and the solubility is twice
as high in 0.02, 0.04, and 0.1 percent acid. On account
of the high solubility in 0.02 percent acid, extra points
were determined at 0.004 and 0.01 percent acid to show
the nature of the approach to solubility in pure water.
Recombined R 203 shows three maxima at 0.02, 0.4, and
1.8 percent acid. Water soluble R203 starts at about

0.01 percent and shoots up at 1 percent acid.
In testing soil the material used was that part of a

good garden soil that could be put through a 150-mesh
sieve by rubbing without grinding. It was essentially
well decomposed rock with abundant humus and some
exchangeable lime. The solubility in pure water is
low (see fig. 30) and rises but little in very dilute acids.
The solubility of silica rises above that in pure water
between 0.6 and 3 percent acid, with a maximum at 1
percent. Recombined R20 has two maxima at 0.2
and 1.6 percent acid. Water soluble R20 (as RCI,)
rises steeply above 0.2 percent acid. Organic matter
interfered, but the three curves indicate that soil
fines behave toward dilute acids essentially like
montmorillonite.

Commercial "filtrol," a bentonite from Chambers,
Ariz., previously activated by removal of about half
its bases in 20 percent acid, was used in this test. It

is of interest in showing the effect of this pretreatment
on the solubility. In pure water and in acid solutions
up to 0.1 percent acid the silica solubility (see fig. 31)
is just below that of silica gel (0.420 gram per liter at
90 ), but from 0.1 percent to 4 percent acid it is higher.
Recombined R20 indicates the usual critical region at
about 0.3 percent acid. All the dissolved R20 is
recombined in the range 0.04 to 0.1 percent, and the
uncombined R20 is very low over the whole range
from 0 to 0.4 percent acid. At higher acid concen-
trations, however, it shoots up. This clay exhibits
the usual critical range, 0.2 to 0.4 percent acid, and is

unusual only in its high silica solubility and in the

nearly complete recombination of R203 in solution.
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INTERPRETATION OF DATA

The system to be considered is one of at least five
components-montmorillonite (in excess), water, free
acid, chlorides in solution, and hydrosols in suspension
-brought to equilibrium by a 48-hour digestion at
90* C. The montmorillonite is finely crystalline with
a definite structure and narrow range of composition.
Its bases are readily removed by acids, leaving amor-
phous silica readily soluble in water at 900 up to 0.420
gram per liter. Silica in solution is not ionized to any
appreciable extent, if at all, but is hydrated. It prob-
ably exists as micellae of 1,000 or more molecules in
each aggregate, but these are submicroscopic and
filterable. Although not itself ionized, a silica micella
has the unusual property of attracting other ions to
itself and holding them either fixed on its surface or

under restraint in its osmotic atmosphere. If the
micella is forcibly stripped of these ions, the silica
floculates and precipitates as gel. In addition to the
just-mentioned three forms of water associated with
silica-free water, ionized H and OH and osmotic, and
adsorbed water-there is doubtless a fourth, familiar
to biologists, namely intermicellar H and OH, which
differs from the osmotic water in that the ions are free

to wander within the confines of the micellar group.
Basic ions are drawn into solution by the free acid

and out of solution by the clay and by the silica hydro-

sol. With removal of free acid, bases revert to the
silica. Chloride and silicate ions compete for the
bases, whereas hydrogen ions compete with other
cations for anions. In either effect the law of mass
action applies, each being reversible.

The curves of figures 25 to 31 check well with such
an interpretation. It is only after silica has approached
saturation (0.42 gram per liter) that combined R203
rises sharply. At the lowest concentrations of acid it is
chiefly the ions of water that are active in dissolving
clay and reforming silicate in solution. With increasing
acid, the ratio of H (or H30) to Al adsorbed on the
hydrosol decreases steadily from nearly unity to nearly
zero. Within the critical range of acid concentrations
(silica in solution exceeding saturation) R 203 combines
with the silica in solution in such a manner as to with-
draw it from competition with the uncombined silica
for the water, probably as montmorillonite in composi-
tion though not in structure. This is shown clearly by
the upper curve in figure 28, SiO2:(SiO 2 + R203 ).
With high acid concentrations (2 to 20 percent), excess
hydrogen is again available, the solubility of silica
drops, and acid anions are again able to hold bases
from union with silica. The ratio of soluble salts to
total acid shown in figure 28 also checks with this con-
clusion. That ratio is a minimum over the critical
range.
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With low and increasing concentrations of acid the
silicate hydrosol ranges from the pure hydrate siicic

acid as end member up to the composition of mont-
morillonite, the ratio of hydrogen to aluminum dropping
steadily. It should be possible to compute an equili-

brium constant but that the amount of free acid is
unknown and the various bases present are not adiabati-
cally interchangeable. The curves of figures 25 to 31
are plotted as mass against log concentration of acid.

Horizontal portions of these curves (maxima and mini-
ma) indicate no net work done by acid of that concen-
tration. At a silica maximum, silica goes from clay to
hydrosol without assistance from acid. With the
Japanese clay (figure 27) assistance, possibly in break-
ing down structure, is required at all concentrations.
With the alkaline Wyoming clay (fig. 25), the slope is
reversed between 0.4 and 1 percent acid, the interpreta-
tion being perhaps that silica is unable to compete with
free acid for the bases in this range. When the curve
for recombined R203 is horizontal, evidently acid and
hydrosol are stalemated for possession of,.the bases.
With the Quincy clay (fig. 29) there are three such
maximuma but two of these may perhaps be attributed
to hydrates in the clay.

Calcium is a minor constituent in all these clays but
was determined in each solution. It has not been men-
tioned because it evidently plays a minor role. From
the four pure montmorillonite clays it is not removed,
more than a trace, by pure water. It appears in the
most dilute acid solutions, accounting for about one-

fourth of the acid. It increases in proportion to the
acid up to about 0.1 percent of acid, reaching a value
that is constant for higher acid concentrations. Soil
and acid-treated filtrol give up calcium even to pure
water (5 and 75 milligrams, respectively, per liter),
and with 0.02 percent or more of acid the calcium in
solution remains constant (28 and 130 milligrams).
Magnesium was not regularly determined, as it was
found in but few solutions in barely measurable amounts.

SOLUBILITY OF MONTMORILLONITE CLAYS IN ALKA-
LINE SOLUTIONS

As with acid solutions, 30 grams of montmorillonite
clay was digested 48 hours at 900 in 2-liter solutions of
sodium carbonate of different concentrations. The fil-
tered solution was acidified during evaporation, the
residue was washed in hot distilled water and silica de-
termined. There was no RO or R203 beyond mere
traces. Results for Wyoming bentonite in sodium car-
bonate solutions are shown in table 12 and figure 32.

The silica curve (fig. 32) is of the same general char-
acter as for acid (figs. 25 and 26). It rises to a low
maximum at about 0.025 percent sodium carbonate,
descends to a minimum at 0.05 percent, then rises
steadily to a final maximum of 0.70 gram per liter at
1 percent sodium carbonate. At 0.005 percent the
silica is a little higher than for pure water, instead of
lower as with an acid. The first maximum is at one-
tenth the concentration of the maximum for acid solu-
tions. Up to 0.05 percent alkali there is no free car-

bonate in the filtered solution-the carbon dioxide is
either released by the clay or retained upon it. At and
above 0.1 percent sodium carbonate there is free car-
bonate in solution. At the second maximum (about
1.5 percent) as at the first (0.025 percent) there is ap-

parently no net energy change in passing from clay to
hydrosol. At intermediate concentrations, there ap-
pears to be a net energy difference. Although equilib-
rium is attained, the capacity for transfer is limited.

The ratio of dissolved silica to sodium carbonate is
significant. If all the soda were used in producing

Na 2Si4O9 that ratio would be 2.30. However, the ratio
found is a maximum (1.34) at low concentrations, is
dropping rapidly at 0.02 percent, reaches a nearly
constant value (0.26) through the critical range, then
descends gradually to about 0.07 at one percent sodium
carbonate.

ELECTRODIALYSIS OF HYDROSOLS

The experiments on the solubility of clay described
above indicated the existence of a reversible equilibrium
between clay, reagent (water plus acid or alkali), and
product, as some clay and some reagent always remain
free. The product is therefore not simply silica plus
salt but some combination of silica with bases in equi-
librium with clay and acid. Further evidence is the
fact that silica is found in some solutions far in excess
of the saturation limit.

In search for more direct information as to the nature
of the product formed by clay and reagent solutions,
some 35 of these solutions were electrodialyzed. A

Mattson dializer with 1 X10X 15 centimeter cell, sheet
platinum electrodes, and cellophane membranes was
used. These membranes pass salts and silica hydrosols
freely but not dialized iron. Current was limited to 0.8
ampere by a lamp in series. Electrode liquors were
changed every hour for 3 or 4 hours then finished with
an overnight run. Anode and cathode liquors were
evaporated and analyzed separately. Silica, if any,
remaining in the cell was determined.

TABLE 12.-Silica dissolved from Wyoming bentonite by solutions containing sodium carbonate

Percent Na2C0 - - - - ..- - - .- .- - - - - - - - .- -  0.0 0.005 0.01 0.02 0.05 0.1 0.2 0..5 1..0

SiO2 in solution--------------- ---------- 0. 064 0. 067 0. 132 0. 178 0. 133 0. 260 0. 397 0. 598 0. 700
SiO2:Na2CO----------------------------------- 1. 34 1. 32 . 89 . 266 . 260 . 200 . 120 . 070
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FIGURE 32.-Wyoming bentonite in sodium carbonate solutions.

A saturated solution of silica, evaporated to one-
fourth volume was dialized. Of 0.1974 gram of total
silica, 0.0610 was found with the positive ions, 0.0607
with the negative, 0.0180 still in the filtered cell solu-
tion, and 0.0577 as precipitated silica in the cell and
on the membranes. As the transports of silica with

and against the current are equal and the silica micella

itself cannot be both positive and negative, it is evi-

dent that different micellae must carry equal and oppo-

site charges as adsorbed H (or H3O) and OH ions. The
precipitated silica remaining untransported indicates

that possibly some micellae were stripped of their
charges before they could be transported or else that

there were insufficient H and OH ions present to supply
them.

The same supersaturated silica solution with am-

monium chloride or hydrochloric acid added to supply
more free ions than water alone still gave equally divided

silica but with more instead of less precipitated silica.

A sodium silicate solution, diluted to about 30 grams per
liter, also gave equal transport in the two directions

with about half the total remaining in the cell. Equal
transport was also found with most of the equilibrium

clay solutions disussed below and many of these gave
little or no cell residue. When sodium aluminate was
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added to a saturated solution of pure silica and dialized,
more than 96 percent of the silica was precipitated

without transport. Despite the high affinity of both

ions for silica, they rob it of its H and OH and leave it

to coagulate.
When sodium chloride is added to a pure silica

solution and dialized, twice as much silica goes with

the positive ions as with the negative. A similar test
with added aluminum chloride shows the opposite
effect-5.5 percent positive, 13.1 percent negative,

and 81.4 percent precipitated. A well-aged clear liquor

from Wyoming bentonite (alkaline) plus water, showed

twice as much positive (64.6 percent) as negative (33.5)

silica, with almost none. (1.9 percent) precipitated.

The same liquor with hydrochloric acid added before
dialysis gave nearly equal transport (48 against 44),

while with sodium chloride added the transport was 95.5
positive against 4.5 negative.

Electrodialysis of equilibrium clay-acid solutions

always gave silica nearly equally divided between posi-

tive and negative ions. The results of a few typical

runs are given in table 13. The volume of filtrate

stated was evaporated to 150 cubic centimeters for

electrodialysis.
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TABLE 13.-Electrodialysis of clays

Polkville clay in 0.2 percent hydrochloric acid, 1,575 milliliters filtrate

Total Water SiO Insoluble CaO
solids isnsoluble R20 C

Cations-------- 1. 2886 0. 2754 0. 1170 0. 0927 0. 05580
Cell------------.3537 . 3340 . 2810 Trace Trace
Anions.---------.,5190 . 2155 . 1166 .0272 . 1380

Quincy clay in 2 percent hydrochloric acid. 400 milliliters filtrate

Cations--------- 1. 4787 0. 1822 0. 0378 0. 0724 None
Cell------------ .0300 .0250 .0100 .0052 None
Anions---------.5956 .3559 .0368 .1745 .0402

Soil in 1 percent hydrochloric acid, 400 milliliters filtrate

Cations.--------1. 0656 0. 1475 0. 0752 0. 0482 0.0735
Anions.---------. 4547 . 2532 . 0834 . 1010 Trace

Acid-treated Filtrol in 1 percent hydrochloric acid. 400 milliliters filtrate

Cations.--------1. 7601 0. 1605 0. 0535 0. 0455 0. 1219
Anions---------.5889 .2827 .0425 . 1115 .0617

Quincy clay in 0.02 percent hydrochloric acid. 2,000 milliliters filtrate

Cations-------- 0. 6093 0. 1236 0. 0795 Trace 0. 3640
Cell----_.-.... . 2077 . 1329 . 1885 None None
Anions---------. 1976 . 1040 . 0900 Trace None

Quincy clay in 0.5 percent potassium hydroxide. 500 milliliters filtrate

Cations-------- 4. 9082 0. 2256 0. 2305 Trace None
Cell.------------. 1128 . 0603 . 0375 None None
Anions---------1. 3084 . 4575 . 4185 None None

Silica is transported nearly equally in both directions

in every acid solution. With potassium hydroxide as

solvent, nearly twice as much is transported as negative
ions. No free ions are left in the cell, and in two cases,

no silica even. Calcium is transported as anions in
some cases. The R203 is decidedly unbalanced, usu-

ally favoring the anions. That silica is balanced from
the start was shown by separate analyses of the first
cation and anion liquors removed.

Clay solutions are a complex mixture of salts and
hydroxides of the amphoteric elements aluminum, iron,

and silicon, together with -magnesium and calcium,
which function only as bases. Pure solutions and sus-

pensions of the amphoteric hydroxides show equal
transport as anions and cations when electrodialyzed.
Aluminum hydroxide in water below about 50* C. is

ionized as AlOOH->A1O 2.H+AlO.OH, and iron in like
manner. Above about 500 C. each goes to a monohy-
drate, such as A1203.H20 diaspore. Hydrated silica

HSiO3 H apparently ionizes as HSiO3 .H and HSiO2 .OH,
as it shows equal transport with and against the current.
Ca(OH)2 or Mg(OH)2 alone in water shows only cation

transport. In those experiments listed in table 13
where anion transport of calcium is shown, it was prob-
ably attached to one or several anions. To fully in-
terpret the varied results shown in this table, much

more experimental work on simpler systems will be
required.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The solubility of a number of clays in acids and
alkali of a wide range of concentrations indicates that
the solution process is of at least three kinds for every

clay, dependent on the concentration of solvent.
At equilibrium, a fraction of the acid or alkali re-

mains free, and a fraction of each clay remains undis-
solved regardless of the proportions present. Hence,

the reactions appear to be reversible, as indicated by
varying equilibrium conditions.

Over a range of low acid concentrations, 0.05 to 0.2
normal, the "solution" is essentially a silicate hydrosol
similar in composition to the clay dissolved. At higher
concentrations it contains also salts in solution; at
lower concentrations excess silica. At acid concentra-
tions of 20 percent and over, bases but no silica go into
solution and no hydrosols are formed.

Over a range of low alkali concentrations, 0.002 to
0.005 normal (0.02 to 0.05 percent) sodium carbonate,
the solution is essentially an alkali silicate hydrosol,
only silica being removed from the clay. At concen-

trations of alkali below the critical range, no carbonate
is left in solution.

With montmorillonite clays the critical anion con-
centration is around 0.1 mole per liter while the critical
cation (Na +) concentration is around 0.001 mole per
liter. Within the critical acid range, the anions may
be considered as competing on substantially equal terms
with silicic acid for the bases of the clay. Within the
critical alkali range, the alkali in solution is competing
on equal terms with the bases of the clay for the silica.

A saturated solution (hydrosol) of pure silica is prac-
tically un-ionized and nearly nonconducting for elec-
tricity. When electrodialized, however, the silica is
transported equally with cations and anions. Silica
hydrosol, when stripped of adsorbed ions flocculates and
precipitates in large aggregates. When concentrated,
it goes over to a hydrogel at a concentration of about
5 percent.

A silicate hydrosol, stabilized with respect to clay
and free acid, if electrodialized shows equal transport
of silica in the two directions. It appears that a variety
of ions are adsorbed in inverse proportion to their
valence so that the total positive and negative charges
are equal.

When alien ions are added to an equilibrium silicate
hydrosol, electrodialysis no longer gives equal transport
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of silica in the two directions if either cation or anion
has an affinity for silica greater than that of H and OH,
otherwise they have little effect on that balance.

In base-exchange work, it is well known that the
nature of the anions as well as the bases must be taken
into account. This investigation indicates that the con-
centrations of the anions present may also be of critical
importance.

Defining "mineralizers" as added constituents which
promote the deposition of crystalline solids from solu-
tion, it is evident that within the scope of this investi-
gation no such agent exists. Even strong salt solutions
diminish the concentration of silica solutions only to
half saturation. Silica and silicate hydrosols go over
to hydrogels on concentration, not to crystalline solids.
Given sufficient time, however, they might form crystals.
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G TOLOG IC MAP OF IRON HILL AREA, GUNNISON COUNTY, COLORADO
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Geology by Esper S. Larsen, 1910, 1911, 1923

I Mile

(orntour interval 500 feet

1941

EXPLANATION

Quaternary alluvium, landslide,
talus, and terrace gravels

Ta

Alboroto quartz latite of
Potosi volcanic series

(Rhyolite and quartz latite flows and
tuffs)

Jm

Morrison formation

Quartz gabbro dikes

Nepheline gabbro dikes
(Theralite)

Carbonate veins
(Carry si-t ',al some sulfides)

aS

Soda syenite
(Dikes an irreu la bodies)

n

Nepheline o yvfntte

ij

Ijolite
Small in trusios)

py

Pyroxenite

UG

Uncompahgrite
Irregular boles par tlo altered to
diopside-es -an ite rock)

Limestone of Iron Hill
(Large mass of Iron Hill, smaller

inclusions in pyroxenite, and
irregular hydrothermal bodies in
pre-Cambrian rocks)

p

Pre-Cambrian granite, gneiss,
and amphibolite

Ato 0 indicate location of gullies
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